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OBJECTIVE

The goal of this project was to develop new techniques for the construction, description,
and analysis of multi-agent systems. The characteristics of systems being addressed include
a high degree of non-determinism (resulting from a large number of interactions) and
unpredictability of the environment in which the agents operate. Specifically, we
implemented tools for building robust and dependable large-scale multi-agent systems and
studied methods for predicting and analyzing the behaviors of such systems. The project
developed coordination methods for systems consisting of large numbers of agents.
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APPROACH

In order to effectively model large-scale systems, it is necessary to focus on properties of
interest at a macroscopic level. Therefore, we used a divide and conquer approach in
addressing the construction and analysis of large-scale agent systems and we modeled agent
systems at two levels of abstractions: the system level and the application level.
Our goal at the system or implementation level was to ease the construction and analysis of
dependable large-scale agent systems. At this level, we modeled agents as autonomous
entities that interact via message passing schemes. Therefore, the actor framework provided
a good starting point because it does not make any assumptions or stipulations about the
logic of the application for which the actors are developed. The actor framework also has a
rich formal theory that we extended and used to study high level specifications of agent
systems. The formalisms we developed abstract irrelevant details and focus directly on the
desired macroscopic properties. Furthermore, methods for modular and compositional
specifications were considered so that simple specifications of specific properties or
components can be composed to derive more complex specifications of larger systems.
Moreover, large-scale agent systems are inherently stochastic. The asynchrony and
autonomy of widely distributed agents inevitably leads to non-determinism. This may be
the case irrespective of the nature individual agent behaviors which might be deterministic
or stochastic. The methods we developed accounted for this uncertainty by allowing
stochastic descriptions of agent systems and providing techniques to reason about the
likelihoods of possible evolutions of the systems.
In spite of the advantages of formal analysis, it has serious limitations when applied to
large-scale agent systems. Typically, in order to keep the analysis tractable, one chooses
only a few relevant abstractions to describe and reason about the system. While this is
effective for certain purposes, formal analysis is not feasible for problems involving too
many parameters. To address this problem, we developed the Adaptive Actor Architecture
(AAA) which utilized various optimizing techniques to simulate large-scale agent system
and derive empirical estimations of the desired properties.
We viewed our work at the system level as an enabling technique that facilitates the
construction and testing of various multi-agent coordination models. These models focus
only on the application logic at high levels of abstractions and are not concerned with the
architecture used to implement the agents. Moreover, the work at the application level
stimulated and motivated our work at the system level to cope with the scalability
requirement of the application needs. Therefore, we used an evolutionary approach in
which each level bootstrapped progress at the other one.
Our goal at the application or coordination level was to develop models and techniques that
facilitate multi-agent teamwork or how to allow a group of agents to cooperate in order to
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accomplish a high level team goal. To achieve this, we developed theoretical models that
help us to understand the difficulty of multi-agent teamwork and provide a framework to
parametrically analyze the tension between different aspects of the teamwork coordination
problems. Specifically, we developed the distributed constraint optimization framework
and we also used cellular automata to mathematically model multi-agent systems. We
studied the role of agent autonomy in teamwork and developed natural epistemological and
hierarchical taxonomy of different types of autonomous agents, strictly based on an agent's
critical capabilities as seen by an outside observer.
While the above models were geared toward fostering our understanding of the teamwork
problem, they were not suitable to serve as an executable model that enables each agent to
decide about what action to do. Nevertheless, these efforts helped us to arrive at the proper
level of abstraction to attack the teamwork problem. We represented the multi-agent
teamwork problems as a distributed task assignment problem in which a group of agents is
required to accomplish a set of tasks while maximizing a certain performance measures.
We developed the dynamic forward/reverse auctioning scheme as a generic method for
solving the distributed task assignment problem in dynamic environments.
To measure our progress at both the system and application levels, we used the TASK
shared domain, viz, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). Using our AAA, we developed large
simulations agents modeling up to 10,000 UAVs in a surveillance task, contrasting different
coordination approaches for this task. We also modeled the problem of a team of UAVs in
a search and rescue mission using our dynamic distributed task assignment framework and
our dynamic auctioning scheme to derive agents' behavior in this domain. We evaluated
this approach using physical agents, i.e., robots. The robot-based simulation consisted of up
to 20 robots forming dynamic teams to carry out the surveillance task.

3
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

3.1 Formal Analysis of Agent Systems
In order to facilitate the analysis of the behavior of agent systems, it was necessary to
develop techniques for specifying and reasoning about such systems. We have shown that
these techniques can make use of three fundamental properties of agent systems:
•
•
•

Asynchrony: Autonomous agents operate and communicate asynchronously.
Modularity: Agent systems can be decomposed into concurrent components, each
consisting of an ensemble of agents.
Locality and Non-interference: Messages between agents are the only means of
information flow, e.g., there are no shared variables.

We leveraged these properties in achieving significant progress in two main areas: rewrite
theory and distributed monitoring of multi-agent systems.

3.1.1 Reasoning about Agent Specifications Using Probabilistic
Rewrite Theory
We decided to extend the rewrite framework and use it for specification and reasoning
about large-scale agent systems. The rewrite theory is an appealing formalism because of
its support for abstraction by providing the ability to group several agent states into a single
state, and several low level transitions into a big step transition. For example, a rule could
abstractly state in a single step the transition of a group of agents from before a leader
election procedure to after. Specifically, the final state of the group is specified without
furnishing the details of how the transition is implemented. Therefore it results in a
compact specification.
Nondeterminism exhibits itself in the system when two or more rules may be
simultaneously applicable to a certain state. When such rules do not conflict they are
allowed to proceed either concurrently or in an interleaving fashion. On the other hand, if
the rules conflict, the system decides which rule to apply according to customizable
probabilistic tactics. To enable such probabilistic tactics, we extended this rich formalism
with probabilistic transitions which results in the Probabilistic Rewrite Theory formalism.
We made significant progress in providing a precise formulation and semantic for this
formalism.
We demonstrated how to use the Probabilistic Rewrite Theory to express systems with
nondeterminism and probabilities, thus providing a way to reason about distributed
systems, randomized algorithms, as well as systems where we have probabilistic models of
communication delays, failures, etc. Moreover, we showed that Continuous Time Markov
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Chains and Generalized Semi-Markov Processes can be naturally expressed in our
rewriting model. We implemented a simulator for finitary probabilistic rewrite theories
called PMaude. PMaude provides a tool to formally study agent systems, for example, to
do performance modeling and studies of agent systems involving continuous variables.

3.1.2 Monitoring and Verification of Deployed Agent Systems
We used the actor properties (asynchrony, modularity, and locality) to develop a rich theory
of agents. In particular, significant improvement can be made with respect to the efficiency
of verification algorithms. We were able to show that instead of testing configurations
under all possible execution environments -- an expensive and generally infeasible process
because of the nondeterminism in agent systems -- it is possible to use an exponentially
smaller set of traces which represents a canonical set of execution orders in such systems.
We also developed techniques for distributed monitoring of multi-agent systems. These
techniques allow automatic generation of local monitoring code from a specification of a
distributed property. The code is weaved with execution code to enable seamless
monitoring of the specification. Finally, we developed methods for statistical black-box
testing of probabilistic properties in a system
Finally, we developed techniques for the scalable statistical analysis of multi-agent
systems. Specifically, we developed a new statistical approach for analyzing stochastic
agent systems against specifications given in a sublogic of continuous stochastic logic
(CSL). Unlike past numerical and statistical analysis methods, we assume that the system
under investigation is an unknown, deployed black-box that can be passively observed to
obtain sample traces, but cannot be controlled. Given a set of executions (obtained by
Monte Carlo simulation) and a property, our techniques check, based on statistical
hypothesis testing, whether the sample provides evidence to conclude the satisfaction or
violation of a property, and computes a quantitative measure (p-value of the tests) of
confidence in its answer; if the sample does not provide statistical evidence to conclude the
satisfaction or violation of the property, the algorithm may respond with a “don't know”
answer.
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3.2 Multi-agent Modeling
We have made significant progress in modeling multi-agent systems at the application
level. Some of these models strive to provide a theoretical foundation to understand the
difficulty of multi-agent coordination. They make use of rigorous mathematical
optimization and models based on cellular-automata. Motivated by this analysis we also
defined the dynamic distributed task assignment problem that enables us to use economic
models to provide near optimal solutions under resource constraints.

3.2.1 The Constraint Optimization Framework
The goal of the constraint optimization framework is to mathematically provide a
parametric model of a system of agents working as a team to accomplish a set of tasks
while satisfying a heterogeneous set of physical and communication constraints. We used
this framework to model a team of UAVs in a surveillance task. Specifically, we applied
the framework to UAVs, where we model each UAV as an autonomous agent. Each agent
has an individual utility and the goal of the system is to maximize a joint utility function.
The application requires each UAV to plan its path in cooperation with other UAVs in
order to accomplish an aerial survey of dynamically evolving targets. In this framework, we
assumed the existence of a common clock and the ability of agents to communicate with
each other in a given communication range by means of multi-cast messages. We also
assumed that a certain number of geographical locations were of interest, and their value
was dynamically changing over time.
Guided by the above formulation, and using our simulation environment (see Section 4),
we simulated a number of agent strategies to understand the tension between variables in
our parametric model. The simulation modeled UAV's intrinsic kinematics such as velocity
and acceleration, constraints on each UAV's trajectory (e.g., collision avoidance), and
constraints on resources such as fuel, available air corridors, and bounded communication
radii. Each UAV's utility function was dependent on its position and the expected value of a
target by the time the UAV would arrive there. In our model the value of the target declines
with time. These set of simulations suggested two tentative conclusions:
There is an optimal number of UAVs for a given problem which can be established through
our simulation engine. Beyond this number, more UAVs have a marginal negative impact
on pay-offs. As we scale up, locality becomes more important than the utility of a target.
Moreover, we devised special algorithms to efficiently solve a certain instance of the
constraint optimization problem were the goal is to form coalition among agents under the
constraint of achieving maximal cliques in the underlying communication topology. This
problem was directly motivated by multi-agent environments and applications where both
node and link failures are to be expected, and where group and coalition robustness with
respect to such failures is a highly desirable quality. These cliques, however, are restricted
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to be of smaller than a given maximum ceiling size. This restriction allows computational
tractability despite the fact that the general MAX-CLIQUE problem is NP-complete.

3.2.2 The Dynamic Distributed Task Assignment Framework
Using the constraint optimization framework we arrived at the proper level of abstraction to
attack the teamwork problem. We realized, among other researchers albeit using a different
formulation, that many multi-agent teamwork problems can be modeled as a Dynamic
Distrusted Task Assignment (DDTA) problem. In the DDTA problem, a group of agents is
required to accomplish a set of tasks while maximizing a certain performance measure. We
identified that an effective solution to the DDTA problem needs to address two closely
related questions:
1. How to find a near-optimal assignment from agents to tasks under resource
constraints?
2. How to efficiently maintain the optimality of the assignment over time?
Guided by this formulation, we developed our solution to the DDTA problem, the Dynamic
Forward/Reverse Auctioning scheme, described in Section 3. We applied this scheme to a
UAV search and rescue scenario with promising results (see Section 5).

3.2.3 Cellular Automata-based Modeling
We made progress in developing a "starting point" mathematical model for agent systems
using the classical cellular automata (CA). We intensely studied some extensions and
modifications of the classical CA, so that the resulting graph or network automata are more
faithful abstractions of a broad variety of large-scale multi-agent systems. We also
developed natural epistemological and hierarchical taxonomy of different types of
autonomous agents, strictly based on an agent's critical capabilities as seen by an outside
observer.
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3.3 Coordination Framework: The Dynamic Forward/
Reverse Auctioning Scheme
The goal of the dynamic forward/reverse auction mechanism is to solve the dynamic
distributed task assignment problem as posed in Section 2.2. A solution to the DDTA
problem should ensure that task-agent assignment is always optimal with respect to the
performance measure. Our approach can be characterized as a divide and conquer method
that separately deals with combinatorial complexity and dynamicity – the two aspects of the
DDTA problem. We addressed the first issue by extending an existing forward/reverse
auction algorithm which was designed for bipartite maximal matching to find an initial
near-optimal assignment. The extension makes it suitable for the distributed, asynchronous,
multi-requirement aspects of the DDTA problem. However, the dynamicity of the
environment compromises the optimality of the initial solution obtained via this modified
algorithm. We address the dynamicity problem by using swapping to locally move agents
between tasks. By linking these local swaps, the current assignment is morphed into one
which is closer to what would have been obtained if we had re-executed the
computationally more expensive auction algorithm.
We applied this dynamic auctioning scheme in the context of UAVs (Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles) search and rescue mission and developed experiments using physical agents to
show the feasibility of the proposed approach in the TASK August demo which featured
twenty robots (targets and pursuers). Besides the experimental results, we conducted a
theoretical analysis about the performance of swapping.
Bidder Agent
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No Target
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Target

Bidder Agent
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Figure 1: Inter-roles Interaction in the Forward/Reverse Auction Protocol
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3.4 Large-scale Multi-agent Simulation: The Adaptive
Actor Architecture
The Adaptive Actor Architecture (AAA) was one of the major accomplishments of this
TASK project. The AAA is designed to support the construction of large-scale multi-agent
applications by exploiting distributed computing techniques to efficiently distribute agents
across a distributed network of computers. Distributing agents across nodes introduces
inter-node communication that might eliminate any improvement in the runtime of largescale multi-agent applications. The AAA uses several optimizing techniques to address
three fundamental problems related to agent communication between nodes : agent
distribution, service agent discovery and message passing for mobile agents. We will first
discuss how these problems have been addressed in the AAA and then describe how the
AAA was used in the UAV domain.

3.4.1 Adaptive Agent Distribution
Unless an agent requires some specific devices or services belonging to a certain computer
node, the location of an agent does not affect the result of computation. However, the
performance of agent applications may vary considerably according to the distribution
pattern of agents, because agent distribution changes the inter-node communication pattern
of agents, and the amount of inter-node communication considerably affects the overall
performance. Therefore, if we could co-locate agents that intensively communicate with
each other, the communication cost among agents could be minimized. Moreover, since the
communication pattern of agents is continuously changing, agent distribution should be
adaptive and dynamic .
If agents are dynamically distributed according to only their communication localities,
some computer nodes could be overloaded with too many agents. Therefore, we distributed
agents according to both their communication localities and the workload of computer
nodes. The novel features of our approach are that this mechanism is based on the
communication locality of agent groups as well as individual agents, and that the
negotiation between computer nodes for agent migration occurs at the agent group level,
but not at the individual agent level .

3.4.2 Application Agent-oriented Middle Agent Services
In open multi-agent systems where agents can enter and leave at any time, middle agent
services such as brokering and matchmaking are very effective at finding service agents.
Since brokering services can remove one message that may be very large , they may be
more efficient than matchmaking services. However, because of the difficulty in expressing
all search algorithms to a middle agent, in some cases we must use a matchmaking service
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instead of brokering service. Previous solutions modify the search mechanism of the middle
agent. But any change to the search mechanism in a middle agent affects other agents .
To handle the different interests of agents, we developed and implemented an active
interaction model for middle agent services. In these services , the middle agent manages
data, and search algorithms are given by application agents. With this separation of search
algorithms from data, the middle agent can support the different interests of application
agents at the same time without affecting other agents. Although application agents are
located on different computer nodes, because their search algorithms are executed on the
same computer node where data exist, the search algorithm can be performed efficiently,
and the delivery overhead of search algorithms can be compensated with the performance
benefit .

3.4.3 Message Passing for Mobile Agents
Message passing is the most fundamental service in multi-agent frameworks. Regardless of
the locations of receiver agents, agent frameworks should provide reliable message passing.
With dynamic agent distribution, agents may often change their locations . Sending a
message to a mobile agent that has moved from its original computer node may require
more than one message hop. If the sending node can directly deliver the message to the
mobile agent, it will reduce communication time .
For this purpose, we developed a location-based message passing mechanism and a delayed
message passing mechanism. The location-based message passing mechanism uses location
information in the name of a receiver agent, and the name of an agent is updated by its
current computer node whenever the agent changes its location. The delayed message
passing mechanism allows a computer node to hold messages for a moving agent until the
agent finishes its migration .

3.4.4 AAA for UAV Simulation
We used the AAA to build ActorSim with which we used to conduct several simulation
runs to compare different coordination strategies for a UAV surveillance task. This
simulation package provides simulation time management, environment-based agent
interaction, kinematics of UAVs and targets, etc. We used this simulator to study the
effectiveness of applying a number of multi-agent coordination mechanisms to the problem
of cooperative surveillance in scenarios of up to 10,000 agents (5,000 UAVs and 5,000
targets). Moreover, we have designed a graphical simulation viewer for ActorSim in
OpenGL. Good visualization is important not only for the spectators, but also for the
designers of the higher-level system capabilities, such as, the agent capabilities of effective
collaborative coordination and collision avoidance.
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We have transferred a preliminary version of the ActorSim simulator and UAV simulation
package to the Information Director of Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL/IF) in Rome,
NY. Rome Labs plans to customize the simulation toolkit for use by research teams at
AFRL/IF.
UAV Simulation Viewer
- OpenGL based graphic viewer

ActorSim
Task-oriented Agents:
UAV
UAV
UAV
UAV

Target
Target
Target
Target
ABS: Air Base System

GCS: Ground Control System

Simulation-oriented Agents:
Environment Simulator
Simulation Control Manager

Adaptive Actor Architecture
- Adaptive Agent Distribution
- Application Agent-oriented Middle Agent Services
- Message Passing for Mobile Agents

Figure 2: Three-Layered Architecture for UAV Simulations

3.4.5 Experimental Results
To investigate how a cooperation strategy influences the performance of a joint mission, we
use Average Service Cost (ASC) as our metric. ASC is interpreted as additional navigation
time to serve given targets, and is defined as follows:
n

ASC =

∑ ( NTi − MNT )
i

n
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where n is the number of UAVs, NTi means navigation time of UAV i, MNT (Minimum
Navigation Time) means average navigation time of all UAVs required for a mission when
there are no targets.
Figure 3 depicts ASC for a team-based coordination strategy and a self-interest strategy.
When the number of UAVs is increased, ASC is decreased in every case. This result
explains that communication of UAVs is useful to handle targets, even though UAVs in the
self-interest UAV strategy consumes quickly the value of a target when they handle the
target together.
16
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Figure 3: ASC of UAVs for Performing a Given Mission
To evaluate the potential benefit of adaptive agent distribution of AAA, we conducted the
same simulations with two different agent distribution strategies: dynamic agent
distribution and static agent distribution. Figure 4 depicts the difference of runtimes of
simulations in two cases. Even though the dynamic agent distribution in our simulations
includes the overhead for monitoring and decision making, the overall performance of
dynamic agent distribution overwhelms that of static agent distribution. As the number of
agents is increased, the ratio also generally increases. With 10,000 agents, the simulation
using the dynamic agent allocation is more than five times faster than the simulation with a
static agent allocation.
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Figure 4: Runtimes for Static and Dynamic Agent Distribution
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3.5 Hardware Realization: The August 2004 Demo
The goal of our August hardware demo was to demonstrate our techniques in a realistic
environment. For this purpose, we created a search and rescue mission. In this domain, a
collection of UAVs roam a rectangle mission area looking for targets (downed pilots,
injured civilians, etc.). These targets move according to a pre-determined path not known to
the UAVs. Each target has a step utility function and requires a minimum number of UAVs
to be serviced. This step utility function means that before the target gets its required
number of UAVs, none of its utility can be consumed by the team. Once a requisite number
of UAVs arrive near the target, it is deemed to have been serviced. UAVs monitor targets
and coordinate the groups that service them subject to maximizing the total team benefit.
We have modeled the above scenario using the DDTA formulation as mentioned in Section
2.2 and applied our dynamic forward/reverse auction mechanism to derive agent behaviors
in this domain.

Figure 5: Experimental Environment
We modeled UAVs and targets as robot cars. Each car was controlled by an iPAQ PDA
running Microsoft Pocket PC and receives localization information from a leader vision
server collaborating data from four vision servers, each of which is connected to an
overhead video camera. A vision server takes images from a camera, searches for unique
color plates mounted on each robot car, and calculates the corresponding robot’s
identification and heading. A leader vision server takes localization information from each
vision server, and sends filtered and regulated localization information to the iPAQs. The
iPAQs use an internal WiFi interface for inter-agent communication. Different cars are
used to represent UAVs and targets. It is quite clear that this hardware setting makes
discovering logical errors in the software implementation and tracing the agents’ behavior
very hard. To deal with these issues, we developed a hardware/software shared agent code
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architecture that allows us to simulate this hardware setting in software while at the same
time guaranteeing interoperability when porting this code to the hardware setting. The main
design philosophy of the system was to ease parallel development and testing of the code.
The agent’s (UAV/Target) implementation is isolated from the architecture on which the
system is running. The system was developed to run in one of two modes: a simulated
mode or a real node. This architecture helped us accelerate the development cycle when
preparing for the hardware final demo.
Another technical issue we faced during this hardware demo, which was not apparent in
software simulations, was collision avoidance. While collisions can be abstracted away in a
large-scale software simulation of a multi-agent system, the issue is critical in the context
of real vehicles. With up to twenty robots in our hardware demo, operating in a relatively
small area (8 m × 6 m), collision avoidance poses significant challenges. To address this
problem, we developed online path planning and re-planning heuristics for collision
avoidance as well as group coordination behavior when pursuing the assigned target. All of
these techniques were demonstrated successfully during a demonstration for DARPA in
August 2004.
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Scalable Agent Distribution Mechanisms for
Large-Scale UAV Simulations
Myeong-Wuk Jang and Gul Agha
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Abstract ⎯ A cluster of computers is required to execute
large-scale multi-agent. However, such execution incurs an
inter-node communication overhead because agents
intensively communicate with other agents to achieve
common goals. Although a number of dynamic load
balancing mechanisms have been developed, these
mechanisms are not scalable in multi-agent applications
because of the overhead involved in analyzing the
communication patterns of agents. This paper proposes two
scalable dynamic agent distribution mechanisms; one
mechanism aims at minimizing agent communication cost,
and the other mechanism attempts to move agents from
overloaded agent platforms to lightly loaded platforms. Our
mechanisms are fully distributed algorithms and analyze
only coarse-grain communication dependencies of agents,
thus providing scalability. We describe the results of
applying these mechanisms to large-scale micro UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) simulations involving up to
10,000 agents.

information. Therefore, we believe these mechanisms may
not be scalable. In this paper, we propose two scalable agent
distribution mechanisms; one mechanism aims at
minimizing agent communication cost, and the other
mechanism attempts to move agents from an overloaded
agent platform to lightly loaded agent platforms. These two
mechanisms are developed as fully distributed algorithms
and analyze only coarse-grain communication dependencies
of agents instead of their fine-grain communication
dependencies.
Although the scalability of multi-agent systems is an
important concern in the design and implementation of
multi-agent platforms, we believe such scalability cannot be
achieved without customizing agent platforms for a specific
multi-agent application. In our agent systems, each
computer node has one agent platform, which manages
scheduling, communication, and other middleware services
for agents executing on the computer node. Our multi-agent
platform is adaptive to improve the scalability of the entire
system. Specifically, large-scale micro UAV (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle) simulations involving up to 10,000 agents
are studied using our agent distribution mechanisms.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the number of agents in large-scale multi-agent
applications increases by orders of magnitude (e.g. see [7, 9,
10]), distributed execution is required to improve the overall
performance of applications. However, parallelizing the
execution on a cluster may lead to inefficiency; a few
computer nodes may be idle while others are overloaded.
Many dynamic load balancing mechanisms have been
developed to enable efficient parallelization [1, 3, 6].
However, these mechanisms may not be applicable to
multi-agent applications because of the different
computation and communication behavior of agents [4, 9].

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the
scalability issues of multi-agent systems. Section 3
describes two agent distribution mechanisms implemented
in our agent platform. Section 4 explains our UAV
simulations and their interaction with our agent distribution
mechanisms. Section 5 shows the preliminary experimental
results to evaluate the performance gain resulting from the
use of these mechanisms. The last section concludes this
paper with a discussion of our future work.

2. SCALABILITY OF MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

Some load balancing mechanisms have been developed for
multi-agent applications [4, 5], but these mechanisms
require a significant overhead to gather information about
the communication patterns of agents and analyze the

The scalability of multi-agent systems depends on the
structure of an agent application as well as the multi-agent
platform. For example, when a distributed multi-agent
application includes centralized components, these
components can become a bottleneck of parallel execution,
and the application may not be scalable. Even when an
application has no centralized components, agents may use
middle agent services, such as brokering or matchmaking
services, supported by agent platforms, and the agent
platform-level component that supports these services may
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agents according to their communication localities and the
workload of its computer node. However, with the
interaction with multi-agent applications, the quality of this
service may be improved. For example, multi-agent
applications may initialize or change parameters of dynamic
agent distribution during execution for the better
performance of the entire system. For the interaction
between agent applications and platforms, we use a
reflective mechanism [11]; agents in applications are
supported by agent platforms, and the services of agent
platforms may be controlled by agents in applications. This
paper shows how our multi-agent applications (e.g., UAV
simulations) interact with our dynamic agent distribution
mechanisms.

become a bottleneck for the entire system.
The goal of executing a cluster of computers for a single
multi-agent application is to improve performance by taking
advantage of parallel execution. However, balancing the
workload on computer nodes requires a significant overhead
from gathering the global state information, analyzing the
information, and transferring agents very often among
computer nodes. When the number of computer nodes
and/or that of agents are very large, achieving optimal load
balancing is not feasible. Therefore, we use a load sharing
approach which move agents from an overloaded computer
node, but the workload balance between different computer
nodes is not required to be optimal.
Another important factor in the performance of large-scale
multi-agent applications is agent communication cost. This
cost may significantly affect the performance of multi-agent
systems, when agents distributed on separate computer
nodes communicate intensively with each other. Even
though the speed of local networks has considerably
increased, the intra-node communication for message
passing is much faster than inter-node communication.
Therefore, if we can collocate agents which communicate
intensively with each other, communication time may
significantly decrease. Distributing agents statically by a
programmer is not generally feasible, because the
communication patterns among agents may change over
time. Thus agents should be dynamically reallocated
according to their communication localities of agents, and
this procedure should be managed by a multi-agent
platform.

3. DYNAMIC AGENT DISTRIBUTION
This section describes two mechanisms for dynamic agent
distribution: a communication localization mechanism
collocates agents which communicate intensively with each
other, and a load sharing mechanism moves agent groups
from overloaded agent platforms to lightly loaded agent
platforms. Although the purpose of these two mechanisms is
different, the mechanisms consist of similar process phases
and share the same components in an agent platform. Both
these two mechanisms are also designed as fully distributed
algorithms. Figure 1 shows the state transition diagram for
these two agent distribution mechanisms.
For these dynamic agent distribution services, four system
components in our agent platform are mainly used. A
detailed explanation of system components is described in
[9].

Because of a large number of agents in a single multi-agent
application, the overhead from gathering the communication
patterns of agents and analyzing such patterns would
significantly affect the overall performance of the entire
system. For example, when there are n agents and
unidirectional communication channels between agents are
used, the maximum number of possible communication
connections among agents is n×(n-1). If the communication
patterns between agents and agent platforms are considered
for dynamic agent distribution, the maximum number of
communication connections becomes n×m where m is the
number of agent platforms. Usually, m is much less than n.

1. Message Manager takes charge of message passing
between agents.

Monitoring

Agent Grouping

Agent / Group Distribution

Another important concern for the scalability is the location
of agent distributor that performs dynamic agent distribution.
If a centralized component handles this task, the
communication between this component and agent
platforms may be significantly increased and the component
may be the bottleneck of the entire system. Therefore, when
multi-agent systems are large-scale, more simplified
information for decision making and distributed algorithms
would be more applicable for the scalability of dynamic
agent distribution mechanisms.

Negotiation

Agent Migration

Figure 1 - State Transition Diagram for Dynamic
Agent Distribution. The solid lines are used for both
mechanisms, the dashed line is used only for the
communication localization mechanism, and the
dotted lines are used only for the load sharing
mechanism.

For the purpose of dynamic agent distribution, each agent
platform may monitor the status of its computer node and
the communication patterns of agents on it, and distribute
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dependency ratio of an agent is larger than a predefined
threshold θ, the Actor Allocation Manager assigns the agent
to a virtual agent group that represents a remote agent
platform.

2. System Monitor periodically checks the workload of
its computer node.
3. Actor Allocation Manager is responsible for dynamic
agent distribution.
4. Actor Migration Manager moves agents to other
agent platforms.

k = arg max( Rij ) and

Rik > θ

→ ai ∈ Gk

(3)

j

3.1. Agent Distribution for Communication Locality

where ai represents agent i, and Gk means virtual agent
group k.

The communication localization mechanism handles the
dynamic change of the communication patterns of agents.
As time passes, the communication localities of agents may
change according to the changes of agents’ interests. By
analyzing messages delivered between agents, agent
platforms may decide what agent platform an agent should
be located on. Because an agent platform can neither
estimate the future communication patterns of agents nor
know how agents on other platforms may migrate, local
decision of an agent platform cannot be perfect. However,
our experiments show that in case of our applications,
reasonable performance can be achieved. The
communication localization mechanism consists of four
phases: monitoring, agent distribution, negotiation, and
agent migration (see Figure 1).

After the Actor Allocation Manager checks all agents, and
assigns some of them to virtual agent groups, it starts the
negotiation
phase,
and
information
about
the
communication dependencies of agents is reset.
Negotiation Phase ⎯ Before the agent platform P1 moves
the agents assigned to a given virtual agent group to
destination agent platform P2, the Actor Allocation Manager
of P1 communicates with that of P2 to check the current
status of P2. Only if P2 has enough space and the percentage
of its CPU usage is not continuously high, the Actor
Allocation Manager of P2 accepts the request. Otherwise,
the Manager of P2 responds with the number of agents that
it can accept. In this case, the P1 moves only a subset of the
virtual agent group.

Monitoring Phase ⎯ The Actor Allocation Manager checks
the communication patterns of agents with the assistance
from the Message Manager. Specifically, the Actor
Allocation Manager uses information about both the sender
agent and the agent platform of the receiver agent of each
message. This information is maintained with a variable M
representing all agent platforms communicating with each
agent on the Manager’s platform.

Agent Migration Phase ⎯ Based on the response of a
destination agent platform, the Actor Allocation Manager of
the sender agent platform initiates migration of entire or part
of agents in the selected virtual agent group. When the
destination agent platform has accepted part of agents in the
virtual agent group, agents to be moved are selected
according to their communication dependency ratios. After
the current operation of a selected agent finishes, the Actor
Migration Manager moves the agent to its destination agent
platform. After the agent is migrated, it carries out its
remaining operations.

The Actor Allocation Manager periodically computes the
communication dependencies Cij(t) at time t between agent i
and agent platform j using equation 1.
⎞
⎛
⎜ M ij (t ) ⎟
Cij (t ) = α ⎜
⎟ + (1 − α )Cij (t − 1)
⎜ ∑ M ik (t ) ⎟
⎠
⎝ k

3.2. Agent Distribution for Load Sharing

(1)

The agent distribution mechanism for communication
locality handles the dynamic change of the communication
patterns of agents, but this mechanism may overload a
platform once more agents are added to this platform.
Therefore, we provide a load sharing mechanism to
redistribute agents from overloaded agent platforms to
lightly loaded agent platforms. When an agent platform is
overloaded, the System Monitor detects this condition and
activates the agent redistribution procedure. Since agents
had been assigned to their current agent platforms according
to their recent communication localities, choosing agents
randomly for migration to lightly loaded agent platforms
may result in cyclical migration. The moved agents may still
have high communication rate with agents on their previous
agent platform. Our load sharing mechanism consists of five
phases: monitoring, agent grouping, group distribution,
negotiation, and agent migration (see Figure 1).

where Mij(t) is the number of messages sent from agent i to
agent platform j during the t-th time step, and α is a
coefficient representing the relative importance between
recent information and old information.
Agent Distribution Phase ⎯ After a certain number of
repeated monitoring phases, the Actor Allocation Manager
computes the communication dependency ratio of an agent
between its current agent platform n and all other agent
platforms, where the communication dependency ratio Rij
between agent i and platform j is defined using equation 2.

Rij =
When

the

maximum

Cij
Cin

,

value

j≠n
of

(2)
the

communication

Monitoring Phase ⎯ The System Monitor periodically
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The agent group which has the least dependency to the
current agent platform is selected using equation 5.

checks the state of its agent platform; the System Monitor
gets information about the current processor usage and the
memory usage of its computer node by accessing system
call functions and maintains the number of agents on its
agent platform. When the System Monitor decides that its
agent platform is overloaded, it activates an agent
distribution procedure. When the Actor Allocation Manager
is notified by the System Monitor, it starts monitoring the
local communication patterns of agents in order to partition
them into local agent groups. For this purpose, an agent
which was not previously assigned to an agent group is
randomly assigned to some agent group.

⎛ ∑ Dij
⎜ j , j ≠n
arg max⎜
i
⎜ Din
⎝

The destination agent platform of the selected agent group i
is decided by the communication dependency between the
agent group and agent platforms using equation 6.
arg max(Dij ) where

j≠n

(6)

j

Negotiation Phase ⎯ If one agent group and its destination
agent platform are decided, the Actor Allocation Manager
communicates with that of the destination agent platform. If
the destination agent platform accepts all agents in the group,
the Actor Allocation Manager of the sender agent platform
starts the migration phase. Otherwise, this Actor Allocation
Manager communicates with that of the second best
destination platform until it finds an available destination
agent platform or checks the feasibility of all other agent
platforms.

k

This phase of our load sharing mechanism is similar to that
of the communication localization mechanism. However,
the granularity of negotiation for these two mechanisms is
different: the communication localization mechanism is at
the level of an agent while the load sharing mechanism is at
the level of an agent group. If the destination agent platform
has enough space and available computation resource for all
agents in the selected local agent group, the Actor
Allocation Manager of the destination agent platform can
accept the request for the agent group migration. Otherwise,
the destination agent platform refuses the request; the
destination agent platform cannot accept part of a local
agent group.

represents the number of messages sent by the agent i to all
agents in its current agent platform, and in general the value
of the parameter α will be different.
Agent Grouping Phase ⎯ After a certain number of
repeated monitoring phases, each agent i is re-assigned to a
local agent group whose index is decided by
arg max(cij (t )) . Since the initial group assignment of agents
j

may not be well organized, the monitoring and agent
grouping phases are repeated several times. After each agent
grouping phase, information about the communication
dependencies of agents is reset.

Agent Migration Phase ⎯ When the sender agent platform
receives the acceptance reply from the receiver agent
platform, the Actor Allocation Manager of the sender agent
platform initiates migration of entire agents in the selected
local agent group. The following procedure for this phase in
the agent distribution mechanism for load sharing is the
same as that in the agent distribution mechanism for
communication locality.

Group Distribution Phase ⎯ After a certain number of
repeated monitoring and agent grouping phases, the Actor
Allocation Manager makes a decision to move an agent
group to another agent platform. The group selection is
based on the communication dependencies between agent
groups and agent platforms. Specifically the communication
dependency Dij between local agent group i and agent
platform j is decided by summing the communication
dependencies between all agents in the local agent group
and the agent platform. Let Ai be the set of indexes of all
agents in the agent group i.
k∈Ai

(5)

where n is the index of the current agent platform.

To check the local communication patterns of agents, the
Actor Allocation Manager uses information about the sender
agent, the agent platform of the receiver agent, and the agent
group of the receiver agent of each message. After a
predetermined time interval the Actor Allocation Manager
updates the communication dependencies between agents
and local agent groups on the same agent platform using
equation 1 using cij(t) and mij(t) instead of Cij(t) and Mij(t).
In the modified equation 1, j represents a local agent group
instate of an agent platform, cij(t) represents the
communication dependency between agent i and agent
group j at the time step t, and mij(t) is the number of
messages sent from agent i to agents in local agent group j
during the t-th time step. Note that in this case ∑ mik (t )

Dij = ∑ Ckj (t )

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

4. UAV SIMULATIONS
Our dynamic agent distribution mechanisms have been
applied to large-scale UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
simulations. The purpose of these simulations is to analyze
the cooperative behavior of micro UAVs under given
situations. Several coordination schemes have been
simulated and compared to the performance of a selfish
UAV scheme. These UAV simulations are based on the

(4)

where Ckj(t) is the communication dependency between
agent k and agent platform j at time t.
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agent-environment interaction model [2]; all UAVs and
targets are implemented as intelligent agents, and the
navigation space and radar censors of all UAVs are
simulated by environment agents. To remove centralized
components in distributed computing, each environment
agent on a single computer node is responsible for a certain
navigation area. In addition to direct communication of
UAVs with their names, UAVs may communicate indirectly
with other agents through environment agents without agent
names. Environment agents use the ATSpace model to
provide application agent-oriented brokering services [8].
During simulation time, UAVs and targets move from one
divided area to another, and they communicate intensively
either directly or indirectly.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have conducted experiments with micro UAV
simulations. These simulations include from 2,000 to 10,000
agents; half of them are UAVs, and the others are targets.
Micro UAVs perform a surveillance mission on a mission
area to detect and serve moving targets. During the mission
time, these UAVs communicate with their neighboring
UAVs to perform the mission together. The size of a
simulation time step is one half second, and the total
simulation time is around 37 minutes. The runtime of each
simulation depends on the number of agents and the selected
agent distribution mechanism. For these experiments, we
use four computers (3.4 GHz Intel CPU and 2 GB main
memory) connected by a Giga-bit switch.

Figure 2 depicts the components for our UAV simulations.
These simulations consist of two types of agents:
task-oriented agents and simulation-oriented agents.
Task-oriented agents simulate objects in a real situation. For
example, a UAV agent represents a physical micro UAV,
while a target represents an injured civilian or solider to be
searched and rescued. For simulations, we also need
simulation-oriented agents: Simulation Control Manager
and Environment Simulator. Simulation Control Manager
synchronizes local virtual times of components, while
Environment Simulator simulates both the navigation space
and the local broadcasting and radar sensing behavior of all
UAVs.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 depict the performance benefit of
dynamic agent distribution in our experiments comparing
with static agent distribution. Even though the dynamic
agent distribution mechanisms in our simulations include
the overhead from monitoring and decision making, the
overall performance of simulations with dynamic agent
distribution is much better than that with static agent
60
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When a simulation starts, Simulation Control Manager
initializes the parameters of dynamic agent distribution.
These parameters include the coefficients for two types of
communication dependencies (i.e. agent platform level and
agent group level), the migration threshold, the number of
local agent groups, and the relative frequency of monitoring
and agent grouping phases. During execution, the size of
each time step t in dynamic agent distribution is also
controlled by Simulation Control Manager; this size is the
same as the size of a simulation time step. Thus, the size of
time steps varies according to the workload of each
simulation step and the processor power. Moreover, the
parameters of dynamic agent distribution may be changed
by Simulation Control Manager during execution.
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distribution. In our particular example, as the number of
agents is increased, the ratio also generally increases. The
simulations using dynamic agent distribution is more than
five times faster than those using static agent distribution
when the number of agents is large.
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Abstract. In open multi-agent systems, agents are mobile and may
leave or enter the system. This dynamicity results in two closely related agent communication problems, namely, eﬃcient message passing
and service agent discovery. This paper describes how these problems are
addressed in the Actor Architecture (AA). Agents in AA obey the operational semantics of actors, and the architecture is designed to support
large-scale open multi-agent systems. Eﬃcient message passing is facilitated by the use of dynamic names: a part of the mobile agent name
is a function of the platform that currently hosts the agent. To facilitate service agent discovery, middle agents support application agentoriented matchmaking and brokering services. The middle agents may
accept search objects to enable customization of searches; this reduces
communication overhead in discovering service agents when the matching
criteria are complex. The use of mobile search objects creates a security
threat, as codes developed by diﬀerent groups may be moved to the same
middle agent. This threat is mitigated by restricting which operations a
migrated object is allowed to perform. We describes an empirical evaluation of these ideas using a large scale multi-agent UAV (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle) simulation that was developed using AA.

1

Introduction

In open agent systems, new agents may be created and agents may move from
one computer node to another. With the growth of computational power and
network bandwidth, large-scale open agent systems are a promising technology
to support coordinated computing. For example, agent mobility can facilitate
eﬃcient collaboration with agents on a particular node. A number of multi-agent
systems, such as EMAF [3], JADE [4], InfoSleuth [16], and OAA [8], support
open agent systems. However, before the vision of scalable open agent systems
can be realized, two closely related problems must be addressed:
– Message Passing Problem: In mobile agent systems, eﬃciently sending messages to an agent is not simple because they move continuously from one
agent platform to another. For example, the original agent platform on which
an agent is created should manage the location information about the agent.
R. Choren et al. (Eds.): SELMAS 2004, LNCS 3390, pp. 236–253, 2005.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2005
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However, doing so not only increases the message passing overhead, but it
slows down the agent’s migration: before migrating, the agent’s current host
platform must inform the the original platform of the move and may wait
for an acknowledgement before enabling the agent.
– Service Agent Discovery Problem: In an open agent system, the mail addresses or names of all agents are not globally known. Thus an agent may
not have the addresses of other agents with whom it needs to communicate. To address this diﬃculty, middle agent services, such as brokering and
matchmaking services [25], need to be supported. However, current middle
agent systems suﬀer from two problems: lack of expressiveness–not all search
queries can be expressed using the middle agent supported primitives; and
incomplete information–a middle agent does not possess the necessary information to answer a user query.
We address the message passing problem for mobile agents in part by providing a richer name structure: the names of agents include information about their
current location. When an agent moves, the location information in its name is
updated by the platform that currently hosts the agent. When the new name
is transmitted, the location information is used by other platforms to ﬁnd the
current location of that agent if it is the receiver of a message. We address the
service agent discovery problem in large-scale open agent systems by allowing
client agents to send search objects to be executed in the middle agent address
space. By allowing agents to send their own search algorithms, this mitigates
both the lack of expressiveness and incomplete information.
We have implemented these ideas in a Java-based agent system called the
Actor Architecture (or AA). AA supports the actor semantics for agents: each
agent is an autonomous object with a unique name (address), message passing between agents is asynchronous, new agents may be dynamically created,
and agent names may be communicated [1]. AA has been designed with a
modular, extensible, and application-independent structure. While AA is being used to develop tools to facilitate large-scale simulations, it may also be
used for other large-scale open agent applications. The primary features of AA
are: a light-weight implementation of agents, reduced communication overhead
between agents, and improved expressiveness of middle agents.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the overall structure
and functions of AA as well as the agent life cycle model in AA. Section 3
explains our solutions to reduce the message passing overhead for mobile agents
in AA, while Section 4 shows how the search object of AA extends the basic
middle agent model. Section 5 descries the experimental setting and presents an
evaluation of our approaches. Related work is explained in Section 6, and ﬁnally,
Section 7 concludes this paper with future research directions.

2

The Actor Architecture

AA provides a light-weight implementation of agents as active objects or actors [1]. Agents in AA are implemented as threads instead of processes. They
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use object-based messages instead of string-based messages, and hence, they do
not need to parse or interpret a given string message, and may use the type
information of each ﬁeld in a delivered message. The actor model provides the
infrastructure for a variety of agent systems; actors are social and reactive, but
they are not explicitly required to be “autonomous” in the sense of being proactive [28]. However, autonomous actors may be implemented in AA, and many
of our experimental studies require proactive actors. Although the term agent
has been used to mean proactive actors, for our purposes the distinction is not
critical. In this paper, we use the terms ‘agent’ and ‘actor’ as synonyms.
The Actor Architecture consists of two main components:
– AA platforms which provide the system environment in which actors exist
and interact with other actors. In order to execute actors, each computer
node must have one AA platform. AA platforms provide actor state management, actor communication, actor migration, and middle agent services.
– Actor library which is a set of APIs that facilitate the development of agents
on the AA platforms by providing the user with a high level abstraction of
service primitives. At execution time, the actor library works as the interface
between actors and their respective AA platforms.
An AA platform consists of eight components (see Fig. 1): Message Manager,
Transport Manager, Transport Sender, Transport Receiver, Delayed Message
Manager, Actor Manager, Actor Migration Manager, and ATSpace.

Actor

AA Platform
ATSpace
Actor Manager

Actor Migration Manager

Delayed Message Manager
Message Manager
Transport Receiver

Transport Manager

Transport Sender

Transport Sender

Transport Manager

Transport Receiver

AA Platform
Fig. 1. Architecture of an AA Platform.
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The Message Manager handles message passing between actors. Every message passes through at least one Message Manager. If the receiver actor of a
message exists on the same AA platform, the Message Manager of that platform
directly delivers the message to the receiver actor. However, if the receiver actor
is not on the same AA platform, this Message Manager delivers the message to
the Message Manager of the platform where the receiver currently resides, and
ﬁnally that Message Manager delivers the message to the receiver actor. The
Transport Manager maintains a public port for message passing between diﬀerent AA platforms. When a sender actor sends a message to another actor on a
diﬀerent AA platform, the Transport Sender residing on the same platform as
the sender receives the message from the Message Manager of that platform and
delivers it to the Transport Receiver on the AA platform of the receiver. If there
is no built-in connection between these two AA platforms, the Transport Sender
contacts the Transport Manager of the AA platform of the receiver actor to open
a connection so that the Transport Manager can create a Transport Receiver for
the new connection. Finally, the Transport Receiver receives the message and
delivers it to the Message Manager on the same platform.
The Delayed Message Manager temporarily holds messages for mobile actors
while they are moving from one AA platform to another. The Actor Manager of
an AA platform manages the state of actors that are currently executing as well
as the locations of mobile actors created on this platform. The Actor Migration
Manager manages actor migration.
The ATSpace provides middle agent services, such as matchmaking and brokering services. Unlike other system components, an ATSpace is implemented
as an actor. Therefore, any actor may create an ATSpace, and hence, an AA
platform may have more than one ATSpaces. The ATSpace created by an AA
platform is called the default ATSpace of the platform, and all actors can obtain
the names of default ATSpaces. Once an actor has the name of an ATSpace,
the actor may send the ATSpace messages in order to use its services for ﬁnding
other actors that match a given criteria.
In AA, actors are implemented as active objects and are executed as threads;
actors on an AA platform are executed with that AA platform as part of one
process. Each actor has one actor life cycle state on one AA platform at any
time (see Fig. 2). When an actor exists on its original AA platform, its state
information appears within only its original AA platform. However, the state
of an actor migrated from its original AA platform appears both on its original
AA platform and on its current AA platform. When an actor is ready to process
a message its state becomes Active and stays so while the actor is processing
the message. When an actor initiates migration, its state is changed to Transit.
Once the migration ends and the actor restarts, its state becomes Active on
the new AA platform and Remote on the original AA platform. Following a user
request, an actor in the Active state may move to the Suspended state.
In contrast to other agent life cycle models (e.g. [10, 18]), the AA life cycle
model uses the Remote state to indicate that an actor that was created on the
current AA platform is working on another AA platform.
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Unknown

Create or
Execute

Active
Move Start

Fig. 2. Actor Life Cycle Model.

3

Optimized Message Delivery

We describe the message delivery mechanisms used to support inter-actor communications. Speciﬁcally, AA uses two approaches to reduce the communication
overhead for mobile actors that are not on their original AA platforms: locationbased message passing and delayed message passing.
3.1

Location-Based Message Passing

Before an actor can send messages to other actors, it should know the names
of the intended receiver actors. In AA, each actor has its own unique name
called UAN (Universal Actor Name). The UAN of an actor includes the location
information and the unique identiﬁcation number of the actor as follows:
uan://128.174.245.49:37
From the above name, we can infer that the actor exists on the host whose IP
address is 128.174.245.49, and that the actor is distinguished from other actors
on the same platform with its unique identiﬁcation number 37.
When the Message Manager of a sender actor receives a message whose receiver actor has the above name, it checks whether the receiver actor exists
on the same AA platform. If they are on the same AA platform, the Message
Manager ﬁnds the receiver actor on this AA platform and directly delivers the
message. Otherwise, the Message Manager of the sender actor delivers the message to the Message Manager of the receiver actor. In order to ﬁnd the AA
platform where the Message Manager of the receiver actor exists, the location
information 128.174.245.49 in the UAN of the receiver actor is used. When the
Message Manager on the AA platform with IP address 128.174.245.49 receives
the message, it ﬁnds the receiver actor there and delivers the message.
The above actor naming and message delivery scheme works correctly when
all actors are on their original AA platforms. However, because an actor may
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migrate from one AA platform to another, we extend the basic behavior of the
Message Manager with a forwarding service: when a Message Manager receives
a message for an actor that has migrated, it delivers the message to the current
AA platform of the mobile actor. To facilitate this service, each AA platform
maintains the current locations of actors that were created on it, and updates
the location information of actors that have come from other AA platforms on
their original AA platforms.
The problem with using only universal actor names for message delivery is
that every message for a migrated actor still has to pass through the original AA
platform in which the actor was created (Fig. 3.a). This kind of blind indirection
may happen even in situations where the receiver actor is currently on an AA
platform that is near the AA platform of the sender actor. Since message passing
between actor platforms is relatively expensive, AA uses Location-based Actor
Name (LAN ) for mobile actors in order to generally eliminate the need for
this kind of indirection. Speciﬁcally, the LAN of an actor consists of its current
location and its UAN as follows:
lan://128.174.244.147//128.174.245.49:37
The current location of a mobile actor is set by an AA platform when the
actor arrives on the AA platform. If the current location is the same as the
location where an actor was created, the LAN of the actor does not have any
special information beyond its UAN.
Under the location-based message passing scheme, when the Message Manager of a sender actor receives a message for a remote actor, it extracts the
current location of the receiver actor from its LAN and delivers the message to
the AA platform where the receiver actor exists. The rest of the procedure for
message passing is similar to that in the UAN-based message passing scheme.
Fig. 3.b shows how the location-based message passing scheme works. Actor one
with ual://C//A:15 sends its ﬁrst message to actor two through the original
AA platform of actor two because actor one does not know the location of actor two. This message includes the location information about actor one as the
sender actor. Therefore, when actor two receives the message, it knows the location of actor one, and it can now directly send a message to actor one. Similarly,
when actor one receives a message from actor two, it learns the location of actor
two. Finally, the two actors can directly communicate with each other without
mediation by their original AA platforms.
In order to use the LAN address scheme, the location information in a LAN
should be recent. However, mobile actors may move repeatedly, and a sender
actor may have old LANs of mobile actors. Thus a message for a mobile actor
may be delivered to its previous AA platform from where the actor left. This
problem is addressed by having the old AA platform deliver the message to the
original AA platform where the actor was created; the original platform always
manages the current addresses of its actors. When the receiver actor receives the
message delivered through its original AA platform, the actor may send a null
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Fig. 3. Message Passing between Mobile Actors.
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message with its LAN to update its location at the sender actor. Therefore, the
sender actor can use the updated information for subsequent messages.
3.2

Delayed Message Passing

While a mobile actor is moving from one AA platform to another, the current AA
platform of the actor is not well deﬁned. In AA, because the location information
of a mobile actor is updated after it ﬁnishes migration, its original AA platform
thinks the actor still exists on its old AA platform during migration. Therefore,
when the Message Manager of the original AA platform receives a message for
a mobile actor, it sends the message to the Message Manager of the old AA
platform thinking that it is still there. After the Message Manager of the old AA
platform receives the message, it forwards the message to the Message Manager
of the original AA platform. Thus, a message is continuously passed between
these two AA platforms until the mobile actor updates the Actor Manager of its
original AA platform with its new location.
In order to avoid unnecessary message thrashing, we use the Delayed Message
Manager in each AA platform. After the actor starts its migration, the Actor
Manager of the old AA platform changes its state to be Transit. From this
moment, the Delayed Message Manager of this platform holds messages for this
mobile actor until the actor reports that its migration has ended. After the mobile
actor ﬁnishes its migration, its new AA platform sends its old AA platform and
its original AA platform a message to inform them that the migration process
has ended. When these two AA platforms receive this message, the original AA
platform changes the state of the mobile actor from Transit to Remote while
the old AA platform removes all information about the mobile actor, and the
Delayed Message Manager of the old AA platform forwards the delayed messages
to the Message Manager of the new AA platform of the actor.

4

Active Brokering Service

An ATSpace supports active brokering services by allowing agents to send their
own search algorithms to be executed in the ATSpace address space [14]. We
compare this service to current middle agent services.
Many middle agents are based on attribute-based communication. Service
agents register themselves with the middle agent by sending a tuple whose attributes describe the service they advertise. To ﬁnd the desired service agents, a
client agent supplies a tuple template with constraints on attributes. The middle
agent then tries to ﬁnd service agents whose registered attributes match the supplied constraints. Systems vary more or less according to the types of constraints
(primitives) they support. Typically, a middle agent provides exact matching or
regular expression matching [2, 11, 17]. As we mentioned earlier, this solution
suﬀers from a lack of expressiveness and incomplete information.
For example, consider a middle agent with information about seller agents.
Each service agent (seller) advertises itself with the following attributes <actor
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name, seller city, product name, product price>. A client agent with the
following query is stuck:
Q1: What are the best two (in terms of price) sellers that oﬀer computers and
whose locations are roughly within 50 miles of me?
Considering the current tuple space technology, the operator “best two” is
clearly not supported (expressiveness problem). Morever, the tuple space does
not include distance information between cities (incomplete information problem). Faced with these diﬃculties, a user with this complex query Q1 has to
transform it into a simpler one that is accepted by the middle agent which retrieves a superset of the data to be retrieved by Q1. In our example, a simpler
query could be:
Q2: Find all tuples about sellers that sell computers.
An apparent disadvantage of the above approach is the movement of a large
amount of data from the middle agent space to the buyer agent, especially if Q2
is semantically distant from Q1. In order to reduce communication overhead,
ATSpace allows a sender agent to send its own search algorithm to ﬁnd service
agents, and the algorithm is executed in the ATSpace. In our example, the buyer
agent would send a search object that would inspect tuples in the middle agent
and select the best two sellers that satisfy the buyer criteria.
4.1

Security Issues

Although active brokering services mitigate the limitations of middle agents, such
as brokers or matchmakers, they also introduce the following security problems
in ATSpaces:
– Data Integrity: A search object may not modify tuples owned by other actors.
– Denial of Service: A search object may not consume too much processing
time or space of an ATSpace, and a client actor may not repeatedly send
search objects to overload an ATSpace.
– Illegal Access: A search object may not carry out unauthorized accesses or
illegal operations.
We address the ﬁrst problem by preventing the search object from modifying
tuple data of other actors. This is done by supplying methods of the search object
with a copy of the data in the ATSpace. However, when the number of tuples
in the ATSpace is large, this solution requires extra memory and computation
resources. Thus the ATSpace supports the option of delivering a shallow copy
of the original tuples to the search object at the risk of data being changed by
search objects as such scheme may compromise the data integrity.
To prevent malicious objects from exhausting the ATSpace computational
resource, we deploy user-level thread scheduling as depicted in Fig. 4. When
a search object arrives, the object is executed as a thread and its priority is
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Fig. 4. Architecture of an ATSpace.

set to high. If the thread executes for a long time, its priority is continuously
downgraded. Moreover, if the running time of a search object exceeds a certain
limit, it may be destroyed by the tuple space manager.
To prevent unauthorized accesses, if the ATSpace is created with an access
key, then this key must accompany every message sent from client actors. In this
case, actors are allowed only to modify their own tuples. This prevents removal
or modiﬁcation of tuples by unauthorized actors.

5

Experiments and Evaluation

The AA platforms and actors have been implemented in Java language to support operating system independent actor mobility. The Actor Architecture is
being used for large-scale UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) simulations. These
simulations investigate the eﬀects of diﬀerent collaborative behaviors among a
large number of micro UAVs during their surveillance missions over a large number of moving targets [15]. For our experiments, we have tested more than 1,000
actors on four computers: 500 micro UAVs, 500 targets, and other simulation
purpose actors are executed. The following two sections evaluate our solutions.
5.1

Optimized Message Delivery

According to our experiments, the location-based message passing scheme in AA
reduces the number of hops (over AA platforms) that a message for a mobile
actor goes through. Since an agent has the location information about its collaborating agents, the agent can carry this information when it moves from one
AA platform to another. With location-based message passing, the system is
more fault-tolerant; since messages for a mobile actor need not pass through the
original AA platform of the actor, the messages may be correctly delivered to
the actor even when the actor’s original AA platform is not working correctly.
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Moreover, delayed message passing removes unnecessary message thrashing
for moving agents. When delayed message passing is used, the old AA platform
of a mobile actor needs to manage its state information until the actor ﬁnishes
its migration, and the new platform of the mobile actor needs to report the
migration state of the actor to its old AA platforms. In our experiments, this
overhead is more than compensated; without delayed message passing the same
message may get delivered seven or eight times between the original AA platform
and the old AA platform while a mobile actor is moving. If a mobile actor takes
more time for its migration, this number may be even greater.
5.2

Active Brokering Service

The performance beneﬁt of ATSpace can be measured by comparing its active
brokering services with the data retrieval services of a template-based general
middle agent supporting the same service along four diﬀerent dimensions: the
number of messages, the total size of messages, the total size of memory space
on the client and middle agent AA platforms, and the computation time for the
whole operation. To analytically evaluate ATSpaces, we will use the scenario
mentioned in section 4 where a service requesting agent has a complex query
that is not supported by the template-based model.
First, with the template-based service, the number of messages is n+ 2 where
n is the number of service agents that satisfy a complex query. This is because the
service requesting agent has to ﬁrst send a message to the middle agent to bring a
superset of its ﬁnal result. This costs two messages: a service request message to
the middle agent (Service Requesttemplate) that contains Q2 and a reply message that contains agent information satisfying Q2 (Service Replytemplate).
Finally, the service requesting agent sends n messages to the service agents that
match its original criteria. With the active brokering service, the total number
of messages is n + 1. This is because the service requesting agent need not worry
about the complexity of his query and only sends a service request message
(Service RequestATSpace) to the ATSpace. This message contains the code
that represents its criteria along with the message that should be sent to the
agents which satisfy these criteria. The last n messages have the same explanation as in the template-based service.
While the number of messages in the two approaches does not diﬀer that
much, the total size of these messages may have a huge diﬀerence. In both
approaches, a set of n messages needs to be sent to the agents that satisfy the
ﬁnal matching criteria. Therefore, the question of whether or not active brokering
services result in bandwidth saving depends on the relative size of the other
messages. Speciﬁcally the diﬀerence in bandwidth consumption (DBC ) between
the template-based middle agent and the ATSpace is given by the following
equation:
DBC = [size(Service Requesttemplate) −
size(Service RequestATSpace)] +
size(Service Replytemplate)
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In general, since the service request message in active brokering services is
larger as it has the search object, the ﬁrst component is negative. Therefore,
active brokering services will only result in a bandwidth saving if the increase in
the size of its service request message is smaller than the size of the service reply
message in the template-based service. This is likely to be true if the original
query (Q1) is complex such that turning it into a simpler one (Q2) to retrieve
a superset of the result would incur a great semantic loss and as such would
retrieve much extra agent information from the middle agent.
Third, the two approaches put a conﬂicting requirement on the amount of
space needed on both the client and middle agent machines. In the templatebased approach the client agent needs to provide extra space to store the tuples
returned by Q2. On the hand, the ATSpace needs to provide extra space to store
copies of tuples given to search objects. However, a compromise can be made
here as the creator of the ATSpace can choose to use the shallow copy of tuples.
Fourth, the diﬀerence in computation times of the whole operation in the two
approaches depends on two factors: the time for sending messages and the time
for evaluating queries on tuples. The tuples in the ATSpace are only inspected
once by the search object sent by the service requesting agent. However, in the
template-based middle agent, some tuples are inspected twice. First, in order
to evaluate Q2, the middle agent needs to inspect all the tuples that it has.
Second, these tuples that satisfy Q2 are sent back to the service requesting
agent to inspect them again and retain only those tuples that satisfy Q1. If Q1
is complex then Q2 will be semantically distant from Q1, which in turns has two
ramiﬁcations. First, the time to evaluate Q2 against all the tuples in the middle
agent is small relative to the time needed to evaluate the search object over them.
Second, most of the tuples on the middle agent would pass Q2 and be sent back
to be re-evaluated by the service requesting agent. This reevaluation has nearly
the same complexity as running the search object code. Thus we conclude that
when the original query is complex and external communication cost is high, the
active brokering service will result in time saving.
Apart from the above analytical evaluation, we have run a series of experiments on the UAV simulation to substantiate our claims. (Interested readers may
refer to [13] for more details.) Fig. 5 demonstrates the saving in computational
time of an ATSpace compared to a template-based middle agent that provides
data retrieval services with the same semantic. Fig. 6 shows the wall clock time
ratio of a template-based middle agent to an ATSpace. In these experiments,
UAVs use either active brokering services or data retrieval services to ﬁnd their
neighboring UAVs. In both cases, the middle agent includes information about
locations of UAVs and targets. In case of the active brokering service, UAVs send
search objects to an ATSpace while the UAVs using data retrieval service send
tuple templates. The simulation time for each run is around 35 minutes, and the
wall clock time depends on the number of agents. When the number of agents
is small, the diﬀerence between the two approaches is not signiﬁcant. However,
as the number of agents is increased, the diﬀerence becomes large.
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Fig. 7 depicts the number of messages required in both cases. The number
of messages in the two approaches is quite similar but the diﬀerence is slightly
increased according to the number of agents. Note that the messages increase
almost linearly with the number of agents, and that the diﬀerence in the number
of messages for a template-based middle agent and an ATSpace is small; it is in
fact less than 0.01% in our simulations.
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Fig. 7. The Number of Messages for ATSpace and Template-based Middle Agent.

Fig. 8 shows the total message size required in the two approaches, and Fig. 9
shows the total message size ratio. When the search queries are complex, the total
message size in the ATSpace approach is much less than that in the templatebased middle agent approach. In our UAV simulation, search queries are rather
complex and require heavy mathematical calculations, and hence, the ATSpace
approach results in a considerable bandwidth saving. It is also interesting to
note the relationship between the whole operation time (as shown in Fig. 5) and
the bandwidth saving (as shown in Fig. 8). This relationship supports our claim
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that the saving in the total operation time by the ATSpace is largely due to its
superiority in eﬃciently utilizing the bandwidth.

6

Related Work

The basic mechanism of location-based message passing is similar to the message passing in Mobile IP [20], although its application domain is diﬀerent. The
original and current AA platforms of a mobile actor correspond to the home and
foreign agents of a mobile client in Mobile IP, and the UAN and LAN of a mobile actor are similar to the home address and care-of address of a mobile client
in Mobile IP. However, while the sender node in Mobile IP manages a binding
cache to map home addresses to care-of addresses, the sender AA platform in
AA does not have a mapping table. Another diﬀerence is that in mobile IP, the
home agent communicates with the sender node to update the binding cache.
However, in AA this update can be done by the agent itself when it sends a
message that contains its address.
The LAN (Location-based Actor Name) may also be compared to UAL (Universal Actor Locator) in SALSA [27]. In SALSA, UAL represents the location of
an actor. However, SALSA uses a middle agent called Universal Actor Naming
Server to locate the receiver actor. SALSA’s approach requires the receiver actor to register its location at a certain middle agent, and the middle agent must
manage the mapping table.
The ATSpace approach, which is based on the tuple space model, is related
to Linda [6]. In the Linda model, processes communicate with other processes
through a shared common space called a blackboard or a tuple space without
considering references or names of other processes [6, 21]. This approach was used
in several agent frameworks, for example EMAF [3] and OAA [8]. However, these
models support only primitive features for pattern-based communication among
processes or agents. From the middle agent perspective, Directory Facilitator in
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the FIPA platform [10], ActorSpace [2], and Broker Agent in InfoSleuth [16] are
related to our research. However, these systems do not support customizable
matching algorithms.
From the expressiveness perspective, some work has been done to extend
the matching capability of the basic tuple space model. Berlinda [26] allows a
concrete entry class to extend the matching function, and TS [12] uses policy
closures in a Scheme-like language to customize the behavior of tuple spaces.
However, these approaches do not allow the matching function to be changed
during execution time. At the other hand, OpenSpaces [9] provides a mechanism
to change matching polices during the execution time. OpenSpaces groups entries in its space into classes and allows each class to have its individual matching
algorithm. A manager for each class of entries can change the matching algorithm during execution time. All agents that use entries under a given class are
aﬀected by any change to its matching algorithm. This is in contrast to the
ATSpace where each agent can supply its own matching algorithm without affecting other agents. Another diﬀerence between OpenSpaces and ATSpaces is
that the former requires a registration step before putting the new matching
algorithm into action, but ATSpace has no such requirement.
Object Space [22] allows distributed applications implemented in the C++
programming language to use a matching function in its template. This matching
function is used to check whether an object tuple in the space is matched with the
tuple template given in rd and in operators. However, in the ATSpace the client
agent supplied search objects can have a global overview of the tuples stored
in the shared space and hence can support global search behavior rather than
the one tuple based matching behavior supported in Object Space. For example,
using the ATSpace a client agent can ﬁnd the best ten service agents according
to its criteria whereas this behavior cannot be achieved in Object Space.
TuCSoN [19] and MARS [5] provide programmable coordination mechanisms
for agents through Linda-like tuple spaces to extend the expressive power of tuple spaces. However, they diﬀer in the way they approach the expressiveness
problem; while TuCSoN and MARS use reactive tuples to extend the expressive power of tuple spaces, the ATSpace uses search objects to support search
algorithms deﬁned by client agents. A reactive tuple handles a certain type of
tuples and aﬀects various clients, whereas a search object handles various types
of tuples and aﬀects only its creator agent. Therefore, while TuCSoN and MARS
extend the general search ability of middle agents, ATSpace supports application
agent-oriented searching on middle agents.
Mobile Co-ordination [23] allows agents to move a set of multiple tuple space
access primitives to a tuple space for fault tolerance. In Jada [7], one primitive
may use multiple matching templates. In ObjectPlaces [24], dynamic objects are
used to change their state whenever corresponding objecplace operations are
being called. Although these approaches improve the searching ability of tuple
spaces with a set of search templates or dynamic objects, ATSpace provides
more ﬂexibility to application agents with their own search code.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this papers we addressed two closely related agent communication issues: eﬃcient message delivery and service agent discovery. Eﬃcient message delivery has
been addressed using two techniques. First, the agent naming scheme has been
extended to include the location information of mobile agents. Second, messages
whose destination agent is moving are postponed by the Delayed Message Manager until the agent ﬁnishes its migration. For eﬃcient service agent discovery,
we have addressed the ATSpace, Active Tuple Space. By allowing application
agents to send their customized search algorithms to the ATSpace, application
agents may eﬃciently ﬁnd service agents. We have synthesized our solutions to
the mobile agent addressing and service agent discovery problems in a multiagent framework.
The long term goal of our research is to build an environment that allows for
experimental study of various issues that pertains to message passing and service agent discovery in open multi-agent systems and provide a principled way
of studying possible tensions that arise when trying to simultaneously optimize
each service. Other future directions include the followings: for eﬃcient message
passing, we plan to investigate various trade-oﬀs in using diﬀerent message passing schemes for diﬀerent situations. We also plan to extend the Delayed Message
Manager to support mobile agents who are contiguously moving between nodes.
For service agent discovery, we plan to elaborate on our solutions to the security
issues introduced with active brokering services.
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Abstract. We present an automated and configurable
technique for runtime safety analysis of multithreaded
programs which is able to predict safety violations from
successful executions. Based on a formal specification of
safety properties that is provided by a user, our technique enables us to automatically instrument a given
program and create an observer so that the program
emits relevant state update events to the observer and
the observer checks these updates against the safety
specification. The events are stamped with dynamic vector clocks, enabling the observer to infer a causal partial
order on the state updates. All event traces that are
consistent with this partial order, including the actual
execution trace, are then analyzed online and in parallel. A warning is issued whenever one of these potential
trace violates the specification. Our technique is scalable and can provide better coverage than conventional
testing but its coverage need not be exhaustive. In fact,
one can trade-off scalability and comprehensiveness: a
window in the state space may be specified allowing the
observer to infer some of the more likely runs; if the size
of the window is 1 then only the actual execution trace
is analyzed, as is the case in conventional testing; if the
size of the window is ∞ then all the execution traces
consistent with the actual execution trace are analyzed.

model checking and theorem proving, which by exploring
–directly or indirectly– all possible thread interleavings,
guarantee that a formal model of the system satisfies its
safety requirements. Unfortunately, despite impressive
recent advances, the size of systems for which model
checking or automatic theorem proving is feasible remains rather limited. As a result, most system builders
continue to use light-weight techniques such as testing
to identify bugs in their implementations.
There are two problems with software testing. First,
testing is generally done in an ad hoc manner: the software developer must hand-translate the requirements
into specific dynamic checks on the program state. Second, test coverage is often rather limited, covering only
some execution paths: if an error is not exposed by a particular test case then that error is not detected. To mitigate the first problem, software often includes dynamic
checks on a system’s state in order to identify problems
at run-time. To ameliorate the second problem, many
techniques increase test coverage by developing test-case
generation methods that generate test cases which may
reveal potential errors with high probability [6,15,26].
Based on experience with related techniques and
tools, namely Java PathExplorer (JPaX) [12] and
its sub-system Eagle [2], we have proposed in [22,23]
an alternative approach, called predictive runtime analysis. The essential idea of this analysis technique is as
follows. Suppose that a multithreaded program has a
safety error, such as a violation of a temporal property,
a deadlock, or a data-race. As in testing, we execute the
program on some carefully chosen input (a test case).
Suppose that the error is not revealed during a particular execution, i.e., the execution is successful with
respect to that bug. If one regards the execution of a
program as a flat, sequential trace of events or states,
as in NASA’s JPaX system [12], University of Pennsylvania’s Java-MaC [14], Bell Labs’ PET [11], Nokia’s
Third Eye framework [16] inspired by Logic Assurance

1 Introduction
In multithreaded systems, threads can execute concurrently communicating with each other through a set of
shared variables, yielding an inherent potential for subtle errors due to unexpected interleavings. Both rigorous and light-weight techniques to detect errors in multithreaded systems have been extensively investigated.
Rigorous techniques include formal methods, such as
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system [24], or the commercial analysis systems Temporal Rover and DBRover [7–9], then there is not much left
to do to find the error except to run another, hopefully
better, test case. However, by observing the execution
trace in a smarter way, namely as a causal dependency
partial order on state updates, we can predict errors that
may potentially occur in other possible runs of the multithreaded program.
Our technique merges testing and formal methods
to obtain some of the advantages of both while avoiding the pitfalls of ad hoc testing and the complexity of
full-blown formal verification. Specifically, we develop a
runtime verification technique for safety analysis of multithreaded systems that can be tuned to analyze a number of traces that are consistent with an actual execution
of the program. Two extreme instances of our technique
involve checking all or one of the variant traces:

prototype monitoring system for Java programs that we
have built. JMPaX 2.0 extends its predecessor JMPaX
in at least four non-trivial novel ways:
– The technical notion of dynamic vector clock is introduced, which allows us to properly deal with the
dynamic creation and destruction of threads.
– The variables that are shared between threads need
not be static: an automatic instrumentation technique has been devised that detects automatically
when a variable is shared.
– The notion of cone heuristic, or global state window,
is introduced. The cone heuristic enables us to increase the runtime efficiency by analyzing the most
likely states in the computation lattice and tune how
comprehensive we wish to be.
– The runtime prediction paradigm used is independent of the safety formalism, in the sense that it allows the user to specify any safety property whose
bad prefixes can be expressed as a non-deterministic
finite automaton (NFA).

– If all traces are checked then it becomes equivalent
to online model checking of an abstract model of the
program, called the multithreaded computation lattice, extracted from the actual execution trace of the
program, like in POTA [19] or JMPaX [22].
– If only one trace is considered, then our technique
becomes equivalent to checking just the actual execution of the multithreaded program, as is done in
testing or like in other runtime analysis tools like
MaC [14] and PaX [12, 2].

Part of this work was presented at the 10th International
Conference on Tools and Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis of Systems (TACAS’04) [23].

2 Monitors for Safety Properties

In general, depending on the application, one can
configure a window within the state space to be explored
which, intuitively speaking, provides a causal distance
from the observed execution within which all traces are
exhaustively verified. We call such a window a causality
cone. An appealing aspect of our technique is that all
these traces can be analyzed online, as the events are
received from the running program, and in parallel. The
worst case cost of such an analysis is proportional to
both the size of the window and the size of the state
space of the monitor.
There are three important interrelated components
in our runtime verification technique. Our algorithm synthesizes these components automatically from the safety
specification:

Safety properties are a very important, if not the most
important, class of properties that one should consider
in monitoring. This is because once a system violates
a safety property, there is no way to continue its execution to satisfy the safety property later. Therefore, a
monitor for a safety property can precisely say at runtime when the property has been violated, so that an
external recovery action can be taken. From a monitoring perspective, what is needed from a safety formula is
a succinct representation of its bad prefixes, which are
finite sequences of states leading to a violation of the
property. Therefore, one can abstract away safety properties by languages over finite words.
Automata are a standard means to succinctly represent languages over finite words. In what follows we
define a suitable version of automata, called monitor,
with the property that it has a “bad” state from which
it never gets out:

Instrumentor. The code instrumentor, based on the
safety specification, entirely automatically adds code
to emit events when relevant state updates occur.
Observer. The observer receives the events from the instrumented program as they are generated, enqueues
them and then builds a configurable abstract model
of the system, known as a computation lattice, on a
layer-by-layer basis.
Monitor. As layers are completed, the monitor checks
them against the safety specification and then discards them.

Definition 1. Let S be a finite or infinite set, that can
be thought of as the set of states of the program to be
monitored. Then an S-monitor or simply a monitor, is
a tuple Mon = hM, m0 , b, ρi, where
– M is the set of states of the monitor;
– m0 ∈ M is the initial state of the monitor;
– b ∈ M is the final state of the monitor, also called
bad state; and

The concepts and notions presented in this paper
have been experimented and tested on JMPaX 2.0, a
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– ρ : M × S → 2M is a non-deterministic transition
relation with the property that ρ(b, Σ) = {b} for any
Σ ∈ S.
Sequences in S ? , where ² is the empty one, are called
(execution) traces. A trace π is said to be a bad prefix
in Mon iff b ∈ ρ({m0 }, π), where ρ : 2M × S ? → 2M
is recursively defined as ρ(M, ²) = M and ρ(M, πΣ) =
ρ(ρ(M, π), Σ), where ρ : 2M × S → 2M is defined as
ρ({m} ∪ M, Σ) = ρ(m, Σ) ∪ ρ(M, Σ) and ρ(∅, Σ) = ∅,
for all finite M ⊆ M and Σ ∈ S.
M is not required to be finite in the above definition,
but 2M represents the set of finite subsets of M. In
practical situations it is often the case that the monitor is
not explicitly provided in a mathematical form as above.
For example, a monitor can be a specific type of program
whose execution is triggered by receiving events from
the monitored program; its state can be given by the
values of its local variables, and the bad state is a fixed
unique state which once reached cannot be changed by
any further events.
There are fortunate situations in which monitors can
be automatically generated from formal specifications,
thus requiring the user to focus on system’s formal safety
requirements rather than on low level implementation
details. In fact, this was the case in all the experiments
that we have performed so far. We have so far experimented with requirements expressed either in extended
regular expressions (ERE) or various variants of temporal logics, with both future and past time. For example,
[20,21] show coinductive techniques to generate minimal static monitors from EREs and from future time
linear temporal logics, respectively, and [13, 2] show how
to generate dynamic monitors, i.e., monitors that generate their states on-the-fly, as they receive the events,
for the safety segment of temporal logic. Note, however,
that there may be situations in which the generation of
a monitor may not be feasible, even for simple requirements languages. For example, it is well-known that the
equivalent automaton of an ERE may be non-elementary
larger in the worst case [25]; therefore, there exist relatively small EREs whose monitors cannot even be stored.

3

Thread T1:

Thread T2:

while(true) {
if(w > 18) delta = 10;
else delta = -10;
for(i=0; i<2; i++) {
v = v + delta;
setValveOpening(v);
sleep(100);
}
}

while(true) {
l = readLevel();
w = calcVolume(l);
sleep(100);
}

0

{}
{~p}

1
{p,~q}
2

{p,~q}
{p,~q,~r}

{q,~r}

3

{q}

{p,~q}
{q}

4

{q}

{q,~r}

5

Fig. 1. Two threads (T1 controls the valve and T2 reads the water
level) and a monitor.

A sample run of the system can be {w = 20, v =
40}, {w = 24}, {v = 50}, {w = 27}, {v = 60}, {w =
31}, {v = 70}. As we will see later in the paper, by a
run we here mean a sequence of relevant variable writes.
Suppose we are interested in a safety property that says
“If the water quantity is more than 30 mega gallons, then
it is the case that sometime in the past water quantity
exceeded 26 mega gallons and since then the valve is
open by more than 55% and the water quantity never
went down below 26 mega gallon”. We can express this
safety property in two different formalisms: linear temporal logic (LTL) with both past-time and future-time
operators, or extended regular expressions (EREs) for
bad prefixes. The atomic propositions that we will consider are p : (w > 26), q : (w > 30), r : (v > 55). The
properties can be written as follows:

Example 1. Consider a reactive controller that maintains the water level of a reservoir within safe bounds. It
consists of a water level reader and a valve controller.
The water level reader reads the current level of the
water, calculates the quantity of water in the reservoir
and stores it in a shared variable w. The valve controller
controls the opening of a valve by looking at the current quantity of water in the reservoir. A very simple
and naive implementation of this system contains two
threads: T1, the valve controller, and T2, the water level
reader. The code snippet is given in Fig. 1.
Here w is in some proper units such as mega gallons
and v is in percentage. The implementation is poorly
synchronized and it relies on ideal thread scheduling.

F1 = ¤(q → ((r ∧ p)S ↑ p))
F2 = {}∗ {¬p}{p, ¬q}+
({p, ¬q, ¬r}{p, ¬q}∗ {q} + {q}∗ {q, ¬r}){}∗
The formula F1 in LTL (↑ p is a shorthand for “p
and previously not p”) states that “It is always the case
that if (w > 30) then at some time in the past (w > 26)
started to be true and since then (r > 55) and (w > 26).”
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The formula F2 characterizes the prefixes that make F1
false. In F2 we use {p, ¬q} to denote a state where p and
¬q holds and r may or may not hold. Similarly, {} represents any state of the system. The monitor automaton
for F2 is given also in Fig. 1.

the original multithreaded execution C. Synchronization
of threads can be easily and elegantly taken into consideration by just generating dummy read/write events
when synchronization objects are acquired/released, so
the simple notion of multithreaded computation as defined above is as general as practically needed. A permutation of all events e1 , e2 , . . ., er that does not violate
the multithreaded computation, in the sense that the order of events in the permutation is consistent with ≺, is
called a consistent multithreaded run, or simply, a multithreaded run.
A multithreaded computation can be thought of as
the most general assumption that an observer of the multithreaded execution can make about the system without
knowing what it is supposed to do. Indeed, an external
observer simply cannot disregard the order in which the
same variable is modified and used within the observed
execution, because this order can be part of the intrinsic semantics of the multithreaded program. However,
multiple consecutive reads of the same variable can be
permuted, and the particular order observed in the given
execution is not critical. As seen in Section 4, by allowing an observer to analyze multithreaded computations
rather than just multithreaded executions, one gets the
benefit of not only properly dealing with potential reorderings of delivered messages (e.g., due to using multiple channels in order to reduce the monitoring overhead), but especially of predicting errors from analyzing
successful executions, errors which can occur under a
different thread scheduling.

3 Multithreaded Programs
We consider multithreaded systems in which threads
communicate with each other via shared variables. A
crucial point is that some variable updates can causally
depend on others. We will describe an efficient dynamic
vector clock algorithm which, given an executing multithreaded program, generates appropriate messages to be
sent to an external observer. Section 4 will show how the
observer, in order to perform its more elaborated analysis, extracts the state update information from such
messages together with the causality partial order.
3.1 Multithreaded Executions and Shared Variables
A multithreaded program consists of n threads t1 , t2 , ...,
tn that execute concurrently and communicate with each
other through a set of shared variables. A multithreaded
execution is a sequence of events e1 e2 . . . er generated by
the running multithreaded program, each belonging to
one of the n threads and having type internal, read or
write of a shared variable. We use eji to represent the
j th event generated by thread ti since the start of its
execution. When the thread or position of an event is
not important we can refer to it generically, such as e,
e0 , etc.; we may write e ∈ ti when event e is generated
by thread ti . Let us fix an arbitrary but fixed multithreaded execution, say C, and let S be the set of all
variables that were shared by more than one thread in
the execution. There is an immediate notion of variable
access precedence for each shared variable x ∈ S: we say
e x-precedes e0 , written e <x e0 , iff e and e0 are variable
access events (reads or writes) to the same variable x,
and e “happens before” e0 , that is, e occurs before e0 in
C. This can be realized in practice by keeping a counter
for each shared variable, which is incremented at each
variable access.

3.3 Relevant Causality
Some of the variables in S may be of no importance
at all for an external observer. For example, consider
an observer whose purpose is to check the property “if
(x > 0) then (y = 0) has been true in the past, and
since then (y > z) was always false”; formally, using
the interval temporal logic notation in [13], this can be
compactly written as (x > 0) → [y = 0, y > z). All the
other variables in S except x, y and z are essentially
irrelevant for this observer. To minimize the number of
messages, like in [17] which suggests a similar technique
but for distributed systems in which reads and writes
are not distinguished, we consider a subset R ⊆ E of
relevant events and define the R-relevant causality on
E as the relation / :=≺ ∩(R × R), so that e / e0 iff
e, e0 ∈ R and e ≺ e0 . It is important to notice though
that the other variables can also indirectly influence the
relation /, because they can influence the relation ≺.
We next provide a technique based on vector clocks that
correctly implements the relevant causality relation.

3.2 Causality and Multithreaded Computations
Let E be the set of events occurring in C and let ≺ be
the partial order on E:
– eki ≺ eli if k < l;
– e ≺ e0 if there is x ∈ S with e <x e0 and at least one
of e, e0 is a write;
– e ≺ e00 if e ≺ e0 and e0 ≺ e00 .

3.4 Dynamic Vector Clock Algorithm

We write e||e0 if e 6≺ e0 and e0 6≺ e. The tuple (E, ≺)
is called the multithreaded computation associated with

We provide a technique based on vector clocks [10,3,18,
1] that correctly and efficiently implements the relevant
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all the events in the multithreaded computation that
causally precede or are equal to eki .

causality relation. Let V : ThreadId → Nat be a partial
map from thread identifiers to natural numbers. We call
such a map a dynamic vector clock (DVC) because its
partiality reflects the intuition that threads are dynamically created and destroyed. To simplify the exposition
and the implementation, we assume that each DVC V is
a total map, where V [t] = 0 whenever V is not defined
on thread t.
We associate a DVC with every thread ti and denote
it by Vi . Moreover, we associate two DVCs Vxa and Vxw
with every shared variable x; we call the former access
DVC and the latter write DVC. All the DVCs Vi are kept
empty at the beginning of the computation, so they do
not consume any space. For DVCs V and V 0 , we say
that V ≤ V 0 if and only if V [j] ≤ V 0 [j] for all j, and we
say that V < V 0 iff V ≤ V 0 and there is some j such
that V [j] < V 0 [j]; also, max{V, V 0 } is the DVC with
max{V, V 0 }[j] = max{V [j], V 0 [j]} for each j. Whenever
a thread ti with current DVC Vi processes event eki , the
following algorithm A is executed:

Lemma 2. With the notation above, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n:

0

1. (elj ]j ⊆ (elj ]j if l0 ≤ l;
0

max{l0 ,l}

]j for any l and l0 ;
2. (ejl ]j ∪ (elj ]j = (ej
l
k
l
3. (ej ]j ⊆ (ei ]j for any ej ∈ (eki ]j ; and
4. (eki ]j = (elj ]j for some appropriate l.

Proof: 1. is immediate, because for any l0 ≤ l, any event
0
ekj at thread tj preceding or equal to elj , that is one with
k ≤ l0 , also precedes elj .

1. if eki is relevant, i.e., if eki ∈ R, then
Vi [i] ← Vi [i] + 1
2. if eki is a read of a variable x then
Vi ← max{Vi , Vxw }
Vxa ← max{Vxa , Vi }
3. if eki is a write of a variable x then
Vxw ← Vxa ← Vi ← max{Vxa , Vi }
4. if eki is relevant then
send message heki , i, Vi i to observer.

2. follows by 1., because it is either the case that l0 ≤ l,
0
in which case (elj ]j ⊆ (elj ]j , or l ≤ l0 , in which case
0
(elj ]j ⊆ (elj ]j . In either case 2. holds trivially.
3. There are two cases to analyze. If i = j then elj ∈ (eki ]j
if and only if l ≤ k, so 3. becomes a special instance of
1.. If i 6= j then by the definition of (eki ]j it follows that
0
elj ≺ eki . Since elj ≺ elj for all l0 < l and since ≺ is
transitive, it follows readily that (elj ]j ⊆ (eki ]j .

In the following discussion we assume a fixed number
of threads n. In a program where threads can be created
and destroyed dynamically, we only consider the threads
that have causally affected the final values of the relevant
variables at the end of the computation. For the above
algorithm the following result holds:

4. Since (eki ]j is a finite set of totally ordered events, it
has a maximum element, say elj . Hence, (eki ]j ⊆ (elj ]j .
By 3., one also has (elj ]j ⊆ (eki ]j .
¤

Lemma 1. After event eki is processed by thread ti

Thus, by 4 above, one can uniquely and unambiguously
encode a set (eki ]j by just a number, namely the size of
the corresponding set (elj ]j , i.e., the number of relevant
events of thread tj up to its lth event. This suggests that
if the DVC Vi maintained by A stores that number in
its j th component then (a) in Lemma 1 holds.

(a) Vi [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede eki ; if j = i and eki is relevant then
this number also includes eki ;
(b) Vxa [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede the most recent event in C that accessed (read or wrote) x; if i = j and eki is a relevant
read or write of x event then this number also includes eki ;
(c) Vxw [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede the most recent write event of x; if
i = j and eki is a relevant write of x then this number
also includes eki .

Before we formally show how reads and writes of
shared variables affect the causal dependency relation,
we need to introduce some notation. First, since a write
of a shared variable introduces a causal dependency between the write event and all the previous read or write
events of the same shared variable as well as all the
events causally preceding those, we need a compact way
to refer at any moment to all the read/write events of a
shared variable, as well as the events that causally precede them. Second, since a read event introduces a causal
dependency to all the previous write events of the same
variable as well as all the events causally preceding those,
we need a notation to refer to these events as well. For-

To prove the above lemma we introduce some useful
formal notation and then state and prove the following
two lemmas. For an event eki of thread ti , let (eki ] be
the indexed set {(eki ]j }1≤j≤n , where (eki ]j is the set {elj |
elj ∈ tj , elj ∈ R, elj ≺ eki } when j 6= i and the set
{eli | l ≤ k, eli ∈ R} when j = i. Intuitively, (eki ] contains
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(eki ]
(eki ]ax
(eki ]w
x
(eki ]ay
(eki ]w
y

mally, if eki is an event in a multithreaded computation
C and x ∈ S is a shared variable, then let

The thread-indexed set of all the relevant



events that are equal to or causally precede
(eki ]ax =
an event e accessing x, such that e occurs



before or it is equal to eki in C,

The thread-indexed set of all the relevant



events that are equal to or causally precede
k w
(ei ]x =
an event e writing x, such that e occurs



before or it is equal to eki in C.

l a
= (ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ∪ (ej ]x ,
i
k
= (ei ],
= (eki ],
= (elj ]ay , for any y ∈ S with y 6= x,
= (elj ]w
y , for any y ∈ S with y 6= x.

Proof: 1. For the first equality, first recall that eki ∈ (eki ]
if and only if eki is relevant. Therefore, it suffices to show
that e ≺ eki if and only if e ≺ ek−1
for any relevant event
i
e ∈ R. Since eki is internal, it cannot be in relation <x
with any other event for any shared variable x ∈ S, so by
the definition of ≺, the only possibilities are that either
0
e is some event eki of thread ti with k 0 < k, or otherwise
0
there is such an event eki of thread ti with k 0 < k such
0
that e ≺ eki . Hence, it is either the case that e is ek−1
i
(so ek−1
is also relevant) or otherwise e ≺ ek−1
. In any
i
i
of these cases, e ∈ (ek−1
]. The other two equalities are
i
straightforward consequences of the definitions of (eki ]ax
and (eki ]w
x.

k a
It is obvious that (eki ]w
x ⊆ (ei ]x . Some or all of the
thread-indexed sets of events above may be empty. By
convention, if an event, say e, does not exist in C, then
we assume that the indexed sets (e], (e]ax , and (e]w
x are all
empty (rather than “undefined”). Note that if Vxa and
Vxw in A store the corresponding numbers of elements in
the index sets of (eki ]ax and (eki ]w
x immediately after event
eki is processed by thread ti , respectively, (b) and (c) in
Lemma 1 hold.
Even though the sets of events (eki ], (eki ]ax and (eki ]w
x
have mathematically clean definitions, they are based
on total knowledge of the multithreaded computation
C. Unfortunately, C can be very large in practice, so
the computation of these sets may be inefficient if not
done properly. Since our analysis algorithms are online,
we would like to calculate these sets incrementally, as
the observer receives new events from the instrumented
program. A key factor in devising efficient update algorithms is to find equivalent recursive definitions of these
sets, telling us how to calculate a new set of events from
similar sets that have been already calculated at previous event updates.
Let {eki }R
i be the indexed set whose j components are
empty for all j 6= i and whose ith component is either
the one element set {eki } when eki ∈ R or the empty set
otherwise. With the notation introduced, the following
important recursive properties hold:

2. Like in the proof of 1., eki ∈ (eki ] if and only if eki ∈ R,
so it suffices to show that for any relevant event e ∈ R,
k
e ≺ eki if and only if e ∈ (ek−1
] ∪ (elj ]w
x . Since ei is a
i
read of x ∈ S event, by the definition of ≺ one of the
following must hold:
– e = ek−1
. In this case ek−1
is also relevant, so e ∈
i
i
k−1
(ei ];
– e ≺ ek−1
. It is obvious in this case that e ∈ (ek−1
];
i
i
– e is a write of x event and e <x eki . In this case
e ∈ (elj ]w
x;
– There is some write of x event e0 such that e ≺ e0
and e0 <x eki . In this case e ∈ (elj ]w
x , too.
Therefore, e ∈ (ek−1
] or e ∈ (elj ]ax .
i
Let us now prove the second equality. By the definition of (eki ]ax , one has that e ∈ (eki ]ax if and only if e is
equal to or causally precedes an event accessing x ∈ S
that occurs before or is equal to eki in C. Since eki is a
read of x, the above is equivalent to saying that either
it is the case that e is equal to or causally precedes eki ,
or it is the case that e is equal to or causally precedes
an event accessing x that occurs strictly before eki in C.
Formally, the above is equivalent to saying that either
e ∈ (eki ] or e ∈ (elj ]ax . If y, z ∈ S and y 6= x then one
can readily see (like in 1. above) that (eki ]ay = (elj ]ay and
(eki ]az = (elj ]az .

Lemma 3. Let eki be an event in C and let elj be the
event preceding1 it in C. If eki is
1. An internal event then
(eki ] = (ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ,
i
k a
l a
(ei ]x = (ej ]x , for any x ∈ S,
l w
(eki ]w
x = (ej ]x , for any x ∈ S;
2. A read of x event then
l w
(eki ] = (ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ∪ (ej ]x ,
i
(eki ]ax = (eki ] ∪ (elj ]ax ,
(eki ]ay = (elj ]ay , for any y ∈ S with y 6= x,
l w
(eki ]w
z = (ej ]z , for any z ∈ S;
3. A write of x event then

3. It suffices to show that for any relevant event e ∈ R,
e ≺ eki if and only if e ∈ (ek−1
] ∪ (elj ]ax . Since eki is a
i
write of x ∈ S event, by the definition of ≺ one of the
following must hold:
– e = ek−1
. In this case ek−1
∈ R, so e ∈ (ek−1
];
i
i
i
k−1
– e ≺ ei . It is obvious in this case that e ∈ (ek−1
];
i
– e is an access of x event (read or write) and e <x eki .
In this case e ∈ (elj ]ax ;
– There is some access of x event e0 such that e ≺ e0
and e0 <x eki . In this case e ∈ (elj ]ax , too.

1 If ek is the first event then we can assume that el does not
j
i
exist in C, so by convention all the associated sets of events are
empty
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Therefore, e ∈ (ek−1
] or e ∈ (elj ]ax .
i
For the second equality, note that, as for the second equation in 2., one can readily see that e ∈ (eki ]ax
if and only if e ∈ (eki ] ∪ (elj ]ax . But (elj ]ax ⊆ (eki ], so the
above is equivalent to e ∈ (eki ]. A similar reasoning leads
k
to (eki ]w
x = (ei ]. The equalities for y 6= x immediate,
k
because ei has no relation to accesses of other shared
variables but x.
¤

7

4.1 Multithreaded Computation Lattice
Inspired by related definitions in [1], we define the important notions of relevant multithreaded computation
and run as follows. A relevant multithreaded computation, simply called multithreaded computation from now
on, is the partial order on events that the observer can
infer, which is nothing but the relation /. A relevant
multithreaded run, also simply called multithreaded run
from now on, is any permutation of the received events
which does not violate the multithreaded computation.
Our major purpose in this paper is to check safety requirements against all (relevant) multithreaded runs of
a multithreaded system.
We assume that the relevant events are only writes
of shared variables that appear in the safety formulae
to be monitored, and that these events contain a pair
of the name of the corresponding variable and the value
which was written to it. We call these variables relevant
variables. Note that events can change the state of the
multithreaded system as seen by the observer; this is formalized next. A relevant program state, or simply a program state, is a map from relevant variables to concrete
values. Any permutation of events generates a sequence
of program states in the obvious way, however, not all
permutations of events are valid multithreaded runs. A
program state is called consistent if and only if there
is a multithreaded run containing that state in its sequence of generated program states. We next formalize
these concepts. For a given computation, let R be the
set of relevant events and / be the R-relevant causality
associated with the computation.

Since each component set of each of the indexed sets
in these recurrences has the form (eki ]i for appropriate
i and k, and since each (eki ]i can be safely encoded by
its size, one can then safely encode each of the above
indexed sets by an n-dimensional DVC; these DVCs are
precisely Vi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and Vxa and Vxw for all
x ∈ S. Therefore, (a), (b) and (c) of Lemma 1 holds.
An interesting observation is that one can regard the
problem of recursively calculating (eki ] as a dynamic programming problem. As can often be done in dynamic
programming problems, one can reuse space and derive
the Algorithm A. The following theorem states that the
DVC algorithm correctly implements causality in multithreaded programs.
Theorem 1. If he, i, V i and he0 , i0 , V 0 i are two messages sent by A, then e / e0 if and only if V [i] ≤ V 0 [i] (no
typo: the second i is not an i0 ) if and only if V < V 0 .
Proof: First, note that e and e0 are both relevant. The
case i = i0 is trivial. Suppose i 6= i0 . Since, by (a) of
Lemma 1, V [i] is the number of relevant events that ti
generated before and including e and since V 0 [i] is the
number of relevant events of ti that causally precede e0 ,
it is clear that V [i] ≤ V 0 [i] if and only if e ≺ e0 . For the
second part, if e / e0 then V ≤ V 0 follows again by (a)
of Lemma 1, because any event that causally precedes
e also precedes e0 . Since there are some indices i and
i0 such that e was generated by ti and e0 by ti0 , and
since e0 6≺ e, by the first part of the theorem it follows
that V 0 [i0 ] > V [i0 ]; therefore, V < V 0 . For the other
implication, if V < V 0 then V [i] ≤ V 0 [i], so the result
follows by the first part of the theorem.
¤

Definition 2 (Consistent Run). For a given permutation of events in R, say R = e1 e2 . . . e|R| , we say that
R is a consistent run if for all pairs of events e and e0 ,
e / e0 implies that e appears before e0 in R.
Let eki be the k th relevant event generated by the
thread ti since the start of its execution. A cut C is a
subset of R such that for all i ∈ [1, n] if eki is present
in C then for all l < k, eli is also present in C. A cut
is denoted by a tuple (ek11 , ek22 , ..., eknn ) where each entry
corresponds to the last relevant event for each thread
included in C. If a thread i has not seen a relevant event
then the corresponding entry is denoted by e0i . A cut C
corresponds to a relevant program state that has been
reached after all the events in C have been executed.
Such a relevant program state is called a relevant global
multithreaded state, or simply a relevant global state or
even just state, and is denoted by Σ k1 k2 ...kn .

4 Runtime Model Generation and Predictive
Analysis
In this section we consider what happens at the observer’s site. The observer receives messages of the form
he, i, V i. Because of Theorem 1, the observer can infer
the causal dependency between the relevant events emitted by the multithreaded system. We show how the observer can be configured to effectively analyze all possible interleavings of events that do not violate the observed causal dependency online and in parallel. Only
one of these interleavings corresponds to the real execution, the others being all potential executions. Hence, the
presented technique can predict safety violations from
successful executions.

Definition 3 (Consistent Cut). A cut is said to be
consistent if for all events e and e0
(e ∈ C) ∧ (e0 / e) → (e0 ∈ C)
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that all eki for 0 < k < l are included in C. This proves
that C ∪eli is a cut. Since C is a cut, for all events e and e0
if e 6= eli then (e ∈ C ∪{eli })∧(e0 /e) → e0 ∈ C ∪{eli }. Otherwise, if e = eli then by the definition of consistent run,
if e0 / eli then e0 appears before eli in R. This implies that
e0 is included in C ∪{eli }. Therefore, C ∪{eli } is consistent
which proves that er+1 = eli is enabled in the state Σ Kr .
Since, Σ Kr is consistent and er+1 is enabled in Σ Kr ,
δ(Σ Kr , er+1 ) is defined. We let δ(Σ Kr , er+1 ) = Σ Kr+1 .
u
t

A consistent global state is the one that corresponds
to a consistent cut. A relevant event eli is said to be
enabled in a consistent global state Σ k1 k2 ...kn if and only
if C ∪ {eli } is a consistent cut, where C is the consistent
cut corresponding to the state Σ k1 k2 ...kn . The following
proposition holds for an enabled event:
Proposition 1. A relevant event eli is enabled in a consistent global state Σ k1 k2 ...kn if and only if l = ki + 1 and
for all relevant events e, if e 6= eli and e / eli then e ∈ C,
where C is the consistent cut corresponding to the state
Σ k1 k2 ...kn .

From now on, we identify the sequences of states
Σ K0 Σ K1 . . . Σ K|R| as above with multithreaded runs,
and simply call them runs. We say that Σ leads-to Σ 0 ,
written Σ Ã Σ 0 , when there is some run in which Σ and
Σ 0 are consecutive states. Let Ã∗ be the reflexive transitive closure of the relation Ã. The set of all consistent
global states together with the relation Ã∗ forms a lattice with n mutually orthogonal axes representing each
thread. For a state Σ k1 k2 ...kn , we call k1 + k1 + · · · kn
its level. A path in the lattice is a sequence of consistent global states on increasing level, where the level
increases by 1 between any two consecutive states in the
path. Therefore, a run is just a path starting with Σ 00...0
and ending with Σ r1 r2 ...rn , where ri is the total number
of relevant events of thread ti .
Therefore, a multithreaded computation can be seen
as a lattice. This lattice, which is called computation lattice and referred to as L, should be seen as an abstract
model of the running multithreaded program, containing
the relevant information needed in order to analyze the
program. Supposing that one is able to store the computation lattice of a multithreaded program, which is a
non-trivial matter because it can have an exponential
number of states in the length of the execution, one can
mechanically model-check it against the safety property.
Let VC (ei ) be the DVC associated with the thread ti
when it generated the event ei . Given a state Σ k1 k2 ...kn
we can associate a DVC with the state (denoted by
VC (Σ k1 k2 ...kn )) such that VC (Σ k1 k2 ...kn )[i] = ki i.e. the
ith entry of VC (Σ k1 k2 ...kn ) is equal to the number of relevant events of thread ti that has causally effected the
state. With this definition the following results hold:

Proof. Since eli is enabled in the state Σ k1 k2 ...kn , C∪{eli }
is a cut. This implies that for all events eki , if k < l
then eki ∈ C ∪ {eli } and hence eki ∈ C. In particular, all
the events e1i , e2i , . . . , el−1
are in C. However, el−1
is the
i
i
last relevant event from thread ti which is included in
C. Therefore, ki = l − 1. Since eli ∈ C ∪ {eli }, e / eli ,
and C ∪ {eli } is a consistent cut, e ∈ C ∪ {eli } (by the
definition of consistent cut). Since by assumption e 6= eli ,
we have e ∈ C.
u
t
An immediate consequence of the above proposition
is the following corollary:
Corollary 1. If C is the consistent cut corresponding to
the state Σ k1 k2 ...kn and if eli is enabled in Σ k1 k2 ...kn then
the state corresponding to the consistent cut C ∪ {eli } is
Σ k1 k2 ...ki−1 lki+1 ...kn or Σ k1 k2 ...ki−1 (ki +1)ki+1 ...kn and we
denote it by δ(Σ k1 k2 ...kn , eli ).
Here the partial function δ maps a consistent state Σ and
a relevant event e enabled in that state to a consistent
state δ(Σ, e) which is the result of executing e in Σ. Let
Σ K0 be the initial global state, Σ 00...0 , which is always
consistent. The following result holds:
Lemma 4. If R = e1 e2 . . . e|R| is a consistent multithreaded run then it generates a sequence of global states
Σ K0 Σ K1 . . . Σ K|R| such that for all r ∈ [1, |R|], Σ Kr−1 is
consistent, er is enabled in Σ Kr−1 , and δ(Σ Kr−1 , er ) =
Σ Kr .
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. By definition the
initial state Σ K0 is consistent. Moreover, e1 is enabled
in Σ K0 because the cut C corresponding to the state
Σ K0 is empty and hence the cut C ∪ {e1 } = {e1 } is
consistent. Since Σ K0 is consistent and e1 is enabled in
Σ K0 , δ(Σ K0 , e1 ) is defined. Let Σ K1 = δ(Σ K0 , e1 ).
Let us assume that Σ Kr−1 is consistent, er is enabled in Σ Kr−1 , and δ(Σ Kr−1 , er ) = Σ Kr . Therefore,
δ(Σ Kr−1 , er ) = Σ Kr is also consistent. Let C be the cut
corresponding to Σ Kr . To prove that er+1 is enabled in
Σ Kr we have to prove that C ∪er+1 is a cut and it is consistent. Let er+1 = eli for some i and l i.e. er+1 is the lth
relevant event of thread ti . For every event eki such that
k < l, eki / eli . Therefore, by the definition of consistent
run, eki appears before eli for all 0 < k < l. This implies

Lemma 5. If a relevant event e from thread ti is
enabled in a state Σ and if δ(Σ, e) = Σ 0 then
∀j 6= i : VC (Σ)[j] = VC (Σ 0 )[j] and VC (Σ)[i] + 1 =
VC (Σ 0 )[i].
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of DVC
of a state and Corollary 1.
Lemma 6. If a relevant event e from thread ti is enabled in a state Σ then ∀j 6= i : VC (Σ)[j] ≥ VC (e)[j]
and VC (Σ)[i] + 1 = VC (e)[i].
Proof. VC (Σ)[i] + 1 = VC (e)[i] follows from Lemma 5.
Say k = VC (e)[j] for some j 6= i. Then by (a) of
Lemma 1 we know that the k th relevant event from
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thread tj causally precedes e i.e. ekj / e. Then by proposition 1 ekj ∈ C, where C is the cut corresponding to
Σ. This implies that k ≤ VC (Σ)[j] which proves that
∀j 6= i : VC (Σ)[j] ≥ VC (e)[j].

9

to analyze the computation lattice. A first important
observation is that one can generate it on-the-fly and
analyze it on a level-by-level basis, discarding the previous levels. However, even if one considers only one level,
that can still contain an exponential number of states
in the length of the current execution. A second important observation is that the states in the computation
lattice are not all equiprobable in practice. By allowing a user configurable window of most likely states in
the lattice centered around the observed execution trace,
the presented technique becomes quite scalable, requiring O(wm) space and O(twm) time, where w is the size
of the window, m is the size of the bad prefix monitor
of the safety property, and t is the size of the monitored
execution trace.

Lemma 7. If R = e1 e2 . . . e|R| is a consistent multithreaded run generating the sequence of global states
Σ K0 Σ K1 . . . Σ K|R| , then VC (Σ Ki ) can be recursively defined as follows:
VC (Σ K0 )[j] = 0
for all j ∈ [1, n]
VC (Σ Kr )[j] = max (VC (Σ Kr−1 )[j], VC (er )[j])
for all j ∈ [1, n] and 0 < r ≤ |R|
Proof. ∀j ∈ [1, n] : VC (Σ K0 )[j] = 0 holds by definition. Let er be from thread ti . By Lemma 4
er is enabled in Σ Kr−1 . Therefore, by Lemma 6,
∀j 6= i : VC (Σ Kr−1 )[j] ≥ VC (er )[j]. This implies that ∀j 6= i : VC (Σ Kr )[j] = VC (Σ Kr−1 )[j] =
max (VC (Σ Kr−1 )[j], VC (er )[j]). Otherwise if j = i, by
Lemma 6, VC (Σ Kr−1 )[j] + 1 = VC (er )[j]. Therefore,
VC (Σ Kr )[j] = VC (Σ Kr−1 )[j] + 1 = VC (er )[j] =
max (VC (Σ Kr−1 )[j], VC (er )[j]). This proves that
∀j : VC (Σ Kr )[j] = max (VC (Σ Kr−1 )[j], VC (er )[j]).

4.2 Level By Level Analysis of the Computation Lattice
A naive observer of an execution trace of a multithreaded
program would just check the observed execution trace
against the monitor for the safety property, say Mon
like in Definition 1, and would maintain at each moment a set of states, say MonStates in M. When a new
event arrives, it would create the next state Σ and replace MonStates by ρ(MonStates, Σ). If the bad state
b will ever be in MonStates then a property violation
error would be reported, meaning that the current execution trace led to a bad prefix of the safety property.
Here we assume that the events are received in the order
in which they are emitted, and also that the monitor
works over the global states of the multithreaded programs. This assumption is essential for the observer to
deduce the actual execution of the multithreaded program. The knowledge of the actual execution is used by
the observer to apply the causal cone heuristics as described later. The assumption is not necessary if we do
not want to use causal cone heuristics. The work in [22]
describes a technique for the level by level analysis of
the computation lattice without the above assumption.
A smart observer, as said before, will analyze not
only the observed execution trace, but also all the other
consistent runs of the multithreaded system, thus being able to predict violations from successful executions.
The observer receives the events from the running multithreaded program in real-time and enqueues them in an
event queue Q. At the same time, it traverses the computation lattice level by level and checks whether the bad
state of the monitor can be hit by any of the runs up
to the current level. We next provide the algorithm that
the observer uses to construct the lattice level by level
from the sequence of events it receives from the running
program.
The observer maintains a list of global states (CurrLevel ), that are present in the current level of the lattice. For each event e in the event queue, it tries to construct a new global state from the set of states in the current level and the event e. If the global state is created

Corollary 2. If R = e1 e2 . . . e|R| is a consistent multithreaded run generating the sequence of global states
Σ K0 Σ K1 . . . Σ K|R| , then
VC (Σ Kr )[i] = max (VC (e1 )[i], VC (e2 )[i], . . . , VC (er )[i])
for all i ∈ [1, n] and 0 < r ≤ |R|
Example 2. Figure 2 shows the causal partial order on
relevant events extracted by the observer from the multithreaded execution in Example 1, together with the
generated computation lattice. The actual execution,
Σ 00 Σ 01 Σ 11 Σ 12 Σ 22 Σ 23 Σ 33 , is marked with solid edges
in the lattice. Besides its DVC, each global state in the
lattice stores its values for the relevant variables, w and
v. It can be readily seen on Fig. 2 that the LTL property F1 defined in Example 1 holds on the sample run
of the system, and also that it is not in the language of
bad prefixes, F2 . However, F1 is violated on some other
consistent runs, such as Σ 00 Σ 01 Σ 02 Σ 12 Σ 13 Σ 23 Σ 33 . On
this particular run ↑ p holds at Σ 02 ; however, r does
not hold at the next state Σ 12 . This makes the formula
F1 false at the state Σ 13 . The run can also be symbolically written as {}{}{p}{p}{p, q}{p, q, r}{p, q, r}. In the
automaton in Fig. 1, this corresponds to a possible sequence of states 00123555. Hence, this string is accepted
by F2 as a bad prefix.
Therefore, by carefully analyzing the computation
lattice extracted from a successful execution one can
infer safety violations in other possible consistent executions. Such violations give informative feedback to
users, such as the lack of synchronization in the example above, and may be hard to find by just ordinary
testing. In what follows we propose effective techniques
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L ( S 00 ) = {}
( w = 20 , v = 40 )

e1 :< w=24, T2 ,(0,1)>
L ( S 01 ) = {}
( w = 24 , v = 40 )

e2 :<v=50, T1 ,(1,1)>
e3 :< w=27, T2 ,(0,2)>

e4 :<v=60, T1 ,(2,1)>

L ( S 11 ) = {}

L ( S 02 ) = { p}

( w = 24 , v = 50 )

( w = 27 , v = 40 )

L ( S 21 ) = {r }

L ( S 12 ) = { p}

L ( S 03 ) = { p , q}

( w = 24 , v = 60 )

( w = 27 , v = 50 )

( w = 31, v = 40 )

e5 :< w=31, T2 ,(0,3)>

L ( S 22 ) = { p , r }

L ( S 13 ) = { p , q}

( w = 27 , v = 60 )

( w = 31, v = 50 )

L ( S 23 ) = { p , q , r }

e6 :<v=70, T1 ,(3,3)>

( w = 31, v = 60 )
L ( S 33 ) = { p , q , r }
( w = 31, v = 70 )

Fig. 2. Computation Lattice

successfully then it is added to the list of global states
(NextLevel ) for the next level of the lattice. The process continues until certain condition, levelComplete?()
holds. At that time the observer says that the level is
complete and starts constructing the next level by setting CurrLevel to NextLevel, NextLevel to empty set, and
reallocating the space previously occupied by CurrLevel.
Here the predicate levelComplete?() is crucial for generating only those states in the level that are most likely to
occur in other executions, namely those in the window,
or the causality cone, that is described in the next subsection. The levelComplete? predicate is also discussed
and defined in the next subsection. The pseudo-code for
the lattice traversal is given in Fig. 3.
Every global state Σ contains the value of all relevant
shared variables in the program, a DVC VC (Σ) to represent the latest events from each thread that resulted in
that global state. Here the predicate nextState? (Σ, e),
checks if the event e is enabled in the state Σ, where
threadId(e) returns the index of the thread that generated the event e, VC (Σ) returns the DVC of the global
state Σ, and VC(e) returns the DVC of the event e.
The correctness of the function is given by Lemma 6. It
essentially says that event e can generate a consecutive
state for a state Σ, if and only if Σ “knows” everything e
knows about the current evolution of the multithreaded
system except for the event e itself. Note that e may
know less than Σ knows with respect to the evolution
of other threads in the system, because Σ has global
information.
The function createState(Σ, e), which implements
the function δ described in Corollary 1 creates a new
global state Σ 0 , where Σ 0 is a possible consistent global
state that can result from Σ after the event e. Together
with each state Σ in the lattice, a set of states of the

while(not end of computation){
Q ← enqueue(Q, N extEvent())
while(constructLevel()){}
}
boolean constructLevel (){
for each e ∈ Q and Σ ∈ CurrLevel {
if nextState?(Σ, e) {
NextLevel ← NextLevel ] createState(Σ, e)
if levelComplete?(NextLevel , e, Q) {
Q ← removeUselessEvents(CurrLevel , Q)
CurrLevel ← NextLevel
NextLevel ← ∅
return true}}}
return f alse
}
boolean nextState?(Σ, e){
i ← threadId (e);
if (∀j 6= i : VC (Σ)[j] ≥ VC (e)[j] and
VC (Σ)[i] + 1 = VC (e)[i]) return true
return false
}
State createState(Σ, e){
Σ 0 ← new copy of Σ
j ← threadId (e); VC (Σ 0 )[j] ← VC (Σ)[j] + 1
pgmState(Σ 0 )[var (e) ← value(e)]
MonStates(Σ 0 ) ← ρ(MonStates(Σ), Σ 0 )
if b ∈ MonStates(Σ 0 ) {
output 0 property may be violated0 }
return Σ 0
}
Fig. 3. Level-by-level traversal.
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monitor, MonStates(Σ), also needs to be maintained,
which keeps all the states of the monitor in which any
of the partial runs ending in Σ can lead to. In the function createState, we set the MonStates of Σ 0 with the set
of monitor states to which any of the current states in
MonStates(Σ) can transit when the state Σ 0 is observed.
pgmState(Σ 0 ) returns the value of all relevant program
shared variables in state Σ 0 , var(e) returns the name of
the relevant variable that is written at the time of event
e, value(e) is the value that is written to var(e), and
pgmState(Σ 0 )[var(e) ← value(e)] means that in pgmState(Σ 0 ), var(e) is updated with value(e). Lemma 5
justifies that DVC of the state Σ 0 is updated properly.
The merging operation nextLevel ] Σ adds the global
state Σ to the set nextLevel. If Σ is already present in
nextLevel, it updates the existing state’s MonStates with
the union of the existing state’s MonStates and the Monstates of Σ. Two global states are same if their DVCs are
equal. Because of the function levelComplete?, it may be
often the case that the analysis procedure moves from
the current level to the next one before it is exhaustively
explored. That means that several events in the queue,
which were waiting for other events to arrive in order to
generate new states in the current level, become unnecessary so they can be discarded. The function removeUselessEvents(CurrLevel,Q) removes from Q all the events
that cannot contribute to the construction of any state
at the next level. It creates a DVC Vmin whose each component is the minimum of the corresponding component
of the DVCs of all the global states in the set CurrLevel.
It then removes all the events in Q whose DVCs are less
than or equal to Vmin . This function makes sure that we
do not store any unnecessary events. The correctness of
the function is given by the following lemma.

11

4.3 Causality Cone Heuristic
The number of states on a level in the computation lattice can be exponential in the length of the trace. In
online analysis, generating all the states in a level may
not be feasible. However, note that some states in a level
can be considered more likely to occur in a consistent run
than others. For example, two independent events that
can possibly permute may have a huge time difference.
Permuting these two events would give a consistent run,
but that run may not be likely to take place in a real
execution of the multithreaded program. So we can ignore such a permutation. We formalize this concept as
causality cone, or window, and exploit it in restricting
our attention to a small set of states in a given level.
As mentioned earlier we assume that the events are
received in an order in which they happen in the computation. We can ensure this linear ordering by executing
the DVC algorithm in a synchronized block so that each
such execution takes place atomically with respect to
each other. Note that this ordering gives the real execution of the program and it respects the partial order
associated with the computation. This execution will be
taken as a reference in order to compute the most probable consistent runs of the system.
If we consider all the events generated by the executing distributed program as a finite sequence of events,
then a lattice formed by any prefix of this sequence is a
sub-lattice of the computation lattice L. This sub-lattice,
say L0 , has the following property: if Σ ∈ L0 , then for
any Σ 0 ∈ L if Σ 0 Ã∗ Σ then Σ 0 ∈ L0 . We can see this
sub-lattice as a portion of the computation lattice L enclosed by a cone. The height of this cone is determined by
the length of the current sequence of events. We call this
causality cone. All the states in L that are outside this
cone cannot be determined from the current sequence of
events. Hence, they are outside the causal scope of the
current sequence of events. As we get more events this
cone moves down by one level.
If we compute a DVC Vmax whose each component
is the maximum of the corresponding component of the
DVCs of all the events in the event queue Vmax represents the DVC of the global state appearing at the tip of
the cone. The tip of the cone, by Corollary 2, traverses
the actual execution run of the program.
To avoid the generation of a possibly exponential
number of states in a given level, we consider a fixed
number, say w, of most probable states in a given level.
In a level construction, we say that the level is complete
once we have generated w states in that level. However,
a level may contain less than w states. Then the level
construction algorithm gets stuck. Moreover, we cannot
determine if a level has less than w states unless we see
all the events in the complete computation. This is because we do not know the total number of threads that
participate in the computation beforehand. To avoid this
scenario we introduce another parameter l, the length of

Lemma 8. For a given relevant event e, if VC (e) ≤
Vmin then ∀Σ ∈ CurrLevel , e is not enabled in Σ.
Proof. If e is enabled in Σ then by Lemma 6, VC (e)[i] =
VC (Σ) + 1, where ti is the thread that generated e. This
implies that if e is enabled in Σ then VC (e) 6≤ VC (Σ).
Since VC (e) ≤ Vmin we have ∀Σ ∈ CurrLevel , VC (e) ≤
VC (Σ). Therefore, e is not enabled in Σ.
The observer runs in a loop till the computation ends.
In the loop the observer waits for the next event from
the running instrumented program and enqueues it in Q
whenever it becomes available. After that the observer
runs the function constructLevel in a loop till it returns
false. If the function constructLevel returns false then
the observer knows that the level is not completed and
it needs more events to complete the level. At that point
the observer again starts waiting for the next event from
the running program and continues with the loop. The
pseudo-code for the observer is given at the top of Fig. 3.
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< w=3

w
w=3

has been designed to monitor multithreaded Java programs. The current implementation is written in Java.
The tool has three main modules, the instrumentation
module, the observer module and the monitor module.
The instrumentation program, named instrument,
takes a specification file and a list of class files as command line arguments. An example is
java instrument spec A.class B.class C.class

where the specification file spec contains a list of
named formulae written in a suitable logic. The program
instrument extracts the name of the relevant variables
from the specification and instruments the classes, provided in the argument, as follows:
i) For each variable x of primitive type in each
class it adds access and write DVCs, namely
_access_dvc_x and _write_dvc_x, as new fields in
the class.
ii) It adds code to associate a DVC with every newly
created thread;
iii) For each read and write access of a variable of primitive type in any class, it adds codes to update the
DVCs according to the algorithm mentioned in Section 3.4;
iv) It adds code to call a method handleEvent of the
observer module at every write of a relevant variable.

Fig. 4. Causality Cones

boolean levelComplete?(N extLevel, e, Q){
if size(N extLevel) ≥ w then
return true;
else if e is the last event in Q
and size(Q) == l then
return true;
else return f alse;
}
Fig. 5. levelComplete? predicate

the current event queue. We say that a level is complete
if we have used all the events in the event queue for the
construction of the states in the current level and the
length of the queue is l and we have not crossed the
limit w on the number of states. The pseudo-code for
levelComplete? is given in Fig. 5
Note, here l corresponds to the number of levels of
the sub-lattice that can be constructed from the events in
the event queue Q. This is because, by Corollary 1, every
event in the queue Q generates a state in the next level
from a state in the current level in which it is enabled.
Example 3. Figure 6 shows the portion of the computation lattice constructed from the multithreaded execution in Example 1 when the causality cone heuristics is
applied with parameters w = 2 and l = 3. The possible
consistent run Σ 00 Σ 01 Σ 02 Σ 03 Σ 13 Σ 23 Σ 33 , shown on the
left side of the Figure 6, is pruned out by the heuristics.
In this particular run the two independent events e2 and
e5 that are permuted have long time difference in the actual execution. Therefore, we can safely ignore this run
among all other possible consistent runs.
5 Implementation
We have implemented these new techniques, in version
2.0 of the tool Java MultiPathExplorer (JMPaX), which

The instrumentation module uses the BCEL [5] Java library to modify Java class files. Currently, the instrumentation module instruments every variable of primitive type in every class. This implies that, during the
execution of an instrumented program, the DVC algorithm is executed for every read and write of variables
of primitive type. This degrades the performance of the
program considerably. We plan to improve the instrumentation by using escape analysis [4], to detect the possible shared variables through static analysis. This will
reduce the number of instrumentation points and hence
will improve the performance.
The observer module, that takes two parameters
w and l, generates the lattice level-by-level when
the instrumented program is executed. Whenever the
handleEvent method is invoked, it enqueues the event
passed as argument to the method handleEvent. Based
on the event queue and the current level of the lattice,
it generates the next level. In the process, it invokes the
nextStates method (corresponding to ρ in a monitor )
of the monitor module.
The monitor module reads the specification file written either as an LTL formula or as a regular expression
and generates the non-deterministic automaton corresponding to the formula or the regular expression. It
provides the method nextStates as an interface to the
observer module. The method raises an exception if at
any point the set of states returned by nextStates contains the “bad” state of the automaton. The system be-
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L ( S 00 ) = {}
( w = 20 , v = 40 )

e1 :< w=24, T2 ,(0,1)>
L ( S 01 ) = {}
( w = 24 , v = 40 )

e3 :< w=27, T2 ,(0,2)>
e5 :< w=31, T2 ,(0,3)>

L ( S 11 ) = {}

L ( S 02 ) = { p}

( w = 24 , v = 50 )

( w = 27 , v = 40 )

L ( S 21 ) = {r }

L ( S 12 ) = { p}

( w = 24 , v = 60 )

( w = 27 , v = 50 )

e2 :<v=50, T1 ,(1,1)>
e4 :<v=60, T1 ,(2,1)>

L ( S 22 ) = { p , r }

L ( S 13 ) = { p , q}

( w = 27 , v = 60 )

( w = 31, v = 50 )

L ( S 23 ) = { p , q , r }

e6 :<v=70, T1 ,(3,3)>

( w = 31, v = 60 )
L ( S 33 ) = { p , q , r }
( w = 31, v = 70 )

Fig. 6. Causality Cone Heuristics applied to Example 2

ing modular, the user can plug in his/her own monitor
module for his/her logic of choice.
Since in Java synchronized blocks cannot be interleaved, so corresponding events cannot be permuted,
locks are considered as shared variables and a write
event is generated whenever a lock is acquired or released. This way, a causal dependency is generated between any exit and any entry of a synchronized block,
namely the expected happens-before relation. Java synchronization statements are handled exactly the same
way, that is, the shared variable associated to the synchronization object is written at the entrance and at the
exit of the synchronized region. Condition synchronizations (wait/notify) can be handled similarly, by generating a write of a dummy shared variable by both the
notifying thread before notification and by the notified
thread after notification.
Note that the above technique for handing synchronization constructs is conservative as it prevents us from
permuting two synchronized blocks even if the events
in the two blocks are independent of each other. Future
work involves finding an extension of the DVC algorithm
that can allow such permutations. This will enable us to
extract more interleavings from a computation.

nal observer which extracts a causal partial order on
the global state, updates and thereby builds an abstract
runtime model of the running multithreaded system. Analyzing this model on a level-by-level basis, the observer
can infer effectively, from a successful execution of the observed system, when safety properties can be violated by
other executions. Attractive future work includes predictions of liveness violations and predictions of data-race
and deadlock conditions.
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Abstract
Runtime verification of multithreaded systems, that is,
the process of finding errors in multithreaded systems as
they execute, is the theme of this paper. The major goal
of the work in this paper is to present an automatic code
instrumentation technique, based on multithreaded vector
clocks, for generating the causal partial order on relevant
state update events from a running multithreaded program.
By means of several examples, it is shown how this technique can be used in a formal testing environment, not only
to detect, but especially to predict safety errors in multithreaded programs. The prediction process consists of rigorously analyzing other potential executions that are consistent with the causal partial order: some of these can be
erroneous despite the fact that the particular observed execution was successful. The proposed technique has been
implemented as part of a Java program analysis tool, called
Java MultiPathExplorer and abbreviated JMPA X. A bytecode instrumentation package is used, so the Java source
code of the tested programs is not necessary.

1. Introduction and Motivation
A major drawback of testing is its lack of coverage: if an
error is not exposed by a particular test case then that error is
not detected. To ameliorate this problem, many techniques
have been investigated in the literature to increase the coverage of testing, such as test-case generation methods for
generating those test cases that can reveal potential errors
with high probability [8, 21, 30]. Based on experience with
related techniques already implemented in JAVA PATH E X PLORER (JPA X) [15, 14] and its sub-system E AGLE [4],
we have proposed in [27, 28] an alternative approach, called
“predictive runtime analysis”, which can be intuitively described as follows.
Suppose that a multithreaded program has a subtle safety
error, such as a safety or a liveness temporal property violation, or a deadlock or a data-race. Like in testing, one

executes the program on some carefully chosen input (test
case) and suppose that, unfortunately, the error is not revealed during that particular execution; such an execution
is called successful with respect to that bug. If one regards
the execution of a program as a flat, sequential trace of
events or states, like NASA’s JPA X system [15, 14], University of Pennsylvania’s JAVA -M AC [20], Bell Labs’ PET
[13], or the commercial analysis systems Temporal Rover
and DBRover [9, 10, 11], then there is not much left to
do to find the error except to run another, hopefully better, test case. However, by observing the execution trace in
a smarter way, namely as a causal dependency partial order
on state updates, one can predict errors that can potentially
occur in other possible runs of the multithreaded program.
The present work is an advance in runtime verification
[16], a scalable complementary approach to the traditional
formal verification methods (such as theorem proving and
model checking [6]). Our focus here is on multithreaded
systems with shared variables. More precisely, we present
a simple and effective algorithm that enables an external
observer of an executing multithreaded program to detect
and predict specification violations. The idea is to properly
instrument the system before its execution, so that it will
emit relevant events at runtime. No particular specification
formalism is adopted in this paper, but examples are given
using a temporal logic that we are currently considering in
JAVA M ULTI PATH E XPLORER (JMPA X) [27, 28], a tool for
safety violation prediction in Java multithreaded programs
which supports the presented technique.
In multithreaded programs, threads communicate via a
set of shared variables. Some variable updates can causally
depend on others. For example, if a thread writes a shared
variable x and then another thread writes y due to a statement y = x + 1, then the update of y causally depends
upon the update of x. Only read-write, write-read and writewrite causalities are considered, because multiple consecutive reads of the same variable can be permuted without
changing the actual computation. A state is a map assigning
values to variables, and a specification consists of properties
on these states. Some variables may be of no importance at
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int landing = 0, approved = 0, radio = 1;
void thread1(){
askLandingApproval();
if(approved==1){
print("Landing approved");
landing = 1;
print("Landing started");}
else {print("Landing not approved");}}
void askLandingApproval(){
if(radio==0) approved = 0
else approved = 1;}

all for an external observer. For example, consider an observer which monitors the property “if (x > 0) then (y = 0)
has been true in the past, and since then (y > z) was always
false”. All the other variables except x, y and z are irrelevant for this observer (but they can clearly affect the causal
partial ordering). To minimize the number of messages sent
to the observer, we consider a subset of relevant events and
the associated relevant causality.
We present an algorithm that, given an executing multithreaded program, generates appropriate messages to be
sent to an external observer. The observer, in order to perform its more elaborated system analysis, extracts the state
update information from such messages together with the
relevant causality partial order among the updates. This partial order abstracts the behavior of the running program and
is called multithreaded computation. By allowing an observer to analyze multithreaded computations rather than
just flat sequences of events, one gets the benefit of not
only properly dealing with potential reordering of delivered
messages (reporting global state accesses), but also of predicting errors from analyzing successful executions, errors
which can occur under a different thread scheduling and can
be hard, if not impossible, to find by just testing.
To be more precise, let us consider a real-life example
where a runtime analysis tool supporting the proposed technique, such as JMPA X, would be able to predict a violation
of a property from a single, successful execution of the program. However, like in the case of data-races, the chance
of detecting this safety violation by monitoring only the actual run is very low. The example consists of a two threaded
program to control the landing of an airplane. It has three
variables landing, approved, and radio; their values
are 1 when the plane is landing, landing has been approved,
and radio signal is live, respectively, and 0 otherwise. The
safety property to verify is “If the plane has started landing,
then it is the case that landing has been approved and since
the approval the radio signal has never been down.”
The code snippet for a naive implementation of this control program is shown in Fig. 1. It uses some dummy functions, askLandingApproval and checkRadio, which
can be implemented properly in a real scenario. The program has a serious problem that cannot be detected easily
from a single run. The problem is as follows. Suppose the
plane has received approval for landing and just before it
started landing the radio signal went off. In this situation,
the plane must abort landing because the property was violated. But this situation will very rarely arise in an execution: namely, when radio is set to 0 between the approval
of landing and the start of actual landing. So a tester or a
simple observer will probably never expose this bug. However, note that even if the radio goes off after the landing has
started, a case which is quite likely to be considered during
testing but in which the property is not violated, JMPA X

void thread2(){
while(radio){checkRadio();} }
void checkRadio(){
possibly change value of radio;}

Figure 1. A buggy implementation of a
flight controller.

will still be able to construct a possible run (counterexample) in which radio goes off between landing and approval.
In Section 4, among other examples, it is shown how JMPA X is able to predict two safety violations from a single
successful execution of the program. The user will be given
enough information (the entire counterexample execution)
to understand the error and to correct it. In fact, this error is an artifact of a bad programming style and cannot be
easily fixed - one needs to give a proper event-based implementation. This example shows the power of the proposed
runtime verification technique as compared to the existing
ones in JPA X and JAVA -M AC.
The main contribution of this paper is a detailed presentation of an instrumentation algorithm which plays a crucial
role in extracting the causal partial order from one flat execution, and which is based on an appropriate notion of vector clock inspired from [12, 24], called multithreaded vector
clock (MVC). An MVC V is an array associating a natural
number V [i] to each thread i in the multithreaded system,
which represents the number of relevant events generated
by that thread since the beginning of the execution. An
MVC Vi is associated to each thread ti , and two MVCs, Vxa
(access) and Vxw (write) are associated to each shared variable x. When a thread ti processes event e, which can be
an internal event or a shared variable read/write, the code
in Fig. 2 is executed. We prove that A correctly implements the relevant causal partial order, i.e., that for any two
messages he, i, V i and he′ , j, V ′ i sent by A, e and e′ are
relevant and e causally precedes e′ iff V [i] ≤ V ′ [i]. This algorithm can be implemented in several ways. In the case of
Java, we prefer to implement it as an appropriate instrumentation procedure of code or bytecode, to execute A whenever a shared variable is accessed. Another implementation
could be to modify a JVM. Yet another one would be to en2
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2.1. Multithreaded Executions

A LGORITHM A
I NPUT: event e generated by thread ti

Given n threads t1 , t2 , ..., tn , a multithreaded execution
is a sequence of events e1 e2 . . . er , each belonging to one
of the n threads and having type internal, read or write of
a shared variable. We use eki to represent the k-th event
generated by thread ti since the start of its execution. When
the thread or position of an event is not important, we may
refer to it generically, such as e, e′ , etc. We may write e ∈ ti
when event e is generated by thread ti .
Let us fix an arbitrary but fixed multithreaded execution,
say M, and let S be the set of all shared variables. There is
an immediate notion of variable access precedence for each
shared variable x ∈ S: we say that e x-precedes e′ , written
e <x e′ , if and only if e and e′ are variable access events
(reads or writes) to the same variable x, and e “happens
before” e′ , that is, e occurs before e′ in M. This “happensbefore” relation can be easily realized in practice by keeping
a counter for each shared variable, which is incremented at
each variable access.
The notion of precedence above is consistent with the
sequential memory model of multithreaded systems, which
is assumed from now on in this paper. In fact, we assume
that all shared memory accesses (reads or writes of shared
variables in S) are atomic and instantaneous. this will allow us to properly reason about causal dependencies between events. For example, if a thread writes x then writes
y followed by another thread writing y then x, under a nonsequential memory model it would be possible that the first
write of y takes place before the second, while the first write
of x takes place after the second write of x, leading to a circular causal dependency between the two threads. So far we
have not considered non-sequential memory models in our
runtime verification efforts, which admittedly would reveal
additional potential errors but would increase the complexity of runtime analysis. This may change in the future if
the assumed sequential model will be found too restrictive
in practical experiments. Recall that our purpose is to find
errors in multithreaded programs, not to prove systems correct. The errors that we detect using the sequential model
are also errors in other memory models, so our approach is
currently conservative.

1. if e is relevant then
Vi [i] ← Vi [i] + 1
2. if e is a read of a shared variable x then
Vi ← max{Vi , Vxw }
Vxa ← max{Vxa , Vi }
3. if e is a write of a shared variable x then
Vxw ← Vxa ← Vi ← max{Vxa , Vi }
4. if e is relevant then
send message he, i, Vi i to observer
Figure 2. The vector clock instrumentation algorithm.

force shared variable updates via library functions, which
execute A as well. All these can add significant delays to
the normal execution of programs. The work in this paper
has been partly presented at the workshop Parallel and Distributed Systems: Testing and Debugging (PADTAD’04) in
April 2004. A preliminary version has been published in
the PADTAD’04 proceedings [25].
Multithreaded systems are briefly introduced in Section
2 and then the main algorithm is rigorously derived from its
desired properties in Section 3. Section 4 describes possible
uses of the algorithm, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Multithreaded Systems

We consider multithreaded systems in which several
threads communicate with each other via a set of shared
variables. A crucial point is that some variable updates can
causally depend on others. We will present an instrumentation algorithm which, given an executing instrumented
multithreaded program, generates appropriate messages to
be sent to an external observer. The observer, in order to
perform its analysis, extracts the state update information
from such messages together with the causality partial order among the updates.

2.2. Causality and Multithreaded Computations
Let E be the set of all the events occurring in the multithreaded execution M and let ≺ be the partial order relation
on E defined as follows:

In this paper we only consider a fixed number of threads.
However, the presented instrumentation technique can be
easily extended to systems consisting of a variable number
of threads, where these can be dynamically created and/or
destroyed [28].

• eki ≺ eli if k < l;
• e ≺ e′ if there is x ∈ S with e <x e′ and at least one
of e, e′ is a write;
3
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• e ≺ e′′ if e ≺ e′ and e′ ≺ e′′ .

(x > 0) → [y = 0, y > z). All the other variables in S
except x, y and z are essentially irrelevant for this observer.
To minimize the number of messages, like in [23] which
suggests a similar technique but for distributed systems in
which reads and writes are not distinguished, we consider a
subset R ⊆ E of relevant events and define the R-relevant
causality on E as the relation ⊳ :=≺ ∩(R × R), so that
e ⊳ e′ if and only if e, e′ ∈ R and e ≺ e′ . It is important
to notice though that the other shared variables can also indirectly influence the relation ⊳, because they can influence
the relation ≺.
We next introduce multithreaded vector clocks (MVC),
together with a technique that is proved to correctly implement the relevant causality relation.

The first item above states that the events of a thread i are
causally ordered by their corresponding occurrence time.
The second item says that if two events e and e′ , of the same
thread or not, access a shared variable x and one of them is
a write, then the most recent one causally depends on the
former one. No causal constraint is imposed on read-read
events, so they are permutable. Finally, by closing it under
transitivity, the third item defines ≺ as the smallest partial
order including the first two types of causal constraints. We
write e||e′ if e 6≺ e′ and e′ 6≺ e. The partial order ≺ on E
defined above is called the multithreaded computation associated with the original multithreaded execution M.
As discussed in Section 3.1 in more depth, synchronization of threads can be handled at no additional effort by just
generating appropriate read/write events when synchronization objects are acquired/released, so the simple notion of
multithreaded computation as defined above is as general
as practically needed. A linearization (or a permutation) of
all the events e1 , e2 , ..., er that is consistent with the multithreaded computation, in the sense that the order of events
in the permutation is consistent with ≺, is called a consistent multithreaded run, or simply, a multithreaded run. Intuitively, a multithreaded run can be viewed as a possible
execution of the same system under a different execution
speed of each individual thread.
A multithreaded computation can be thought of as the
most general assumption that an observer of the multithreaded execution can make about the system without
knowing its semantics. Indeed, an external observer simply cannot disregard the order in which the same variable is
modified and used within the observed execution, because
this order can be part of the intrinsic semantics of the multithreaded program. However, multiple causally independent
modifications of different variables can be permuted, and
the particular order observed in the given execution is not
critical. By allowing an observer to analyze multithreaded
computations, rather than just multithreaded executions like
JPA X [15, 14], JAVA -M AC [20], and PET [13], one gets
the benefit of not only properly dealing with potential reorderings of delivered messages (e.g., due to using multiple channels to reduce the monitoring overhead), but also
of predicting errors from analyzing successful executions,
errors which can occur under a different thread scheduling.

3. Multithreaded Vector Clock Algorithm
Inspired and stimulated by the elegance and naturality
of vector clocks [12, 24, 2] in implementing causal dependency in distributed systems, we next devise an algorithm to
implement the relevant causal dependency relation in multithreaded systems. Since in multithreaded systems communication is realized by shared variables rather than message passing, to avoid any confusion we call the corresponding vector-clock data-structures multithreaded vector clocks
and abbreviate them (MVC). The algorithm presented next
has been mathematically derived from its desired properties, after several unsuccessful attempts to design it on a
less rigorous basis.
For each thread i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let us consider an
n-dimensional vector of natural numbers Vi . Intuitively, the
number Vi [j] represents the event number at thread tj that
the thread ti is “aware” of. Since communication in multithreaded systems is done via shared variables, and since
reads and writes have different weights in our approach,
we let Vxa and Vxw be two additional n-dimensional vectors for each shared variable x; we call the former access
MVC and the latter write MVC. All MVCs are initialized to
0. As usual, for two n-dimensional vectors, V ≤ V ′ if and
only if V [j] ≤ V ′ [j] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and V < V ′ if
and only if V ≤ V ′ and there is some 1 ≤ j ≤ n such
that V [j] < V ′ [j]; also, max{V, V ′ } is the vector with
max{V, V ′ }[j] = max{V [j], V ′ [j]} for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Our goal is to find a procedure that updates these MVCs
and emits a minimal amount of events to an external observer, which can further efficiently extract the relevant
causal dependency relation. Formally, the requirements of
such a procedure, say A, which works as an event filter, or
an abstraction of the given multithreaded execution, must
include the following natural requirements.

2.3. Relevant Causality
Some variables in S may be of no importance for an external observer. For example, consider an observer whose
purpose is to check the property “if (x > 0) then (y = 0)
has been true in the past, and since then (y > z) was always false”; formally, using the interval temporal logic notation notation in [18], this can be compactly written as

Requirements for A. After A updates the MVCs as a consequence of the fact that thread ti generates event eki during
the multithreaded execution M, the following should hold:
4
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(a) Vi [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede eki ; if j = i and eki is relevant then
this number also includes eki ;

thread tj up to its l-th event. This suggests that if the MVC
Vi maintained by A stores that number in its j-th component
then (a) in the list of requirements of A would be fulfilled.
Before we formally show how reads and writes of shared
variables affect the causal dependency relation, we need to
introduce some notation. First, since a write of a shared
variable introduces a causal dependency between the write
event and all the previous read or write events of the same
shared variable as well as all the events causally preceding those, we need a compact way to refer at any moment
to all the read/write events of a shared variable, as well
as the events that causally precede them. Second, since a
read event introduces a causal dependency to all the previous write events of the same variable as well as all the
events causally preceding those, we need a notation to refer
to these events as well. Formally, if eki is an event in a multithreaded computation M and x ∈ S is a shared variable,
then let

The thread-indexed set of all the relevant



events that are equal to or causally precede
k a
(ei ]x =
an event e accessing x, such that e occurs



before or it is equal to eki in M,

The thread-indexed set of all the relevant



events that are equal to or causally precede
(eki ]w
x =
an event e writing x, such that e occurs



before or it is equal to eki in M.

(b) Vxa [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede the most recent event in M that accessed (read or wrote) x; if i = j and eki is a relevant
read or write of x event then this number also includes
eki ;
(c) Vxw [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede the most recent write event of x; if
i = j and eki is a relevant write of x then this number
also includes eki .
Finally and most importantly, A should correctly implement
the relative causality (stated formally in Theorem 3).
We next show how such an algorithm can be derived
from its requirements above. In order to do it, let us first
introduce some useful formal notation. For an event eki of
thread ti , let (eki ] be the indexed set {(eki ]j }1≤j≤n , where
(eki ]j is the set {elj | elj ∈ tj , elj ∈ R, elj ≺ eki } when
j 6= i and the set {eli | l ≤ k, eli ∈ R} when j = i.
Intuitively, (eki ] contains all the events in the multithreaded
computation that causally precede or are equal to eki .
Lemma 1 With the notation above, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n:
′

1. (elj ]j ⊆ (elj ]j if l′ ≤ l;
′

max{l′ ,l}

2. (elj ]j ∪ (elj ]j = (ej

]j for any l and l′ ;

k a
It is obvious that (eki ]w
x ⊆ (ei ]x . Some or all of the
thread-indexed sets of events above may be empty. By convention, if an event, say e, does not exist in M, then we assume that the indexed sets (e], (e]ax , and (e]w
x are all empty
(rather than “undefined”). Note that if A is implemented
such that Vxa and Vxw store the corresponding numbers of
elements in the index sets of (eki ]ax and (eki ]w
x immediately
after event eki is processed by thread ti , respectively, then
(b) and (c) in the list of requirements for A are also fulfilled.
Even though the sets of events (eki ], (eki ]ax and (eki ]w
x have
mathematically clean definitions, they are based on total
knowledge of the multithreaded computation M. Unfortunately, M can be very large in practice, so the computation of these sets may be inefficient if not done properly.
Since our analysis algorithms are online, we would like to
calculate these sets incrementally, as the observer receives
new events from the instrumented program. A key factor in
devising efficient update algorithms is to find equivalent recursive definitions of these sets, telling us how to calculate
a new set of events from similar sets that have been already
calculated at previous event updates.
Let {eki }R
i be the indexed set whose j components are
empty for all j 6= i and whose i-th component is either the
one element set {eki } when eki ∈ R or the empty set otherwise. With the notation introduced, the following important

3. (elj ]j ⊆ (eki ]j for any elj ∈ (eki ]j ; and
4. (eki ]j = (elj ]j for some appropriate l.
Proof: 1. is immediate, because for any l′ ≤ l, any event ekj
′
at thread tj preceding or equal to elj , that is one with k ≤ l′ ,
also precedes elj .
2. follows by 1., because it is either the case that l′ ≤ l, in
′
which case (elj ]j ⊆ (elj ]j , or l ≤ l′ , in which case (elj ]j ⊆
′
(elj ]j . In either case 2. holds trivially.
3. There are two cases to analyze. If i = j then elj ∈ (eki ]j if
and only if l ≤ k, so 3. becomes a special instance of 1.. If
i 6= j then by the definition of (eki ]j it follows that elj ≺ eki .
′
Since elj ≺ elj for all l′ < l and since ≺ is transitive, it
follows readily that (elj ]j ⊆ (eki ]j .
4. Since (eki ]j is a finite set of totally ordered events, it has
a maximum element, say elj . Hence, (eki ]j ⊆ (elj ]j . By 3.,

one also has (elj ]j ⊆ (eki ]j .
Thus, by 4 above, one can uniquely and unambiguously encode a set (eki ]j by just a number, namely the size of the corresponding set (elj ]j , i.e., the number of relevant events of
5
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Therefore, e ∈ (ek−1
] or e ∈ (elj ]ax .
i
Let us now prove the second equality. By the definition
of (eki ]ax , one has that e ∈ (eki ]ax if and only if e is equal to
or causally precedes an event accessing x ∈ S that occurs
before or is equal to eki in M. Since eki is a read of x,
the above is equivalent to saying that either it is the case
that e is equal to or causally precedes eki , or it is the case
that e is equal to or causally precedes an event accessing x
that occurs strictly before eki in M. Formally, the above is
equivalent to saying that either e ∈ (eki ] or e ∈ (elj ]ax . If
y, z ∈ S and y 6= x then one can readily see (like in 1.
above) that (eki ]ay = (elj ]ay and (eki ]az = (elj ]az .

recursive properties hold:
Lemma 2 Let eki be an event in M and let elj be the event
preceding1 it in M. If eki is
1. An internal event then
(eki ]
= (ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ,
i
k a
l a
(ei ]x = (ej ]x , for any x ∈ S,
(eki ]w
= (elj ]w
x
x , for any x ∈ S;
2. A read of x event then
(eki ]
(eki ]ax
(eki ]ay
(eki ]w
z

=
=
=
=

l w
(ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ∪ (ej ]x ,
i
k
l a
(ei ] ∪ (ej ]x ,
(elj ]ay , for any y ∈ S with y 6= x,
(elj ]w
z , for any z ∈ S;

3. It suffices to show that for any relevant event e ∈ R,
e ≺ eki if and only if e ∈ (ek−1
] ∪ (elj ]ax . Since eki is a write
i
of x ∈ S event, by the definition of ≺ one of the following
must hold:

3. A write of x event then
(eki ]
(eki ]ax
(eki ]w
x
(eki ]ay
(eki ]w
y

=
=
=
=
=

• e = ek−1
. In this case ek−1
∈ R, so e ∈ (ek−1
];
i
i
i

l a
(ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ∪ (ej ]x ,
i
k
(ei ],
(eki ],
(elj ]ay , for any y ∈ S with y 6= x,
(elj ]w
y , for any y ∈ S with y 6= x.

• e ≺ ek−1
. It is obvious in this case that e ∈ (ek−1
];
i
i
• e is an access of x event (read or write) and e <x eki .
In this case e ∈ (elj ]ax ;
• There is some access of x event e′ such that e ≺ e′ and
e′ <x eki . In this case e ∈ (elj ]ax , too.

Proof: 1. For the first equality, first recall that eki ∈ (eki ]
if and only if eki is relevant. Therefore, it suffices to show
that e ≺ eki if and only if e ≺ ek−1
for any relevant event
i
e ∈ R. Since eki is internal, it cannot be in relation <x
with any other event for any shared variable x ∈ S, so by
the definition of ≺, the only possibilities are that either e
′
is some event eki of thread ti with k′ < k, or otherwise
′
there is such an event eki of thread ti with k′ < k such that
′
e ≺ eki . Hence, it is either the case that e is ek−1
(so ek−1
is
i
i
k−1
also relevant) or otherwise e ≺ ei . In any of these cases,
e ∈ (ek−1
]. The other two equalities are straightforward
i
consequences of the definitions of (eki ]ax and (eki ]w
x.

Therefore, e ∈ (ek−1
] or e ∈ (elj ]ax .
i
For the second equality, note that, as for the second equation in 2., one can readily see that e ∈ (eki ]ax if and only if
e ∈ (eki ] ∪ (elj ]ax . But elj ]ax ⊆ (eki ], so the above is equivalent
k
to e ∈ (eki ]. A similar reasoning leads to (eki ]w
x = (ei ]. The
k
equalities for y 6= x immediate, because ei has no relation
to accesses of other shared variables but x.

Since each component set of each of the indexed sets in
these recurrences has the form (eki ]i for appropriate i and k,
and since each (eki ]i can be safely encoded by its size, one
can then safely encode each of the above indexed sets by
an n-dimensional MVC; these MVCs are precisely Vi for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and Vxa and Vxw for all x ∈ S. It is a simple
exercise now to derive the following MVC update algorithm
A (which was also given in Section 1):

2. Like in the proof of 1., eki ∈ (eki ] if and only if eki ∈ R,
so it suffices to show that for any relevant event e ∈ R,
k
e ≺ eki if and only if e ∈ (ek−1
] ∪ (elj ]w
x . Since ei is a read
i
of x ∈ S event, by the definition of ≺ one of the following
must hold:
• e = ek−1
. In this case ek−1
is also relevant, so e ∈
i
i
k−1
(ei ];

A LGORITHM A
I NPUT: event e generated by thread ti

• e ≺ ek−1
. It is obvious in this case that e ∈ (ek−1
];
i
i

1. if e is relevant then
Vi [i] ← Vi [i] + 1

• e is a write of x event and e <x eki . In this case e ∈
(elj ]w
x;
′

2. if e is a read of a shared variable x then
Vi ← max{Vi , Vxw }
Vxa ← max{Vxa , Vi }

′

• There is some write of x event e such that e ≺ e and
e′ <x eki . In this case e ∈ (elj ]w
x , too.

3. if e is a write of a shared variable x then
Vxw ← Vxa ← Vi ← max{Vxa , Vi }

1 If ek is the first event then we can assume that el does not exist in M,
i
j
so by convention all the associated sets of events are empty
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4. if e is relevant then
send message he, i, Vi i to observer

thread before notification and by the notified thread after
notification.
To handle variables that are dynamically shared, for
each variable x of primitive type in each class the instrumentation program adds access and write MVCs, namely
_access_mvc_x and _write_mvc_x, as new fields in
the class. Moreover, for each read and write access of a
variable of primitive type in any class, it adds codes to update the MVCs according to the multithreaded vector clock
algorithm.

An interesting observation is that one can regard the problem of recursively calculating (eki ] as a dynamic programming problem. As can often be done in dynamic programming problems, one can reuse space and derive the Algorithm A. Therefore, A satisfies all the stated requirements
(a), (b) and (c), so they can be used as properties next in
order to show the correctness of A:
Theorem 3 If he, i, V i and he′ , i′ , V ′ i are two messages
sent by A, then e ⊳ e′ if and only if V [i] ≤ V ′ [i] (no typo:
the second i is not an i′ ) if and only if V < V ′ .

3.2. A Distributed Systems Interpretation
It is known that the various mechanisms for process interaction are essentially equivalent. This leads to the following natural question: could it be possible to derive the MVC
algorithm in this section from vector clock based algorithms
implementing causality in distributed systems, such as the
ones in [2, 7]. The answer to this question is: almost.
Since writes and accesses of shared variables have different impacts on the causal dependency relation, the most natural thing to do is to associate two processes to each shared
variable x, one for accesses, say xa and one for writes, say
xw . As shown in Fig. 3 right, a write of x by thread i can be
seen as sending a “request” message to write x to the “access process” xa , which further sends a “request” message
to the “write process” xw , which performs the action and
then sends an acknowledgment messages back to i. This is
consistent with step 3 of the algorithm in Fig. 2; to see this,
note that Vxw ≤ Vxa at any time.
However, a read of x is less obvious and does not seem
to be interpretable by message passing updating the MVCs
the standard way. The problem here is that the MVC of xa
needs to be updated with the MVC of the accessing thread
i, the MVC of the accessing thread i needs to be updated
with the current MVC of xw in order to implant causal dependencies between previous writes of x and the current
access, but the point here is that the MVC of xw does not

Proof: First, note that e and e′ are both relevant. The case
i = i′ is trivial. Suppose i 6= i′ . Since, by requirement (a)
for A, V [i] is the number of relevant events that ti generated before and including e and since V ′ [i] is the number of
relevant events of ti that causally precede e′ , it is clear that
V [i] ≤ V ′ [i] if and only if e ≺ e′ . For the second part, if
e ⊳ e′ then V ≤ V ′ follows again by requirement (a), because any event that causally precedes e also precedes e′ .
Since there are some indices i and i′ such that e was generated by ti and e′ by ti′ , and since e′ 6≺ e, by the first
part of the theorem it follows that V ′ [i′ ] > V [i′ ]; therefore, V < V ′ . For the other implication, if V < V ′ then
V [i] ≤ V ′ [i], so the result follows by the first part of the
theorem.


3.1. Synchronization and Shared Variables
Thread communication in multithreaded systems was
considered so far to be accomplished by writing/reading
shared variables, which were assumed to be known a priori. In the context of a language like Java, this assumption
works only if the shared variables are declared static; it is
less intuitive when synchronization and dynamically shared
variables are considered as well. Here we show that, under
proper instrumentation, the basic algorithm presented in the
previous subsection also works in the context of synchronization statements and dynamically shared variables.
Since in Java synchronized blocks cannot be interleaved,
so corresponding events cannot be permuted, locks are considered as shared variables and a write event is generated
whenever a lock is acquired or released. This way, a causal
dependency is generated between any exit and any entry of
a synchronized block, namely the expected happens-before
relation. Java synchronization statements are handled exactly the same way, that is, the shared variable associated to
the synchronization object is written at the entrance and at
the exit of the synchronized region. Condition synchronizations (wait/notify) can be handled similarly, by generating
a write of a dummy shared variable by both the notifying

i

x

a

x

w

i

x

a

x

w

Figure 3. A distributed systems interpretation of reads (left) and writes (right).
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have to be updated by reads of x; this is what allows reads
to be permutable by the observer. In terms of message passing, like Fig. 3 shows, this says that the access process xa
sends a hidden request message to xw (after receiving the
read request from i), whose only role is to “ask” xw send an
acknowledgment message to i. By hidden message, marked
with dotted line in Fig. 3, we mean a message which is
not considered by the standard MVC update algorithm. The
role of the acknowledgment message is to ensure that i updates its MVC with the one of the write access process xw .

observer’s side and then build the lattice on a level-by-level
basis in a top-down manner, as the events become available.
The observer’s analysis process can also be performed incrementally, so that parts of the lattice which become nonrelevant for the property to check can be garbage-collected
while the analysis process continues.
If the property to be checked can be translated into
a finite state machine (FSM) or if one can synthesize
online monitors for it, like we did for safety properties
[28, 17, 18, 27], then one can analyze all the multithreaded
runs in parallel, as the computation lattice is built. The idea
is to store the state of the FSM or of the synthesized monitor
together with each global state in the computation lattice.
This way, in any global state, all the information needed
about the past can be stored via a set of states in the FSM
or the monitor associated to the property to check, which is
typically quite small in comparison to the computation lattice. Thus only one cut in the computation lattice is needed
at any time, in particular one level, which significantly reduces the space required by the proposed predictive analysis
algorithm.
Liveness properties apparently do not fit our runtime verification setting. However, stimulated by recent encouraging results in [22], we believe that it is also worth exploring
techniques that can predict violations of liveness properties.
The idea here is to search for paths of the form uv in the
computation lattice with the property that the shared variable global state of the multithreaded program reached by
u is the same as the one reached by uv, and then to check
whether uv ω satisfies the liveness property. The intuition
here is that the system can potentially run into the infinite
sequence of states uv ω (u followed by infinity many repetitions of v), which may violate the liveness property. It is
shown in [22] that the test uv ω |= ϕ can be done in polynomial time and space in the sizes of u, v and ϕ, typically
linear in uv, for almost any temporal logic.

4. The Vector Clock Algorithm at Work
In this section we propose predictive runtime analysis
frameworks in which the presented MVC algorithm can
be used, and describe by examples how we use it in JAVA
M ULTI PATH E XPLORER (JMPA X) [27, 28, 19].
The observer therefore receives messages of the form
he, i, V i in any order, and, thanks to Theorem 3, can extract the causal partial order ⊳ on relevant events, which is
its abstraction of the running program. Any permutation
of the relevant events which is consistent with ⊳ is called
a multithreaded run, or simply a run. Notice that each run
corresponds to some possible execution of the program under different execution speeds or scheduling of threads, and
that the observed sequence of events is just one such run.
Since each relevant event contains global state update information, each run generates a sequence of global states. If
one puts all these sequences together then one gets a lattice,
called computation lattice. The reader is assumed familiar with techniques on how to extract a computation lattice
from a causal order given by means of vector clocks [24].
Given a global property to analyze, the task of the observer
now is to verify it against every path in the automatically extracted computation lattice. JPA X and JAVA -M AC are able
to analyze only one path in the lattice. The power of our
technique consists of its ability to predict potential errors in
other possible multithreaded runs.
Once a computation lattice containing all possible runs is
extracted, one can start using standard techniques on debugging distributed systems, considering both state predicates
[29, 7, 5] and more complex, such as temporal, properties
[3, 5, 1, 4]. Also, the presented algorithm can be used as
a front-end to partial order trace analyzers such as POTA
[26]. Also, since the computation lattice acts like an abstract
model of the running program, one can potentially run one’s
favorite model checker against any property of interest. We
think, however, that one can do better than that if one takes
advantage of the specific runtime setting of the proposed
approach. The problem is that the computation lattice can
grow quite large, in which case storing it might become a
significant matter. Since events are received incrementally
from the instrumented program, one can buffer them at the

4.1. Java MultiPathExplorer (JMPaX)
JMPA X [27, 28] is a runtime verification tool which
checks a user defined specification against a running program. The specifications supported by JMPA X allow any
temporal logic formula, using an interval-based notation
built on state predicates, so our properties can refer to the
entire history of states. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of JMPA X. An instrumentation module parses the user specification, extracts the set of shared variables it refers to, i.e., the
relevant variables, and then instruments the multithreaded
program (which is assumed in bytecode form) as follows.
Whenever a shared variable is accessed the MVC algorithm
A in Section 3 is inserted; if the shared variable is relevant
and the access is a write then the event is considered relevant. When the instrumented bytecode is executed, mes8
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Java
Multithreaded
Program

Instrumentation
Module

Specification

leftmost path corresponds to the observed execution. However, the lattice contains two other runs both violating the
safety property. The rightmost one corresponds to the sit-

Monitoring
Module

Compile
Bytecode

Instrumentor

<0,0,1>

Translator

Instrument
Instrumented
Bytecode
Execute
JVM

<0,1,1>

<0,0,0>

<1,1,1>

<0,1,0>

SpecificationImpl

Event Stream

LTL Monitor

<1,1,0>

Figure 5. Computation lattice
for the program in Fig. 1.

Computation Lattice
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2

Program Execution

Level 3

Monitor
Execution

uation when the radio goes down right between the test
radio==0 and the action approved=1, and the inner one
corresponds to that in which the radio goes down between
the actions approved=1 and landing=1. Both these erroneous behaviors are insightful and very hard to find by testing. JMPA X is able to build the two counterexamples very
quickly, since there are only 6 states to analyze and three
corresponding runs, so it is able to give useful feedback.

Level 4
Level 5

Figure 4. The Architecture of JMPA X.

sages he, i, V i for relevant events e are sent via a socket to
an external observer.
The observer generates the computation lattice on a
level by level basis, checking the user defined specification
against all possible multithreaded runs in parallel. Note that
only one of those runs was indeed executed by the instrumented multithreaded program, and that the observer does
not know it; the other runs are potential runs, they can occur
in other executions of the program. Despite the exponential
number of potential runs, at most two consecutive levels in
the computation lattice need to be stored at any moment.
[27, 28] gives more details on the particular implementation of JMPA X. We next discuss two examples where JMPA X can predict safety violations from successful runs; the
probability of detecting these bugs only by monitoring the
observed run, as JPA X and JAVA -MAC do, is very low.

Example 2. Let us now consider an artificial example intended to further clarify the prediction technique. Suppose
that one wants to monitor the safety property “if (x > 0)
then (y = 0) has been true in the past, and since then
(y > z) was always false” against a multithreaded program in which initially x = −1, y = 0 and z = 0,
with one thread containing the code x++; ...; y = x + 1
and another containing z = x + 1; ...; x++. The dots
indicate code that is not relevant, i.e., that does not access the variables x, y and z. This multithreaded program, after instrumentation, sends messages to JMPA X’s
observer whenever the relevant variables x, y, z are updated. A possible execution of the program to be sent to
the observer can consist of the sequence of program states
(−1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1), where
the tuple (−1, 0, 0) denotes the state in which x = −1, y =
0, z = 0. Following the MVC algorithm, we can deduce
that the observer will receive the multithreaded computation
shown in Fig. 6, which generates the computation lattice
shown in the same figure. Notice that the observed multithreaded execution corresponds to just one particular multithreaded run out of the three possible, namely the leftmost
one. However, another possible run of the same computation is the rightmost one, which violates the safety property.
Systems like JPA X and JAVA -M AC that analyze only the
observed runs fail to detect this violation. JMPA X predicts
this bug from the original successful run.

Example 1. Let us consider the simple landing controller
in Fig.1, together with the property “If the plane has started
landing, then it is the case that landing has been approved
and since then the radio signal has never been down.” Suppose that a successful execution is observed, in which the
radio goes down after the landing has started. After instrumentation, this execution emits only three events to the observer in this order: a write of approved to 1, a write of
landing to 1, and a write of radio to 0. The observer
can now build the lattice in Fig.5, in which the states are
encoded by triples <landing,approved,radio> and the
9
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e1 :<x=0, T1 ,(1,0)>

e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

T1

[3]
T2
e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>

[4]
S 0,0
x = -1, y = 0, z = 0
e1 :<x=0, T1 ,(1,0)>

[5]

1,0

S
x = 0, y = 0, z = 0
e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>
S 1,1
x = 0, y = 0, z = 1

S 2,0
x = 0, y = 1, z = 0
e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>

[6]

S 1,2
x = 1, y = 0, z = 1

[7]

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>

S 2,1
x = 0, y = 1, z = 1

e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

[8]

e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>
2,2

S
x = 1, y = 1, z = 1

[9]
[10]

Figure 6. Computation lattice with three runs.
[11]

5. Conclusion
A simple and effective algorithm for extracting the relevant
causal dependency relation from a running multithreaded
program was presented in this paper. This algorithm is supported by JMPA X, a runtime verification tool able to detect
and predict safety errors in multithreaded programs.
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Appendix E:

ON PARALLEL vs. SEQUENTIAL THRESHOLD CELLULAR AUTOMATA
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ABSTRACT
Cellular automata (CA) are an abstract model of fine-grain parallelism,
as the node update operations are rather simple, and therefore comparable
to the basic operations of the computer hardware. In a classical CA, all the
nodes execute their operations in parallel and in perfect synchrony. We
consider herewith the sequential version of CA, called SCA, and compare
these SCA with the classical, parallel CA. In particular, we show that
there are 1-D CA with very simple node state update rules that cannot be
simulated by any comparable SCA, irrespective of the node update ordering. Consequently, the fine granularity of the basic CA operations and,
therefore, the fine-grain parallelism of the classical, synchronous CA,
insofar as the “interleaving semantics” is concerned, is not fine enough.
We also share some thoughts on how to extend the results herein, and, in
particular, we try to motivate the study of genuinely asynchronous cellular
automata.
Keywords: cellular automata, linear threshold automata, dynamical systems, concurrency, sequential interleaving semantics

1. Introduction and Motivation
Cellular automata (CA) were originally introduced as an abstract mathematical model that can
capture the behavior of biological systems capable of self-reproduction [19]. Subsequently, CA have
been extensively studied in a great variety of application domains, mostly in the context of complex
physical or biological systems and their dynamics (e.g., [11, 26, 27, 28, 29]). However, CA can also
be viewed as an abstraction of massively parallel computers (e.g, [8]). Herein, we study a particular
simple yet nontrivial class of CA from the parallel and distributed computing perspectives. In
particular, we pose - and partially answer - some fundamental questions regarding the nature of the
CA parallelism, i.e., the perfect synchrony of the classical CA computation.
It is well known that CA are an abstract architecture model of fine-grain parallelism, in that
the elementary operations executed at each node are rather simple and hence comparable to the
basic operations performed by the computer hardware. In a classical (parallel) CA, whether finite or
infinite, all the nodes execute their operations in parallel and in perfect synchrony, that is, logically
simultaneously: in general, the state of a node xi at time step t + 1 is some simple function of the
states of the node xi and a set of its pre-specified neighbors at time t.
We consider herewith the sequential version of CA, that we shall abridge to SCA in the sequel,
and compare these SCA with the perfectly synchronous parallel (or concurrent) CA. In particular,
we will show that there are 1-D CA with very simple state update rules that cannot be simulated by
any comparable SCA, irrespective of the node update ordering. While the result would be trivial if
one considers a single (S)CA computation, we argue that the result is nontrivial and important when
applied to all possible inputs (starting configurations) and, moreover, to the entire classes of CA and
SCA. Hence, the granularity of the basic CA operations, insofar as the (im)possibility of simulating
∗
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their concurrent computation via appropriate sequential interleavings of these basic operations, turns
out not to be quite fine enough.
We also share some thoughts on how to extend the results
presented herein, and, in particular, we try to motivate the study of genuinely asynchronous cellular
automata, where the asynchrony applies not only to the local computations at individual nodes, but
also to the communication among different nodes via the “shared variables” stored as the respective
nodes’ states.
An example of asynchrony in the local node updates (i.e., asynchronous computation at different
“processors”) is when, for instance, the individual nodes update one at a time, according to some
random order. This is a kind of asynchrony found in the literature, e.g., in [14, 15]. It is important
to understand, however, that even in case of what is referred to as asynchronous cellular automata
(ACA) in the literature, the term asynchrony there applies to local updates (i.e., computations)
only, but not to communication, since a tacit assumption of the globally accessible global clock
still holds. We prefer to refer to this kind of (weakly asynchronous) (A)CA as sequential cellular
automata, and, in this work, consistently keep the term asynchronous cellular automata for those
CA that do not have a global clock (see Section 4).
Before dwelling into the issue of concurrency vs. arbitrary sequential interleavings applied to the
threshold cellular automata, we first clarify the terminology, and then introduce the relevant concepts
through a simple programming exercise in Subsection 1.1.
Throughout, we use the terms parallel and concurrent as synonyms. Many programming languages experts would strongly disagree with this convention. However, a complete agreement in the
computer science community on what exactly concurrency means, and how it relates to parallelism,
is lacking. According to Chapter §12 of [22], “concurrency in the programming language and
parallelism in the computer hardware are independent concepts. [...] We can have concurrency in a
programming language without parallel hardware, and we can have parallel execution without concurrency in the language. In short, concurrency refers to the potential for parallelism” (italics ours).
Clearly, our convention herein does not conform to the notions of concurrency and parallelism as
defined in [22]. In contrast, [20] uses the term concurrent “to describe computations where the simultaneously executing processes can interact with one another”, and parallel for “[...] computations
where behavior of each process is unaffected by the behavior of the others”. [20] also acknowledges
that many authors do not discriminate between “parallel” and “concurrent”. We shall follow this
latter convention throughout and, moreover, by a parallel (concurrent) computation we shall mean
actions of several processing units that are carried out logically (if not necessarily physically) simultaneously. That is, when referring to parallel (or, equivalently, concurrent) computation, we shall
always assume a perfect synchrony.
1.1. Capturing Concurrency by Sequential Interleavings
While our own brains are massively parallel computing devices, we seem to (consciously) think
and approach problem-solving rather sequentially. In particular, when designing a parallel algorithm
or writing a computer program that is inherently parallel, we still prefer to be able to understand
such an algorithm or program at the level of sequential operations or executions. It is not surprising,
therefore, that a great deal of research effort has been devoted to interpreting parallel computation
in the more familiar, sequential terms. One of the most important contributions in that respect is
the (nondeterministic) sequential interleaving semantics of concurrency (see, e.g., [7, 9, 13, 17, 18]).
When interpreting concurrency via interleaving semantics, a natural question arises: Given a
parallel computing model, can its parallel execution always be captured by such sequential nondeterminism, so that any given parallel computation can be faithfully reproduced via an appropriate choice
of a sequential interleaving of the operations involved? For most theoreticians of parallel computinga ,
a

That is, for all “believers” in the interleaving semantics of concurrency - as contrasted with, e.g., proponents of
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the answer is apparently “Yes” - provided that we simulate concurrent execution via sequential interleavings at a sufficiently high level of granularity of the basic computational operations. However,
given a parallel computation in the form of a set of concurrently executing processes, how do we tell if
the particular level of granularity is fine enough, i.e., whether the operations at that granularity level
can truly be rendered atomic for the purposes of capturing concurrency via sequential interleavings?
We shall illustrate the concept of sequential interleaving semantics of concurrency with a simple
example. Let’s consider the following trivia question from a sophomore parallel programming class:
Find a simple example of two instructions such that, when executed in parallel, they give a result not
obtainable from any corresponding sequential execution sequence?
A possible answer: Assume x = 0 initially and consider the following two programs
x ← x + 1; x ← x + 1
vs.
x ← x + 1 || x ← x + 1
where “||” stands for the parallel, and “;” for the sequential composition of instructions or programs,
respectively. Sequentially, one always gets the same answer: x = 2. In parallel (when the two
assignment operations are executed synchronously), however, one gets x = 1. It appears, therefore,
that no sequential ordering of operations can reproduce parallel computation - at least not at the
granularity level of high-level instructions as above.
The whole “mystery” can be readily resolved if we look at the possible sequential executions of
the corresponding machine instructions:
LOAD x, ∗m
LOAD x, ∗m
ADD
x, #1
ADD
x, #1
STORE x, ∗m
STORE x, ∗m
There certainly exist choices of sequential interleavings of the six machine instructions above that
lead to “parallel” behavior (i.e., the one where, after the code is executed, x = 1). Thus, by
refining granularity from the high-level language instructions down to the machine instructions, we
can certainly preserve the interleaving “semantics” of concurrency.
As a side, we remark that it turns out that the example above does not require finer granularity
quite yet, if we allow that some instructions be treated as no-ops. Indeed, if we informally define
Φ(P ) to be the set of possible behaviors of program P, then the example above only shows that, for
S1 = S2 = (x ← x + 1),
Φ(S1 ||S2 ) * Φ(S1 ; S2 ) ∪ Φ(S2 ; S1 )

(1)

However, it turns out that, in this particular example, it indeed is the case that
Φ(S1 ||S2 ) ⊆ Φ(S1 ; S2 ) ∪ Φ(S2 ; S1 ) ∪ Φ(S1 ) ∪ Φ(S2 )

(2)

and no finer granularity is necessary to model Φ(S1 ||S2 ), assuming that, in some of the sequential
interleavings, we allow certain instructions not to be executed at all.
However, one can construct more elaborate examples where the property (2) does not hold.
The only way to capture the program behavior of parallel compositions of the form Φ(P1 ||P2 ) via
sequential interleavings in such cases would then be to find a finer level of granularity, i.e., to reconsider
at what level can operations be considered atomic, so that the union of all possible sequential
interleavings of such basic operations (including the interleavings that allow “no-ops” for some of
the instructions) is guaranteed to capture the concurrent behavior, i.e., so that (2) holds. That
is, sometimes refining the granularity of operations so that sequential interleavings can capture
synchronous parallel behavior, becomes a necessity.
true concurrency, an alternative model not discussed herewith.
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We address herein the (in)adequacy of the sequential interleavings semantics when applied to CA
where the individual node updatesb are considered to be elementary operations. In particular, we
show that the perfect synchrony of the classical CA’s node updates causes the interleaving semantics,
as captured by the SCA and NICA sequential CA models (Section 2), to fail rather dramatically
even in the context of the simplest (nonlinear) CA node update rules.
2. Cellular Automata and Types of Their Configurations
We introduce CA by first considering (deterministic) Finite State Machines (FSMs) such as
Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA). An FSM has finitely many states, and is capable of reading
the input signals coming from the outside. The machine is initially in some starting state; upon
reading each input signal, the machine changes its state according to a pre-defined and fixed rule.
In particular, the entire memory of the system is contained in what “current state” the machine is
in, and nothing else about the previously processed inputs is remembered. Hence, the probabilistic
generalization of deterministic FSMs leads to (discrete) Markov chains. It is important to notice
that there is no way for a FSM to overwrite, or in any other way affect, the input data stream. Thus
individual FSMs are computational devices of rather limited power.
Now let us consider many such FSMs, all identical to one another, that are lined up together
in some regular fashion, e.g., on a straight line or a regular 2-D grid, so that each single “node”
in the grid is connected to its immediate neighbors. Let’s also eliminate any external sources of
input streams to the individual machines at the nodes, and let the current values of any given node’s
neighbors be that node’s only “input data”. If we then specify a finite set of the possible values held
in each node, and we also identify this set of values with the set of each node’s internal states, we
arrive at an informal definition of a classical cellular automaton. To summarize, a CA is a finite
or infinite regular grid in one-, two- or higher-dimensional space, where each node in the grid is a
FSM, and where each such node’s input data at each time step are the corresponding internal states
of the node’s neighbors. Moreover, in the most important special case - the Boolean case, this FSM
is particularly simple, i.e., it has only two possible internal states, labeled 0 and 1. All the nodes
of a classical CA execute the FSM computation in unison, i.e., (logically) simultaneously. We
note that infinite CA are capable of universal (Turing) computation. Moreover, the general class of
infinite CA, once arbitrary starting configurations are allowed, are actually strictly more powerful
than the classical Turing machines (for more, see, e.g., [8]).
We follow [8] and formally define classical (that is, synchronous and concurrent) CA in two steps:
we first define the notion of a cellular space, and, subsequently, we define a cellular automaton over
an appropriate cellular space.
Definition 1 A Cellular Space, Γ, is an ordered pair (G, Q), where
• G is a regular undirected Cayley graph that may be finite or infinite, with each node labeled
with a distinct integer; and
• Q is a finite set of states that has at least two elements, one of which being the special quiescent
state, denoted by 0.
We denote the set of integer labels of the nodes (vertices) in Γ by L. That is, L may be equal to,
or be a proper subset of, the set of all integers.

b

It is tacitly assumed here that the complete node update operation includes, in addition to computing the local
update function on appropriate inputs, also the necessary reads of the neighbors’ values preceding the local rule
computation, as well as the writes of one’s new value following the local computation. These points will become clear
once the necessary definitions and terminology are introduced in Section 2; see also discussion in Sections 4 and 5.
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Definition 2 A Cellular Automaton A is an ordered triple (Γ, N, M ), where
• Γ is a cellular space;
• N is a fundamental neighborhood; and
• M is a finite state machine such that the input alphabet of M is Q|N | , and the local transition
function (update rule) for each node is of the form δ : Q|N |+1 → Q for CA with memory, and
δ : Q|N | → Q for memoryless CA.
The fundamental neighborhood N specifies what near-by nodes provide inputs to the update rule
of a given node. In the classical CA, Γ is a regular graph that locally “looks the same everywhere”;
in particular, the local neighborhood N is the same for each node in Γ.
The local transition rule δ specifies how each node updates its state (that is, value), based on
its current state (value), and the current states of its neighbors in N . By composing together the
application of the local transition rule to each of the CA’s nodes, we obtain the global map on the
set of (global) configurations of a cellular automaton.
We observe that there is plenty of parallelism in the CA “hardware”, assuming, of course, a
sufficiently large number of nodesc . Actually, classical CA defined over infinite cellular spaces provide
unbounded parallelism where, in particular, an infinite amount of information processing is carried
out in a finite time (even in a single parallel step). In particular, the notion of independence between
parallelism and concurrency as defined in [22] seems inappropriate to apply to CA: without the
parallel “hardware”, that is, multiple interconnected nodes, a CA is not capable of any concurrent
computation. Indeed, a single-node CA is just a “fixed” deterministic FSM - an entirely sequential
computing model.
Insofar as the CA “computer architecture” is concerned, one important characteristic is that
the memory and the processors are not truly distinguishable, in stark contrast to Turing machines,
(P)RAMs, and other standard abstract models of digital computers. Namely, each node of a cellular
automaton is both a processing unit and a memory storage unit; see, e.g., the detailed discussion
in [24]. In particular, the only “memory content” of a CA is a tuple of the (current) states of all
its nodes. Moreover, as a node can “read” (but not “write”) the states or “values” of its neighbors,
we can view the architecture of classical CA as a very simplistic, special case of distributed shared
memory parallel model, where every “processor” (that is, each node) “owns” one cell (typically, one
bit) of its “local memory”, physically separated from other similar local “memories” - yet this local
memory is directly accessible (for read accesses) to some of the other “processors”. In particular,
the “reads” to any “memory cell” (or a “shared variable” stored in such a memory cell) are restricted
to an appropriate neighborhood of that shared value’s “owner processor”, while the “writes” are
restricted to the owner processor alone.
Since our main results herein pertain to a comparison and contrast between the classical, concurrent
threshold CA and their sequential counterparts, we formally introduce two types of the sequential
CA next. First, we define SCA with a fixed (but arbitrary) sequence specifying the order according
to which the nodes are to update. We then introduce a kind of sequential automata whose purpose
is to capture the “interleaving semantics”, that is, where all possible sequences of node updates are
considered at once.
Definition 3 A Sequential Cellular Automaton (SCA) S is an ordered quadruple (Γ, N, M, s),
where Γ, N and M are as in Definition 2, and s is an arbitrary sequence, finite or infinite, all of
whose elements are drawn from the set L of integers used in labeling the vertices of Γ. The sequence
s is specifying the sequential ordering according to which an SCA’s nodes update their states, one at
a time.
c

See the discussion in Section 1, and, in particular, the definition of the relationship between concurrency and
parallelism in reference [22].
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However, when comparing and contrasting the concurrent CA with their sequential counterparts,
rather than making a comparison between a given CA with a particular SCA (that is, a corresponding SCA with some particular choice of the update sequence s), we compare the parallel CA
computations with the computations of the corresponding SCA for all possible sequences of node
updates. For that purpose, the following class of sequential automata is introduced:
Definition 4 A Nondeterministic Interleavings Cellular Automaton (NICA) I is defined to be
the union of all sequential automata S whose first three components, Γ, N and M are fixed. That is,
I = ∪s (Γ, N, M, s), where the meanings of Γ, N, M , and s are the same as before, and the union
is taken over all (finite and infinite) sequences s : {1, 2, 3, ...} → L, where L is the set of integer
labels of the nodes in Γ.
We now change pace and introduce some terminology from physics that we find useful for characterizing all possible computations of a parallel or a sequential cellular automaton. To this end,
a (discrete) dynamical system view of CA is helpful. A phase space of a dynamical system is a
directed graph where the vertices are the global configurations (or global states) of the system, and
directed edges correspond to the possible direct transitions from one global state to another.
As for any other kind of dynamical systems, we can define the fundamental, qualitatively distinct
types of global configurations that a cellular automaton can find itself in. We first define these
qualitatively distinct types of dynamical system configurations for the parallel CA, and then briefly
discuss how these definitions need to be modified in case of SCA and NICA.
The classification below is based on answering the following question: starting from a given global
CA configuration, can the automaton return to that same configuration after a finite number of
parallel computational steps?
Definition 5 A fixed point (FP) is a configuration in the phase space of a CA such that, once
the CA reaches this configuration, it stays there forever. A cycle configuration (CC) is a state that,
once reached, will be revisited infinitely often with a fixed, finite temporal period of 2 or greater. A
transient configuration (TC) is a state that, once reached, is never going to be revisited again.
In particular, a FP is a special, degenerate case of a recurrent state with period 1. Due to
deterministic evolution, any configuration of a classical, parallel CA is either a FP, a proper CC,
or a TC. Throughout, we shall make a clear distinction between FPs and “proper” CCs.
On the other hand, if one considers SCA so that arbitrary node update orderings are permitted,
then, given the underlying cellular space and the local update rule, the resulting phase space configurations, due to nondeterminism that results from different choices of possible sequences of node
updates (“sequential interleavings”), are more complicated. In a particular SCA, a cycle configuration is any configuration revisited infinitely often - but the period between different consecutive
visits, assuming an arbitrary sequence s of node updates, need not be fixed. We call a global configuration that is revisited only finitely many times (under a given ordering s) quasi-cyclic. Similarly,
a quasi-fixed point is an SCA configuration such that, once the SCA’s dynamic evolution reaches
this configuration, it stays there “for a while” (i.e., for some finite number of sequential node update
steps), and then leaves. For example, a configuration of an SCA can simultaneously be both an FP
and a quasi-CC, or both a quasi-FP and a CC (see Subsection 3.1).
For simplicity, heretofore we shall refer to a configuration C of a NICA as a (weak) fixed point if
there exists some infinite sequence of node updates s such that C is a FP in the usual sense when the
automaton’s nodes update according to the ordering s. A strong fixed point of a NICA automaton is
a configuration that is fixed (stable) with respect to all possible sequences of node updates. Similarly,
we consider a configuration C 0 to be a cycle state, if there exists an infinite sequence of node updates
s0 such that, if NICA nodes update according to s0 , then C 0 is a cycle state of period 2 or greater
in the usual sense (see Def. 5). In particular, in case of the NICA automata, a single configuration
can simultaneously be a weak FP, a CC and a TC; see Subsection 3.1 for a simple example.
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3. 1-D Parallel vs. Sequential CA Comparison and Contrast for Simple Threshold Rules
After the introduction, motivation and the necessary definitions, we now proceed with our main
results and their meaning. Technical results (and some of their proofs) are given in this section.
Discussion of the implications and relevance of these results, as well as some possible generalizations
and extensions, will follow in Section 4.
Herein, we compare and contrast the classical, concurrent CA with their sequential counterparts,
SCA and NICA, in the context of the simplest nonlinear local update rules possible, viz., the CA
in which the nodes locally update according to linear threshold functions. Moreover, we choose
these threshold functions to be symmetric, so that the resulting (S)CA are also totalistic (see, e.g.,
[8] or [28]). We show the fundamental difference in the configuration spaces, and therefore possible
computations, between the parallel threshold automata and the sequential threshold automata: while
the former can have temporal cycles (of length two), the computations of the latter always either
converge to a fixed point, or otherwise underlying cellular spaces Γ) they fail to finitely converge to
any recurrent pattern whatsoever.
For simplicity, but also in order to indicate how dramatically the sequential interleavings of NICA
fail to capture the concurrency of the classical CA based on perfect synchrony, we restrict the
underlying cellular spaces to one-dimensional Γ. We formally define the class of 1-D (S)CA of a
finite radius below:
Definition 6 A 1-D (sequential) cellular automaton of radius r (r ≥ 1) is a (S)CA defined over
a one-dimensional string of nodes, such that each node’s next state depends on the current states of
its neighbors to the left and right that are no more than r nodes away. In case of the (S)CA with
memory, the next state of any node also depends on the current state of that node itself.
Thus, in case of a Boolean (S)CA with memory defined over a one-dimensional cellular space Γ,
each node’s next state depends on exactly 2r + 1 input bits, while in the memoryless (S)CA case,
the local update rule is a function of 2r input bits. The underlying 1-D cellular space is a string of
nodes that can be a finite line graph, a ring (corresponding to the “circular boundary conditions”),
a one-way infinite string, or, in the most common case, Γ is a two-way infinite string (or “line”).
We fix the following conventions and terminology. Throughout, only Boolean CA, SCA and
NICA are considered; in particular, the set of possible states of any node is {0, 1}. The phrases
“monotone symmetric” and “symmetric (linear) threshold” functions/update rules/automata are used
interchangeably. Similarly, “(global) dynamics” and “(global) computation”, when applied to any
kind of automata, are used synonymously. Unless stated otherwise, CA denotes a classical, concurrent
cellular automaton, whereas a cellular automaton where the nodes update sequentially is always
denoted by SCA (or NICA, when appropriate). Also, unless explicitly stated otherwise, (S)CA with
memory are assumed. The default infinite cellular space Γ is a two-way infinite line. The default
finite cellular spaces are finite rings. The terms “phase space” and “configuration space” are used
synonymously throughout, as well, and sometimes abridged to PS for brevity.
3.1. Synchronous Parallel CA vs. Sequential Interleavings CA: A Simple Example
There are many simple, even trivial examples where not only are concrete computations of the
parallel CA from particular initial configurations different from the corresponding computations of
any of the sequential CA, but actually the entire configuration spaces of the parallel CA on one,
and the corresponding SCA and NICA on the other hand, turn out to be rather different.
As one of the simplest examples conceivable, consider a trivial CA with more than one node (so
that talking about “parallel computation” makes sense), namely, a two-node CA where each node
computes the logical XOR of the two inputs. The two phase spaces are given in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1:
Configuration spaces for two-node (a) parallel and (b) sequential cellular automata, respectively.
Each node computes the logical XOR function of its own current state, and that of the other node.
In (b), the integer labels next to the transition arrows indicate which node, 1 or 2, is updating and
thus causing the indicated global state transition.
In the parallel case, the state 00 is the “sink”, and the entire configuration space is as in Fig. 1
(a). So, regardless of the starting configuration, after at most two parallel steps, a fixed point “sink”
state, that is, in physics terms, a stable global attractor, will be reached.
In the case of sequential node updates, the configuration 00 is still a FP but, this time, it is not
reachable from any other configuration. Also, while all three states, 11, 10 and 01, are transient
states in the parallel case, sequentially, each of them, for any “typical” (infinite) sequence of node
updates, is going to be revisited infinitely often. In fact, for some sequences of node updates such as,
e.g., (1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, ...), configurations 01 and 10 are both quasi-fixed-point states and cycle
states. The phase space capturing all possible sequential computations of the two-node automaton
with δ = XOR(x1 , x2 ) for each node is given in Fig. 1 (b). This NICA has three configurations,
01, 10 and 11, each of which is simultaneously a weak FP, a CC and a TC; it is a trivial exercise to
find particular update sequences for which each of these configurations is of a desired nature (weak
FP, CC or TC). In contrast, configuration 00 is a FP for any sequence of node updatesd .
Some observations are in order. First, overall, the configuration space of the XOR NICA is richer
than the PS of its parallel counterpart. In particular, due to determinism, any FP state of a classical
CA is necessarily a stable attractor or “sink”. In contrast, in case of different possible sequential
computations on the same cellular space, the (weak) fixed points clearly need not be stable. Also,
whereas the phase space of a parallel CA is temporal cycle-free (recall that we do not count FPs
among cycles), the phase space of the corresponding NICA has nontrivial finite temporal cycles.
d

In [25] we refer to such FPs of NICA as proper or strong fixed points, in order to contrast them with respect to
those configurations that are fixed with respect to some but not all sequences of the node updates. We also remark
that, in a given computation, if the starting configuration of this NICA, or any corresponding SCA, is different from
00, then this FP configuration is also an example of a Garden of Eden (GE) configuration, as it cannot ever be reached
irrespective of the sequence s of node updates. For more on GE in discrete dynamical systems, the reader is referred
to [3, 4].
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On the other hand, the union of all possible sequential computations (“interleavings”) cannot fully
capture the concurrent computation, either: consider, for example, reachability of the state 00.
All these properties can be largely attributed to a relative complexity of the XOR function as
the update rule, and, in particular, to XOR’s non-monotonicity. They can also be attributed to
the idiosyncrasy of the example chosen. In particular, temporal cycles in the sequential case are not
surprising. Also, if one considers CA on say four nodes with circular boundary conditions (that is, a
CA ring on four nodes), these XOR CA do have nontrivial cycles in the parallel case, as well. Hence,
for XOR CA with sufficiently many nodes, the types of computations that the parallel CA and the
sequential SCA and NICA are capable of, are quite comparable. Moreover, in those cases where one
class is of a richer behavior than the other, it seems reasonable that the NICA automata, overall,
are capable of more diverse computations than the corresponding synchronous, parallel CA, given
the nondeterminism of NICA arising from all different possibilities for the node update sequences.
This detailed discussion of a trivial example of CA and NICA phase spaces has the main purpose
of motivating what is to follow: an entire class of CA and SCA/NICA, with the node update
functions simpler than XOR, yet for which it is the concurrent CA that are provably capable of
a kind of computations that no corresponding (or similar, in the sense to be discussed in Subsection
3.2 and Section 4) SCA and, consequently, NICA, are capable of.
3.2. On the Existence of Cycles in Threshold Parallel and Sequential Cellular Automata
We shall now compare and contrast the classical, concurrent and perfectly synchronous CA with
their sequential counterparts, SCA and NICA, in the context of the simplest nonlinear local update
rules possible, namely, the CA in which the nodes locally update according to symmetric linear
threshold functions. This will be done by studying the configuration space properties, that is, the
possible computations, of the simple threshold automata in the parallel and sequential settings.
First, we define (simple) linear threshold functions, and the corresponding types of (S)CA.
Definition 7 A Boolean-valued linear threshold function of m inputs, x1 , ..., xm , is any
function of the form
(
P
1, if
i w i · xi ≥ θ
f (x1 , ..., xm ) =
(3)
0, otherwise
where θ is an appropriate threshold constant, and w1 , ..., wm are arbitrary (but fixed) real numberse
called weights.
Definition 8 A threshold automaton (threshold (S)CA) is a (parallel or sequential) cellular
automaton where δ is a Boolean-valued linear threshold function.
Therefore, given an integer k, a k-threshold function, in general, is any function of the form as
in Def. 8 with θ = k and an appropriate choice of weights wi , i = 1, ..., m. Heretofore we consider
monotonically nondecreasing Boolean threshold functions only; this, in particular, implies that the
weights wi are always nonnegative. We also additionally assume δ to be a symmetric function of all
of its inputs. That is, the (S)CA we analyze have symmetric, monotone Boolean functions for their
local update rules. We refer to such functions as to simple threshold functions, and to the (S)CA
with simple threshold node update rules as to simple threshold (S)CA.
e

In general, wi can be both positive and negative. This is esp. common in the neural networks literature, where
negative weights wi indicate an inhibitory effect of, e.g., one neuron on the firings of another, near-by neuron. In most
studies of discrete dynamical systems, however, the weights wi are required to be nonnegative - that is, only excitatory
effects of a node on its neighbors are allowed; see, e.g., [3, 4, 26, 27].
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Definition 9 A simple threshold (S)CA is an automaton whose local update rule δ is a
monotone symmetric Boolean (threshold) function.
In particular, if all the weights wi are positive and equal to one another, then, without loss of
generality, we may set them all equal to 1; obviously, this normalization of the weights wj may also
require an appropriate adjustment of the threshold value θ.
Throughout, whenever we say a threshold automaton or a threshold (S)CA, we shall mean a
simple threshold automaton (threshold (S)CA), unless explicitly stated otherwise. That is, the 1-D
threshold (S)CA studied in the sequel will have the node update functions of the general form
(
Pr
1, if
≥ k
j=−r xi+j
δ(xi−r , xi−r+1 , ..., xi , ..., xi+r−1 , xi+r ) =
(4)
0, otherwise
where k is a fixed integer from the range {0, 1, ..., 2r + 1, 2r + 2}. For example, if the automaton
rule radius is r = 2, and if k = 2, then the k-threshold (S)CA on a specified number of nodes in this
case is just the 1-D (S)CA with the node update rule δ = “at least 2 out of 5”, meaning that the
update rule evaluates to 1 if and only if at least two out of five of its inputs are currently equal to 1.
Due to the nature of the node update rules, cyclic behavior intuitively should not be expected in
such simple threshold automata. This is, generally, (almost) the case, as will be shown below. We
argue that the importance of the results in this subsection largely stems from the following three
factors:
• the local update rules are the simplest nonlinear totalistic rules one can think of;
• given the rules, the cycles are not to be expected - yet they exist, and in the case of the classical,
parallel (i.e., synchronous) CA only; and, related to that observation,
• it is, for this class of automata, the parallel CA that have the more diverse possible dynamics,
and, in particular, while qualitatively there is nothing among the possible sequential computations that is not present in the parallel case, the classical parallel threshold CA do exhibit
a particular qualitative behavior - they may have nontrivial temporal cycles - that cannot be
reproduced by any threshold SCA.
The results below hold for two-way infinite 1-D (S)CA, as well as for finite (S)CA with the
circular boundary conditions (i.e., for the (S)CA whose cellular spaces are finite rings).
Lemma 1 The following dichotomy holds for (S)CA with δ = M AJ and r = 1:
(i) Any 1-D parallel CA with r = 1, the MAJORITY update rule, and an even number of
nodes, has finite temporal cycles in the phase space (PS); the same holds for two-way infinite 1-D
MAJ CA.
(ii) 1-D Sequential CA with r = 1 and the MAJORITY update rule do not have any temporal
cycles in the phase space, irrespective of the sequential node update ordering s.
Remark: In case of the infinite sequential SCA as in the Lemma above, a nontrivial temporal
cycle configuration does not exist even in the limit. We also note that s can be an arbitrary sequence
of an SCA nodes’ indices, not necessarily a (possibly infinitely repeated) permutation, or even a
function that is necessarily onto L.
Proof.
To show (i), we exhibit an actual two-cycle. Consider either an infinite 1-D CA, or a finite one,
with circular boundary conditions and an even number of nodes, 2n. Then the configurations (10)ω
and (01)ω in the infinite case ((10)n and (01)n in the finite ring case) form a 2-cycle.
To prove (ii), we must show that no cycle is ever possible, irrespective of the starting configuration.
We consider all possible 1-neighborhoods (there are eight of them: 000, 001, ..., 111), and show that,
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locally, none of them can be cyclic yet not fixed. The case analysis is simple: 000 and 111 are stable
(fixed) sub-configurations. Configuration 010, after a single node update, can either stay fixed, or
else evolve into any of {000, 110, 011}; since we are only interested in non-FPs, in the latter case, one
can readily show by induction that, after any number of steps, the only additional sub-configuration
that can be reached is 111, i.e., assuming that 010 does not not fixed, 010 →? {000, 110, 011, 111}.
However, 010 ∈
/ {000, 110, 011, 111}. By symmetry, similar analysis holds for sub-configuration 101.
On the other hand, 110 and 011 either remain fixed, or else at some time step t evolve to 111, which
subsequently stays fixed. A similar analysis applies to 001 and 100. Hence, no local neighborhood
x1 x2 x3 , once it changes, can ever “come back”. Therefore, there are no proper cycles in Sequential
1-D CA with r = 1 and δ = MAJORITY.
2
An astute reader may have noticed that the above case analysis in the proof of (ii) can be somewhat
simplified if one observes that, for r = 1, the sub-configurations 11 and 00 are always stable with
respect to the MAJORITY node update function, irrespective of the left or right neighbors of the
node performing its update, or the updating sequential order.
Part (ii) of Lemma 1 above can be readily generalized: even if we consider local update rules δ
other than the MAJORITY rule, yet restrict δ to monotone symmetric (Boolean) functions of the
input bits, such sequential CA still do not have any proper cycles.
Theorem 1 For any Monotone Symmetric Boolean 1-D Sequential CA A with r = 1, and any
sequence s of the node updates, the phase space PS(A) of the automaton A is cycle-free.
Proof.
Since r = 1 and 2r + 1 = 3, there are only five Monotone Symmetric Boolean (MSB) functions,
or, equivalently, simple threshold functions, on three inputs. Two of these MSB functions are utterly
trivial (the constant functions 0 and 1). The “at-least-1-out-of-3” simple threshold function is the
Boolean OR on three inputs; similarly, the “at-least-3-out-of-3” simple threshold function is the
Boolean AND. It is straight-forward to show that the CA (sequential or parallel, as long as they
are with memory) with δ ∈ {OR, AN D} cannot have temporal cycles. The only remaining MSB
update rule on three inputs is δ = M AJ, for which we have already argued that the corresponding
parallel CA have temporal two-cycles, but all the corresponding SCA (and therefore the NICA)
have cycle-free configuration spaces.
2
Similar results to those in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 also hold for 1-D CA with radius r = 2:
Lemma 2 The following dichotomy holds for (S)CA with δ = M AJ and r = 2:
(i) Many 1-D parallel CA with r = 2 and δ = MAJ have finite cycles in the phase space.
(ii) Any 1-D SCA with r = 2 and δ = MAJ, for any sequential order s of the node updates
whatsoever, has a cycle-free configuration space.
Proof.
(i) For r = 2, consider configurations (1100)ω and (0011)ω ; it is easy to verify that these two
configurations form a temporal cycle for the concurrent CA defined over a two-way infinite line.
The argument in (ii) is similar to that of Lemma 1 (ii), except that now there are 25 = 32
fundamental neighborhoods of the form x1 ...x5 to consider. We notice that, for r = 2, the subconfigurations 000 and 111 are stable; this observation simplifies the case analysis.
2
Generalizing Lemmata 1 and 2, part (i), we have the following
Corollary 1 For all r ≥ 1, there exists a monotone symmetric CA (that is, a synchronous
threshold automaton) A such that A has finite temporal cycles in the phase space.
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Namely, given any r ≥ 1, a (classical, concurrent) CA with δ = MAJ and Γ = infinite line
has at least one two-cycle in the PS: {(0r 1r )ω , (1r 0r )ω }. If r ≥ 3 is odd, then such a threshold
automaton has at least two distinct two-cycles, since {(01)ω , (10)ω } is also a two-cycle. Analogous
results hold for the threshold CA defined on finite 1-D cellular spaces, provided that such automata
have sufficiently many nodes, that the number of nodes is appropriate (see [25] for more details),
and assuming circular boundary conditions (i.e., assuming that Γ is a sufficiently big finite ring).
Moreover, the result extends to many finite and infinite CA in the higher dimensions, as well; in
particular, threshold CA with δ = MAJ that are defined over 2D Cartesian grids and Hypercubes
have two-cycles in their respective phase spaces.
More generally, for any underlying cellular space Γ that is a (finite or infinite) bipartite graph,
the corresponding (nontrivial) parallel CA with δ = M AJ have temporal two-cycles. We remark
that bipartiteness of Γ is sufficient, but it is not necessary, for the existence of temporal two-cycles
in this setting.
It turns out that the two-cycles in the PS of concurrent CA with δ = MAJ are actually the
only type of (proper) temporal cycles such cellular automata can have. Indeed, for any symmetric
linear threshold update rule δ, and any finite regular Cayley graph as the underlying cellular space,
the following general result holds [8, 10]:
Proposition 1 Let a classical, parallel simple threshold CA A = (Γ, N, M ) be given, where Γ is
any finite cellular space, and let this cellular automaton’s global map be denoted by F . Then for
all configurations C ∈ P S(A), there exists a finite time step t ≥ 0 such that F t+2 (C) = F t (C).
In particular, this result implies that, in case of any finite symmetric threshold automaton, for
any starting configuration C0 , there are only two possible kinds of orbits: upon repeated iteration,
the computation either converges to a fixed point configuration after finitely many steps, or else it
eventually arrives at a two-cycle.
It is almost immediate that, if we allow the underlying cellular space Γ to be infinite, if computation from a given starting configuration converges after any finite number of steps at all, it will have
to converge either to a fixed point or a two-cycle (but never to a cycle of, say, period three - or any
other finite period). The result also extends to finite and infinite SCA, provided that we reasonably
define what is meant by a single computational step in a situation where the nodes update one at a
time. The simplest notion of a single computational step of an SCA is that of a single node updating
its state. Thus, a single parallel step of a classical CA defined on an infinite underlying cellular
space Γ includes an infinite amount of sequential computation and, in particular, infinitely many
elementary sequential steps. Discussing the implications of this observation, however, is beyond the
scope of this work.
Additionally, in order to ensure some sort of convergence of an arbitrary SCA (esp. when the
underlying Γ is infinite), and, more generally, in order to ensure that all the nodes get a chance to
update their states, an appropriate condition that guarantees fairness needs to be specified. That
is, an appropriate restriction on the allowable sequences s of node updates is required. As a first step
towards that end, we shall allow only infinite sequences s of node updates through the rest of the
paper.
For SCA defined on finite cellular spaces, one sufficient fairness condition is to impose a fixed
upper bound on the number of sequential steps before any given node gets its “turn” to update
(again). This is the simplest generalization of the fixed permutation assumption made in the work
on sequential and synchronous dynamical systems; see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6]. In the infinite SCA case,
on the other hand, the issue of fairness is nontrivial, and some form of dove-tailing of sequential
individual node updates may need to be imposed. In the sequel, we shall require from the sequences
s of node updates of the SCA and NICA threshold automata to be fair in a simple sense to be
defined shortly, without imposing any further restrictions or investigating how are such fair sequences
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of node updates to be generated in a physically realistic distributed setting. For our purposes herein,
therefore, the following simple notion of fairness will suffice:
Definition 10 An infinite sequence s : N → L is fair if (i) the domain L is finite or
countably infinite, and (ii) every element x ∈ L appears infinitely often in the sequence of values
s(1), s(2), s(3), ...
Now that we have defined what we mean by a single step of a sequential CA, as well as adopted
some reasonable notionf of fairness, we can now state the following generalization of Proposition 1
to both finite and infinite 1-D CA and 1-D SCA:
Proposition 2 Let a parallel CA or a sequential SCA be defined over a finite or infinite 1-D cellular
space (that is, a line or a ring), with a finite rule radius r ≥ 1. Let this automaton’s local update rule
be an elementary symmetric threshold function. Let’s also assume, in the sequential cases, that the
fairness condition from Def. 10 holds. Then for any starting configuration C0 ∈ P S(A) whatsoever,
and any finite subconfiguration C ⊆ C0 , there exists a time step t ≥ 0 such that
F t+2 (C) = F t (C)

(5)

where, in the case of fair SCA, the Eqn. (5) can be replaced with
F t+1 (C) = F t (C)

(6)

In the case of δ = M AJ (S)CA, a computation starting from any finitely supported initial
configurationg necessarily (and quickly [25]) converges to either a FP or a two-cycle [10]:
Proposition 3 Let the assumptions from Proposition 2 hold, and let the underlying threshold rule
be δ = M AJ. Then for all configurations C ∈ P S(A) whatsoever in the finite cases, and for all
configurations C ∈ P S(A) such that C has a finite support when Γ(A) is infinite, there exists
a finite time step t ≥ 0 such that F t+2 (C) = F t (C). Moreover, in the sequential cases with fair
update sequences, there exists a finite t ≥ 0 such that F t+1 (C) = F t (C).
Furthermore, if arbitrary infinite initial configurations are allowed in Propositions 2-3, and the
dynamic evolution of the full such global states is monitored, then the only additional possibility is
that the particular (S)CA computation fails to finitely converge altogether. In that case, and under
the fairness assumption in the case of SCA, the limiting configuration limt→∞ F t (C) = C lim can
be shown to be a (stable) fixed point.
To summarize, if the computation of a SCA starting from some configuration C converges at all
(that is, to any finite temporal cycle), it actually has to converge to a fixed point.
To convince oneself of the validity of Prop. 2, two basic facts have to be established. One,
convergence to finite temporal cycles of length three or higher is not possible. Indeed, Prop. 1
establishes that the only possible long-term behaviors of the finite threshold (S)CA are (i) the
convergence to a fixed point and (ii) the convergence to a two-cycle. If infinite cellular spaces are
considered, it is straight-forward to see that the only new possibility is that the long-term dynamics
of a (S)CA fails to (finitely) converge altogether. In some cases with infinite Γ such divergence
f

Our notion of fairness in Def. 10 need not be the most general, or most suitable in all situations, such a notion.
However, it is appropriate for our purposes and, in particular, sufficient for the results on threshold SCA and NICA
that are to follow; see Prop. 2 in the main text.
g
Also sometimes called compact support; see, e.g., [10]. A global configuration of a cellular automaton defined
over an infinite cellular space Γ is said to be compactly supported if all except for at most finitely many of the nodes
are quiescent (i.e., in state 0) in that configuration.
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indeed takes place - even when the starting configuration is finitely (compactly) supported: consider,
e.g., the OR automaton and the starting configuration ...00100... on the two-way infinite line. Two,
in the sequential cases (that is, for the simple threshold SCA and NICA), temporal two-cycles
are not possible. That is, a generalization of Lemmata 1, 2 and Theorem 1 to arbitrary finite
r ≥ 1, and arbitrary symmetric threshold update rules, holds. This generalization is provided by
an appropriate specialization of a similar result in [4] for a class of sequential graph automata called
Sequential Dynamical Systems (SDS), with possibly different simple k-threshold update rules at
different nodes, and a node update ordering given by repeating ad infinitum a (fixed) permutation
of the nodes. In particular, part (ii) in the Theorem 2 below and its proof are directly based on [4]:
Theorem 2 The following dichotomy holds:
(i) All 1-D (parallel) CA with any odd r ≥ 1, the local rule δ = MAJ, and cellular space Γ
that is either a finite ring with an even number of nodes or a two-way infinite line, have finite cycles
in their phase spaces. The same holds for arbitrary (even or odd) r ≥ 1 provided that Γ is either
a finite ring with a number of nodes divisible by 2r, or a two-way infinite lineh .
(ii) Any 1-D SCA with any monotone symmetric Boolean update rule δ, any finite r ≥ 1,
defined over any (finite or infinite) 1-D cellular space, and for an arbitrary sequence s (finite or
infinite, fair or unfair) as the node update ordering, has a cycle-free phase space.
Proof.
Part (i): For the special case when r = 2, consider the configurations (1100)ω and (0011)ω ;
it is easy to verify that these two configurations form a cycle for the corresponding parallel CA.
Similar reasoning readily generalizes to arbitrary r ≥ 2. The “canonical” temporal two-cycle for 1-D
MAJORITY CA defined over an infinite line with r ≥ 1 is {(1r 0r )}ω , (0r 1r )ω , with the obvious
modification in case of finite CA with n nodes (for n even, and assuming circular boundary conditions).
Part (ii) (proof sketch): The proof of this interesting property is based on a slight modification
of a similar result in [4] for a class of the sequential graph automata called Sequential Dynamical
Systems (SDS). A simple symmetric SDS is an SDS with (possibly different) k-threshold update
rules at different nodes, and with the node update ordering given by a fixed permutation of the
nodes. The central idea of the proof is to assign nonnegative integer potentials to both nodes and
edges in the functional graph of the given SCA. In this functional graph, for any two nodes xi and xj ,
unordered pair {xi , xj } is an edge if and only if these two nodes provide inputs to one another, i.e.,
in the 1-D SCA case, if and only if distance(xi , xj ) ≤ r (that is, assuming the canonical labeling of
the nodes, so that consecutive nodes always get labeled by consecutive integers, iff |i − j| ≤ r). The
potentials are assigned in such a way that, each time a node changes its value (from 0 to 1 or vice
versa), the overall potential of the resulting configuration is strictly less than the overall potential
of the configuration before the node flip. Since all individual node and edge potentials are initially
nonnegative, and since the total potential of any configuration (that is, the sum of all individual
node and edge potentials in this configuration) is always nonnegative, the fact that each “flip” of any
node’s value strictly decreases the overall potential by integer amounts implies that, after a finite
number of node flips (and, therefore, sequential steps), an equilibrium where no nodes can further
flip is reached; this equilibrium will be a fixed point configuration. Due to space considerations, we
do not provide all the details. Instead, we again refer the reader to [4] for a full, rigorous proof of
the same property as in our claim herein, only in a slightly different setting - the difference being
immaterial insofar as the validity of the claim and the applicability of the just outlined proof idea
based on the decreasing configuration potentials are concerned.
h

There are also CA defined over finite rings and with even r ≥ 2 such that the number of nodes in these rings is
not divisible by 2r yet temporal two-cycles exist. However, a more detailed discussion on what properties the number
of nodes in such CA has to satisfy is required; we leave this discussion out, however, for the sake of clarity and space
constraints.
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2
To summarize, symmetric linear threshold CA, depending on the starting configuration, may
converge to a fixed point or a temporal two-cycle; in particular, they may end up “looping” in finite
(but nontrivial) temporal cycles. In contrast, the corresponding classes of SCA (and therefore NICA)
can never cycle. We also observe that, given any sequence of node updates of a finite threshold SCA, if
this sequence satisfies an appropriate fairness condition, then it can be shown that the computation
of such a threshold SCA A is guaranteed to converge to a stable fixed-point (sub)configuration on
any finite subset of the nodes in Γ(A).
The cycle-freeness of the threshold SCA and NICA holds irrespective of the choice of a sequential
update ordering (and, extending to infinite SCA, temporal cycles cannot be obtained even “in the
limit”i ). Hence, we conclude that no choice of a “sequential interleaving” can capture the perfectly
synchronous parallel computation of the parallel threshold CA. Consequently, the “interleaving
semantics” of NICA fails to capture the synchronous parallel behavior of the classical CA even for
this, simplest nonlinear class of totalistic CA update rules.
4. Discussion and Future Directions
The results in Section 3 show that, even for the very simplest (nonlinear, nonaffine) totalistic cellular automata, sequential nondeterminism - that is, the union of all possible sequential interleavings
- dramatically fails to capture concurrency. It is not surprising that one can find a concurrent CA
such that no sequential CA with the same underlying cellular space and the same node update rule
can reproduce identical or even “isomorphic” computation, as the example at the beginning of Section
3 clearly shows (see Fig. 1 and the related discussion). However, we find it rather interesting that
very profound differences can be observed even in the case of extremely simple parallel and sequential
CA - that is, the one-dimensional automata with small r and simple threshold functions as the node
update rules - and that this profound difference does not apply merely to individual (S)CA and/or
their particular computations, but to all possible computations of an entire, relatively broad class of
the CA update rules.
Moreover, the differences in parallel and sequential computations in the case of the Boolean XOR
update rule, for example, can be largely ascribed to the properties of the XOR function (see Subsection
3.1). For instance, given that XOR is not monotone, the existence of temporal cycles is not at all
surprising. In contrast, monotone functions such as MAJORITY are intuitively expected not to have
cycles, i.e., for all converging computations, to always converge to a fixed point. This intuition about
the monotone symmetric sequential CA is shown correct. It is actually, in a sense, “almost correct”
for the parallel CA, as well, in that the actual non-FP cycles can be shown to be very few, and
without any incoming transients [25]. Thus, in this case, the very existence of the (rare) nontrivial
temporal cycles can be ascribed directly to the assumption of perfect synchrony of the parallel node
updates.
In the actual engineering, physical or biological systems that can be modeled by CA, however,
such perfect synchrony is usually hard to justify. In particular, when CA are applied to modeling
of various complex physical or biological phenomena (be those the crystal growth, the forest fire
propagation, the information or gossip diffusion in a population, or the signal propagation in an
organism’s neural system), one ought to primarily focus on the underlying CA behaviors that are,
in some sense, dynamically robust. This robustness may require, for instance, a low sensitivity to
small perturbations in the initial configuration. From this standpoint, temporal cycles in the parallel
threshold CA are, indeed, an idiosyncrasy of the perfect synchrony, that is, a peculiarity that is
anything but robust. Likewise, it makes sense to focus one’s qualitative study of the dynamical
i

That is, via infinitely long computations, obtained by allowing arbitrary infinite sequences of individual node
updates.
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systems modeled by the threshold CA to those properties that are statistically robust (see, e.g.,
[1]). It can be readily argued in a rigorous, probabilistic sense that, again, the typical, statistically
robust behavior of a typical threshold CA computation is a relatively short transient chain, followed
by convergence to a stable fixed point. In particular, the non-fixed-point temporal cycles of the
threshold CA not only utterly lack any nontrivial basins of attraction (in terms of the incoming
transient ’tails’), but are themselves statistically negligible for all sufficiently large finite, as well as
for all infinite CA.
After these digressions on the meaning and implications of our results on the 1-D threshold parallel
and sequential threshold CA, we now discuss some possible extensions of the results presented thus far.
In particular, we are considering extending our study to non-homogeneous threshold CA, where not all
the nodes necessarily update according to one and the same threshold update rule. Another direction
of future inquiry is to consider threshold (S)CA defined over 2-D and other higher-dimensional regular
grids, as well as the (S)CA defined over regular Cayley graphs that are not simple Cartesian grids.
One of the more challenging future directions, that have already been explored in other contexts,
is to consider CA-like finite automata defined over arbitrary (rather than only regular) graphs. Some
results on phase space properties of such finite automata with threshold update rules can be found,
e.g., in [3, 4]. We have also recently obtained some general results, similar in spirit to those in Section
3 herein, for the parallel and sequential threshold automata defined over arbitrary bipartite graphs:
such graph automata, if the nodes are updated concurrently, also in general do contain nontrivial
cycles even in case of the simplest node update rules such as MAJORITY, yet no cycles are possible
if the nodes are updated sequentially and any monotone symmetric node update rule is used.
Another possible extension is to consider classes of the node update rules beyond the simple
threshold functions. One obvious candidate are the monotone functions that are not necessarily
symmetric (that is, such that the corresponding CA need not be totalistic or semi-totalistic). A
possible additional twist, as mentioned above, is to allow for different nodes to update according
to different monotone (symmetric or otherwise) local update rules. At what point of the increasing
automata complexity, if any, do the possible sequential computations “catch up” with the concurrent
ones, appears an interesting problem to consider.
Yet another direction for further investigation is to consider other models of (a)synchrony in cellular
automata. We argue that the classical concurrent CA can be viewed, if one is interested in nodeto-node interactions among the nodes that are not close to one another, as a class of computational
models of bounded asynchrony. Namely, if nodes x and y are at distance k (i.e., k nodes apart
from each other), and the radius of the CA update rule δ is r, then any change in the state of y
can affect the state of x no sooner, but also no later than after about kr (parallel node update)
computational steps.
We remark that the two particular classes of graph automata defined over arbitrary (not necessarily
regular, or Cayley) finite graphs, namely, the sequential and synchronous dynamical systems (SDSs
and SyDSs, respectively), and their various phase space properties, have been extensively studied; see,
e.g., [3, 4, 6, 21] and references therein. It would be interesting, therefore, to consider asynchronous
cellular and graph automata, where the nodes are not assumed any longer to update in unison and,
moreover, where no global clock is assumed. We again emphasize that such automata would entail
what can be viewed as communication asynchrony , thus going beyond the kind of mere asynchrony
in computation at different nodes that has been studied since at least 1984 (e.g., [14, 15]).
What are, then, such genuinely asynchronous CA like? How do we specify the local update rules,
that is, computations at different nodes, given the possible “communication delays” in what was
originally a multiprocessor-like, rather than distributed system-like, parallel model? In the classical,
parallel case where a perfect communication synchrony is assumed, any given node xi of a 1-D CA
of radius r ≥ 1 updates according to
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xt+1
= f (xti , xti1 , ..., xti2r )
i

(7)

for an appropriate local update rule δ = f (xi , xi1 , ..., xi2r ), whereas, in the asynchronous case, the
individual nodes update according to
2r
xt+1
= f (xti , xti11 , ..., xti2r
)
i

(8)

We observe that t in Eqn. (7) pertains to the global time, which of course in this case also
coincides with the node xi ’s (and everyone else’s) local time. However, in case of Eqn. (8), each
t
tj pertains to an appropriate local time, in the sense that each xijj denotes the node xij ’s value
t
that was most recently received by the node xi . That is, xijj is a local view of the node xij ’s state,
as seen by the node xi . Thus, the nonexistence of the global clock has considerable implications.
How to meaningfully relate these different local times, so that one can still mathematically analyze
such ACA - yet without making the ACA description too complicatedj ? Yet, if we want to study
genuinely asynchronous CA models (rather than arbitrary sequential models with global clocks),
these changes in the definition seem unavoidable.
We point out that this, genuine (that is, communication) asynchrony in CA (see Eqn. (8))
can also be readily interpreted in the nondeterministic terms: at each time step, a particular node
updates by using its own current value, and also nondeterministically choosing the current or one of
the past values of its neighbors. Such a “past value” of a node xij used by the node xi would be
only required not to be any “older” than that value of xij that xi had used as its input on its
most recent local computation, i.e., on the node xi ’s most recent previous turn to update. That is,
from the viewpoint of what are the current inputs to any given node’s update function δ, there is a
natural nondeterministic interpretation of the fact that the nodes have different clocks.
Many interesting questions arise in this context. One is, what kinds of the phase space properties
remain invariant under this kind of nondeterminism? Given a triple (Γ, N, M ), it can be readily
shown that the fixed points are invariant with respect to the fair node update orderings in the
(synchronized) sequential CA, and, moreover, the FPs are the same for the corresponding parallel
CA. On the other hand, as our results in Section 3 indicate, neither cycle configurations nor
transient configurations are invariant with respect to whether the nodes are updated sequentially or
concurrently (and, in case of the former, in what order). It can be readily observed that, indeed,
the (proper, stable) FPs are also invariant for the asynchronous CA and graph automata, as well provided that all the nodes have reached their respective states corresponding to the same fixed point
global configuration, and that they all locally agree what (sub)configuration they are in, even if their
individual local clocks possibly disagree with one another. Therefore, earlier results in [3] on the FP
invariance for sequential and synchronous (concurrent) graph automata are just special cases of this,
more general result.
Theorem 3 Given an arbitrary asynchronous cellular or graph automaton, any fixed point configuration is invariant with respect to the choice of a node update ordering, provided that each node xi
has an up-to-date knowledge of the current state of its neighborhood, Ni .
In addition to studying invariants under different assumptions on asynchrony and concurrency, we
also consider qualitative comparison-and-contrast of the asynchronous CA that we propose, and the
classical CA, SCA and NICA. Such study would shed more light on those behaviors that are solely
due to (our abstracted version of) network delays.
j

That is, while staying away from introducing explicit message sends and receives, (un)bounded buffers, and the

like.
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More generally, communication asynchronous CA, i.e., the various nondeterministic choices for
a given automaton that are due to asynchrony, can be shown to subsume all possible behaviors
of the classical and sequential (S)CA with the same corresponding (Γ, N, M ). In particular, the
nondeterminism that arises from (unbounded) asynchrony subsumes the nondeterminism of a kind
studied in Section 3; but the question arises, exactly how much more expressive the former model
really is than the latter.
5. Summary and Conclusions
We present herein some early steps in studying cellular automata when the unrealistic assumptions
of perfect synchrony and instantaneous unbounded parallelism are dropped. Motivated by the wellknown notion of the sequential interleaving semantics of concurrency, we try to apply this metaphor
to parallel CA and thus motivate the study of sequential cellular automata, SCA, and the sequential
interleavings automata, NICA. In particular, we undertake a comparison and contrast between the
SCA/NICA and the classical, parallel CA models when the node update rules are restricted to
simple threshold functions. Concretely, we show that, even in very simplistic cases, this sequential
“interleaving semantics” of NICA fails to capture concurrency of the classical CA. One lesson is
that, simple as they may be, the basic local operations (i.e., node updates) in the classical CA cannot
always be considered atomic. That is, the fine-grain parallelism of CA turns out not to be quite fine
enough for our purposes. It then appears reasonable - indeed, necessary - to consider a single local
node update to be made of an ordered sequence of the finer elementary operations:
• Fetching all the neighbors’ values (“Receiving”? “Reading shared variables”?)
• Updating one’s own state according to the update rule δ (that is, performing the local computation)
• Informing the neighbors of the update, i.e., making available one’s new state/value to the
neighbors (“Sending”? “Writing a shared variable”?)
Motivated by these early results on the sequential and parallel threshold CA, and some of the
implications of those results, we next consider various extensions. The central idea is to introduce a
class of genuinely asynchronous CA, and to formally study their properties. This would hopefully,
down the road, lead to some significant insights into the fundamental issues related to bounded vs.
unbounded asynchrony, formal sequential semantics for parallel and distributed computation, and,
on the cellular automata side, to the identification of many of those classical parallel CA phase space
properties that are solely or primarily due to the (physically unrealistic) assumption of perfectly
synchronous parallel node updates.
We also find various extensions of the basic CA model to provide a simple, elegant and useful
framework for a high-level study of various global qualitative properties of distributed, parallel and
real-time systems at an abstract and rigorous, yet comprehensive level.
Acknowledgments: The work presented herein was supported by the DARPA IPTO TASK
Program, contract number F30602-00-2-0586. Many thanks to Reza Ziaei (UIUC) for several useful
discussions.
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Abstract. An automated and configurable technique for runtime safety
analysis of multithreaded programs is presented, which is able to predict
safety violations from successful executions. Based on a user provided
safety formal specification, the program is automatically instrumented
to emit relevant state update events to an observer, which further checks
them against the safety specification. The events are stamped with dynamic vector clocks, enabling the observer to infer a causal partial order
on the state updates. All event traces that are consistent with this partial
order, including the actual execution trace, are analyzed on-line and in
parallel, and a warning is issued whenever there is a trace violating the
specification. This technique can be therefore seen as a bridge between
testing and model checking. To further increase scalability, a window in
the state space can be specified, allowing the observer to infer the most
probable runs. If the size of the window is 1 then only the received execution trace is analyzed, like in testing; if the size of the window is ∞
then all the execution traces are analyzed, such as in model checking.

1

Introduction

In multithreaded systems, threads can execute concurrently communicating with
each other through a set of shared variables, yielding an inherent potential for
subtle errors due to unexpected interleavings. Both heavy and lighter techniques
to detect errors in multithreaded systems have been extensively investigated. The
heavy techniques include traditional formal methods based approaches, such as
model checking and theorem proving, guaranteeing that a formal model of the
system satisfies its safety requirements by exploring, directly or indirectly, all
possible thread interleavings. On the other hand, the lighter techniques include
testing, that scales well and is one of the most used approaches to validate
software products today.
As part of our overall effort in merging testing and formal methods, aiming
at getting some of the benefits of both while avoiding the pitfalls of ad hoc
testing and the complexity of full-blown model checking or theorem proving,
in this paper we present a runtime verification technique for safety analysis of
multithreaded systems, that can be tuned to analyze from one trace to all traces
that are consistent with an actual execution of the program. If all traces are
checked, then it becomes equivalent to online model checking of an abstract
model of the computation, called the multithreaded computation lattice, which
is extracted from the actual execution trace of the program, like in POTA [10]
or JMPaX [14]. If only one trace is considered, then our technique becomes
equivalent to checking just the actual execution of the multithreaded program,
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like in testing or like in other runtime analysis tools like MaC [7] and PaX [5,
1]. In general, depending on the application, one can configure a window within
the state space to be explored, called causality cone, intuitively giving a causal
“distance” from the observed execution within which all traces are exhaustively
verified. An appealing aspect of our technique is that all these traces can be
analyzed online, as the events are received from the running program, and all in
parallel at a cost which in the worst case is proportional with both the size of
the window and the size of the state space of the monitor.
There are three important interrelated components of the proposed runtime
verification technique namely instrumentor, observer and monitor. The code
instrumentor, based on the safety specification, entirely automatically adds code
to emit events when relevant state updates occur. The observer receives the
events from the instrumented program as they are generated, enqueues them and
then builds a configurable abstract model of the system, known as a computation
lattice, on a layer-by-layer basis. As layers are completed, the monitor, which is
synthesized automatically from the safety specification, checks them against the
safety specification and then discards them.
The concepts and notions presented in this paper have been experimented
and tested on a practical monitoring system for Java programs, JMPaX 2.0,
that extends its predecessor JMPaX [12] in at least four non-trivial novel ways.
First, it introduces the technical notion of dynamic vector clock, allowing it to
properly deal with dynamic creation and destruction of threads. Second, the
variables shared between threads do not need to be static anymore: an automatic instrumentation technique has been devised that detects automatically
when a variable is shared. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the notion
of cone heuristic, or global state window, is introduced for the first time in JMPaX 2.0 to increase the runtime efficiency by analyzing the most likely states
in the computation lattice. Lastly, the presented runtime prediction paradigm
is safety formalism independent, in the sense that it allows the user to specify
any safety property whose bad prefixes can be expressed as a non-deterministic
finite automaton (NFA).

2

Monitors for Safety Properties

Safety properties are a very important, if not the most important, class of properties that one should consider in monitoring. This is because once a system
violates a safety property, there is no way to continue its execution to satisfy
the safety property later. Therefore, a monitor for a safety property can precisely say at runtime when the property has been violated, so that an external
recovery action can be taken. From a monitoring perspective, what is needed
from a safety formula is a succinct representation of its bad prefixes, which are
finite sequences of states leading to a violation of the property. Therefore, one
can abstract away safety properties by languages over finite words.
Automata are a standard means to succinctly represent languages over finite
words. In what follows we define a suitable version of automata, called monitor,
with the property that it has a “bad” state from which it never gets out:
2
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Definition 1. Let S be a finite or infinite set, that can be thought of as the
set of states of the program to be monitored. Then an S-monitor or simply a
monitor, is a tuple Mon = hM, m0 , b, ρi, where
–
–
–
–

M is the set of states of the monitor;
m0 ∈ M is the initial state of the monitor;
b ∈ M is the final state of the monitor, also called bad state; and
ρ : M × S → 2M is a non-deterministic transition relation with the property
that ρ(b, Σ) = {b} for any Σ ∈ S.

Sequences in S ⋆ , where ǫ is the empty one, are called (execution) traces. A trace
π is said to be a bad prefix in Mon iff b ∈ ρ({m0 }, π), where ρ : 2M × S ⋆ → 2M
is recursively defined as ρ(M, ǫ) = M and ρ(M, πΣ) = ρ(ρ(M, π), Σ), where
ρ : 2M ×S → 2M is defined as ρ({m}∪M, Σ) = ρ(m, Σ)∪ρ(M, Σ) and ρ(∅, Σ) =
∅, for all finite M ⊆ M and Σ ∈ S.
M is not required to be finite in the above definition, but 2M represents the
set of finite subsets of M. In practical situations it is often the case that the
monitor is not explicitly provided in a mathematical form as above. For example,
a monitor can be just any program whose execution is triggered by receiving
events from the monitored program; its state can be given by the values of its
local variables, and the bad state has some easy to detect property, such as a
specific variable having a negative value.
There are fortunate situations in which monitors can be automatically generated from formal specifications, thus requiring the user to focus on system’s
formal safety requirements rather than on low level implementation details. In
fact, this was the case in all the experiments that we have performed so far. We
have so far experimented with requirements expressed either in extended regular
expressions (ERE) or various variants of temporal logics, with both future and
past time. For example, [11, 13] show coinductive techniques to generate minimal static monitors from EREs and from future time linear temporal logics,
respectively, and [6, 1] show how to generate dynamic monitors, i.e., monitors
that generate their states on-the-fly, as they receive the events, for the safety
segment of temporal logic.
Example 1. Consider a reactive controller that maintains the water level of a
reservoir within safe bounds. It consists of a water level reader and a valve
controller. The water level reader reads the current level of the water, calculates
the quantity of water in the reservoir and stores it in a shared variable w. The
valve controller controls the opening of a valve by looking at the current quantity
of water in the reservoir. A very simple and naive implementation of this system
contains two threads: T1, the valve controller, and T2, the water level reader.
The code snippet for the implementation is given in Fig. 1. Here w is in some
proper units such as mega gallons and v is in percentage. The implementation
is poorly synchronized and it relies on ideal thread scheduling.
A sample run of the system can be {w = 20, v = 40}, {w = 24}, {v =
50}, {w = 27}, {v = 60}, {w = 31}, {v = 70}. As we will see later in the paper,
by a run we here mean a sequence of relevant variable writes. Suppose we are
3
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0

Thread T1:

Thread T2:

while(true) {
if(w > 18) delta = 10;
else delta = -10;
for(i=0; i<2; i++) {
v = v + delta;
setValveOpening(v);
sleep(100);
}
}

while(true) {
l = readLevel();
w = calcVolume(l);
sleep(100);
}

{}
{~p}

1
{p,~q}
2

{p,~q}
{p,~q,~r}

{q,~r}

3

{q}

{p,~q}
{q}

4

{q}

{q,~r}

5

Fig. 1. Two threads (T1 controls the valve and T2 reads the water level) and a monitor.

interested in a safety property that says “If the water quantity is more than
30 mega gallons, then it is the case that sometime in the past water quantity
exceeded 26 mega gallons and since then the valve is open by more than 55%
and the water quantity never went down below 26 mega gallon”. We can express
this safety property in two different formalisms: linear temporal logic (LTL) with
both past-time and future-time, or extended regular expressions (EREs) for bad
prefixes. The atomic propositions that we will consider are p : (w > 26), q : (w >
30), r : (v > 55). The properties can be written as follows:
F1 = (q → ((r ∧ p)S ↑ p))
F2 = {}∗ {¬p}{p, ¬q}+ ({p, ¬q, ¬r}{p, ¬q}∗ {q} + {q}∗ {q, ¬r}){}∗

(1)
(2)

The formula F1 in LTL (↑ p is a shorthand for “p and previously not p”) states
that “It is always the case that if (w > 30) then at some time in the past
(w > 26) started to be true and since then (r > 55) and (w > 26).” The formula
F2 characterizes the prefixes that make F1 false. In F2 we use {p, ¬q} to denote a
state where p and ¬q holds and r may or may not hold. Similarly, {} represents
any state of the system. The monitor automaton for F2 is given also in Fig. 1.

3

Multithreaded Programs

We consider multithreaded systems in which threads communicate with each
other via shared variables. A crucial point is that some variable updates can
causally depend on others. We will describe an efficient dynamic vector clock
algorithm which, given an executing multithreaded program, generates appropriate messages to be sent to an external observer. Section 4 will show how
the observer, in order to perform its more elaborated analysis, extracts the state
update information from such messages together with the causality partial order.
3.1 Multithreaded Executions and Shared Variables
A multithreaded program consists of n threads t1 , t2 , ..., tn that execute concurrently and communicate with each other through a set of shared variables. A
4
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multithreaded execution is a sequence of events e1 e2 . . . er generated by the running multithreaded program, each belonging to one of the n threads and having
type internal, read or write of a shared variable. We use eji to represent the j-th
event generated by thread ti since the start of its execution. When the thread or
position of an event is not important we can refer to it generically, such as e, e′ ,
etc.; we may write e ∈ ti when event e is generated by thread ti . Let us fix an
arbitrary but fixed multithreaded execution, say M, and let S be the set of all
variables that were shared by more than one thread in the execution. There is an
immediate notion of variable access precedence for each shared variable x ∈ S:
we say e x-precedes e′ , written e <x e′ , iff e and e′ are variable access events
(reads or writes) to the same variable x, and e “happens before” e′ , that is, e
occurs before e′ in M. This can be realized in practice by keeping a counter for
each shared variable, which is incremented at each variable access.
3.2 Causality and Multithreaded Computations
Let E be the set of events occurring in M and let ≺ be the partial order on E:
– eki ≺ eli if k < l;
– e ≺ e′ if there is x ∈ S with e <x e′ and at least one of e, e′ is a write;
– e ≺ e′′ if e ≺ e′ and e′ ≺ e′′ .
We write e||e′ if e 6≺ e′ and e′ 6≺ e. The tuple (E, ≺) is called the multithreaded computation associated with the original multithreaded execution M.
Synchronization of threads can be easily and elegantly taken into consideration
by just generating dummy read/write events when synchronization objects are
acquired/released, so the simple notion of multithreaded computation as defined
above is as general as practically needed. A permutation of all events e1 , e2 , . . .,
er that does not violate the multithreaded computation, in the sense that the
order of events in the permutation is consistent with ≺, is called a consistent
multithreaded run, or simply, a multithreaded run.
A multithreaded computation can be thought of as the most general assumption that an observer of the multithreaded execution can make about the system
without knowing what it is supposed to do. Indeed, an external observer simply cannot disregard the order in which the same variable is modified and used
within the observed execution, because this order can be part of the intrinsic
semantics of the multithreaded program. However, multiple consecutive reads
of the same variable can be permuted, and the particular order observed in the
given execution is not critical. As seen in Section 4, by allowing an observer to
analyze multithreaded computations rather than just multithreaded executions,
one gets the benefit of not only properly dealing with potential re-orderings of
delivered messages (e.g., due to using multiple channels in order to reduce the
monitoring overhead), but especially of predicting errors from analyzing successful executions, errors which can occur under a different thread scheduling.
3.3 Relevant Causality
Some of the variables in S may be of no importance at all for an external observer.
For example, consider an observer whose purpose is to check the property “if
(x > 0) then (y = 0) has been true in the past, and since then (y > z) was
5
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always false”; formally, using the interval temporal logic notation in [6], this
can be compactly written as (x > 0) → [y = 0, y > z). All the other variables
in S except x, y and z are essentially irrelevant for this observer. To minimize
the number of messages, like in [8] which suggests a similar technique but for
distributed systems in which reads and writes are not distinguished, we consider
a subset R ⊆ E of relevant events and define the R-relevant causality on E as the
relation ⊳ :=≺ ∩(R × R), so that e ⊳ e′ iff e, e′ ∈ R and e ≺ e′ . It is important to
notice though that the other variables can also indirectly influence the relation
⊳, because they can influence the relation ≺. We next provide a technique based
on vector clocks that correctly implements the relevant causality relation.
3.4 Dynamic Vector Clock Algorithm
We provide a technique based on vector clocks [4, 9] that correctly and efficiently
implements the relevant causality relation. Let V : ThreadId → Nat be a partial
map from thread identifiers to natural numbers. We call such a map a dynamic
vector clock (DVC) because its partiality reflects the intuition that threads are
dynamically created and destroyed. To simplify the exposition and the implementation, we assume that each DVC V is a total map, where V [t] = 0 whenever
V is not defined on thread t.
We associate a DVC with every thread ti and denote it by Vi . Moreover, we
associate two DVCs Vxa and Vxw with every shared variable x; we call the former
access DVC and the latter write DVC. All the DVCs Vi are kept empty at the
beginning of the computation, so they do not consume any space. For DVCs V
and V ′ , we say that V ≤ V ′ if and only if V [j] ≤ V ′ [j] for all j, and we say that
V < V ′ iff V ≤ V ′ and there is some j such that V [j] < V ′ [j]; also, max{V, V ′ } is
the DVC with max{V, V ′ }[j] = max{V [j], V ′ [j]} for each j. Whenever a thread
ti with current DVC Vi processes event eki , the following algorithm is executed:
1. if eki is relevant, i.e., if eki ∈ R, then
Vi [i] ← Vi [i] + 1
2. if eki is a read of a variable x then
Vi ← max{Vi , Vxw }
Vxa ← max{Vxa , Vi }
3. if eki is a write of a variable x then
Vxw ← Vxa ← Vi ← max{Vxa , Vi }
4. if eki is relevant then
send message heki , i, Vi i to observer.
The following theorem states that the DVC algorithm correctly implements
causality in multithreaded programs. This algorithm has been previously presented by the authors in [14, 15] in a less general context, where the number of
threads is fixed and known a priori. Its proof is similar to that in [15].
Theorem 1. After event eki is processed by thread ti ,
– Vi [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that causally precede eki ; if
j = i and eki is relevant then this number also includes eki ;
– Vxa [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that causally precede the most
recent event that accessed (read or wrote) x; if i = j and eki is a relevant
read or write of x event then this number also includes eki ;
6
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– Vxw [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that causally precede the
most recent write event of x; if i = j and eki is a relevant write of x then
this number also includes eki .
Therefore, if he, i, V i and he′ , j, V ′ i are two messages sent by dynamic vector
clock algorithm, then e ⊳ e′ if and only if V [i] ≤ V ′ [i]. Moreover, if i and j are
not given, then e ⊳ e′ if and only if V < V ′ .

4

Runtime Model Generation and Predictive Analysis

In this section we consider what happens at the observer’s site. The observer receives messages of the form he, i, V i. Because of Theorem 1, the observer can infer
the causal dependency between the relevant events emitted by the multithreaded
system. We show how the observer can be configured to effectively analyze all
possible interleavings of events that do not violate the observed causal dependency online and in parallel. Only one of these interleavings corresponds to the
real execution, the others being all potential executions. Hence, the presented
technique can predict safety violations from successful executions.
4.1 Multithreaded Computation Lattice
Inspired by related definitions in [2], we define the important notions of relevant
multithreaded computation and run as follows. A relevant multithreaded computation, simply called multithreaded computation from now on, is the partial order
on events that the observer can infer, which is nothing but the relation ⊳. A relevant multithreaded run, also simply called multithreaded run from now on, is
any permutation of the received events which does not violate the multithreaded
computation. Our major purpose in this paper is to check safety requirements
against all (relevant) multithreaded runs of a multithreaded system.
We assume that the relevant events are only writes of shared variables that
appear in the safety formulae to be monitored, and that these events contain a
pair of the name of the corresponding variable and the value which was written
to it. We call these variables relevant variables. Note that events can change
the state of the multithreaded system as seen by the observer; this is formalized
next. A relevant program state, or simply a program state is a map from relevant
variables to concrete values. Any permutation of events generates a sequence
of program states in the obvious way, however, not all permutations of events
are valid multithreaded runs. A program state is called consistent if and only if
there is a multithreaded run containing that state in its sequence of generated
program states. We next formalize these concepts.
We let R denote the set of received relevant events. For a given permutation of
events in R, say e1 e2 . . . e|R| , we let eki denote the k-th event of thread ti . Then
the relevant program state after the events ek11 , ek22 , ..., eknn is called a relevant
global multithreaded state, or simply a relevant global state or even just state,
and is denoted by Σ k1 k2 ...kn . A state Σ k1 k2 ...kn is called consistent if and only if
for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n and any li ≤ ki , it is the case that lj ≤ kj for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n
l
and any lj such that ejj ⊳ elii . Let Σ K0 be the initial global state, Σ 00...0 . An
important observation is that e1 e2 . . . e|R| is a multithreaded run if and only if
7
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it generates a sequence of global states Σ K0 Σ K1 . . . Σ K|R| such that each Σ Kr
is consistent and for any two consecutive Σ Kr and Σ Kr+1 , Kr and Kr+1 differ
in exactly one index, say i, where the i-th element in Kr+1 is larger by 1 than
the i-th element in Kr . For that reason, we will identify the sequences of states
Σ K0 Σ K1 . . . Σ K|R| as above with multithreaded runs, and simply call them runs.
We say that Σ leads-to Σ ′ , written Σ
Σ ′ , when there is some run in which
′
∗
Σ and Σ are consecutive states. Let
be the reflexive transitive closure of
the relation . The set of all consistent global states together with the relation
∗
forms a lattice with n mutually orthogonal axes representing each thread.
For a state Σ k1 k2 ...kn , we call k1 + k1 + · · · kn its level. A path in the lattice is a
sequence of consistent global states on increasing level, where the level increases
by 1 between any two consecutive states in the path. Therefore, a run is just
a path starting with Σ 00...0 and ending with Σ r1 r2 ...rn , where ri is the total
number of events of thread ti . Note that in the above discussion we assumed
a fixed number of threads n. In a program where threads can be created and
destroyed dynamically, only those threads are considered that at the end of the
computation have causally affected the final values of the relevant variables.
Therefore, a multithreaded computation can be seen as a lattice. This lattice,
which is called computation lattice and referred to as L, should be seen as an
abstract model of the running multithreaded program, containing the relevant
information needed in order to analyze the program. Supposing that one is able
to store the computation lattice of a multithreaded program, which is a nontrivial matter because it can have an exponential number of states in the length
of the execution, one can mechanically model-check it against the safety property.
Example 2. Figure 2 shows the causal partial order on relevant events extracted by the observer from the multithreaded execution in Example 1,
together with the generated computation lattice. The actual execution,
Σ 00 Σ 01 Σ 11 Σ 12 Σ 22 Σ 23 Σ 33 , is marked with solid edges in the lattice. Besides
its DVC, each global state in the lattice stores its values for the relevant variables, w and v. It can be readily seen on Fig. 2 that the LTL property F1
defined in Example 1 holds on the sample run of the system, and also that it is
not in the language of bad prefixes, F2 . However, F1 is violated on some other
consistent runs, such as Σ 00 Σ 01 Σ 02 Σ 12 Σ 13 Σ 23 Σ 33 . On this particular run ↑ p
holds at Σ 02 ; however, r does not hold at the next state Σ 12 . This makes the
formula F1 false at the state Σ 13 . The run can also be symbolically written as
{}{}{p}{p}{p, q}{p, q, r}{p, q, r}. In the automaton in Fig. 1, this corresponds
to a possible sequence of states 00123555. Hence, this string is accepted by F2
as a bad prefix.
Therefore, by carefully analyzing the computation lattice extracted from a
successful execution one can infer safety violations in other possible consistent
executions. Such violations give informative feedback to users, such as the lack of
synchronization in the example above, and may be hard to find by just ordinary
testing. In what follows we propose effective techniques to analyze the computation lattice. A first important observation is that one can generate it on-the-fly
and analyze it on a level-by-level basis, discarding the previous levels. However,
8
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L ( S 00 ) = {}
( w = 20 , v = 40 )

e1 :< w=24, T2 ,(0,1)>
L ( S 01 ) = {}
( w = 24 , v = 40 )

e2 :<v=50, T1 ,(1,1)>
e3 :< w=27, T2 ,(0,2)>

e4 :<v=60, T1 ,(2,1)>
e5 :< w=31, T2 ,(0,3)>

L ( S 11 ) = {}

L ( S 02 ) = { p}

( w = 24 , v = 50 )

( w = 27 , v = 40 )

L ( S 21 ) = {r }

L ( S 12 ) = { p}

L ( S 03 ) = { p , q}

( w = 24 , v = 60 )

( w = 27 , v = 50 )

( w = 31, v = 40 )

L ( S 22 ) = { p , r }

L ( S 13 ) = { p , q}

( w = 27 , v = 60 )

( w = 31, v = 50 )

L ( S 23 ) = { p , q , r }

e6 :<v=70, T1 ,(3,3)>

( w = 31, v = 60 )
L ( S 33 ) = { p , q , r }
( w = 31, v = 70 )

Fig. 2. Computation Lattice

even if one considers only one level, that can still contain an exponential number
of states in the length of the current execution. A second important observation
is that the states in the computation lattice are not all equiprobable in practice. By allowing a user configurable window of most likely states in the lattice
centered around the observed execution trace, the presented technique becomes
quite scalable, requiring O(wm) space and O(twm) time, where w is the size of
the window, m is the size of the bad prefix monitor of the safety property, and
t is the size of the monitored execution trace.
4.2 Level By Level Analysis of the Computation Lattice
A naive observer of an execution trace of a multithreaded program would just
check the observed execution trace against the monitor for the safety property,
say Mon like in Definition 1, and would maintain at each moment a set of states,
say MonStates in M. When a new event generating a new global state Σ arrives,
it would replace MonStates by ρ(MonStates, Σ). If the bad state b will ever be in
MonStates then a property violation error would be reported, meaning that the
current execution trace led to a bad prefix of the safety property. Here we assume
that the events are received in the order in which they are emitted, and also that
the monitor works over the global states of the multithreaded programs.
A smart observer, as said before, will analyze not only the observed execution
trace, but also all the other consistent runs of the multithreaded system, thus
being able to predict violations from successful executions. The observer receives
the events from the running multithreaded program in real-time and enqueues
9
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them in an event queue Q. At the same time, it traverses the computation lattice
level by level and checks whether the bad state of the monitor can be hit by any
of the runs up to the current level. We next provide the algorithm that the
observer uses to construct the lattice level by level from the sequence of events
it receives from the running program.
The observer maintains a list of global states (CurrLevel), that are present
in the current level of the lattice. For each event e in the event queue, it tries to
construct a new global state from the set of states in the current level and the
event e. If the global state is created successfully then it is added to the list of
global states (NextLevel) for the next level of the lattice. The process continues
until certain condition, levelComplete?() holds. At that time the observer says
that the level is complete and starts constructing the next level by setting CurrLevel to NextLevel and reallocating the space previously occupied by CurrLevel.
Here the predicate levelComplete?() is crucial for generating only those states
in the level that are most likely to occur in other executions, namely those in
the window, or the causality cone, that is described in the next subsection. The
levelComplete? predicate is also discussed and defined in the next subsection.
The pseudo-code for the lattice traversal is given in Fig. 3.
Every global state Σ contains the value of all relevant shared variables in the
program, a DVC VC (Σ) to represent the latest events from each thread that
resulted in that global state. Here the predicate nextState? (Σ, e), checks if the
event e can convert the state Σ to a state Σ ′ in the next level of the lattice,
where threadId(e) returns the index of the thread that generated the event e,
VC (Σ) returns the DVC of the global state Σ, and VC(e) returns the DVC
of the event e. It essentially says that event e can generate a consecutive state
for a state Σ, if and only if Σ “knows” everything e knows about the current
evolution of the multithreaded system except for the event e itself. Note that e
may know less than Σ knows with respect to the evolution of other threads in
the system, because Σ has global information.
The function createState(Σ, e) creates a new global state Σ ′ , where Σ ′ is a
possible consistent global state that can result from Σ after the event e. Together
with each state Σ in the lattice, a set of states of the monitor, MonStates(Σ),
also needs to be maintained, which keeps all the states of the monitor in which
any of the partial runs ending in Σ can lead to. In the function createState,
we set the MonStates of Σ ′ with the set of monitor states to which any of the
current states in MonStates(Σ) can transit within the monitor when the state
Σ ′ is observed. pgmState(Σ ′ ) returns the value of all relevant program shared
variables in state Σ ′ , var(e) returns the name of the relevant variable that is
written at the time of event e, value(e) is the value that is written to var(e), and
pgmState(Σ ′ )[var(e) ← value(e)] means that in pgmState(Σ ′ ), var(e) is updated
with value(e).
The merging operation nextLevel ⊎ Σ adds the global state Σ to the set
nextLevel. If Σ is already present in nextLevel, it updates the existing state’s
MonStates with the union of the existing state’s MonStates and the Monstates
of Σ. Two global states are same if their DVCs are equal. Because of the function
10
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levelComplete?, it may be often the case that the analysis procedure moves from
the current level to the next one before it is exhaustively explored. That means
that several events in the queue, which were waiting for other events to arrive in
order to generate new states in the current level, become unnecessary so they can
be discarded. The function removeUselessEvents(CurrLevel,Q) removes from Q
all the events that cannot contribute to the construction of any state at the next
level. To do so, it creates a DVC Vmin whose each component is the minimum
of the corresponding component of the DVCs of all the global states in the set
CurrLevel. It then removes all the events in Q whose DVCs are less than or equal
to Vmin . This function makes sure that we do not store any unnecessary events.
The observer runs in a loop
while(not end of computation){
till the computation ends. In the
Q ← enqueue(Q, N extEvent())
loop the observer waits for the
while(constructLevel()){}
next event from the running in}
strumented program and enqueues
it in Q whenever it becomes availboolean constructLevel(){
able. After that the observer runs
for each e ∈ Q {
the function constructLevel in a
if Σ ∈ CurrLevel and nextState?(Σ, e) {
loop till it returns false. If the funcNextLevel ← NextLevel ⊎ createState(Σ, e) tion constructLevel returns false
if levelComplete?(NextLevel, e, Q) {
then the observer knows that the
Q ← removeUselessEvents(CurrLevel, Q)
level is not completed and it
CurrLevel ← NextLevel
needs more events to complete the
return true}}}
level. At that point the observer
return f alse
again starts waiting for the next
}
event from the running program
boolean nextState?(Σ, e){
and continues with the loop. The
i ← threadId (e);
pseudo-code for the observer is
if (∀j 6= i : VC (Σ)[j] ≥ VC (e)[j] and
given at the top of Fig. 3.
VC (Σ)[i] + 1 = VC (e)[i]) return true
return false
}
State createState(Σ, e){
Σ ′ ← new copy of Σ
j ← threadId (e); VC (Σ ′ )[j] ← VC (Σ)[j] + 1
pgmState(Σ ′ )[var (e) ← value(e)]
MonStates(Σ ′ ) ← ρ(MonStates(Σ), Σ ′ )
if b ∈ MonStates(Σ ′ ) {
output ′ property may be violated′ }
return Σ ′
}

4.3 Causality Cone
Heuristic

In a given level of a computation
lattice, the number of states can
be large; in fact, exponential in the
length of the trace. In online analysis, generating all the states in a
level may not be feasible. However,
note that some states in a level can
be considered more likely to occur
Fig. 3. Level-by-level traversal.
in a consistent run than others. For
example, two independent events
that can possibly permute may have a huge time difference. Permuting these
two events would give a consistent run, but that run may not be likely to take
place in a real execution of the multithreaded program. So we can ignore such a
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permutation. We formalize this concept as causality cone, or window, and exploit
it in restricting our attention to a small set of states in a given level.
In what follows we assume that the events are received in an order in which
they happen in the computation. This is easily ensured by proper instrumentation. Note that this ordering gives the real execution of the program and it
respects the partial order associated with the computation. This execution will
be taken as a reference in order to compute the most probable consistent runs
of the system.
If we consider all the events generated by the executing distributed program
as a finite sequence of events, then a lattice formed by any prefix of this sequence
is a sublattice of the computation lattice L. This sublattice, say L′ has the
following property: if Σ ∈ L′ , then for any Σ ′ ∈ L if Σ ′ ∗ Σ then Σ ′ ∈ L′ . We
can see this sublattice as a portion of the computation lattice L enclosed by a
cone. The height of this cone is determined by the length of the current sequence
of events. We call this causality cone. All the states in L that are outside this
cone cannot be determined from the current sequence of events. Hence, they are
outside the causal scope of the current sequence of events. As we get more events
this cone moves down by one level.

< w=3

w
w=3

Fig. 4. Causality Cones

If we compute a DVC Vmax whose each component is the maximum of the
corresponding component of the DVCs of all the events in the event queue, then
this represents the DVC of the global state appearing at the tip of the cone. The
tip of the cone traverses the actual execution run of the program.
To avoid the generation of possibly exponential number of states in a given
level, we consider a fixed number, say w, most probable states in a given level. In
12
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a level construction we say the level is complete once we have generated w states
in that level. However, a level may contain less than w states. Then the level
construction algorithm gets stuck. Moreover, we cannot determine if a level has
less than w states unless we see all the events in the complete computation. This
is because we do not know the total number of threads that participate in the
computation beforehand. To avoid this scenario we introduce another parameter
l, the length of the current event queue. We say that a level is complete if we have
used all the events in the event queue for the construction of the states in the
current level and the length of the queue is l and we have not crossed the limit w
on the number of states. The pseudo-code for levelComplete? is given in Fig. 5
Note, here l corresponds to the
number of levels of the sublattice that be constructed from the
events in the event queue Q. On the
other hand, the level of this sublattice with the largest level number
and having at least w global states
refers to the CurrLevel in the algorithm.

5

boolean levelComplete?(N extLevel, e, Q){
if size(N extLevel) ≥ w then
return true;
else if e is the last event in Q
and size(Q) == l then
return true;
else return f alse;
}

Fig. 5. levelComplete? predicate

Implementation

We have implemented these new techniques, in version 2.0 of the tool Java MultiPathExplorer (JMPaX)[12], which has been designed to monitor multithreaded
Java programs. The current implementation is written in Java and it removes the
restriction that all the shared variables of the multithreaded program are static
variables of type int. The tool has three main modules, the instrumentation
module, the observer module and the monitor module.
The instrumentation program, named instrument, takes a specification file
and a list of class files as command line arguments. An example is
java instrument spec A.class B.class C.class

where the specification file spec contains a list of named formulae written in
a suitable logic. The program instrument extracts the name of the relevant
variables from the specification and instruments the classes, provided in the
argument, as follows:
i) For each variable x of primitive type in each class it adds access and write
DVCs, namely _access_dvc_x and _write_dvc_x, as new fields in the class.
ii) It adds code to associate a DVC with every newly created thread;
iii) For each read and write access of a variable of primitive type in any class,
it adds codes to update the DVCs according to the algorithm mentioned in
Section 3.4;
iv) It adds code to call a method handleEvent of the observer module at every
write of a relevant variable.
The instrumentation module uses BCEL [3] Java library to modify Java class
files. We use the BCEL library to get a better handle for a Java classfile.
13
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The observer module, that takes two parameters w and l, generates the
lattice level by level when the instrumented program is executed. Whenever the
handleEvent method is invoked it enqueues the event passed as argument to
the method handleEvent. Based on the event queue and the current level of
the lattice it generates the next level of the lattice. In the process it invokes
nextStates method (corresponding to ρ in a monitor ) of the monitor module.
The monitor module reads the specification file written either as an LTL
formula or a regular expression and generates the non-deterministic automaton
corresponding to the formula or the regular expression. It provides the method
nextStates as an interface to the observer module. The method raises an exception if at any point the set of states returned by nextStates contain the “bad”
state of the automaton. The system being modular, user can plug in his/her own
monitor module for his/her logic of choice.
Since in Java synchronized blocks cannot be interleaved, so corresponding
events cannot be permuted, locks are considered as shared variables and a write
event is generated whenever a lock is acquired or released. This way, a causal
dependency is generated between any exit and any entry of a synchronized block,
namely the expected happens-before relation. Java synchronization statements
are handled exactly the same way, that is, the shared variable associated to
the synchronization object is written at the entrance and at the exit of the
synchronized region. Condition synchronizations (wait/notify) can be handled
similarly, by generating a write of a dummy shared variable by both the notifying
thread before notification and by the notified thread after notification.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

A formal runtime predictive analysis technique for multithreaded systems has
been presented in this paper, in which multiple threads communicating by shared
variables are automatically instrumented to send relevant events, stamped by
dynamic vector clocks, to an external observer which extracts a causal partial
order on the global state, updates and thereby builds an abstract runtime model
of the running multithreaded system. Analyzing this model on a level by level
basis, the observer can infer effectively from successful execution of the observed
system when basic safety properties can be violated by other executions. Attractive future work includes predictions of liveness violations and predictions
of datarace and deadlock conditions.
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Abstract
An important problem for agents in open multiagent systems is how to find agents that
match certain criteria. A number of middle agent services, such as matchmaking and
brokering services, have been proposed to address this problem. However, the search
capabilities of such services are relatively limited since the match criteria they use are
relatively inflexible. We propose ATSpace, a middle agent to support applicationoriented matchmaking and brokering services. Application agents in ATSpace deliver
their own search algorithms to a public tuple space which holds agent property data;
the tuple space executes the search algorithms on this data. We show how the ATSpace
model increases the dynamicity and flexibility of middle agent services. Unfortunately,
the model also introduces security threats: the data and access control restrictions in
ATSpace may be compromised, and system availability may be affected. We describe
some mechanisms to mitigate these security threats.
Keywords: Agent Coordination, Agent Interaction, Middle Agents, Brokering
Services, Matchmaking Services.

1. Introduction
In multiagent systems, agents need to communicate with each other to accomplish their goals. An
important problem in open multiagent systems is the connection problem: how to find agents that
match given criteria [Dav83]. When agents are designed or owned by the same organization,
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developers may be able to design agents which explicitly know the names of other agents that they
need to communicate with. However in open systems, because different agents may dynamically
enter or leave a system, it is generally not feasible to let agents know the names of all other agents
that they need to communicate with at some point.
For solving the connection problem, Decker classifies middle agent services as either
matchmaking (also called Yellow Page) services or brokering services [Dec96, Syc97].
Matchmaking services (e.g. Directory Facilitator in FIPA platforms [Fip02]) are passive services
whose goal is to provide a client agent with a list of names of agents whose properties match its
supplied criteria. The agent may later contact the matched agents to request services. On the other
hand, brokering services (e.g. ActorSpace [Cal94]) are active services that directly deliver a
message (or a request) to the relevant agents on their clients’ behalf.
In both types of services, an agent advertises itself by sending a message which contains its
name and a description of its characteristics to a middle agent. A middle agent may be implemented
on top of a tuple space model such as Linda [Car89]; this involves imposing constraints on the
format of the stored tuples and using Linda-supported primitives. Specifically, to implement
matchmaking and brokering services on top of Linda, a tuple template may be used by the client
agent to specify the matching criteria. However, the expressive power of a template is very limited;
it consists of value constraints for its actual parameters and type constraints for its formal
parameters. In order to overcome this limitation, Callsen's ActorSpace implementation used regular
expressions in its search template [Agh93, Cal94]. Even though this implementation increased
expressivity, its capability is still limited by the power of its regular expressions.
We propose ATSpace1 (Active Tuple Spaces) to empower agents with the ability to provide
arbitrary application-oriented search algorithms to a middle agent for execution on the tuple space.
While ATSpace increases the dynamicity and flexibility of the tuple space model, it also introduces
some security threats as codes developed by different groups with different interests are executed in
the same space. We will discuss the implication of these threats and how they may be mitigated.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the ATSpace architecture and introduces
its primitives. Section 3 describes security threats occurred in ATSpace and addresses how to
resolve them. Section 4 illustrates the power of the new primitives by describing experiments with
using ATSpace on UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) simulations. Section 5 evaluates the

1

We will use ATSpace to refer the model for a middle agent to support application-oriented service, while we

use an atSpace to refer an instance of ATSpace.
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performance of ATSpace and compares it with a general middle agent. Section 6 discusses related
work, and finally, we conclude this paper with a summary of our research and future work.

2. ATSpace
2.1 A MOTIVATIVE EXAMPLE
We present a simple example to motivate the ATSpace model. In general, a tuple space user with a
complex matching query is faced with the following two problems:
1.

Expressiveness problem because a matching query cannot be expressed using the tuple
space primitives.

2.

Incomplete information problem because evaluating a matching query requires information
which is not available for a tuple space manager.

For example, assume that a tuple space has information about seller agents and the prices of the
products they sell; each tuple has the following attributes (seller name, seller city,
product name, product price). Buyer agents can access the tuple space in order to find

seller agents that sell, for instance, computers or printers. Also, a buyer agent wants to execute the
following query:
Q1: What are the best two (in terms of prices) sellers that offer computers and whose locations are
roughly within 50 miles from me?
A generic tuple space may not support the request of this buyer agent because, firstly, it may
not support the “best two” primitive (problem 1), and secondly, it may not have information about
the distance between cities (problem 2). Faced with these difficulties the buyer agent with the query
Q1 has to transform it to a tuple template style query (Q2) to be accepted by the general tuple space.
This query Q2 will retrieve a superset of the data that should have been retrieved by Q1.
Q2: Find all tuples about seller agents that sell computers.
The buyer agent then evaluates its own search algorithm on the returned data to find tuples that
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satisfy Q1. In our example, the buyer agent would first filter out seller agents whose locations are
less than 50 miles from the location of its user, and then choose the best two sellers from the
remaining ones. To select seller agents located within 50 miles, the buyer agent has a way of
estimating roughly distances between cites. Finally, it should send these seller agents a message to
start the negotiation process.
An apparent disadvantage of the above approach is the movement of large amount of data from
the tuple space to the buyer agent. When the tuple space includes large amount of tuples related to
computer sellers, the size of the message to be delivered is also large. In order to reduce
communication overhead, ATSpace allows a client agent to send an object containing its own search
algorithm, instead of a tuple template. In our example, the buyer agent would send mobile code that
inspects tuples in the tuple space and selects the best two sellers that satisfy the buyer criteria; the
mobile code also carries information about distances to the near cities.
In Figure 1, the seller agents with AN2 and AN3 names are selected by the search algorithm,
and the atSpace agent delivers sendComputerBrand message to them as a brokering service.
Finally, the seller agents send information about brand names of their computers to the buyer agent.

ATSapce
AN2, Champaign, computer, 950
AN3, Urbana, computer, 650
AN4, Urbana, printer, 420
AN5, Austin, computer, 1290

<find best two sellers in neighboring cities>
AN1:buyer
AN5:seller

AN3:seller
AN2:seller

AN4:seller

Figure 1: An Example of ATSpace
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sendComputerBrand

2.2 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
ATSpace consists of three components: a tuple space, a message queue, and a tuple space manager
(see Figure 2).

ATSpace
Tuple Space

message queue

tuple

msg msg msg

tuple
tuple
tuple

Tuple
Space
Manager

return names
(matchmaking)

ask service agents
(brokering)

Figure 2: Basic Architecture of ATSpace

The tuple space is used as a shared pool for agent tuples,

a, p1 , p2 ,..., pn , which consists of a

name field, a, and a property part, P = p1, p2, …, pn where n ≥ 1; each tuple represents an agent
whose name is given by the first field and whose characteristics are given by the subsequent fields.
ATSpace enforces the rule that there cannot be more than one agent tuples whose agent names and
property fields are identical. However, an agent may register itself with different properties
(multiple tuples with the same name field), and different agents may register themselves with the
same property fields (multiple tuples with the same property part).

∀ti , t j : i ≠ j → [(ti .a = t j .a) → (ti .P ≠ t j .P) & &(ti .P = t j .P) → (ti .a ≠ t j .a)]
The message queue contains input messages that are received from other agents. Messages are
classified into two types: data input messages and service request messages. A data input message
includes a new agent tuple for insertion into the tuple space. A service request message includes
either a tuple template or a mobile object. The template (or, alternately, the object) is used to search
for agents with the appropriate agent tuples. A service request message may optionally contain
another field, called the service call message field, to facilitate the brokering service. A mobile
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object is an object that is provided by a service-requesting agent or client agent; such objects have
pre-defined public methods, such as find. The find method is called by the tuple space manager
with tuples in its atSpace as a parameter, and this method returns names of agents selected by the
search algorithm specified in the mobile object.
The tuple space manager retrieves names of service agents whose properties match a tuple
template or which are selected by a mobile object. In case of a matchmaking service, it returns the
names to the client agent. In case of a brokering service, it forwards the service call message
supplied by the client agent to the service agents.
2.3 OPERATION PRIMITIVES
General Tuple Space Primitives
The ATSpace model supports three basic primitives: write, read, and take. write is used to
register an agent tuple into an atSpace, read is used to retrieve an agent tuple that matches a given
criteria, and take is used to retrieve a matched agent tuple and remove it from the atSpace. When
there are more than one agent tuples whose properties are matched with the given criteria, one of
them is randomly selected by the agent tuple manager. When there is no a matched tuple, these
primitives return immediately with an exception. In order to retrieve all agent tuples that match a
given criteria, readAll or takeAll primitives should be used. The format2 of these primitives is
as follows:
void write(AgentName anATSpace, TupleData td);
AgentTuple read(AgentName anATSpace, TupleTemplate tt);
AgentTuple take(AgentName anATSpace, TupleTemplate tt);
AgentTuple[] readAll(AgentName anATSpace, TupleTemplate tt);
AgentTuple[] takeAll(AgentName anATSpace, TupleTemplate tt);

where AgentName, TupleData, AgentTuple, and TupleTemplate are data objects defined in
ATSpace. A data object denotes an object that includes only methods to set and retrieve its member
variables. When one of these primitives is called in an agent, the agent class handler creates a
corresponding message and sends it to the atSpace specified as the first parameter, anATSpace. The
write primitive causes a data input message while the others cause service request messages. Note

that the write primitive does not include an agent tuple but a tuple that contains only the agent’s
2

The current ATSpace implementation is developed in the Java programming language, and hence, we use the
Java syntax to express primitives.
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properties. This is to avoid the case where an agent tries to register a property using another agent
name to an atSpace. This tuple is then converted to an agent tuple with the name of the sender agent
before the agent tuple is inserted to an atSpace.
In some applications, updating agent tuples happens very often. For such applications,
availability and integrity are of great importance. Availability insures that at least one agent tuple
exist at any time whereas integrity insures that old and new agent data do not exist simultaneously
in an atSpace. Implementing the update request using two tuple space primitives, take and write,
could result in one of these properties not being satisfied. If update is implemented using take
followed by write, then availability is not met. On the other hand, if update is implemented using
write followed by take, integrity is violated for a small amount of time. Therefore, ATSpace

provides the update primitive to insure that take and write operations are performed as one
atomic operation.
void update(AgentName anATSpace, TupleTemplate tt, TupleData td);

Matchmaking and Brokering Service Primitives
In addition, ATSpace also provides primitives for middle agent services: searchOne and
searchAll for matchmaking services, and deliverOne and deliverAll for brokering services.

Primitives for matchmaking are as follows:
AgentName searchOne(AgentName anATSpace, TupleTemplate tt);
AgentName searchOne(AgentName anATSpace, MobileObject ao);
AgentName[] searchAll(AgentName anATSpace, TupleTemplate tt);
AgentName[] searchAll(AgentName anATSpace, MobileObject ao);

The searchOne primitive is used to retrieve the name of a service agent that satisfies a given
criteria, whereas the searchAll primitive is used to retrieve all names of service agents that match
a given property.
Primitives for brokering service are as follows:
void
void
void
void

deliverOne(AgentName
deliverOne(AgentName
deliverAll(AgentName
deliverAll(AgentName

anATSpace,
anATSpace,
anATSpace,
anATSpace,

TupleTemplate tt, Message msg);
MobileObject ao, Message msg);
TupleTemplate tt, Message msg);
MobileObject ao, Message msg);

The deliverOne primitive is used to forward a specified service call message msg to the
service agent that matches the given criteria, whereas the deliverAll primitive is used to send
this message to all such service agents.
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Note that our matchmaking and brokering service primitives allow agents to use mobile objects
to support application-oriented search algorithm. We call matchmaking or brokering services used
with mobile objects active matchmaking or brokering services. MobileObject is an abstract class
that defines the interface methods between a mobile object and an atSpace. One of these methods is
find, which may be used to provide the search algorithm to an atSpace. The format of the find

method is defined as follows:
AgentName[] find(final AgentTuple[] ataTuples);

Service Specific Request Primitive
One drawback of the previous brokering primitives (deliverOne and deliverAll) is that they
cannot support service-specific call messages. In some situations, a client agent cannot supply an
atSpace with a service call message to be delivered to a service agent beforehand because it needs to
examine the service agent properties first. Another drawback of the deliverAll primitive is that
it stipulates that the same message should be sent to all service agents that match the supplied
criteria. In some situations a client agent needs to send different messages to each service agent,
depending on the service agent’s properties. A client agent with any of the above requirements can
use neither brokering services with tuple templates nor active brokering services with mobile
objects. Therefore, the agent has to use the readAll primitive to retrieve relevant agent tuples and
then create appropriate service call messages to send service agents selected. However, this
approach suffers from the same problems as a general tuple space does.
To address the above shortcomings, we introduce the exec primitives. This primitive allows a
client agent to supply a mobile object to an atSpace; the supplied mobile object has to implement
the doAction method. When the method is called by an atSpace with agent tuples, it examines the
properties of agents using the client agent application logic, creates different service call messages
according to the agent properties, and then returns a list of agent messages to the atSpace to deliver
the service call messages to the selected agents. Note that each agent message consists of the name
of a service agent as well as a service call message to be delivered to the service agent. The formats
of exec primitive and the doAction method are as follows.
void exec(AgentName anATSpace, MobileObject ao);
AgentMessage[] doAction(AgentTuple[] ataTuples);
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3. SECURITY ISSUES
By allowing a mobile object to be supplied by an application agent, ATSpace supports applicationoriented matchmaking and brokering services, which increases the flexibility and dynamicity of the
tuple space model. However, it also introduces new security threats; we address some of these
security threats and describe some ways to mitigate them. There are three important types of
security issues for ATSpace:



Data Integrity: A mobile object may not modify tuples owned by other agents.



Denial of Service: A mobile object may not consume two much processing time or space
of an atSpace, and a client agent may not repeatedly send mobile objects, thus overloading
an atSpace.



Illegal Access: A mobile object may not carry out unauthorized access or illegal
operations.

We address the data integrity problem by blocking attempts to modify tuples. When a mobile
object is executed by a tuple space manager, the manager makes a deep copy of tuples and then
sends the copy to the find or doAction method of the mobile object. Therefore, even when a
malicious agent changes some tuples, the original tuples are not affected by the modification.
However, when the number of tuples in a tuple space is very large, this solution requires extra
memory and computational resources. For better performance, the creator of an atSpace may select
the option of delivering to mobile objects a shallow copy of the original tuples instead of a deep
copy, although this will violate the integrity of tuples if an agent tries to delete or change tuples. We
are currently investigating under what conditions a use of a shallow copy may be sufficient.
To address denial of service by consuming all processor cycles, we deploy user-level thread
scheduling. Figure 3 depicts the extended architecture of ATSpace. When a mobile object arrives,
the object is executed as a thread, and its priority is set to high. If the thread executes for a long time,
its priority is continually downgraded. Moreover, if the running time of a mobile object exceeds a
certain limit, it may be destroyed by the Tuple Space Manager; in this case, a message is sent to the
sender agent of the mobile object to inform it about the destruction of the object. To incorporate
these restrictions, we have extended the architecture of ATSpace by implementing job queues--thus
making their semantics similar to that of actors. Other denial of service issues are still our on-going
research.
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Figure 3: Extended Architecture of ATSpace
To prevent unauthorized access, an atSpace may be created with an access key; if an atSpace is
created with an access key, then this key must accompany every message sent from service
requester agents. Also, an atSpace may limit agents to modify only their own tuples.

4. Experiments
We have applied the ATSpace model in a UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) application which
simulates the collaborative behavior of a set of UAVs in a surveillance mission [Jan03]. During the
mission, a UAV needs to communicate with other neighboring UAVs within its local
communication range (see Figure 4). We use the brokering primitives of ATSpace to accomplish
this broadcasting behavior. Every UAV updates information about its location on an atSpace at
every simulation step using the update primitive. When local broadcast communication is needed,
the sender UAV (considered a client agent from the ATSpace perspective) uses the deliverAll
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primitive and supplies as a parameter a mobile object3 that contains its location and communication
range. When this mobile object is executed in the atSpace, the find method is called by the tuple
space manager to find relevant receiver agents. The find method computes distances between the
sender UAV and other UAVs to find neighboring ones within the given communication range. When
the tuple space manager receives names of service agents, neighboring UAVs in this example, from
the mobile object, it delivers the service call message given by the client agent--the sender UAV in
this example--to them.

Figure 4: Simulation of Local Broadcast Communication
We also use ATSpace to simulate the behavior of UAV radar sensors. Each UAV should detect
targets within its sensing radar range (see Figure 5). The SensorSimulator, which is the simulator
component responsible for accomplishing this behavior, uses the exec primitive to implement this
task. The mobile object4 supplied with the exec primitive computes distances between UAVs and
targets, and decides neighboring targets for each UAV. It then creates messages each of which
consists of the name of its receiver UAV and a service call message to be sent its receiver UAV
agent. This service call message is simply the environment model around this UAV (neighboring
targets in our domain). Finally, the mobile object returns these set of messages to the tuple space
manager which in turn sends them to respective agents.

3
4

The code for this mobile object is in Appendix A.
The code for this mobile object is in Appendix B.
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Figure 5: Simulation of Radar Sensor

5. Evaluation
The performance benefit of ATSpace can be measured by comparing its active brokering service
with the data retrieval service of the template-based tuple space model along four different
dimensions: the number of messages, the total size of messages, the total size of memory space on
the clients’ and middle agents’ computers, and the time for the entire computation. To analytically
evaluate ATSpace, we use the scenario described in section 2.1 where a service-requesting agent has
a complex query that is not supported by the template-based model.
Let the number of service agents that satisfy this complex query be n. In the template-based
tuple space model, the number of messages is n + 2. The details are as follows:


Service_Requesttemplate: a template-based service request message that includes Q2.

A service-requesting agent sends this message to a tuple space to bring a superset of its
final result.


Service_Replytemplate: a reply message that contains agent tuples satisfying Q2.



n Service_Call: n service call messages to be delivered by the service-requesting agent
to the agents that match its original criteria Q1.

In ATSpace, the total number of messages is n + 1. This is because the service-requesting agent
need not worry about the complexity of his query and only sends a service request message
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(Service_RquestATSpace) to an atSpace. This message contains the code that represents its criteria
along with a service call message which should be sent the agents that satisfy the criteria. The last n
messages have the same explanation as in the template based model except that the sender is the
atSpace instead of the service-requesting agent.
While the difference in the number of messages delivered in the two approaches is
comparatively small, the difference in the total size of these messages may be huge. Specifically, the
difference in bandwidth consumption (BD: Bandwidth Difference) between the template-based
model and the ATSpace one is given by the following equation:
BD = [size(Service_Requesttemplate) – size(Service_RequestATSpace) ] +
size(Service_Replytemplate)
In general the ATSpace service request message is larger, as it has the matching code, and thus
the first component is negative. As such, ATSpace will only result in a bandwidth saving if the
increase in the size of its service request message is smaller than the size of the service reply
message in the template-based approach. This is likely to be true if the original query (Q1) is
complex such that turning it into a simpler one (Q2) to retrieve a superset of the result would incur a
great semantic loss and as such would retrieve a lot of the tuples from the template-based tuple
space manager.
The amounts of the storage space used on the client agent’s and middle agent’s computers are
similar in both cases. In the general tuple space, a copy of the tuples exists in the client agent, and
an atSpace also requires a copy of the data for the mobile object to address the data integrity issue.
However, if a creator of an atSpace opts to use a shallow copy of the data, the size of such a copy in
the atSpace is much less than that of the copy in the client agent.
The difference in computation times of the entire operation in the two models depends on two
factors: the time for sending messages and the time for evaluating queries on tuples. As we
explained before, ATSpace will usually reduce the total size of messages so that the time for
sending messages is in favor of ATSpace. Moreover, the tuples in the ATSpace are only inspected
once by the mobile object sent by the service-requesting agent. However, in the template-based
approach, some tuples are inspected twice: first, in order to evaluate Q2, the template-based tuple
space manager needs to inspect all the tuples that it has, and second, the service-requesting agent
inspects these tuples that satisfy Q2 to retain the tuples that also satisfy Q1. If Q1 is complex then
Q2 may not filter tuples properly. Therefore, even though the time to evaluate Q2 against the entire
tuples in the tuple space is smaller than the time needed to evaluate them by the mobile object, most
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of the tuples on the tuple space manager may pass Q2 and be re-evaluated again by the servicerequesting agent. This re-evaluation may have nearly the same complexity as running the mobile
object code. Thus we can conclude that when the original query is complex and external
communication cost is high, ATSpace will result in time saving.
Apart from the above analytical evaluation, we also evaluated the saving in computational time
resulting from using the ATSpace in the UAV domain using the settings mentioned in section 4.
Figure 6 shows the benefit of ATSpace compared to a general tuple space that provides the same
semantic in the UAV simulation. In these experiments, UAVs use either active brokering service or
data retrieval service to find their neighboring UAVs. In both cases, the middle agent includes
information about locations of UAVs and targets. In case of the active brokering service, UAVs send
mobile objects to the middle agent while UAVs using data retrieval service send tuple templates.
The simulation time for each run is around 40 minutes, and the wall clock time depends on the
number of agents. When the number of agents is small, the difference between the two approaches
is not significant. However, as the number of agents is increased, the difference becomes large.
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Figure 6: Wall Clock Time for ATSpace and Tuple Space
Figure 7 shows the number of messages, and Figure 8 shows the total size of messages in the
two approaches, although the number of messages required is similar in both cases. However, a
general tuple space requires more data movement than ATSpace, the shapes of these two lines in
Figure 8 is similar to those in Figure 6. Therefore, we can hypothesize that there are strong
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relationship between the total size of messages and the wall clock time of simulations.
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Figure 7: The Number of Messages for ATSpace and Tuple Space
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Figure 8: The Total Size of Messages for ATSpace and Tuple Space

6. Related Work
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In this section we compare our ATSpace model with three related approaches: Other tuple space
models, the Java Applet model, and finally mobile agents.

6.1 ATSpace Vs. Other Tuple Space Models
Our work is related to Linda [Car89, Gel85] and its variants, such as JavaSpaces and TSpaces
[Leh99, Sun03]. In these models, processes communicate with other processes through a shared
common space called a blackboard or a tuple space without considering references or names of
other processes [Car89, Pfl98]. This approach was used in several agent frameworks, for example
OAA and EMAF [Bae95, Mar97]. However, these models support only primitive features for
anonymous communication among processes or agents.
From the middle agent perspective, Directory Facilitator in the FIPA platform and Broker Agent
in InfoSleuth are related to our research [Fip02, Jac96]. However, these systems do not support
customizable matching algorithm.
Some work has been done to extend the matching capability in the tuple space model. Berlinda
allows a concrete entry class to extend the matching function [Tol97], and TS uses policy closures in
a Scheme-like language to customize the behavior of tuple spaces [Jag91]. However, these
approaches do not allow the matching function to be changed during execution. OpenSpaces
provides a mechanism to change matching polices during execution [Duc00]. OpenSpaces groups
entries in its space into classes and allows each class to have its individual matching algorithm. A
manager for each class of entries can change the matching algorithm during execution. All agents
that use entries under a given class are affected by any change to its matching algorithm. This is in
contrast to ATSpace where each agent can supply its own matching algorithm without affecting
other agents. Another difference between OpenSpaces and ATSpace is that the former requires a
registration step before putting a new matching algorithm into action. Object Space allows
distributed applications implemented in the C++ programming language to use a matching function
in its template [Pol93]. This matching function is used to check whether an object tuple in the space
is matched with the tuple template given in rd and in operators. However in ATSpace, the client
agent supplied mobile objects can have a global overview of the tuples stored in the shared space,
and hence, it can support global search behavior rather than one tuple based matching behavior
supported in Object Space. For example, using ATSpace a client agent can find the best ten service
agents according to its criteria whereas this behavior cannot be achieved in Object Space.
TuCSoN and MARS provide programmable coordination mechanisms for agents through Linda-
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like tuple spaces to extend the expressive power of tuple spaces [Cab00, Omi98]. However, they
differ in the way they approach the expressiveness problem; while TuCSoN and MARS use reactive
tuples to extend the expressive power of tuple spaces, ATSpace uses mobile objects to support
search algorithms defined by client agents. A reactive tuple handles a certain type of tuples and
affects various clients, whereas a mobile object handles various types of tuples and affects only its
creator agent. Also, these approaches do not provide an execution environment for client agents.
Therefore, these may be considered as orthogonal approaches and can be combined with our
approach.

6.2 The ATSpace Model vs. the Applet Model
ATSpace allows the movement of a mobile object to the ATSpace manager, and thus it can be
confused with the Applet model. However, a mobile object in ATSpace quite differs from a Java
applet: a mobile object moves from a client computer to a server computer while a Java applet
moves from a server computer to a client computer. Also, the migration of a mobile object is
initiated by its owner agent on the client computer, but that of a Java applet is initiated by the
request of a client Web browser. Another difference is that a mobile object receives a method call
from an atSpace agent after its migration, but a Java applet receives parameters and does not receive
any method call from processes on the same computer.

6.3 Mobile Objects vs. Mobile Agents
A mobile object in ATSpace may be considered as a mobile agent because it moves from a client
computer to a server computer. However, the behavior of a mobile object differs from that of a
mobile agent. First of all, the behavior of objects in general can be compared with that of agents as
follows:


An object is passive while an agent is active, i.e., a mobile object does not initiate activity.



An object does not have the autonomy that an agent has: a mobile object executes its method
whenever it is called, but a mobile agent may ignore a request received from another agent.



An object does not have a universal name to communicate with other remote objects; therefore,
a mobile object cannot access a method on the remote object, but a mobile agent can
communicate with agents on other computers. However, note that some object-based
middleware may provide such functionality: e.g., objects in CORBA or DCOM [Vin97, Tha99]
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may refer remote objects.


The method interface of an object is precisely predefined, and this interface is directly used by
a calling object.5 On the other hand, an agent may use a general communication channel to
receive messages. Such messages require marshaling and unmarshaling, and have to be
interpreted by receiver agents to activate the corresponding methods.



While an object is executed as a part of a processor or a thread, an agent is executed as an
independent entity; mobile objects may share references to data, but mobile agents do not.



An object may use the reference passing in a method call, but an agent uses the value passing;
when the size of parameters for a method call is large, passing the reference to local data is
more efficient than passing a message, because the value passing requires a deep copy of data.

Besides the features of objects, we impose additional constraints on mobile objects in ATSpace:


A mobile object can neither receive a message from an agent nor send a message to an agent.



After a mobile object finishes its operation, the mobile object is destroyed by its current middle
agent; a mobile object is used exactly once.



A mobile object migrates only once; it is prevented from moving again.



The identity of the creator of a mobile object is separated from the code of the mobile agent.
Therefore, a middle agent cannot send a mobile object to another middle agent with the
identity of the original creator of the object. Thus, even if the code of a mobile object is
modified by a malicious server program, the object cannot adversely affect its creator.
Moreover, since a mobile object cannot send a message to another agent, a mobile object is
more secure than a mobile agent.6 However, a mobile object raises the same security issues for
the server side.

In summary, a mobile object loses some of the flexibility of a mobile agent, but this loss is
compensated by increased computational efficiency and security.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this technical report we presented ATSpace, Active Tuple Space, which works as a common
shared space to exchange data among agents, a middle agent to support application-oriented

5

Methods of a Java object can be detected with the Java reflection mechanism. Therefore, the predefined
interface is not necessary to activate a method of a Java object.
6
[Gre98] describes security issues of mobile agents in detail.
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brokering and matchmaking services, and an execution environment for mobile objects utilizing
data on its space. Our experiments with UAV surveillance simulations show that the model may be
effective in reducing coordination costs. We have described some security threats that arise when
using mobile objects for agent coordination, along with some mechanisms we use to mitigate them.
We are currently incorporating memory use restrictions into the architecture and considering
mechanisms to address denial of service attacks that may be caused by flooding the network [Shi02].
We also plan to extent ATSpace to support multiple tuple spaces distributed across the Internet (a
feature that some Linda-like tuple spaces [Omi98, Sny02] already support).
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Appendix A: Mobile Object for Local Broadcast Communication
public class CommunicationMobileObject implements MobileObject
{
protected final static double BROADCAST_RANGE = 50000.0;
// range for broadcast communication
private Point m_poPosition;
// location of the current location of a UAV
/**
* Creates a mobile object with the location of the caller UAV agent.
*/
public CommunicationMobileObject(Point p_point)
{
m_poPosition = p_point;
}
/**
* Defines the 'find' method.
*/
public AgentName[] find(AgentTuple[] p_ataTuples)
{
double dEWDistance = m_poPosition.getX();
double dNSDistance = m_poPosition.getY();
LinkedList llReceivers = new LinkedList();
for (int i=0; i<p_ataTuples.length; i++) {
if (p_ataTuples[i].sizeOfElements() == 1) {
Object objItem = p_ataTuples[i].getElement(0);
try {
//
// check the type of a field of a tuple.
//
if ( (Class.forName("app.task.uav.Point").isInstance(objItem)) ) {
Point poObject = (Point) objItem;
double dDistance =
Math.sqrt( Math.pow((poObject.getX() - dEWDistance), 2.0) +
Math.pow((poObject.getY() - dNSDistance), 2.0) );
//
// compute the distance between the caller UAV and another.
//
if ( dDistance <= BROADCAST_RANGE) {
llReceivers.add(p_ataTuples[i].getAgentName());
}
}
} catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
System.err.println(">> Investigator.search: " + e);
}
}
}
//
// return the names of neighboring UAV agents.
//
AgentName anaReceivers[] = new AgentName[llReceivers.size()];
llReceivers.toArray(anaReceivers);
return anaReceivers;
}
}
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Appendix B: Mobile Object for Sensors of UAVs.
public class SensorMobileObject implements MobileObject
{
public final static double RADAR_SENSOR_RANGE = 25000.0;
// range for radar sensing
private final static double RADAR_SENSOR_ALTITUDE = 2000.0;
// minimum altitude of a UAV to detect an object by a radar
private ObjectInfo[] m_oiaNeighboringObject;
/**
* Defines the 'doAction' method.
*/
public AgentMessage[] doAction(final AgentTuple[] p_ataAgentTuples)
{
LinkedList llMsgs = new LinkedList();
//
// classify the tuples into UAVs or Targets.
//
LinkedList llUAVs = new LinkedList();
LinkedList llTargets = new LinkedList();
for (int i=0; i<p_ataAgentTuples.length; i++) {
if (p_ataAgentTuples[i].sizeOfElements() == 1) {
try {
Object objItem = p_ataAgentTuples[i].getElement(0);
//
// check the type of a field of a tuple.
//
if ( (Class.forName("app.task.uav.Point").isInstance(objItem))) {
//
// if a UAV is lower than the predefined minimum altitude,
//
then ignore the UAV.
//
Point poUAV = (Point) objItem;
if (poUAV.getZ() >= RADAR_SENSOR_ALTITUDE) {
llUAVs.add(p_ataAgentTuples[i]);
}
} else if (Class.forName("app.task.uav.ObjectInfo").isInstance(objItem)) {
ObjectInfo oiTarget = (ObjectInfo) objItem;
llTargets.add(oiTarget);
}
} catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
System.err.println(">>SensorMobileObject.doAction: " + e);
}
}
}
//
// change LinkedList-type data to Array-type data.
//
AgentTuple[] ataUAVs = new AgentTuple[llUAVs.size()];
llUAVs.toArray(ataUAVs);
ObjectInfo[] oiaTargets = new ObjectInfo[llTargets.size()];
llTargets.toArray(oiaTargets);
//
// compute horizontal distance and vertical distance among UAVs.
//
m_oiaNeighboringObject = new ObjectInfo[oiaTargets.length];
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for (int i=0; i<ataUAVs.length; i++) {
//
// collect neighboring objects, such as targets.
//
int iNumNeighboringObjects = 0;
Point pointUAV = (Point) ataUAVs[i].getElement(0);
double dX = pointUAV.getX();
double dY = pointUAV.getY();
for (int j=0; j<oiaTargets.length; j++) {
double dDistance =
java.lang.Math.sqrt(
Math.pow(dX - oiaTargets[j].getEWDistance(), 2.0) +
Math.pow(dY - oiaTargets[j].getNSDistance(), 2.0) );
if ( (i != j) &&
(dDistance < RADAR_SENSOR_RANGE) ) {
oiaTargets[j].setHDistance(dDistance);
oiaTargets[j].setVDistance(0);
m_oiaNeighboringObject[iNumNeighboringObjects++] = oiaTargets[j];
}
}
//
// if there are more than one neighboring objects,
//
then create a message to send information about them to the UAV.
//
if (iNumNeighboringObjects > 0) {
ObjectInfo[] oiaObjectDetected = new ObjectInfo[iNumNeighboringObjects];
System.arraycopy(m_oiaNeighboringObject, 0,
oiaObjectDetected, 0,
iNumNeighboringObjects);
Object[] objaArgs = { oiaObjectDetected };
llMsgs.add(createAgentMessage(ataUAVs[i].getAgentName(), "alarm", objaArgs));
}
}
//
// return agent messages to ATSpace.
//
AgentMessage anaMsgs[] = new AgentName[llMsgs.size()];
llReceivers.toArray(anaMsgs);
return anaMsgs;
}
}
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1.3 Loosely coupled distributed systems
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3. FINE-GRAIN VS. COARSE-GRAIN
PARALLEL MODELS
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3.1 Architectural comparison and contrast
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3.2 Functional comparison and contrast
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3.3 Some comparative advantages of
the connectionist fine-grain models
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Abstract
Cellular automata (CA) are an abstract model of finegrain parallelism, as the node update operations are rather
simple, and therefore comparable to the basic operations of
the computer hardware. In a classical CA, all the nodes
execute their operations in parallel, that is, (logically) simultaneously. We consider herewith the sequential version
of CA, or SCA, and compare it with the classical, parallel CA. In particular, we show that there are 1-D CA
with very simple node state update rules that cannot be simulated by any comparable SCA, irrespective of the node
update ordering. While the result is trivial if one considers
a single computation on a chosen input, we find it both nontrivial, and having some important and far-reaching implications when applied to all possible inputs and, moreover,
to the entire nontrivial classes of CA (SCA). We also share
some thoughts on how to extend our results herein, and we
try motivate the study of genuinely asynchronous cellular
automata.

1. Introduction and Motivation
Cellular automata (CA) were originally introduced as
abstract mathematical models that can capture, at a high
level, the behavior of biological systems capable of selfreproduction [15]. Subsequently, CA have been extensively
studied in a great variety of application domains, but mostly
in the context of physics and, more specifically, of studying complex (physical or biological) systems and their dynamics (e.g., [20-22]). However, CA can also be viewed
as an abstraction of massively parallel computers (e.g, [7]).
Herein, we study a particular simple yet nontrivial class of
CA from a computer science perspective. This class are the
threshold cellular automata. We pose (and partially answer) some fundamental questions regarding the nature of
the CA parallelism, i.e., the concurrency of the classical CA
computation; the analysis is done in the context of threshold
CA.

Namely, it is well known that CA are an abstract computational model of fine-grain parallelism [7], in that the
elementary operations executed at each node are rather simple and hence comparable to the basic operations performed
by the computer hardware - yet, due to interaction and synergy among a (typically) great number of these nodes, many
CA are capable of highly complex behaviors (i.e., computations). In a classical (parallel) CA, whether finite or infinite,
all the nodes execute their operations logically simultaneously: in general, the state of node  at time step 
is
some simple function of the states of node  itself, and a
set of its pre-specified neighbors at time  .
We consider herewith the sequential version of CA, or
SCA, and compare it with the classical, parallel (concurrent) CA. In particular, we show that there are 1-D CA with
very simple node state update rules that cannot be simulated
by any comparable SCA, irrespective of the node update ordering. While the result is trivial if one considers a single
CA, we find the result quite nontrivial, important and with
some far-reaching implications when applied to the entire
classes of CA and SCA. Hence, granularity of the basic CA
operations, insofar as the ability to simulate their concurrent computation via appropriate nondeterministic sequential interleavings of these basic operations, turns out not to
be quite fine enough, as we prove that no such analogue of
the sequential interleaving semantics applied to concurrent
programs of classical CA can capture even rather simplistic
parallel CA computations. We also share some thoughts on
how to extend the results presented herein, and, in particular, we try motivate the study of genuinely asynchronous
cellular automata, where asynchrony applies not only to
the local computations at individual nodes, but also to communication among different nodes (via “shared variables”
stored as the respective nodes’ states).
An example of asynchrony in the local node updates (i.e.,
asynchronous computation at different “processors”) is the
case when, for instance, the individual nodes update one at
the time, according to some random order. This is a kind
of asynchrony found in the literature, e.g., in [10]. It is important to understand, however, that even in case of what
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is referred to as asynchronous cellular automata (ACA) in
the literature, the term asynchrony there applies to local updates (i.e., computations) only, but not to communication,
since a tacit assumption of the globally accessible global
clock still holds. We prefer to refer to this kind of (weakly
asynchronous) (A)CA as sequential cellular automata, and,
in this work, consistently keep the term asynchronous cellular automata for those CA that do not have a global clock
(see 4).
Before dwelling into the issue of parallelism vs. arbitrary sequential interleavings applied to threshold cellular
automata, we first clarify the terminology, and then introduce the relevant concepts through a simple programming
exercise in  1.1.
An important remark is that we use the terms parallel
and concurrent as synonyms throughout the paper. This
is perhaps not the most standard convention among the researchers of programming languages semantics and semantic models of concurrency (e.g., [17], [16]), but we are not
alone in not making the distinction between the two notions
(cf. discussion in [16]). Moreover, by a parallel (equivalently, concurrent) computation we shall mean actions of
several processing units that are carried out logically (if not
necessarily physically) simultaneously. In particular, when
referring to parallel (or, equivalently, concurrent) computation, we do assume a perfect synchrony. This approach is
primarily motivated by the nature of CA “hardware” and
the way classical CA compute.

1.1. Capturing concurrency by nondeterministic
sequential interleavings
While our own brains are massively parallel computing
devices, we seem to think and function rather sequentially.
Indeed, human mind’s approach to problem solving is usually highly sequential. In particular, when designing an algorithm or writing a computer program that is inherently
parallel, we prefer to be able to understand such an algorithm or program in the sequential terms. It is not surprising, therefore, that since the very beginning of the design of
parallel algorithms and parallel computation formalisms, a
great deal of research effort has been devoted to interpreting
parallel computation in the more familiar, sequential terms.
One of the most important contributions in that respect is
the nondeterministic sequential interleaving semantics of
concurrency [14].
When interpreting concurrency via interleaving semantics, a natural question arises: Given a parallel computing
model, can its concurrent execution always be captured by
such sequential nondeterminism, so that any given parallel
computation can be faithfully reproduced via an appropriate choice of a sequential interleaving of the operations involved? The answer is “Yes”, For most theoreticians of

parallel computing (that is, all the “believers” in interleaving semantics as contrasted with, e.g., proponents of true
concurrency, an alternative model not discussed herewith),
the answer is apparently “Yes” - provided that we simulate
concurrent execution via sequential interleavings at a sufficiently high level of granularity of the basic computational
operations. However, it need not always be clear, how do
we tell, given a parallel computation in the form of a set
of concurrently executing instructions or processes, if the
particular level of granularity is fine enough, i.e., whether
the operations at that granularity level can truly be rendered
atomic for the purpose of capturing concurrency via sequential interleavings?
We shall illustrate the concept of sequential interleaving
semantics of concurrency with a simple example. Let’s consider the following trivia question from a sophomore parallel programming class: Find a simple example of two instructions such that, when executed in parallel, they give
a result not obtainable from any corresponding sequential
execution sequence?
A possible answer: Assume  initially and consider the following two programs



 




 


vs.



 




 

Sequentially, one always gets the same answer:  .
In parallel (that is, if the two assignment operations to the
same variable  are done concurrently), however, one gets
 . It appears, therefore, that no sequential ordering of
operations can reproduce parallel computation - at least not
at the granularity level of high-level instructions as above.
The whole “mystery” is resolved if we look at the possible sequential executions of the corresponding machine
instructions:
LOAD 
ADD 
STORE 

LOAD 
ADD 
STORE 

There certainly exists a choice of a sequential interleaving of the six machine instructions above that leads to “parallel” behavior (i.e., the one where, after the code is executed, 
); in fact, there are several such permutations
of instructions. Thus, by refining granularity from a highlevel language instructions down to machine instructions,
we can certainly preserve the interleaving “semantics” of
concurrency, as the high-level language “concurrent” computation can be perfectly well understood in terms of the
sequential interleavings of computational operations at the
level of assembly language instructions.
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2. Cellular Automata and Types of
Their Configurations
We introduce classical CA by first considering (deterministic) Finite State Machines (FSMs) such as Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA). An FSM has finitely many
states, and is capable of reading input signals coming from
the outside. The machine is initially in some starting state;
upon reading each input signal (a single binary symbol, in
the standard DFA case), the machine changes its state according to a pre-defined and fixed rule. In particular, the
entire memory of the system is contained in what “current
state” the machine is in, and nothing else about previously
processed inputs is remembered. Hence, the probabilistic generalization of deterministic FSMs leads to (discrete)
Markov chains. It is important to notice that there is no way
for a FSM to overwrite, or in any other way affect the input data stream. Thus individual FSMs are computational
devices of rather limited power.
Now let us consider many such FSMs, all identical to
one another, that are lined up together in some regular fashion, e.g., on a straight line or a regular 2-D grid, so that
each single “node” in the grid is connected to its immediate
neighbors. Let’s also eliminate any external sources of input
streams to the individual machines at the nodes, and let the
current values of any given node’s neighbors be that node’s
only “input data”. If we then specify the set of the possible
values held in each node (typically, this set is    ), and
we also identify this set of values with the set of the node’s
internal states, we arrive at an informal definition of a classical cellular automaton. To summarize, a CA is a finite
or infinite regular grid in one-, two- or higher-dimensional
space, where each node in the grid is a FSM, and where
each such node’s input data at each time step are the corresponding internal states of the node’s neighbors. Moreover,
in the most important special case - the Boolean case, this
FSM is particularly simple, i.e., it has only two possible
internal states, 0 and 1. All the nodes of a classical CA
execute the FSM computation in unison, i.e., (logically)
simultaneously. We note that infinite CA are capable of
universal (Turing) computation, and, moreover, are actually
strictly more powerful than classical Turing machines (e.g.,
[7]).
More formally, we follow [7] and define classical (that
is, synchronous and concurrent) CA in two steps: by first
defining the notion of a cellular space, and subsequently
that of a cellular automaton defined over an appropriate
cellular space.
Cellular Space  is an ordered pair
 Definition 1:
where
is a regular graph (finite or infinite), and

 is a finite set of states that has at least two elements, one
of which being the special quiescent state, denoted by  .

Definition
2: Cellular Automaton
is an ordered

triple   where:
-  is a cellular space;
is a fundamental neighborhood;
-  is a finite state machine such that the input alphabet of
 is   , and the local transition function (update rule)
for each node is of the form    for CA with
memory, and    ! for memoryless CA.
The local transition rule  specifies how each node updates, based on its current value and that of its neighbors
in . By composing local transition rules for all nodes together, we obtain the global map on the set of (global)
configurations of a cellular automaton.
Assuming a large number of nodes, there is plenty of potential for parallelism in the CA hardware. Actually, classical CA defined over infinite cellular spaces provide unbounded parallelism where, in particular, an infinite amount
of information processing is carried out in a finite time (even
in a single “parallel” step). Roughly, the underlying cellular space corresponds to the CA “hardware”, whereas the
CA “software” or program is given by the local update rule
 . The global evolution (or, analogously, massively parallel
computation) of a CA is then obtained by the composition
of the effects of the local node update rule to each of the
nodes.
We now change pace and introduce some terminology
borrowed from physics that we find appropriate and useful
for characterizing all possible computations of a parallel or
sequential CA. To this end, a (discrete) dynamical system
view of CA is helpful. A phase space of a dynamical system is a (finite or infinite) directed graph where the vertices
are the global configurations (or global states) of the system, and directed edges correspond to possible transitions
from one global state to another.
As for any other kind of dynamical systems, we can define the fundamental, qualitatively distinct types of (global)
configurations that a cellular automaton can find itself in.
The classification below is based on answering the following question: starting from a given global CA configuration,
can the automaton return to that same configuration after a
finite number of (parallel) computational steps?
Definition 3: A fixed point (FP) is a configuration in
the phase space of a CA such that, once the CA reaches this
configuration, it stays there forever. A cycle configuration
(CC) is a state that, if once reached, will be revisited infinitely often with a fixed, finite period of 2 or greater. A
transient configuration (TC) is a state that, once reached, is
never going to be revisited again.
In particular, a FP is a special, degenerate case of CC
with period 1. Due to deterministic evolution, any configuration of a classical, parallel CA is either a FP, a proper CC,
or a TC.
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3. 1-D CA vs. SCA Comparison and Contrast
for Simple Threshold Rules
After the introduction, motivation and the necessary definitions, we now proceed with our main results and their
meaning. Technical results, and their proofs, are given in
this section; discussion of the implications and relevance
of these results, as well as the possible generalizations and
extensions, will follow in Section 4.
Herein, we compare and contrast the classical, concurrent CA with their sequential counterparts, SCA, in the context of the simplest (nonlinear) local update rules possible,
viz., the CA in which the nodes locally update according
to linear threshold functions. Moreover, we choose these
threshold functions to be symmetric, so that the resulting CA
are also totalistic (see, e.g., [7] or [22]). We show the fundamental difference in the configuration spaces, and therefore
possible computations, in case of the classical, concurrent
automata on one, and the sequential threshold cellular automata, on the other hand: while the former can have temporal cycles (of length two), the computations of the latter,
under some mild additional conditions whose sole purpose
is to ensure some form of convergence, always converge to
a fixed point.
We fix the following conventions and terminology.
Throughout, only Boolean CA and SCA are considered;
in particular, the set of possible states of any node is    .
The terms “monotone symmetric” and “symmetric (linear)
threshold” functions/update rules/automata are used interchangeably; similarly, “(global) dynamics” and “computation”, when applied to any kind of an automaton, are used
synonymously. Unless stated otherwise, CA denotes a classical, concurrent cellular automaton, whereas a cellular automaton where the nodes update sequentially is always denoted by SCA. Also, unless explicitly stated otherwise, CA
(SCA) with memory are assumed, and the default cellular
space is a two-way infinite line. Moreover, all the underlying cellular spaces throughout the next two subsections are
(finite or infinite) lines or rings.1 The terms “phase space”
and “configuration space” are used synonymously, as well,
and sometimes abridged to PS for brevity.

3.1. A simple motivating example
A 1-D cellular automaton of radius  is a CA defined over a one-dimensional string of nodes, such that each
node’s next state depends on the current states of its neighbors to the left and right that are no more than  nodes away
(and, in case of CA with memory, on the current state of
that node itself). In case of a Boolean CA with memory,
1 We have already generalized some of the results that follow to more
general cellular spaces, but, for the reasons of conciseness and clarity of
exposition, those results will not be discussed herein.

therefore, each node’s next state depends on   
input
bits, while in the memoryless case, the local update rule is
a function of   input bits. The string of nodes can be a finite line graph, a ring (corresponding to “circular boundary
conditions”), a one-way infinite string, or, in the most common case one finds in the literature, the cellular space is a
two-way infinite string.
We compare and contrast the qualitative properties of
configurations spaces, and therefore dynamics or possible computations, of the classical, parallel CA versus the
dynamics (computations) of SCA. Sequential cellular automata (SCA) and their generalizations to non-regular (finite) graphs have been already studied in the context of a
formal theory of computer simulation (see, e.g., [2-6]).
There are plenty of simple, even trivial examples where
not only are concrete computations of parallel CA from particular initial configurations different from the corresponding computations of the sequential CA, but actually the entire configuration spaces of the parallel CA and the corresponding SCA are structurally rather different.
As one of the simplest examples conceivable, consider a
trivial CA with more than one node (so that talking about
“parallel computation” makes sense), namely, a two-node
CA where each node computes the Boolean XOR of the
two inputs (viz., of the node’s own current state, and that of
its only neighbor). The two phase spaces are given in Fig.
1. In (b), since the corresponding automaton is nondeterministic, the numbers next to the transition arrows indicate
which node, 1 or 2, is updating and thus causing the indicated global state transition from the current state.
In the parallel case, the state   is the “sink”, and the
entire configuration space is as in Fig. 1 (a). So, regardless of the starting configuration, after at most two parallel
steps, the fixed point “sink” state, that is, in the language
of nonlinear dynamics, a stable global attractor, will be
reached.
In case of the sequential node updates, the configuration   is still a FP but, this time, it is not reachable from
any other configuration. Moreover, there are two more (unstable) pseudo-fixed points,  and  , and two temporal
two-cycles. In particular, while all three states, ,  and
 , are transient states in the parallel case, sequentially,
each of them, for any “typical” sequence of node updates,
is going to be revisited, either as a pseudo-FP or a cycle
state. In
 fact, for some sequences of node updates such as,
e.g.,
              , configurations  and 
are both pseudo-fixed point states and cycle states. The
phase space capturing all possible sequential computation
is given in Fig. 1 (b).
Several observations are in order. First, overall, the sequential configuration space seems richer than its parallel
counterpart. In particular, whereas, due to determinism, any
FP state of a classical CA is necessarily a stable attractor or
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3.2. On the existence of cycles in
threshold CA and SCA
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Figure 1. Configuration spaces for two-node
(a) parallel and (b) sequential XOR CA, resp.

a “sink” (in the terminology of complex dynamics), and, in
particular, once a FP configuration is reached, all the future
iterations stay there, in case of different possible sequential computations on the same cellular space, pseudo-fixed
points clearly need not be stable. Also, whereas the phase
space of a parallel CA is cycle-free (if we do not count FPs
as “proper” cycles), the phase space of the corresponding
SCA has nontrivial temporal cycles. On the other hand,
the union of all possible sequential computations (“interleavings”) cannot fully capture the concurrent computation,
either: e.g., consider reachability of the state   .
These properties can be largely attributed to a relative
complexity of the XOR function as the update rule, and, in
particular, to XOR’s non-monotonicity. They can also be
attributed to the idiosyncrasy of the example chosen. In
particular, temporal cycles in the sequential case are not
surprising. Also, if one considers CA on say four nodes
with circular boundary conditions (that is, a CA ring on
four nodes), these XOR CA do have nontrivial cycles in the
parallel case, as well. Hence, for XOR CA with sufficiently
many nodes, the types of computations that parallel CA and
sequential SCA are capable of, are quite comparable. Moreover, in cases when one is richer than the other, it seems
reasonable that SCA will be capable of more interesting
computations than parallel CA, given the nondeterminism
due to all the possibilities for node update sequences.
This detailed discussion of a trivial example of the (S)CA
phase spaces has the main purpose of motivating what is to
follow: an entire class of CA and SCA, with the node update
functions even simpler than XOR, yet for which, irrespective of the number of nodes, the boundary conditions and
other details, it is the concurrent CA that are provably capable of computations that no corresponding (or similar, in
a sense to be defined below) SCA are capable of.

Now we consider the threshold automata in parallel and
sequential settings.
Definition 4: A threshold automaton (threshold CA)
is a (parallel or sequential) cellular automaton where  is a
(herein, Boolean-valued) linear threshold function.
Herein, we also assume  to be a symmetric function of
all of its inputs.
Due to the nature of the node update rules, cyclic behavior intuitively should not be expected in such automata.
This is, generally, (almost) the case, as will be shown below.
We argue that the importance of the results in this subsection largely stems from the following three factors: (i) the
local update rules are the simplest nonlinear totalistic rules
one can think of; (ii) given the rules, the cycles are not to
be expected - yet they exist, and in case of classical, parallel CA only; and, related to that observation, (iii) it is,
for this class of (S)CA, the parallel CA that exhibit the more
interesting behavior than sequential SCA, and, in particular, while there is nothing (qualitatively) among the possible sequential computations that is not present in the parallel case, the classical parallel threshold CA are capable of
“oscillatory/non-converging computations” - they may have
nontrivial temporal cycles - that cannot be reproduced by
any threshold SCA.
The results below hold for two-way infinite 1-D CA, as
well as for finite CA and SCA with sufficiently many nodes
and circular boundary conditions (i.e., for (S)CA whose cellular spaces are finite rings).
Lemma 1:
(i) A 1-D classical (i.e., parallel) CA with  
and the
MAJORITY update rule has (finite) temporal cycles in the
phase space (PS).
and the MAJOR(ii) 1-D Sequential CA with  
ITY update rule do not have any (finite) cycles in the phase
space, irrespective of the sequential node update order .
Remark: In case of infinite sequential SCA as in the
Lemma above, a nontrivial cycle configuration does not exist even in the limit. We also note that is an arbitrary
sequence of an SCA nodes’ indices, not necessarily a (finite
or infinite) permutation.
Proof:
To show (i), we exhibit an actual two-cycle.
Consider either an infinite 1-D CA, or a finite one, with circular boundary conditions and
 an even number of nodes,
 . Then the configurations  and   in the infinite


case (  and   in the finite ring case) form a 2-cycle.
To prove (ii), we must show that no cycle is ever possible, irrespective of the starting configuration. We consider all possible 1-neighborhoods (there are eight of them:
000, 001, ..., 111), and show that, locally, none of them
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can be cyclic yet not fixed. The case analysis is simple:   
and
are stable (fixed) sub-configurations. Configuration
  , after a single node update, can either stay fixed, or else
evolve into any of         ; since we are only interested in non-FPs, in the latter case, one can readily show
by induction that, after any number of steps, the only ad, i.e.,
ditional sub-configuration that can be reached is
assuming   is not fixed,   
      

 .
      

 . By symmetry, simHowever,  
ilar analysis holds for sub-configuration  . On the other
hand,  and 
either remain fixed, or else at some time
, which is a fixed point. Similar analystep  evolve to
sis applies to   and   . Hence, no local neighborhood
    , once changed, can ever “come back”. Therefore,
there are no proper cycles in Sequential 1-D CA with  
and  = MAJORITY.
Part (ii) of the Lemma above can be readily generalized: even if we consider local update rules  other than
the MAJORITY rule, yet restrict  to monotone symmetric
(Boolean) functions of the input bits, such sequential CA
still do not have any proper cycles.





 

Theorem 1: For any Monotone Symmetric Boolean 1, and any sequential update
D Sequential CA A with  
order , the phase space PS(A) of the automaton A is
cycle-free.
Similar results to those in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 also
hold for 1-D CA with radius    :
Lemma 2:
(i) 1-D (parallel) CA with    and with the MAJORITY
node update rule have (finite) cycles in the phase space.
(ii) Any 1-D SCA with MAJORITY node update rule,
   and any sequential order on node updates has a
cycle-free phase space.
Generalizing Lemmata 1 and 2, part (i), we have the following
Corollary 1: For all 
, there exists a monotone
symmetric CA (that is, a threshold automaton) A such that
A has (finite) cycles in the phase space.
Namely, given any 
, a (classical, concurrent) CA

 MAJORITY has at least one two-cycle in the PS:
with


is odd, then such a thresh
    . If 
old
automaton
has
at
least
two
distinct two-cycles, since


    
is also a two-cycle. Analogous results
hold for threshold CA (SCA) defined on finite 1-D cellular
spaces, provided that such automata have sufficiently many
nodes and assuming circular boundary conditions (i.e., assuming  is a sufficiently big finite ring). Moreover, the
result extends to finite and infinite CA in higher dimensions, as well; in particular, 2D rectangular grid CA and
Hypercube CA with   MAJORITY (or another nontrivial
symmetric threshold update rule) have two-cycles in their
respective phase spaces.









More generally, for any underlying cellular space  that
is a (finite or infinite) bipartite graph, the corresponding (nontrivial) threshold parallel CA have temporal twocycles.
It turns out that the two-cycles in the PS of concurrent CA
with   MAJORITY are actually the only type of (proper)
temporal cycles such cellular automata can have. Indeed,
for any symmetric linear threshold update rule  , and any
(finite or infinite) regular Cayley graph as the underlying
cellular space, the following general result holds [7], [8]:

Proposition 1:
Let a classical CA

   

be such that is an elementary symmetric threshold local
update rule applied to a finite
cellular space  . Then for all

configurations
,
there exists 
 such that




.



 

    





In particular, this result implies that, in case of any (finite) monotone symmetric automaton, for any starting con, there are only two possible kinds of orbits:
figuration
upon repeated iteration, after finitely many steps, the computation either converges to a fixed point configuration, or
else one arrives at a two-cycle.
It is almost immediate that, if we allow the underlying
cellular space  to be infinite, if computation from a given
starting configuration converges at all, it will converge either to a fixed point or a two-cycle (but never to a cycle of,
say, period three - or any other finite period). The result also
extends to finite and infinite SCA, provided that we reasonably define what is meant by a single computational step in
a situation where the nodes update one at a time.2
To summarize, symmetric linear threshold 1-D CA, depending on the starting configuration, may converge to a
fixed point or a temporal two-cycle; in particular, they may
end up “looping” in finite (but nontrivial) temporal cycles.
In contrast, the corresponding classes of SCA can never cycle; while for simplicity we have shown that this holds only
for SCA with short-range interactions (small  ), the result
actually holds for (finite) SCA with arbitrary finite radii of
interaction, 
. In particular, given any sequence of node
updates of a finite threshold SCA, if this sequence satisfies
an appropriate fairness condition then it can be shown that
the computation of such a threshold SCA is guaranteed to
converge to a fixed point. Since this holds irrespective of
the choice of the sequential update ordering (and, extending
to infinite SCA, temporal cycles cannot be obtained even “in
the limit”, that is, via infinitely long computations, obtained





2 Additionally, in order to ensure some sort of convergence of a given
SCA, and, more generally, in order to ensure that, in some sense, all nodes
get a chance to update their states, an appropriate condition that guarantees
fairness may need to be specified. For finite SCA, one sufficient such condition is to impose a fixed upper bound on the number of sequential steps
before any given node gets its “turn” to update. In infinite SCA case, the
issue of fairness is nontrivial, and some form of dove-tailing of sequential
individual node updates may need to be imposed; further discussion of this
issue, however, is beyond our current scope.
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by allowing arbitrary infinite sequences of individual node
updates), we conclude that no choice of “sequential interleaving” can capture the concurrent computation. Consequently, the “interleaving semantics” of SCA fails to fully
capture the concurrent behavior of classical CA even for
this, simplest nonlinear class of totalistic CA, namely, the
symmetric threshold cellular automata.

4

Discussion and Future Directions

The results in 3 show that, even for the very simplest
(nonlinear) totalistic cellular automata, nondeterministic interleavings dramatically fail to capture concurrency. It is
not surprising that one can find a (classical, concurrent) CA
such that no sequential CA with the same underlying cellular space and the same node update rule can reproduce
identical or even “isomorphic” computation, as the example at the beginning of 3 clearly shows (see Fig. 1 and the
related discussion). However, we find it rather interesting
that very profound differences (a possibility of looping vs.
the guaranteed convergence to a fixed point configuration)
can be observed in case of the simplest nonlinear 1-D parallel and sequential CA with symmetric threshold functions
as the node update rules, and that this profound difference
does not apply merely to individual (S)CA and/or their particular computations, but the possible computations of the
entire class of the (symmetric) threshold CA update rules.
Moreover, the differences in parallel and sequential computations in case of the Boolean XOR local update rule can
be largely ascribed to the properties of the XOR function.
For instance, given that XOR is not monotone, the existence
of temporal cycles is not at all surprising. In contrast, monotone functions such as MAJORITY are intuitively expected
not to have cycles, i.e., in case of finite domains and converging computations, to always converge to a fixed point.
This intuition about the monotone symmetric SCA is shown
correct. It is actually, in a sense, (statistically) “almost correct” in case of the parallel CA, as well, in that the actual
non-FP cycles can be shown to be very few, and without
any incoming transients [19]. Thus, in this case, the very
existence of the (rare) nontrivial temporal cycles can be ascribed directly to the assumption of perfect synchrony (i.e.,
effective simultaneity) of the parallel node updates.
We now briefly discuss some possible extensions of the
results presented thus far. In particular, we are considering extending our study to non-homogeneous threshold CA,
where not all the nodes necessarily update according to one
and the same threshold update rule. Another obvious extension is to consider 2-D and other higher-dimensional threshold CA, as well as CA defined over regular Cayley graphs
that are not simple Cartesian grids. It is also of interest
to consider CA-like finite automata defined over arbitrary
rather than only regular (finite) graphs. We already have

some results along these two lines, but do not include them
herein due to space constraints.
Another interesting extension is to consider classes of
node update rules beyond the threshold functions. One obvious candidate are the monotone functions that are not necessarily symmetric (that is, such that the corresponding CA
need not be totalistic or semi-totalistic). A possible additional twist, as mentioned above, is to allow for different
nodes to update according to different monotone (symmetric or otherwise) local update rules. At what point of the increasing automata complexity, if any, the possible sequential computations “catch up” with the concurrent ones appears an interesting problem to consider.
Yet another direction for further investigation is to consider other models of (a)synchrony in cellular automata. We
argue that the classical concurrent CA can be viewed, if one
is interested in node-to-node interactions among the nodes
that are not close to one another, as a class of computational
models of bounded asynchrony. Namely, if nodes  and
are at distance (i.e., nodes apart from each other), and
the radius of the CA is  , then any change in the state of
can affect the state of  no sooner, but also and more impor(parallel node update)
tantly, no later than after about
computational steps. As the nodes all update ”in sink”, locally a classical CA is a perfectly synchronous concurrent
system. However, globally, i.e., if one is interested in the interactions of nodes that are at a distance greater than  apart,
then the classical CA and their various graph automata extensions are a class of models of bounded asynchrony.
We remark that two particular classes of graph automata
defined over arbitrary (not necessarily regular, or Cayley)
finite graphs, viz., sequential and synchronous dynamical
systems (SDSs and SyDSs, respectively), and their various
phase space properties, have been extensively studied; see,
e.g., [3-6] and references therein. It would be interesting,
therefore, to consider asynchronous cellular and graph automata, where the nodes are not assumed any longer to update in unison and, moreover, where no global clock is assumed. We again emphasize that such automata would entail what can be viewed as communication asynchrony, thus
going beyond the kind of asynchrony in computation at different nodes (that is, beyond the arbitrary sequential node
updates yet with respect to the global time) that has been
studied since at least 1984 (e.g., [10], [11]).
We propose a broad study of the general phase space
properties, and a qualitative comparison-and-contrast of the
asynchronous CA (ACA) and the classical CA and SCA.
Such a study could shed light on detecting computational
behaviors that are solely due to asynchrony, that is, what
can be viewed as an abstracted version of “network delays”
in physically realistic (asynchronous) cellular automata.
Communication asynchronous CA, i.e., various nondeterministic choices for a given (A)CA that are due to asyn
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chrony, can be shown to subsume all possible behaviors
of classical
and sequential CA with the same correspond
   . In particular, the nondeterminism that arises
ing 
from (unbounded) asynchrony subsumes the nondeterminism of a kind studied in 3; but the question arises, exactly
how much more expressive and powerful the former model
really is than the latter.

5

Conclusions

We present herein some early steps in studying cellular automata when the unrealistic assumptions of perfect
synchrony and instantaneous unbounded parallelism are
dropped. Motivated by the well-known notion of the sequential interleaving semantics of concurrency, we try to
apply this concept to parallel CA and thus motivate the study
of sequential cellular automata, SCA, and the comparison
and contrast between SCA and classical, concurrent CA.
Concretely, we show that, even in very simplistic cases, this
sequential semantics fails to capture concurrency of classical CA. Hence, simple as they may be, the basic operations (local node updates) in classical CA cannot always
be considered atomic. In particular, the fine-grain parallelism of CA turns out not to be quite fine enough when it
comes to capturing concurrent execution via nondeterministic sequential interleavings of those basic operations. It then
seems reasonable to consider a single local node update to
be made of an ordered sequence of finer elementary operations: (1) fetching (“receiving”?) all the neighbors’ values,
(ii) updating one’s own state according to the update rule  ,
and (iii) making available (“sending”?) one’s new state to
the neighbors.
Motivated by these early results on sequential and parallel CA and their implications, we next consider various
extensions. The main idea is to introduce a class of genuinely asynchronous CA, and formally study their properties. This would hopefully yield, down the road, some
significant insights into the fundamental issues related to
bounded vs. unbounded asynchrony, formal sequential semantics for parallel and distributed computation, and, on
the CA side, to identification of those classical parallel
CA phase space properties that are a direct consequence
of the (physically unrealistic) assumption of perfectly synchronous and simultaneous node updates.
We also argue that various extensions of the basic CA
model can provide a simple, elegant and useful framework
for a high-level study of various global qualitative properties of distributed, parallel and real-time systems at an abstract and rigorous, yet comprehensive level.
Acknowledgments: The work presented herein was supported by the DARPA IPTO TASK Program, contract number F30602-00-2-0586. Many thanks to Reza Ziaei (UIUC)
for several useful discussions.
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Abstract

as a causal dependency partial order on state updates, one
can predict errors that can potentially occur in other possible runs of the multithreaded program.

A formal analysis technique aiming at finding safety errors in multithreaded systems at runtime is investigated. An
automatic code instrumentation procedure based on multithreaded vector clocks for generating the causal partial
order on relevant state update events from a running multithreaded program is first presented. Then, by means of
several examples, it is shown how this technique can be
used in a formal testing environment, not only to detect,
but especially to predict safety errors in multithreaded programs. The prediction process consists of rigorously analyzing other potential executions that are consistent with
the causal partial order: some of these can be erroneous
despite the fact that the particular observed execution is
successful. The proposed technique has been implemented
as part of a Java program analysis tool. A bytecode instrumentation package is used, so the Java source code of the
tested programs is not necessary.

The present work is an advance in runtime verification [13], a more scalable and complementary approach to
the traditional formal verification methods such as theorem
proving and model checking [6]. Our focus here is on multithreaded systems with shared variables. More precisely,
we present a simple and effective algorithm that enables an
external observer of an executing multithreaded program to
detect and predict specification violations. The idea is to
properly instrument the system before its execution, so that
it will emit relevant events at runtime. No particular specification formalism is adopted in this paper, but examples are
given using a temporal logic that we are currently considering in JAVA M ULTI PATH E XPLORER (JMPA X) [23, 24],
a tool for safety violation prediction in Java multithreaded
programs which supports the presented technique.
In multithreaded programs, threads communicate via a
set of shared variables. Some variable updates can causally
depend on others. For example, if a thread writes a shared
variable x and then another thread writes y due to a statement y = x + 1, then the update of y causally depends
upon the update of x. Only read-write, write-read and writewrite causalities are considered, because multiple consecutive reads of the same variable can be permuted without
changing the actual computation. A state is a map assigning values to shared variables, and a specification consists
of properties on these states. Some variables may be of
no importance at all for an external observer. For example, consider an observer which monitors the property “if
(x > 0) then (y = 0) has been true in the past, and since
then (y > z) was always false”. All the other variables except x, y and z are irrelevant for this observer (but they can
clearly affect the causal partial ordering). To minimize the
number of messages sent to the observer, we consider a subset of relevant events and the associated relevant causality.

1. Introduction and Motivation
A major drawback of testing is its lack of coverage: if an
error is not exposed by a particular test case then that error
is not exposed. To ameliorate this problem, test-case generation techniques have been developed to generate those test
cases that can reveal potential errors with high probability
[8, 18, 26]. Based on experience with and on the success in
practice of related techniques already implemented in JAVA
PATH E XPLORER (JPA X) [12, 11] and its sub-system E A GLE [4], we have proposed in [23, 24] a complementary
approach to testing, which we call “predictive runtime analysis” and can be intuitively described as follows.
Suppose that a multithreaded program has a subtle safety
error. Like in testing, one executes the program on some
carefully chosen input (test case) and suppose that, unfortunately, the error is not revealed during that particular execution; such an execution is called successful with respect
to that bug. If one regards the execution of a program as a
flat, sequential trace of events or states, like NASA’s JPA X
system [12, 11], University of Pennsylvania’s JAVA -M AC
[17], or Bell Labs’ PET [10], then there is not much left to
do to find the error except to run another test case. However,
by observing the execution trace in a smarter way, namely

We present an algorithm that, given an executing multithreaded program, generates appropriate messages to be
sent to an external observer. The observer, in order to perform its more elaborated system analysis, extracts the state
update information from such messages together with the
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int landing = 0, approved = 0, radio = 1;
void thread1(){
askLandingApproval();
if(approved==1){
print("Landing approved");
landing = 1;
print("Landing started");}
else {print("Landing not approved");}}
void askLandingApproval(){
if(radio==0) approved = 0
else approved = 1;}

relevant causality partial order among the updates. This partial order abstracts the behavior of the running program and
is called multithreaded computation. By allowing an observer to analyze multithreaded computations rather than
just flat sequences of events, one gets the benefit of not
only properly dealing with potential reordering of delivered
messages (reporting global state accesses), but also of predicting errors from analyzing successful executions, errors
which can occur under a different thread scheduling and can
be hard, if not impossible, to find by just testing.
To be more precise, let us consider a real-life example
where a runtime analysis tool supporting the proposed technique, such as JMPA X, would be able to predict a violation
of a property from a single, successful execution of the program. However, like in the case of data-races, the chance
of detecting this safety violation by monitoring only the actual run is very low. The example consists of a two threaded
program to control the landing of an airplane. It has three
variables landing , approved , and radio ; their values
are 1 when the plane is landing, landing has been approved,
and radio signal is live, respectively, and 0 otherwise. The
safety property to verify is “If the plane has started landing,
then it is the case that landing has been approved and since
the approval the radio signal has never been down.”
The code snippet for a naive implementation of this control program is shown in Fig. 1. It uses some dummy functions, askLandingApproval
and checkRadio , which
can be implemented properly in a real scenario. The program has a serious problem that cannot be detected easily
from a single run. The problem is as follows. Suppose the
plane has received approval for landing and just before it
started landing the radio signal went off. In this situation,
the plane must abort landing because the property was violated. But this situation will very rarely arise in an execution: namely, when radio is set to 0 between the approval
of landing and the start of actual landing. So a tester or a
simple observer will probably never expose this bug. However, note that even if the radio goes off after the landing has
started, a case which is quite likely to be considered during
testing but in which the property is not violated, JMPA X
will still be able to construct a possible run (counterexample) in which radio goes off between landing and approval.
In Section 4, among other examples, it is shown how JMPA X is able to predict two safety violations from a single
successful execution of the program. The user will be given
enough information (the entire counterexample execution)
to understand the error and to correct it. In fact, this error is an artifact of a bad programming style and cannot be
easily fixed - one needs to give a proper event-based implementation. This example shows the power of the proposed
runtime verification technique as compared to the existing
ones in JPA X and JAVA -M AC.
The main contribution of this paper is a detailed presen-

void thread2(){
while(radio){checkRadio();} }
void checkRadio(){
possibly change value of radio;}

Figure 1. A buggy implementation of a
flight controller.
tation of an instrumentation algorithm which plays a crucial role in extracting the causal partial order from one flat
execution, and which is based on an appropriate notion of
vector clock inspired from [9, 21], called multithreaded vector clock (MVC). An MVC Vi is associated to each thread
ti , and two MVCs Vxa (access) and Vxw (write) are associated to each shared variable x. When a thread ti processes
event e, which can be an internal event or a shared variable read/write, the code in Fig. 2 is executed. We prove
that A correctly implements the relevant causal partial order, i.e., that for any two messages he, i, V i and he0 , j, V 0 i
sent by A, e and e0 are relevant and e causally precedes e0
iff V [i] ≤ V 0 [i]. This algorithm can be implemented in several ways. In the case of Java, we prefer to implement it as
an appropriate instrumentation procedure of code or bytecode, to execute A whenever a shared variable is accessed.
Another implementation could be to modify a JVM. Yet another one would be to enforce shared variable updates via
library functions, which execute A as well. All these can
add significant delays to the normal execution of programs.
A LGORITHM A
I NPUT: event e generated by thread ti
1. if e is relevant then
Vi [i] ← Vi [i] + 1
2. if e is a read of a shared variable x then
Vi ← max{Vi , Vxw }
Vxa ← max{Vxa , Vi }
3. if e is a write of a shared variable x then
Vxw ← Vxa ← Vi ← max{Vxa , Vi }
4. if e is relevant then
send message he, i, Vi i to observer
Figure 2. The vector clock instrumentation algorithm.
2
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2. Multithreaded Systems

knowing its semantics. Indeed, an external observer simply cannot disregard the order in which the same variable is
modified and used within the observed execution, because
this order can be part of the intrinsic semantics of the multithreaded program. However, multiple causally independent
modifications of different variable can be permuted, and
the particular order observed in the given execution is not
critical. By allowing an observer to analyze multithreaded
computations rather than just multithreaded executions like
JPA X [12, 11], JAVA -M AC [17], and PET [10], one gets
the benefit of not only properly dealing with potential reorderings of delivered messages (e.g., due to using multiple channels to reduce the monitoring overhead), but also
of predicting errors from analyzing successful executions,
errors which can occur under a different thread scheduling.

We consider multithreaded systems in which several
threads communicate with each other via a set of shared
variables. A crucial point is that some variable updates can
causally depend on others. We will present an algorithm
which, given an executing multithreaded program, generates appropriate messages to be sent to an external observer.
The observer, in order to perform its analysis, extracts the
state update information from such messages together with
the causality partial order among the updates.

2.1. Multithreaded Executions
Given n threads t1 , t2 , ..., tn , a multithreaded execution
is a sequence of events e1 e2 . . . er , each belonging to one
of the n threads and having type internal, read or write of a
shared variable. We use eji to represent the j-th event generated by thread ti since the start of its execution. When the
thread or position of an event is not important we can refer
to it generically, such as e, e0 , etc.; we may write e ∈ ti
when event e is generated by thread ti . Let us fix an arbitrary but fixed multithreaded execution, say M, and let S
be the set of all shared variables. There is an immediate notion of variable access precedence for each shared variable
x ∈ S: we say e x-precedes e0 , written e <x e0 , if and
only if e and e0 are variable access events (reads or writes)
to the same variable x, and e “happens before” e0 , that is, e
occurs before e0 in M. This “happens-before” relation can
be realized in practice by keeping a counter for each shared
variable, which is incremented at each variable access.

2.3. Relevant Causality
Some variables in S may be of no importance for an external observer. For example, consider an observer whose
purpose is to check the property “if (x > 0) then (y = 0)
has been true in the past, and since then (y > z) was always false”; formally, using the interval temporal logic notation notation in [15], this can be compactly written as
(x > 0) → [y = 0, y > z). All the other variables in S
except x, y and z are essentially irrelevant for this observer.
To minimize the number of messages, like in [20] which
suggests a similar technique but for distributed systems in
which reads and writes are not distinguished, we consider a
subset R ⊆ E of relevant events and define the R-relevant
causality on E as the relation / :=≺ ∩(R×R), so that e/e0
if and only if e, e0 ∈ R and e ≺ e0 . It is important to notice
though that the other variables can also indirectly influence
the relation /, because they can influence the relation ≺.

2.2. Causality and Multithreaded Computations
Let E be the set of events occurring in M and let ≺ be
the partial order on E:
• eki ≺ eli if k < l;
• e ≺ e0 if there is x ∈ S with e <x e0 and at least one
of e, e0 is a write;
• e ≺ e00 if e ≺ e0 and e0 ≺ e00 .

3. Multithreaded Vector Clock Algorithm
In this section, inspired and stimulated by the elegance
and naturality of vector clocks [9, 21, 3] in implementing causal dependency in distributed systems, we next devise an algorithm to implement the relevant causal dependency relation in multithreaded systems. Since in multithreaded systems communication is realized by shared variables rather than message passing, to avoid any confusion
we call the corresponding vector-clock data-structures multithreaded vector clocks and abbreviate them (MVC). The
algorithm presented next has been mathematically derived
from its desired properties, after several unsuccessful attempts to design it on a less rigorous basis. In this section
we present it also in a mathematically driven style, because
we believe that it reflects an instructive methodology to devise instrumentation algorithms for multithreaded systems.
Let Vi be an n-dimensional vector of natural numbers
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since communication in multithreaded systems is done via shared variables, and since

We write e||e0 if e 6≺ e0 and e0 6≺ e. The partial order ≺ on E
defined above is called the multithreaded computation associated with the original multithreaded execution M. Synchronization of threads can be easily and elegantly taken
into consideration by just generating appropriate read/write
events when synchronization objects are acquired/released,
so the simple notion of multithreaded computation as defined above is as general as practically needed. A permutation of all events e1 , e2 , ..., er that does not violate the multithreaded computation, in the sense that the order of events
in the permutation is consistent with ≺, is called a consistent multithreaded run, or simply, a multithreaded run.
A multithreaded computation can be thought of as the
most general assumption that an observer of the multithreaded execution can make about the system without
3
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reads and writes have different weights, we let Vxa and Vxw
be two additional n-dimensional vectors for each shared
variable x; we call the former access MVC and the latter
write MVC. All MVCs are initialized to 0. As usual, for
two n-dimensional vectors, V ≤ V 0 iff V [j] ≤ V 0 [j] for
all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and V < V 0 iff V ≤ V 0 and there is
some 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that V [j] < V 0 [j]; also, max{V, V 0 }
is the vector with max{V, V 0 }[j] = max{V [j], V 0 [j]} for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Our goal is to find a procedure that updates these MVCs and emits a minimal amount of events to
an external observer, which can further extract the relevant
causal dependency relation. Formally, the requirements of
such a procedure, say A, which works as a filter of the given
multithreaded execution, must include the following natural

wx (eki ) be, respectively, the most recent events that accessed x and wrote x in M, respectively. If such events
do not exist then we let ax (eki ) and/or wx (eki ) undefined; if
e is undefined then we also assume that (e] is empty. We
introduce the following notations for any x ∈ S:
½ k
(ei ]
if eki is an access to x, and
(eki ]ax =
k
(ax (ei )] otherwise;
½ k
(ei ]
if eki is a write to x, and
(eki ]w
k
x =
(wx (ei )] otherwise.
Note that if A is implemented such that Vxa and Vxw store
the corresponding numbers of elements in the index sets of
k
(eki ]ax and (eki ]w
x immediately after event ei is processed by
thread ti , respectively, then (b) and (c) in the list of requirements for A are also fulfilled.
We next focus on how MVCs need to be updated by A
when event eki is encountered. With the notation introduced,
one can observe the following recursive properties, where
{eki }R
i is the indexed set whose components are empty for
all j 6= i and whose i-th component is either the one element set {eki } when eki ∈ R or the empty set otherwise:

Requirements for A. After A updates the MVCs as a consequence of the fact that thread ti generates event eki during
the multithreaded execution M, the following should hold:
(a) Vi [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede eki ; if j = i and eki is relevant then
this number also includes eki ;
(b) Vxa [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede the most recent event1 that accessed
(read or wrote) x; if i = j and eki is a relevant read or
write of x event then this number also includes eki ;
(c) Vxw [j] equals the number of relevant events of tj that
causally precede the most recent write event of x; if
i = j and eki is a relevant write of x then this number
also includes eki .
Finally and most importantly, A should correctly implement
the relative causality (stated formally in Theorem 3).

Lemma 2 Given any event eki in M such that eki is
1. An internal event then
(eki ]
= (ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ,
i
k a
k
(ei ]x = (ax (ei )], for any x ∈ S,
(eki ]w
= (wx (eki )], for any x ∈ S;
x
2. A read of x event then
(eki ]
(eki ]ax
(eki ]ay
(eki ]w
y

In order to derive our algorithm A satisfying the properties
above, let us first introduce some notation. For an event eki
of thread ti , let (eki ] be the indexed set {(eki ]j }1≤j≤n , where
(eki ]j is the set {elj | elj ∈ tj , elj ∈ R, elj ≺ eki } when j 6= i
and the set {eli | l ≤ k, eli ∈ R} when j = i.

3. A write of x event then
(eki ]
(eki ]ax
(eki ]w
x
(eki ]ay
(eki ]w
y

Lemma 1 With the notation above, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n:
0

1. (elj ]j ⊆ (elj ]j if l ≤ l0 ;
0

max{l,l0 }

2. (elj ]j ∪ (elj ]j = (ej
]j for any l and l0 ;
3. (elj ]j ⊆ (eki ]j for any elj ∈ (eki ]j ; and
4. (eki ]j = (elj ]j for some appropriate l.

=
=
=
=
=

k
(ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ∪ (ax (ei )],
i
k
(ei ],
(eki ],
(ay (eki )], for any y ∈ S with y 6= x,
(wy (eki )], for any y ∈ S with y 6= x.

Since each component set of each of the indexed sets in
these recurrences has the form (elj ]j for appropriate j and l,
and since each (elj ]j can be safely encoded by its size, one
can then safely encode each of the above indexed sets by an
n-dimensional MVC; these MVCs are precisely Vi for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n and Vxa and Vxw for all x ∈ S. It is a simple exercise now to derive2 the MVC update algorithm A given in
Section 1. Therefore, A satisfies all the stated requirements
(a), (b) and (c), so they can be used as properties next:

Thus, by 4 above, one can uniquely and unambiguously encode a set (eki ]j by just a number, namely the size of the corresponding set (elj ]j , i.e., the number of relevant events of
thread tj up to its l-th event. This suggests that if the MVC
Vi maintained by A stores that number in its j-th component
then (a) in the list of requirements A would be fulfilled.
Let us next move to the MVCs of reads and writes of
shared variables. For a variable x ∈ S, let ax (eki ) and
1 Most

k
= (ek−1
] ∪ {eki }R
i ∪ (wx (ei )],
i
k
k
= (ei ] ∪ (ax (ei )],
= (ay (eki )], for any y ∈ S with y 6= x,
= (wy (eki )], for any y ∈ S;

2 An

interesting observation here is that one can regard the problem of
recursively calculating (eki ] as a dynamic programming problem. As can
often be done in dynamic programming problems, one can reuse space and
derive the Algorithm A.

recent with respect to the given multithreaded execution M.

4
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Theorem 3 If he, i, V i and he0 , j, V 0 i are two messages
sent by A, then e / e0 if and only if V [i] ≤ V 0 [i] if and
only if V < V 0 .
Proof: First, note that e and e0 are both relevant. The case
i = j is trivial. Suppose i 6= j. Since, by requirement (a)
for A, V [i] is the number of relevant events that ti generated before and including e and since V 0 [i] is the number
of relevant events of ti that causally precede e0 , it is clear
that V [i] ≤ V 0 [i] iff e ≺ e0 . For the second part, if e / e0
then V ≤ V 0 follows again by requirement (a), because any
event that causally precedes e also precedes e0 . Since there
are some indices i and j such that e was generated by ti
and e0 by tj , and since e0 6≺ e, by the first part of the theorem it follows that V 0 [j] > V [j]; therefore, V < V 0 . For
the other implication, if V < V 0 then V [i] ≤ V 0 [i], so the
result follows by the first part of the theorem. ¤

ing natural question: could it be possible to derive the MVC
algorithm in this section from vector clock based algorithms
implementing causality in distributed systems, such as the
ones in [3, 7]. The answer to this question is: almost.
Since writes and accesses of shared variables have different impacts on the causal dependency relation, the most natural thing to do is to associate two processes to each shared
variable x, one for accesses, say xa and one for writes, say
xw . As shown in Fig. 3 right, a write of x by thread i can be
seen as sending a “request” message to write x to the “access process” xa , which further sends a “request” message
to the “write process” xw , which performs the action and
then sends an acknowledgment messages back to i. This is
consistent with step 3 of the algorithm in Fig. 2; to see this,
note that Vxw ≤ Vxa at any time.
However, a read of x is less obvious and does not seem
to be interpretable by message passing updating the MVCs
the standard way. The problem here is that the MVC of xa
needs to be updated with the MVC of the accessing thread
i, the MVC of the accessing thread i needs to be updated
with the current MVC of xw in order to implant causal dependencies between previous writes of x and the current
access, but the point here is that the MVC of xw does not
have to be updated by reads of x; this is what allows reads
to be permutable by the observer. In terms of message passing, like Fig. 3 shows, this says that the access process xa
sends a hidden request message to xw (after receiving the
read request from i), whose only role is to “ask” xw send an
acknowledgment message to i. By hidden message, marked
with dotted line in Fig. 3, we mean a message which is
not considered by the standard MVC update algorithm. The
role of the acknowledgment message is to ensure that i updates its MVC with the one of the write access process xw .

3.1. Synchronization and Shared Variables
Thread communication in multithreaded systems was
considered so far to be accomplished by writing/reading
shared variables, which were assumed to be known a priori. In the context of a language like Java, this assumption
works only if the shared variables are declared static; it is
less intuitive when synchronization and dynamically shared
variables are considered as well. Here we show that, under
proper instrumentation, the basic algorithm presented in the
previous subsection also works in the context of synchronization statements and dynamically shared variables.
Since in Java synchronized blocks cannot be interleaved,
so corresponding events cannot be permuted, locks are considered as shared variables and a write event is generated
whenever a lock is acquired or released. This way, a causal
dependency is generated between any exit and any entry of
a synchronized block, namely the expected happens-before
relation. Java synchronization statements are handled exactly the same way, that is, the shared variable associated to
the synchronization object is written at the entrance and at
the exit of the synchronized region. Condition synchronizations (wait/notify) can be handled similarly, by generating
a write of a dummy shared variable by both the notifying
thread before notification and by the notified thread after
notification.
To handle variables that are dynamically shared, for
each variable x of primitive type in each class the instrumentation program adds access and write MVCs, namely
_access_mvc_x
and _write_mvc_x , as new fields in
the class. Moreover, for each read and write access of a
variable of primitive type in any class, it adds codes to update the MVCs according to the multithreaded vector clock
algorithm.

i

x

a

x

w

i

x

a

x

w

Figure 3. A distributed systems interpretation of reads (left) and writes (right).

4. The Vector Clock Algorithm at Work
In this section we propose predictive runtime analysis
frameworks in which the presented MVC algorithm can
be used, and describe by examples how we use it in JAVA
M ULTI PATH E XPLORER (JMPA X) [23, 24, 16].
The observer therefore receives messages of the form
he, i, V i in any order, and, thanks to Theorem 3, can ex-

3.2. A Distributed Systems Interpretation
It is known that the various mechanisms for process interaction are essentially equivalent. This leads to the follow5
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tract the causal partial order / on relevant events, which is
its abstraction of the running program. Any permutation
of the relevant events which is consistent with / is called
a multithreaded run, or simply a run. Notice that each run
corresponds to some possible execution of the program under different execution speeds or scheduling of threads, and
that the observed sequence of events is just one such run.
Since each relevant event contains global state update information, each run generates a sequence of global states. If
one puts all these sequences together then one gets a lattice,
called computation lattice. The reader is assumed familiar with techniques on how to extract a computation lattice
from a causal order given by means of vector clocks [21].
Given a global property to analyze, the task of the observer
now is to verify it against every path in the automatically extracted computation lattice. JPA X and JAVA -M AC are able
to analyze only one path in the lattice. The power of our
technique consists of its ability to predict potential errors in
other possible multithreaded runs.

duces the space required by the proposed predictive analysis
algorithm.
Liveness properties apparently do not fit our runtime verification setting. However, stimulated by recent encouraging results in [19], we believe that it is also worth exploring
techniques that can predict violations of liveness properties.
The idea here is to search for paths of the form uv in the
computation lattice with the property that the shared variable global state of the multithreaded program reached by
u is the same as the one reached by uv, and then to check
whether uv ω satisfies the liveness property. The intuition
here is that the system can potentially run into the infinite
sequence of states uv ω (u followed by infinity many repetitions of v), which may violate the liveness property. It is
shown in [19] that the test uv ω |= ϕ can be done in polynomial time and space in the sizes of u, v and ϕ, typically
linear in uv, for almost any temporal logic.

4.1. Java MultiPathExplorer (JMPaX)
JMPA X [23, 24] is a runtime verification tool which
checks a user defined specification against a running program. The specifications supported by JMPA X allow any
temporal logic formula, using an interval-based notation
built on state predicates, so our properties can refer to the
entire history of states. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of JMPA X. An instrumentation module parses the user specifica-

Once a computation lattice containing all possible runs is
extracted, one can start using standard techniques on debugging distributed systems, considering both state predicates
[25, 7, 5] and more complex, such as temporal, properties
[2, 5, 1, 4]. Also, the presented algorithm can be used as
a front-end to partial order trace analyzers such as POTA
[22]. Also, since the computation lattice acts like an abstract
model of the running program, one can potentially run one’s
favorite model checker against any property of interest. We
think, however, that one can do better than that if one takes
advantage of the specific runtime setting of the proposed
approach. The problem is that the computation lattice can
grow quite large, in which case storing it might become a
significant matter. Since events are received incrementally
from the instrumented program, one can buffer them at the
observer’s side and then build the lattice on a level-by-level
basis in a top-down manner, as the events become available.
The observer’s analysis process can also be performed incrementally, so that parts of the lattice which become nonrelevant for the property to check can be garbage-collected
while the analysis process continues.

Java
Multithreaded
Program

Instrumentation
Module

Specification

Monitoring
Module

Compile
Bytecode

Instrumentor
Translator

Instrument
Instrumented
Bytecode

SpecificationImpl

Execute
JVM

If the property to be checked can be translated into
a finite state machine (FSM) or if one can synthesize
online monitors for it, like we did for safety properties
[24, 14, 15, 23], then one can analyze all the multithreaded
runs in parallel, as the computation lattice is built. The idea
is to store the state of the FSM or of the synthesized monitor
together with each global state in the computation lattice.
This way, in any global state, all the information needed
about the past can be stored via a set of states in the FSM
or the monitor associated to the property to check, which is
typically quite small in comparison to the computation lattice. Thus only one cut in the computation lattice is needed
at any time, in particular one level, which significantly re-

Event Stream

LTL Monitor

Computation Lattice
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2

Program Execution

Level 3

Monitor
Execution

Level 4
Level 5

Figure 4. The Architecture of JMPA X.
tion, extracts the set of shared variables it refers to, i.e., the
relevant variables, and then instruments the multithreaded
program (which is assumed in bytecode form) as follows.
Whenever a shared variable is accessed the MVC algorithm
A in Section 3 is inserted; if the shared variable is relevant
6
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and the access is a write then the event is considered relevant. When the instrumented bytecode is executed, messages he, i, V i for relevant events e are sent via a socket to
an external observer.
The observer generates the computation lattice on a
level by level basis, checking the user defined specification
against all possible multithreaded runs in parallel. Note that
only one of those runs was indeed executed by the instrumented multithreaded program, and that the observer does
not know it; the other runs are potential runs, they can occur
in other executions of the program. Despite the exponential
number of potential runs, at most two consecutive levels in
the computation lattice need to be stored at any moment.
[23, 24] gives more details on the particular implementation of JMPA X. We next discuss two examples where JMPA X can predict safety violations from successful runs; the
probability of detecting these bugs only by monitoring the
observed run, as JPA X and JAVA -MAC do, is very low.

tended to further clarify the prediction technique. Suppose
that one wants to monitor the safety property “if (x > 0)
then (y = 0) has been true in the past, and since then
(y > z) was always false” against a multithreaded program in which initially x = −1, y = 0 and z = 0,
with one thread containing the code x++; ...; y = x + 1
and another containing z = x + 1; ...; x++. The dots
indicate code that is not relevant, i.e., that does not access the variables x, y and z. This multithreaded program, after instrumentation, sends messages to JMPA X’s
observer whenever the relevant variables x, y, z are updated. A possible execution of the program to be sent to
the observer can consist of the sequence of program states
(−1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1), where
the tuple (−1, 0, 0) denotes the state in which x = −1, y =
0, z = 0. Following the MVC algorithm, we can deduce
that the observer will receive the multithreaded computation
shown in Fig. 6, which generates the computation lattice
shown in the same figure. Notice that the observed multi-

Example 1. Let us consider the simple landing controller
in Fig.1, together with the property “If the plane has started
landing, then it is the case that landing has been approved
and since then the radio signal has never been down.” Suppose that a successful execution is observed, in which the
radio goes down after the landing has started. After instrumentation, this execution emits only three events to the observer in this order: a write of approved to 1, a write of
landing
to 1, and a write of radio to 0. The observer
can now build the lattice in Fig.5, in which the states are
encoded by triples <landing,approved,radio>
and the
leftmost path corresponds to the observed execution. However, the lattice contains two other runs both violating the
safety property. The rightmost one corresponds to the sit-

e1 :<x=0, T1 ,(1,0)>

e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

T1
T2
e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>
S 0,0
x = -1, y = 0, z = 0

e1 :<x=0, T1 ,(1,0)>
S 1,0
x = 0, y = 0, z = 0
e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>
S 1,1
x = 0, y = 0, z = 1

<0,0,1>
<0,1,1>

<0,0,0>

<1,1,1>

<0,1,0>

S 2,0
x = 0, y = 1, z = 0
e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>
S 1,2
x = 1, y = 0, z = 1

S 2,1
x = 0, y = 1, z = 1

e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

<1,1,0>

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>

e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>
2,2

Figure 5. Computation lattice
for the program in Fig. 1.

S
x = 1, y = 1, z = 1

uation when the radio goes down right between the test
radio==0 and the action approved=1 , and the inner one
corresponds to that in which the radio goes down between
the actions approved=1 and landing=1 . Both these erroneous behaviors are insightful and very hard to find by testing. JMPA X is able to build the two counterexamples very
quickly, since there are only 6 states to analyze and three
corresponding runs, so it is able to give useful feedback.

Figure 6. Computation lattice with three runs.

Example 2.

threaded execution corresponds to just one particular multithreaded run out of the three possible, namely the leftmost
one. However, another possible run of the same computation is the rightmost one, which violates the safety property.
Systems like JPA X and JAVA -M AC that analyze only the
observed runs fail to detect this violation. JMPA X predicts
this bug from the original successful run.

Let us now consider an artificial example in7
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5. Conclusion
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A simple and effective algorithm for extracting the relevant
causal dependency relation from a running multithreaded
program was presented in this paper. This algorithm is supported by JMPA X, a runtime verification tool able to detect
and predict safety errors in multithreaded programs.
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ºGË<Ó-KQWÆ¥K²¦g KG¢ §C¥g©¤d¸À©C:©}±knWW*>¥QjPWQ¸Ce
¥nE¥Q©Q*>¥Qk:PQ®¢¦¥gPC¢j¦C:*©Kg:Kejjk©QE²:G¢¦C ³}¥e
/¤/¥G¥gePM¹º»°¼-½¾mj¥g°¤M¬K¢¦Qµ:ÔE¥Q©©Qu¢¥§0EQK©QÀ¤/¥C¡¨
¥C¦§MG¢ §C¥g©¤Gn¡¢¢¡¬¡eC:s©g>¥g¬§g©sC¬¤/Qj<¥n°¯Q¤M¨
*¢Pµ)Õa¦KG¢¢ ³¿7¸uCPjQM¥g¬Q«¤¢:¤Pgg´¥¥e©g/G¢ §C¥g¨
©K¤Ö«ss¥K¥C¢K:C¢¡¢:M¼-×ÆØ-ÊWÙ<µ

òøëäånæ´ê:îéoèPæ¡öQê:éaôòìò¡æ´êkñCùjõäê:éeò¡îQú/äîQôûsëoäì!êuêKêjõ:ïQæòøäîóGèPæ¡öCëþ
½ ä5ìòæ¡ò´úQèPæ´êæ¡öQêp÷géoë°æ*óQé°äðgô¡ê:ìpùXëoäKå>æ´çèé°êäånæ¡êkîò¡îQõkôïQñQêëñKû »
îgè:ìò¡õõköQêkõkýCë äîèMëVûCë°æ¡êkì «ëuëVæøèPæ´êòîpäé°ñKêPé<æøäsò´ñKê:îQæò´ånû-óKéoäð »
ôêkìÂëèPæ)éeïQî » æò¡ì!êþ Àêkõjê:îQæ¡ôûùæögêPé°êögèëðgêjê:îÂëoäì!êòîQæ¡ê:éVêëVæXòî
éeïQî » æò¡ì!êEìäîQòæøäéVò¡îQúæ´êkõ:öQîKò ïgêë7çöKò´õ:öóKéoä ò´ñKêÀèuôò¡æ¡æ¡ô¡êuìäéVê
éeò´úQäé/òîdæ¡êëVæ¡òîgú0þ nî æ¡öKòÆëèPóKóKéoäKèkõ:ö0ù7ìäîQòæøäéësèé°êèPïQæ´äìèPæ¡ò »
õjèkôôûëVûKîQæögêë°ò jêkñ-åÆéoäì èåeäéeìèkô)ëeóCêkõ:òø÷GõèPæ¡ò´äî)þ ½ öQêë°êmìäîQò »
æ´äéoëaìèPû/æ¡öQêkîðgêÀñQêPóCô¡äûgêkñ/äKåÆå » ôòîgêåeäéXñKê:ðïQúKúKòîgúäéaäî » ôò¡îQê
åeäéñûQîgè:ìò¡õè:ô¡ôû-õ:ögêkõ:ýQòîgúsæöCèPæaëè:åeê:æ¡û-óKéoäóCêPéVæò´êëEèPéVêîCäæGðCê »
òîgú Kò´äKô¡è:æ¡êjñ/ñïKéeò¡îQúë°ûCëVæ´ê:ì ê KêkõkïKæ¡ò´äî)þ
nîÁæ¡öKòÆëÂóGèógê:éVùçê`èéeúKïQêæ¡ögè:æñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñÄë°ûCë°æ¡êkìÂë5ìèPû
ðgêêkå>ånêjõ:æ¡ò êkôûsìäîKò¡æøäé°êkñ-èPæGéVïKîQæò¡ì!êmèkúQè:òîGëVæ0åVäéVìè:ô¡ôû!ëeóCêkõ:ò »
÷Gêkñ-ëoèkånêkæûéVê ïKòé°ê:ì!ê:îQæøëPþ û-êkå>ånêjõ:æ¡ò êEìäîQòæøäéVò¡îQúCù:çê}ì!êjèPî
îgäæEäîQôû$ôò¡îQêèéêkå>÷0õ:ò´ê:îQõ:ûù0ðïKæè:ôøëoä\ñKêjõkêkîKæé°èkôò kêjñ·ìäîQòæøäé »
òîgúMçögêPé°êuåeêPçÖäéaîCäMèkñKñKòæ¡ò´äîgèkôì!êëëoèkúKêë*îgêkêkñæ´äðCêÀóGèjëëoêkñ
åeäé}ìäîKò¡æ´äéeò¡îQúpógïéeóCäQëoêëPþ \êpòîQæéoäñKïQõkê!è:î\ê:óQòÆëVæ´ê:ìò´õ!æ´ê:ì »
óCäé°èkô0ô¡äKúò´õåeäéñòÆëVæéVòðïQæ¡êjñMýQîgäçô¡êkñQúKêþ \êò´ô¡ôïGëVæé°è:æ¡êæ¡öQêê  »
óKé°êëëVò êkîQêëëÂäåsæöQòøëpô´äúKò¡õ$ðQû ì!êjè:îCëpäå!ëäì!ê@ëVò¡ì-ógô¡êê  »
èPì-óCôêëþ Uê·æögê:î@ëVöCäç ögäç êkå>÷0õ:ò´ê:îKæñKòøë°æéVòðïQæ¡êjñ$ìäîKò¡æ´äéoë
ìèPûdðgêUë°ûKîQæögêëVò kêjñ@å>é°äì.æ¡öQê ëeóCêkõkò´÷Gêjñ é°ê KïKòéVêkì!ê:îKæÆëþ 0ò »
îgèkôôûùgçê-ñQêë°õ:éeòðgêsèsñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñ5ëVûCë°æ¡êkìÂëmèóKóCôò´õjè:æòøäîÂñKê êjô »
äógì!ê:îKæaå>é°è:ì!êPçäéeý0ùKõjè:ô¡ô¡êkñ ¼-×ÆØ-ÊWÙ þ ½ äïCëoê ¼-×ÆØ-ÊWÙ ù0èïCëoêPé
ìïCë°æKóQé°ä Kò¡ñQêÀèPîèóQógôò¡õèPæ¡ò´äîæ´äKúKê:æ¡öQê:é7çò¡æösæ¡öQêuåVäéVìè:ôCëoèkånêkæû
óKéoäóCêPéVæò´êë<æöCèPæXë°öQêçèPîQæøëìäîKò¡æ´äéVêjñ0þ ¼s×>ØsÊWÙ è:ïKæøäìèPæ¡ò´õjè:ô¡ôû
ëVûQîKæ¡öQêë°ò jêëõjäKñKêåVäéWìäîQòæøäéVòîgú/æ¡öQêëVógêkõkò´÷0êkñMéVê ïQòé°ê:ì!êkîKæÆë
èPîgñ/çêjè êëWèóQóKéoäóQéeòøèPæ´ê òîGëVæéeïQì!ê:îKæøèPæ¡òøäîõjäKñKêò¡îKæøäæ¡öQêÀúKò ê:î
èóQógôò¡õèPæ¡ò´äî)þ ½ ögêèé°õ:öKò¡æ´êkõ:æ¡ïé°êEäå ¼-×ÆØ-ÊWÙ òøëXò´ô¡ôïGëVæé°è:æ¡êjñ}ò¡î 0ò´ú »
ïé°ê þ
½ öQê/çäéeýóQéVêë°êkîKæ´êkñ-ò¡îæ¡öKòÆë óCèPógê:éçèjëuë°æò¡ìïQô´èPæ´êkñðQû!æ¡öQê
äð0ë°êP!é èPæ¡òøäî/æ¡ögè:æGòî-ìèPîKûMñòÆëVæéVòðïQæ¡êjñ-ë°ûCëVæ´ê:ìÂë ùKë°ïQõkö-èë*çòé°ê »
ôêëëëoê:îCëäéîQêkæ¡çäéeýGëùgò¡æ<òÆ"ë ïKò¡æ´êMò¡ì-óKéoè:õkæò´õjèkô7æ´äÂìäîQòæøäé é°ê »
ïQòé°ê:ì!êkîKæÆëÀê KóKé°êëë°êkñòîõjô¡èëë°ò¡õè:ôWæ´ê:ì-óGäéoè:ôaô¡äKúò´õëP#þ )äéuê  »
èPì-óCôêùPõäîCë°ò¡ñQêPé)èÀëVûGëVæ´ê:ì äåCìäðQò´ôê îgäKñKêë0ò¡î/çöKò´õ:ö/äîQê ìä »
ðQò´ôê/îgäñQêmìèPû-é°ê ïgêë°æ7èõjêPéVæ´è:ò$î èkôïgêåÆéoäì"èPîCäæ¡öQêPé<ìäðQò´ôê
îgäKñKê&þ %mîÂéVêjõkêkò ò¡îQú-æ¡öQê/éVê ïQêëVæ>ùKæögêsëoêkõjäîQñîCäñQê/õjäì-óQïKæ´êë
æögê èkôïgêèPîgñ-éVêkæïKéeîGëEò¡ænþ Ø îò¡ì-óCäéVæøèPîKæ0éVê ïKòé°ê:ì!ê:îQæ0ò¡î5ëVïgõ:ö
èpë°ûCë°æ¡êkì'òøëæ¡ögè:æ îCä·îCäñKê!éVêjõkêkò êëèé°êPóCôûUåÆéoäì èîgäKñKêæ´ä
çöKò´õ:öò¡æ ögèjëîgäæ<óKé°ê òøäïGë°ôû·òøëëVïgêkñ$èéVê ïQêëVæe'þ næ òÆëêjèëVû\æ´ä
ë°êjêuæ¡ögè:æ ¾ òîgêjèé ½ ê:ì-óGäéoè:ô ¾ äúKò¡õ ( ¾g½<*¾ ) çäïQô¡ñ/îCäæQðgêèóQé°èkõ »
æò´õjèkôgëVógêkõkò´÷0õjèPæ¡òøäî/ô´èPîQúKïgèkúKêEåeäé7èPîKûéVêèjëoäîgèPðgôû/ë°ò jêkñ/õäô¡ôêjõ »

ÚXÛÝÜÞßWàáÀg ânßWÞ
ã)äånæ¡çèé°êêPéeé°äéoëå>é°äìíè\îKïKì-ðCêPé!äåñKò¡åÆåeêPé°ê:îQæuóQé°äðgô¡ê:ìÂë
ëVïQõköèëòîgõjäéeé°êkõ:æäé/ò¡îQõäì-óCôêkæ¡ê5ëeógêjõ:òø÷Gõjè:æòøäîGëùWõjäñKòîgú$ê:é »
é°äéoë ùèPîgñ-ånèPïgôæÆë èPîgñsåeèPò´ôïKéVêë*òî-æ¡öQêögèPéVñQçèé°êùäógêPéoèPæ¡ò¡îQúëVûCë »
æ¡êkìüäéGîgê:æ´çäéeýXþÿ@äñQêkôõ:ögêkõkýKò¡îQú}òøëaè:îmò¡ì-óCäéeæøèPîQæjæ´êkõköKîCäô´äúû
çöKò´õ:öòÆëW÷CîQñKòîgúòîgõPé°êjèëVò¡îQúïCëoêuèjë<èEì!êjè:îCëWäKåCéVêjñïgõ:ò¡îQú/ëoäKå>æ »
çèPéVê$êPéeé°äéoëPþ îQåVäéVæïQîgèPæ´êkôûù<ñKêëeógòæ´ê·ò¡ì-óKé°êëë°ò ê5é°êkõjê:îQæmè:ñ »
èPîQõjêë ù7æ¡öQê$ëVò kêäKåMëVûGëVæ´ê:ìÂësåVäéçöQò¡õköUìäKñKêjôõ:öQêjõ:ýQòîgú$òÆë
ånêèjëVòðgô¡êé°ê:ìè:òîGëméoèPæ¡öQê:éôòìò¡æ´êkñ0þ ½ öKòÆë/çêèPýQîQêëëòÆë/óCèéVæ¡ò¡õkï »
ô¡èPéVôûpõ:éeò¡æ¡ò¡õè:ô7òî5æ¡öQêsõjäîKæ´ê Kæ<äåEñKòøë°æéVòðïQæ¡êjñpë°ûCëVæ´ê:ìÂë GõjäîQõ:ïKé »
éVêkîQõPû5èPîQñ5èjë°ûKîgõ:öéoäîKûéVêëVïgôæÆëuòî5ò¡îKöQê:éVêkîKæ7îgäî » ñKê:æ´êPéVìò¡îKòÆëVì
æöCèPæ<ëVò´úîKòø÷GõèPîKæ´ôûò¡îQõPé°êjèë°êëEæ¡öQêMîKïKì-ðCêPé äKåÀëVæøèPæ´êëÀæ´ä!ðgêsèPîgè »
ôû kêkñ)þ Ø ëèsé°êëVïgôæ>ù)ìäQë°æ ëVûGëVæ´ê:ì ðïKò´ô¡ñKêPéëmìïGëVæ*õäîKæ¡ò¡îKïQê-æøä
ïCë°êuæ¡êëVæ¡òîgú/æøäò´ñKêkîKæ¡ò¡ånûðïQúCëaò¡îMæ¡öQêkòéaò¡ì-ógô¡ê:ì!ê:îQæ´è:æòøäîGëþ
½ öQêPé°êÀèé°êEæ´çä}óQé°äðgô¡ê:ìÂëXçò¡æösëäånæ¡çèPéVê æ´êëVæ¡ò¡îQú0þ 0òéëVæ>ùkæ¡êëVæ »
òîgúòøë*úKêkîQê:é°èkôôûñQäîQêò¡îsè:î Q©K¥g ìèPîQîQê:é kæögêmëoäKå>æ´çèé°êÀñKê »
êkô´äóCêPéìïCë°æ<ögè:îQñÂæéoèPîGë°ô´èPæ´ê-æögêséVê ïKòé°ê:ì!ê:îQæøëÀò¡îKæøäëeógêjõ:òø÷Gõ
ñûKîCèPìò´õ*õköQêkõkýCëXäîæ¡öQêóKéoäúé°è:ìÖëVæøèPæ´êþPãGêkõäîQñGù æ´êë°æKõjä KêPéoè:úKê
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Distributed
Program in
Java

Specification

\ê5òîQæéoäñKïQõjê eP¤/¥gp°¯n:P¦¥KK òî ¹º»o¼-½¾ æ´äéVê:óKé°ê »
°ë êkîKæ*èkôïgêëmçöKò´õ:ö$èPéVêånïKîgõ:æ¡ò´äîCë}ñKê:ógêkîQñò¡îQú5äî·æ¡öQêë°æ´è:æ¡êÂäå
èmé°ê:ìäæ´êóQé°äKõkêëëþ )äéEêgè:ì-ógô¡êùQèóQé°äKõkêëëìèPûìäîKò¡æøäé*æ¡öQê
óKéoäóCêPéVæû 4,ò´å)ìû-è:ô´èéVì ögèë7ðgêjê:îë°ê:æCæ¡öQêkî/òæCìïGëVæQðgêÀæ¡öQêmõjèë°ê
æöCèPææ¡öQêuñò´åÆånê:éVêkîQõjê<ðCê:æ´çêkê:îìûæ´ê:ì-óCêPéoèPæ¡ïé°êEè:îQñæ¡öQêEæ´ê:ì-óCêPé »
èPæ¡ïé°ê/èPæXóKéoäõjêëë ê QõkêjêkñQêkñ-æ¡öQê/è:ô¡ô´äçêk$ñ èkôïg5ê .þ ½ öQòøëEòøëÀê  »
óKé°êëë°êkñMèjë  b

Instrumentation
Module

Compile

Instrument
or

Bytecode

Instrumented
Bytecode

MonitorImpl

alarm → 0 · ((myT emp − @b otherT emp) > allowed)

Monitoring
Module

òÆë5è$éVêkìäæ´ê\êKóKé°êëëVòøäî æöCèPæòÆë·ëVïð »
6 êPé°ê
æéoè:õkæ¡êjñ/@å>é°otherT
äì æögêuô´emp
äõjèkô#èkôïgêuäå myT emp þ
Ø îê gèPì-óCôê äåGèëoèkånêkæû}óKéoäóCêPéVæû}æöCèPæìèPû}ðgê ïCëoêkånïQôjòîæ¡öQê
õjäîKæ´ê KæaäåEèPîpè:òéeógô´èPîgêsëäånæ¡çèé°ê/òÆë7,Pò¡å ìûpè:òéeógô´èPîgê/òÆëÀô´èPîgñ »
òîgúuæ¡öQêkî}æ¡öQêéVïKîgçè:ûmèkôô´äõèPæ´êkñuðQûmæögê è:òéeóCäéeæìèPæ´õ:ögêë0æögêäîQê
æöCèPæ <èPì óCô¡è:îKîQòîgúæ´äïCëo5ê .Kþ ½ öQòøëWóKéoäóCêPéVæû/ìè:û/ðCê}ê KóKé°êëë°êkñ
òî ¹º»°¼-½¾ èjë*åeäKôô´äçë 
b

Execute

JVM

PT -DTL
Monitor

landing → (runway = (@airport allocRunway))

ÿ è:îûMéVêë°êjèPéVõköQê:éoë<ögè ê}óQé°äóCäQëoêkñæ¡êkì-óCäéoè:ôgô´äúò´õë*æøäéVêè »
ëoäîpèðGäïQæXñòÆëVæéVòðïQæ¡êjñÂëVûGëVæ´ê:ìÂëþKÿ ägëVæWäå*æögêë°êsô´äúò´õëÀèé°ê/ò¡î »
ëeógòé°êkñ}ðQûæ¡öQêõjô¡èëë°ò¡õÀçäéeýäKå Ø ïKìè:îKî98/:<;XèPîgñ 6 èkô¦óCêPéVî kG¢¦µ
8>=?; äîÂýQîgäçô¡êkñQúKê/ò¡î5ñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñ5ëVûCë°æ¡êkìÂëþgÿ êkê:îCèPýGëVöKò k7G¢¦µ
ñKê÷CîQêè/ýKîCäçôêjñKúKêæ´ê:ì-óGäéoè:ô0ô´äúKò¡õòîQæ¡ê:énóQéVêkæ¡êjñ!ä ê:é èì!êë »
ëoèkúKêÂëoê ïgê:îgõkêõ:öCèéVæøëòîè!ñòÆëVæéVòðïQæ¡êjñ$ëVûCë°æ¡êk@
ì 8 5AB;}è:îQñ·ñQê »
êkô´äó·ì!êkæöCäñgë}åVäéÀìäKñKêkôWõköQêjõ:ýKò¡îQú5åVäéVìïQô´è:êMòî·æ¡öKòÆëô´äúKò¡õKþ
%mïé}õäììïQîKò´õjèPæ¡òøäî!óQéeò¡ìò¡æò Kêsçèëmòî5óGèéVæ<ò¡îCëeógòé°êkñÂðgû·æöQòøë
çäéVýGùPðïKægçêuè:ô¡ô¡äçèPénðgòæé°èPéeûê KóKé°êëëVòøäîCë7è:îQñè:æ´äìò¡õ óQé°äóCä »
ëVò¡æòøäîGë<ä KêPé7ê óKé°êëëVòøäîGë7òîMæögê:òéaô´äúKò¡õKþ
ý 8!E=gù
Ø îgäæ¡öQê:éõkô´äQëoêkôû éVêjô¡è:æ¡êjñ çäéeýòÆëpæ¡ögèPæsä(å C)êkîQõ kê:D
4FG;çöQò¡õkö ñKêj÷GîQêësèpæ´ê:ì-óGäéoè:ô ô¡äKúò´õ5äKåõjè:ïCëoèkôýKîCäçôêjñKúQêþ
É îgäçô¡êkñQúKêäóCêPéoèPæøäéëXèPéVêóKéoä ò´ñKêjñuæøämé°êjèjëäîèPðCäïQææ¡öQêÀô´äõè:ô
öKòÆëVæøäéVûÂäåEè/óKéoäõkêëë ùCèjëuçêkô¡ôWèjë}èðCäïKæXæögêýQîgäçô¡êkñKúQêòæ<èkõ »
ïQòé°êë å>é°äì&äæögêPé<óQé°äKõkêëë°êëþ 6 äçê êPéVùòîpäé°ñKêPé<æøä-ýKêjêPó!æ¡öQê
õjäì-ógô¡ê Kò¡æûäKå<ìäKñKêkôXõ:ögêkõ:ýQòîgúæé°èkõ:æøèðgô¡êHù CXê:îQõ kêkýñQäKêë îCäæ
è:ô¡ô¡äç æ¡öQê-îQêëVæ¡òîgú·äåÀõèPïCëè:ôWýQîgäçô¡êkñQúKê-äógê:é°è:æ´äéoëPþ eîKæ´êPé°êë°æ »
òîgúKôûùGæögêîQêëVæ¡òîgúäå}õjèPïGëoèkô<ýKîCäçôêjñKúQêsäógêPéoèPæøäéëmñQäKêë}îCäæ
è:ñQñèPîûsõjäì-ógô¡ê Kò¡æûæøääïé<è:ô¡úQäéeò¡æöQìüåVäéaìäîQòæøäéVò¡îQú0þ
¾ ê:ïgõ:ýKê:éÂò¡î KêëVæ¡ò´úQèPæ´êëpôò¡îQêjèPéÂæ´ê:ì-óGäéoè:ôô´äúKò¡õ@òîQæ¡ê:énóQéVêkæ¡êjñ
ä ê:éué°êëVæéVò¡õkæ¡êjñô¡èPðgêjôêjñ·óCèPéeæ¡òøè:ôEäé°ñKêPéëõè:ô¡ôêjñÿ@è kïéVýKò´êPçò¡õ 
æéoè:õjê%ë 8 JIH;þ Ø îä ê:é Kò¡êPç äåEñKòøë°æéVòðïQæ¡êjñÂôò¡îQêjèPéæò¡ì!êæ´ê:ì-óGä »
é°èkôWô¡äKúò´õëðCèë°êkñ5äî5ÿ@è kïéVýKò´êPçò¡õ /æé°èkõkêëòÆëmúò Kê:î!ðgû ½ öKòøè »
úQèPé°è:Lî KèPî k*C¢µ ò¡Mî 8/IHI<;þ Ø ôïé k*C¢µ 8N;Àò¡îKæé°äKñïgõkê!èæ´ê:ì-óGä »
é°èkôô¡äKúò´õ äKåCõjèPïGëoèkôò¡æû ( ½P¾ O") çöKò´õ:ömòøëXò¡îKæ´êPéeóKé°ê:æ´êkñmä êPéGõjè:ïCëè:ô
ëVæéeïgõ:æ¡ïé°êë)õjäéné°êëVóCäîgñò¡îQú æøäÀóGèéVæòøè:ôäéVñQêPéGê KêkõkïKæ¡ò´äîCë)äåGè ñòÆë »
æéVòðïKæ´êkñëVûGëVæ´ê:ì·þ ½ ögêPûïCëoêðCäæö-óGèjë°æaè:îQñånïKæ¡ïé°êæò¡ì!êäóCêPéoè »
æ´äéoë*èPîgñúò êuèuìäñKêjôKõköQêkõkýKò¡îQú/èkôúgäéVòæ¡öKì åVäéaæögêuô´äúò´õþ
nî·é°êkõjê:îQæ*ûQêèéëù)æ¡öQê:éVêöCèjë}ðCêkêkî$õjäîCëVò´ñKê:é°èPðgô¡ê-òîQæ¡ê:éVêëVæòî
éeïQîKæ¡òì!ê ê:éeòø÷Gõjè:æòøäQ
î 8!E;oþ 6 è êjôïQîQñ kmC¢µ 8 JRH;-úò Kêèkôúgä »
éeò¡æ¡öKìÂëmåVäéë°ûKîKæ¡öQêëVò :ò¡îQú·êjå>÷Gõ:ò´ê:îQæ<ìäîQòæøäéë}åeäéëoèkånêkæûóKéoäó »
êPéVæò´êëPþãGêkî jQC¢µ 8/IHR<;7ñKê êjô¡äóæ´êkõ:öQîKò ïgêëaåVäéaéVïKîKæ¡ò¡ì!ê}ëoèkånêkæû
èPîCè:ôûCëVòÆë åVäé<ìïQôæ¡òæ¡öé°êjèkñKêkñóKéoäúé°è:ìÂë*è:îQñ-ò¡îKæé°äKñïgõkê}æögêæ´äQäô
ÿ C VÙ U þ)ã)äì!ê!äæ¡öQê:ééeïQîKæ¡òì!ê ê:éeòø÷GõèPæ¡ò´äîë°ûCë°æ¡êkìÂë}òîgõkôïQñKê
ST
ë 8>W?;7è:îQñ XCY 1X1 «ë<ÿ@è:õ 8 #E;oþ
S C)è U åÆéoäì 1 Ø ã ØÁØ ì!êP

Program Execution



 !#"%$&(')

æòøäîäKå0îgäKñKêëþ ½ äïCë°ê ¾Q½<¾ ùjçêÀçäïQô¡ñîQêjêkñæøäõjäKôô¡êkõkæQõäîCë°òøë »
æ¡êkîKæ*ëVîCèóGë°ögäæøëuäå æögêMúQô¡äðCèkôaë°ûCëVæ´ê:ì+*0èìäîQòæøäéçäïgôñæögê:î
õ:öQêjõ:ýæ¡öQê-ëVîgèPóGë°ögäæÆëEåVäéóCäQëëVòðgô¡êKò´äKô¡è:æòøäîGëäå*æögêóKéoäóCêPéVæû
ðQûÂõäîGëVò´ñKêPéVò¡îQúèkôôXóCägëë°òðCôêMòîQæ¡ê:éVô¡êjè KòîgúgëuäåEê ê:îQæøëæöCèPæ<èé°ê
è:ô¡ô¡äçêjñðQûmæ¡öQêEñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñ}õjäì-óQïKæøèPæ¡òøäî)!þ eîèEë°ûCë°æ¡êkìüäågæ¡ögäï »
ëoèPîgñgëäåaîCäñKêëùõjäô¡ô¡êkõ:æ¡ò¡îQúsë°ïQõköèmúQô¡äðCè:ô0ë°îgèó0ëVöCäæGçäïQô¡ñðgê
óKéoäöKòðQò¡æ¡ò êþÿ@äé°êjä ê:éVùæ¡öQêuîKïQì-ðgêPéXäKå0óGäQëëVòðgô¡êòîQæ¡ê:éVô¡êjè Kòîgúgë
æ´äuðgêEõäîCë°ò¡ñQêPé°êkñ}çäïQô¡ñ}ðgêEô¡èPéeúQêê êkî}ò´åCóGäçêPé°å>ïgôkæ´êkõköKîKò ïgêë
ëVïQõköMèjëWóCèPéeæ¡òøè:ôCäé°ñKêPéXéVêjñïgõ:æ¡ò´äîèé°êuïGë°êkñ)þ
½ äèkñKñé°êëë*æögê/èðC&ä ê}ñKò¡ån÷Gõ:ïgôæ¡ûùçêñKêj÷GîQê aQ ´¨>´«¤mG«P¨
¡¦K¬K:M:¤W¥CeC¢g¢¦¥§G ( ¹º»°¼-½¾ ) þ Më°òîgú ¹Kº»o¼s½¾ ùäîgêuõèPî
õ:öQêjõ:ýèMóKéoäóCêPéVæûëVïgõ:öèjëæögê!äîQêèPðCä êðQû·öCè ò¡îQú·è-ô´äõjèkô
ìäîKò¡æøäéäî!êè:õköîgäñQêþ )äéEê gè:ì-ógô¡êùîgäñQê a ìäîQòæøäé-ë ,ò´å a
ögèjë7éVêjõkê:ò êkñ/è è:ôïQêEæ¡öQê:îòægìïCë°æKðCêæögêuõèjë°êÀæöCèPæQóKé°ê òøäïCëoôû
òîæ¡öQêEóGèjë°ægèPæ b æ¡öQêåVäô¡ô¡äçò¡îQúögêkô¡ñ  b ögèëaõjäì-óQïQæ¡êjñ}æ¡öQê è:ôïQê
èPîQñ/è:æ èEé°ê KïQêëVæKçèjëWìè:ñKêuåeäé)æöCèPæ è:ôïQêEò¡î/æ¡öQêóGèjë°/æ .Kþ ½ öKòÆë
òøëóQéVêjõ:aòÆë°êkôû èPîQñõäîQõkòøëoêkôûUê óKé°êëë°êjñðgûUæ¡öQê ¹º»o¼-½¾ åeäé »
ìïQô´è&
receivedV alue →
@b ( 0 · (computedV alue ∧ @a ( 0 · requestedV alue)))

äæ´ê·æöCèPæçê·é°êjèkñ èj2ë ,:è:/æ .ù
òÆë-æ¡öQê è:ôïQê$äKå ò¡î
æ ögê-ìäQëVæ<éVêjõkê:îQæ*ô´äõjèk@ô ë°æ´è:æ¡êäKå b@æ¡ögèPFæ*æögê!õ:ïKéné°ê:îQæaóKéoäõkêFëë}òÆë
èPçèé°ê/äåoùKè:îQñ ñKê:îCäæ´êëæ¡öQê/åVäéVìïQô´èmçèjë æéeïgêMëoäì!ê:æ¡òì!êò¡î
æögêEóCèëVæeþPÿ äîKò¡æ´0 ·äéeò¡îQúmæ¡öQêuèPðCäKêåeäéeìïgô¡èò¡î äKô KêëWë°êkîQñKòîgúîgä
è:ñKñKòæ¡òøäîgèkô)ì!êëëè:úKêë 3·ò¡æWòî äKô êëEò¡îCëoêPéVæò¡îQúpäîQôû·èMåeêPç ðgòæÆë
äåGò¡îQåVäéVìèPæ¡ò´äîçöKò´õ:öMèPéVêEógò¡úQúûKðCè:õkýKêkñäîæ¡öQêÀì!êëëè:úQêëaæ¡ögè:æ
èé°êEèkô¦é°êjèkñû}ðgêkòîgúuóGèjëë°êkñmò¡îæögêõjäì-ógïKæøèPæ¡ò´äî)þ ½ öKòÆë)êjå>÷Gõkò¡êkîQõPû
óKéoä ò´ñKêë)èÀë°ïðGë°æ´è:îKæ¡ò´èkôò¡ì-óKéoä ê:ì!êkîKæä ê:éGçöCèPæòÆëXé°ê KïKòéVêjñ}æøä
ìäîKò¡æøäéXåVäéVìïQô´èjëaçméVò¡ææ´ê:îMòîsõkô´èjëë°ò¡õè:ô ¾g½<¾ þ
1

b

162

UêõjèPî-æ¡öKò¡îKý!äåWè:æ)ôêèjë°æ0æöKéVêjêuìè Käé*õjäîKæéeòðïKæ¡ò´äîCë*äåaæ¡öQê
çäéeý!óKé°êë°êkîKæ´êkñò¡îpæöQòøëóCèPógêPéVþ&0òéëVæ>ùCçêsñKêj÷GîQêè-ëVò¡ì-ógô¡ê/ðïQæ
êóQéVêëëVò ê-ô¡äKúò´õ-æ´äëVógêkõkò¡ånû\ëoèkånêkæûóKéoäógê:éeæ¡ò´êëuòî\ñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñ
ëVûCë°æ¡êkìÂëþ:ãGêjõjäîgñCùkçêEóQé°ä Kò¡ñQê è:îMè:ô¡úQäéeò¡æ¡öKìÄæøä/ëVûQîKæ¡öQêëVò kêñKê »
õkê:îQæéoè:ôò kêkñ}ìäîQòæøäéëXåeäéaëoèkånêkæûmóQé°äógêPéVæ¡ò¡êë0æ¡ögè:æQèé°êê KóKé°êëëoêkñ
òî·æ¡öQê!ô´äúKò¡õKþ 0òîCè:ô¡ôûù)çê!ñKêë°õPéVòðgê-æ¡öQêò¡ì-ógô¡ê:ì!êkîKæøèPæ¡ò´äî5äKåuè
æ´äQäô ( ¼-×ÆØ-ÊWÙ ) æöCèPæ*òÆëðCèjëoêkñ$äîæ¡öKòÆëmæ¡êjõ:öQîKò ïQêKþ ½ öQêæøäKäKô<òÆë
óQïðCôò´õkôûè èPò´ô´èðgô¡êuåVäéWñQäçîgô¡äQè:ñ)þ
½ öQêé°êë°æaäKå*æ¡öQê/óCèPógêPéEòÆëuäéeúQè:îKò kêjñ-èëÀåVäô¡ô´äçëþKãGêjõ:æ¡ò´äî I
èPîQñ5ãGêjõ:æ¡ò´äî ÂúKò êsæögêMóKé°êkôòìò¡îgèPéeò´êëPþQãGêkõkæòøäî N5ò¡îKæé°äKñïQõjêë
¹º»°¼-½¾ þ eîãGêkõkæòøäî :çêÀñQêëoõPéVòðCêæ¡öQêÀèkôúgäéVòæ¡öKìÄæöCèPæïQîQñKê:é »
ôò´êëäïKéXò¡ì-ógô¡ê:ì!ê:îQæ´è:æòøäîXþ:ãGêkõkæòøä9î AðQéeò´ê CûsñKêë°õPéVòðgêëWæögêÀò¡ì »
ógô¡ê:ì!ê:îQæ´è:æòøäîèkô¡äîQú/çò¡æ¡öò¡îKò¡æòøè:ôCê KógêPéVò¡ì!ê:îKæøèPæ¡òøäî)þ
*
Û Uângân á Cà W Ö
Ø ñKòøë°æéVòðïKæ´êkñëVûGëVæ´ê:ì òÆë<èõäô¡ôêjõ:æ¡ò´äîMäå óKéoäõkêëëoêëWäéaè:õ »
æ´äéoë (p , . . . , p )ù7êè:õköçòæ¡öò¡æøëäçîô¡äKõjè:nôEëVæøèPæ´êþ ½ ögê!ô´äõjèkô
ëVæøèPæ´ê-äKåè/óQé°äKõkêëëÀòøëmúKò ê:îðQûpæögê è:ôïQêëðCäïKîgñæ´äÂò¡æøë èPéeò »
èðgô¡êëPþ 1 äæ´êEæöCèPææ¡öQê:éVêèé°êEîgäúQô¡äðCèkôäéaë°ögèé°êkñ èPéeòøèðCôêëþ CGé°ä »
õkêëë°êësõjäììïQîKò´õjè:æ¡êÂçòæ¡ödäæ¡öQê:éïGëVò¡îQú èjë°ûKîgõ:öéoäîCäïGëì!êë »
ëoè:úQêëXçögägë°êÀäéVñQêPé)äå0èPénéVò è:ôòÆëXò¡îQñKêkæ¡ê:éeìò¡îgè:æ¡êKþ ½ ögêEõjäì-ógïKæøè »
æòøäî/äåGêè:õkö}óQé°äKõkêëë)òøëaèPðGë°æéoè:õkæ¡ôûìäñKêjôêjñðgûèÀëoê:æQäKå P²j:g ù
èPîQñMèuñKòøë°æéVòðïQæ¡êjñ/õjäì-óQïQæ´è:æòøäîòÆëëVógêkõkò´÷0êkñðgûsèóCèéVæ¡ò´èkôgäéVñQêPé
äîæ¡öQê}ê ê:îQæøëPþ ½ öQê:éVê}èé°êuæ¡öé°êkêæ¡ûóCêë*äå7ê ê:îQæøë 
≺
þ «CVQC¢ ê Kê:îKæÆëWõkögè:îQúKêÀæögêuô´äõjèkôCë°æ´è:æ¡êäåaèÀóKéoäõkêëJë *
I0þ  :K ê ê:îQæøëWõjèPïGë°êmèóQé°äKõkêëëaæøäMëoê:îQñsèÀì!êëëè:úK?ê *è:îQñ
Cþ ekk¦² ê êkîKæÆëEäõkõkïéçögê:îÂèì!êëëè:úQêòøëEéVêjõkêkò êkñsðgûè
óKéoäõjêëëPþ
¾ ê:æ ñKêkîgäæ¡êæ¡öQêëoê:æWäå<ê êkîKæÆëEäåaóQé°äKõkêëë èPîgñôêkæ ñKê »
îgäæ´ê ES E þ 1 äç}ù  ⊆ E × E òÆë*ñQêj÷Cîgêkñèë<påVäô¡ô´äçë  E
þ 
ò´å èPîgñ èPéVêê êkîKæÆë*äKåXæ¡öQê/ëèPì!ê}óKéoäõjêëëèPîgñ e
e e e
ögèPóKógêkîCëXò¡ìì!êkñKeò´è:æ¡êjôûðCêkåVäé°ê e ù
I0þ 
ò¡å òøë*æ¡öQêë°ê:îgñMê Kê:îKæ0äKåaè}ì!êëëoèkúKêèPæXëäì!êuóKéoä »
e e e
õkêëë/è:îQñ e òøëæögê!õjäéné°êëVóCäîgñò¡îQúéVêjõkêkò êê êkîKæäKåÀæ¡öQê
ì!êëëoè:úQê}è:æQæ¡öQêÀéVêjõ:òóQò´ê:îKæQóKéoäõjêëëþ
½ öQê/óCèéVæ¡ò´èkô7äéVñQêPé ≺ òøëÀæögêæéoèPîCë°òæ¡ò êMõkô´äQë°ïé°êMäåæ¡öQêéVêjô¡è:æòøäî
-þ ½ öQòøë)óGèéVæòøè:ôäé°ñKê:é0õjèógæïKéVêëGæ¡öQê :C¬C¢¡ ³ éVêjô¡è:æòøäîmðgêkæ¡çêjê:î
ê ê:îQæøëPþ ½ ögê·ë°æéVïQõkæïKéVêpñKêë°õ:éeòðgêjñðgû
òøësõè:ô¡ôêjñ
è C¦ ´K¬¡P$:¥K¤*¬K¦C¡¥ èPîQñ·çê!èëCë°ïK=ì!ê!(E,
èPî$èP≺)énðgòæéoèéVûÂðïQæ
úò êkîMñKòøë°æéVòðïQæ¡êjñMõäì-ógïKæøèPæ¡ò´äî C þ 0ïKéeæ¡öQê:éVù ÁòÆëæ¡öQê}éVê Gê Qò ê
èPîQñ/æéoèPîGëVò¡æò Kêuõkô´äQë°ïé°êuäå -þ eî 0ò´ú04þ ICù e ≺ e ù e ≺ e ù
èPîQñ e  e þ 6 äçê êPéVù e 6  e þ
)äé
ù0çê-ñKê÷CîQê
 ùgæ¡ögèPæWòÆëù
òøëæ¡öQêëoê:eæ7∈äKåWEê ê:îQæøë*æ¡ögè:æ)õjè:ïC↓eëoèkô=ôû-óK{eé°êkõjêk|ñQeê e þ )äe}é e ∈ E ùKç↓eê
õjèPîMæöQòîQý-äKå èjë<æögê}ô´äõè:ô)ë°æ´è:æ¡êäå p çögê:îsæögê}ê Kê:îKæ e öCèjë
K°ïGëVægäKõkõkïéeéVêjñ0↓e
þ ½ öKòÆë*ë°æ´è:æ¡ê}õjäîQæ´è:òîGë7æ¡öQêöQòøë°æ´äéeûäKå)ê êkîKæÆëWäå7è:ô¡ô
óKéoäõkêëëoêë7æ¡ögè:æCõèPïGëoè:ô¡ôûóKé°êkõjêkñKê e þ
Uê!ê Kæ´ê:îgñæ¡öQê-ñQêj÷CîQòæ¡ò´äî5äK
å Mù èPîgñ  æøä5ô¡äKõjè:ô*ë°æ´è:æ¡êë
ëVïQõköMæ¡ögè:æ ↓e  ↓e ò¡åÆå e  e ù ↓e ≺ ≺↓e ò´åÆå e ≺ e ùKèPîgñ ↓e 
ò¡åÆå e  e þ \êñKê:îCäæ´êÀæ¡öQêë°êkæ)äåaô¡äKõjèkôGë°æ´è:æ¡êë äåWèóQé°äKõkêëë
↓e
1

i
0

e22

e23

m4
p1
e11

 

e12

 ! " #"  %$&('X)* )+

ðQû
è:îQñpôêkæ = S LS þ#\ê
Cï ëoêæögêuLSëVûQì-=ðCäôøë{↓es , s| e, s∈, .E. .}æøämé°êPóKé°êëoê:LS
îQææögêô¡äKõjèkôgëVæøèPæ´êë<äå
óKéoäõjêëë p þ \êpè:ôøëoä·èjëëVïQì!ê-æöCèPæ<æ¡öQêô´äõè:ôë°æ´è:æ¡ê s äåêjèkõ:ö
óKéoäõjêëë p èjëëoäKõ:òøèPæ´êë*è:ôïQêë<æøäsëäì!êmô¡äKõjè:ô èéVòøèðgô¡êë V ùKèPîQñ
æöCèPæ s (v) ñQê:îgäæ¡êë7æ¡öQê èkôïgêÀäåXè èéVò´èPðgô¡ê v ∈ V ò¡î/æ¡öQêÀô´äõè:ô
ëVæøèPæ´ê s èPægóKéoäõjêëë p þ
\êEïCëoê*æ¡öQê îgäæ´è:æòøäî
æ´äÀé°êkåeêPéGæ´äuæ¡öQê ô¡è:æ¡êëVæQëVæøèPæ´ê
äåÀóKéoäõkêëë p æöCèPæ*æ¡öQêcausal
óKéoäõkêëë (sp )ýQîgäçëmçöKò´ô¡êòîëVæøèPæ´ê s þ
)äéVìè:ô¡ôûùò´å causal (s ) = s æögê:î s ∈ LS èPîQñ s  s
èPîgñåVäéuè:ô¡ô
ò´å s  s æögê:î s  s þ )äéÀê CèPì »
LS
ógô¡êùQò¡î 0ò¡úKïsé°ê I ∈ causal
þ 1 äæ´ê/æ¡ögè:æaò¡å i = j
æögê:î causal (s ) = s þ (↓e ) = ↓e
,*.
Û -W /s0â 132!âe4Þ g<5 /617ß<g9 8:2!ß ;aâe= <?>@:ACB6D5B3E
C)èjëVæ » æò¡ì!ê ¾ òîgêjèPé ½ êkì-óCäéoè:ô ¾ äKúò´
õ ( ¹º»°¾X½¾ ) 8!FKù LN?;7öCèjë
ðgêjê:îïCëoêkñò¡î 8!ERQù  j4ù IHRH;0æ´äê óKé°êëëùPìäîQòæøäé7è:îQñmóQéVêjñò´õ:&æ ò »
äô´èPæ¡ò´äîCëEäKå ëoèkånêkæû!óKéoäógê:éeæ¡ò´êë äåEëoäånæ´çèPéVêsëVûCë°æ¡êkìÂëþ ½ ögêMëVûQî »
æ´è säKå ¹º»o¾)½¾ òøëèjë*åVäô¡ô¡äçë 
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pi
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ç öQê:éVê op èé°êsë°æ´è:îQñQèPéVñsðgòîCèéVûÂäóCêPéoèPæøäéëù ∧ù ∨ù →ùCè:îQñ ↔ þ
ëVöCäïgôñðgêMé°êjè:ñ5èjëX,óKé°êòøäïGë°ôû?.ù èjëX,PêKê:îKæ¡ïgèkôôûò¡î
æögFê}óCèjë°æ/.ù\[ F èjë-,kè:ôçè:ûCë*òî-æ¡öQêmóGèjëVæ .0ù · FF SF èjë-, F ë°òîgõkê
.þ
F
½ öQê/ô´äúKò¡õòÆë ò¡îKæ´êPéeóKé°ê:æ´êkñäîè÷CîKò¡æ¡êsë°ê KïQêkîQõkêäKå ëVæøèPæ´êëÀäé
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þ
O äîCë°æ´è:îKæÆë*ë°ïQõ:ö-èjë
½ öQêê óQéVêëë°ò´äî 0,@1,ξ 3.4òøëÀèPî i» ê KóKé°êëëVòøäî/é°êPóQc,éVêcë°êk,îKcæ¡òîg, .ú/. æ¡.öQê
éVêkìäæ´êsê óKé°êëëVòøäî ξ þ)ãGòìò´ô¡èPéVôûù @ F òøëèPî i» åeäéeìïgô¡è/éVê »
ånê:énéVòîgúæøä-æ¡öQêô´äõè:ô0ýQîgäçô¡êkñQúKêèðCäïKæGæ¡öQêé°ê:ìäæ¡ê èkôò´ñò¡æûäKå
» åVäéVìïQô´è 'þ eî$äæ¡öQêPémçäéVñCëù õjäî KêPéVæøëmè » ê óQéVêëëVòøäî
j
äé}è j » åVäéVìFïQô´èæøä·èPî i» ê óQéVêëë°ò´@äîpäé}è:î i» åVäéVìjïQô´èùKé°êëVógêkõ »
æò KêkôûKþ
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

accepted → (@1 (vote) + @2 (vote)+
. . . + @n (vote)) > n/2

i

0

çöQê:éVêùè}óQé°äKõkêëëEëVæøäé°êë 1 ò¡îèô¡äKõjèkôèéVò´èPðgô¡ê vote ò¡åWò¡æ)òÆë ò¡î
ånè äéWäKå0æ¡öQêuéVêëoäôïKæ¡òøäîGùjè:îQñ 0 äæ¡öQê:éVçòÆë°êKþ
Ø æ¡öKòéVñpê CèPì-ógô¡êMòøëèëoèkånêkæûpóQé°äógêPéVæ¡ûæ¡ögèPæ*è!ëoêPé!êPéìïGëVæ
ëoè:æòÆë°ånûò¡îsõèjëoêuò¡ægéVê:ðCäKäæøëaòæÆë°êjôå <,æ¡öQêmëoêP!é êPéWè:õjõkêPógæøë<æ¡öQêuõäì »
ìèPîgñ·æ´äé°êPðCäQäæEäîQôûUèkå>æ´êPéýKîCäçòîgú·æ¡ögèPæEêjèkõ:öUõkôò¡êkîKæEòøë/ò¡î »
è:õkæò KêUè:îQñèPçèé°êUäKå-æögêçèPéeîQòîgú èPðCäïKæmógêkîQñò¡îQú@éVê:ðCäQäæeþ .
½ öQêóKéoäógê:éeæ¡û5òøë/ê óQéVêëëoêkñèjëæögê  °²j » ô´äõè:ô åeäéeìïgô¡èðCê »
ô¡äççöQò¡õköMõäîKæøèPò¡îCëaîQêë°æ¡êjñê:óQòÆëVæ´ê:ìò´õ}äóCêPéoèPæøäéë
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½ öQêëoê:ìèPîQæò´õë äå ¹º»°¼-½¾ òÆë è'îgè:æïKé°èkôÁêKæ´ê:îGëVòøäî
ä å ¹º»°¾)½¾ çòæ¡ö æ¡öQê êóCêkõkæ¡êjñ ðgê:öCè òøäéÄåVäéüæögêÝêPógòøë »
æ¡êkìò¡õUäógê:é°è:æ´äéoëPþ ½ öQêUèPæøäìò´õ·óKéoäóGäQë°òæ¡ò´äîCë-äKå ¹º»o¾)½¾ èé°ê
éVê:ógô´è:õkêjñ ðgû óKé°êkñKò¡õèPæ´êë äê:é@æïKógô¡êë äå@ê óKé°êëëVòøäîGëþ ½ è »
ðgô¡ê IÝåeäéeìèkôôû&úKò êë`æögê ë°êkìèPîKæ¡ò´õë äå`êjèkõ:öÝäóCêPéoèPæøäé
äå ¹º»o¼-½¾ þ (C, s )[[@ ξ ]] òÆë æ¡öQê èkôïgê äå æ¡öQêêóQéVêë »
ëVòøäî ò¡îdæ¡öQê\ë°æ´è:æ¡ê
çöQò¡õkö@òÆë-æ¡öQêô´èPæ´êë°æ
ëVæøèPæ´ê/ξäåaóQé°äKõkêëë p äå<sçöQ=ò¡õkö-causal
óKéoäõjêë(së p) òÆëèPçèé°ê/äåþ Uêèjë »
ëVïKì!êsæ¡ögè:æ*ê óQéVêëë°ò´äîCë}èé°êsóKéoäógê:éVôûæ¡ûóCêkñ)þ ½ ûógò¡õè:ô¡ôûùgæ¡öQêë°ê
æûKógêëõjäïQô¡ñ ðCê 
X*þ \ê èjë »
ëVïKì!ê!æöCèPæ s , s , s , . . . ∈ LS è:îQñ s , s , s , . . . ∈ LS þ
1 äæ¡ò¡õjê`æ¡ögè:æÆùMèë\òî ¹º»o¾)½¾ ùæ¡öQê ì!êèPîQòîgúüäKå·æögê , óKé°ê ò »
äïCëoôû . äógê:é°è:æ´äé·äîÖæ¡öQê ò¡îKò¡æòøè:ôÂë°æ´è:æ¡êäKå·êjè:õköüóKéoäõkêëë·éVê »
Gêkõkæøë æ¡öQêò¡îKæ¡ïKò¡æ¡ò´äîsæ¡ögè:æ0æ¡öQê/ê Qêkõ:ïQæòøäîsæé°èkõkêòÆë ïKîKðCäïQîQñQêkñ/ò¡î
æögêóGèjë°æ èPîgñ  g´¦¥KKC>³ #þ \ê!õäîCë°ò¡ñQêPéÀæ¡öKòÆëèjë}æ¡öQê-ìägëVæWé°êjè »
ëoäîCèðCôêuèëë°ïKì-óQæ¡òøäî/æ¡ögè:æCäîQêuõèPîMìèPýKêmèðCäïKæQæögêóCèëVæeþ
i

j

rebootAccepted
→
V
(@
(inactive
∧ @server rebootWarning))
client
client

Û ßWÞâe ß<QâeÞ ;U 8 ;aß<gân 4 ß< >:@:A [ D5B
\êñKêë°õPéVòðgê-èPî·èPïKæøäìè:æ¡êjñæ´êkõköKîQòKïQêæøä·ëVûKîQæögêë°òjêMêjå>÷ »
õ:ò´ê:îQæñKòøë°æéVòðïQæ¡êjñÀìäîKò¡æ´äéoë0åeäé0ëè:åeê:æ¡ûÀóKéoäóCêPéVæò´êëCòîñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñ
ëVûGëVæ´ê:ìÂëaê KóKé°êëë°êkñmò¡î ¹Kº»o¼s½¾ þ \ê}èëë°ïKì!êæ¡ögè:æQäîgêuäé)ìäéVê
óKéoäõjêëëoêë}èé°êèjëëäõkò´è:æ¡êjñÂçò¡æö ¹º»o¼-½¾ åVäéVìïQô´è:êæöCèPæWìïGëVæ
ðgêÀëoè:æòÆëo÷0êkñðgûmæ¡öQêñKòøë°æéVòðïKæ´êkñõjäì-óQïKæøèPæ¡òøäî)þ ½ öQêÀëVûQîKæ¡öQêëVò kêkñ
ìäîQòæøäé<òÆë G«¡¦K¬K: ùò¡îæ¡öQêMëoê:îCëoêæ¡ögèPæ7ò¡æ7õäîCë°òøë°æøëÀäå ëoêPóGè »
é°è:æ¡êù ¢¥Q:C¢K¤/¥G¥gV éVïKîQîKò¡îQúsäîêjèkõ:öMóKéoäõkêëëPþ Ø ô¡äKõjè:ôCìäî »
òæøäéìèPû!èPæ¡æ´èkõ:öèkñKñò¡æ¡ò´äîgè:ôCò¡îQåVäéVìèPæ¡òøäîæøäèPîäïKæ´úQäòîgúì!êë »
ëoèkúKêåÆéoäìæögêmõäéeéVêëeóGäîQñKòîgúóKéoäõjêëëþ ½ öKòÆëòîgåeäéeìè:æòøäîõèPî
ëVïKðGë°ê ïgê:îKæ´ôûðgêsê Kæéoè:õ:æ´êkñ!ðQûpæögêsìäîKò¡æøäéEäîÂæ¡öQêMé°êkõjê:ò Kòîgú
ëVò´ñKê/çò¡æ¡ögäïQæ)õ:öCèPîgúò¡îQúMæögêïKîgñKêPé°ôûKò¡îQúsëoê:ìè:îKæ¡ò¡õëäåWæ¡öQêñòÆë »
æéVòðïKæ´êkñsóKéoäúé°è:ì·þ ½ öQêýKê:ûúïQò¡ñKòîgúsóKéVòîgõ:òógô¡êëò¡î!æögêñQêëVò´úî
äåXæöQòøëWæ¡êjõ:öQîKò ïQê}èé°ê 
Ø ô´äõè:ôgìäîQòæøäé<ëVöCäïQô¡ñðgêmånèjë°æÆùKëoäMæ¡ögèPæCìäîKò¡æ´äéeò¡îQú/õèPî
•
ðgê}ñQäîQêuäîQôòîgHê *
Ø ô¡äKõjè:ôCìäîKò¡æ´äéoë ëVöCäïgôñMögè êmôòæ¡æ¡ô¡êì!ê:ìäéeûä ê:éeögêjèkñCù
•
ò¡îMóGèéVæò´õ:ïgô¡èPéVùò¡æ7ëVöCäïgôñ Q¥g îQêjêkñsæ´ä!ë°æ´äéVêmæ¡öQêêkîKæ¡òé°êmöKòÆë »
æøäéVûMäå7ê ê:îQæøë*äî-èEóKéoäõjêëEë *èPîQñ
½ ögêuîQïKì-ðgê:é*äå7ì!êëëoè:úQêë*æ¡ögèPæGîgêkêjñMæøäðgê/ë°êkîKæCðCê:æ´çêkê:î
•
óKéoäõjêëë°êë0åeäégæ¡öQê<óQïKénóGäQë°êäågìäîQòæøäéVòîgúuëVöCäïQô¡ñEðCê*ìò¡î »
ò¡ìè:ônþ
nîæ¡öKòÆëÀë°êjõ:æ¡ò´äîGùçöQêkî!çêméVêjånê:é<æ´äèmé°ê:ìäæ¡êê KóKé°êëëVòøäîäé
åeäéeìïgô¡èkêçêÀì!êjèPî/è:î/ê óQéVêëëVòøäîçöQò¡õköäKõkõkïéëXòîè:îû/äåGæ¡öQê
ìäîQòæøäé°êkñ ¹º»o¼-½¾ åVäéVìïQô´è:êKþ
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½ ä/ò¡ô¡ôïGëVæé°è:æ¡êäïKé7ô´äúKò¡õùçêuõäîCë°ò¡ñQêPéWèuåeêPç éVêjô¡è:æò êkôûsëVæøèPî »
Qñ èé°ñÀêCèPì-óCôêëCò¡î}æ¡öQê ñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñëVûGëVæ´ê:ìÂëXôò¡æ´êPéoèPæ¡ïé°ê (eë°êkêùêKþ ú0þ ù
8>IL; ) þ ½ öQê/÷géëVæ7êgè:ì-ógô¡êmòøë ¢:KgEj¢kj¡¥ åVäé èîgê:æ´çäéVýäKå
óKéoäõkêëëoêëþ ½ ögêýKêPûéVêïKòé°ê:ì!ê:îQæ<åeäémô¡êjèkñKêPéêkô¡êkõkæòøäî·òÆëæ¡ögè:æ
æögêPé°ê<òÆëXè:æ » ìäQë°æäîQêôêè:ñQêPéVþ Ø ëë°ïKì!êæögê*îQïKì-ðCêPéCäKåQóKéoäõkêëëoêë
òøë nùQè:îQñ state òøëuè èéVòøèðgô¡êmòîÂêjè:õkö-óKéoäõjêëëæ¡ögè:æ)õjè:îögè ê
è:ôïQêë
þ \êõjèPîsåeäéeìï »
ô¡è:æ¡ê*æögê*leader,
ýKê:û}ô¡êjè:ñQêPloser,
éCêkô¡êkõ:æ¡òøcandidate,
äîÀóQé°äógê:éeæ¡û}èPsleep
æê ê:éeûÀóKéoäõkêëë)èjë J,Pò¡åCè
ôêè:ñKê:é7òÆëêkô¡êkõkæ¡êjñæ¡öQêkîò´åXæ¡öQêmõ:ïKéné°ê:îQæKóQé°äKõkêëë<òøë è}ôêè:ñKê:éWæögê:îGù
æ´äpò¡æøëýKîCäçôêjñKúKêùgîCäîQêäKåæögêäæ¡öQê:éóKéoäõjêëëoêë}òÆë/èô¡êjèkñKê:é .
çméeò¡ææ´ê:îsèjë<æögê ¹º»o¼-½¾ i» ô¡äKõjè:ôQåeäéeìïgô¡è 
leaderElected → (state
= leader →
V
j6=i (@j (state 6= leader))
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768:9; <3>=?

O äîCë°ò¡ñQêPéÝæ¡öQê.óQé°äðgô¡ê:ì äå êèkôïCèPæ¡òîgú è.é°ê:ìäæ¡ê »
êóQéVêëë°ò´äî @ ξ èPæCóKéoäõjêëë p þ Ø îCèPòêëoäKôïQæòøäîsòÆë<æ¡ögè:æCóKéojä »
õkêëë p ëVò¡ì-ógôû!ógò¡úQúûKðCè:õkýCëæ¡öQê è:ôïQêäKå ξ êè:ôïgè:æ¡êjñèPæ p ù

mòê:î@è:î òì-óCôêkì!ê:îKæøèPæ¡òøäî äåæ¡öQê·ô¡êjèkñKêPéêjôêjõ:æ¡ò´äîóKéoäðCôêkìpù
äîQêMõjè:îpìäîKò¡æ´äéæ¡öKòÆë}åeäéeìïgô¡èMèPæ<êjèkõ:öÂóKéoäõjêëëPþ Vå æögê/óQé°äó »
(
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C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si

|=
6|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=

true
false
P (ξi , . . . , ξi0 )
¬Fi
Fi op Fi0
Fi
0 · Fi
Fi
Fi S Fi0
@ j Fj

[

(C, si )[[vi ]]
(C, si )[[ci ]]
(C, si )[[f (ξi , . . . , ξi0 )]]
(C, si )[[@j ξj ]]

Vå äéaèkôô s
åeäéaèkôô
ò´åÆå P ((C,s s )[[ξ ]], . . . , (C, s )[[ξ ]]) = true
ò´åÆå C, s 6|= F
ò´åÆå C, s |= F äó C, s |= F
ò´åÆåXò¡å ∃s . s  s æ¡öQêkî C, s |= F êkôøë°ê C, s |= F
ò´åÆå ∃s . s  s èPîgñ C, s |= F
ò´åÆå C, s |= F åVäéaèkôô s  s
ò´å ∃s . s  s èPîgñ C, s |= F èPîgñ ∀s . s ≺ s 
ò´åÆå C, s |= F çöQê:éVê s = causal (s )
æöCèPægòøë ùæ¡öQê è:ôïQêuäKå v ò¡î s
= s (v ),
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çöQêPé°ê

$9&  +

  +
" !

0
i

00
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si

òì-óCôò´êë

C, s00i |= Fi

i

j

*

)þ   m KV [i].seq ← KV [i].seq + 1 þCãGê:îgñ KV
çò¡æö m èë KV *
Gþ     m<åeäémè:ô¡ô j ù)ò´å KV [j].seq > KV [j].seq
æ¡öQê:î KV [j] ← KV [j]ùæöCèPægòøë ù
ùè:îQñ
KV [j].seq ← KV [j].seq
þ
KV [j].values ← KV [j].values
\êuõè:ô¡ôæöQòøëaæögê ÉMÊË7ÌpÍGÎGÏÐ<ÎGÑ-Î0ÒXºGË<Ó è:ô¡úQäéVò¡æöQì·þ eîQåVäé »
ìè:ô¡ôûù KV [j].values õäîKæøèPò¡îCëæögêMô´èPæ´êë°æ è:ôïQêëæöCèPæ p öCèjë
åeäé j » ê óQéVêëë°ò´äîCëWäé j » åVäéVìïQô´è:êKþ ½ öQê:éVêjåeäéVêùjåeäé7æ¡öQ"ê è:ôïQê}äKå
è}éVêkìäæ´êê óQéVêëëVòøäîäé åeäéeìïgô¡èmäåWæ¡öQêåVäéVì
äé
ù
óKéoäõjêëë p õjè:î KoïCë°æïCëoê*æ¡öQê ê:îQæéVû}õäéeéVêëeóCäîQñKòîg@úEæ´äξ ξ äé @F Fòî
æögêEëoê:æ KV [j].values þ 1 äæ´ê*æ¡ögè:ææögêEëoê ïgê:îgõkêWîQïKì-ðgê:éQîgêkêkñCë
æ´ä5ðgê-ò¡îQõPé°ê:ì!êkîKæ´êkñ·äîgôûçögê:î\ëoê:îQñKòîgú5ì!êëëoè:úQêëPþ ½ öQêõjäé »
éVêjõ:æ¡îQêëëäKåuæ¡öQêèkôúgäéVòæ¡öKì òÆëé°êkô´èPæ¡ò êjôû\ë°æéoèPò´úöQæ¡åVäé°çèé°ñèPîQñ
çêmë°ýKòóMò¡æøëåVäéVìè:ôóQé°äQäåþ
 "!#$#"&% Õg¥gK³}*>¥Qk: p KKK³ j ¿a©gPC¡>³*j¥g
¥C F ¦ KV [j].values :¥C¦G«Qs©Q²:C¢¡¬¥n @ ξ ¥g
ξ
¿Gn:´*kk´²jj¢ ³:µ
@ F
½ öQêèPðCä ê5è:ô¡úQäéeò¡æ¡öKì'æéeò´êë-æ´äUìò¡îKò¡ìò jêpæögê·ô¡äKõjè:ôuçäéeý
çöQêkî@ëoê:îgñò¡îQúèpì!êëëè:úQêþ 6 äçê êPéVù<äðGëoêP!é êÂæöCèPæÀæ¡öQê è:ô »
ïQêëEõjèkôõkïQô´èPæ´êkñè:æWë°æ¡ê:ó /èPéVêîgêkêjñKêkñ!äîQôû!çöQêkîÂèPîÂäïKæ´úQäòîgú
ì!êëëoè:úQêuòÆëúKêkîQêPéoèPæ´êkñMèPæXëVæ´êPó IGùëoäsäîgê}õäïgôñögè ê K°ïGëVæ0ê èkô »
ïgè:æ¡êjñ/è:ô¡ôæögêÀê KóKé°êëë°ò´äîCë èPîQñ è:ægëVæ´êPó ICùPéeò´úöQæðgêjåeäéVê æ¡öQê
ì!êëëoè:úQê-òøëMë°êkîKæäïKæeþ ½ öKòÆξëçäïgôFñpé°êkñKïQõjê-æögê-éeïQîKæ¡òì!êä KêPé »
öQêè:ñ/èPæGëVæ´êPó ðïQæò¡ægçäïgôñmò¡îQõ:éVêèjë°êEò¡æGèPæCë°æ¡ê:%ó I0þ )äéXñò´åÆåeêPé°ê:îKæ
èóQógôò¡õèPæ¡ò´äîCëùjñKò¡å>ånê:éVêkîKæQèkôæ´êPéVîgè:æ¡êëaìèPûðgêuìäé°êÀêkå>÷0õ:ò´ê:îKæeþ
½ öQêòîQòæ¡òøè:ô è:ôïQêëGåVäé)è:ô¡ôæögê èPéeòøèðCôêëCò¡îèñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñÀóKéoä »
úéoèPìÄõèPîmìèPû}ðgêEåVäïKîgñuêkòæ¡öQê:égðgû/èEë°æ´è:æò´õèPîCè:ôûCëVòÆë7äågæ¡öQêóKéoä »
úéoèPì äéEðQûèsñòÆëVæéeòðïKæ´êkñðKéoäKèkñKõjèëVæ<èPæWæ¡öQêMðCê:úò¡îKîQòîgúäåEæ¡öQê
KVi [i].values
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K¹ º»o¼s½¾
èPîgñ @ F ùMé°êëVógêkõkæò êkôûùsè:îQñ&ë°æ´äéVêÄæögê:ì ò¡î&æögêüë°êkæ
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çòæ¡ö`êê:éeû ì!êëëè:úKê$æöCèPæmòæ/ë°êkîQñCë!äïQænþ ½ öQê·é°êkõkòógò¡êkîKæuóKéoä »
õkêëë õèPîêQæéoè:õkææöQòøë èkôïgêEè:îQñïGë°êEò¡æQèjëXæ¡öQê èkôïgêEäKå þ
6 äçpê êPéVùæöQòøë\èóQóKéoäKèkõ:ö òøë·óKéoäðCôêkìèPæ¡ò¡õ#Eé°êkõjèkôôMæ¡ögèPæs@ì!êξë »
ëoè:úQêëpå>é°äì õäïQô¡ñ`éVêè:õkö ò¡îÄèPîÁèéeðQò¡æéoèéVûÁäé°ñKê:é ðgê »
õjèPïGë°ê æ¡öQêÀèéeéVòpè:ôäé°ñKê:éXäåCæ´çämpì!êëëè:úQêëù:ê êkîå>éoäìÁæ¡öQêuëèPì!ê
ë°ê:îgñKê:éVùgòÆëmòîgñKêkæ¡ê:éeìò¡îgè:æ¡êùQìäé°êMéVêjõkê:îQæ è:ôïQêëÀìè:û5ðgêä ê:é »
çméeò¡ææ´ê:î ðgûÖäô¡ñKê:épäîgêëPþ ½ äýKêkê:óÄæéoè:õkýÖäå!æögêdõjè:ïCëè:ô/öQòøë »
æ´äéeûùäéò¡îpäæ¡öQê:éçäé°ñgë æ¡öQê/ìäQëVæ)éVêjõkêkîKæ)ýQîgäçô¡êkñQúKêùçêèkñKñ
èPîÖê Kê:îKæsîKïQì-ðgê:épõjäéné°êëVóCäîQñò¡îQú æøäÁæ¡öQê ô´äõjèkôsöKòÆëVæøäéVûüë°ê »
ïQêkîQõjê è:æ p èPæÂæögê æò¡ì!êê KóKé°êëë°ò´äîCë\çêPé°êÄë°êkîKæÂäïKæ!ò¡î
ì!êëëè:úQêëþuãGæ´èkôêdòîgåeäéeìè:æòøäî òî èUé°êjäé°ñKê:éVêjñ ì!êëëè:úQê`ë°ê »
ïQêkîQõjêEòøë*æ¡öQê:î-ëVò¡ì-ógôûMñòÆë°õèé°ñKêjñ0þ
O è:ïCëè:ôaäé°ñKêPéVò¡îQúõjè:î!ðCêêkå>ånêjõ:æ¡ò êkôû!è:õjõjäì-óCôòÆëVögêkñsðgûïCë »
òîgúè:îèéeé°è:û/õjèkôô¡êkñ ÉÊ Ë7ÌÂÍGÎGÏ Ð<ÎGÑ-Î0Ò)ºGË*Ó çò¡æ¡öèPî/ê:îQæéVûåeäé
èPîû5óQé°äKõkêëë p åVäéçöKò´õ:ö·æ¡öQêPé°êòÆë/è:î\äõjõ:ïéeé°ê:îQõjêäå @ ò¡î
èPîû ¹º»°¼-½¾ åVäéVìïQô´è/è:æWè:îûóQé°äKõkêëëþ 1 äæ¡êæöCèPæ7ýKîCäçôêjñKúKê
êkõkæ´äéoëWèPéVê}ìäæ¡ò è:æ¡êjñèPîgñ/ò¡îCëeógòé°êkñ/ðQû êkõkæ´äé7õkô´äõkýCë 8 FKù J:H;oþ
½ öQêëVò kê/äKå ÉMÊË7ÌpÍGÎGÏÐ<ÎGÑ-Î0ÒXºGË<Ó òøëîCäæ0ñKê:ógêkîQñKêkîKæGäî-æ¡öQê
îKïKì-ðCêPéäåóKéoäõjêëëoêëðïKæ*äîÂæ¡öQêMîKïQì-ðgêPéÀäåé°ê:ìäæ¡êMê óQéVêë »
ëVòøäîCëèPîgñMåVäéVìïQô´è:êKþ ¾ ê:æ KV[j] ñKêkîgäæ´êÀæ¡öQêmê:îQæéVû-åeäéXóQé°äKõkêëë
äî-è êjõ:æøäé KV þ KV[j] õjäîQæ´è:òîGë7æ¡öQêuåVäô¡ô´äçòîgú÷Gêkô¡ñgë 
p
½ öQêëoê KïQê:îgõkêmîKïQì-ðgê:éäå<æ¡öQêô´èjë°æ7ê Kê:îKæaë°êkêkîèPæ p ùQñKê »
•
îgäæ¡êjñðQû KV[j].seq *
Ø ëoê:æMäKå è:ôïQêë KV[j].values ëVæøäéVò¡îQú æögê è:ôïQêë j »
•
ê óQéVêëë°ò´äîCëaèPîgñ » åeäéeìïgô¡èkêþ
j
Y è:õ:ö}óKéoäõjêëë ýKêkê:óGëXèô´äõè:ô ÉÊ Ë7ÌÂÍGÎGÏ Ð<ÎGÑ-Î0Ò)ºGË*Ó ñKê »
îgäæ´êkñðQû KV þ ½ pögêMìäîKò¡æ´äéuäå óKéoäõjêëë p èPæ¡æøè:õ:ögêëè-õäóKû
äå
çò¡æö ê êPéVûdäïQæ¡úgäò¡îQúUì!êëëoèkúKê þ \ê\ñKê:îCäæ´ê·æ¡öQê
õjäóQKV
ûÂðgû KV þ ½ ögê!è:ô¡úQäéVò¡æöQì åVäéuæ¡öQê!ïmógñgèPæ´êäå ÉMÊË7ÌÂÍ)»
ÎGÏÐ*ÎGÑ-Î0Ò)ºGË<Ó KV èPægóKéoäõjêëë p òøëèjë*åVäô¡ô¡äçë 

þ    ïKógñQè:æ¡ê KV [i] þ Y*èkôïCèPæ´ê eval(ξ , s )
èPîgñ eval(F , s ) (eë°êkêUãCïð0ë°êjõ:æ¡ò´äMî :Gþ I ) åVäé-êjè:õkö @ ξ
i

0
i

= ci
= f ((C, si )[[ξi ]], . . . , (C, si )[[ξi0 ]])
= (C, sj )[[ξj ]]
sj = causal j (si )
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õjäì-ógïKæøèPæ¡ò´äî)þ ½ öQïCë ùCò¡æ*òÆëèjëëVïKì!êjñpæöCèPæ*êè:õ:öpóQé°äKõkêëë öCèjë
æ ögê/õjäì-ógô¡ê:æ´êýKîgäçô¡êkñQúKêäå*æögêòîQòæ¡òøè:ô è:ôïQêëEäKåWé°ê:ìäpæ¡êê »
óKé°êëë°ò´äîCë<åeäéWèkôôgóQé°äKõkêëë°êëþ ½ ögêëoê"èkôïgêë<èPéVê}ïCëoêkñMæ´äò¡îKò¡æòøè:ô »
ò jêÀæ¡öQêuêkîKæéeò´êë
ò¡îæ¡öQê ÉMÊË7ÌÂÍGÎGÏ Ð<ÎGÑ-Î0ÒXºCË*Ó
äå p åeäéaè:ô¡ô j þ KV [j].values
 
 


   
 
ö½ QêÀìäîKò¡æ´äéeò¡îQúèkôúgäéVòæ¡öKì åVäéaè ¹º»°¼-½¾ åeäéeìïgô¡èòøë ëVò¡ì »
ò¡ô´èéò¡î ëVóQòéeò¡æuæøäUæöCèPæmåeäésèPîdäéVñKòîCèéVû ¹º»°¾)½¾ åeäéeìïgô¡èpñKê »
ë°õPéVòðgêkñsò¡+î 8>I?R<;oþ ½ ögêýKêPûñò´åÆåeêPé°ê:îgõkê}òøë æ¡ögè:æ)çê/è:ô¡ô´äçÁé°ê:ìäæ¡ê
ê óQéVêëëVòøäîGëuè:îQñÂé°ê:ìäæ´ê-åeäéeìïgô¡èkêMçöCäQëoê è:ôïQêëmè:îQ
ñ è:ôò´ñ »
òæ¡ûù éVêëeógêjõ:æ¡ò êjôûù îQêjêkñ}æ´ä}ðCê æéoèPîGë°åeêPéeéVêjñ}å>é°äìÁæ¡öQêéVêkìäæ´êóKéoä »
õkêëëæ´ä$æögêÂõkïéeéVêkîKæóKéoäõjêëëPþ %mîgõkêÂæögê ÉÊ Ë7ÌÂÍGÎGÏ Ð<ÎGÑ-Î0Ò7»
ºGË<Ó òÆësóQé°äógêPé°ôûUïKógñgèPæ´êkñCù<æ¡öQêô´äõè:ôuìäîKò¡æøäéõjè:îdõjäì-óQïQæ¡ê
æögêðCäQäô¡êjè:î è:ôïQêuäKå)æ¡öQêmåVäéVìïQô´è æ´ä/ðgêuìäîKò¡æøäé°êkñCùPðgû/é°êkõ:ïKé »
ëVò êjôû/ê èkôïCèPæ¡òîgúmæögêEðCäQäô¡êjèPî èkôïgêuäå0êè:õköMäåGò¡æÆë*ëVïKðgåVäéVìï »
ô¡èkêEòîæ¡öQêõ:ïKéné°ê:îQæKëVæøèPæ´êþ ½ äñQä/ëoäCùò¡æKìè:û/è:ôøëoämïCëoêEæögêðCäKäKôêèPî
è:ôïQêëäKåmë°ïðgåVäéVìïQô´è:ê-ê èkôïCèPæ´êkñ5ò¡îæögêóQéVê Kò´äïCëëVæøèPæ´êÂè:îQñ
æögê è:ôïQêë<äKåGé°ê:ìäæ´êuê óKé°êëëVòøäîGëWèPîgñéVêkìäæ´êuåVäéVìïQô´è:êKþ
Ø ånïKîgõ:æ¡ò´äî P²:G¢ òÆëñKê÷CîQêjñ-îQê Qænþ :²:C¢ æ´è:ýKêëuè:ñ è:îKæøè:úQêäKå
æögêÀé°êkõkïéëVò êuîgè:æïKéVêäå7æ¡öQêmæ¡êkì-óCäé°èkôgäógêPéoèPæøäé*ë (eë°êjê ½ èPðgô¡ê  )
æ´ä·õè:ô¡õ:ïgô¡è:æ¡êæ¡öQêðCäKäKôêèPî è:ôïQêÂäå}è!åeäéeìïgô¡èsò¡îæ¡öQê!õkïéeéVêkîKæ
ëVæøèPæ´êò¡îæ´êPéVìÂëÀäKå (nè ) ò¡æøëðCäQäô¡êjèPî è:ôïQêò¡îÂæ¡öQê/óKé°ê òøäïGëÀëVæøèPæ´ê
èPîQñ (øð ) æögê5ðCäQäô¡êjè:î è:ôïQê$äKå/ò¡æøëÂëVïðCåeäéeìïgô¡èkêpòî`æögêõ:ïKé »
éVêkîKæ ë°æ´è:æ¡êKþ ½ öQêånïKîgõ:æ¡ò´äî ¥ F  é°ê:æ¡ïéVîCë}æ¡öQêäógêPéoèPæøäéuäKåÀæ¡öQê
åeäéeìïgô¡è F ù C«QCÆ³>¥ F  é°ê:æ¡ïéVîCë ´¬K ò´å ¥  F  òøëEðQò¡îgèPéeûù
¬KGÆ³>¥ é°ê:æ¡ïéVîCë ´¬ ò´å ¥  òøë)ïQîgèéVûù ¢ é°ê:æ¡ïéVîCë
æögêÀôêjå>æ0ëVïKðgFåVäéV ìïQô´èäå F ù «§g©g FF   éVêkæïKéeîGë7æögêéVò¡úKFöKæG ëVïðCåeäé »
ìïQô´èMäKå F çöQêkî ¥ F  òøëuðgòîCèéVûùgèPîgñ P¬ek¥CV¤M¬K¢¦  F  éVê »
æïKéeîGëæ¡öQê·ëVïðCåeäéeìïgô¡èäå äæögêPé°çòøëoêþ ½ ögê èPéeòøèðCôêòîgñKê 
éVê:óKé°êë°êkîKæÆë7æ¡öQêÀò¡îQñQê MäKå7èëVFïKðgåVäéVìïQô´èþ

ç öQê:éVêùQæögêMúQô¡äðCèkô7èPénéoèPû *e õäîQæ´è:òîGëEæ¡öQêðCäKäKôêèPî èkôïgêëuäå
è:ô¡ôgë°ïðgåVäéVìïQô´è:ê ò¡î/æ¡öQêEóQéVêKò´äïCëaëVæøèPæ´êÀæ¡ögè:æQçò´ôôKðgêEé°êKïKòéVêjñmòî
æögêuõkïéeéVêkîKæCë°æ´è:æ¡êùçöKò´ô¡êuæ¡öQê}úKô´äðCèkôQèPénéoèPû now ùKè:ånæ´êPéaæögêuêè:ô »
ïgè:æòøäîäKå P²kC¢ ù:çò´ô¡ôQõäîKæøèPò¡îæ¡öQêEðGäKäô¡êjè:î è:ôïQêë<äåXèkôôCëVïKðgåVäé »
ìïQô´è:êò¡îpæögêõ:ïKéné°ê:îQæ7ëVæøèPæ´êMæöCèPæ7ìèPû!ðCêé°ê KïKòéVêjñ-òîpæögê/îgê Kæ
ëVæøèPæ´êþ 1 äæ¡ê/æöCèPæ7æögê Q¥K¸ èéeé°è:û ¦ë è:ôïQêòÆëuëoê:æaò¡î!æögêånïKîgõ:æ¡ò´äî
P²:G¢ þ ½ öQêuånïKîgõ:æ¡ò´äî P²kC¢ äîê KóKé°êëëVòøäîCëaòøë*ñKê÷CîQêjñ/îQê Kæ 
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value eval(Expression ξi , State si ){
case(ξi ) of {
vi return si (vi ) ci return ci
f (ξi1 , . . . , ξik ) return f (eval(ξi1 , si ), . . . , eval(ξik , si ))
@j ξj0 return 
 ξj0 
KVi [j].values
}
}



i

if binary(op(Fi )) then{
lval ← init(lef t(Fi , si ));
rval ← init(right(Fi , si )); }
else if unary(op(Fi )) then
val ← init(subf ormula(Fi , si ));
index ← 0;
case(op(Fi )) of {
true : return true; f alse : return f alse;
P (ξ~i ) : return P (eval(ξi , si ), . . . , eval(ξi0 , si )));
op : return rval op lval; ¬ : return not val;
S : now[index] ← rval; return now[index ];
, · , : now[index] ← val; return now[index
}
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array now; array pre; int index;
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  ];
}
Ø ë<ì!êkîKæ¡ò´äîQêjñêjèPéVôò´êPéVùjò¡î-äéVñQêPéaæ´äóQé°äógêPé°ôû/ïóCñQèPæ´êÀæ¡öQêë°êkæ
ùçêmõjè:îMê:ò¡æ¡öQêPé7ïCëoêuæ¡öQê}å>ïQîQõ:æ¡òøäî P²kC¢ è:ånæ¡ê:éaê  »
KV [i].values
êPéVû/ò¡îKæ´êPéVîgè:ôQêê:îQæÆùjäé7ïGë°êò¡æCòìì!êjñòøèPæ´êkôûðgêkåVäé°êuë°êkîQñKòîgúèPîû
ì!êëëoè:úQêþeå0èìäîQòæøäé°êkñ ¹º»°¼-½¾ åVäéVìïQô´è F òÆëWëeógêjõ:òø÷GêkñåVäé
èEóQé°äKõkêëë p ùçê}õjèkôô p èjë<æ¡öQê}äçîgêPéWäåXæöCèPæCåeäéeìïgô¡èþ Ø æCæ¡öQê
äçîQê:é0óKéoäõjêëë ùjçêuêèkôïCèPæ´ê ïCë°òîgúæ¡öQê å>ïQîQõ:æ¡òøäî/è:ånæ¡ê:é
êêPéVûòîQæ¡ê:éeîCè:ôKè:îQñé°êkõjê:òKêêFê:îQæQèPîgñ/èjëë°ò¡úKeval
î Q¥K¸ æ´ä e þ ½ öQòøë
òøë}ñgäîQê-è:ånæ´êPéæögê ÉMÊË7ÌÂÍGÎGÏ Ð<ÎGÑ-Î0ÒXºCË*Ó òÆë}ïóCñQèPæ´êkñGùQõjäéné°ê »
ëeóGäîQñKòîgúKôûpèkå>æ´êPéuæ¡öQêê Kê:îKæeþ eåæ¡öQêê èkôïCèPæ¡ò´äî5äKå òøë
æögê:îpçêé°êPóGäéVæaèMçèéVîKò¡îQúæöCèPæaæögêMåVäéVìïQô´è F ögèFëEðCêkêkfalse
î ò »
äô´èPæ´êkñ)þ ½ öQêæ¡òì!êè:îQñÂëVóCèkõkê/õäì-ógô¡ê Qòæ¡û-äKå<æ¡öKòÆëè:ô¡úQäéeò¡æ¡öKì"èPæ
ê êPéVûê êkîKæQòøë
ùçögêPé°ê m òøë*æ¡öQêëVò kêäåXæögê}äéVò´úò¡îgè:ôQô¡ä »
õjèkôQåVäéVìïQô´èþ Θ(m)
W V

boolean eval(F ormula Fi , State si ){
if binary(op(Fi )) then{
lval ← eval(lef t(Fi ), si );
rval ← eval(right(Fi ), si ); }
else if unary(op(Fi )) then
val ← eval(subf ormula(Fi ), si );
index ← 0;
case(op(Fi )) of {
true : return true; f alse : return f alse;
P (ξ~i ) : return P (eval(ξi , si ), . . . , eval(ξi0 , si )));
op : return rval op lval; ¬ : return not val;
S : now[index] ← (pre[index] and lval) or rval;
return now[index ];
: now[index] ← pre[index] and val;
return now[index ];
· : now[index] ← pre[index] or val;
return now[index ];
: now[index] ← val; return pre[index ];
 Fj 
@j Fj : return 
KVi [j].values
}
}


 
 



boolean init(F ormula Fi , State si ){
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i

 


F S?T X I H0IJY


1 äæ´êsæöCèPæWæ¡öQê-å>ïQîQõkæòøäî P²:G¢ õjè:îKîgäæ7ðgêsïCëoêkñpæ´äpêèkôïCèPæ´êæ¡öQê
ðCäQäô¡êjèPî è:ôïQêäåÀèsåVäéVìïQô´èMè:æWæögê÷géoë°æ*êêkîKæ>ùGèjë}æ¡öQêMé°êkõkïé »
ëVòøäîÂögèPîgñKô¡êëæögêMõèjë°ê
ò¡î5èMñò´åÆåeêPé°ê:îQæXçèPûQþ\ê-ñKê÷CîQê
æögêEå>ïQîQõ:æ¡òøäî ¦C æøä}ögèPîgnñKô¡ê*=æ¡öK1òÆëWëeóCêkõkò´èkôõjèjëoêèjë)òì-óCôò´êkñ}ðgû}æ¡öQê
ë°êkìèPîKæ¡ò´õëaäå ¹º»°¼-½¾ ò¡î ½ èðCôêë IèPîgñ äîäîQêê êkîKææé°èkõkêë 
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è:îQñ þ ögèjëmè-ô´äõè:ô
O äîCë°ò¡ñQêPéÀæ¡öé°êkêMóKéoäõjêëë°êë ù ù
èéVò´èPðgô¡ê x çöCäQë°êsò¡îKò¡æòøè:ôèkôïgêpòÆë p:gù p öCèjpëmèspô¡äKõjè:ôèPéeòøèðCôê
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2

1

äé*( ∃s . s  s èPîgñ C, s |= 0 · F )
èPîgñ ( ∃s . s  s ò¡ì-ógôò¡êë C, s |= [ F )
äé
è:îQñ ∃s . s  s èPîgñ C, s |= F SF )
 $9&P*" +   " ! ¹º»°¼-½¾
çòæ¡öÂò¡îKò¡æ¡ò´èkôè:ôïQê%=5èPîgñ p ìäîKò¡æøäéë æögê-åeäéeìïgô¡è [ (y ≥ äîéVêjõkê:ò ò¡îQú/æ¡öQê}ì!êëëoèkúKêmåÆéoäì p ùjóQé°äKõkêëë p òøë èPðgô¡êuæøä/ïKó »
y
þ Ø îsêgè:ì-ógô¡êÀõjäì-óQïKæøèPæ¡òøäîòøëEë°ögäçî/ò¡î0ò´úïKéVê Cþ
ñQè:æ¡êò¡æøë KV æ´äsæ¡öQê/äîQêë°êkîKæXè:æXê êkîKæ e þ ½ ögêìäîKò¡æøäéèPæ p
@ x)
è:úgèPò¡î/ê è:ôïgèPæ´êëXæ¡öQêóKéoäógê:éeæ¡û/èPîgñ/÷CîQñCë7æöCèPæQòæ0ëVæ¡ò¡ô¡ôQögäô¡ñgëPþ ½ öQê
ì!êëëoè:úQêë°êkîKæ<ðgû p ÷Cîgèkôôû$èéeéeò êëè:æ e ðïKæ*æ¡öQê KV óQò´ú »
úûKðCè:õkýKêkñäîòÆëò´úîCäé°êkñ!èjëòæaöCèjëÀèsëVìèkôô¡êPé KV[1].seq æöCèPî
þ ½ ögêìäîQòæøäéaõjäéné°êkõkæ¡ôûõjäîKæ¡òîQïQêë7æ´äñKêjõkô´èé°êæögê
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Appendix L:

On Efficient Communication and Service Agent Discovery
in Multi-agent Systems
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Abstract

systems can be realized, two closely related problems
must be addressed:

The paper studies two closely related problems: how
to support efficient message passing in large-scale
agent systems given that agents are mobile, and how to
facilitate the discovery of service agents in an open
environment where agents may enter and leave. The
Actor Architecture has been designed to study
simulations of large-scale agent systems where agents
obey the operational semantics of actors. We describe
the solutions to these two problems that have been
adopted in the Actor Architecture. The problem of
efficient message-passing is partially addressed by
using dynamic names for agents. Specifically, a part of
the name of a mobile agent changes continuously as a
function of the agent platform that it is currently hosted
by. This enables the agent platform of a sender to use
location information about the receiver agent in order
to optimize message delivery. The problem of agent
discovery is addressed by using a broker agent.
Moreover, the sender agent may reduce the
communication that is required between the sender
itself and a broker agent by sending the broker an
agent to localize the search for the appropriate service
agents. In order to mitigate security problems, this
search agent is very restricted in what operations it is
allowed to perform and is transmitted in the form of a
passive object. A description of the Actor Architecture
is given, focusing on these two ideas and their
preliminary evaluation.

• How can an agent efficiently discover service agents
which are previously unknown? In an open agent
system, the mail addresses or names of all agents are
not globally known; agents may not have the
addresses of other agents with whom they need to
communicate. This suggests that middle agent
services such as brokering and matchmaking are
necessary [14]. As we scale up agent systems,
efficiently implementing these services is a
challenge.
• How to efficiently send messages to agents which
have potentially moved? In mobile agent systems,
efficiently sending messages to an agent is not
simple because they move continuously from one
agent platform to another. For example, one obvious
solution, viz. requiring the agent platform on which
a mobile agent is created to manage location
information about that agent, may double the
message passing overhead.
We address the message passing problem for mobile
agents in part by providing a richer structure on names
which allows the names to dynamically evolve.
Specifically, the names of agents include information
about their current location. Moreover, rather than
simply sending data as messages, we allow an agent
system to use the data to find the location of an
appropriate receiver agent.
We have implemented our ideas in a Java-based
agent system called the Actor Architecture (or AA). AA
supports the actor semantics for agents: each agent is
an autonomous process with a unique name (address),
message passing between agents is asynchronous, new
agents may be dynamically created, and agent names
may be communicated [1]. AA is being used to develop
tools to facilitate large-scale simulations, but it may be
used for other large-scale open agent applications as
well; AA has been designed with a modular and
extensible, application-independent structure. The
primary features of AA are to provide a light-weight
implementation of agents, minimize communication

Keywords: Open Distributed System, Multi-agent
System, Actor System, Message Passing, Brokering
Service.

1. Introduction
A number of multi-agent systems, including EMAF
[3], JADE [4], InfoSleuth [5], and OAA [6], support an
open agent systems, i.e., systems in which agents may
enter and leave at any time. Moreover, the growth of
computational power and networks has made largescale open agent systems a promising technology.
However, before this vision of scalable open agent
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AA platform of the receiver. When there is no a built-in
connection between these two AA platforms, the TS
contacts the TM of the AA platform of the receiver
actor to open a connection so that the TM can create a
TR for the new connection. Finally, the TR receives the
message and delivers it to the MM on the same
platform.

overhead between agents, and enable service agents to
be located efficiently.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the overall structure and functions of AA
and the agent life cycle model in AA. Section 3
explains how to reduce the communication overhead in
AA, and Section 4 shows how to improve the middle
agent service in AA. Section 5 describes our
experiments with AA and evaluation of our approaches.
Finally, in Section 6 we discuss our preliminary
conclusions and research directions.

Actor

2. The Actor Architecture

AA Platform

AA provides a light-weight implementation of
agents as active objects or actors [1]. Actors can
provide the infrastructure for a variety of agent
systems; they are social and reactive, but they are not
explicitly required to be “autonomous” in the sense of
being proactive [16]. However, autonomous actors may
be implemented in AA and many of our experimental
studies require proactive actors. Although the term
agent has been used to mean proactive actors, for our
purposes, the distinction is not critical. In this paper, we
use terms ‘agents’ and ‘actors’ as synonyms.
The Actor Architecture consists of two main
components:

ATSpace

Actor
Manager

Actor Migration
Manager

Delayed Message
Manager

Message
Manager

1. Actor execution environments called AA platforms.
AA platforms provide the system environment in
which actors exist and interact with other actors.
Specifically, AA platforms provide actor state
management, actor communication, actor migration,
and middle actor services.

Transport
Receiver

Transport
Manager

Transport
Sender

Transport
Sender

Transport
Manager

Transport
Receiver

2. An actor library which supports the development of
agents that are executed on AA platforms.
We describe the structure of AA in greater detail. An
AA platform consists of eight components (see Figure
1): Message Manager, Transport Manager, Transport
Sender, Transport Receiver, Delayed Message Manager,
Actor Manager, Actor Migration Manager, and
ATSpace.
A Message Manager (MM) handles message
passing between actors. Every message passes through
at least one Message Manager. If the receiver actor of a
message exists on the same AA platform, the MM of
the platform directly delivers the message to the
receiver actor. However, if the receiver actor is not on
the same AA platform, this MM delivers the message to
the MM of the platform where the receiver currently
resides, and finally the MM delivers the message to the
receiver. A Transport Manager (TM) maintains a
public port for message passing between different AA
platforms. When a sender actor sends a message to a
receiver actor on a different AA platform, the Transport
Sender (TS) residing on the same platform as the sender
receives the message from the MM of the sender actor
and delivers it to the Transport Receiver (TR) on the
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AA Platform

Figure1. The Architecture of an AA Platform

A Delayed Message Manager (DMM) temporarily
holds messages for mobile actors while they are
moving from their AA platform to other AA platforms.
An Actor Manager (AM) manages states of the actors
that are currently executing and the locations of the
mobile actors created on the AA platform. An Actor
Migration Manager (AMM) manages actor migration.
An ATSpace provides middle actor services, such as
matchmaking and brokering services. Unlike other
system components, an ATSpace is implemented as an
actor. Therefore, any actor can create an ATSpace, and
hence, an AA platform may have more than one
ATSpaces. The ATSpace created by an AA platform is
called the default ATSpace of the platform, and all
actors can obtain the actor names of default ATSpaces.
Once an actor has the name of an ATSpace, the actor

machine, the message is delivered to the receiver
through the Message Manager and the Transport Sender
of the sender actor, and the Transport Receiver and the
Message Manager of the receiver actor (Figure 3b).
Although these two approaches of message passing are
different at the system level, they are transparent to
actors, and hence, actors always use the same operator
to send their messages.

may send the ATSpace messages in order to use its
services.
In AA, actors are implemented as active objects and
executed as threads; actors on an AA platform are
executed with that AA platform as part of one process.
Each actor has one actor life cycle state at any time (see
Figure 2). An actor may be static, meaning that it exists
on its original AA platform, or it may be mobile,
meaning that it has migrated from its original AA
platform. The state information of a static actor appears
within only its original AA platform while that of a
mobile actor appears both on its original AA platform
and on its current AA platform. When an actor is ready
to process a message its state becomes Active and
stays while the actor is processing the message. When a
mobile actor initiates migration, its state is changed to
Transit. Once the migration ends and the actor
restarts, its state becomes Active on the current AA
platform, and Remote on the original AA platform.
Following a user request, an actor in the Active state
may be Suspended state. In contrast to other agent life
cycle models (e.g. [7, 12]), AA’s life cycle model uses
the Remote state to indicate that an agent that was
created on the current AA platform is working on
another AA platform.

AA platform of a sender actor and a receiver actor
Message
Manager

Sender
Actor

a. Internal Actor Communication
AA platform of a sender actor
Sender
Actor

Message
Manager

Transport
Sender

AA platform of a receiver actor
Receiver
Actor

Remote

Receiver
Actor

Message
Manager

Transport
Receiver

Suspended

b. External Actor Communication
Move Start

Resumee
Resum

Figure 3. Procedure for Actor Communication

Unknown

Destroy

3.2. Location-based Message Passing

Suspend

Move
End

Execute

Active

Transit

Create
or
Execute

Before an actor can send messages to other actors, it
must know the names of the intended receiver actors. In
AA, each actor has its own unique name called UAN
(Universal Actor Name). The UAN of an actor includes
the location information and unique identification
number of the actor as follows:

Move Start

Figure 2. The Actor Life Cycle Model

uan://128.174.245.49:37

3. Optimized Communication
From the above name, we can infer that the actor exists
on the host whose IP address is 128.174.245.49, and
that the actor is distinguished from other actors on the
same platform with its unique identification number 37.
When the Message Manager of a sender actor
receives a message whose receiver actor has the above
name, it checks whether the receiver actor exists on the
same AA platform. If they are on the same AA platform,
the Message Manager finds the receiver actor on the
AA platform and delivers the message. If they are not,
the Message Manager of the sender actor delivers the
message to the Message Manager of the receiver actor.
In order to find the AA platform where the Message
Manager of the receiver actor exists, the location
information 128.174.245.49 in the UAN of the
receiver actor is used. When the Message Manager on

We describe the mechanisms used to support actor
communication. Specifically, AA uses two approaches
to reduce the communication overhead for mobile
actors that are not on their original AA platforms:
namely, location-based message passing and delayed
message passing.

3.1. Message Passing between Actors
After a message has been created, the message is
managed by the Message Manager. When the receiver
actor of a message is located on the same AA platform
where the sender actor exists, the message is directly
delivered to the receiver actor by the Message Manager
(Figure 3a). However, if the receiver is on a different
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current address of an actor. There is no guarantee that
the location-based message passing will perform better
than the UAN-based message passing. Therefore, AA
allows an actor to decide which addressing scheme is
better for the current situation.

the AA platform with IP address 128.174.245.49
receives the message, it finds the receiver actor and
delivers the message.
The above actor naming and message delivery
scheme works correctly when all actors are static.
However, because an actor may migrate from one AA
platform to another, we extend the basic behavior of the
Message Manager with a forwarding service; when a
Message Manager receives a message for a mobile
actor, it delivers the message to the current AA
platform of the mobile actor. To facilitate this service,
an AA platform maintains a table providing the current
locations of mobile actors that were created on the AA
platform.
The problem with using only the universal names of
actors for message delivery is that every message for a
mobile actor that has moved from the original AA
platform where the actor was created still has to pass
through the original AA platform (Figure 4a). This kind
of indirection may happen even in case the receiver
actor exists on an AA platform that is close to (or the
same as) the AA platform of the sender actor. In fact,
message passing between actor platforms is relatively
expensive. AA uses Location-based Actor Naming
(LAN) for mobile actors in order to generally eliminate
the need for this kind of indirection. Specifically, a
LAN of an actor consists of its current location and its
UAN as follows:

AA Platform A:

AA Platform C:

UAN1://B:15

UAN2://B:16

send a message to UAN2

AA Platform B:

a. UAN-based Message Passing
AA Platform C:

AA Platform A:
UAN1://B:15

UAN2://B:16

send a message to LAN2://C/B:16

AA Platform B:

lan://128.174.244.147//128.174.245.49:37

The current location of a mobile actor is set by an AA
platform when the actor arrives on the AA platform. If
the current location is the same as the location where an
actor was created, the LAN of the actor does not have
any special information beyond its UAN.
Under the location-based message passing scheme,
when the Message Manager of a sender actor receives a
message for a remote actor that exists on the different
AA platform, it checks the current location of the
receiver actor with its LAN and delivers the message to
the AA platform where the receiver actor exists (Figure
4b). The rest of the procedure for the message passing
is similar to that in UAN-based message passing
scheme.
With location-based message passing, the system is
more fault-tolerant; since messages for a mobile actor
need not pass through the original AA platform of the
actor, the messages may be correctly delivered to the
actor even when the actor’s original AA platform is not
working correctly.
In order to use LAN address scheme, the location
information in a LAN should be correct. However,
mobile actors may move repeatedly, and a sender actor
may have old LANs of mobile actors. Thus a message
for a mobile actor may be delivered to the previous AA
platform from where the actor left. This problem is
addressed by having an old AA platform deliver the
message to the original AA platform where the actor
was created; the original platform always manages the

b. Location-based Message Passing
Figure 4. Message Passing to a Mobile Actor

3.3. Delayed Message Passing
While a mobile actor is moving from one AA
platform to another, the current AA platform of the
actor is not well defined. Therefore, when the Message
Manager of the original AA platform receives a
message for a mobile actor, it sends the message to the
Message Manager of the old AA platform. After the
Message Manager of the old AA platform receives the
message, it forwards the message to the Message
Manager of the original AA platform because it no
longer has information about the mobile actor’s current
location. An AA platform manages location
information about only the mobile actors that are
created on it. Thus, a message is continuously passed
between these two AA platforms until the mobile actor
updates location information with its new AA platform
by informing the Actor Manager of the original AA
platform.
In order to avoid unnecessary message passing, a
Delayed Message Manager in AA platform is used; the
Message Manager of the old AA platform delays the
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ATSpace actor. In Figure 5, the seller actors with
UAN2 and UAN3 are selected by the search algorithm,
and the ATSpace actor delivers sendComputerBrand
message to the actors. Finally, they will send
information about brand names of their computers to
the buyer actor.

message passing for a mobile actor while the state of
the actor is Transit. For this operation, the Actor
Manager of the old AA platform manages the state of
the mobile actor and the Delayed Message Manager
holds messages for the mobile actor until the actor
reports that its migration has ended. After an actor
finishes its migration, the new AA platform of the actor
sends its old AA platform and its original AA platform
a message to inform that the migration process has
ended. Whenever one of these two AA platforms
receives a message, the original AA platform changes
the state of the mobile actor from Transit to Remote
while the old AA platform removes information about
the mobile actor.

An ATSpace actor
UAN2, seller, computer, 950
UAN3, seller, computer, 650
UAN2, seller, printer, 120
UAN4, seller, computer, 1290

4. Active Brokering Service
A brokering service is useful for supporting
attribute-based communication between agents that are
in an open multi-agent system. Recall that in open
multi-agent systems, service agents that support a
specific service may not be known to client agents; with
attribute-based communication, client agents may use
the attributes of the service they require instead of using
the names of the service agents. The attributes of the
service are delivered to a middle agent as a tuple
template, and the middle agent tries to find a service
agent or a set of service agents whose attributes are
matched with the tuple template. The agents selected by
the middle agent receive the message sent by the client
agent through the middle agent. This service is very
effective in open multi-agent systems, but the searching
ability of the middle agent is often very restrictive for
efficiency reasons; a middle agent typically provides
only template-based exact matching or regular
expression matching [2, 8, 11]. If a client agent requires
a more powerful search, the client agent must use a
matchmaking service instead of a brokering service; the
client receives all the information about service agents
and utilizes its own searching algorithm to locate
proper service agents. For example, consider a middle
agent that has information about seller agents with their
products and prices, and a buyer agent wants to find
seller agents that sell a computer with price greater than
$500 and less than $1,000. If the exact matching service
of the middle agent is not powerful enough to support
this function, the buyer agent has to obtain all
information about seller agents from the middle agent,
and then choose seller agents that sell their computers
within the price range. This sequence of operations
requires moving of all information about seller agents
from the middle agent to the buyer agent through the
network.
In order to reduce the communication overhead, AA
provides an active brokering service through an
ATSpace actor. An ATSpace actor allows a sender
actor to send its own search algorithm instead of a
simple description for attributes of the service to locate
receiver actors, and the algorithms are executed in the

?, seller, computer, [500 < ? < 1000]
sendComputerBrand
UAN1:buyer

UAN3:seller
UAN2:seller

UAN4:seller

Figure 5. An Example of Active Brokering Service

In many situations, moving the search algorithm
from the seller agent to the middle agent is less
expensive than moving all the information about certain
agents from the middle agent to the sender agent. Since
a matching algorithm is provided by a sender agent and
the algorithm is executed on a middle agent, the middle
agent called an ATSpace actor can provide application
oriented brokering service more efficiently. Moving the
search algorithm may be accomplished by sending an
agent incorporating the search algorithm. However, this
extension introduces security threats for the data in the
ATSpace actor. AA provides some solutions to mitigate
such threats, in particular by not allowing arbitrary
agents to be sent; agents are sent as passive objects and
their functions are controlled by the ATSpace actor [9].

5. Experiments and Evaluation
AA platforms and actors have been implemented in
Java language to support operating system independent
actor mobility. We are using our actor system for largescale UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) simulations. In
these simulations, we investigate the effects of different
collaboration behaviors among the large number of
micro UAVs during their surveillance missions on the
large number of targets [10]. For our experiments, we
execute more than 5,000 actors on four computers:
2500 micro UAVs, 2500 targets, and other simulation
purpose actors.
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The delayed message passing removes unnecessary
message passing for moving agents. When the delayed
message passing is used, the old AA platform of a
mobile actor needs to manage its state information until
the actor finishes its migration, and the new platform of
the mobile actor needs to report the migration state of
the actor to its old AA platforms. In our experience, this
overhead is more than compensated; without the
delayed message passing the same message may get
delivered seven or eight times between the original AA
platform and the old AA platform in the local network
environment while a mobile actor is moving. If a
mobile actor takes more time for its migration, this
number may be even greater. Moreover, the extra hops
also make the message log files more complex and
reduce their readability.
The performance benefit of the active brokering
service can be measured by comparing it with the
matchmaking service that provides the same service
along four different dimensions: the number of
messages, the total size of messages, the total size of
memory space on two AA platforms for client and
middle actors, and the time for the whole operation.
First, in the matchmaking service, the number of
messages is n + 2, where n is the number of service
actors, while it is n + 1 in the active brokering service.
In the former, the number of messages for this
operation includes a service request message from the
client actor to the middle actor, a reply message from
the middle actor to the client actor, and multicast
messages from the client actor to n service actors. The
active brokering service does not require the reply
message, and hence, one message is unnecessary. It is a
small difference, but more significantly, the total size of
messages is very different. The service request message
in the active brokering service is a little larger than that
in the matchmaking service, because it includes the
code for a searching algorithm and the message to be
delivered to service actors. However, the reply message
in the matchmaking service to be communicated across
the network may be much larger than the difference of
service request messages in two approaches. Moreover,
the total size of storage space for the active brokering
service is less than that in the matchmaking service; in
the matchmaking service case a copy of the data exists
in the client actor, while in the active brokering service
such a copy need not exist in the client actor. However,
for the data safety, the active brokering service may
still keep a copy of the data. Finally, the difference in
operation times except communication times is
relatively small. Mainly, the computation in
matchmaking is off-loaded to the server side. However,
since the communication time is proportioned to the
total size of messages, the active brokering service is
more efficient in the time for the whole operation.

6. Conclusions
The location-based message passing scheme in AA
reduces the number of hops (AA platforms) that a
message for a mobile actor goes through. The basic
mechanism of the location-based message passing is
similar to the message passing in Mobile IP [13],
although its application domain is different from ours.
The original and current AA platforms of a mobile
actor correspond to the home and foreign agents of a
mobile client in Mobile IP, and the UAN and LAN of a
mobile actor are similar to the home address and careof address of a mobile client in Mobile IP. However,
while the sender node in Mobile IP manages a binding
cache to map home addresses to care-of addresses, the
sender AA platform in AA does not have a mapping
table, and while the home agent communicates with the
sender node to update the binding cache, it does not
happen in AA.
Our work may also be compared to SALSA. In
SALSA, a sender actor may use a middle actor called
Universal Actor Naming Server to locate the receiver
actor [15]. SALSA’s approach requires the receiver
actor to register its location at a certain middle actor,
and the middle actor must manage the mapping table.
With the location-based message passing scheme in AA,
a LAN of an actor is changed automatically as a
function of an AA platform, and the mapping table does
not exist at any single place.
We are currently implementing and testing new
message passing mechanisms for mobile agents. For
example, the location-based message passing may be
modified to allow a mobile agent to set its future
location address in its LAN and announce this to other
agents. For the delayed message passing, instead of the
old AA platform of a mobile agent, the new AA
platform of the mobile agent may hold messages for the
agent, and hence, when the agent finishes its migration
it receives the messages managed by the Delayed
Message Manager of the AA platform. We plan to
investigate various trade-offs and methods for
automatically selected best estimated message-passing
mechanism for a given situation.
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O ± ¥ ¦O¡O  ª ¡FZQ¨U¢§F >O*©U+ ª¤³ mTF¢ ¯4¡OF¤¡Fq ± F®¨FT´ ØTºj¿4ØÞOÞUÅZ¾TÁOÖ²Ø>Ã¾m¿ýþÛ¬ÿ Ô á·ØTºU¿vÆ Õ »¼¾m¿ Õ »¼,ß»ºUÖÃÄ»Å®Æ;ÂmØ>ºÞj¾
µj¦Ux4¡J¤¡j1§O£QF¢§£j¡F®¤¦O*¶O¥ ¦O¡O ¨ ± ·®¢ ¯U£QmT¦UF®¸
©O ± ¡ph¯4©U¡j¢¤ ¹Uºj»¼½¾n¿OÀU¾)Á¾mÂ>ÃÄ»Å®Æh¶ ±  ²®¤©O¨ ± ¶ ± mn>FÇ ½ÆZØT×UÅ)ºOÙOÃ Õ År¾·»Æ¬ÂmÖ¾·êmÆ1¾nÆ¬¿L¾·ÆHÚZ»Ø>Å*ºU¿ÖÃqâdØTÅZý¾*þÖÛ¬ºOÿ Ã²¾TÔ ÅhÙOÅ¬¾>ÚhÃ²»¾nÅh¿ß»ÝjÁ½Øn¾>Å[¾ÙOØÅrÅ¬» ¾®¾n½²»ÂnÃÂ·ÖÄØ>»½+ºJÃ²Æ ».»OÙFÚ)ØTÀOÅh½²Ã»ÖÂnÞJÝjØ>Û½
hJ¢§È ± O ±± ¡U>)U¡jOh>°F¨OqO·¯p>®1£jT+¤¡4©jH >j1¡j¢m¢ ¯
ª ¡F*4¡J¤¡j1§O£3¨U¤)¡ >1´+µF¦UTs [¡Fr¤OF ª Tj²¨Oh>Q¡ ª ¡F¨O ÙjÆZÃÄ¾>ØTÅZÃ²áJ¾4¼ÃÅ¬¾ØnÂnÖºU¾Æ+Â>ÅZÃ ¾·Õ ØmØTÆrÃ\¾Ã Õ Ã Õ ¾¾Â>ÝO¾TéÅqÅ¬ÙU¾>ÅZºU¾ÃJÆ®Æ¬ÙOÖ¤ÅrÁ»¾>Âmºj¾·¾·Æ1Æ1ÆÆ§»OÚpO¥ýþFÛrhÿ Ô ¡ ª â÷qØTººjÃ¿.Õ ÖÉßÆ ØTÙJ¹OØn¾ Û
O É¡OjT¦4OÊm*¤> hjmTJ¢OO ±[ª TOT©F¢¤pTË·T§¦Up>¡F¬«U ÖÃ ß»Å¬¾QÙOÅr»ÀÅrØTßß¾>Å ÚÉÅZÖ¾nºU¿U½¤×çÞU×îØn¿O¿ÖºUÀ9Â·»ºFÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÝUÂnÃÄÆÆ¬ÖßÖ²½²ØÅ
¡ ª ¢§JÄ£F >F¢ ¡)T ±  ²®¤©O¨ ± Z¯>1´
Ã²»QÁØ>½ÝU¾ ÞUÖºU¿OÖºjÀÖºQÙOÅr»ÀÅ¬Ø>ßßÖºjÀ*½Ø>ºUÀÝFØ>ÀU¾·Æ[Ø>ºU¿æOÝjØ>ºOÃÖ Ü Â·ØnÛ
ÃÖÄ»º.Öº Ü Å®ÆZÃ»Å¬¿O¾>Åx½»OÀÖ²Ââ Ô)Õ ¾Æ¬¾Â·»ºFÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÝUÂnÃÄÆpØn½½²»¼ ÝFÆpÃÄ»LÆZÝjÂmÛ
Ì\ÍÎÏÐ[ÑÒ j ÓqÐ[Ï
Â>ÖºUÂnÃ½×gÆhÙj¾mÂ>Ö²ÚA×YÙUÅ¬»Ùj¾TÅZÃÖ¾Æ»OÚ4»Ùj¾nºð¿ÖÉÆZÃÅhÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿ðÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ßçÆQÖºjÛ
ÔÕ ¾x¿OÖÄÆrÂm»ÁO¾TÅZ×ØTºU¿4ÙOÅ¬¾TÁ¾>ºUÃÖÄ»º»OÚdÆ®»ÚqÃ¼ØTÅZ¾¾TÅhÅ¬»ÅrÆ;ÖÉÆ+Ø ¿OÖÚZÛ ÁÚq¾·»ØT½ÃÁÝÖÅ¬ºU¾·ÀÆ[¿jØTÅZØT¾xÃÄØÖâ ºJÔ)ÆhÙjÕ Ö¤¾QÅ¬¾nºU¿Q¾TÚÉ¼/År»½²ß»ÀOÖÂ ÖÄÆÂ·sôØ>½½¾mö®¿ â ÿ Ô ØTºj¿ÖÃÄÆºF»Á¾n½
Ü Â>Ýj½¤ÃUÙOÅr»ÞF½¾nßàÖºÁ»½ÁÖºUÀ*ßØ>º×¿Ö²ÚÉÚh¾TÅ¬¾>ºUÃjØmÆZÙj¾mÂ>ÃÉÆ1áÆ¬ÝUÂ Õ ØmÆ)ÖºFÛ
Âm»ÅhÅ¬¾nÂ>Ãj»Å\ÖºUÂ·»ß3ÙF½¾nÃ¾xÆZÙj¾nÂnÖ Ü ÂmØTÃÖÄ»ºFÆ án¾TÅhÅ¬»ÅrÆ;ÖºÂ·»¿ÖºUÀJánÚqØTÝj½¤ÃÉÆ Æ¬¾nºU¿¾>Ø*Ã ßÝFÆ¾Æ®Ø·ÆrÆ®ØnÆZÀOÝU¾*ßÃÄ¾»ØTØpº`ºj¾>»Oº¿OÁ¾ ÖÅ¬»ºOÅ¬¾nßæ¾nÝjºO¾·Ã;Æ¬ÃÖÖºîºUÀ¼ ØÕ ÖÂmÂ ¾TÕ ÅZÃ²Ø>Ø3ÖººF»Á¿OØn¾ ½¤Ýja¾â ßÔ)ÕØT×¾
ØTºU¿ÚhØTÖ²½¤ÝOÅZ¾ÆHÖºÃ Õ ¾ Õ ØÅ¬¿O¼ØÅ¬¾áU»Ùj¾TÅrØTÃÖºUÀÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ß»Å+ºU¾nÃ¼»ÅZ¹5â
Ô ¼»,ÙUÅ¬»ßÖºj¾>ºOÃ4ÚZ»ÅZßØ>½QØÙOÙUÅ¬»UØ>Â Õ ¾·ÆÝFÆr¾n¿!Öº'Â Õ ¾nÂn¹OÖºUÀÚh»Å ºjÆ¬¾n»OºU¿O¿j¾ ÆbÖÃFá)ÞF»ØnºîÂ>¹vÅZ¾mÃ²Ân» ¾>ÖÁâ ÖºUÔÀLÕ ¾TÃ ÕÅ¬¾¾Â·ÅZbØT¾mºQæÝjÞj¾·¾pÆZßÃAá;ØTÂ·ºO»×3ß3ÆZÙUÝjÝUÂ ÃÕ ¾Æ*ºj»OÃ Õ ¿O¾s¾Æ1ÁáØ>Ø>½ºÝU×¾sÙJØTØTºUÖ¿ Å
¾TÅhÅ¬»ÅrÆsØÅ¬¾OãxÃ Õ ¾m»ÅZ¾nßäÙUÅ¬»ÁOÖºjÀåØ>ºU¿ß»O¿O¾n½Â Õ ¾mÂ>¹UÖºjÀ#â Ô)Õ ¾·»OÛ
ÅZ¾nßÙUÅ¬»ÁÖºUÀ9ÖÉÆ*ÙJ»¼¾TÅ¬ÚAÝj½dÞÝOÃH½ØTÞF»ÅhÛÉÖºOÃ²¾>ºJÆZÖ¤ÁO¾áJÅZ¾mæÝUÖ¤ÅZÖºjÀ9ÖºFÛ ÂmÂTÅZØ>ÝUºîÂnÖ²ÞFØn¾½FÙOÖºÅrÁ»ÙF»½¾TÁÅZ¾nÃ×3¿.aÃÄÖ»ºg¾>ÆZºjÝjÚhÂ »Õ ÅZÂmØ¾pÖÄÃÆÅrØTÃ ºFÕ Æ®ØTØ>Ã\ÂnºjÃÖÄ»3»º#ºFá5»Þ¿OÝO¾pÃxÅ¬¾nÆZÝOÂm¾>ÙOÖ¤ÙJÁO»U¾·Æ¬ÆH¾Ø*Ã Å¬Õ ¾TØTÙFÃx½¤× Ø
Ã¾>ÅZÁ¾nºOÃÖ²»º4Þj×çÆr»ß¾·»ºj¾¼*ÖÃ Õ ÚhØTÖÅZ½×Ær»Ù Õ ÖÉÆZÃÖ²ÂmØTÃ²¾n¿vßØ>Ã Õ ¾>ßØTÃÄÛ ÚÉÅr»ßùØ>ºj»Ã Õ ¾TÅ[ºj»O¿O¾Ã²»Q¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ ÖÃ Õ Ø>¿Qºj»ÃJÖÄÆ1ÆZÝj¾n¿ØxÅZ¾mæÝU¾ÆZÃJ¾mØTÅhÛ
ÖÂ·Ø>½+Ã¤ÅrØTÖºOÖºUÀ5â5èpº`Ã Õ ¾s»Ã Õ ¾>Å Õ ØTºU¿Já5ß»¿U¾n½+Â Õ ¾mÂ>¹UÖºjÀ.ÖÄÆß»ÅZ¾ ½¤Ö²¾TÅZâjèpºj¾QÂ·ØTº9Â Õ ¾nÂ>¹çÃ Õ ÖÄÆÀU½»ÞFØ>½5ÙOÅr»ÙF¾TÅZÃ×ÞU× Õ ØÁÖºUÀs»ºj¾½²»OÛ
»ÚdØÙjÝFÆ Õ ÛÄÞÝUÃÃÄ»ºÃ²¾nÂ Õ ºF»½²»À×á ÞÝUÃJ¿O¾·ÆZÙUÖÃ¾¾TéUÂnÖÃÖºUÀ*Å¬¾nÂm¾>ºOÃJØ>¿jÛ
ÁØTºUÂm¾·Æ áÃ Õ ¾Æ¬Öêm¾»Ú Æ¬×FÆ¬Ã¾nßçÆHÚh»Å ¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ ÖÃ5ÖÉÆHÚh¾mØ·ÆZÖÞj½¾pÅZ¾nßØTÖºFÆ í5ÂmØn»½ÅHßÖºJ»ÆZºUÃÄØTÖÃÄºj»ÂnÅ#¾»á º¾mßØnÂ »Õ ºUºFÖÃÄ»»¿OÅ®¾Æá¼ Ö²Ú Õ ÖÂ Õ Õ Ø·ßÆH»Å¬ºO¾nÖÂmÃ²¾>»Ö¤ÅrÁÆ\¾mØ ¿ÆZØvÖºUÁÀUØ>½¾½ÝUÙU¾QÅ¬»ÚÉÅrÙj»¾Tß ÅZÃ×Oâ
Å¬Ø>Ã Õ ¾TÅ\½ÖßÖÃ²¾n¿#âëQÆØHÅ¬¾·ÆZÝj½¤ÃAá>ß»UÆ¬ÃFÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ßìÞÝUÖ½¿O¾>ÅrÆ;Â·»ºOÃÖºOÝU¾HÃÄ» Ã Õ ¾>ºÖÃ;ßÝFÆZÃ\Þja¾4Ã Õ ¾4ÂmØ·Æ¬¾4Ã Õ Ø>Ã5aÙUÅZ¾TÁOÖ²»ÝFÆr½¤×3ÖºÃ Õ ¾ÙJØmÆ¬Ã;ØTÃ Ã Õ b¾
ÅZ¾m½¤×Q»ºÃ²¾·Æ¬ÃÖºUÀÃ²»Ö¿U¾>ºUÃÖ²ÚA×4ÞÝUÀjÆ[ÖºQÃ Õ ¾>ÖÅ;Öß3Ùj½¾>ß¾nºOÃÄØTÃÖ²»º5â
ÔÕ ¾TÅ¬¾ ØÅ¬¾HÃ²¼*»ÙUÅ¬»Þj½¾>ßçÆ\¼*ÖÃ Õ Æ®»ÚqÃ¼ØTÅZ¾+Ã²¾·ÆZÃÖºUÀ#âí#ÖÅ®ÆZÃAánÃ¾ÆZÃÄÛ Úh¼»OØm½½²Æ »ß¼*ÖØ>ºU¿UÀ ¾*Õ Úh¾m»½Å¿\Ã ã Õ bØTÃ#Õ ÁØ·ØnÆ[½¤ÂmÝj»¾ß3ÖºÙUÝUÃ Õ Ã¾m¾p¿*ÙFÃ Ø·Õ ÆZ¾xÃ Áâ Ø>Q½ÝUÆZ¾pÖºUØTÀ ºj¿QÿØTÃ Ô a ØáUÅ¬Øn¾n½æO½;bÝU»¾ºUÆZ¾ Ã
ÖºjÀ!ÖÄÆîÀO¾nºU¾>Å¬Øn½½×ï¿U»ºU¾(ÖºìØ>ºï ± ¦O¡jðßØTºUºU¾>ÅãÖÃvÅZ¾mæÝUÖ¤Å¬¾·Æ ºU¾m¾n¿jÆ[Ã²»¿U»4ÖÄÆ)Ã²»ÙOÅr»ÁÖ²¿O¾HÃ Õ ¾*ÆrØnÚq¾nÃ×QÙF»O½¤Ö²ÂT×QØ·Æ)ØÚh»ÅhßÝj½ØOã
Ã Õ ¾Æ®»ÚqÃ¼ØTÅZ¾3¿O¾TÁO¾n½²»Ùj¾>ÅÃ²»çÃÅ¬Ø>ºFÆ¬½²ØTÃ²¾vÙOÅr»ÙF¾TÅZÃÖ²¾·Æ ÖºOÃÄ»LÆhÙj¾mÂ>Ö Ü Â
Â Õ ¾mÂ>¹JÆd»º4Ã Õ ¾HÙUÅ¬»OÀÅrØTßñÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾âmòJ¾mÂm»ºU¿Fá>Ã²¾·Æ¬ÃjÂ·»Á¾TÅrØ>ÀU¾+ÖÄÆdÅ¬Ø>Ã Õ ¾TÅ
½¤ÖßÖÃ²¾n¿5â Ô »CßÖÃÖ²ÀUØTÃ²¾.Ã Õ ¾ Ü ÅrÆ¬ÃxÙUÅ¬»Þj½¾>ßsá+Ær»OÚAÃ²¼ØÅ¬¾L»ÚqÃ¾nºCÖºFÛ
valueReceived →
Ân½ÝU¿O¾ÆF¿×UºjØ>ßÖÂ)Â Õ ¾mÂ>¹FÆ5»ºÃ Õ ¾+ÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ßçÆ;ÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾ÃÄ»Ö²¿O¾nºOÃÖÚq×ÙUÅ¬»ÞFÛ
@ (  · (valueComputed ∧ @ (  · valueRequested)))
½¾nßçÆHØTÃ\ÅhÝUºjÛAÃÖß¾âmó ¾nÂn¾nºOÃ²½¤×áÃ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾ Õ ØmÆ+Þj¾n¾nºçÆr»ß¾*ÖºUÃ¾>ÅZ¾ÆZÃ5Öº
ÅhÝUºjÛAÃÖß¾3ß»ºUÖÃÄ»ÅZÖºjÀ.Ã²¾nÂ Õ ºOÖ²æÝj¾·Æ3ô¬õTöp¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ ÙOÅr»ÁÖ²¿O¾Øç½¤ÖÃÃ½¾ @ ÖÄÆ+Ø>ºvq §>Q¤x¡ mhF¤¡F)ØTºj¿QÆ Õ »Ýj½¿4Þj¾Å¬¾mØn¿ nØTÃ  @ F ÖÉÆ
ß»Å¬¾sÅhÖ²ÀU»ÅÖº,Ã¾ÆZÃÖºjÀ#âd÷hºCÃ Õ ÖÄÆØÙUÙOÅr»OØ>Â Õ á[ß»ºUÖÃÄ»Å®Æ3ØÅ¬¾îØTÝFÛ Ø4hT4¡U)A¡ m® ¯vÃ Õ Ø>Ã\Æ Õ »ÝU½¿QÞj¾*Ã Õ »ÝjÀ Õ ÃJ»OÚØmÆ Ã Õ ¾ÁØn½¤Ýj¾»Ú
Ã²»ßØTÃÖÂ·Ø>½½¤×çÆ¬×OºOÃ Õ ¾ÆZÖ²ên¾m¿ÚÉÅr»ßøØÚZ»ÅZßØ>½dÆhÙj¾mÂ>Ö Ü ÂmØ>ÃÖÄ»º\â Ô)Õ ¾Æ¬¾ F ÖºQÃ Õ ¾ ß»jÆZÃUÅZ¾mÂn¾>ºUÃU½²»Â·Ø>½JÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾p»OÚ b Ã Õ ØTÃjÃ Õ ¾xÂnÝÅhÅZ¾nºOÃOÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Æ
ß»ºOÖÃÄ»Å®ÆßØT×îÃ Õ ¾nº.Þj¾ç¿O¾>Ùj½²»×U¾m¿L»ÚÉÚZÛA½ÖºU¾ÚZ»Å¿O¾TÞÝjÀOÀOÖºjÀ9»Å ÖÄÆHØ>¼*ØTÅZ¾»OÚ®â·÷qºýþÛrÿ Ô ô²úö¬á @ ÂmØ>º»ºU½×3Ã²Ø>¹O¾»ºU¾ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾·Æ1Æ+ØmÆ
»ºjÛq½Öºj¾pÚZ»Å+¿×OºFØTßÖ²ÂmØn½½×Â Õ ¾mÂ>¹UÖºjÀQÃ Õ Ø>ÃdÆ®Ø>Úh¾>Ã×ÙOÅr»ÙF¾TÅZÃÖ²¾·Æ+ØÅ¬¾ ØxÆZÝOÞJÆrÂTÅZÖ¤ÙjÃqâ÷hº ÿ Ô á·ØmÆ)¿O¾·ÆrÂTÅZÖ¤ÞF¾n¿*½²ØTÃ²¾TÅ\Öº4Ã Õ ¾HÙJØÙF¾TÅZá @ Â·ØTº
ºj»ÃOÞj¾nÖºjÀÁÖÄ»½²ØTÃ²¾n¿¿ÝÅZÖºUÀÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ßù¾>éO¾nÂnÝOÃÖ²»º5â
Ã²Ø>¹O¾*ØTº×Æ¬¾>Ã5»OÚ#ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ¬¾ÆØ·Æ+ØpÆ¬ÝÞJÆrÂTÅZÖ¤ÙjÃFÃ²»OÀO¾>Ã Õ ¾>Å;¼*ÖÃ Õ ØÝOºUÖ²Û
÷hºgô²úö¼¾çØÅZÀÝj¾3Ã Õ ØTÃ ¿OÖÄÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿`Æ¬×FÆZÃ²¾>ßçÆßØT×9ÞF¾¾nÚAÚq¾mÂmÛ Á¾TÅ®ÆrØn½O»ÅdØTº¾TéUÖÄÆ¬Ã¾nºOÃÖ²Øn½æÝFØTºUÃÖ Ü ¾TÅZámÆr» @ ÞF¾nÂm»ß¾·Æ mÆZ×OºUÃ²ØnÂ>ÃÖÂ
ÃÖ¤ÁO¾n½×çß»ºOÖÃ²»ÅZ¾m¿çØ>ÀjØTÖºFÆ¬ÃdÚZ»ÅZßØ>½½×9ÆhÙF¾nÂnÖ Ü ¾m¿LÆrØ>Úh¾>Ã×çÅZ¾mæÝOÖÅ¬¾mÛ ÆZÝjÀUØÅ xÚZ»Å @  »ÅÚZ»Å @  â  · Æ Õ »Ýj½¿Þj¾Å¬¾mØ>¿ T¾TÁO¾>ºOÃÝjÛ
ß¾>ºOÃÉÆâTû×3¾nÚAÚq¾mÂ>ÃÖ¤Á¾ß»ºOÖÃ²»ÅhÖºUÀ¼¾xß¾mØTºQºj»ÃF»ºU½×½¤ÖºU¾·ØÅ[¾nÚZÛ Ø>½½¤×Öº4Ã Õ ¾ÙFØmÆ¬!Ã O#â "C»ºOÖÃÄ»ÅZÖºjÀÃ Õ ¾xÚh»ÅhßÝj½ØHØÞJ»Á¾¼*Ö²½½UÖºÁ»O½ÁO¾
Ü Â>Ö²¾>ºjÂT×áTÞÝOÃJØ>½ÄÆr»¿O¾mÂn¾>ºUÃ¤ÅrØ>½Ö²ên¾n¿4ß»ºOÖÃÄ»ÅZÖºjÀp¼ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾xÚh¾T¼!»Ådºj» Æ¬¾nºU¿ÖºUÀpºF»4Ø>¿U¿ÖÃÖÄ»ºFØ>½ß¾·Æ1ÆrØnÀO¾·Æ;ÞÝOÃj»ºU½×ØÚh¾T¼gÞjÖÃÉÆ)»OÚJÖºUÚZ»ÅhÛ
b

a

b

b

∀{b}
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∃{b}

ßØTÃÖ²»ºQÙjÖÀUÀ×OÞFØ>Ân¹O¾n¿v»ºÃ Õ ¾*ß¾Æ®ÆrØnÀO¾ÆØ>½¤ÅZ¾·Ø>¿O×QÞF¾>ÖºUÀQÙFØ·Æ®Ær¾n¿
Úh»Å\Ã Õ ¾xÂ·»ß3ÙjÝOÃÄØTÃÖ²»º5â
òJÝÙOÙJ»UÆr¾Ã Õ ØTÃ¼¾s¼ØTºOÃ+ÃÄ».Å¬¾·Æ¬Ã¤ÅZÖÂnÃHÃ Õ ¾sØTÞF»Á¾sÆrØ>Úh¾>Ã×`ÙF»½²Û
ÖÂT×3Þj×Öß3ÙJ»UÆ¬ÖºjÀØÚAÝOÅhÃ Õ ¾>ÅÂm»ºU¿ÖÃÖ²»ºvÃ Õ Ø>Ã5Ã Õ ¾ÁØn½¤Ýj¾pÅZ¾mÂn¾>ÖÁ¾n¿
ÞU× a ßÝJÆZÃJÞF¾ÆrØ>ß¾4ØmÆ Ã Õ ¾ÁØ>½ÝU¾Â·»ß3ÙUÝUÃ¾m¿4Þj× b â Ô »¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®Æ
Ã Õ ÖÄÆ Æ¬Ã¤År»ºjÀO¾>Å[ÙOÅr»Ùj¾>ÅhÃ×á¼¾ºU¾m¾n¿3ÃÄ»Âm»ß3ÙFØÅ¬¾*ÁØ>½ÝU¾Æ ÖºsÆ¬Ã²Ø>Ã¾Æ
ØTÃ+Ã¼»9ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ*Ã Õ Ø>ÃHØTÅZ¾ºj»Ã ¿ÖÅ¬¾nÂ>Ã²½×LÅ¬¾n½²ØTÃ²¾n¿#â ÔÕ ÖÉÆpÙOÅr»ÙF¾TÅZÃ×
ÂmØTºUºj»Ã#Þj¾Q¿ÖÅZ¾mÂ>Ã²½¤×s¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®Ær¾n¿Öº.ýþÛ¬ÿ Ô ¼*ÖÃ Õ »ÝUÃ\ÖºOÃÅr»¿ÝjÂmÛ
ÖºjÀs¾>éOÃÅ¬ØQÁØÅZÖ²ØTÞj½¾·ÆxÖºsÃ Õ ¾vÙUÅ¬»OÀÅrØTß ÖÃÄÆr¾n½Ú®â 4»¼¾TÁ¾>ÅZáFØ>¿U¿ÖºUÀ
¾TéOÃÅ¬ØHÁØTÅhÖÄØÞF½¾Æ\ÖºQÃ Õ ¾HÙOÅr»ÀÅ¬Ø>ß¸Â·ØTºÙJ»Ã²¾>ºOÃÖÄØ>½½¤×*Å¬¾·Æ¬ÝU½ÃOÖº3ÆZÖ²¿O¾·Û
¾nÚÉÚh¾nÂnÃÄÆd¼ Õ ÖÂ Õ ØÅ¬¾ºF»ÃF¿O¾·Æ¬Ö¤ÅrØÞF½¾OâëºQ¾n½¾>ÀjØTºOÃU¼*Ø>×ÃÄ»QÆ®»½Á¾Ã Õ ¾
ÙOÅr»Þj½¾>ßìÖÉÆ[ÃÄ»QÖºUÃ¤År»¿OÝUÂm¾Ã Õ ¾ ºF»ÃÖ²»ºQ¿UØ>Ã²ØmÛÄÞjÖºj¿ÖºUÀ*ÖºQÃ Õ ¾p½²»ÀÖ²Â
ÝFÆ¬¾m¿îÚZ»Å*ß»ºUÖÃÄ»ÅZÖºjÀ#âF÷hºUÚZ»ÅZßØ>½½¤×áJ¼¾sÂmØ>ºîÅ¬¾·Æ¬Ã²Ø>Ã¾çÃ Õ ¾ÙUÅ¬»ÙFÛ
¾TÅZÃ×Ø·ÆHÚh»O½½²»¼ÆTã a ß»ºUÖÃÄ»Å®Æ Ö²Ú a Õ Ø·Æ ÅZ¾mÂn¾nÖ¤Á¾n¿ØÁØn½¤Ýj¾ÚÉÅr»ß
Ã Õ ¾nº9ÅZ¾nß¾>ß3ÞF¾TÅÃ Õ ¾ÁØ>½ÝU¾QÅ¬¾nÂm¾>Ö¤Á¾m¿sÖº`Ø3ÁØTÅhÖÄØÞF½¾ ØTºj¿9ÖÃ
b
ßÝFÆZÃFÞF¾pÃ Õ ¾pÂ·ØmÆr¾Ã Õ Ø>ÃJÙOÅ¬¾TÁÖÄ»ÝJÆ¬½×Öº3Ã Õ ¾xÙJØmÆ¬Ã\ØTÃ b Ã Õ ¾*kÚh»O½½²»¼4Û
ÖºjÀ Õ ¾m½¿\ã b Õ Ø·Æ Âm»ß3ÙjÝOÃ²¾n¿Ã Õ ¾pÁØ>½ÝU¾*ØTºj¿4Ã Õ ¾pÂm»ß3ÙUÝOÃ²¾n¿QÁØ>½ÝU¾
ÖÄÆ ¾næÝFØ>½5Ã²» ØTºU¿çØTÃ ØÅZ¾mæÝU¾ÆZÃ;¼*Ø·ÆHßØn¿O¾4ÚZ»Å+Ã Õ ØTÃdÁØ>½ÝU¾Öº
Ã Õ ¾ÙFØ·ÆZÃ â ÔkÕ ÖÉÆ[ÂmØ>º4ÞFa¾x¼pÅZÖÃÃ¾nºQÚZ»ÅZßØ>½½¤×vØmÆÚh»O½½²»¼ÆTã

»Ã²¾Ã Õ Ø>ÃdÃ Õ ¾vØTÞF»Á¾QÚh»ÅhßÝj½ØØmÆ®Æ¬ÝOß¾Æ Ã Õ Ø>ÃdÃ Õ ¾ºFØTß¾3»ÚH¾TÁUÛ
T¾ ÅZ×ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®ÆxÖºÁ»O½Á¾m¿Öº.½¾·Ø>¿O¾>Å ¾n½¾nÂ>ÃÖÄ»º9ÖÄÆ¹Uºj»¼*ºçÃ²»çÝFÆ ÞF¾mÛ
Úh»ÅZ¾ Õ Ø>ºU¿#â "C»Å¬¾m»Á¾TÅZáTÃ Õ ¾*Æ¬Öêm¾p»OÚ5Ã Õ ¾pÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø¿O¾>Ùj¾>ºj¿jÆ[»ºÃ Õ ¾
ºOÝUß3Þj¾TÅ»OÚpÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Ær¾·Æâ;÷hºgØ9¿ÖÉÆZÃÅhÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿CÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ß ÖºÁ»O½ÁOÖºjÀYØ
½ØTÅhÀU¾[ºOÝUß3Þj¾TÅJ»ÚOÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Ær¾·Æ á ¼pÅhÖÃÖºjÀÆZÝjÂ Õ Ø)½²ØÅhÀU¾ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²ØdßØT×
Þj¾Öß3ÙUÅ¬ØnÂ>ÃÖÂ·Ø>½qâ Ô)Õ ¾ ÙUÅ¬»Þj½¾>ßìÞj¾mÂm»ß¾·Æ[¾TÁO¾>ºß»ÅZ¾Öß3ÙF»ÅZÃÄØTºOÃ
ÖºsØTºç»Ùj¾>º¿OÖÄÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿çÆ¬×FÆZÃ²¾>ß ¼ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾4¼¾ßØT×ºj»Ã\¹OºF»¼ïÃ Õ ¾
ºjØ>ß¾+»OÚOÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ¬¾ÆFÞF¾nÚZ»Å¬¾ Õ ØTºU¿5â Ô »*Øn½½¾TÁÖÄØTÃ²¾Ã Õ ÖÉÆ\¿Ö²Ú Ü ÂnÝU½Ã×á ØmÆ
Ø>½¤ÅZ¾·Ø>¿O×ß¾>ºUÃÖÄ»ºj¾n¿Já·¼¾pÝFÆ¬¾Ø4Ær¾>Ã5»ÚdÖºU¿OÖÂm¾·ÆÖºFÆZÃ²¾mØn¿v»OÚ)ØÆZÖºjÛ
ÀO½¾vÖºj¿O¾TésÖº9Ã Õ ¾»ÙF¾TÅrØTÃÄ»Å @ â ÔÕ ¾Æ¬¾>Ã+»ÚHÖºU¿Ö²Ân¾Æ¿O¾>ºF»ÃÖºjÀçØ
Æ¬¾nÃ »Ú ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1Æ¬¾·ÆÂ·ØTºsÞj¾QÅ¬¾TÙOÅ¬¾·Ær¾>ºUÃ¾m¿çÂ·»ß3ÙFØnÂ>Ã²½¤×ÞU×LØÙOÅ¬¾n¿OÖ²Û
ÂmØ>Ã¾»ºvÖºU¿Ö²Ân¾Æâmí5»Å¾TéFØTß3Ùj½¾á·Öº3Ã Õ ¾*ØÞF»Á¾xÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø·ámÖºFÆ¬Ã¾·Ø>¿
»Ú\Å¬¾nÚh¾TÅhÅhÖºUÀÃ²»v¾mØnÂ Õ ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ[ÞU×3ÖÃÄÆºFØTß¾*¼¾*ÂmØTºQÅ¬¾nÚh¾TÅ[Ã²»QÃ Õ ¾
Æ¬¾nÃ[»OÚ Øn½½\Å¬¾>ß»Ã²¾*ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾·Æ1Æ¬¾Æ+ÞU×Ã Õ ¾ÙOÅ¬¾n¿OÖÂ·ØTÃ²¾
ØTºj¿ÝJÆ¬¾
Ã Õ ÖÄÆ Æ¬¾nÃJØ·ÆØ*ÆZÝOÞJÆrÂTÅZÖ¤ÙjÃUÃÄ»Ã Õ ¾p»Ùj¾>Å¬Ø>Ã²»Å @ ã i 6= a


leaderElected → let k = leaderName in
@∀{i|i6=a} (leaderName = k)

¿O¾nºj»Ã²¾·Æ Ã Õ ¾ÚhØ>ÂnÃ5Ã Õ ØTÃ5Ã Õ ¾4Úh»ÅhÛ
ßÝU½²Ø
ßÝJÆZÃ Õ »½¿pÃ¤ÅZÝU¾ØTÃjØ>½½ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Ær¾·Æ Æ®ØTÃÄÛ
ÖÄÆrÚA×UÖºjÀ*Ã Õ ¾HÙOÅ¬¾n¿OÖÂ·ØTÃ²¾ â Ô)Õ ÖÄÆ;ÖÉÆ[¾mæÝUÖ¤ÁØ>½¾>ºUÃÃ²»*Ã Õ ¾ Ü ÅrÆ¬Ãj»ÅhÛ
¿O¾>Åd½²»ÀOÖÂ ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø
â
Ô)Õ ¾3½²»ÀÖ²Â  ÿ Ô ÙUÅ¬»ÙF»jÆ¬¾n¿Öº9Ã Õ ÖÉÆxÙFØTÙj¾TÅZáF¾TéOÃ²¾>ºj¿ÖºUÀsýþÛ
ÿ Ô ¼*ÖÃ Õ Ã Õ ¾sÂ·»ºJÆZÃÅhÝjÂ>Ã     .ØTºj¿î¼*ÖÃ Õ æÝFØTºUÃÖ Ü ¾n¿
Æ¬¾nÃÄÆx»ÚÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Ær¾·Æ+ÖºÃ Õ ¾vÆ¬ÝÞ#Æ¬ÂTÅZÖÙUÃ;»OÚ)Ã Õ ¾Q¾TÙUÖÉÆZÃ²¾>ßÖ²Â»Ùj¾TÅrØTÃÄ»Å
áÖÉÆ\ß»Å¬¾+¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®ÆZÖÁ¾+Ø>ºU¿p¾n½¾>ÀUØ>ºOÃÃ Õ ØTºýþÛrÿ Ô â Ô)Õ ¾Æ¬¾ Þj¾nºjÛ
@
¾ Ü ÃÉÆpØÅ¬¾vØ>ÃÃÄØTÖºU¾m¿ç¼*ÖÃ Õ »ÝUÃÆrØ>Â>ÅhÖ Ü ÂnÖºjÀ¾nÚ Ü Â>Ö²¾>ºjÂT×sØ>ºU¿çÃ Õ ¾Q¿U¾mÛ
Ân¾nºOÃÅ¬Øn½¤Ö²ên¾m¿ºjØ>ÃÝOÅZ¾x»OÚ5ß»ºOÖÃ²»ÅhÖºUÀ5â
"ðØ>º×QÅZ¾Æ¬¾mØTÅZÂ Õ ¾>ÅrÆ Õ ØÁ¾ÙUÅ¬»ÙF»UÆr¾n¿Ã¾nß3ÙF»ÅrØ>½j½²»ÀÖ²Â·ÆÃÄ»ÅZ¾·ØnÛ
Ær»ºsØÞJ»ÝUÃ\¿ÖÉÆZÃÅZÖ¤ÞÝUÃ¾m¿çÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ßçÆâ "ð»jÆZÃ[»ÚÃ Õ ¾·Æ¬¾v½²»ÀÖ²Â·Æ ØÅ¬¾4ÖºjÛ
ÆhÙjÖ¤Å¬¾n¿ÞU×Ã Õ ¾Âm½Ø·Æ®Æ¬ÖÂ ¼»Åh¹»OÚJëÝOßØ>ºOº3ô Oö\ØTºj¿ 4Øn½ÙF¾TÅZºnJ¢´
ô jö+»ºç¹Uºj»¼½¾n¿UÀO¾4Öº9¿ÖÉÆZÃÅhÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿9ÆZ×FÆ¬Ã¾nßçÆâ "ð¾n¾>ºFØT¹JÆ Õ Ö[n;J¢´
¿O¾ Ü ºU¾Ø4¹OºF»¼½¾m¿OÀO¾*Ã²¾>ß3ÙJ»ÅrØ>½#½²»ÀOÖÂÖºUÃ¾>ÅqÙUÅZ¾nÃ¾m¿»Á¾>Å+Øß¾ÆrÛ
ÆrØnÀO¾ Æ¬¾mæÝU¾nºUÂm¾Â Õ ØÅZÃÄÆ5Öº4Ø ¿OÖÄÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿ÆZ×FÆ¬Ã¾nß ô OöJØ>ºU¿p¿O¾TÁ¾m½»Ù
ß¾>Ã Õ »O¿jÆxÚh»Å ß»¿O¾m½[Â Õ ¾nÂ>¹UÖºjÀçÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø>¾QÖºsÃ Õ ÖÉÆ*½²»ÀOÖÂOâ 4»¼4Û
¾TÁ¾TÅZáÖº»ÝÅ5¼»ÅZ¹4¼¾ Ø>¿U¿Å¬¾·Æ1Æ#Ã Õ ¾+ÙUÅ¬»Þj½¾>ß¸»OÚJß»ºUÖÃÄ»ÅZÖºUÀ*ØTºU¿
ÖºÁ¾ÆZÃÖÀjØTÃ²¾ØTº¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ1ÆZÖ¤Á¾H¿OÖÄÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÖ¤ÞÝUÃ¾m¿*Ã¾nß3ÙF»Å¬Øn½½»OÀÖ²ÂHÃ Õ ØTÃUÂ·ØTº
Þj¾xß»ºOÖÃÄ»Å¬¾n¿*ÖºvØ¿O¾nÂm¾>ºUÃ¤ÅrØ>½Öêm¾n¿¼ØT×Uâ
Ô)Õ ¾4ÅZ¾ÆZÃ)»Ú Ã Õ ¾ÙJØÙj¾>Å ÖÉÆx»ÅhÀjØTºOÖ²ên¾m¿ØmÆxÚh»O½½²»¼ÆâOòJ¾mÂ>ÃÖ²»º 
¿O¾Æ¬ÂTÅZÖÞj¾·ÆQÃ Õ ¾LÞFØ·ÆZÖ²ÂLÂm»ºUÂn¾>ÙUÃÉÆ3»ÚQ¿ÖÉÆZÃÅhÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿,Æ¬×FÆ¬Ã¾nßçÆâòJ¾mÂmÛ
ÃÖÄ»º .ÖºOÃÅr»¿ÝjÂn¾ÆpÃ Õ ¾ß»ÅZ¾ç¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®Æ¬Ö¤Á¾çýþÛrÿ Ô ¼ Õ ÖÂ Õ ¼¾
ÂmØn½½ ÿ Ô âT÷qºò#¾nÂ>ÃÖÄ»º ¼¾ Â·»ºjÂn½ÝU¿O¾ Þj×*ÞOÅZÖ¾ F×QÆZ¹O¾nÃÂ Õ ÖºUÀ4Ø
¿O¾mÂn¾>ºUÃ¤ÅrØ>½Ö²ên¾n¿*ß»ºOÖÃ²»ÅhÖºUÀ4Øn½Àj»ÅZÖÃ Õ ß.â

Í `Óh·jÓq+Ò j"Ñ !$#[· %¸
ü`¾Â·»ºFÆ¬Ö¿U¾TÅ+Ø4¿ÖÉÆZÃÅhÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿ÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ßøØmÆ ØÂm»O½½¾nÂnÃÖÄ»º»OÚdÙOÅr»OÛ
Ân¾Æ®Æ¬¾Æ1áJ¾mØ>Â ÕÕ ØÁÖºUÀØÝOºUÖæOÝU¾ºFØTß¾QØ>ºU¿sØ½²»Â·Ø>½[ÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾áFÂ·»ßÛ
ßÝOºUÖÂ·ØTÃÖºjÀ4¼*ÖÃ Õ ¾mØ>Â Õ »Ã Õ ¾TÅdÃ Õ Å¬»ÝUÀ Õ ØmÆZ×UºUÂ Õ År»ºj»ÝFÆ\ß¾Æ®ÆrØnÀO¾
¾TéUÂ Õ Ø>ºUÀO¾Oâ Ô)Õ ¾çÂ·»ß3ÙUÝUÃ²Ø>ÃÖÄ»º(»Ú¾·Ø>Â Õ ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾·Æ1ÆÖÄÆ3ØTÞJÆZÃÅrØ>Â>Ã²¾n¿
»ÝUÃOÖºÃ²¾TÅZßçÆ)»ÚdTË·Tj¤¼ Õ ÖÂ Õ ÂmØ>ºÞj¾p»Ú\Ã Õ ÅZ¾m¾Ã×Ùj¾ÆTã§F·ZUF¢²á
ØTºs¾TÁ¾>ºUÃ;¿U¾>ºj»ÃÖºUÀ½»OÂmØ>½[ÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾QÝÙj¿jØTÃ²¾Q»OÚ+Ø4ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ áU > ± áFØTº
¾TÁ¾>ºUÃO¿O¾nºj»ÃÖºUÀpÃ Õ ¾Ær¾>ºU¿OÖºjÀ4»Ú;ØHß¾·Æ1ÆrØ>ÀU¾HÞU×ØÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ\ÃÄ»4Ø>ºjÛ
»Ã Õ ¾>Å)ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ áUØTºU¿hmnm¤ËmájØTº¾TÁO¾>ºOÃ\¿O¾>ºF»ÃÖºjÀvÃ Õ ¾*ÅZ¾mÂn¾>ÙUÃÖ²»º
@∀{i|i6=a} (leaderName = k)
leaderName = k
i
i 6= a
∀i . ((i 6= a) → @i (leaderName = k))

valueReceived → let k = value in
@b (  · (computedValue ∧ (k = valueComputed)
∧@a (  · requestedValue)))

÷qºjÚh»ÅhßØn½½×áÃ Õ ¾Âm»ºFÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÝUÂnÃ   ~k = ξ~   F ÞUÖºU¿FÆHÃ Õ ¾QÁØ>½ÝU¾
»ÚdÃ Õ ¾¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ®Æ¬Ö²»ºFÆ ØTÃ5ÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Æ ¼*ÖÃ Õ Ã Õ ¾½»OÀÖ²ÂÁØÅZÖ²ØTÞj½¾·Æ
¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ Â·ØTº4ÞF¾Å¬¾nÚh¾TÅhÅZξ~¾m¿*ÞU×vØTº×v¾TéaÙUÅZ¾Æ®ÆZÖÄ»ºÖºvÃ Õ ¾xÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø F ~kâ
ëºF»Ã Õ ¾>ÅH¾TéFØTß3ÙF½¾ÖºðôúOö)Å¬¾>ÀjØÅ¬¿jÆ+ß»ºOÖÃ²»ÅhÖºUÀÂm¾TÅZÃ²Ø>ÖºsÂm»ÅhÛ
ÅZ¾mÂ>ÃºU¾·Æ1ÆÅZ¾mæÝUÖ¤Å¬¾>ß¾nºOÃ*ÖºàØð½¾·Ø>¿U¾TÅhÛq¾n½¾nÂnÃÖÄ»º!Ø>½ÀU»ÅhÖÃ Õ ß.â ÔÕ ¾
¹O¾T×Å¬¾næOÝOÖÅZ¾nß¾>ºUÃ5Úh»ÅH½¾mØn¿O¾>ÅH¾m½¾mÂ>ÃÖ²»ºçÖÉÆÃ Õ Ø>ÃdÃ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾4ÖÉÆØ>Ã²ÛAß»UÆ¬Ã
»ºU¾½¾mØn¿O¾TÅZâ*÷hÚLÃ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾'ØÅ¬¾ ïÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Ær¾·Æ`ºjØ>ß¾n½× a, b, c ØTºj¿
ÖÉÆ3ØsÁØÅZÖ²ØTÞj½¾Öºð¾mØ>Â Õ ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ4Ã Õ ØTÃ ÂmØ>º Õ ØÁ¾sÁØ>½ÝU¾Æ
state
áOÃ Õ ¾nº¼¾4ÂmØ>º¼pÅhÖÃ¾4Ã Õ ¾
leader, loser, candidate, sleep
ÙOÅr»Ùj¾>ÅhÃ×ØTÃ)¾TÁO¾TÅZ×ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1ÆxØ·ÆTã Ö²ÚØ½¾mØn¿O¾>ÅHÖÉÆ¾n½¾nÂnÃ¾m¿Ã Õ ¾nºçÖ²Ú
Ã Õ ¾Â>ÝÅhÅ¬¾>ºOÃjÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾·Æ1Æ ÖÄÆ Ø½¾·Ø>¿U¾TÅ)Ã Õ ¾>º#áÃ²»vÖÃÄÆH¹Oºj»¼½¾n¿UÀO¾á·ºj»ºU¾
»ÚFÃ Õ ¾ »Ã Õ ¾>ÅJÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Ær¾·Æ\ÖÉÆdØ½¾mØ>¿U¾TÅ â®ü`¾ ÂmØ>º4Úh»ÅhßØn½¤Ö²ên¾+Ã Õ ÖÉÆ5ÅZ¾·Û
æÝOÖÅ¬¾>ß¾>ºUÃUØmÆ)Ã Õ ¾xÚZ»½½²»¼*ÖºjÀýþÛ¬ÿ Ô Úh»ÅhßÝj½ØØ>ÃjÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Æ a ã
leaderElected → (state = leader →
(@b (state 6= leader) ∧ @c (state 6= leader))

ü`¾HÂmØTº*¼pÅZÖÃ²¾HÆ¬ÖßÖ²½²ØÅ5ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø>¾)¼*ÖÃ Õ Å¬¾·ÆZÙj¾nÂnÃÃ²» b Ø>ºU¿ c â pÖ¤ÁO¾>º
ØTºÖß3Ùj½¾>ß¾nºOÃÄØTÃÖ²»º»OÚ)Ã Õ ¾Q½¾·Ø>¿O¾>Å+¾m½¾mÂ>ÃÖ²»ºÙOÅr»ÞF½¾nßsá»ºU¾4Â·ØTº
ß»ºOÖÃÄ»Å+¾·Ø>Â Õ ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø½²»Â·Ø>½½¤×áJØTÃ)¾TÁO¾TÅZ×ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1Æâ÷ZÚÁÖÄ»½²ØTÃ²¾n¿
Ã Õ ¾>ºÂm½¾·ØÅ¬½¤×Ã Õ ¾½¾·Ø>¿O¾>Å;¾m½¾mÂ>ÃÖ²»º4Öß3ÙF½¾nß¾>ºUÃ²Ø>ÃÖÄ»º*ÖÉÆdÖºUÂm»ÅqÅ¬¾nÂnÃqâ
4»¼¾TÁO¾TÅZá Ã Õ ¾ðØÞJ»Á¾YÚh»ÅhßÝj½Øî¿U»O¾·Æºj»ÃQÆhÙj¾mÂ>Ö²ÚA×åÃ Õ ¾`ÅZ¾·Û
æÝOÖÅ¬¾>ß¾>ºUÃ)Ã Õ ØTÃ¾TÁ¾>Åh×îÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®ÆßÝFÆ¬Ã+¹Uºj»¼ Ã Õ ¾çºjØTß¾s»ÚpÃ Õ ¾
ÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Æ.Ã Õ ØTÃ Õ ØmÆ.Þj¾m¾>ºà¾n½¾nÂ>Ã²¾n¿àØmÆî½¾·Ø>¿U¾TÅZâü`¾ÂmØ>ºOºj»ÃQ¾TéFÛ
ÙOÅ¬¾·Æ®ÆÃ Õ ÖÄÆvÆZÃÅr»ºUÀU¾TÅÅZ¾mæÝOÖÅ¬¾>ß¾>ºUÃ)ÖºðýþÛrÿ Ô â 4»¼¾TÁO¾TÅZá5ÝFÆ®Û
ÖºjÀÃ Õ ¾xÂm»ºJÆZÃÅhÝjÂ>Ã       Ø>ºU¿4ØmÆ1ÆZÝUßÖºjÀÃ Õ Ø>ÃOÃ Õ ¾ÁØTÅhÖÄØÞF½¾
Â·»ºOÃÄØTÖºFÆ Ã Õ ¾vºjØ>ß¾v»OÚHÃ Õ ¾v½¾mØn¿O¾>ÅZájÃ Õ ¾ÅZ¾mæÝOÖÅ¬¾mÛ
leaderName
ß¾>ºOÃjÂmØ>ºQ¾mØ·ÆZÖ²½¤×QÞj¾*ÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾n¿Öº  ÿ Ô ØmÆÚZ»½½»¼Æ>ã
leaderElected → let k = leaderName in
(@b (leaderName = k) ∧ @c (leaderName = k))
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» Ú Øß¾·Æ®Æ®Ø>ÀU¾ÞU×sØpÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®ÆTâ ¾>SÃ E ¿O¾nºj»Ã²¾*Ã Õ ¾QÆr¾>Ã[»Ú¾TÁO¾>ºOÃÉÆ
»Ú;ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1Æ ØTºU¿3½¾>Ã ¿O¾nºj»Ã¾ E âë4½²Æ®»jáO½¾>Ã ⊆ E × E
Þj¾x¿U¾ Ü ºj¾n¿iØ·Æ)ÚZ»½½²»¼EÆâ
õâ e e Ö²Ú e ØTºj¿ e ØTÅZ¾*¾TÁ¾nºOÃÉÆ»OÚ\Ã Õ ¾4Æ®ØTß¾ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ ØTºj¿ e
Õ ØTÙOÙj¾nºFÆ\Ößß¾n¿OÖ²Ø>Ã¾m½¤×ÞF¾nÚZ»Å¬¾ e á
#â
ÖÚ ÖÄÆÃ Õ ¾Æ¬¾>ºj¿Q¾TÁO¾>ºOÃ#»OÚdØß¾Æ®ÆrØnÀO¾*ØTÃ\Æ®»ß¾xÙOÅr»OÛ
e e e
Ân¾Æ®Æ4Ø>ºU¿ e ÖÄÆÃ Õ ¾Âm»ÅqÅ¬¾·ÆZÙF»ºj¿ÖºUÀÅZ¾mÂn¾nÖ¤Á¾¾TÁ¾nºOÃ »OÚ Ã Õ ¾
ß¾·Æ1ÆrØ>ÀU¾Ø>ÃUÃ Õ ¾ ÅZ¾mÂ>ÖÙUÖ²¾>ºOÃUÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1Æâ
Ô)Õ ¾4ÙFØÅZÃÖ²Øn½;»ÅZ¿U¾TÅ ≺ ÖÄÆ Ã Õ ¾ÃÅrØTºFÆ¬ÖÃÖ¤Á¾QÂn½²»UÆ¬ÝÅ¬¾Q»Ú Ã Õ ¾ÅZ¾m½Ø>ÃÖÄ»º
3â ÔÕ ÖÉÆÙFØÅZÃÖ²Øn½5»Å¬¿O¾>ÅÂmØÙjÃÝOÅZ¾Æ Ã Õ ¾4TJ¨®J¢ ¯QÅZ¾m½Ø>ÃÖÄ»ºØTß»ºUÀ
Ã Õ ¾ç¾TÁ¾nºOÃÉÆÖºð¿Ö²ÚÉÚh¾TÅ¬¾>ºOÃ ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1Æ¬¾·ÆQØTºj¿`ÀOÖ¤Á¾ÆØ>ºðØTÞJÆ¬Ã¤ÅrØ>ÂnÃÖÄ»º
»Ú)Ã Õ ¾ ±  ²®¤©O¨ ± >¡  ¨¤j²¡O¿O¾nºj»Ã²¾n¿vÞj×
â÷hº
¼ Õ ØTÃdÚZ»½½»¼Æ áj¼¾ØmÆ®Æ¬ÝOß¾3ØTº9ØÅhÞUÖÃ¤ÅrØÅZ×ÞÝUÃ Ü CéO¾n=¿ç¿(E,ÖÉÆZÃÅh≺)ÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿
Âm»ß3ÙjÝOÃÄØTÃÖ²»º â ¾nÃ5ÝFÆ¿O¾ Ü ºU¾ ñØmÆÃ Õ ¾*ÅZ¾ J¾TéUÖ¤Á¾ØTºj¿3Ã¤ÅrØTºJÆZÖÄÛ
ÃÖ¤ÁO¾Ân½²»UÆ¬ÝÅ¬¾»CÚ 3âJ÷qº`í#Ö²À#â+õ·á e e Ø>ºU¿îÃ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾nÚZ»Å¬¾Ø>½ÄÆr»
â 4»¼¾TÁ¾TÅZá+¾TÁO¾>ºåÃ Õ »ÝUÀ Õ e 6 e áx¼¾ Õ ØÁ¾
e ≺ e
m
Ø
#
Æ
ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1Æ *ÀO¾nÃÄÆ;Ø+ß¾Æ®ÆrØnÀO¾+ÚÉÅr»ß'ÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Æ ¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ
e ≺e
Âm»ºUÃ²Ø>ÖºJÆ;¹OºF»¼½¾m¿OÀU¾ »Ú e â
ÔÕ ¾4¢¡jTJ¢F*»OÚ)Ø ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ)ÖÄÆHØTÞJÆZÃÅrØ>Â>Ã²¾n¿3»ÝUÃFÖº3Ã²¾TÅZßçÆ »OÚ
ØÆ¬¾nÃd»OÚ¾TÁ¾nºOÃÉÆâí5»Å
¼¾4¿O¾ Ü ºU¾

á
Ã Õ ØTÃ[ÖÉÆ1á ↓e ÖÉÆÃ Õ ¾Æ¬¾>Ã+e»∈Ú¾TEÁ¾nºOÃÉÆÃ Õ Ø>Ã)ÂmØTÝJ↓eÆrØn½=½×sÙO{eÅ¬¾nÂn|¾m¿Oe¾ e âUí5e}»Å
á#¼¾3ÂmØ>ºsÃ Õ ÖºO¹L»OÚ ØmÆÃ Õ ¾3½²»ÂmØn½ÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾»Ú+ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1Æ i
e ∈ E
¼ Õ ¾>ºÃ Õ ¾x¾TÁ¾nºOÃ e Õ ØmÆ ¬ÝJÆZÃ#»↓eÂmÂ>ÝÅhÅ¬¾n¿#â
üY¾¾TéOÃ²¾>ºj¿Ã Õ ¾3¿U¾ Ü ºUÖÃÖ²»º9»OÚ Qá ØTºj¿ /ÃÄ»9½»OÂmØ>½Æ¬Ã²Ø>Ã¾Æ
ÆZÝUÂ Õ Ã Õ Ø>Ã ↓e ↓e Ö²ÚÉÚ e e á ↓e ≺ ↓e ≺ÖÚÉÚ e ≺ e áTØTºj¿ ↓e  ↓e
ÖÚÉÚ e  e âTüY¾xÝJÆ¬¾ Ã Õ ¾*ÆZ×Uß3ÞF»½ÄÆ s á s á s ØTºj¿vÆr»Q»ºQÃ²»ÅZ¾>ÙOÅ¬¾mÛ
Æ¬¾>ºUÃ#Ã Õ ¾*½»OÂmØn½\ÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾·Æ»OÚ;ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ âmü`¾Øn½²Æ®»ØmÆ1ÆZÝOß¾pÃ Õ Ø>Ã5¾mØnÂ Õ
½»OÂmØ>½jÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾ s »OÚ5¾mØnÂ Õ ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ i ØmiÆ1Ær»ÂnÖ²Ø>Ã¾ÆdÁØ>½ÝU¾Æ;ÃÄ»Ær»ß¾ ½»UÛ
ÂmØ>½5ÁØÅZÖ²ØTÞj½¾·Æ V ájØ>ºU¿3Ã Õ ØTÃ s (v) ¿U¾>ºj»Ã¾Æ Ã Õ ¾ÁØ>½ÝU¾4»OÚ ØÁØTÅhÖÄÛ
ØÞj½¾ v ∈ V ÖºQÃ Õ ¾½²»Â·Ø>½JÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾ s ØTÃjÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ i â
üY¾îÝJÆ¬¾`Ã Õ ¾Lºj»Ã²Ø>ÃÖÄ»º
ÃÄ»(Å¬¾nÚh¾TÅ3Ã²»CÃ Õ ¾î½²ØTÃ²¾·Æ¬Ã
ÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾v»OÚÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ j »ÚH¼ Õ Ö²causal
Â Õ ÙOÅr»Âm¾·(sÆ®Æ )i ¹OºF»¼Æ ¼ Õ Ö½¾QÖºLÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾
âUí5»ÅhßØn½½×á
¼ Õ ¾>ÅZ¾ ÖÉÆpØ3Æ¬Ã²Ø>Ã¾Ø>ÃdÙOÅr»OÛ
s
Ân¾·Æ1Æ j ÆZÝjÂ Õ Ã Õ causal
ØTÃ s  (s s) =ØTºU¿Ys ÚZ»ÅØ>½½xÆZsÃÄØTÃ²¾·Æ s ÖºîÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ
¼*ÖÃ Õ s  s ¼¾ Õ ØÁ¾ s  s â;í5»Å¾>éjØTß3ÙF½¾á;Öº(í#ÖÀjÛ
j
ÝÅ¬¾!õ causal
â  »Ã²¾(Ã Õ ØTÃ4Ö²Ú i = j Ã Õ ¾nº
(↓e ) = ↓e
â
causal (s ) = s

Úh»ÅhßÝj½Ø Öº4Ã Õ ¾x¢O OÊnj¡¥F »OÚ5Ø+Å¬¾>ß»Ã¾+ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾·Æ1Æâ ü`¾ÂmØ>½½
ÆZÝjÂ Õ Ø>ºç¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ1ÆZÖÄ»ºç»ÅØQÚh»ÅhßÝj½ØQq>4¡Uâ÷hºsØn¿O¿OÖÃÖ²»ºÃÄ»Ã Õ ¾
¾TÙjÖÄÆ¬Ã¾nßÖÂ»ÙF¾TÅrØTÃÄ»Å®Æ1á·¼¾4Øn¿O¿vÃ Õ ¾*Âm»ºFÆZÃÅZÝUÂ>Ã  let ~k = ξ~ in F 
Ã²» ÿ Ô Ã²»sÞjÖºj¿L¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ®Æ¬Ö²»ºFÆxÃÄ».½»OÂmØn½½²»ÀÖ²ÂÁØTÅhÖÄØÞF½¾ÆÃ Õ ØTÃ
ÂmØ>º4Þj¾ ÅZ¾mÚq¾>ÅqÅ¬¾n¿pÞj×vØ>º×¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ®Æ¬Ö²»ºQ»Å[ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²ØHÖº F â
Ô)Õ ¾HÖºOÃÝOÖÃÖÄ»º*ÝUºU¿O¾>ÅZ½×OÖºUÀ  ÿ Ô ÖÄÆdÃ Õ ØTÃO¾·Ø>Â Õ ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ\ßØT×
Þj¾Ø·Æ®Ær»OÂ>ÖÄØTÃ²¾n¿LØ½²»Â·Ø>½)ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Øv¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ á#¿OÝU¾vÃÄ»9Ã Õ ¾¾TÙjÖÄÆ¬Ã¾nßÖÂ
»ÙF¾TÅrØTÃÄ»Å®Æ1áÂ·ØTºpÅ¬¾nÚh¾TÅ#ÃÄ»pÃ Õ ¾ÀO½²»ÞFØn½OÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾x»ÚFÃ Õ ¾¿OÖÄÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿4ÆZ×JÆrÛ
Ã¾nß.â Ô)Õ ¾Æ¬¾ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø>¾ØÅ¬¾pÅZ¾mæÝUÖ¤Å¬¾n¿vÃÄ»QÞj¾4ÁØn½¤Ö²¿ØTÃ#Ã Õ ¾ÅZ¾ÆhÙj¾mÂmÛ
ÃÖÁ¾çÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Ær¾·Æv¿ÝOÅhÖºUÀ(Ø9¿ÖÉÆZÃÅZÖ¤ÞÝUÃ¾m¿YÂ·»ß3ÙjÝOÃÄØTÃÖ²»º5â Ô)Õ ¾9¿ÖÉÆrÛ
Ã¤ÅZÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿Â·»ß3ÙjÝOÃÄØTÃÖ²»ºQÆrØTÃÖÉÆ Ü ¾Æ)Ã Õ ¾ÆhÙF¾nÂnÖ Ü Â·ØTÃÖ²»ºQ¼ Õ ¾>ºvØn½½jÃ Õ ¾
½»OÂmØn½#Úh»ÅhßÝj½Øn¾ØÅ¬¾Æ Õ »¼*ºÃÄ»Æ®ØTÃÖÄÆrÚA×Ã Õ ¾4Â·»ß3ÙjÝOÃÄØTÃÖ²»º5â  ¾>éOÃAá
¼¾xÚZ»ÅZßØ>½½¤×Q¿O¾·ÆrÂTÅZÖ¤ÞF¾Ã Õ ¾ÆZ×OºUÃ²Ø>éQØTºj¿vÆr¾>ßØTºUÃÖ²Â·Æ»Ú  ÿ Ô â
:';=<>;@?&A)BCEDF
÷qºpÃ Õ ¾ Æ¬¾næOÝU¾m½ÄáT¼ Õ ¾>ºj¾TÁ¾TÅF¼¾+Ã²Øn½¤¹ØÞJ»ÝOÃØ>º ÿ Ô Úh»ÅhßÝj½Øá
ÖÃÖÉÆ\ÖºpÃ Õ ¾HÂ·»ºOÃ²¾TéUÃ»OÚJØ ÙFØÅZÃÖÂnÝU½²ØÅjÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Æ á Õ ØÁOÖºjÀxÃ Õ ¾+ºFØTß¾ â
ü`¾+ÂmØ>½½ÆZÝjÂ Õ ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø>¾ iÇ ª ¡jZQ¨U¢§F)ØTºj¿ ½¾>Ã F , F á¾nÃÂOâ á ¿U¾>ºj»Ãi¾
Ã Õ ¾>ß.â·ë4¿O¿OÖÃÖ²»ºjØn½½×á¼¾*ÖºUÃ¤År»¿OÝUÂm¾Ã Õ ¾*ºF»ÃÖ²»º»Ú)¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ1ÆZÖÄ»ºFÆ
½»OÂmØn½Ã²»*Ø ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ1Æ ÂmØ>½½¾n¿ØmÆ Çq¬«1h>®¤¡UdØ>ºU¿*½¾>Ã á>¾>Ã²Ââ á
¿O¾nºj»Ã²¾Ã Õ ¾nß.âJ÷qºjÚh»iÅhßØn½½×á5ØTº i iÛq¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ®Æ¬Ö²»º.ÖÄÆQØTºY¾Tξé,ÙUξÅZ¾Æ®Æ¬Ö²»º
»Á¾>ÅFÃ Õ ¾ÀU½»ÞFØn½OÆZÃÄØTÃ²¾x»ÚJÃ Õ ¾xÆ¬×FÆ¬Ã¾nß¸Ã Õ Ø>ÃÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ i ÖÄÆ[Â>ÝÅhÅ¬¾>ºOÃ²½×
ØT¼ØÅ¬¾»Ú1â »OÂmØ>½·ÙUÅZ¾m¿Ö²ÂmØ>Ã¾Æ\»º Ûq¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ®Æ¬Ö²»ºFÆ#Úh»Åhß'Ã Õ ¾ Ø>Ã²»ßÖÂ
ÙOÅr»ÙJ»UÆZÖÃÖ²»ºFÆd»ºv¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ Ã Õ ¾Ã²¾>ß3iÙF»Å¬Øn½ iÛqÚh»ÅhßÝj½Øn¾HØTÅZ¾ ÞÝOÖ²½¤Ãhâ
ü`¾¸Øn¿O¿ñÃ Õ ¾ïh TQ!¡ mhF¤¡Fh
Ø>ºU¿
¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ ÖÄÆ4Ã¤ÅZÝU¾çÖ²Ú*Ø>Ã Ø>½½  »ÅÆr»ß¾á5Å¬¾·ÆZÙj¾m@Â>ÃÖ¤Á¾nF½×  ÙOÅr»Âm¾·@Æ®Ær¾·Æ Fj
ÖºÃ Õ ¾vÆ¬¾nÃ J á F Õ »O½¿FÆâOòFÖßÖ²½ØTÅZ½×áO¼¾QØn¿O¿Ã Õ ¾Q¾TÙjÖÄÆ¬Ã¾nßÖÂ»ÙFÛ
¾TÅrØTÃÄ»Å @ ξ ¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ Å¬¾>ÃÝÅZºFÆðÃ Õ ¾ìÆr¾>Ãî»OÚ j Ûq¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®Æ¬Ö²»ºFÆ ξ
Úh»ÅØ>½½*ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Ær¾·Æ Öº!Ã Õ ¾CÆ¬¾nÃ â ÔÕ ¾CÆ¬¾nÃÄÆ ÂmØTºåÞF¾ð¾TéjÛ
ÙOÅ¬¾·Æ1Æ¬¾n¿ðÂ·»ß3ÙJØ>Â>Ã²½×Yj ÝJÆZÖºUÀ`ÙOÅ¬¾n¿OÖÂ·JØTÃ²¾·Æ3»ÁO¾TÅ j â[Jí5»ÅQ¾>éjØTß3ÙF½¾á
ÂmØTºÞj¾Ã Õ ¾3Æ¬¾>ÃÉÆ
»Å
â Ô)Õ ¾4ÚZ»½²Û
J
½»¼*ÖºUÀìÀOÖ¤Á¾·Æ`Ã Õ ¾!{jÚZ»ÅZ|ßjØ>6=½sÆZa}×OºUÃ²Ø>é/{j»Ú | client(j)}
ÿ Ô ¼*ÖÃ Õ Å¬¾·ÆZÙj¾mÂ>Ã
Ã²»,ØîÙOÅr»Ân¾Æ®Æ iáH¼ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾ i Ø>ºU¿ j ØTÅZ¾`Ã Õ ¾LºFØTß¾Y»Ú3ØTº×gÙOÅr»OÛ
Ân¾Æ®Æ  ºF»ÃOºj¾nÂm¾·Æ®Æ®ØÅZÖ½×Q¿OÖÄÆ¬ÃÖºUÂnÃ  ã
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e31

e32

e33

m2

p2
e22

GIHKJLGMJONQP RSP%JLTMU"V
RSY#Z[G\J]HKU,V
Y"G^P_NQRSY#Z`PSa
b P T^cdP T^e
f=g T^a,R P_JLT^U,V
Y"G^P_NQRSY#Z`PSa

Ô)Õ ¾+Öº Ü é»ÙF¾TÅrØTÃÄ»ÅJ¡ ÂmØTºpÞF¾+Ø>º×xÞjÖºFØÅZ× ÙUÅ¬»ÙF»UÆ¬ÖÃÖÄ»ºjØn½·»ÙFÛ
T¾ ÅrØTÃÄ»ÅÆZÝjÂ Õ ØmÆ ∧, ∨, →, ≡ â Ô)Õ ¾xÃ²¾TÅZß ξ~ ÆZÃÄØTºU¿FÆ Úh»Å[ØÃÝÙj½¾*»Ú
¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®Æ¬Ö²»ºFÆ[»ºÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾·Æ1Æ â Ô)Õ ¾xÃ²¾TÅZß
ÖÉÆ Ø Âm»ß3ÙjÝOÃÄØÞF½¾
ÙOÅ¬¾n¿OÖÂ·ØTÃ²¾+»ÁO¾TÅJÃ Õ ¾+ÃÝOÙj½¾ iξ~ ØTºj¿ f (ξ~ )PÖÄÆ[(ξ~Ø )Âm»ß3ÙU ÝUÃ²ØTÞj½¾  ÚqÝOºjÂmÛ
ÃÖÄ»º.»Á¾>Å+Ã Õ ¾QÃÝÙj½¾âUí5»Å ¾TéFØTß3Ùj½¾á P ÂmØ>ºÞF¾ <, ≤, >, ≥, = â
òFÖßÖ½²ØÅ¬½¤×áJÆr»ß¾3¾TéjØ>ß3Ùj½¾·Æ »OÚ ØÅ¬¾
âih+ØÅZÖ²ØTÞj½¾·Æ
Þj¾m½»ºUÀÃÄ»Ã Õ ¾3Æ¬¾nÃ V Âm»ºOÃÄØTÖºOÖºUfÀØn½½;Ã +,Õ ¾v−,½»OÂm/,Øn½d∗Æ¬Ã²Ø>Ã¾3ÁØÅZÖÄØÞj½v¾·Æ
»Ú5ÙOÅr»Âm¾·Æ®Æ i â c ÆZÃÄØT×JÆ)ÚZ»Å[Âm»ºFÆ¬Ã²Ø>ºOÃÉÆ1ám¾â À#â á 0á 1á 3.14 â

m3
m1

j

j

Fi ::= true | false | P (ξ~i ) | ¬Fi | Fi op Fi
| F i | W · Fi | X Fi | Fi S Fi
| @∀J Fj | @∃J Fj
| let ~k = ξ~i in Fi
ξi ::= c | vi | k | f (ξ~i )
| @ J ξj
ξ~i ::= (ξi , . . . , ξi )
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Í ) FÏÑ FÑ YÓqUÓh+Ò FÑ43 %65Ð)j 7 8Ð9dÓh
÷hº»Å¬¿O¾>ÅdÃÄ»QÅ¬¾mØmÆ®»ºØÞJ»ÝOÃJÃ Õ ¾*ÀU½»ÞFØ>½F¿OÖÄÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÖ¤ÞÝUÃ¾m¿3Âm»ß3ÙjÝOÃÄØnÛ
ÃÖÄ»º½²»Â·Ø>½½¤×á ÿ ÔåÕ ØmÆ ØÆ¬¾nÃd»OÚ)Ã Õ Å¬¾n¾*ºU¾T¼ìÁØTÅhÖÄØTºUÃÄÆH»OÚ q §TÇ
>Q¤+¡ mhF¤¡FhTáT¼ Õ »jÆ¬¾ Å¬»O½¾ ÖÉÆ\Ã²»p¾TÁØ>½ÝjØ>Ã¾HØTº¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ1ÆZÖÄ»º»Å5Ø
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Ô)Õ ¾LÆ¬¾nßØTºUÃÖ²Â·ÆQ»Ú  ÿ Ô ¾TéOÃ²¾>ºj¿jÆ4Ã Õ ¾9Ær¾>ßØTºUÃÖ²Â·Æv»OÚýþÛ
ÿ Ô ÞU×s¿O¾ Ü ºOÖºUÀÃ Õ ¾QÃ Õ Å¬¾n¾vÁØÅZÖÄØTºOÃÉÆ »OÚH¾TÙUÖÉÆZÃ²¾>ßÖ²Â»ÙF¾TÅrØTÃÄ»Å®Æ

180

C, si , [e] |= @∀J Fj
P f_f ∀j . (j ∈ J) → C, sj , [e] |= Fj  Y,HQY sj = causal j (si )
C, si , [e] |= @∃J Fj
P f_f ∃j . (j ∈ J) ∧ C, sj , [e] |= Fj Y,HQY sj = causal j (si )
C, si , [e] |= let (k, . . . , k 0 ) = (ξi , . . . , ξi0 ) in Fi P f_f C, si , [e, k 7→ (C, si , [e])[[ξi ]], . . . , k0 7→ (C, si , [e])[[ξi0 ]]] |= Fi


(C, si , [e, k 7→ val ])[[k]]
(C, si , [e])[[@J ξj ]]

= val
= {(C, sj , [e])[[ξj ]] | sj = causal j (si ) ∧ j ∈ J}

ÿ Ô
Ã Õ ÖÄÆxÆ Õ »ÅhÃ#ÙFØÙF¾TÅZâ 4»¼¾TÁ¾TÅZá·ÅZ¾·Ø>¿O¾>ÅrÆHØTÅZ¾ÅZ¾mÚq¾>ÅqÅ¬¾n¿vÃÄ»9ôúUá Oö)ÚZ»Å
Ær»ß¾»Ú\Ã Õ ¾pÆ¬ÖßÖ²½²ØÅdÖ¿U¾mØmÆTâ
Í 9Ð[Ï  7qÒÓhÐ[Ï
ü`¾9Þj¾m½¤Ö²¾TÁ¾sÃ Õ ØTÃÃ Õ ¾.½²»ÀOÖÂ ÿ Ô ÙOÅ¬¾·Ær¾>ºUÃ¾m¿îÖº(Ã Õ ÖÄÆÙJØnÛ
Ùj¾>ÅjÖÉÆ;Ø[ÙJ»¼¾TÅ¬ÚAÝj½>ÝOºj¿O¾>ÅZ½×OÖºUÀxÆZÙj¾nÂnÖ Ü ÂmØTÃÖÄ»ºÚZ»ÅZßØ>½ÖÉÆZß'ÚZ»ÅJ¿ÖÉÆrÛ
Ã¤ÅZÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿4ÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ßçÆâ>òjÙF¾nÂnÖ Ü Â·ØTÃÖ²»ºFÆ\¾TéOÙOÅ¬¾·Æ®Ær¾n¿ØmÆ ÿ Ô ÚZ»ÅZßÝjÛ
½Øn¾HÂmØTºÞj¾+¾nÚAÚq¾mÂ>ÃÖ¤Á¾n½×xß»ºOÖÃ²»ÅZ¾m¿Fá1¾TÁ¾nºxÖº*Ã Õ ¾+Â·»ºUÃ¾TéUÃ»OÚF½ØTÅhÀO¾
Æ¬Â·Ø>½¾ »Ùj¾nºp¿OÖÄÆ¬Ã¤ÅZÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿4ÆZ×JÆZÃ²¾>ßçÆâ 4»¼¾TÁ¾>ÅZá1ÖÃÖÄÆ[¼*»ÅhÃ Õ ¼ Õ Ö½¾ Ã²»
ÖºÁ¾ÆZÃÖÀjØTÃ²¾x»Ã Õ ¾>Å)¾TéOÃ²¾>ºJÆZÖÄ»ºFÆ[Ã Õ ØTÃFÖºUÂTÅ¬¾mØ·Æ¬¾xÖÃÉÆ+¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®Æ¬Ö¤Á¾>ºj¾·Æ1Æ
¼*ÖÃ Õ »ÝOÃJÆrØ>Â>ÅhÖ Ü ÂnÖºjÀ4Ã Õ ¾x¾mÚ Ü ÂnÖ¾nºUÂT×Q»OÚ5ß»ºOÖÃ²»ÅhÖºUÀ5â
Y ÏÐ 7 FÑ 9 % FÏ1
Ô)Õ ¾ Ü Å®ÆZÃ#Ã Õ Å¬¾n¾*ØTÝUÃ Õ »Å®Æ)ØTÅZ¾4ÆZÝOÙOÙJ»ÅZÃ¾m¿4ÖºQÙJØÅZÃjÞU×vÃ Õ ¾ÿëó më
÷ Ô è Ô ëò #Å¬»OÀÅrØTßsáÂm»ºOÃÅ¬ØnÂ>Ãîí  Uú jÛ UÛ UÛ  újáÃ Õ ¾
ÿxëó ·ë ÷ è  +ò Ô JÅr»ÀÅ¬Ø>ßsáÂm»ºUÃ¤ÅrØ>ÂnÃ í  ú\õ OÛ ;õnÛ
Û õ FáYÃ Õ ¾ è  ó ÅrØTºOÃ  dõ FÛ UÛõ>Û ;õ jáîØTºU¿ Ã Õ ¾
"C»ÃÄ»År»½²Ø Å¬Ø>ºOÃ4ó \ò  ,ë Ô â Ô)Õ ¾C½²ØmÆ¬Ã3Ø>ÝOÃ Õ »ÅÖÄÆYÆZÝOÙFÛ
ÙF»ÅhÃ²¾n¿pÖº*ÙFØÅZÃÞj×Ã Õ ¾ ®»ÖºUÃ  òFí  ëòJë'ÀÅrØTºOÃ óxÛ    \â
 F FÏ  F

!$   !! -',! + 


ØTºU¿gÃ Õ ¾`ÞUÖºU¿ÖºUÀ,»Ùj¾>Å¬Ø>Ã²»Åhâ Ô)Õ ¾ðÆ¬¾nßØTºOÃÖ²Â·ÆÖÄÆçÀOÖ¤Á¾>ºgÞU×,ÅZ¾·Û
Â>ÝÅ®ÆZÖÁ¾n½×.¿O¾ Ü ºOÖºUÀ9Ã Õ ¾sÆ®ØTÃÖÄÆrÚqØnÂ>ÃÖ²»º.ÅZ¾m½Ø>ÃÖÄ»º C, s , [e] |= F á
¼ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾ [e] ÖÉÆdØTº4¾nºÁOÖ¤År»ºUß¾>ºUÃmÂmØTÅqÅZ×OÖºUÀÃ Õ ¾ ÞUÖºU¿OÖºjÀjÆ5Úh»Å5¿Ö²ÚÉÚq¾>ÅhÛ
¾>ºOÃU½»OÀÖ²Â+ÁØTÅhÖÄØÞF½¾Æ\¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ ÀO¾nÃÄÆ\ÖºOÃÅr»¿ÝjÂn¾m¿ Þj×Ã Õ ¾ let in 
»Ùj¾>Å¬Ø>Ã²»Åhâ s , [e])[[ξ ]] ÖÄÆÃ Õ ¾îÁØn½¤Ýj¾`»OÚ4Ã Õ ¾Y¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®ÆZÖÄ»º ξ
ÖºçÃ Õ ¾3Æ¬Ã²Ø>Ã(C,
¾ ÝUºU¿U¾TÅ Ã Õ ¾v¾>ºÁOÖ¤År»ºUß¾>ºOÃ â Ô ØÞj½¾.õÚZ»ÅZßØ>½½¤×
ÀÖ¤Á¾Æ[Ã Õ ¾Æ¬¾nßs ØTºUÃÖ²Â·Æ+»Ú;Ã Õ ¾ºU¾T¼à»Ùj¾>Å¬Ø>Ã²»[e]ÅrÆ»Ú  ÿ Ô â·í5»Å[Ã Õ ¾
Æ¬¾>ßØ>ºOÃÖÂÆ+»Ú)»Ã Õ ¾>Å»Ùj¾>Å¬Ø>Ã²»ÅrÆ)Ã Õ ¾ÅZ¾·Ø>¿U¾TÅ®Æ ØTÅZ¾Å¬¾nÚh¾TÅhÅZ¾m¿4ÃÄ»9ôúOörâ
ü`¾ØmÆ1ÆZÝUß¾Ã Õ ØTÃ+¾TéÙUÅZ¾Æ®ÆZÖÄ»ºJÆ*ØÅ¬¾vÙOÅr»ÙF¾TÅ¬½¤×9Ã×Ùj¾m¿#â Ô ×ÙjÖÂ·Ø>½½¤×
Ã Õ ¾·Æ¬¾xÃ×OÙj¾Æ[¼»Ýj½¿*ÞF¾
#ám¾>Ã²Ââ
ü`¾ Ø>½ÄÆr»Ø·Æ®ÆZÝUß¾HÃ Õ ØTÃ s , s , s , . . . ØTÅZ¾xÆ¬Ã²Ø>Ã¾Æ[»ÚjÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ i Ø>ºU¿
ØÅ¬¾pÆ¬Ã²Ø>Ã¾Æ»OÚ#ÙUÅ¬»OÂn¾Æ®Æ j â
s ,s ,s ,...
Í Ð[ÏÓh1Ð)jÓhÏ 9Y 79dÐ)jÓq %
Ô »ß»ºOÖÃÄ»Å ÿ Ô ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø>¾*ÖºsØ¿O¾mÂn¾>ºUÃ¤ÅrØ>½Ö²ên¾n¿3¼ØT×áU¼¾
ÆZ×OºUÃ Õ ¾·Æ¬Öêm¾ ± §1©O¨O ± 4¡OF¤¡FhØmÆvÚZ»½½»¼ÆTâ5í5»Å¾mØ>Â Õ ÙOÅr»OÛ
Ân¾·Æ1ÆÃ Õ ¾TÅ¬¾îÖÉÆ9ØðÆ¬¾TÙJØÅrØTÃ²¾îß»ºOÖÃ²»ÅZá+ÂmØn½½¾n¿Øð¢¡jTJ¢4¡F¡j1á
¼ Õ Ö²Â Õ Â Õ ¾mÂ>¹FÆJÃ Õ ¾ ½²»Â·Ø>½  ÿ Ô ÚZ»ÅZßÝU½²Ø>¾ ØTºU¿ÂmØ>º*Ø>ÃÃÄØ>Â Õ Øn¿O¿ÖÄÛ
ÃÖÄ»ºFØ>½JÖºUÚZ»ÅZßØTÃÖ²»ºQÃÄ»Ø>º×»ÝOÃ²ÀU»ÖºjÀvß¾·Æ®Æ®Ø>ÀU¾â Ô)Õ ÖÉÆ+ÖºUÚZ»ÅZßØnÛ
ÃÖÄ»ºÂ·ØTºçÆZÝOÞJÆr¾næÝj¾>ºUÃ½×vÞj¾4¾TéUÃ¤ÅrØ>ÂnÃ¾m¿QÞU×Ã Õ ¾4½²»Â·Ø>½Jß»ºOÖÃ²»Å »º
Ã Õ ¾pÅZ¾mÂn¾>ÖÁÖºUÀÆZÖ²¿O¾¼*ÖÃ Õ »ÝUÃ5Â Õ ØTºUÀOÖºjÀÃ Õ ¾4ÝOºU¿U¾TÅ¬½¤×UÖºjÀvÆr¾>ßØTºFÛ
ÃÖ²Â·Æ*»OÚHÃ Õ ¾¿ÖÉÆZÃÅhÖÞÝOÃ²¾n¿ÙOÅr»ÀÅ¬Ø>ß.â Ô)Õ ¾3½²»Â·Ø>½[ß»ºOÖÃ²»Å »OÚ¾mØnÂ Õ
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Appendix N:

Statistical Model Checking of Black-Box
Probabilistic Systems
Koushik Sen, Mahesh Viswanathan, Gul Agha
Department of Computer Science,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
{ksen,vmahesh,agha}@uiuc.edu
Abstract. We propose a new statistical approach to analyzing stochastic systems against specifications given in a sublogic of continuous
stochastic logic (CSL). Unlike past numerical and statistical analysis
methods, we assume that the system under investigation is an unknown,
deployed black-box that can be passively observed to obtain sample traces,
but cannot be controlled. Given a set of executions (obtained by Monte
Carlo simulation) and a property, our algorithm checks, based on statistical hypothesis testing, whether the sample provides evidence to conclude
the satisfaction or violation of a property, and computes a quantitative
measure (p-value of the tests) of confidence in its answer; if the sample
does not provide statistical evidence to conclude the satisfaction or violation of the property, the algorithm may respond with a “don’t know”
answer. We implemented our algorithm in a Java-based prototype tool
called VeStA, and experimented with the tool using case studies analyzed in [15]. Our empirical results show that our approach may, at least
in some cases, be faster than previous analysis methods.

1

Introduction

Stochastic models and temporal logics such as continuous stochastic logic
(CSL) [1, 3] are widely used to model practical systems and analyze their performance and reliability. There are two primary approaches to analyzing the
stochastic behavior of such systems: numerical and statistical. In the numerical
approach, the formal model of the system is model checked for correctness with
respect to the specification using symbolic and numerical methods. Model checkers for different classes of stochastic processes and specification logics have been
developed [8, 14, 13, 4, 5, 2, 6]. Although the numerical approach is highly accurate, it suffers from being computation intensive. An alternate method, proposed
by Younes and Simmons [16], is based on Monte Carlo simulation and sequential hypothesis testing. Being statistical in nature, this approach is less accurate
and only provides probabilistic guarantees of correctness. The approach does
not assume knowledge of a specific formal model for the system being analyzed,
and therefore can be potentially applied to analyzing complex dynamical systems such as generalized semi-Markov processes (GSMPs), for which symbolic
and numerical methods are impractical. However, the Younes and Simmons’ approach assumes that the system is controllable (not black-box) and can be used
to generate sample executions from any state on need basis.
Both the numerical and the current statistical methods suffer from several
serious drawbacks when it comes to analyzing practical systems. First, modern
day systems are large heterogeneous, and assembled by integrating equipment
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and software from diverse vendors, making the construction of a formal model of
the entire system often impossible and thus limiting the feasibility of numerical
and symbolic methods. Second, for large network systems, meaningful experiments may involve dozens or even thousands of routers and hosts, which would
mean that the system needs to be deployed before reasonable performance measures can be obtained. However, once they are deployed, such systems cannot be
controlled to generate traces from any state, making it impossible to generate
execution samples on a need basis as is required by the Younes et. al’s statistical
approach.
Despite the success of current analysis methods [10, 13, 12, 15, 8], there is
therefore a need to develop methods to analyze stochastic processes that can be
applied to deployed, unknown “black-box” systems (systems from which traces
cannot be generated from any state on need) 1 . In this paper we address these
concerns by proposing a new statistical approach to model checking. Like in
Younes et. al’s approach, discrete event simulation methods are used to obtain a
set of sample executions; however, unlike their method we assume no control over
the set of samples we obtain. We then test these samples using various statistical
tests determined by the property to be verified. Since we assume that the samples are generated before testing, our algorithm relies on statistical hypothesis
testing, rather than sequential hypothesis testing. Our inability to generate samples of our choosing and at the time of our choosing ensures that our approach
differs from the previous statistical approach in one significant way: unlike the
previous approach where the model checker’s answer can be guaranteed to be
correct within the required error bounds, we instead compute a quantitative
measure of confidence (the p-value, in statistical testing terminology [11]) in
the model checker’s answer. Our algorithm computes the satisfaction of the desired formula by recursively determining the satisfaction of its subformulas (and
the confidence of such an answer) in the “states” present in the sample. This
presents a technical challenge because our algorithm, being statistical in nature,
may be uncertain about the satisfaction of some formulas based on the given
samples. The algorithm needs to compute useful answers (as far as possible)
even in the presence of uncertain answers about the satisfaction of subformulas.
We overcome this challenge by interpreting such “don’t know” answers in an
adversarial fashion. Our algorithm, thus checks if the sample provides evidence
for the satisfaction or violation of a property and the confidence with which such
an assertion holds, or gives up and says “don’t know.” The algorithm that we
propose suffers from one drawback when compared with the previous statistical
approach. Since we analyze a fixed sample, we will get useful answers only when
there are sufficient samples for each “relevant state.” Therefore our method is
likely to work well only when a finite set of samples is enough to provide sufficient
1

We assume that the samples generated from the system by discrete event simulation
have information about the “system state”. We, however, make no assumptions
about the transition structure of the underlying system, nor do we assume knowledge
about the transition probabilities; the system under investigation is black-box in this
sense.
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information about relevant states. Examples of systems we can successfully analyze are Continuous-time Markov Chains (CTMCs) or systems whose relevant
states are discrete, while we are unlikely to succeed for GSMPs in general.
A closely related approach to analyzing stochastic systems based on Monte
Carlo simulation is by Herault et. al. [7], which can model-check discrete-time
Markov chains against properties expressed in an expressively weak logic (“positive LTL”).
We have implemented the whole procedure in Java as a prototype tool, called
VeStA (Verification based on Statistical Analysis).2 We have experimented
with VeStA by applying it to some examples that have been previously analyzed
in [15] and the results are encouraging. However, we suspect that VeStA would
require a lot more space, because it stores the entire collection of samples it is
analyzing. Even though space was not a problem for the examples we tried, we
suspect that it may become an issue later.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the class of
systems we analyze and the logic we use. In Section 3, we present our algorithm
based on statistical hypothesis testing in detail. Details about VeStA and our
case studies are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude and present
possible directions for future research.

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Sample Execution Paths

The verification method presented here can be independent of the system model
as long as we can generate sample execution paths of the system; the model
and its definition are very similar to [16]. We will assume that the system being
analyzed is some discrete event system that occupies some state s ∈ S, where S
is the set of states of the system. The states in S that can effect the satisfaction
of a property of our interest are called the “relevant states.” Note that the number of relevant states may be quite small compared to the whole state space of
the system. For example, for a formula φ1 U ≤t φ2 the states that can be reached
within time t are relevant. We assume that each relevant state can be uniquely
identified and that information about a state’s identity is available in the executions. Since samples are generated before running our analysis algorithm, we
require that a Monte Carlo simulation is likely to generate a sample that has
enough “information” about the relevant states; if not our algorithm is likely to
say that it cannot infer anything about the satisfaction of the property.
We assume that there is a labeling function L that assigns to each state a set
of atomic propositions (from among those appearing in the property of interest)
that hold in that state; thus L : S → 2AP , where AP is a set of relevant atomic
propositions. The system remains in a state s until an event occurs, and then
proceeds instantaneously to a state s0 . An execution path that appears in our
sample is thus a sequence
t

t

t

0
1
2
π = s0 →
s1 →
s2 →
···

2

Available from http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/~ksen/vesta/
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where s0 is the unique initial state of the system, si is the state of the system
after the ith event and ti is the time spent in state si . If the kth state of this
sequence is absorbing, then si = sk and ti = ∞ for all i ≥ k.
We denote the ith state in an execution π by π[i] = si and the time spent
in the ith state by δ(π, i). The time at which the execution enters state π[i + 1]
Pj=i
is given by τ (π, i + 1) = j=0 δ(π, j). The state of the execution at time t (if
the sum of sojourn times in all states in the path exceeds t), denoted by π(t), is
the smallest i such that t ≤ τ (π, i + 1). We let Path(s) be the set of executions
starting at state s. We assume Path(s) is a measurable set (in an appropriate
σ-field) and has an associated probability measure.
2.2

Continuous Stochastic Logic

Continuous stochastic logic (CSL) is introduced in [1] as a logic to express probabilistic properties of continuous time Markov chains (CTMCs). In this paper
we adopt a sublogic of CSL (excluding unbounded untils and stationary state
operators) as in [16]. This logic excludes the steady-state probabilistic operators and the unbounded until operators. We next present the syntax and the
semantics of the logic.
CSL Syntax
φ ::= true | a ∈ AP | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | P./p (ψ)
ψ ::= φ U ≤t φ | Xφ

where AP is the set of atomic propositions, ./ ∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥}, p ∈ [0, 1], and
t ∈ R≥0 . Here φ represents a state formula and ψ represents a path formula. The
notion that a state s (or a path π) satisfies a formula φ is denoted by s |= φ (or
π |= φ), and is defined inductively as follows:
CSL Semantics
s |= true
s |= ¬φ
s |= P./p (ψ)
π |= Xφ
π |= φ1 U ≤t φ2

iff
iff
iff
iff

s |= a
iff a ∈ AP (s)
s 6|= φ
s |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff s |= φ1 and s |= φ2
Prob{π ∈ Path(s) | π |= ψ} ./ p
τ (π, 1) < ∞ and π[1] |= φ
∃x ∈ [0, t]. (π(x) |= φ2 and ∀y ∈ [0, x). π(y) |= φ1 )

A formula P./p (ψ) is satisfied by a state s if Prob[path starting at s satisfies
ψ] ./ p. To define probability that a path satisfies ψ we need to define a σ-algebra
over the set of paths starting at s and a probability measure on the corresponding
measurable space in a way similar to [5]. The path formula Xφ holds over a path
if φ holds at the second state on the path. The formula φ1 U ≤t φ2 is true over a
path π if φ2 holds in some state along π at a time x ∈ [0, t], and φ holds along
all prior states along π. This can also be recursively defined as follows:
t

i
Sat(si →
πi+1 , φ1 U ≤t φ2 )

= (t ≥ 0) ∧ (Sat(si , φ2 ) ∨ (Sat(si , φ1 ) ∧ Sat(πi+1 , φ1 U ≤t−ti φ2 )))

(1)

where Sat(s, φ) (or Sat(π, ψ)) are the propositions that s |= φ (or π |= ψ). This
definition will be used later to describe the algorithm for verification of φ1 U ≤t φ2
formula.
4
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3

Algorithm

In what follows we say that s |=A φ if and only if our algorithm (denoted by A)
says that φ holds at state s. Since the algorithm is statistical, the decision made
by the algorithm provides evidence about the actual fact. In our approach, we
bound the strength of this evidence quantitatively by a number in [0, 1] which
gives the probability of making the decision given that the decision is actually
incorrect. In statistics, this is called the p-value of the testing method. We denote
it by α3 and write s |= φ if the state s actually satisfies φ.
We assume that we are given a set of finite executions. The length of a finite
execution path must be large enough so that all the bounded until formulas can
be evaluated on that path. Given a set of sample execution paths starting at the
initial state and a formula φ, the algorithm works recursively as follows:
verifyAtState(φ, s){
if cache contains (φ, s) return cache(φ, s);
else if φ = true then (z, α) ← (1, 0.0);
else if φ = a ∈ AP then (z, α) ← verifyAtomic(a, s);
else if φ = ¬φ0 then (z, α) ← verifyNot(¬φ0 , s);
else if φ = φ1 ∧ φ2 then (z, α) ← verifyAnd (φ1 ∧ φ2 , s);
else if φ = P./p (ψ) then (z, α) ← verifyProb(P./p (ψ), s);
store (s, φ) 7→ (z, α) in cache;
return (z, α);
}

where verifyAtState returns a pair having 0, 1, or undecided corresponding to
the cases s |=A φ, s 6|=A φ, or A cannot decide respectively, as the first component, and p-value for this decision as the second component. To verify a system
we check if the given formula holds at the initial state. Once computed, we store
the decision of the algorithm for φ at state s in a cache to avoid recomputation.
The result of our hypothesis testing can be shown to hold in presence of caching.
This results in a significantly faster running time and a reduction in the sample set size. In the remainder of this section we define the various procedures
verifyAtomic, verifyAnd, verifyNot, and verifyProb recursively.
The key idea of the algorithm is to statistically verify the probabilistic operator. We present the corresponding procedure verifyProb below.
3.1 Probabilistic Operator
We use statistical hypothesis testing [11] to verify a probabilistic property φ =
P./p (ψ) at a given state s. Without loss of generality we show our procedure for
φ = P≥p (ψ). This is because, for the purpose of statistical analysis, P<p (ψ) is
essentially the same as ¬P≥1−p (ψ) and < (or >) is in effect the same as ≤ (or
≥). Let p0 be the probability that ψ holds over paths starting at s. We say that
s |= P≥p (ψ) if and only if p0 ≥ p and s 6|= P≥p (ψ) if and only if p0 < p. We
want to decide either s |= P≥p (ψ) or s 6|= P≥p (ψ). Accordingly we set up two
experiments. In the first experiment, we use sample execution paths starting
3

This should not be confused with the Type I error which is also denoted by α
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at s to test the null hypothesis H0 : p0 < p against the alternative hypothesis
H1 : p0 ≥ p. In the second experiment, we test the null hypothesis H0 : p0 ≥ p
against the alternative hypothesis H1 : p0 < p.4
Let the number of sample execution paths having a state s somewhere in the
path be n. We can treat the portion of all these paths starting at s (suffix) as
samples from Path(s). Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn be a random sample having Bernoulli
distribution with unknown parameter p0 ∈ [0, 1] i.e. for each i ∈ [1, n], Prob[Xi =
1] = p0 . Then the sum Y = X1 + X2 + . . . + Xn has binomial distribution with
parameters n and p0 . We say that xi , an observation of the random variable
Xi , is 1 if the ith sample execution path satisfies ψ and 0 otherwise.
In the
P
first experiment, we reject H0 : p0 < p and say s |=A P≥p (ψ) if Pnxi ≥ p and
calculate the p-value as α = Prob[s |=A φ | s 6|= φ] = Prob[Y ≥
xi | p0 < p].
0
Note we do not know p . Therefore, to calculate α we use p which is an upper
bound for p0 . If we are not able to reject H0 in the first experiment then we do
the second experiment.
In the second experiment, we reject H0 : p0 ≥ p and say
P
xi
s 6|=A P≥p (ψ) ifP n < p and calculate the p-value as α = Prob[s 6|=A φ | s |=
φ] = Prob[Y <
xi | p0 ≥ p]. Thus, a smaller α represents a greater confidence
in the decision of the algorithm A.
3.2

Nested Probabilistic Operators

The above procedure for hypothesis testing works if the truth value of ψ over
an execution path determined by the algorithm is the same as the actual truth
value. However, in the presence of nested probabilistic operators in ψ, A cannot
determine the satisfaction of ψ over a sample path exactly. Therefore, in this
situation we need to modify the hypothesis test so that we can use the inexact
truth values of ψ over the sample paths.
Let the random variable X be 1 if a sample execution path π actually satisfies
ψ in the system and 0 otherwise. Let the random variable Z be 1 for a sample
execution path π if π |=A ψ and 0 otherwise. In our procedure we cannot get
samples from the random variable X; instead our samples come from the random variable Z. Let X and Z have Bernoulli distributions with parameters p0
and p00 respectively. Let Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zn be a random sample from the Bernoulli
distribution with unknown parameter p00 ∈ [0, 1]. We say that zi , an observation
of the random variable Zi , is 1 if the algorithm says that the ith sample execution
path satisfies ψ and 0 otherwise.
For the formula φ = P≥p (ψ) we calculate regions of indifference, denoted by
the fractions δ1 and δ2 , based on the algorithm’s decision for the satisfaction
of ψ over the different sample paths. Depending on the values of δ1 and δ2 we
set up the two experiments. In the first experiment, we test the null hypothesis
00
00
H
P0 : p ≤ p + δ1 against the alternative hypothesis H1 : p > p + δ1 . If we get
zi
A P≥p (ψ) with p-value α = Prob[s |=A
n > p + δ1 we reject
P H0 and
Psay s |=
φ | s 6|= φ] = Prob[ Zi >
zi | p00 ≤ p + δ1 ]. If we fail to reject H0 we
4

While handling nested probabilistic operators, these experiments will no longer be
symmetric. Moreover, setting up these two experiments is an alternate way of getting
at a conservative estimate of what Type II error (β value) may be.
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go for the second experiment, in which the null hypothesis H0 : p00 ≥ p − δ2
against the alternative
hypothesis H1 : p00 < p − δ2 . We reject H0 and say that
P
zi
s 6|=A P≥p (ψ) if Pn < pP− δ2 and calculate the p-value as α = Prob[s 6|=A φ |
s |= φ] = Prob[ Zi <
zi | p00 ≥ p − δ2 ]. Otherwise, we say the algorithm
cannot decide.
We now show how to calculate δ1 and δ2 . Using the samples from Z we can
estimate p00 . However, we need an estimation for p0 in order to decide whether
φ = P≥p (ψ) holds in state s or not. To get an estimate for p0 we note that the
random variables X and Z are related as follows:
Prob[Z = 0 | X = 1] ≤ α0

Prob[Z = 1 | X = 0] ≤ α0

where α0 is the p-value calculated while verifying the formula ψ. By elementary
probability theory, we have
Prob[Z = 1] = Prob[Z = 1 | X = 0]Prob[X = 0] + Prob[Z = 1 | X = 1]Prob[X = 1]

Therefore, we can approximate p00 = Prob[Z = 1] as follows:
Prob[Z = 1] ≤ α0 (1 − p0 ) + 1.p0 = p0 + (1 − p0 )α0
Prob[Z = 1] ≥ Prob[Z = 1 | X = 1]Prob[X = 1] ≥ (1 − α0 )p0 = p0 − α0 p0

This gives the following range in which p00 lies:
p0 − α0 p0 ≤ p00 ≤ p0 + (1 − p0 )α0

P
P
P
P
0
Hence,
zi | p0 = p] ≤
P Prob[ P Zi > 00 zi | p 0 ≤ p] ≤ Prob[ Zi >0
Prob[ Zi >
zi | p = p − α p] which gives δ2 = α p. Similarly, we get
δ1 = (1 − p)α0 .
Note that the p-value obtained while verifying ψ over different sample paths
are different. We take the worst or the maximum of all such p-values as α0 .
Moreover, since A can say true, false, or cannot decide, note that the A may not
have a definite true or false answer along certain sample paths. For such paths
the algorithm will assume the worst possible answer
in the two experiments. For
P
the first experiment, where we check whether nzi > p + δ1 , we take the answers
for the sample paths for which A cannot decide as false and the p-value as 0.
For the second experiment we consider the answer for the undecided paths to
be true and the p-value as 0. This allows us to obtain useful answers even when
the sample does not have enough statistical evidence for the satisfaction of a
subformula.
Thus we can define the procedure verifyProb(P≥p (ψ), s) as follows:
verifyProb(P≥p (ψ), s){
zsum min ← 0; zsum max ← 0; α0 ← 0.0; n ← 0;
for each sample path π starting at s{
(z, α00 ) ← verifyPath(ψ, π);
if z =undecided then {zsum min ← zsum min + 1; zsum max ← zsum max + 0;}
else {zsum min ← zsum min + z; zsum max ← zsum max + z;}
α0 ← max (α0 , α00 ); n ← n + 1;
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}
if zsum max /n > p + (1 − p)α0 then
P
return (1, Prob[ Zi > zsum max | p00 = p + (1 − p)α0 ]);
else if zsum min /n < p − pα0 then
P
return (0, Prob[ Zi < zsum min | p00 = p − pα0 ]);
else return (undecided , 0.0);
}

P
P
One can calculate Prob[ Zi > zsum maxP| p00 = p+(1−p)α0 ] (or Prob[ Zi >
zsum min | p00 = p − pα0 ]) by noting that
Zi has binomial distribution with
parameters p + (1 − p)α0 (or p − pα0 ) and n.
3.3

Negation

For the verification of a formula ¬φ at a state s, we recursively verify φ at state
s. If s |=A φ with p-value α we say that s 6|=A ¬φ with p-value Prob[s 6|=A ¬φ |
s |= ¬φ] = Prob[s |=A φ | s 6|= φ] = α. Similarly, if s 6|=A φ with p-value α then
s |=A ¬φ with p-value α. Otherwise, if A cannot answer the satisfaction of φ at
s, we say that A cannot answer the satisfaction of ¬φ at s. Thus we can define
verifyNot as follows:
verifyNot(¬φ0 , s){
(z, α) ← verifyAtState(φ0 , s);
if z =undecided then return (undecided , 0.0); else return (1 − z, α);
}

3.4

Conjunction

To verify a formula φ = φ1 ∧ φ2 at a state s, we verify φ1 and φ2 at the state s
separately. Depending on the outcome of the verification of φ1 and φ2 , A decides
for φ as follows:
1. If s |=A φ1 and s |=A φ2 with p-values α1 and α2 respectively, then s |=A φ.
The p-value for this decision is Prob[s |=A φ1 ∧ φ2 | s 6|= φ1 ∧ φ2 ]. Note that
s 6|= φ1 ∧ φ2 holds in three cases, namely 1) s 6|= φ1 and s |= φ2 , 2) s |= φ1
and s 6|= φ2 , and 3) s 6|= φ1 and s 6|= φ2 . Thus, the p-value for the decision
of s |=A φ can be taken as the maximum of the p-values in the above three
cases which is max (α1 , α2 ).
2. If s 6|=A φ1 (or s 6|=A φ2 ) and either s |=A φ2 or A cannot decide φ2 at s (or
either s |=A φ1 or A cannot decide φ1 at s), then s 6|=A φ and the p-value is
Prob[s 6|=A φ1 ∧ φ2 | s |= φ1 and s |= φ2 ] = α1 + α2 (or α2 + α1 ).
3. If s 6|=A φ1 and s 6|=A φ2 then s 6|=A φ1 ∧ φ2 . The p-value for this decision is
Prob[s 6|=A φ1 ∧ φ2 | s |= φ1 and s |= φ2 ] ≤ α1 + α2 .
4. Otherwise, A cannot decide φ.
Thus we can define the procedure verifyAnd as follows:
verifyAnd (φ1 ∧ φ2 , s){
(z1 , α1 ) ← verifyAtState(φ1 , s); (z2 , α2 ) ← verifyAtState(φ2 , s);
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if z1 = 1 and z2 = 1 then return (1,max (α1 , α2 ));
else if z1 = 0 and z2 6= 0 then return (0, α1 + α2 );
else if z1 6= 0 and z2 = 0 then return (0, α1 + α2 );
else if z1 = 0 and z2 = 0 then return (0, α1 + α2 );
else return (undecided , 0.0);
}

3.5

Atomic Proposition

In this simplest case, given φ = a and a state s, A checks if s |=A a or not
by checking if a ∈ AP (s) or not. If a ∈ AP (s) then s |=A φ with p-value 0.
Otherwise, s 6|=A φ with p-value 0.
verifyAtomic(a, s){
if a ∈ AP (s) then return (1, 0.0); else return (0, 0.0);
}

3.6

Next

To verify a path formula ψ = Xφ over a path π, A verifies φ at the state
π[1]. If π[1] |=A φ with p-value α then π |=A ψ with p-value α. Otherwise, if
π[1] 6|=A φ with p-value α then π 6|=A ψ with the same p-value. Thus we can
define verifyPath for Xφ as follows:
verifyPath(Xφ, π){
return verifyAtState(φ, π[1]);
}

3.7

Until

Let ψ = φ1 U ≤t φ2 be an until formula that we want to verify over the path π.
We can recursively evaluate the truth value of the formula over the path π by
following the recursive definition given by Equation 1. Given the truth value and
0
the p-value for the formula φ1 U ≤t −ti φ2 over the suffix πi+1 , we can calculate the
≤t0
truth value of φ1 U φ2 over the path πi by applying the decision procedure for
conjunction and negation. Observe that the recursive formulation in Equation 1
can be unrolled to obtain an equation purely in terms of conjuction and negation
(and without any until formulas); it is this “unrolled” version that is used in the
implementation for efficiency reasons.

4

Implementation and Performance

We have implemented the above algorithm as part of a prototype Java tool
called VeStA. We successfully used the tool to verify several programs having
a CTMC model.5 The performance of the verification procedure depends on the
number of samples required to reach a decision with sufficiently small p-value. To
get a smaller p-value the number of samples needs to be increased. We need a lot
of samples only when the actual probability of a path from a state s satisfying a
5

We selected systems with CTMC model so that we can compare our results with
that of existing tools.
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formula ψ is very close to the threshold p in a formula P./p (ψ) whose satisfaction
we are checking at s.
To evaluate the performance and effectiveness of our implementation we did
a few case studies. We mostly took the stochastic systems used for case studies
in [15]. The experiments were done on a 1.2 GHz Mobile Pentium III laptop
running Windows 2000 with 512 MB memory.6 We did not take into account the
time required for generating samples: we assumed that such samples come from
a running system. However, this time, as observed in some of our experiments,
is considerably less than the actual time needed for the analysis. We generated
samples of length sufficient to evaluate all the time-bounded until formulas. In
all of our case studies we checked the satisfaction of a given formula at the initial state. We give a brief description of our case studies below followed by our
results and conclusions. The details for the case studies can be obtained from
http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/~ksen/vesta/.
Grid World: We choose this case study to illustrate the performance of our
tool in the presence of nested probabilistic operators. It consists of an n × n
grid with a robot located at the bottom-left corner and a janitor located at the
top-right corner of the grid. The robot first moves along the bottom edge of a
cell square and then along the right edge. The time taken by the robot to move
from one square to another is exponentially distributed. The janitor also moves
randomly over the grid. However, either the robot or the janitor cannot move to
a square that is already occupied by the other. The robot also randomly sends
a signal to the base station. The underlying model for this example is a CTMC.
The aim of the robot is to reach the top-right corner in time T1 units with probability at least 0.9, while maintaining a minimum 0.5 probability of communication with the base station with periodicity less than T2 units of time. This can be
specified using the CSL formula P≥0.9 (P≥0.5 (true U ≤T2 communicate) U ≤T1 goal ).
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Fig. 1. Grid world: verification time and number of samples versus number of states.

We verified the CSL property for Grid World with n ∈ [1, 100]. The property
holds only for n ∈ [1, 13]. The state space of the program is Θ(n3 ). In Fig.1 we
6

[15] used a 500 MHz Pentium III. However, our performance gain due to the use of
faster processor is more than offset by the use of Java instead of C.
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plot the results of our experiment. The graph shows that for n closer to 13 the
running time and the number of samples required increases considerably to get a
respectable p-value of around 10−8 . This is because at n = 13 the probability that
P≥0.5 (true U ≤T2 communicate) U ≤T1 goal holds over an execution path becomes
very close to 0.9. We found that our graphs are similar to [15].
Cyclic Polling System: This case study is based on a cyclic server polling
system, taken from [12]. The model is represented as a CTMC. We use N to
denote the number of stations handled by the polling server. Each station has a
single-message buffer and they are cyclically attended by the server. The server
serves the station i if there is a message in the buffer of i and then moves on to
poll the station (i+1) modulo N . Otherwise, the server starts polling the station
i+1 modulo N . The polling and service times are exponentially distributed. The
state space of the system is Θ(N.2N ). We verified the property that “once a job
arrives at the first station, it will be polled within T time units with probability
at least 0.5.” The property is verified at the state in which all the stations have
one message in their message buffer and the server is serving station 1. In CSL
the property can be written as (m1 = 1) → P≥0.5 (true U ≤T (s = 1 ∧ a = 0 )),
where m1 = 1 means there is one message at station 1, and s = 1 ∧ a = 0 means
that the server is polling station 1.
Tandem Queuing Network: This case study is based on a simple tandem
queuing network studied in [9]. The model is represented as a CTMC which
consists of a M/Cox2 /1-queue sequentially composed with a M/M/1-queue. We
use N to denote the capacity of the queues. The state space is Θ(N 2 ). We verified
the CSL property P<0.5 (true U ≤T full ) which states that the probability of the
queuing network becoming full within T time units is less than 0.5.
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Fig. 2. Polling System and Tandem Queuing Network: Running time versus the parameter T in CSL formula.

The results of the above two case studies is plotted in Fig. 2. The characteristics of the graphs for both the examples are similar to that in [15]. However,
while achieving a level of confidence around 10−8 , the running time of our tool
for these cases is faster than the running time of the tool described in [15]. It
is important to observe that, unlike the work of [15], VeStA cannot guarantee that the error of it’s probabilistic answer is bounded; the p-value computed
depends on the specific sample.
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We could not compare the number of samples for these case studies as they
are not available from [15]; theoretically sequential hypothesis testing should
require a smaller sample size than simple hypothesis testing to achieve the same
level of confidence. While in our case studies we never faced a memory problem,
we suspect that this may be a problem in very big case studies. We observed
that, although the state space of a system may be large, the number of states
that appeared in the samples may be considerably smaller. This gives us hope
that our approach may work as well for very large-scale systems.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new statistical approach to verifying stochastic systems
based on Monte Carlo simulation and statistical hypothesis testing. The main
difference between our approach and previous statistical approaches is that we
assume that the system under investigation is not under our control. This means
that our algorithm computes on a fixed set of executions and cannot obtain samples as needed. As a consequence, the algorithm needs to check for the satisfaction of a property and compute the p-value of its tests. Since the sample may not
provide sufficient statistical evidence to conclude the satisfaction or violation of a
property, one technical challenge is to provide useful answers despite insufficient
statistical evidence for the satisfaction of subformulas. We implemented our approach in Java and our experimental case studies have demonstrated that the
running time of our tool is faster than previous methods for analyzing stochastic
systems in at least some cases; this suggests that our method may be a feasible
alternative.
Another important challenge is the amount of memory needed. Since we
store all the sample executions, our method is memory intensive, and though
we did not suffer from memory problems on the examples studied here, we suspect that it will be an issue when analyzing larger case studies. Hence, there
is a need to design efficient data structures and methods to store and compute
with a large set of sample executions. We suspect statistical hypothesis testing
approaches (as opposed to sequential hypothesis testing approaches) might be
extendible to check liveness for certain types of systems, possibly by extracting some additional information about the traces. Note that liveness properties
are particularly complicated by the fact that the operators may be nested. We
are currently exploring that direction. Finally, it would be interesting to apply
statistical methods to analyze properties described in probabilistic logics other
than CSL.
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Appendix O:

Maximal Clique Based Distributed Group Formation for Autonomous
Agent Coalitions
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is either no central control, or at best only a limited
central control, and the individual agents have to both
think and act locally, genuinely distributed algorithms
are needed for the agents to effectively coordinate with
one another. MAS pose a number of challenges to a distributed algorithm designer; most of these challenges
are related to various aspects of the agent coordination problem [1, 18]. In order to be able to effectively
coordinate, agents need to be able to reach consensus (or agreement) on various matters of common interest. Two particularly prominent and frequently encountered consensus problems are those of leader election (e.g., [6, 15]) and group formation.
Group formation is an important issue in distributed systems in general, and MAS in particular.
Given a collection of computational and communicating agents, the goal in distributed group formation is
that these agents, based on their local knowledge only,
decide how to effectively split up into several groups,
so that each agent knows what group(s) it belongs to.
There are several critical issues that a MAS designer
needs to address in the context of (distributed) group
formation. First, what is the right notion of a group in a
given setting? That is, how is the quality of a particular
group configuration measured, so that one can say that
one grouping of agents into coalitions is better for that
agent and/or for the whole system than another? Second, a distributed group formation mechanism - that
is, a distributed algorithm that enables agents to effectively form groups or coalitions - needs to be provided.
Third, groups and each agent’s knowledge about its
group membership need to be maintained and, when
needed, appropriately updated. Another important issue is whether the groups are allowed to overlap, i.e.,
whether an agent is allowed to simultaneously belong to
two or more groups. Variants of these basic challenges

Abstract
We present herein a fully distributed algorithm
for group or coalition formation among autonomous agents. The algorithm is based on
a distributed computation of maximal cliques
(of up to pre-specified size) in the underlying
graph that captures the interconnection topology of the agents. Hence, given the current
configuration of the agents, the groups that are
formed are characterized by a high degree of
connectivity, and therefore high fault tolerance
with respect to node and link failures. We also
briefly discuss how our basic algorithm can be
adapted in various ways so that the formed
groups satisfy the requirements (“goodness” criteria) other than mere strong inter-group communication connectivity. We envision various
variants of our basic algorithm to prove themselves useful subroutines in many multi-agent
system and ad hoc network applications where
the agents may repeatedly need to form temporary groups or coalitions in an efficient, fully
distributed and online manner.
Keywords:
distributed algorithms, distributed group formation, multi-agent systems,
autonomous agents, agent coalitions

1

Introduction and Motivation

Multi-agent systems (MAS) are characterized, among
other properties, by (i) considerable degree of autonomy of individual computing entities or processes
(agents) and, at the same time, the fact that (ii) each
agent has a local, that is, in general, incomplete and
imperfect “picture of the world”. Since in MAS there

∗ Contact author. Phone numbers: 217-244-1976 (work), 217-390-6515 (cell); fax: 217-333-9386 (for calls/faxes from within the
U.S.). Mailing address: Department of Computer Science, 1334 Siebel Center, 201 N. Goodwin, Urbana, IL 61801 USA
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are quite common in the MAS literature; indeed, these
challenges have arisen in our own recent and current
work on parametric models and a scalable simulation of
large scale (103 − 104 agents) ensembles of autonomous
unmanned vehicles on a multi-task mission [5, 16, 17].
Herein, however, we restrict our attention to the
second issue mentioned above. We propose a particular mechanism (distributed algorithm) for an effective coalition formation that ensembles of autonomous
agents can use as one of their basic coordination subroutines. A need for a distributed, online and efficient
group formation may arise due to a number of different factors, such as the geographical dispersion of the
agents, heterogeneity of tasks and their resource requirements, heterogeneity of agents’ capabilities, and
so on. While for small- and medium-scale systems of
robots or unmanned vehicles a fully or partially centralized approach to group formation and maintenance
may be feasible or even optimal, large scale systems
(with the number of agents of orders of magnitude as
in [5] or higher) seem to require a fully distributed approach. That is, the agents need to be able to selforganize into coalitions, and quickly reach a consensus on who is forming a coalition with whom. The
algorithm we present herein is an attempt to address
these challenges shared by many large-scale MAS applications.
We remark that the group formation and the leader
election problems are often inter-related. In particular,
at least three general approaches to the combined problem of both forming groups and electing group leaders
can be identified. One approach is, that groups are
formed by an authority from “the outside”, and then
the agents within each thus formed group are to reach
consensus on who is to be the group leader. That
is, only the leader election part is distributed. Distributed leader election (once the group structure is already in place) has been extensively studied in various
distributed system models (e.g., [6]).
Another approach is to first select leaders (possibly by appointing them from the outside), and then let
these leaders agree with one another on how to assign
the rest of the agents to groups “belonging” to different
leaders. For very large scale systems and dense interconnection topologies, this is likely the most feasible
approach due to its scalability.
The third possibility of how to attack the joint
group-formation-and-leader-election problem is that
the agents in the ensemble self-organize and form
groups first, and then, as in the first scenario, agents
within each group decide on their leaders. That is,
group formation precedes leader election, and both are
done in a genuinely distributed manner. We argue that

this approach is scalable for large scale MAS provided
that the interconnection topology of the ad hoc network the agents are forming (i) is relatively sparse, and
(ii) does not change too rapidly. While our algorithm
in Section 4 is generic, in designing it we were admittedly motivated by the autonomous unmanned vehicle
applications - more specifically, by the micro unmanned
aerial vehicles deployed over a sizable geographical area
(see [5, 17]).

2

Large ensembles of autonomous agents provide an important class of examples where the agents’ capability
to coordinate and, in particular, to self-organize into
groups or coalitions, is often of utmost importance for
such systems to be able to accomplish their tasks, or, in
some cases, even to merely survive. One can distinguish
between two general, broad classes of such autonomous
agents. One is the class of agents employed in distributed problem solving. The agents encountered in
distributed problem solving (DPS) typically share their
goal(s). For instance, DPS agents most often have a
joint utility function that they all wish to maximize
as a team, without any regard to (or sometimes even
a notion of) individual payoffs. This joint utility or,
more generally, the goal or set of goals assigned to DPS
agents, is usually provided by their designer. However,
it may not be always feasible - or even possible - that
the designer explicitly provide, for instance, how are the
agents to divide-and-conquer their tasks and resources,
how are they to form groups and elect leaders of those
groups, etc. Due to scalability, incomplete a priori
knowledge of the environments these agents may encounter, and possibly other considerations, instead of
“hard-wiring” into his DPS agents explicitly how are
the agents to be coordinated, the system designer may
choose only to enable the agents with the basic coordination primitives, and leave to them to self-organize
and coordinate as the situation may demand. Hence,
in many situations the DPS agents may be required to
be able to effectively form groups or coalitions in a fully
distributed manner.
The second basic type of agents, the self-interested
agents, are a kind of agents that do not share their
goals (and, indeed, need not share their designer). In
contrast to the DPS agents, each self-interested agent
has its own agenda (e.g., an individual utility function it
is striving to maximize), and no altruistic incentives to
cooperate with other agents. Even such self-interested,
goal-driven or individual-utility-driven agents, while in
2
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essence selfish, may nonetheless still need to cooperatively coordinate and collaborate with each other in
many situations.
One class of examples are those agents (such as, e.g.,
autonomous unmanned vehicles) that, if they do not
coordinate in order to resolve possible conflicts, they
risk mutual annihilation. Another class of examples
are the agents with bounded resources: individually,
an agent may lack resources to accomplish any of its
desired tasks - yet, if this agent forms a coalition with
one or more other agents, the combined resources and
joint effort of all agents in such a coalition may provide
utility benefits to everyone involved.
For these reasons, group formation and coalition
formation are of considerable interest for many different
kinds of autonomous agents and multi-agent systems,
and, among other, even in those multi-agent systems
where the agents do not share a global utility function, and where each agent generally acts selfishly. In
particular, efficient fully distributed algorithms for effective group formation are needed. Such algorithms
should use only a few communication rounds among
the agents, place a very modest computational burden
on each agent, and ensure that a distributed consensus
among the agents - that is, in the end, who is forming a
group with whom - is effectively, reliably and efficiently
reached.
We propose herein one such class of distributed algorithms. We describe in some detail the generic, distributed max-clique-based group formation algorithm
in Section 4. Various variants of this basic max-cliquebased group formation algorithm can be designed to
suit the needs of various types of agents, such as, e.g.,
the classical DPS agents, the self-interested agents, and
the resource-bounded agents.
First, we discuss a generic distributed group formation algorithm based on the idea that an agent (node)
would prefer to join a group with those agents that it
can communicate with directly, and, moreover, where
every member of such a potential group can communicate with any other member directly. That is, the
preferable groups (coalitions) are actually (maximal)
cliques. It is well-known that finding a maximal clique
in an arbitrary graph is NP-complete in the centralized
setting [3,4]. This implies the computational hardness
that, in general, each node faces when trying to determine maximal clique(s) it belongs to. However, if the
degree of a node (that is, its number of neighbors in the
graph) is small (in particular, if it is O(1)), then finding
all maximal cliques this node belongs to is computa-

tionally feasible. If one cannot guarantee that (or does
not know if) all the nodes in a given underlying MAS
interconnection topology are of small degree, then one
has to impose additional constraints in order to ensure
that the agents (“nodes”) are not attempting to solve
an infeasible problem. In particular, we shall additionally require herein that the cliques to be considered that is, the possible coalitions to be formed - be of up to
a certain pre-specified maximum size. Once such coalitions are formed, being cliques, they can be expected
to be relatively robust with respect to the subsequent
node or link failures in the system.
Second, we outline how this basic maximal clique
based algorithm can be fine-tuned so that the formed
coalitions are of good quality with respect to criteria
other than the mere robustness with respect to link or
node failures. In particular, we indicate how, in multiagent, bounded resource, multi-task environments (as
in, e.g., [17]), the maximal clique algorithm can be adjusted so that each agent strives to join a group such
that the joint resources of all the agents in the group
match this particular agent’s needs in additional resources. Such a choice of the group (coalition) would
enable the agent to now be able to complete some of
the tasks that this agent would not be able to complete
with its own resources alone.
A variety of coalition formation mechanisms and
protocols have been proposed in the MAS literature
both in the context of DPS agents that are all sharing
the same goal (as, e.g., in [13]) and in the context of
self-interested agents where each agent has its own individual agenda (as, e.g., in [12, 22]). In particular, the
problem of distributed task or resource allocation, and
how is this task allocation coupled to what coalition
structures are (most) desirable in a given scenario [13],
are the issues of central importance in our own work on
MAS in bounded resource multi-task environments [5,
16, 17]. These considerations have in part also motivated our work, and especially the extensions of the basic max clique based group formation algorithm, where
the cost functions or coalition quality metrics, other
than each coalition’s interconnectivity alone, are used
to determine which coalition(s) is (are) most preferred
by which agent1 . However, while in [13] all agents share
all of their goals, we assume herein that each agent is
self-interested and, in particular, each agent therefore
has its own preference ordering on the coalitions that
it may consider joining.
Another body of MAS literature related to our work
on modeling and simulation of large scale ensembles of

1 In the present work, due to space constraints, this issue of how to generalize our algorithm to more general and specifically more
resource-oriented coalition cost functions will be only briefly touched upon in Section 5. However, such generalizations, and their
implementation in our UAV simulator [5], are a high priority agenda in our future work.
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UAVs [5, 16, 17] casts the distributed resource allocation problems into the distributed constraint satisfaction (DCS) terms [7, 8]. The importance of DPS
in MAS in general is discussed in [21]. However, discussing DCS based approaches to distributed resource
or task allocation and coalition formation is beyond the
scope of this paper.

3

- communication bandwidth availability is assumed
not to be an issue;
- each agent has a sufficient local memory to be
able to store all the information that it receives from
other agents; this information is cf. made of the lists
of neighboring nodes and of the coalitions proposed to
this agent - see Section 4;
- communication is reliable during the group formation, but, once the groups are formed, this need no
longer hold3 ;
- each agent has (or else can efficiently obtain) a
reliable knowledge of what other agents are within its
communication range;
- each agent, or node, has a unique global identifier
(heretofore referred to as ‘UID’), and it knows its UID;
- there is a total ordering, ≺, on the set of UIDs,
and each agent knows this ordering ≺;
- communication ranges of different agents are identical - in particular, if agent A can communicate messages to agent B, then also B can communicate messages to A.
On the other hand, an agent need not a priori
know UIDs of other agents, or, indeed, how many other
agents are present in the system.
In addition to its globally unique identifier (UID),
which we assume is a positive integer, each agent has
two local flags that it uses in communication with
other agents. One of the flags is the binary “‘decision flag”, which indicates whether or not this agent
has already joined some group (coalition). Namely,
decision f lag ∈ {0, 1}, and the value of this flag is
0 as long as the agent still has not irrevocably committed to what coalition it is joining. Once the agent
makes this commitment, it updates the decision flag to
1 and broadcasts this updated flag value to all its neighbors (see below). That is, as long as the decision flag
is 0, the agent’s proposals of what group it would like
to form or join are only tentative. Once the decision
flag becomes 1, however, this indicates that the agent
has made a committed choice of which coalition to join
- and this selection is final4 .
The second flag is the “choice flag”, which is used to
indicate to other agents, how “happy” the agent is with
its current tentative choice or proposal of the group to
be formed. That is, the choice flag indicates the level of
agent’s urgency that its proposal for a particular coalition to be formed be accepted by the neighbors in the
interconnection topology to whom this proposal is sent.

Problem Statement and
Main Assumptions

Our goal is to design a generic, fully distributed,
scalable and efficient algorithm for ensembles of autonomous agents to use as a subroutine (or a coordination strategy) with a purpose of efficiently forming
(temporary) groups or coalitions. The proposed algorithm is a graph algorithm. Each agent is a node in
the graph. As for the edges, the necessary requirement
for an edge between two nodes to exist is that the two
nodes be able to directly communicate with one another
at the time our distributed group formation subroutine
is called2 .
The basic idea is to efficiently partition this graph
into (preferably, maximal) cliques of nodes. These
maximal cliques may also need to satisfy some additional criteria in order to form temporary coalitions.
These coalitions are then maintained until they are no
longer useful or meaningful. For instance, the coalitions should be transformed (or else simply dissolved)
when the interconnection topology of the underlying
graph considerably changes, either due to the agents’
mobility, or because many old links have died out and
perhaps many new, different links have formed, and the
like. Another possible reason to abandon the existing
coalition structure is when the agents determine that
the coalitions have accomplished the set of tasks that
these coalitions were formed to address. Thus, in an
actual MAS application, the proposed group formation
algorithm may need to be invoked a number of times
as a coordination subroutine.
The algorithm is sketched in the next section. For
this algorithm to work, the following basic assumptions
need to hold:
- agents communicate with one another by exchanging messages either via local broadcasts, or in a peerto-peer fashion;

2 We point out that this definition of the graph edges can be made tighter by imposing additional requirements, such as, e.g., that
the two agents to be connected by a link also be compatible, for instance, in terms of their capabilities, or that they each provide some
resource(s) that the other agent needs, or the like.
3 As this requirement is still quite restrictive, and considerably limits the robustness of our algorithm, we will try to relax this
assumption in our future work.
4 ...at least for this particular invocation of the group formation subroutine.
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It takes values choice f lag ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. When an
agent is sending just its neighborhood list (at round
one of the algorithm - see next section), the value of
this flag is 3. Else, if the current choice of a coalition
Ci proposed by agent i has equally preferable alternatives5 , then i sets choice f lag(i) ← 2. If i has other
available choices of groups it would like to join, yet each
of these alternative choices is strictly less preferable to
i than the current proposal (e.g., if each other possible
group is a maximal clique of strictly smaller size than
the maximal clique Cicurrent that is the agent i’s current
proposal), then choice f lag(i) ← 1. Finally, if i has
no other alternatives for a coalition proposal (beside
the trivial coalition {i}), then choice f lag(i) ← 0.
Hence, an agent whose current value of the choice flag
is equal to 0 is quite desperate that its proposal of a
coalition be accepted by those neighboring agents to
whom the proposal is directed. In contrast, an agent
whose current value of the choice flag is equal to 2 has
some equally good alternative choices and can therefore change its mind without being penalized in terms
of having to settle for a less preferable coalition.

4

these intersection lists (heretofore referred to simply as
’lists’) is then formed.
If counter > 1 then:
Each node looks for information from its neighbors,
whether they have joined a group “for good” during
the previous round. Those neighbors that have (i.e.,
whose decision-flag = 1), are deleted from the neighborhood list L(i); the intersection lists C(i, j) are
also updated accordingly, and those C(i, k) for which
k is deleted from the neighborhood list L(i) are also
deleted.
Stage 3:
Each node (in parallel) picks one of the most preferable
lists C(i, j); let C(i) ← chosen [C(i, j)]. If the list
size is the main criterion, then this means, that one of
the lists of maximal length is chosen. The value of the
choice flag is set, based on whether an agent has other
choices of lists as preferable as the chosen clique, and, if
not, whether there are any other still available choices
at all.
Stage 4:
Each node (in parallel) sends its tuple with its UID, the
tentatively chosen list C(i), the value of the choice flag,
and the value of the decision flag, to all its neighbors.

Maximal Clique Based
Distributed Group Formation

Stage 5:
Each node i (in parallel) compares its chosen list C(i)
with lists C(j) received from its neighbors. If a (relatively small, of size not exceeding k) clique that includes the node i exists, and all members of this clique
have selected it at this stage as their current group or
coalition of choice (that is, if C(i) = C(j) for all
j ∈ C(i)), this will be efficiently recognized by the
nodes forming this clique. The decision flag of each
node j ∈ C(i) is set to 1, a group is formed, and
this information is broadcast by each node in the newly
formed group to all of its neighbors. Else, if no such
agreement is reached, then agent i, based on its UID
and priority, and its current value of the choice-flag,
either does nothing, or else changes its mind about its
current group of choice, C(i) (the latter being possible
only if choice-flag > 0, meaning that there are other
choices of C(i) that have not been tried out yet that
are still available to agent i).

Now that the assumptions have been made explicit and
the notation has been introduced, the stage is set for
presenting our distributed maximal clique based coalition formation algorithm. The algorithm proceeds in
five major stages, as follows:
Stage 1:
Set counter ← 1.
Each node (in parallel) broadcasts a tuple to all its immediate neighbors. The entries in this tuple are (i) the
node’s UID, (ii) the node’s list of (immediate) neighbors, L(i), (iii) the value of the choice flag, and (iv) the
value of the decision flag.
WHILE (the agreement has not been reached) DO
Stage 2:
Each node (in parallel) computes the overlaps of its
neighborhood list with the neighborhood lists that it
has received from its neighbors, C(i, j) ← L(i) ∩ L(j).
Repetitions (if any) among this neighborhood list intersections are deleted; the remaining intersections are
ordered with respect to the list size (the ties, if any, are
broken arbitrarily), and a new (ordered) collection of

counter ← counter + 1;
END DO [∗ end of W HILE loop ∗]
If round > 1 then, at Stage 2, each node looks for
the information from its neighbors to find out if any
of them have joined a group in the previous round.
For those nodes that have (i.e., whose decision flag

5 In the max. clique context, this means, if there are two or more maximal cliques of the same size, one of which is chosen by an
appropriate tie-breaker. This idea readily generalizes, as long as each agent has a partial order of preferences over all the possible
coalitions that include this agent.
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dec = 1), each node neighboring any such already
committed node deletes this committed node from its
neighborhood list L(i), updates all C(i, j) that remain, and selects its choice of C(i) based on the updated collection of group choices {C(i, j)}. That is,
now all those nodes that have already made their commitments and formed groups are not “in the game”
any more, and are therefore deleted from all remaining agents’ neighborhood lists as well as the tentative
choices of coalitions. (Of course, the only coalition a
committed agent is not deleted from at this stage is
the coalition that this agent has just joined).
There are some more details in the algorithm that
we leave out for the space constraint reasons. One important technicality is that, in order to ensure that the
algorithm always avoids to cycle, once an agent changes
its mind about the preferred coalition C(i), it is not
allowed through the remaining rounds of the algorithm
to go back to its old choice(s). Once no other choices
are left, this particular agent sticks to its current (and
the only remaining) choice, and waits for other agents
to converge to their choices. It can be shown that this
ensures ultimate convergence to a coalition structure
that all agents agree to. That is, under the assumptions
stated in the previous section, the agents will reach consensus on the coalition structure after a finite number
of rounds inside the WHILE loop (see also Appendix).
Moreover, if the maximum size of any L(i) is a (small)
constant, then the convergence is fast.

5

operating in environments where both the agent failures
and the agent-to-agent communication link failures can
be expected.
The proposed algorithm can be used as a subroutine in many multi-agent system scenarios where, at
various points in time, the system needs to reconfigure itself, and the agents need to form new coalitions
(or transform the existing ones) in a fully distributed
manner, where each agent would join an appropriate
(new) coalition because the agent finds this to be in its
individual best interest, and where it is important to
agents to form and agree on these coalitions efficiently,
rather than wasting too much time and other resources
on (possibly lengthy) negotiation.
This algorithm as a coordination subroutine in MAS
applications can be expected to be useful only when
the time scale of significant changes in the inter-agent
communication topology is much coarser than the time
scale for the coalitions of agents, first, to form according to the algorithm, and, second, once formed, to accomplish something useful in terms of agents’ ultimate
goals. We are currently exploring using some version of
this algorithm as a coordination strategy subroutine in
a scalable software simulation of a system of unmanned
autonomous aerial vehicles (UAVs) on a multi-task mission.
To be useful in various MAS applications, such as
the above-mentioned UAV simulation, the proposed
generic algorithm can be appropriately fine-tuned, so
that the coalitions are formed that satisfy quality criteria other than robustness with respect to agent or
communication link failures.
Let us assume there is an ensemble of self-interested
agents moving around and about in an environment,
searching for tasks and possible coalition partners
and/or other external resources, and trying to service
as many tasks as possible. Each task has a certain value
to each agent: an agent increases its utility by servicing
some task, and consuming this task’s value [16]. However, servicing different tasks requires resources, and
an agent may lack sufficient resources to be able to service tasks it would like to complete. Hence, such an
agent will have an egotistic incentive [2] to cooperatively coordinate with other agents - and, in particular,
to try to form a group or a temporary coalition with
other agents. The preferred partners in such a coalition
would be those agents that would provide sufficient resources for the desired tasks to be completed. Hence,
in the algorithm above, a refinement of the criterion
of “goodness” (quality) of different groups that can be
formed is needed. So, for example, at Stage 3, among
the available lists of intersections C(i, j), the agent i
may want to choose one where the sum of resources of

Discussion and Extensions

We have outlined a fully distributed algorithm for
group or coalition formation based on maximal cliques.
This algorithm will be efficient when the underlying
graph is relatively sparse, and, in particular, when the
sizes of all maximal cliques are bounded by a small constant k = O(1). When this is not the case (or when it
cannot be guaranteed to always hold), appropriate restrictions can be imposed “from the outside” to ensure
that the algorithm converges, and rapidly. For example, for each node i, a range of possible values (UIDs)
of those nodes that the node i is allowed to communicate and form coalitions with can be appropriately
specified.
Once the groups are formed, these groups will be
tight (as everyone in the group can communicate with
everyone else), and, in nontrivial cases, therefore as robust as possible for a given number of group elements
with respect to either node or link failures. This is a
highly desirable property involving coalitions or teams
of agents (robots, autonomous unmanned vehicles, etc.)
6
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all the agents in this list is equal to, or exceeds (but
preferably by not too much) the resource requirements
of the particular task the agent i desires to service6 .

6
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Concluding Remarks

We have proposed herewith a generic algorithm for distributed group formation based on maximal cliques of
modest sizes. Among the existing distributed group formation algorithms, we argue that our algorithm is particularly suitable for dynamic coalition formation and
transformation in multi-agent systems whose underlying graph structures (“topologies”) change frequently,
yet not too rapidly. In particular, we find this algorithm, or its appropriately fine-tuned variants, to be a
potentially very useful subroutine in many multi-agent
system applications, where the interconnection topology of the agents often changes so that the system needs
to dynamically reconfigure itself, yet where these topology changes are at a time scale that allows agents to (i)
form coalitions, and (ii) do something useful while participating in such coalitions, before the underlying communication topology of the system changes so much as
to render the formed coalitions either obsolete or ineffective. We intend to explore and test the applicability
and practical usefulness of the proposed algorithm as
a coordination strategy for various MAS applications
in general, and in the context of our scalable simulation of autonomous unmanned vehicles on a complex,
multi-task mission [5, 16, 17], in particular.
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Appendix:

Pseudo-code for Max-Clique-Based Distributed Group Formation

Notation:
i := the i-th agent (node) in the system (say, i = 1, ..., n)
V (i) := the i-th node’s UID
N (i) := the list of neighbors of node i
S
L(i) := the extended
neighborhood list (i.e., L(i) = N (i)
{i})
T
C(i, j) = L(i)
L(j)
C(i) := the group of choice of node i at the current stage (i.e., one of the C(i, j)’s)
choice(i) := the choice flag of node i
dec(i) := the decision flag of node i
Maximal Clique Based Distributed Group Formation Algorithm:
Step 1:
DOALL i = 1..n (in parallel, i.e., each node i carries the steps below locally)
send [V (i), L(i), choice(i) = 3, dec(i) = 0] to each of your neighbors
END DOALL
WHILE (not all agents have joined a group) DO
Step 2:
DOALL i = 1..n
FOR all j ∈ N (i) DO [? check if dec(j) = 1 ?]
if dec(j) == 1 then delete j from N (i), L(i), and C(i, j 0 ), ∀j 0 ∈ N (i) − {j}
END DO [? end of FOR loop ?]
FOR all j ∈ N (i) DO [? FOR
T all remaining (undeleted) indices j ?]
compute C(i, j) ← L(i)
L(j)
END DO [? end of FOR loop ?]
END DOALL
Step 3:
DOALL i = 1..n
pick C(i, j) s.t. |C(i, j)| is of max. size (not exceeding the pre-specified threshold, k):
C(i) ← C(i, j);
if more than one such choice, set choice(i) ← 2;
else (if there are other choices C(i, j 0 ) but only of smaller sizes)
set choice(i) ← 1;
else (if node i has no alternatives left for a non-trivial coalition that would include i)
set choice(i) ← 0;
END DOALL
Step 4:
DOALL i = 1..n
send [V (i), C(i), choice(i), dec(i) = 0]
END DOALL
Step 5:
DOALL i = 1..n
compare C(i) with C(j) received from one’s neighbors;
if there exists a clique {i, j1 , j2 , ..., jl } such that C(i) = C(j1 ) = C(j2 ) = ... = C(jl )
then set dec(i) ← 1 (an agreement has been reached);
broadcast group G = (i, j1 , j2 , ...jl ) and decision flag value dec(i) = 1 to all neighbors
else based on i and the priority (as defined by the relation ≺ on the set of nodes 1, 2, ..., n)
either DO NOTHING
or change your mind: C(i) ← newchoice (from the list of candidate groups)
END DOALL
END DO [∗ end of W HILE loop ∗]
8
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Abstract
An important problem for agents in open multiagent
systems is how to find agents that match certain criteria.
A number of middle agent services–such as matchmaking
and brokering services–have been proposed to address this
problem. However, the search capabilities of such services are relatively limited since the match criteria they
use are relatively inflexible. We propose ATSpace, a model
to support application-oriented matchmaking and brokering services. Application agents in ATSpace deliver their
own search algorithms to a public tuple space which holds
agent property data; the tuple space executes the search algorithms on this data. We show how the ATSpace model
increases the dynamicity and flexibility of a middle agent
service. Unfortunately, the model also introduces security
threats: the data and access control restrictions in ATSpace
may be compromised, and system availability may be affected. We describe some mechanisms to address these security threats.

1 Introduction
In multiagent systems, agents need to communicate with
each other to accomplish their goals, and an important problem in open multiagent systems is the problem of finding
other agents that match given criteria, called the connection
problem [4]. When agents are designed or owned by the
same organization, developers may be able to design agents
which explicitly know the names of other agents that they
need to communicate with. However in open systems, because an agent may be implemented by different groups, it
is not feasible to let agents know the names of all agents
that they may at some point need to communicate with.
Decker classifies middle agent services as either matchmaking (also called Yellow Page) services or brokering ser-

vices [5]. Matchmaking services (e.g. Directory Facilitator
in FIPA platforms [7]) are passive services whose goal is to
provide a client agent with a list of names of agents whose
properties match its supplied criteria. The agent may later
contact the matched agents to request services. On the other
hand, brokering services (e.g. ActorSpace [1]) are active
services that directly deliver a message (or a request) to the
relevant agents on their client’s behalf.
In both types of services, an agent advertises itself by
sending a message which contains its name and a description of its characteristics to a service manager. A service
manager may be implemented on top of a tuple space model
such as Linda [3]; this involves imposing constraints on the
format of the stored tuples and using Linda-supported primitives. Specifically, to implement matchmaking and brokering services on top of Linda, a tuple template may be used
by the client agent to specify the matching criteria. However, the expressive power of a template is very limited; it
consists of value constraints for its actual parameters and
type constraints for its formal parameters. In order to overcome this limitation, Callsen’s ActorSpace implementation
used regular expressions in its search template [1]. Even
though this implementation increased expressivity, its capability is still limited by the power of its regular expressions.
We propose ATSpace 1 (Active Tuple Spaces) to empower agents with the ability to provide arbitrary
application-oriented search algorithms to the tuple space
manager for execution on the tuple space. While ATSpace
increases the dynamicity and flexibility of the tuple space
model, it also introduces some security threats as codes developed by different groups with different interests are executed in the same space. We will discuss the implication of
these threats and how they may be mitigated.
1 We will use ATSpace to refer the model for a middle agent to support
application-oriented service, while we use an atSpace to refer an instance
of ATSpace.
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2 ATSpace
2.1 A Motivativing Example
We present a simple example to motivate the ATSpace
model. Assume that a tuple space has information about
seller agents (e.g., city and name) and the prices of the products they sell. A buyer agent wants to contact the two “best”
seller agents who offer computers and whose location is
within 50 miles of his city. A brokering service supplied by
a generic tuple space implementation may not support the
request of the buyer agent because, firstly, it may not support the “best two” primitive, and secondly, it may not store
distance information between cites. The buyer agent is now
opt to retrieve from the tuple space the complete tuples that
are related to computer sellers, and then execute their own
search algorithm on them. However, this approach entails
the movement of large amount of data. In order to reduce
communication overhead, ATSpace allows a sender agent
to send its own search algorithm which may, for example,
carry information about distances to the nearest cities.

The message queue contains input messages that are received from other agents. Messages are classified into two
types: data input messages and service request messages. A
data input message includes a new agent tuple for insertion
into the tuple space. A service request message includes either a tuple template or a mobile object. The template (or,
alternately, the object) is used to search for agents with the
appropriate agent tuples. A service message may optionally
contain another field, called the service call message field,
to facilitate the brokering service. A mobile object is an object that is provided by a service request agent; such objects
have a pre-defined public method called find. The find
method is called by the tuple space manager with tuples in
this atSpace as a parameter; it returns names of agents selected by the search algorithm specified in the mobile object.
The tuple space manager retrieves names of service
agents whose properties match a tuple template or which
are selected by the mobile object. In case of a matchmaking service, it returns the names to the client agent. In case
of brokering service, it forwards the service call message
supplied by the client agent to the agents.

2.2 Overall Architecture
ATSpace consists of three components: a tuple space, a
message queue, and a tuple space manager (see Figure 1).
ATSpace
Tuple Space

Message Queue
msg. msg. msg.

tuple
tuple
tuple
tuple

return names
(matchmaking)

Tuple
Space
Manager ask service agents
(brokering)

Figure 1. Basic Architecture of ATSpace
The tuple space is used as a shared pool for agent tuples,
a, p1 , p2 , . . . , pn , which consists of a name field, a, and
a property part, P = p 1 , p2 , · · · , pn where n ≥ 1; each
tuple represents an agent whose name is given by the first
field and whose characteristics are given by the subsequent
fields. ATSpace enforces the rule that there cannot be more
than one agent tuple whose agent names and property fields
are identical at any time. However, an agent may register itself with different properties, and different agents may
register themselves with the same property fields.
∀ti , tj : i = j → [ (ti .a = tj .a) → (ti .p = tj .p) &&
(ti .p = tj .p) → (ti .a = tj .a) ]

2.3 Operation Primitives
The ATSpace model supports the three general tuple
space primitives: write, read, and take. In addition, ATSpace also provides primitives for the matchmaking and brokering services. The searchOne primitive
is used to retrieve the name of a service agent that satisfies a given property, whereas the searchAll primitive is
used to retrieve the names of all service agents that satisfy
the property. The deliverOne primitive is used to forward a specified message to a service agent that matches
the property, whereas the deliverAll is used to send
this message to all such service agents. These matchmaking and brokering service primitives allow client agents to
use mobile objects to support application-oriented search
algorithm as well as a tuple template. MobileObject is
used as an abstract class that defines the interface methods
between a mobile object and the ATSpace. One of these
methods is find, which may be used to provide the search
algorithm to an atSpace.
When a client agent requires information about specific
properties of service agents stored in an atSpace to make
service call messages, the above matchmaking or brokering service primitives cannot be used. The exec primitive
within a mobile object provides this service. The supplied
mobile object has to implement the doAction method
which when called by the atSpace with agent tuples, examines the properties of agents using the client agent application logic, creates different service call messages according
to the properties, and then returns a list of agent messages
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to the atSpace for delivery to the selected agents.

Tuple Space Manager
job queues

3 Security Issues
ATSpace
Manager

There are three important security problems in ATSpace.

obj. obj.
obj. obj.

Data Integrity A mobile object may not modify tuples
owned by other agents.

obj. obj.

Denial of Service A mobile object may not consume too
much processing time or space of an atSpace and a
client agent may not send repeatedly mobile objects
to overload an atSpace.

We address the data integrity problem by blocking attempts to modify tuples. When a mobile object is executed
by a tuple space manager, the manager makes a copy of tuples and then sends the copy to the find or doAction
method of the mobile object. Therefore, even when a malicious agent changes some tuples, the original tuples are not
affected by the modification. However, when the number of
tuples in the tuple space is very large, this solution requires
extra memory and computational resources. For better performance, the creator of an atSpace may select the option
to deliver a shallow copy of the original tuples to mobile
objects instead of a deep copy, although this will violate the
integrity of tuples if an agent tries to delete or change its
tuple. We are currently investigating under what conditions
a use of a shallow copy may be sufficient.
To address denial of service by consuming all processor
cycles, we deploy user-level thread scheduling. Figure 2
depicts the extension of the tuple space manager to achieve
this. When a mobile object arrives, the object is executed
as a thread, and its priority is set to high. If the thread executes for a long time, its priority is continually downgraded.
Moreover, if the running time of a mobile object exceeds a
certain limit, it may be destroyed by the Tuple Space Manager; in this case, a message is sent to its supplier informing
it of the destruction. To incorporate these restrictions, we
have extended the architecture of ATSpace by implementing job queues.
To prevent unauthorized accesses, if an atSpace is created with an access key, then this key must accompany every message sent from service requester agents. In this case,
agents are allowed to modify only their own tuples. This
prevents removal or modification of tuples by unauthorized
agents.

4 Evaluation
Figure 3 shows the advantage of ATSpace compared to
a matchmaking service which provides the same semantic

Figure 2. Extended Architecture of ATSpace
in UAV simulation (see [9] for details of this simulation).
In these experiments, the UAVs use either an active brokering service or a matchmaking service to find their neighboring UAVs. In both cases, the middle agent includes information about the locations of UAVs. In case of the active
brokering service, UAVs send mobile objects to the middle
agent while UAVs using matchmaking service send tuple
templates. The simulation time for each run is around 35
minutes.
600
ATSpace
Matchmaking
500

Wall Clock Time (min)

Illegal Access A mobile object may not carry out unauthorized accesses or illegal operations.

high
priority
middle
priority
low
priority

400

300

200

100
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900
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Figure 3. Wall Clock Time for ATSpace and
Matchmaking Services

When the number of agents is small, the difference between the two approaches is not significant. However, as
the number of agents is increased, the difference becomes
significant.

5 Related Work
Our work is related to Linda [3] and its variations, such
as JavaSpaces and TSpaces [10, 13]. In these models, processes communicate with other processes through a shared
common space called a tuple space without considering ref-
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erences or names of other processes. From the middle agent
perspective, Directory Facilitator in the FIPA platform and
Broker Agent in InfoSleuth are related to our research [7, 8].
However, these systems do not support customizable matching algorithm.
Some work has been done to extend the matching capability in the tuple space model. Berlinda allows a concrete entry class to extend the matching function [14]. However, this approach does not allow the matching function to
be changed during execution time. OpenSpaces provides a
mechanism to change matching polices during the execution time [6]. OpenSpaces groups entries in its space into
classes and allows each class to have its individual matching algorithm. A manager for each class of entries can
change the matching algorithm during execution time. All
agents that use entries under a given class are affected by
any change to its matching algorithm. This is in contrast
to ATSpace where each agent can supply its own matching
algorithm without affecting other agents. Another difference between OpenSpaces and ATSpace is that the former
requires a registration step before putting the new matching
algorithm into action.
TuCSoN and MARS provide programmable coordination
mechanisms for agents through Linda-like tuple spaces to
extend the expressive power of tuple spaces [2, 11]. However, they differ in the way they approach the expressiveness
problem; while TuCSoN and MARS use reactive tuples to
extend the expressive power of tuple spaces, ATSpace uses
mobile objects to support search algorthms defined by client
agents. A reactive tuple handles a certain type of tuples and
affects various clients, whereas a mobile object handles various types of tuples and affects only its creator agent. Also,
these approaches do not provide an execution envrionment
for client agents. Therefore, these may be considered as
orthogonal approaches and can be combined with our approach together.

6 Conclusion
ATSpace works as a common shared space to exchange
data among agents, a middle agent to support matchmaking and brokering services, and an execution environment
for mobile objects utilizing data on its space. Our experiments with a UAV surveillance task show that the model
may be effective in reducing coordination costs. We described some security threats that arise when using mobile
objects for agent coordination, along with some mechanisms we use to mitigate them. We are currently incorporating memory use restrictions into the architecture and
considering mechanisms to address denial of service attacks
that may be caused by flooding the network [12].
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Abstract

An approach that tries to leverage the benefits of formal
analysis - usually done in the design phase - to the postimplementation phase, is learning the model from sample executions of the system and then formally verifying
the learnt model against the design specification. This approach has been fruitfully used to model-check unknown,
black-box systems [9] and to learn unknown environments
to assist in compositional verification of systems [7]. Both
these efforts apply to non-deterministic, discrete systems
and have not been extended to more general stochastic systems. While there are several machine learning algorithms
on grammatical inference [6, 1, 8, 19, 5] that have been
successfully applied to pattern recognition, speech recognition, natural language processing and several other domains, there are no algorithms in the literature that can learn
the real-time, stochastic models that are typically used to
model systems in formal verification. In this paper, we address this problem by presenting an algorithm that given execution traces (possibly obtained by running the deployed
system during testing) of the system, infers a CTMC model
that could have generated the traces according to the observed distribution. The learned CTMC can then be used
by existing probabilistic model-checking [17, 12, 21, 24]
and performance evaluation tools [14, 4] for further analysis and thereby helping to find bugs in post-implementation
phase. The learning algorithm may also potentially be used
to perform automatic compositional verification (as in [7])
for stochastic systems. A closely related work is given in
[23] where they learn continuous-time hidden Markov models to do performance evaluation. However, they fix the size
of the continuous-time hidden Markov model before learning. This can be restrictive if the system cannot be modelled
by a continuous-time hidden Markov model of given size.
In our approach there is no such restriction.

Continuous-time Markov Chains (CTMCs) are an important class of stochastic models that have been used to model
and analyze a variety of practical systems. In this paper we
present an algorithm to learn and synthesize a CTMC model
from sample executions of a system. Apart from its theoretical interest, we expect our algorithm to be useful in verifying black-box probabilistic systems and in compositionally verifying stochastic components interacting with unknown environments. We have implemented the algorithm
and found it to be effective in learning CTMCs underlying
practical systems from sample runs.

1. Introduction
Stochastic models such as continuous-time Markov
chains (CTMCs) [22] are widely used to model practical software systems and analyze their performance
and reliability. Before building a complex software system, CTMCs are generated from higher-level specifications, like queueing networks, stochastic process
algebra [14, 11], or stochastic Petri-nets [4]. These models are then used for quantitative evaluation of reliability
and performance for example to determine the throughput of production lines, to calculate average failure time
of systems, or to find other reliability or performance bottlenecks of the system. Once a model has been validated
against performance and reliability requirements, the system is implemented. However, even if a model has been
carefully validated, the implementation may not conform to the model. There are two potential sources of
error: first, there could be bugs introduced when translating the design into system code, and second the estimated values of various parameters used in constructing the stochastic model may differ considerably from the
actual values in the deployed system. To catch such potential post-implementation problems, testing for performance and reliability is performed by running the system a
large number of times in the real environment and checking for reliability problems or performance bottlenecks.
However, because it is difficult achieve complete coverage during testing, despite its evident importance in practice, testing fails to guarantee the full correctness of a
deployed system.

We present an algorithm and show that it correctly identifies the CTMC model in the limit [8] when it is given
samples drawn from a distribution generated by a CTMC.
One technical difficulty when talking about samples drawn
from a CTMC is that traditionally CTMCs are unlabeled,
and so they only have runs, which are sequences of states
that are traversed and not traces. However, the problem is
that when samples are drawn from an implementation get-
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ting information that uniquely identifies states is expensive
and impractical, and can lead to the construction of a very
large model which does not collapse equivalent states. To
address this difficulty, we introduce the model of an Edge
Labeled Continuous-time Markov Chain (CTMC L ) where
edges are labeled from a finite set of alphabet and traces are
sequences of edge labels which are given to the learning algorithm.
Our algorithm is based on the state merging paradigm
introduced and used in RPNI [19] and ALERGIA [6]. The
samples provided to the learning algorithm are used to construct what we call a prefix-tree continuous-time Markov
chain. Such Markov chains are the simplest CTMC that are
consistent with the samples. The algorithm then progressively generalizes this model (i.e., produces models with additional behaviors) by merging pairs of states about whose
“equivalence” the sample has evidence. Since the traces
do not have complete state information about the original
CTMC states, statistical information present in the samples
is used to distinguish states. Our key algorithmic insight is
in determining the statistical tests that can be used to conclude the equivalence of states with a given confidence. The
candidate states that are tested for equivalence by the algorithm are done in a carefully chosen order (as in RPNI and
ALERGIA) to ensure that the algorithm runs in time polynomial in sample size. The algorithm terminates when it
has tested for all possible merges. Like all algorithms that
learn in the limit, we show that this algorithm learns the correct CTMC given a sufficiently large sample. Our proof that
the algorithm learns in the limit relies on a novel method
to bound the error probability of our statistical tests. The
CTMC that the algorithm learns may be much smaller than
the implementation, since it merges all potentially equivalent states, and it only generates the reachable portion of the
implementation. This can be particularly beneficial in the
context of formal verification; the running time and space
requirements of verification algorithms depend on the size
of the reachable portion of the model. We have implemented
our algorithm in Java and experimented by learning some
example systems encountered in practice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give
the preliminary definitions and notations in Section 2, followed by the learning algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4
we prove that the learned CTMC converges to the original
CTMC in the limit. We report our initial experimental results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

Definition 1 An Edge Labeled Continuous-time Markov
Chain (CTMC L ) is a tuple M = (S, Σ, s0 , δ, ρ, L) where
• S is a finite set of states,
• Σ is a finite alphabet of edge labels,
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state,
• δ : S × Σ → S is a partial function which maps a state
and an alphabet to the next state,
• ρ : S × Σ → R≥0 is a function which returns a positive real, called rate, associated with the transition. We
assume that ρ(s, a) = 0 if and only if δ(s, a) is not defined.
• L : S → 2AP is a function which assigns to each state
s ∈ S the set L(s) of atomic propositions that are valid
in s.
A CTMC L defined as above is deterministic in the sense
that for a given state s ∈ S and an alphabet a ∈ Σ the
state reached from s by the edge labeled a is unique if it
exists. Intuitively, the probability of moving from state s
to state s0 along the edge labeled a within time t is given
by (1 − e−ρ(s,a)t ). This probability corresponds to the cumulative probability of an exponential distribution with rate
ρ(s, a). For a given state s, if there are more than one alphabet a ∈ Σ such that ρ(s, a) > 0 then there is a competition between the transitions. More precisely, for each transition s → δ(s, a) from s for which ρ(s, a) > 0, a random time t is sampled from the exponential distribution
with rate ρ(s, a). Then the transition corresponding to the
lowest sampled time is taken. The probability to move from
a state s to another state, along the edge a, within t time
units i.e. the time sampled for the transition corresponding
to s → δ(s, a) is minimum, is given by
P(s, a, t) =

´
ρ(s, a) ³
1 − e−E(s)t
E(s)

P
where E(s) =
a∈Σ ρ(s, a) is the total rate at which
any transition from the state s is taken. In other words,
the probability of leaving the state s within t time units is
(1 − e−E(s)t ). This is because the distribution for the minimum time among all edges is exponential with rate E(s).
Thus we can see the probability of moving from a state s
along the edge a is the probability of staying at the state s
for less than t time units times the probability of taking the
edge a. The probability of taking the edge a from state s is
thus given by
ρ(s, a)
P(s, a) =
E(s)

2. Preliminaries
We recall some basic concepts related to CTMCs. Our
presentation of this material is slightly non-standard in that
we consider CTMCs that have labels both on the edges and
the states. In what follows we assume AP to be a finite set
of atomic propositions that are used in describing reliability
and performance constraints.

When E(s) = 0, we define P(s, a) = 0 for every a.

2
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Paths and Probability Space A path τ starting at state s is
(a1 ,t1 )

(a2 ,t2 )

the algorithm, whose proof of correctness appears in Section 4.

(a3 ,t3 )

a finite or infinite sequence l0 −→ l1 −→ l2 −→ · · ·
a1
a2
such that there is a corresponding sequence v0 −→
v1 −→
a3
v2 −→ · · · of states with s = v0 , L(vi ) = li , ti ∈ R≥0 ,
δ(vi , ai+1 ) = vi+1 for all i. For a path τ from s, τ [s, i] = vi
is the ith state of the path and η[τ, s, i] = ti is the time
spent in state vi−1 . A maximal path starting at state s is a
path τ starting at s such that it is either infinite or (if finite) E(τ [s, n]) = 0, where n is the length of τ . The set of
all maximal paths starting at state s is denoted by Path(s);
the set of all (maximal) paths in a CTMC M, denoted by
Path(M), is taken to be Path(s0 ), where s0 is the initial
state.
ak
a1
a2
Let π = l0 −→
l1 −→
· · · −→
lk be a finite sequence
such that there is a sequence of states s0 , s1 , . . . sk such
that s0 is the initial state, L(si ) = li and δ(si , ai+1 ) =
si+1 ; π[i] is used to denote state si in the sequence corresponding to π. Let I1 , I2 , . . . Ik be non-empty intervals
in R≥0 . Then C(l0 , (a1 , I1 ), l1 , . . . (ak , Ik ), lk ) denotes a
cylinder set consisting of all paths τ ∈ Path(s0 ) such that
τ [s0 , i] = π[i] (for i ≤ k) and η[τ, s0 , i] ∈ Ii . Let B be
the smallest σ-algebra on Path(s0 ) which contains all the
cylinders C(l0 , (a1 , I1 ), l1 , . . . (ak , Ik ), lk ). The probability
measure over B is the unique measure inductively defined
as Path(C(l0 )) = 1, if L(s0 ) = l0 and for k > 0 as

3.1. Generating Samples
In this paper we consider the problem of learning
CTMC L from examples generated by simulating a system under investigation. The way CTMC L is formally
defined in Section 2, all behaviors are maximal executions, and maximal executions are typically infinite. This
creates a technical difficulty namely what the samples appropriate for learning are. To overcome this problem
we define a finitary version of CTMC L called Finitary Edge Labeled Continuous-time Markov Chains
(CTMC fL ) which is a CTMC L , with a non-zero stopping probability in any state. This allows one to generate
and reason about behaviors of finite length. It is important to note however, that use of CTMC fL is merely a
technical tool. Our primary goal is to learn the underlying CTMC L and as we shall see in Proposition 3,
we can achieve this by learning the CTMC fL . Moreover in this effort, the specific value of the stopping
probability that we use does not influence the correctness of the result. We present the formal definition of a
CTMC fL .
Definition 2 A Finitary Edge Labeled Continuous-time
Markov Chain (CTMC fL ) is a pair F = (M, p) where
M is a CTMC L and p denotes the stopping probability in any state s of M

Prob(C(l0 , (a1 , I1 ), l1 , . . . lk−1 , (ak , Ik ), lk ))
= Prob(C(l0 , (a¡1 , I1 ), l1 , . . . lk−1 ))·
¢
P(sk−1 , ak ) · e−E(sk−1 )` − e−E(sk−1 )u

There exists a trivial surjection Θ : (M, p) 7→ M.
(a1 ,t1 )

(a2 ,t2 )

(an ,tn )

A finite sequence τ = l0 −→ l1 −→ l2 · · · −→ ln
is a path of the CTMC fL F = (M, p) starting from a state s
iff it is path (not necessarily maximal) of M starting from s.
The set of paths starting from state s is denoted by Path(s).
The ith state of path τ from s and the time spent in the
ith state are defined similarly, and are denoted by τ [s, i]
and η[τ, s, i], respectively.The σ-field corresponding to a
CTMC fL is defined analogously to that of a CTMC L . For
the path τ from state s, the probability that the CTMC fL exhibits such a path is given by

where ` = inf Ik and u = sup Ik , and sk−1 = π[k − 1]

3. Learning Edge Labeled CTMCs
The learning problem considered in this paper falls under the category of stochastic grammatical inference [6, 16,
20, 5]. In stochastic grammatical inference, samples are
taken from a stochastic language. Given these samples the
stochastic language is learned by finding statistical regularity among the samples. The parameters for the different distributions determining the language are also estimated from
the relative frequencies of the samples. For most of these
learning algorithms it has been shown that they can learn
the stochastic language in the limit i.e. if the number of samples tends towards infinity then the learned language is the
same as the language that generated the sample. All these algorithms essentially follow the same technique: they build
a prefix-tree automata which stores exactly the same samples and then they test and merge possibly equivalent states.
We present the algorithm for learning edge labeled
CTMCs. We first consider the issue of how to generate and reason about behaviors (visible execution traces) of
finite length, given that traditionally the behaviors are assumed to be of infinite length. We then present some concepts that are used in the algorithm. After this we present

Prob F (τ, s) =
(1 − p) · P(τ [s, 0], a1 , t1 ) · (1 − p) · P(τ [s, 1], a2 , t2 )
· · · (1 − p) · P(τ [s, n − 1], an , tn ) · p
Given a CTMC L we extend it to a CTMC fL by associating a known probability p⊥ (say p⊥ = 0.1) as the stopping probability. The CTMC fL thus obtained is then simulated to get a multi-set of finite samples which we treat as
the multi-set of examples for learning. In our algorithm we
will assume that we are given a finite multi-set of examples
from a CTMC L M extended with a known stopping probability p to a CTMC fL . Our goal will be to learn M from
the multi-set of examples.

3
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1. S = Pr (I + )

Note that for a given implemented system, which can be
seen as a software program, an example can be generated
in the following way. Let s0 be the initial state of the program. Then add l0 = L(s0 ) to the example sequence. We set
a probability p0 = 0.1. With probability p0 return the current sequence as an example. With probability 1 − p0 execute the next instruction of the program. If the execution
of the instruction ai takes time ti and results in the change

2. s0 = λ (the empty string)
½
xa if xa ∈ S
3. δ(x, a) =
⊥ otherwise
4. E(x) = 1/θ̂(x, I + )
5. P(x, a) = p̂(x, a, I + )

(ai ,ti )

6. ρ(x, a) = P(x, a)E(x)

of state from si−1 to si then add −→ L(si ) to the example sequence.

7. L(x) = L(x, I + )

3.2. Definitions

8. p is the stopping probability associated with the
CTMC fL that generated the examples.

We next define the notations and the concepts that
we will use to describe the learning algorithm. Given a
CTMC L M = (S, Σ, s0 , δ, ρ, L) we can extend the definition of δ as follows:
δ(s, λ) = s where λ is the empty string
δ(s, xa) = δ(δ(s, x), a) where x ∈ Σ∗ and a ∈ Σ
δ(s, a) = ⊥ if δ(s, a) is not defined
δ(s, xa) = ⊥ if δ(s, x) = ⊥ or δ(δ(s, x), a) is undefined
(a1 ,t1 )

(a2 ,t2 )

A PCTMC (I + ) is an CTMC fL consistent with the examples in I + in the sense that for every example in I + there
is a corresponding path in the CTMC fL .
The learning algorithm proceeds by generalizing the initial guess, PCTMC (I + ), by merging equivalent states. The
formal definition of when two states are equivalent is now
presented.

(an ,tn )

For a given example τ = l0 −→ l1 −→ l2 · · · −→
ln , let τ |Σ be the string a1 a2 . . . an . We use Pr (τ ) to denote the set {x | ∃y : xy = τ |Σ }, that is, Pr (τ ) is the set
of all prefixes of τ |ΣS. Given a multi-set I + of examples, let
Pr (I + ) be the set τ ∈I + Pr (τ ). If there exists an exam(a1 ,t1 )

(a2 ,t2 )

(ai ,ti )

Definition 4 Given a CTMC L M = (S, Σ, s0 , δ, ρ, L), a
relation R ⊆ S × S is said to be stable relation if and only
if for any s, s0 ∈ S such that (s, s0 ) ∈ R, we have
a) L(s) = L(s0 )

(an ,tn )

b) E(s) = E(s0 )

ple l0 −→ l1 −→ l2 · · · −→ li · · · −→ ln in I +
such that x = a1 a2 . . . ai then we define L(x, I + ) = li .
Let n(x, I + ) be the number of τ ∈ I + such that x ∈
Pr (τ ) and let n0 (x, I + ) be n(x, I + ) minus the number of
x ∈ I + . Thus n(x, I + ) counts the number of examples
in I + for which x is a prefix and n0 (x, I + ) is the number of examples in I + for which x is prefix and length of

c) for all a ∈ Σ if there exists t ∈ S such that δ(s, a) = t
then there exists a t0 ∈ S such that δ(s0 , a) = t0 ,
P(s, a) = P(s0 , a) and (t, t0 ) ∈ R, and conversely
d) for all a ∈ Σ if there exists t0 ∈ S such that δ(s0 , a) =
t0 then there exists a t ∈ S such that δ(s, a) = t,
P(s0 , a) = P(s, a) and (t0 , t) ∈ R.

(a1 ,t1 )

x is less than the length of the example. For τ = l0 −→
(a2 ,t2 )

(ai ,ti )

Two states s and s0 in CTMC L M are said to be equivalent
(s ≡ s0 ) if and only if there is a stable relation R such that
(s, s0 ) ∈ R.

(an ,tn )

l1 −→ l2 · · · −→ li · · · −→ ln , if x = a1 a2 . . . ai−1
and a = ai , then θ(x, a, τ ) = ti and 0 otherwise; in other
words, θ(x, a, τ ) denotes the time spent in the state reached
after x in τ . We define θ̂(x, I + ) and p̂(x, a, I + ) as follows:
( P
P
a∈Σ
τ ∈I + θ(x,a,τ )
if n0 (x, I + ) > 0
+
n0 (x,I + )
θ̂(x, I ) =
( 0 otherwise
+

p̂(x, a, I )

=

The correctness of learning algorithm crucially depends
on the fact that merging two equivalent states results in a
CTMC L that generates the same distribution. But before
we state and prove this formally we make a simple observation about equivalent states.

n(xa,I + )
n0 (x,I + )

if n0 (x, I + ) > 0
0 otherwise

Lemma 1 Let F = (M, p) be an CTMC fL and s ≡ s0 .
τ is a path starting from s iff τ is a path starting from s0 .
Moreover Prob F (τ, s) = Prob F (τ, s0 ).

Note that θ̂(x, I + ) gives an estimate of 1/E(s) where
s is the state δ(s0 , x) and p̂(x, a, I + ) gives an estimate of
P(s, a).
Given a multi-set I + of examples we first construct a
prefix-tree CTMC fL defined as follows.

(a1 ,t1 )

(a2 ,t2 )

(an ,tn )

Proof: Let τ = l0 −→ l1 −→ l2 · · · −→ ln be a path
a1
a2
starting from s. There is a sequence v0 −→
v1 −→
· · · vn
0
of states such that v0 = s. Since s ≡ s and δ(s, a1 ) = v1 ,
there must be a state u1 such that δ(s0 , a1 ) = u1 and
u1 ≡ v1 . Continuing inductively, we can construct a sea1
a2
quence of states u0 −→
u1 −→
· · · un , such that u0 = s0

Definition 3 The prefix-tree CTMC fL for a multiset of examples I + is a CTMC fL PCTMC (I + ) =
((S, Σ, s0 , δ, ρ, L), p), where
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and ui ≡ vi . Hence τ is also a path starting from s0 . Furthermore, since ui ≡ vi , we know that E(ui ) = E(vi ),
and P(ui , ai+1 ) = P(vi , ai+1 ) and hence Prob F (τ, s) =
Prob F (τ, s0 ). For paths starting from s0 , the argument is
symmetric.

in proving the correctness of our learning algorithm. It may
have an effect in terms of the length of traces produced and
the number of traces needed to learn. The right choice of
the stopping probability is thus one that is determined by
the empirical constraints that one is working in.

Definition 5 Two CTMC fL s F and F 0 with initial states s0
and s00 , respectively, are said to be equivalent if Path(F) =
Path(F 0 ) and for every τ ∈ Path(F), Prob F (τ, s0 ) =
Prob F 0 (τ, s00 ).

3.3. Learning Algorithm

algorithm learnCTMC
Input: I + : a multi-set of examples
α : confidence level
Output: CTMC L
begin
A ← PCTMC (I + )
for i = 2 to |A| do
for j = 1 to i − 1 do
if compatible(si , sj , α, I + ) then
A ← merge(A, si , sj )
A ← determinize(A)
exit j-loop
endif
return A
end

For a CTMC L M = (S, Σ, s0 , δ, ρ, L), the minimal
CTMC L is defined to be the quotient of M with respect
to the equivalence relation on states. Formally, the minimal
CTMC L is M0 = (S 0 , Σ, s00 , δ 0 , ρ0 , L0 ) such that
1. S 0 are the equivalence classes of S with respect to ≡,
2. s00 = [s0 ], the equivalence class of s0
3. δ 0 ([s], a) = [s0 ] iff δ(s, a) = s0
4. ρ0 ([s], a) = ρ(s, a) and
5. L0 ([s]) = L(s)
Observe, that this is well-defined, because of the way ≡ is
defined.

Figure 1. Algorithm to learn CTMC fL

Proposition 2 Let F = (M, p) be a CTMC fL . Then
F 0 = (M0 , p) is equivalent to F where M0 is the minimal CTMC L corresponding to M

The algorithm for CTMC L learning, described
in Figure 1, first constructs the prefix-tree CTMC fL
A = PCTMC (I + ) from the multi-set of examples I + . We
assume that the states in A are ordered in lexicographic order.1 Let |A| be the number of states in A. The algorithm
then tries to merge pairs of states in A that are equivalent in a quadratic loop, i.e. for all i from 1 to |A| the algorithm tries to merge si with the states s1 , s2 , . . . , si−1
in that order. If two states si and sj are equivalent they
are merged using the method merge(A, si , sj ). The smallest state in a block of merged states is used to represent the
whole block. After every merge of state si and sj the resulting CTMC fL may be non-deterministic. However, equivalence of si and sj implies that each successor of si is equivalent to the corresponding successor of sj . This means
that those successors should also get merged. To ensure this the method determinize(A) described in Figure 2 is invoked which removes the non-determinism in
A by a sequence of merges. After every merge the probabilities P(s, a) and the rates E(s) are re-computed for
every state as there is more information available at every state. The algorithm stops when no more merging is
possible.

Proof: The proof is a straightforward consequence of the
definition of the minimal CTMC L M0 . It relies on the oba1
a2
servation that for a path τ , v0 −→
v1 −→
· · · vn is a sea1
a2
quence of states visited in M iff [v0 ] −→ [v1 ] −→
· · · [vn ]
0
0
in M . Furthermore, since ρ ([s], a) = ρ(s, a), the probabilities are also the same.
We conclude the section with the observation that for
equivalent CTMC fL s with the same stopping probability,
the associated CTMC L s define the same probability space
on the set of paths. This next proposition together with
Proposition 2 shows that given any CTMC L , we can always construct a smaller equivalent CTMC L by merging
equivalent states, thus providing mathematical justification
for our algorithm.
Proposition 3 Let F = (M, p) and F 0 = (M0 , p) be two
CTMC fL s with the same stopping probability p. Then the
probability spaces defined by M and M0 are the same.
We skip the proof of this proposition in the interests of
space. However, we would like to point out some of the important consequences of Proposition 3. First is that if we
learn an CTMC fL that has the same stopping probability as
the one that was used to generate the samples from the system, then the underlying CTMC L s are also equivalent in
terms of the distribution on traces they generate. Second,
the specific value of the stopping probability plays no role

1
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For Σ
=
{a, b}, the
λ, a, b, aa, ab, ba, bb, aaa, . . .

lexicographic

ordering

is

the fact fact that θ1 6= θ2 . This is equivalent to checking
θ1
θ1
θ2 = 1 against the fact that θ2 6= 1. In statistical terms
we call θθ12 = 1 as the null hypothesis (denoted by H0 )
and θθ12 6= 1 as the alternate hypothesis (denoted by Ha ).
To test the hypothesis H0 against Ha we draw n1 samples,
say x1 , x2 , . . . , xn1 , from the exponential distribution with
mean θ1 and n2 samples, say y1 , y2 , . . . , yn2 , from the exponential P
distribution with mean
θ . We estimate θ1 and θ2
Pn2 2
n1
i=1 xi
i=1 yi
ˆ
ˆ
by θ1 =
and θ2 =
respectively. Then we
n1
n2

algorithm determinize
Input: A
Output: CTMC L
begin
while(∃s, a ∈ A : s0 , s00 ∈ δ(s, a)) do
A ← merge(A, s0 , s00 )
return A
end

Figure 2. determinize removes non-determinism

ˆ

use the ratio θθˆ1 to check H0 against Ha as follows:
2
We can say that x1 , x2 , . . . , xn1 are random samples
from the random variables X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn1 where each
Xi has an exponential distribution with mean θ1 . Similarly,
y1 , y2 , . . . , yn2 are random samples from the random variables Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yn2 where each Yi has an exponential distribution with mean θ2 . Then it can be shown by methods
ofPmoment generating
function that the random variables
P
2
Xi
2
Yi
and
have
χ2 (2n1 ) and χ2 (2n2 ) distributions
θ1
θ2

Now the observations Proposition 2 and 3 together suggest that the above algorithm would be correct if indeed we
could test for equivalence of two states. This, however, is
not the case, as A is built from experimental data. However,
we approximately check the equivalence of two states recursively through statistical hypothesis testing [15, 18]. We say
that two states si and sj are compatible, denoted by si ≈ sj ,
if L(s) = L(s0 ), E(s) ∼ E(s0 ), for all a ∈ Σ, P(si , a) ∼
P(sj , a), and δ(si , a) ≈ δ(sj , a), where E(s) ∼ E(s0 )
means that E(s) and E(s0 ) are equal within some statistical
uncertainty and similarly for P(si , a) ∼ P(sj , a). The decision for compatibility is made using the function compatible
described in Figure 3.

respectively. This implies that the ratio
P

Xi /n1
/
θ1

P

Yi /n2
θ2

P
(2 P Xi )/(2n1 θ1 )
(2
Yi )/(2n2 θ2 )

or

has F distribution with (2n1 , 2n2 ) deP

i /n1
grees of freedom. Assuming that H0 holds P X
Yi /n2 has
F (2n1 , 2n2 ) distribution. Let usPintroduce the random
variP
Yi
i
and
Θ
=
.
Our
ables Θ1 and Θ2 where Θ1 = nX
2
n2
1

experimental value of

algorithm compatible
Input: x, y, I + , α
Output: boolean
begin
if L(x, I + ) 6= L(y, I + ) then
return FALSE
if differentExpMeans(θ̂(x, I + ), n0 (x, I + ),
θ̂(y, I + ), n0 (y, I + ), α) then
return FALSE
for ∀a ∈ Σ
if differentBerMeans(p̂(x, a, I + ), n(xa, I + ),
p̂(y, a, I + ), n(ya, I + ), α) then
return FALSE
if not compatible(δ(x, a), δ(y, a), I + , α) then
return FALSE
endfor
return TRUE
end

Θ1
Θ2 .

θˆ1
θˆ2

gives a random sample from the

Θ1 θ2
random variable
Let the random variable Z = Θ
.
2 θ1
Then Z has F distribution with (2n1 , 2n2 ) degrees of freedom. Given θ1 = θ2 , from Chebyshev’s inequality, we get
¯
·¯
¸
·
¸
¯ Θ1
¯
σ
σ
Prob ¯¯
= Prob |Z − µ| ≥ √
≤α
− µ¯¯ ≥ √
Θ2
α
α
n2
n2 −1
n2 (n1 +n2 −1)
n1 (n2 −1)2 (n2 −2)
− √σα and r̂ = µ

where µ =
q 2
µ

is the mean of F (2n1 , 2n2 ) and σ =

its standard deviation. Thus, taking ř =
+ √σα , we get
·
¸
Θ1
Prob ř ≤
≤ r̂ > 1 − α
(1)
Θ2

ˆ

If θθˆ1 > 1 then we calculate the probability of our observa2
tion given θ1 = θ2 , called the p-value, as
"
#
"
#
Θ1
θˆ1
θˆ1
p-value = Prob
>
= Prob Z >
Θ2
θˆ2
θˆ2

Figure 3. compatible checks if two two states are approximately equivalent

θˆ1
θˆ2

< 1, the p-value is given by
#
"
#
"
θˆ1
θˆ1
Θ1
<
= Prob Z <
p-value = Prob
Θ2
θˆ2
θˆ2

Similarly, if
The check for E(si ) ∼ E(sj ) is performed by the function differentExpMean, described in Figure 4, which uses
statistical hypothesis testing. The function actually checks
if the means 1/E(si ) and 1/E(sj ) of two exponential distributions are different. Given two exponential distributions
with means θ1 and θ2 we want to check if θ1 = θ2 against

If the calculated p-value in both cases together is less than α
we say we have enough evidence to reject the null hypoth-
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esis θ1 = θ2 . This is equivalent to say that we reject H0 if
θˆ1
∈
/ [ř, r̂].
θˆ

converging on the right model. The exact dependence of
sample size on α is an open problem that needs investigation.

2

4. Learning in the Limit
algorithm differentExpMeans
Input: θˆ1 , n1 , θˆ2 , n2 , α
Output: boolean
begin
if n1 = 0 or n2 = 0 then
return FALSE
ˆ
return θθˆ1 ∈
/ [ř, r̂]
2
end

In order to prove correctness of our algorithm, we need
to show that the CTMC L that the learning algorithm produces is eventually equivalent to the model that was used
to generate the samples. Our proof proceeds in two steps.
First we show that the learning algorithm will eventually
be presented what is usually called a structurally complete
sample. A structurally complete sample I + is a multi-set of
traces such that the traces visit every (reachable) state and
every transition. More formally, for every state s of the target CTMC L , there is a trace τ ∈ I + such that s is one of
the states visited when trace τ was produced, and for every
(reachable) transition (s, a) there is a trace τ ∈ I + such that
+
(s, a) is traversed by τ . Observe that if I + ⊆ I 0 and I +
0+
is structurally complete then I is also structurally complete. The second step of the proof involves showing that
if we keep adding samples to a structurally complete set,
then we will eventually learn the right CTMC L . These two
steps together show that our algorithm will learn the target
CTMC L in the limit [8].
The first thing to observe that for any CTMC L M there
is a finite structurally complete sample set. Let Γ be a structurally complete sample set and let F = (M, p) be a
CTMC fL (with any stopping probability p). Now observe
that for any τ ∈ Γ, p = Prob F (τ, s0 ) is finite and nonzero. Thus, the probability that τ is not among the first k
samples generated by F is (1 − p)k , and this tends to 0 as
k increases. Hence, every string in Γ is eventually generated, and so the sample given to the learning algorithm is
eventually structurally complete.
The main challenge in the proof of correctness is to
show that once we have a structurally complete sample,
we will eventually learn the right CTMC L . In what follows, we simply assume that whenever we refer to a sample I + , we mean that I + is structurally complete. Observe that for a (structurally complete) sample I + , the right
CTMC L is one that results from merging equivalent states
of PCTMC (I + ). However, since we can only check compatibility (and not exact equivalence) the only errors the algorithm makes can result when we check the compatibility
of two states. There are two types of errors in this context.

Figure 4. differentExpMeans checks if two estimated
exponential means are different; the parameter α is
used in calculating ř and r̂

The check for P(si , a) ∼ P(sj , a) is performed by the
function differentBerMeans (see Figure 5) using Hoeffding bounds similar to that in [6]. The method checks if the
means p1 and p2 of two Bernoulli distributions are statistically different or not. If f1 tries are 1 out of n1 tries from
a Bernoulli distribution with mean p1 and f2 tries are 1 out
of n2 tries from a Bernoulli distribution with mean p2 , then
we say that p1 and p2 are statistically same if
¯
¯ r
µ
¶
¯ f1
f2 ¯¯
1
2
1
1
¯
¯ n1 − n2 ¯ < 2 log α √n1 + √n2
Note that it is possible to use other tests, such as multinomial test [16], to compare two means of Bernoulli distributions.

algorithm differentBerMeans
Input: pˆ1 , n1 , pˆ2 , n2 , α
Output: boolean
begin
if n1 = 0 or n2 = 0 then
return FALSE q
³
return |pˆ1 − pˆ2 | > 12 log α2 √1n1 +

√1
n2

´

end

Figure 5. differentBerMeans checks if two estimated
Bernoulli means are different

1. Type I error : compatibility returns false when two
states are actually equivalent, and

3.4. Complexity

2. Type II error : compatibility returns true when two
states are not equivalent

The worst case running complexity of the algorithm is
cubic in the sum of the length of all samples. However, in
our experiments we found that the running time grows almost linearly with the sum of length of sample lengths. The
parameter α influences the size of the sample needed for

Our goal is to reduce these two errors as much as possible.
We show that as s = |I + | goes to infinity, the global contribution of these two errors tend to zero. Observe that, if t is
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we observe that if r < 1 then rř ≥ µ + √σβ and if r ≥ 1
then rr̂ ≤ µ − √σβ . Finally, plugging in the values of µ, σ
and α, we observe that β tends to 0.
Case differentBerMeans: Let P(si , a) = p1 6= p2 =
P(sj , a). Let F1 be a random variable that is the mean of
n1 Bernoulli trials with mean p1 and F2 the mean of n2
Bernoulli trials with mean p2 . Recall that we say P(si , a) ∼
P(sj , a) if some observation fˆ1 of variable F1 and observation fˆ2 of F2 are such that |fˆ1 − fˆ2 | < ² where

the number of states in PCTMC (I + ), then t cannot grow
as fast as s does. If m be the number of states in the target
CTMC fL , then the number of merges performed by the algorithm before giving the correct CTMC fL is t−m. Further
recall that the p-value of the tests performed by the functions differentExpMeans and differentBerMeans is at most
α. Hence, global Type I error, eα is bounded by α(|Σ|+1)t.
This error can be made negligible and independent of the
size of the PCTMC (I + ) by taking α = kt−1 for some
very small constant k.
Thus, by making α small we can ensure that the learning
algorithm always merges equivalent states. Then the errors
of the learning algorithm can be confined to those resulting
from merging inequivalent states. In the absence of Type I
errors, the learning algorithm always outputs a CTMC fL ,
whose states form a partition of the target CTMC fL . Thus
an upper bound on Type II errors is given by the probability that an error occurs when comparing two states of the
target CTMC fL . Taking β to be the probability of merging two non-equivalent states, we get the Type II error
eβ ≤ 12 βm(m − 1)(|Σ| + 1). Thus if we show that β tends
to 0 as the sample size grows, then we know that the algorithm will eventually not make any errors.
Observe that the probability of merging a pair of nonequivalent states is bounded by the probability of either
differentExpMeans or differentBerMeans returning TRUE
when the actual means are different. Hence, in order to show
that the learning algorithm eventually gives the right answer, we need to show that the probability that differentExpMeans and differentBerMeans make an error when the
means are different tends to 0. We will consider each of the
procedures separately and bound their error.
Case differentExpMeans: Assume that r = θθ21 6= 1, i.e.,
E(si ) 6= E(sj ). Recall that for a given α, taking ř = µ− √σα
and r̂ = µ+ √σα , where µ is the mean and σ the standard deviation of F (2n1 , 2n2 ), we say that an observation
vides evidence for E(si ) ∼ E(sj ) when
we have
h
Prob ř ≤

Θ1
Θ2

i

≤ r̂

θˆ1
θˆ2

θˆ1
θˆ2

r
²=

h
Prob řr ≤

=

Prob [řr ≤ Z ≤ r̂r]

Θ1 θ2
Θ2 θ1

Var(F1 − F2 )



B

·
Prob ř ≤

or rr̂ ≤ µ −
¸

√σ
β

µ
β=

=
=

Var(F1 ) + Var(F2 )
p1 (1−p1 )
2)
+ p2 (1−p
≥
n1
n2

1
4n1

+

1
4n2

=



Var(F1 −F2 )
(|p1 −p2 |−²)2

1

if ² < |p1 − p2 | and
Var(F1 − F2 ) < ((p1 − p2 ) − ²)2
otherwise

5. Tool and Experiments
We have implemented the learning algorithm in Java as
a sub-component of the tool V E S TA (Verification based on
Statistical Analysis).2 The tool takes a multi-set of examples
generated from the simulation of a system having an unknown CTMC L model. Based on these examples the tool
learns the underlying CTMC L for a given value of α. The
learned model can be used for verification of CSL formulas
either using the statistical model-checker of V E S TA [21] or
other model-checkers such as PRISM [17], ETMCC [12],
Ymer [24] etc. We tested the performance of our tool on
several CTMC L models. For each CTMC L model we performed discrete-event simulation to get a large number of
examples and then learned a CTMC L based on these examples. Finally we checked if the learned CTMC L is equivalent as the original CTMC L , that generated the examples.
We found that the learned CTMC L is equivalent to the
original CTMC L in all our experiments provided that the
number of samples is large enough. In all our experiments
we assumed that the set of atomic propositions at any state

pro-

i
≤ r̂r

then

Θ1
≤ r̂ = Prob [řr ≤ Z ≤ r̂r] ≤ β
Θ2

Taking

¶

First observe that n1 and n2 grow linearly as s = |I + | increases, and so even if α is kt−1 as needed in order to eliminate Type I errors, since t is bounded by s, ² tends to 0 as s
grows. Next Var(F1 −F2 ) also tends to 0 as s grows. Hence
B vanishes with s, proving that in the limit Type II errors
are eliminated.

¸
·
σ
≤β
Prob |Z − µ| ≥ √
β
√σ
β

1
1
√ +√
n1
n2

Now β = Prob(|F1 −F2 | < ²) < Prob(|(F1 −F2 )−(p1 −
p2 )| > |p1 − p2 | − ²). By Chebyshev’s inequality, β ≤ B
where

where, Z has distribution F (2n1 , 2n2 ). Once again by
Chebyshev’s inequality, we know that

Thus, if rř ≥ µ +

µ

We will try to bound the probability that this happens. Observe that E(F1 − F2 ) = p1 − p2 and

∈ [ř, r̂]. Now,

=

1
2
log
2
α

¶2
√
σ α
√
|r − 1|µ α + rσ

2
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are same. This is assumed to show the working of the statistical tests. If we take atomic propositions into consideration
then the learning becomes faster because atomic propositions will be sufficient in distinguishing certain states. We
next report the results of our experiments performed on a
Pentium III 1.2GHz laptop with 620 MB SDRAM.
Symmetric CTMC The CTMC L in Figure 6, which is
carefully selected, contains four states. The probability of
taking the edges labeled a and b from the states 0 and 2
are same; however, the total rates at which transitions take
place from the two states are different. Therefore, to distinguish these two states comparison of the total rates is required. Similar is the case for states 1 and 3. On the other
hand, the total rates for the states 0 and 1 are same; however, the probability of taking the edges a and b are different
which is used to distinguish the two states. The same is true
for the states 2 and 3. Thus this example shows the effectiveness of both the functions differentBerMeans and differentExpMeans during learning. We use the CTMC L to generate samples which are then used to learn a CTMC L . We
found that for more than 600 samples and α = 0.0001 the
CTMC L learned is same as the original CTMC L .

onds. For small number of samples, due to lack of sufficient
information, the algorithm tends to generalize more resulting in less number of states in the learned CTMC L .
Tandem Queuing Network In this more practical example
we considered a M/Cox2 /1-queue sequentially composed
with a M/M/1-queue. This example is taken from [13]. For
N = 3, where N denotes the capacity of the queues, the
algorithm learned a CTMC L model with 15 states. However, the number of samples required in this case to learn
the underlying CTMC L is quite large (around 20,000).
This particular experiment suggests that learning underlying CTMC L for large systems may require a large number
of samples. Therefore, a more effective technique would be
to verify the approximate model learnt from small number
of samples. However, because the model learnt is approximate, the result of verification would also be approximate.
This suggests that the confidence in verification should be
quantified reasonably. How to do such quantification remains an open problem.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a novel machine-learning algorithm to learn the underlying edge-labeled continuous-time
Markov chains of deployed stochastic systems for which
we do not know the model before-hand. An important aspect of the learning algorithm is that it can learn
a formal stochastic model from the traces generated during testing or executing the deployed system. The learnt
CTMC L can be used to verify the deployed systems using existing probabilistic model-checking tools. Moreover, one can also check if the learnt model is F -bisimilar
[2, 3] to the model given in a specification. This allows us to check if the deployed system correctly implements a specification with respect to a set of formulas
F . Finally, we provide an implementation of the algorithm which can be used with various other tools.
One of the limitations of our work is that it may not
scale up for systems having large underlying CTMC model.
Therefore, one needs to develop techniques that can perform approximate verification as the model is learnt. The
accuracy of such verification technique should increase with
the increase in the number of samples. The difficult part in
developing such an approach is to correctly quantify the
confidence (or accuracy) in verification. Such a technique
will make verification of “black-box” systems a very practical approach that can co-exist with testing based on discrete event simulation.

a, rate = 5
0

1
b, rate = 3

b, rate = 10
b, rate = 20
a, rate = 24
a, rate = 12

b, rate = 6
3

2
a, rate = 10

Figure 6. Symmetric CTMC

Triple Modular Redundant System Our next example is
the CTMC L in Figure 7 representing the model of a Triple
Modular Redundant System (TMR). The example is taken
from [10, 2]. We ignore the atomic propositions that are
true at each state to show the effectiveness of our statistical test. Although we generated the samples through the discrete event simulation of the CTMC L in Figure 7, we can
as well assume that the samples are coming from the actual running system. In figure 7 we plot the average number
of states in the learned CTMC L and time taken in learning
against the number of samples used in learning. The number
of states converges to five when the sample is large enough.
The time taken for learning grows almost linearly with the
number of samples. With α = 0.0001 and 1000 samples
the algorithm learns the same CTMC L in less than 2 sec-
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Abstract – Autonomous agents have become an influential
and powerful paradigm in a great variety of disciplines,
from sociology and economics to distributed artificial intelligence and software engineering to philosophy. Given
that the paradigm has been around for awhile, one would
expect a broadly agreed-upon, solid understanding of what
autonomous agents are and what they are not. This, however, is not the case. We therefore join the ongoing debate
on what are the appropriate notions of autonomous agency.
We approach agents and agent ontology from a cybernetics and general systems perspective, in contrast to the much
more common in the agent literature sociology, anthropology
and/or cognitive psychology based approaches. We attempt
to identify the most fundamental attributes of autonomous
agents, and propose a tentative hierarchy of autonomous
agents based on those attributes.
Keywords: Smart Agents, Intelligent Systems, Intelligent
and Soft Computing - Systems and Applications

1

Introduction and Motivation

Autonomous agents have become a powerful paradigm in
a great variety of disciplines, from sociology and economics
to distributed artificial intelligence and software engineering
to cognitive sciences to philosophy. While different disciplines have different needs and may have different notions
of agents, the agents in economics and those in distributed
artificial intelligence (DAI), for example, nonetheless tend
to share most of the fundamental properties. Given that the
paradigm has been around for awhile, one would expect a relatively solid understanding of what autonomous agents are,
and what they are not. This, however, is not at all the case.
Is there, then, at least a reasonably unified and broadly
agreed upon notion of autonomous agency among the computer scientists? The answer is still ‘No.’ In particular,
the notion of autonomous agency in open distributed computing environments (e.g., [2, 6]), while certainly sharing
some of the properties, does not coincide with the corresponding standard notion of agency in artificial intelligence
(e.g., [18]). One would hope that understanding this gap
∗ 0-7803-8566-7/04/$20.00
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can assist in bridging it, thereby enhancing the ability of the
software system designers to meet the requirements of various AI and other applications more effectively and easily by
readily identifying and efficiently building the required additional functionality (“agent capabilities”) on the top of the
existing open distributed agent-based (or even merely objectbased) software infrastructures.
Herewith, we attempt to contribute to the ongoing debate
on what are the appropriate notions of autonomous agency.
Instead of proposing a single such prescriptive (and therefore necessarily also restrictive), “one size fits all” definition of autonomous agents, we propose an entire hierarchy
of agents, from simpler (reactive situated agents) towards
quite complicated and capable of human-like complex cognitive tasks (deliberative, intelligent agents). The proposed
hierarchy, rather than being based on any particular school
of thought in artificial intelligence and cognitive sciences, is
chiefly based on ideas and paradigms from other scientific
disciplines - mainly cybernetics [25] and systems science
[14, 15]. We argue that learning from other, non-AI and noncognitive disciplines such as cybernetics or biology can provide some critical, yet thus far for the most part missing,
ingredients in building successful and complete theories of
artificial autonomous agents and multi-agent systems. This
work is intended to be a modest step in that direction.

2

What Are Autonomous Agents?

It has become common to define an appropriate notion of
agency by specifying the necessary attributes that all agents
of the particular kind one has in mind are required to share
(e.g., [10, 16, 18]). There has been much of debate, however,
what set of properties exactly qualifies an entity, such as a
single human decision maker, a firm in the market, a computer program, a robot or an unmanned autonomous vehicle,
for an autonomous or an intelligent agent. Influential position papers, such as [26] for intelligent agents or [10] for
autonomous agents, while trying to clarify and unify the terminology, and propose agent taxonomies, also illustrate the
heterogeneity and lack of agreement on the definition and
the required (as opposed to optional) properties even in the
case of autonomous agents that are restricted to computer

programs alone (which disallows, say, humans or social insects).
It has been observed that the main division line is the one
that separates the (purely) reactive agents [17, 18] from the
more complex, capable of cognitive-like behaviors deliberative agents [16, 18, 26]. A reactive agent is one that is
coupled to the environment and is capable of being affected
by, and perhaps in turn also affecting, the environment. It
need not be capable of cognitive tasks such as learning, planning or reasoning. It need not have any complicated internal
structure, or any capability of complex correlations between
its internal states and the states of the outer world (“symbolic
representations”); it uses a little or no memory, etc.
In contrast, a deliberative agent is much more complex in
terms of its internal structure, is typically capable of creating and working with abstract representations of a complex
outer world (e.g., by performing planning, reasoning and/or
learning tasks), has some sense of its purpose (tasks, goals,
utilities), usually is pro-active and adaptable, etc. Much of
research in the main-stream artificial intelligence (AI) over
the past twenty or more years has been focused on the design problem of such artificial deliberative agents, capable
of acting in complex environments and autonomously pursuing their complex goals or tasks in such environments (see,
e.g., [6, 16, 18, 24, 26] and references therein).
Herein, we attempt to hierarchically classify agents based
on their complexity in terms of their capabilities and functionalities, not on (models of) agents’ internal structure. An
agent is more sophisticated than another, if it is capable of
more complex behaviors observable by an outside observer.
This natural functionalist, behaviorist and systems theory
oriented approach, however, does not seem very common in
the mainstream agent literature.
Some of the most frequently encountered general properties of agents found in the literature include reactiveness, pro-activeness, ability to execute autonomously, goalorientedness or goal-drivenness, a capability of sensing the
environment and being affected by the environment, a capability of affecting the environment, sociability, ability to
communicate, persistence, purposefulness, and ability to
learn and/or reason about the world.
Not all the agents have to possess all of the above mentioned properties, of course. We shall make an attempt, however, to identify those properties that are necessary for autonomous agents of a desired level of complexity.
In case of the computer programs, being capable of autonomous execution, that is, an execution that is not (entirely) controlled from the outside, seems to be the most natural requirement for any notion of autonomous agency. However, a question then arises, is this enough? For instance, a
finite state machine (FSM) executes autonomously (and reactively, inasmuch as the ability of an agent to be affected by
the environment suffices for reactivity), but we find it hard
to consider individual FSMs an appropriate abstraction of
autonomous agents. On the other hand, a coupled finite automata model has been proposed as an abstraction of reac-
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tive situated agents (e.g., [17]). We shall discuss in some
detail what we consider to be the necessary attributes of autonomous agency, as well as propose a hierarchy of agents in
terms of the attributes they possess, in Section 4.

3

A Systems Approach To Agents

Most approaches to classifying various types of (natural
as well as artificial) agents are based on specifying the necessary attributes of a particular kind of agents, as in, e.g.,
[10]. We adopt this general approach, as well. However, we
also try to be more specific as to what kinds of attributes
we allow. Tools from other cognitive disciplines, such as
psychology, anthropology and sociology, have been liberally applied to characterize the fundamental properties, and
therefore the very nature, of various artificial agent systems.
In particular, software and robotic agents have been generously ascribed properties that characterize anthropomorphic
cognition, such as beliefs, desires, intentions, emotions, etc.
One of the most successful examples of such approach are
the BDI agent paradigm and architectures [16].
However, we see some potential conceptual and practical
problems with assigning too liberally human (cognitive or
other) attributes to a piece of software or a robot. In scientific and engineering modeling, the very purpose of a model
is to be intrinsically simpler, and therefore more amenable to
analysis, than the phenomenon being modeled. But when the
attributes of beliefs, intentions, emotions, and the like are ascribed to, for instance, a software agent system with individual agents of a fairly modest complexity, it seems that exactly
the opposite is the case. While there is some justification in
correlating, for instance, how artificial agents represent and
interact with complex, partially observable environments and
tasks to how humans act (reason, learn, represent knowledge,
etc.) with respect to their tasks and environments, there are
also certain dangers in this approach. For, after all, robots
and software agents are not human, and (unless one believes
in the Strong AI hypothesis [19]) perhaps cannot ever be
made very human-like in terms of their cognitive capabilities. Furthermore, representing and reasoning about relatively simple software agents encountered in many software
engineering applications in terms of highly complex capabilities of human-like cognition seems to be an “overkill”, in
that the complexity of the model may end up considerably
exceeding the sophistication of the modeled.
Another problem with attributing various anthropomorphic features to artificial agents emerges once different types
of such agents are compared and contrasted with one another. Software agents, robots and other types of artificial
agents are man-designed engineering systems. They should
be characterized, studied, compared and contrasted to one
another in terms of how they as systems behave, not what
“mental states” or “beliefs” or “desires” or “emotions” their
designer attributes to them. Whether an agent is reactive or
adaptable can be, in general, verified by an outside observer
that is independent of the agent. What are the belief or desire
or emotional states of an agent, on the other hand, cannot.

We shall propose in the sequel a less cognition-oriented,
and less anthropomorphic, approach to modeling, classifying
and understanding various types of (artificial) autonomous
agents and multi-agent systems (MAS). In particular, our approach, instead of cognitive psychology, draws more analogies and paradigms from cybernetics [25] and systems science [14, 15] on one, and biology and natural evolution [9],
on the other hand. We argue that this approach fairly naturally leads to various possible hierarchical classifications of
autonomous agents, and we propose one such general and
broad agent hierarchy.
In particular, instead of comparing various agents in terms
of their sophistication by chiefly comparing the complexities of agents’ internal representations or “logics”, we adopt
a cybernetics-inspired approach based on the “black box”
abstraction, and consider what kind of properties an agent
needs in order to be able to do certain things, or function
a certain way. We view an agent system “not a thing, but
a list of variables” [5] and relations among those variables.
Moreover, to understand an autonomous agent, one has to
also understand this agent’s environment, as well as various
loops (e.g., feed-forward or feedback) that determine how
this agent interacts with its environments. Thus our emphasis is on a functionalist, behavioral aspects of agency, and an
agent is viewed as a black box whose inner structure (such as
beliefs, desires, emotions, etc.) may or may not be accessible
or understood, but it is the interaction of this black box system with the outside world, mechanisms for that interaction,
and observable behavioral consequences of that interaction
that are given the “first class” status (see, e.g., [4, 5]).

4

An Agent Hierarchy: From
Reactive Towards Deliberative

We now discuss in some detail what are the critical, necessary (as opposed to optional) attributes that characterize
most known autonomous agents, biological and computational alike. The most elementary attributes of such agents
can be expected to be those properties that characterize any
autonomous system in general. Once a couple of additional
attributes that characterize virtually all agents are added, we
arrive at a weak notion of autonomous agency. Subsequently, some additional properties will be identified that,
we argue, characterize nearly all autonomous agents found
in AI and DAI. An agent that possesses each of these attributes, as well as those of weakly autonomous agents, we
shall call strongly autonomous. Finally, one more property will be identified that is absolutely necessary for any
(however weak) notion of intelligence. Thus this list of system properties, each to at least some degree observable or
testable by an observer external to the system, will implicitly
define a tentative natural hierarchy of autonomous agents.
In addition to similar attempts at classifying various types of
agents (e.g., [10, 26]), our approach is also motivated by the
general systems theory, and, in particular, by epistemological
hierarchies of (general) systems, as in, e.g., [15].
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The minimal notion of autonomy is the requirement that
an entity (at least partially) controls its own internal state.
Some degree of control1 of one’s internal state indeed appears necessary for autonomous agency, as well - but it is by
no means sufficient. In addition to control over its internal
state, an autonomous system ought to have at least some
degree of control over its behavior. In case of a computer
program (that is, a software agent), this means autonomous
execution. If some autonomous control of a software system’s state and execution were all it takes for such a system to be an autonomous agent, then the distinction between
software agents and arbitrary computer programs would be
rather blurred, and (almost) all programs would “qualify”
for autonomous agents (see, e.g., discussions in [10, 17]).
This is clearly undesirable. The question arises, what is missing - what additional requirements need to be imposed on an
arbitrary computer program so that such a program can be
considered a legitimate software agent?
Agents cannot be understood in isolation from the environment in which they are embedded [10]. This implies that,
in order to develop a meaningful model of an agent, we need
(a) an appropriate model of the environment, and (b) a model
of the agent’s interaction with the environment.
Regardless of the nature and mechanisms of this interaction between an agent and its environment (where the environment may also include other agents), there would be no
point to any such interaction if it were not able to affect either the agent, or the environment outside of the agent, or,
most often in practice, both.
Consequently, we consider reactivity (or what is called
“responsiveness” in [26]) to be another necessary attribute
of any notion of autonomous agency, as the agent has to be
able to (1) notice changes in the environment, (2) appropriately respond to those changes, and (3) affect what input or
stimuli it will receive from the environment in the future.
Hence, the necessary attributes for any reasonable notion of
autonomous agency identified thus far are (i) some control
of one’s internal state and execution, and (ii) reactivity as a
prerequisite for the agent-environment interactions that, in
general, may affect both the agent and the environment.
Any “proper” computational or biological autonomous
agent can also be expected to be at least somewhat persistent, that is, to “live on” beyond completing a single task
on a single occasion. In case of software agents, persistence
makes an agent different from say a subroutine of a computer program whose “turning on and off” is controlled from
outside of that subroutine (see, e.g., [10]). This necessity
of some form of persistence is evidently strongly related to
the most basic requirement of (weakly) autonomous agency,
namely, that an agent ought to have some degree of control
of its internal state and behavior.

1 Full and exclusive control of one’s internal state, if understood in the
sense of that “nothing from the outside” can affect the entity’s state, is
clearly not desirable in case of agents, as one would like the agent to be
able to be effected by its environment.

We summarize below our notion of weakly autonomous
agency (WAA)2 in terms of the necessary agent attributes:
weak autonomous agency ≈ control of own state
+ reactivity + persistence
Hence, at the bottom level of the emerging hierarchy of
autonomous agents, we find purely reactive embedded (or
situated) agents [17]. Such agents can be appropriately abstracted via finite state machines (deterministic case) or discrete Markov chains (probabilistic case). A combination
of reactivity and persistence characterizes many of both the
simplest life forms and simple artificial agents. When some
degree of control of the agent’s internal state and behavior
is also present, one arrives at what we shall call herewith
weakly autonomous agency (WAA). We suggest the actor
model of distributed computing [1, 2] to be a canonical example of WAA among the software agents.
One common feature found in all or nearly all interesting
autonomous agents, biological and computational alike, is
some form of goal-orientedness or goal-drivenness. In
case of the living organisms, the highest level driving mechanisms are the instincts of survival and reproduction. The
single most fundamental instinct in all of known life forms
(to which an appropriate notion of an instinct can be ascribed
at all) is that of survival. Indeed, the instinct of reproduction
is related to the survival of the species or, perhaps, of the
particular genes and gene patterns, as opposed to the “mere”
survival of the individual organisms [9]. At lower levels, the
driving mechanisms - finding food or a sexual partner - are
those that are expected to provide, promote and enhance the
two highest-level goals, survival and reproduction.
In the case of artificial computational agents such as a web
crawler or a robot or an autonomous unmanned vehicle, these
agents are designed and programmed with a particular goal
or a set of goals in designer’s mind. Thus, the ability to act
autonomously is typically related to an agent having some
goal(s) to accomplish, and therefore being goal-driven.
From a systems perspective, in order for an agent to be
reactive, it has to be coupled to its environment via some
appropriate sensors (or “input channels”) and effectors (“output channels”). Due to agent’s sensors, the environment can
affect the agent; due to agent’s effectors, the agent can affect
the outside environment. For a stronger notion of agency
than WAA, in addition to some sort of sensors and effectors,
necessary to ensure that the agent can interact with, affect
and be affected by the outside world, it seems natural that
an appropriate feedback, or control, loop exists between the
agent and the outside world, so that this feedback loop affects how the agent responds to the environmental changes.
A feedback loop provides the agent with knowledge of “how
well it is doing”. In particular, an agent will have use of a
feedback loop only if it has an appropriate notion of its goals
or tasks, and an evaluation function (task value, utility, re2 This notion of weak agent autonomy, mainly based on the dominant notion of autonomous agents in the area of software design for open distributed
systems, is obviously not called weak by those who consider it sufficient for
their purposes.
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source consumption, or the like) associated with it. That is,
an agent needs some sort of a control loop in order to be
capable of goal-oriented or utility-oriented behavior.
Finally, in addition to responsiveness, persistence and
goal-drivenness or goal-orientedness, one more characteristic found in nearly all interesting autonomous agents, not
altogether unrelated to goal-orientedness, is that of proactiveness [10, 18, 26]. While some literature on autonomous agents treats pro-activeness and goal-drivenness
as synonyms, we briefly discuss why, in general, the two attributes ought to be distinguished.
Namely, a situated, reactive agent can be goal-oriented
without being pro-active: given an input from the “world”,
the goal-oriented agent acts so as to ensure, e.g., avoiding
being in certain of its internal states that it views incompatible with its limited knowledge of “what is going on out
there”. If there are no changes in the environment, the agent
simply keeps “sitting” in whatever its current state happens
to be. Thus, this reactive agent has a goal (although admittedly a very simplistic one), but is not pro-active. Similarly,
an agent can be pro-active without being goal-oriented, as
long as we require of agent’s goal(s) to be non-trivial, and,
in particular, to possibly entail some deliberate effect that the
agent’s actions may be required, under appropriate circumstances, to have on the environment. Under this assumption,
an agent may “pro-actively” perform a more or less random
walk among its internal states, without any observable effects
on the outside world, and therefore without accomplishing or, indeed, having - any specific goals insofar as the agent’s
deliberate influence on the environment.
Thus, while pro-activeness and goal-orientedness are usually closely related, they are not synonymous, and, moreover,
neither subsumes the other.
Once a WAA agent is additionally equipped with some
form of goal-drivenness and pro-activeness, we arrive at
what we define as strongly autonomous agency (SAA). Most
agents encountered in AI, whether they are software agents,
robots, unmanned vehicles, or of any other kind, are of this,
strongly autonomous type (see, e.g., [18, 16, 24]).
Therefore, we find that it is precisely the properties of (i)
some degree of control of one’s own internal state and behavior, (ii) reactiveness or responsiveness, (iii) persistence, (iv)
pro-activeness, and (v) goal-drivenness or goal-orientedness
that, together, and in synergy with each other, make an agent
truly (or strongly) autonomous in an AI sense:
strong autonomous agency ≈ weak autonomous agency
+ goal-orientedness + pro-activeness
Granted, much of the agent literature has identified properties (i) - (v) as common to autonomous agents (see, e.g.,
[26, 10] and references therein). We claim, however, that
these five agent capabilities are the necessary properties that are all found in nearly every reasonable model of
autonomous agency, whereas other characteristics, including sociability, mobility, “mental states”, beliefs-desiresintentions, etc., are not as essential, and are found in (or can
be reasonably attributed to) only some, but by no means

(nearly) all of the known autonomous agents, whether biological or artificial.
However, even those living organisms that one would
never consider intelligent have one more fundamental property, absent from our notion of SAA, and that is the ability to adapt (e.g., through metabolism). Adaptability is a
necessary prerequisite for biological survival, as well as for
any reasonable notion of intelligence. The “control loop” between the agent and the world serves no purpose, if the agent
has no goals or notions of “goodness” with respect to which
it tries to optimize its behavior. But such goal- or utilitydrivenness is useless, if the agent cannot dynamically adjust
its behavior based on the feedback, i.e., if it cannot adapt.
To summarize, based on how is an agent coupled to its environment, how complex properties of that environment the
particular type of coupling (e.g., type of sensors, “control
loop”, effectors) can capture, and how complex behaviors or
actions the agent is capable of, we have proposed a tentative general hierarchical classification of autonomous agents
embedded in, and acting as a part of, their environments.
Whether one would consider an agent that (i) has at least
some control over its internal state and behavior, and is (ii)
reactive, (iii) persistent, (iv) pro-active, (v) goal- or utilitydriven, and (vi) adaptable, to automatically be intelligent,
depends on one’s definition of intelligence and is subject to
debate. What seems clear, however, is that no proper subset
of the properties (i) - (vi) satisfies even the weakest notion of
intelligence. Moreover, we argue that, as one keeps adding
on properties from (i) towards (vi), one can recognize many
well-known examples of agents found in the literature, yet
not as a part of what we argue is a reasonable and natural
hierarchy of agents3 . For instance, artificial agents that possess only (i), (ii) and possibly (iii) are studied in detail in
[17]. Some examples of WAA agents possessing (i) - (iii)
and SAA agents having attributes (i) - (v) are discussed next.

5

Discussion and Some Applications

To illustrate the usefulness of the proposed hierarchy
of agents, we consider some software engineering developments in the context of open distributed systems.
Agent-oriented programming [20] can be viewed both as a
novel paradigm and the natural successor to object-oriented
paradigm [13]. The transition from object-oriented towards
agent-oriented programming was motivated by the design of
open distributed platforms, so that concurrency and resource
sharing can be exploited in heterogeneous distributed environments [3].
To place the development of a general paradigm of autonomous agency into a broader computer science perspective, we briefly make a comparison to the development of
the object-oriented paradigm. The primary motivation for
moving away from function evaluation based classical imperative programming towards the object-oriented programming paradigm was primarily motivated by the nature of a
3 However, see [10] for another proposal of a hierarchical taxonomy of
various types of agents.
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great number of emerging applications, where it was more
natural to think in terms of objects and their classes and hierarchies, their capabilities (“methods”), etc., then in terms
of functions being evaluated on variables. One particular domain that gave a huge impetus to the growth and success
of object-oriented programming was that of computer simulation of various complex and distributed infrastructures [8].
As computing started becoming increasingly distributed both
physically and logically, and these distributed systems getting increasingly heterogeneous, complex and open, the individual components, whether hardware or software, were
moving away from non-autonomous components of a single,
tightly coupled system, towards being increasingly sophisticated, autonomous and complex (sub)systems themselves,
that were only loosely coupled into an overarching larger
system. Hence, a novel paradigm capturing the increasing
requirements in terms of autonomy, flexibility and complexity of the individual components in such distributed systems
was sought - and, in case of the software, the agent-based
programming paradigm was born [20].
We thus see the relationship of agent-oriented programming to object-oriented programming, in essence, similar
to the relationship of object-oriented to classical imperative
programming: each is a novel metaphor and a radical departure from its predecessor - yet a novel metaphor that clearly
builds on the top of its predecessor, and adds more desirable properties that brings thus enhanced model considerably
closer to the target applications.
Actors [1, 2] are a powerful model for specifying coordination in open distributed systems. In addition to its internal
state, an actor also encapsulates its behavior (both data and
procedure). An actor can communicate via asynchronous
message passing with other actors; this asynchronous communication is, therefore, central to how actors interact with
their environment. An actor is responsive or reactive; it also
may (but need not) be persistent. Actors thus fit well into our
concept of weakly autonomous agency.
Actors can also be used as a building block towards implementing more complex systems and, in particular, for software design of autonomous agents with stronger autonomous
capabilities, via appropriate extensions (added functionality)
of the basic actor model. For instance, ref. [3] addresses
an important problem of how to extend actors into a powerful concurrent programming paradigm for distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) [6, 24]. There are other examples of designing strongly autonomous applications on the
top of weakly autonomous infrastructures. For instance, an
actor-based (hence, “weakly autonomous”) software infrastructure is used in [11, 12] to build a simulator of a particular kind of strongly autonomous agents, namely, autonomous
unmanned vehicles [22, 23]. The basic agent capabilities
are provided by the actor infrastructure, whereas the higherorder autonomous abilities, such as the pro-active pursuit of
an agent’s goals or the agents’ coordination strategies, are
built on the top of the basic actor architecture, i.e., at the
“application software” level [11, 22, 23].

6

Conclusions

The subject of this paper are autonomous agents from a
systems perspective. First, we survey some relevant literature and offer some general thoughts about various properties
and notions of autonomous agents. We then propose a hierarchy of autonomous agents based on the complexity of their
behaviors, and the necessary attributes that can yield particular behaviors. Instead of marking various types of agents
as more or less complex in terms of the sophistication of
their (supposed) mental or emotional states, we make distinction in terms of the basic agent capabilities whose presence - or lack thereof - is readily observable and measurable
by an observer outside of the agent itself. Thus, instead of
a “cognitive” or symbolic AI approach, we propose classifying autonomous agents in more behaviorist, functionalist
and systems theory terms. In particular, we identify the three
absolutely necessary properties for even the weak(est) notion
of autonomous agency, and three additional, more advanced
properties that are necessary for an agent, whether biological
or artificial, to be reasonably considered deliberative or intelligent. We also show how some well-known, existing agent
models fit into the appropriate layers of our proposed agent
hierarchy. Finally, we point out some examples of how the
lower-level agents can be used as “building blocks” in design
of more complex, higher-level autonomous agents and MAS.
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Abstract. We study herewith the simple threshold cellular automata (CA), as
perhaps the simplest broad class of CA with non-additive (i.e., non-linear and
non-affine) local update rules. We characterize all possible computations of the
most interesting rule for such CA, namely, the Majority (MAJ) rule, both in
the classical, parallel CA case, and in case of the corresponding sequential CA
where the nodes update sequentially, one at a time. We compare and contrast the
configuration spaces of arbitrary simple threshold automata in those two cases,
and point out that some parallel threshold CA cannot be simulated by any of
their sequential counterparts. We show that the temporal cycles exist only in case
of (some) parallel simple threshold CA, but can never take place in sequential
threshold CA. We also show that most threshold CA have very few fixed point
configurations and few (if any) cycle configurations, and that, while the MAJ
sequential and parallel CA may have many fixed points, nonetheless “almost all”
configurations, in both parallel and sequential cases, are transient states.

1 Introduction and Motivation
Cellular automata (CA) were originally introduced as an abstract mathematical model
of the behavior of biological systems capable of self-reproduction [15]. Subsequently,
variants of CA have been extensively studied in a great variety of application domains,
predominantly in the context of complex physical or biological systems and their dynamics (e.g., [20, 21, 22]). However, CA can also be viewed as an abstraction of massively parallel computers (e.g, [7]). Herein, we study a particular simple yet nontrivial
class of CA from a computer science perspective. This class are the threshold cellular
automata. In the context of such CA, we shall first compare and contrast the configuration spaces of the classical, concurrent CA and their sequential analogues. We
will then pick a particular threshold node update rule, and fully characterize possible
computations in both parallel and sequential cases for the one-dimensional automata.
Cellular automata CA are an abstract computational model of fine-grain parallelism [7], in that the elementary operations executed at each node are rather simple
and hence comparable to the basic operations performed by the computer hardware. In
a classical, that is, concurrently executing CA, whether finite or infinite, all the nodes
execute their operations logically simultaneously: the state of a node  at time step
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is some simple function of the states (i) of the node  itself, and (ii) of a set of
its pre-specified neighbors, at time .
We consider herewith the sequential version of CA, heretofore abridged to SCA,
and compare such sequential CA with the classical, parallel (concurrent) CA. In
particular, we show that there are 1-D CA with very simple node state update rules that
cannot be simulated by any comparable SCA, irrespective of the node update ordering.
We also fully characterize the possible computations of the most interesting case of
threshold cellular automata, namely, the (S)CA with the Majority node update rule.
An important remark is that we use the terms parallel and concurrent as synonyms
throughout the paper. This is perhaps not the most standard convention, but we are
not alone in not making the distinction between the two terms (cf. discussion in [16]).
Moreover, by a parallel (equivalently, concurrent) computation we shall mean actions
of several processing units that are carried out logically (if not necessarily physically)
simultaneously. In particular, when referring to parallel or concurrent computation,
we do assume a perfect synchrony.

2 Cellular Automata and Types of Their Configurations
We follow [7] and define classical (that is, synchronous and concurrent) CA in two
steps: by first defining the notion of a cellular space, and subsequently that of a
cellular automaton defined over an appropriate cellular space.
Definition 1: A Cellular Space,  , is an ordered pair   where  is
a regular graph (finite or infinite), with each node labeled with a distinct integer, and
is a finite set of states that has at least two elements, one of which being the special
quiescent state, denoted by  .
We denote the set of integer labels of the nodes (vertices) in  by  .
Definition 2: A Cellular Automaton (CA), A, is an ordered triple 
where  is a cellular space,  is a fundamental neighborhood, and 
is a finite
state machine such that the input alphabet of  is   , and the local transition
function (update rule) for each node is of the form   ! "$#&%' for CA with
memory, and ()* +%, for memoryless CA.
Some of our results pertain to a comparison and contrast between the classical,
concurrent threshold CA and their sequential counterparts, the threshold SCA.
Definition 3: A Sequential Cellular Automaton (SCA) S is an ordered quadruple
-. 0/1 , where -. and  are as in Def. 2, and / is a sequence, finite or infinite,
all of whose elements are drawn from the set  of integers used in labeling the vertices
of  . The sequence / is specifying the sequential ordering according to which an
SCA’s nodes update their states, one at a time.
However, when comparing and contrasting the concurrent threshold CA with their
sequential counterparts, rather than making a comparison between a given CA with a
particular SCA, we compare the parallel CA computations with the computations of
the corresponding SCA for all possible sequences of node updates. To that end, the
following convenient terminology is introduced:
Definition 4: A Nondeterministic Interleavings Cellular Automaton (NICA) I is
defined to be the union of all sequential automata S whose first three components, -.
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and  , are fixed. That is, I
-/1 , where the meanings of -.  , and
/ are the same as before, and the union is taken over all (finite and infinite) sequences
/! ++  %  (where  is the set of integer labels of the nodes in  ).
Since our goal is to characterize all possible computations of parallel and sequential
threshold CA, a (discrete) dynamical system view of CA will be useful. A phase space
of a dynamical system is a (finite or infinite, as appropriate) directed graph where the
vertices are the global configurations (or global states) of the system, and directed
edges correspond to possible transitions from one global state to another. We now define
the fundamental, qualitatively distinct types of (global) configurations that a classical
(parallel) cellular automaton can find itself in.
Definition 5: A fixed point (FP) is a configuration in the phase space of a CA such
that, once the CA reaches this configuration, it stays there forever. A (proper) cycle
configuration (CC) is a state that, if once reached, will be revisited infinitely often with
a fixed, finite period of 2 or greater. A transient configuration (TC) is a state that, once
reached, is never going to be revisited again.
In particular, FPs are a special, degenerate case of recurrent states whose period
is 1. Due to their deterministic evolution, any configuration of a classical, parallel CA
belongs to exactly one of these basic configuration types, i.e., it is a FP, a proper CC,
or a TC. On the other hand, if one considers sequential CA so that arbitrary node
update orderings are permitted, that is, if one considers NICA automata, then, given the
underlying cellular space and the local update rule, the resulting phase space configurations, due to nondeterminism that results from different choices of possible sequences
of node updates, are more complicated. In a particular SCA, a cycle configuration is
any configuration revisited infinitely often - but the period between different consecutive visits, assuming an arbitrary sequence / of node updates, need not be fixed. We call
a global configuration that is revisited only finitely many times (under a given ordering
/ ) quasi-cyclic. Similarly, a quasi-fixed point is a SCA configuration such that, once
the dynamics reaches this configuration, it stays there “for a while” (i.e., for some finite
number of sequential node update steps), and then leaves. For example, a configuration
of a SCA can be simultaneously a (quasi-)FP and a (quasi-)CC (see, e.g., the example
in [19]). For simplicity, heretofore we shall refer to a configuration of a NICA as a
pseudo fixed point if there exists some infinite sequence of node updates / such that
is a FP in the usual sense when the corresponding SCA’s nodes update according to
the ordering / . A global configuration of a NICA is a proper FP iff it is a fixed point
of each corresponding SCA, that is, for every sequence of node updates / . Similarly,
we consider a global configuration  of a NICA to be a cycle state, if there exists an
infinite sequence of the node updates / such that, if the corresponding SCA’s nodes
update according to /  , then  is a recurrent state and, moreover,  is not a proper FP.
Thus, in general, a global configuration of a NICA automaton can be simultaneously a
(pseudo) FP, a CC and a TC (with respect to different node update sequences / ) # .


When the allowable sequences of node updates  !!!#"$&% are required to be
infinite and fair so that, in particular, every (infinite) tail ' (*)+*,-.,0/123,4/5!!!#"6$7% is
onto L, then pseudo fixed points and proper fixed points in NICA can be shown to coincide
with one another and, moreover, with the “ordinary” FPs for parallel CA. For the special case
when % is finite and  is required to be an ad infinitum repeated permutation see, e.g., [3, 4].
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Definition 6: A 1-D cellular automaton of radius (
) is a CA defined
over a one-dimensional string of nodes, such that each node’s next state depends on the
current states of its neighbors to the left and to the right that are no more than nodes
away (and, in case of the CA with memory, on the current state of that node itself).
We adopt the following conventions and terminology. Throughout, only Boolean
CA and SCA/NICA are considered; in particular, the set of possible states of any node

. The terms “monotone symmetric” and “symmetric (linear) threshold” funcis 1
tions/update rules/automata are used interchangeably. Similarly, the terms “(global) dynamics” and “(global) computation” are used synonymously. Also, unless explicitly
stated otherwise, automata with memory are assumed. The default infinite cellular
space  is a two-way infinite line. The default finite  is a ring with an appropriate
number of nodes  . The terms “phase space” and “configuration space” will be used
synonymously, as well, and sometimes abridged to PS.

3 Properties of 1-D Simple Boolean Threshold CA and SCA
Herein, we compare and contrast the classical, parallel CA with their sequential counterparts, SCA and NICA, in the context of the simplest (nonlinear) local update rules
possible, namely, the Boolean linear threshold rules. Moreover, we choose these
threshold functions to be symmetric, so that the resulting CA are also totalistic (see,
e.g., [7] or [21]). We show the fundamental difference in the configuration spaces, and
therefore possible computations, in case of the classical, concurrent threshold automata
on one, and the sequential threshold cellular automata, on the other hand: while the
former can have temporal cycles (of length two), the computations of the latter either
do not converge at all after any finite number of sequential steps, or, if the convergence
does take place, it is necessarily to a fixed point.
First, we need to define threshold functions, simple threshold functions, and the
corresponding types of (S)CA.
Definition 7: A Boolean-valued linear threshold function of  inputs,
is any function of the form


where

 #

*



 

+

if   
otherwise

is an appropriate threshold constant, and

#

*

 ,

 
(1)

 are real-valued weights.

Definition 8: A threshold cellular automaton is a (parallel or sequential) cellular automaton such that its node update rule  is a Boolean-valued linear threshold
function.

It turns out, that circular boundary conditions are important for some of our technical results.
Likewise, some results about the phase space properties of concurrent and sequential threshold
CA may require (i) a certain minimal number of nodes and (ii) that the number of nodes be,
e.g., even, divisible by four, or the like. Heretofore, we shall assume a sufficient number of
nodes that “works” in the particular situation, without detailed elaborations.
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Definition 9: A simple threshold (S)CA is an automaton whose local update rule
is a monotone symmetric Boolean (threshold) function.
Throughout, whenever we say a threshold automaton (threshold CA), we shall
mean simple threshold automaton (threshold CA) - unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Due to the nature of the node update rules, cyclic behavior intuitively should not
be expected in these simple threshold automata. This is, generally, (almost) the case,
as will be shown below. We argue that the importance of the results in this section
largely stems from the following three factors: (i) the local update rules are the simplest
nonlinear totalistic rules one can think of; (ii) given the rules, the cycles are not to be
expected - yet they exist, and in the case of classical, parallel CA only; and, related to
that observation, (iii) it is, for this class of (S)CA, the parallel CA that exhibit the more
interesting behavior than any corresponding sequential SCA (and consequently also
NICA) [19], and, in particular, while there is nothing (qualitatively) among the possible
sequential computations that is not present in the parallel case, the classical parallel
threshold CA are capable of a particular qualitative behavior - namely, they may have
nontrivial temporal cycles - that cannot be reproduced by any simple threshold SCA
(and, therefore, also threshold NICA).
The results below hold for the two-way infinite 1-D CA, as well as for the finite CA
and SCA with sufficiently many nodes and circular boundary conditions.

Lemma 1: (i) A 1-D classical (i.e., parallel) CA with
and the Majority
update rule has (finite) temporal cycles in the phase space (PS). In contrast, (ii) 1-D
 and the Majority update rule do not have any (finite) cycles
Sequential CA with 4
in the phase space, irrespective of the sequential node update order / .
Remarks: In case of infinite sequential SCA as in the Lemma above, a nontrivial
cycle configuration does not exist even in the limit. In finite cases, / is an arbitrary
sequence of an SCA nodes’ indices, not necessarily
a (repeated) permutation.
 and


We thus conclude that NICA with 
are temporal cycle-free.
Moreover, it turns out that, even if we consider local update rules  other than the MAJ
rule, yet restrict  to monotone symmetric Boolean functions, such sequential CA still
do not have any temporal cycles.
Lemma 2: For any Monotone Symmetric Boolean 1-D Sequential CA S with

4
, and any sequential update order / , the phase space PS(S) is cycle-free.





 .
Similar results to those in Lemmata 1-2 also hold for 1-D CA with radius
 
Theorem 1: (i) 1-D (parallel) CA with
and with the Majority node update
rule have (finite) cycles in the phase space. (ii) Any 1-D SCA with 
MAJ or any
 
other monotone symmetric Boolean node update rule,
and any sequential order
/ of the node updates has a cycle-free phase space.
Remarks: The claims of Thm. 1 hold both for the finite (S)CA (provided that they
have sufficiently many nodes, an even number of nodes in case of the CA with cycles,
and assuming the circular boundary conditions in part (i)), and for the infinite (S)CA.
We also observe that several variants of the result in Theorem 1 (ii) can be found in
the literature. When the sequence of node updates of a finite SCA is periodic, with a
single period a fixed permutation of the nodes, the temporal cycle-freeness of sequential
CA and many other properties can be found in [8] and references therein. In [4], fixed
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permutation of the sequential node updates is also required, but the underlying cellular
space  is allowed to be an arbitrary finite graph, and different nodes are allowed to
compute different simple -threshold functions.
As an immediate consequence of the results presented thus far, we have





Corollary 1: For all
, there exists a monotone symmetric CA (that is, a
threshold automaton) A such that A has finite temporal cycles in the phase space.
Some of the results for (S)CA with 
MAJ do extend to some, but by no means
all, other simple threshold (S)CA defined over the same cellular spaces. For instance,
consider the -threshold functions with
 . There are five nontrivial such functions,

 ++
. The 1-threshold function is Boolean OR function (in this case,
for
 
on 
inputs), and the corresponding CA do not have temporal cycles; likewise with the “5-threshold” CA, that update according to Boolean AND on five inputs.
However, in addition to Majority (i.e., 3-threshold), it is easy to show that 2-threshold
 do have temporal
(and therefore, by symmetry, also 4-threshold) such CA with
two-cycles; for example, in the 2-threshold case, for CA defined over an infinite line,


is a two-cycle.
+   ) 1  )
We now relate our results thus far to what has been already known about simple
threshold CA and their phase space properties. In particular, the only recurrent types of
configurations we have identified thus far are FPs (in the sequential case), and FPs and
two-cycles, in the concurrent CA case. This is not a coincidence.
It turns out that the two-cycles in the PS of the parallel CA with 
MAJ are
actually the only type of (proper) temporal cycles such cellular automata can have.
Indeed, for any symmetric linear threshold update rule  , and any finite regular
Cayley graph as the underlying cellular space, the following general result holds (see
[7, 8]):







 





Proposition 1: Let a classical CA A
-&  be such that  is finite and
the underlying local rule of is an elementary symmetric threshold function. Then for

all configurations
 , there exists
 such that "   (
  .

 

   

In particular, this result implies that, in case of any finite simple threshold automaton, and for any starting configuration , there are only two possible kinds of orbits:
upon repeated iteration, after finitely many steps, the computation either converges to a
fixed point configuration, or else it converges to a two-cycle .
We now specifically focus on 
MAJ 1-D CA, with an emphasis on the infinite
case, and completely characterize the configuration spaces of such threshold automata.
In particular, in the 
infinite line case, we show that the cycle configurations are
rather rare, that fixed point configurations are quite numerous - yet still relatively rare
in a sense to be discussed below, and that almost all configurations of these threshold
automata are transient states.
Heretofore, insofar as the SCA and NICA automata were concerned, for the most
part we have allowed entirely arbitrary sequences / of node updates, or at least arbitrary infinite such sequences. In order to carry the results
FPs and TCs of (parallel)
 on
MAJ CA over to the sequential automata with 
(and, when applicable, other










If one considers threshold (S)CA defined over infinite , the only additional possibility is that
such automaton’s dynamic evolution fails to converge after any finite number of steps.
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simple threshold rules) as well, throughout the rest of the paper we will allow fair sequences only: that is, we shall now consider only those threshold SCA (and NICA )
where each node gets its turn to update infinitely often. In particular, this ensures that
(i) any pseudo FP of a given NICA is also a proper FP, and (ii) the FPs of a given parallel
CA coincide with the (proper) FPs of the corresponding SCA and NICA.
We begin with some simple observations about the nature of various configurations
 . We shall subsequently generalize most of these
in the (S)CA with 4 MAJ and 4
 
 , two adjacent
. We first recall that, for such (S)CA with 4
results to arbitrary

nodes of the same value are stable. That is,
and   are stable sub-configurations.
  =    . In the parallel case, at
Consider now the starting sub-configuration 
#
"$#


the next time step,
% . Hence, no FP configuration of a parallel CA can contain
 
as a sub-configuration. In the sequential case, assuming fairness,  will eventually




have to update. If, at that time, it is still the case that 
#
"$ #  , then % ,







and
, which is stable. Else, at least one of
#
"$# %
# "$# has already


. Then 
“flipped” into  . Without loss of generality, let’s assume 
#
# =    ,




which is stable; so, in particular,
#
"$# will never go back to the original  .
By symmetry of 4 MAJ with respect to 0 and 1, the same line of reasoning applies to
  =    . In particular, the following properties hold:
the sub-configuration 

#

"$#

Lemma 3: A fixed point configuration of a 1D-(S)CA with 
Majority and

 

4
cannot contain sub-configurations  or   . Similarly, a cycle configuration of

such a 1D-(S)CA cannot contain sub-configurations   or .
Of course, we have already known that, in the sequential case, no cycle states exist,
period. In case of the parallel threshold CA, by virtue of determinism, a complete
characterization of each of the three basic types of configurations (FPs, CCs, TCs) is
now almost immediate:



Lemma 4: The FPs of the 1D-(S)CA with 4 MAJ and 4
are precisely of the
      
form   
. The CCs of such 1D-CA exist only in the concurrent case, and the
    . All other configurations are
temporal cycles are precisely of the form ) ) 

transient states, that is, TCs are precisely the configurations that contain both (i)   

   (or both), and (ii)    or    (or both) as their sub-configurations. In addition,
or
the CCs in the parallel case become TCs in all corresponding sequential cases.
Some generalizations to arbitrary (finite) rule radii are now immediate. For in
 

stance, given any such
, the finite sub-configurations  "$# and "$# are stable
with respect to 1 MAJ update rule applied either in parallel or sequentially; con 

  "$#   
sequently, any configuration of the form  "$#.
, for both finite and infinite (S)CA, is a fixed point. This characterization, only with a considerably different
notation, has been known for the case of configurations with compact support for a
relatively long time; see, e.g., Chapter 4 in [8]. On the other hand, fully characterizing
CCs (and, consequently, also TCs) in case of finite or infinite (parallel) CA is more
 . For example, for   odd, and
complicated than in the simplest case with



  infinite
 even, each of
line, + ) 
is a two-cycle, whereas for
 

is a fixed point. However, for all
, the corresponding (parallel) CA
 ) , 
 
are guaranteed to have some temporal cycles, namely, given
, the doubleton of
  
 
1
states ) 
forms a temporal two-cycle.
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Lemma 5: Given any (finite or infinite) threshold (S)CA, one of the following two
properties always holds: either (i) this threshold automaton does not have proper cycles
and cycle states; or (ii) if there are cycle states in the PS of this automaton, then none
of those cycle states has any incoming transients.
Moreover, if there are any (two-)cycles, the number of these temporal cycles and
therefore of the cycle states is, statistically speaking, negligible:
6: Given an infinite MAJ
 CA and a finite radius of the node update rules
 Lemma


, among uncountably many (  , to be precise) global configurations of such a
CA, there are only finitely many (proper) cycle states.
On the other hand, fixed points of some threshold automata are much more numerous than the CCs. The most striking are the MAJ (S)CA with their abundance of FPs.
Namely, the cardinality of the set of FPs, in case of 
MAJ and (countably) infinite
cellular spaces, equals the cardinality of the entire PS:
Theorem 2: An infinite 1D-(S)CA with 0 MAJ and any
many fixed points.

 

has uncountably

The above result is another evidence that “not all threshold (S)CA are born equal”.
It suffices to consider only 1D, infinite CA to see a rather dramatic difference.
Namely,
 

  (i)
in contrast to the 4 MAJ CA, the CA with memory and with 
do not have any temporal cycles, and (ii) have exactly two FPs, namely,  and .
Other threshold CA may have temporal cycles, as we have already shown, but they still
have only a finite number of FPs.







We have just argued that 1-D infinite MAJ (S)CA have uncountably many FPs.
However, these FPs are, when compared to the transient states, still but a few. To see
this, let’s assume that a “random” global configuration is obtained by “picking” each
site’s value to be either 0 or 1 at random, with equal probability, and so that assigning a
value to one site is independent of the value assignment to any of the other sites. Then
the following result holds:
Lemma 7: If a global configuration of an infinite threshold automaton is selected
“at random”, that is, by assigning each node’s value independently and according to a
toss of a fair coin, then, with probability 1, this randomly chosen configuration will be
a transient state.
Moreover, the “unbiased randomness”, while sufficient, is certainly not necessary.
In particular, assigning bit values according to outcomes of tossing a coin with a fixed
bias also yields transient states being of probability one.




Theorem 3: Let  be any real number such that 
, and let the
probability of a site in a global configuration of a threshold automaton being in state 1
  ).
be equal to  (so that the probability of this site’s state being 0 is equal to
If a global configuration of this threshold automaton is selected “at random” where the
state of each node is an i.i.d. discrete random variable according to the probability
distribution specified by  , then, with probability 1, this global configuration will be a
transient state.

In case of the finite threshold (S)CA, as the number of nodes,  , grows, the
fraction of the total of   global configurations that are TCs will also tend to grow.
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In particular, under the same assumptions as above, in the limit, as  %
, the
probability that a randomly picked configuration, , is a transient state approaches 1:

  



/

/



 5



(2)

Thus, a fairly complete characterization of the configuration spaces of threshold
CA/SCA/NICA over finite and infinite 1-D cellular spaces can be given. In particular,
under a simple and reasonable definition of what is meant by a “randomly chosen”
global configuration in the infinite threshold CA case, almost every configuration of
such a CA is a TC. However, when it comes to the number of fixed points, the striking
contrast between 5 MAJ and all other threshold rules remains: in the infinite 
cases, the MAJ CA have uncountably many FPs, whereas all other simple threshold CA
have only finitely many FPs. The same characterizations hold for the proper FPs of the
corresponding simple threshold NICA automata.

4 Conclusion
The theme of this work is a study of the fundamental configuration space properties
of simple threshold cellular automata, both when the nodes update synchronously in
parallel, and when they update sequentially, one at a time.
Motivated by the well-known notion of the sequential interleaving semantics of concurrency, we apply the “interleaving semantics” metaphor to the parallel CA and thus
motivate the study of sequential cellular automata, SCA and NICA, and the comparison
and contrast between SCA and NICA on one, and the classical, concurrent CA, on the
other hand [19]. We have shown that even in this simplistic context, the perfect synchrony of the classical CA node updates has some important implications, and that the
sequential CA cannot capture certain aspects of their parallel counterparts’ behavior.
Hence, simple as they may be, the basic operations (local node updates) in classical CA
cannot always be considered atomic. Thus we find it reasonable to consider a single
local node update to be made of an ordered sequence of finer elementary operations:
(1) fetching (“receiving”?) all the neighbors’ values, (ii) updating one’s own state according to the update rule  , and (iii) making available (“sending”?) one’s new state to
the neighbors.
We also study in some detail perhaps the most interesting of all simple threshold
rules, namely, the Majority rule. In particular, we characterize all three fundamental
types of configurations (transient states, cycle states and fixed point states) in case of
 
finite and infinite 1D-CA with 
MAJ for various finite rule radii
. We show
that CCs are, indeed, a rare exception in such MAJ CA, and that, for instance, the
infinite MAJ (S)CA have uncountably many FPs, in a huge contrast to other simple
threshold rules that have only a handful of FPs. We also show that, assuming a random
configuration is chosen via independently assigning to each node its state value by
tossing a (not necessarily fair) coin, it is very likely, for a sufficiently large number of
the automaton’s nodes, that this randomly chosen configuration is a TC.
To summarize, the class of the simple threshold CA, SCA, and NICA is (i) relatively
broad and interesting, and (ii) nonlinear (non-additive), yet (iii) all of these automata’s
long-term behavior patterns can be readily characterized and effectively predicted.
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ABSTRACT
Applications in which agent ensembles reside and operate in
dynamically changing environments and where the agents are
required to accomplish various tasks pose a number of modeling, design and analysis challenges. A necessary prerequisite
for effective design and analysis of deliberative autonomous
agents acting in complex dynamic environments is to have a
good model of agents’ environments and goals. In particular, a thorough theory of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) requires
modeling the interaction and coupling among an agent’s behavior, properties of the environment, and the nature of an
agent’s goals in terms of the desired and/or achieved effects
of the agent’s behavior on the environment. This paper focuses on some of the challenges of understanding and modeling the relationship between an agent and its behavior on one,
and the nature of the agent’s environment and tasks, on the
other hand. We also discuss the promises and limitations of the
classical decision theory when applied to an individual agent’s
autonomous decision making in such MAS scenarios where
the measure of an agent’s successfulness is a function of the
critical parameters of the agent’s environment, and where this
environment is dynamic, complex and partially inaccessible to
the agent.
KEYWORDS
multi-agent systems, autonomous agents, resource-bounded
agents, bounded rationality, decision theory

1 Introduction
Autonomous agents are a growing and increasingly exciting
research area in many scientific disciplines, from economics
to social sciences to software engineering to artificial intelligence (e.g., [1, 22, 23]). However, there is no unique, broadly
agreed upon notion of agency in general, and autonomous
agency in particular [4]. During the early stages of the area
of multi-agent systems (MAS) and distributed artificial intelligence (DAI), the default assumption was that different agents
were designed and deployed by the same user, and, consequently, that all these different agents shared the same goal.
That is, under this assumption, the main problem of DAI is
the problem of distributed control. More generally, classical
DAI is chiefly about distributed problem solving (DPS) (e.g.,
[1]). Thus, the agents employed in distributed control type
problems, where the design goals include optimal allocation
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of subtasks and resources, and where optimality or effectiveness are defined with respect to the system as a whole, are typically not self-interested. On the other hand, the agents that
are self-interested, and have their own agendas and goals tend,
in general, to be more complex to both design and analyze and, in particular, can be expected to require a higher degree
of individual autonomy. For our purposes, the main characteristic of this individual autonomy is an agent’s capability of
goal-driven (or utility-driven) autonomous decision making.
We shall consider herein a simplified version of an
agent’s decision making problem, that of an action selection:
among a finite set of available actions, an agent is to select
the one it finds the best or most optimal, given some notion of
optimality, a measure of “goodness”, and (limitations of) the
agent’s knowledge about the state of the world.
We are primarily interested in self-interested agents that,
nonetheless, may need to coordinate with one another - including cooperative or collaborative forms of coordination. There
are also those MAS applications where, from the designer’s
perspective, individual agents need not be self-interested in
the strict sense, and where there exists an overall shared set
of goals at the system level. That is, there is an overall objective that all agents share - yet maintaining the knowledge
of these goals in a dynamic, distributed and, in many applications, hard real-time setting, may not be feasible. In such situations, it seems reasonable to assume that the agents are indeed
self-interested. Each agent is thus assumed only to have its individual goals, and such an agent only needs to maintain the
knowledge of its own goals, but need not worry about maintaining any shared knowledge about the goals or the state of
the environment with other agents. For the large-scale multiagent systems of this sort, the classical distributed control approach would likely not scale well. Therefore, an alternative
is to “endow” the agents with higher-level capabilities of individual autonomous decision making. The MAS designer then,
initially, “pretends” that each agent solely has its own agenda,
without having any shared goals with other agents. Once scalability and robustness of the system have been achieved (see,
e.g., [5]), the system designer can then focus on how to translate good or optimal individual behaviors (with respect to the
individual utility functions) into a good or optimal system behavior (with respect to an imposed by the designer global utility). This, essentially, is the problem of incentive engineering
[3]. We shall not specifically address this issue herein due to
space constraints.

An example of a class of application domains such that,
in order to achieve system scalability, robustness, dependability and other desired properties, a high degree of agent autonomy may be required, are the systems of autonomous, unmanned vehicles that are operating in complex, dynamic and
partially observable environments. These agents have to accomplish some task or a set of tasks in such environments.
Before actual systems of such vehicles, where no direct human control or other run-time intervention is required, can be
successfully deployed, however, effective and scalable prototypes need to be designed, tested and evaluated. Agent-based
modeling and simulation seem the most natural candidates for
developing the needed mathematical and computational models in that context.
Various theories of situated agents (e.g., [12]) address
the relationship, or coupling, between reactive, persistent
agents embedded and acting in (generally, dynamic) environments, and their environments. Reactive situated agents need
not be self-interested, and even if they are, they need not have
any complex goals. However, even for such reactive situated
agents that are relatively simple in that they need not be deliberative, it has been realized that (i) having a model of agent’s
environment and its dynamic behavior, and (ii) understanding
the coupling and interaction between agent’s actions or moves,
and the corresponding moves (changes) in the environment,
are of utmost importance [12]. In particular, theories of situated agents rightly treat the agent’s environment as a “first
class citizen”.
In case of the more complex, deliberative agents, one
of the causes of the additional complexity is the nature of an
agent’s goals, and the agent’s need to deliberately affect the
environment in order to be successful with respect to accomplishing its goals. The agent affects the environment by changing the environment’s state via appropriately choosing among
the available actions. Therefore we argue that, in case of such
deliberative agents, both the environment and the agent’s goals
deserve “first class status”.
An agent’s goal-driven autonomous decision making
needs to be expressible in terms of the most relevant parameters characterizing the agent’s environment and goals. This
autonomous decision making model specifies how is the agent
to act, given its current internal state and the current state of the
environment. In addition, the relationship among the agent’s
goals and its “measure(s) of success” on one, and the critical
parameters of the environment, on the other hand, also needs
to be established. That is, a complete model of such deliberative agents needs to capture the three-way coupling and
interaction among (i) the agent’s internal states and decision
making mechanisms, (ii) the states and parameters of the “outside world”, and (iii) the agent’s goals, and some metrics of
how successful the agent has been in accomplishing, or getting close to accomplishing, those goals.
This short paper has two main purposes. First, we outline a generic, broadly applicable “skeleton” model of agents’
environments in terms of the basic parameters characterizing
such environments. These parameters are also critical for each
agent’s goal-driven or utility-driven decision making process.
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The parameters we identify are shared by most of the MAS
applications we are aware of. We therefore hope that our discussion will provide some general guidelines to multi-agent
system designers in different application areas, and assist them
in identifying the most critical system parameters.
Secondly, we formulate a generic meta-problem of an autonomous agent acting in a multi-agent, multi-task dynamic
environment, and point out some limitations of the classical
decision theory when applied to an agent’s action selection in
scenarios where the agent’s environment is sufficiently complex. The main contribution of this part of the paper is to identify some general types of scenarios where the classical decision theory likely should not be applied to modeling an agent’s
autonomous decision making. Some alternative, simple localknowledge based (and therefore scalable) decision theoretic
flavored mathematical models for an agent’s action selection
will be presented in our second paper in this volume.

2 Main Parameters of Agent Environments
An autonomous agent, whether natural or artificial, is often
defined as an entity situated in and being a part of an environment (“world”) such that it both can affect, and in turn be
affected, by its environment [14]. A deliberative agent is an
agent that is not merely reactive, but also has some notion of
its purpose or goal(s) [14, 23]. The most common measure of
an agent’s successfulness with respect to that purpose or those
goals is provided by an appropriate evaluation or utility function. Thus a notion of a deliberative autonomous agent that
we adopt herein is that of an autonomously acting entity that
is reactive and persistent, but also pro-active and goal- or
utility-driven [19].
A pro-active and utility-driven agent accomplishes its
goals and increases its utility by acting in its environment and,
in particular, changing some properties of the environment. In
order to effectively act upon the environment, the agent needs
some mechanism that enables it, given the state of the environment and the agent’s internal state, to effectively choose,
among a set of available actions, a particular action that the
agent hopes would affect the environment in a most desirable
way in terms of its implications for the agent’s agenda such as,
e.g., this agent’s (individual) utility. An agent’s internal state
typically captures some knowledge about the past states of the
world, and how desirable different past states have turned out
to be. In particular, an agent may have an internal representation of partial or complete histories of the previous states of
the environment.
These considerations have two major implications. One,
the agent correlates its measure of successfulness to the expected, or anticipated, future states of the environment that
it thinks would result from undertaking particular actions.
Two, the nature of an agent’s environment or, more properly, agent’s (quantitative, parametric) model of its environment, coupled with a model of how the agent’s actions are expected to change the state of the environment, are critical to
the agent’s goal-driven action selection decision-making pro-

cess. In order to effectively design and/or analyze a deliberative, goal-driven agent that is an autonomous decision maker,
it is, consequently, critical to also design a parametric model
of this agent’s “world”, how the agent interacts with it, and
how changes that occur in this world, in turn, affect the agent,
by, e.g., getting it closer to or farther away from its goals. The
changes that occur in an agent’s “world”, in general, include
both those that are caused by the agent and those that are not.
What are, then, the most general properties, or parameters, of the agent environments that are found in the greatest
variety of various autonomous agent systems? First, there are
certain individual goals, or tasks, that each agent strives to accomplish. In general, different goals or tasks may differ in (i)
how valuable they are to each agent, and (ii) how difficult (or
easy) they are for an agent to accomplish. Moreover, completing any task usually does not come for free: the agent needs
to spend some resources in order to get the job - that is, the
task(s) - done. At the very least, completing any nontrivial
task takes some amount of time. The agent may or may not
have sufficient resources to complete any given task. Furthermore, additional resources, external to the agent, may or may
not be available for the agent to acquire (perhaps at a certain
cost) in order to be able to accomplish the task(s) it is after.
Last but not least, the agent’s environment may contain other
agents.
We argue that, in most if not all interesting MAS scenarios and applications, an agent’s environment is characterized
by the following necessary “ingredients”:
- some number (at least one, possibly more) of mutually
independent tasks, where each of these tasks may be made of
several (not necessarily independent) subtasks;
- a certain number (or amount) of various resources or
capabilities that may be required for the completion of tasks;
and
- other agents.
We identify the following critical quantitative parameters
characterizing such an environment of our agent, and therefore
largely defining its goals and how successful the agent is with
respect to accomplishing those goals:
- the number of (independent) tasks that (currently) exist
in the system;
- the (current) value of each task for the agent;
- the (current) vector (an appropriate tuple) of resource
requirements of each task;
- the (current) number of other agents in the system.
Another critical system parameter, more reasonably attributed to the agent itself than to the “outer” world, is
- the vector (tuple) of amounts of each resource that the
agent currently has at its disposal; that is, the tuple of agent’s
capabilities to service various tasks (see, e.g., [17]).
We describe in Section 3 a fairly generic multi-agent,
multi-task framework where an agent’s autonomous decision
making is a capability used for the purpose of maximizing
agent’s individual utility or payoff defined in terms of the
agent’s successfulness in completing those tasks. To illustrate
the applicability of our generic model, we shall outline in the
follow-up paper (also in this volume) how to apply our generic
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framework to a concrete MAS application domain - the system
of unmanned vehicles on a multi-task mission [5, 19].
We would like to focus specifically on agents that are
capable of individual decision making in non-trivial dynamic
environments that are, in general, non-episodic and only partially accessible to the agents [14]. The non-episodic nature of
an agent’s environment makes the agent’s iterative reinforcement learning of the optimal behavior difficult or even impossible. Partial (in)accessibility, that is, the existence of certain
aspects of the environment that are relevant to, yet not within
the reach of, an agent would force this agent to have to reason
and act “in darkness”, that is, under uncertainty. Thus, the decisions made by agents in such a complex environment may in
general impact both the agents themselves and their environment in ways that are not necessarily easy (or even possible)
to reliably predict or fully observe - or, indeed, to even learn,
over time, how to reliably predict in the future.

3 Generic Problem Formulation:
Agents, Tasks, Resources
We now propose a high-level framework for a kind of multiagent, multi-task problems where an agent’s capability of autonomous decision-making plays a central role. We find this
framework to be general enough to capture many situations
where one has an ensemble of highly autonomous agents and a
collection of independent tasks that these agents need to complete dynamically and in an on-line manner.
agents that need to
Let us consider a collection of
tasks. Each task
has a
serve a collection of up to
dynamically changing value function associated with it, that
. An agent,
we denote
 , is driven by the desire to
increase its own (expected) utility,  , by consuming as much
of value of different tasks as possible. In particular, an agent
is not simply embedded into its environment, where it may undertake different actions merely as a reaction to the observed
changes in the environment. Instead, the agent pro-actively
seeks to improve its own well-being.
In order to be able to meaningfully and effectively pursue
the increase in (expected) utility or payoff, the agent must have
some idea of what its goals or tasks are, what actions are on
its disposal in order to pursue those goals or tasks, and some
estimated utility function associated with completing each of
these tasks. This is not to say, that the agent needs to a priori
know all of its tasks or all of those tasks’ values. However,
some a priori, i.e., built-in, basic knowledge about the agent’s
goals, and awareness of the available capabilities and resources
for accomplishing those goals, have to exist. This awareness
can be expected, in general, to evolve with time, as the agent
goes along in exploring its environment, and learning more
about the tasks, the available and/or required resources, and
the other agents.
When an agent discovers a particular task, it gets attracted by that task’s value. If the agent happens to be simultaneously aware of two or more tasks at a given time step1 , the



 







1 Agent’s awareness of tasks’ existence, and some, not necessarily accurate,

agent needs to decide which of the tasks is currently most attractive to it. The agent needs to choose one of finitely many
possible actions at its disposal. In general, such actions may
include, for instance, sending messages to other agents in order to solicit their help in terms of sharing capabilities and/or
resources in order to service the tasks - an example of cooperative coordination. Many other kinds of actions that include
some form of interaction with other agents can be considered,
in addition to those actions that do not (directly) include other
agents, but, instead, only an agent’s interaction with other,
non-agent aspects of the environment. Whatever the set of possible actions in a given situation may be, the basic idea is that,
the agent acting (or trying to act) rationally2 , it is the agent’s
desire that this action would maximize the agent’s (expected)
utility.
In our simple yet fairly generic multi-agent, multitask problem formulation and related models of agents’ autonomous action selection, the set of actions at an agent’s disposal will be considerably simplified, and reduced to deciding
which task an agent that is currently free chooses to tackle next
(see Section 4). That is, at the starting point in modeling and
analysis of an agent’s autonomous decision making, interactions of an agent with other agents are abstracted away. This is
not to say, that the impact other agents may have on an agent
is altogether ignored. How exactly is this impact captured in
our model will be discussed in the follow-up paper (also in this
volume); for more, see [19], as well.
A few more words are due on our simple model of an
agent’s environment. In essence, from an agent’s perspective,
the environment is (entirely) made of tasks, resources, and
other agents. The total amount of the available value of all
tasks in the system is assumed to be bounded at all times.
Consequently, the agents can be expected to sometimes end up
competing for this limited source of utility increase that they
are after. This general scenario leads to competitive coordination, where agents typically need to negotiate how are the
tasks and/or resources to be divided among them (e.g., [13]).
Likewise, resources available to each agent are also bounded,
and an agent’s resources may or may not suffice for servicing
any particular task.
In our current framework that is considerably motivated
by a particular application in mind (see our other paper in this
volume, and also [5, 19]), the agents, assuming they all initially have the same amount of the same type of resources
available, are all equally capable. In particular, no agent specialization beyond the restrictions imposed by the bounds on
available resources is considered. The tasks appear identical
to all agents - except possibly for their (true or estimated) values and resource demands. We further assume that the tasks
are mutually independent of one another. In particular, whenever an agent has several available choices, which task(s) it is
going to select to service, and in what order, is driven by the
idea of those tasks’ values are results of either the agent having sensed those
tasks, or because it got the (not necessarily reliable) information about the
tasks from other agents.
2 ... although often under the circumstances of limited and incomplete observability and knowledge, and therefore bounded rationality [18].
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agent’s appropriate estimate of those tasks’ values, resource
consumption requirements, and the estimated competition for
those tasks - that is, by the agent’s estimate of the tasks’ expected utilities to the agent only.
In our model, agents are assumed to be self-interested
by default, that is, without an explicit or implicit incentive,
they are not going to be inclined to cooperate. Each agent’s
(default) sole goal is to maximize its own payoff. However,
various forms of coordination (including cooperation and collaboration) may nonetheless arise. An explicit incentive for
cooperative coordination is, for example, an agent’s realization that, with its own resources alone, it cannot accomplish a
particular highly desirable task, and therefore, such agent may
wish to use whatever communication channels it has on its disposal, to contact other agents and offer collaboration. This
phenomenon is well-known in multi-player game theory [8],
where the incentive for forming coalitions is still purely egotistic - including the realization by the rational agent (player)
that the spoils, if any, will have to be split with the participating
collaborators. Distributed resource-based coalition formation
in distributed problem solving type of MAS has been studied,
e.g., in [17]. We address distributed coalition formation for
MAS made of self-interested agents in [20].
A generic example of a self-interested agent having an
implicit incentive to cooperate with other agents is any kind of
a conflict resolution scenario where the agents, unless they coordinate, can expect mutual destruction and, therefore, no hope
of fulfilling their goals. Concrete such examples are readily
available, among other domains, in the context of transportation systems and, in particular, in the domains of air traffic
control and aerial vehicles (e.g., [7]).

4 Agents as Decision Makers:
Some Challenges and Limitations
We now outline the bare essence of the (classical) decision theory in the context of an autonomous agent’s decision making
problem of an appropriate choice of action. Ideally, an agent
would always choose an action leading to its optimal performance. Realistically, however, in most situations an agent
can only strive for an expected and/or estimated and/or approximately optimal action selection. Moreover, sometimes
“best-effort” or even merely “good enough effort” choices are
sought, due to a number of limiting factors, from partial observability of the world to bounded computational and other
resources.
How is this action selection problem an agent faces to be
succinctly mathematically formalized? Following [10, 11], we
first observe that an agent,  , by performing one of the actions at its disposal, say action  , affects the environment.
Let the state of the environment (or that part of it that is accessible to the agent) be denoted by . Let the agent’s desirability
of any particular state of the environment be quantified by that
state’s utility value to agent  that we shall denote  .
Typically, an agent cannot uniquely determine the next state of
the world by its action, as there are other factors, possibly in-









cluding actions of other agents, that also affect the future state
of the world. That is, the outcomes of the agent’s actions need
not necessarily always be deterministic.
Let
    be the conditional probability that, if

does  , the subsequent state of the world is  . Then, according to classical decision theory (see, e.g., [10] and references
therein), the expected utility of selecting action  for agent
 is given by
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(1)

Therefore, an optimally acting agent, whenever facing an action selection problem as outlined above, will choose an action

according to



 
    







  





 



(2)

However, this approach, based on the idea that an agent would
strive to choose the particular action that maximizes its expected utility, rests on a number of nontrivial assumptions that
need not even approximately hold in an actual application.
Hence, the entire approach may, in practice, dramatically fail
in case of a number of important MAS scenarios, including
many that fit well into the general model we have outlined in
Sections 2-3.
Usually an agent can only partially observe the world.
Hence, assuming the agent can determine what “states” of the
world any given action can lead to, in reality these “states”,  ,
are actually only sub-states of the full states of the world. Thus
each  uniquely determines an equivalence class of the possible full states of the world. Assuming there is a single-valued
utility function defined on the set of all complete states of the
world, utility values
  defined over equivalence classes
corresponding to partial states  are clearly not crisp but fuzzy
(and, in general, multi-valued) - with degree of fuzziness that
may be (i) hard or even impossible for the agent to estimate,
and (ii) potentially so great as to render the computation in
Equation (2) meaningless. Likewise, computing (or even estimating or approximating) conditional probabilities
 
may be infeasible or even impossible. For instance, in cases
where an agent’s a priori knowledge about the environment
is very limited, so that even the set of complete states of the
world is not known, computing these probabilities exactly is
impossible, and any attempt at estimating them may yield arbitrarily poor estimates. This applies in those situations, among
other, where an agent first needs to discover (yet unknown)
tasks and/or resources in the environment, prior to ordering
somehow their importance and being able to assign utility values to them3 .
A typical approach to designing an agent that is going
to be capable of arriving at the “right” choice of action
in Equation (2) is to endow the agent with some memory
for storing the past history (i.e., sequences of the past states
of the environment), and a capability to perform some sort of
iterative, online learning from this stored knowledge. That







3 More precisely, the utility values are assigned to those states or sets of
states of the world that correspond to (that is, are expected to result from) the
agent choosing particular task(s) to service.
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is, an agent may begin with perhaps very poor estimates of
the needed utilities and conditional probabilities, and, consequently, with very bad choices of actions estimated to be optimal at time step . We denote herein an agent’s estimate or
at time by  . The central
guess of the optimal strategy
idea is that, as the agent proceeds along, presumably it would
(or, at least, in principle could) learn how to improve its estimates of the required conditional probabilities and the utilities
of various (sub)states of the world, thereby yielding improved
choices of  , until, eventually, as  , its behavior converges to optimal:   .
There are many known iterative learning algorithms that
hope to accomplish this kind of convergence to an optimal
decision making behavior. Among many such reinforcement
learning approaches, perhaps the most studied are those based
on the idea of Q-learning (e.g., [15, 21]). Under certain assumptions, it has been shown that Q-learning, in the longrun (that is, in the limit), indeed provably converges to optimal agent behavior. However, thus achieved convergence is
often very slow in practice, and therefore infeasible. Moreover, in case of inherently non-episodic environments, there
are fundamental limitations on how much can be learned at
all, and hence considerable additional resources may be spent
(or wasted) by the agent without any guarantees of improved
performance, let alone eventual convergence to the optimal behavior.
It is precisely this kind of autonomous agents’ environments - dynamic, partially inaccessible, and non-episodic - and
the corresponding decision making problems that we have in
mind, and whose simplified generic version we have outlined
in Sections 2-3 and reference [19]. Hence, a genuinely different approach to an agent’s autonomous action selection modeling seems to be required4 .

















5 Summary
The subject of this paper are autonomous agents that are operating in complex multi-agent, multi-task, bounded-resource
dynamic environments. We emphasize the importance of an
agent’s models of its environment and its goals, and what are
the implications of the characteristics of the environment, captured by an appropriate set of (in general, time-varying) parameters, for the agent’s autonomous decision making process.
The problem of an agent’s autonomous decision making
viewed as an appropriate action selection, we argue, cannot be
divorced from the nature or model of agent’s environment and
agent’s goals. Our agents are pro-active, goal-oriented entities acting in dynamic, partially observable, unpredictable environments, and striving to maximize their expected utilities
or payoffs under the circumstances of bounded rationality and
bounded resources. In order to model an autonomous agent’s
decision making and study the challenges to be expected in designing such decision-making autonomous agents, we briefly
discuss promises as well as limitations of the classical decision
theory.
4A

class of such models is discussed in the follow-up paper to this one.

This, first part of our work focuses on some parametric
models of the agent environments, and on some limitations
of the classical decision theory when those environments are
sufficiently complex. The environment’s complexity chiefly
stems from two frequently encountered in practice, and assumed throughout herein, properties. The first property of a
typical complex environment is, how (in)accessible, that is,
(un)observable, it is to the agents. The other source of difficulty in designing effective deliberative agents is the environment’s dynamic nature and, in particular, its being nonepisodic; this property dramatically limits how much an agent
can learn to predict the outcomes of its actions in the future
based on the observed environment’s behavior and the agent’s
corresponding payoffs in the past.
In our successor paper (also in this volume), we shall focus on some decision theoretic flavored models of an agent’s
action selection that circumvents some of the conceptual and
feasibility problems with the classical approaches. In our modeling framework in the follow-up paper, an agent opts for reasoning and decision making that is strictly local, not burdened
with resource-consuming high-level presentations of the world
or the costly planning or learning heuristics. Hence, the agent’s
local knowledge based decision making becomes sufficiently
simple and scalable (and, therefore, feasible) to apply even
in the scenarios where the environments are highly dynamic
and very complex, where the agents have to act online and in
real-time, and where the underlying multi-agent systems are
potentially of a very large scale.
Acknowledgment: Many thanks to the members of the
Open Systems Laboratory’s TASK group. This work was supported by the DARPA IPTO TASK Program under the contract
F30602-00-2-0586.
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Even when much of the environment is inaccessible
to the agent, the agent may still need to learn and reason
(make inferences) about various environment’s properties including those that it cannot directly observe. That is, the
agent needs to make inferences and decisions under uncertainty, and possibly also in the presence of various sources
of noise. However, such high level cognitive abilities often
place considerable computational and resource burdens on
the agent. Hence, a resource-bounded agent may, instead,
choose to “think and act (strictly) locally”, fully aware that
such approach may lead to suboptimal behavior. Moreover,
we want each agent to act as autonomously as possible with
respect to other agents - yet to still be able to coordinate
(both competitively and cooperatively) with other agents,
should the circumstances warrant such coordination.
An agent’s goal-driven autonomous decision making
needs to be mathematically expressed in terms of the most
relevant parameters characterizing the agent’s environment
and goals. Such an autonomous decision making model
should specify how is the agent to act, given its current internal state and the current state of the environment. In addition, the relationship between the agent’s goals and “the
measure(s) of success” with the critical parameters of the
environment also needs to be established. That is, a complete model of such deliberative agents needs to capture the
three-way coupling and interaction among (i) the agent’s
internal states and decision making mechanisms, (ii) the
states and parameters of the “outside world”, and (iii) the
agent’s goals, and some metrics of how successful the agent
has been thus far in accomplishing those goals.
Given a kind of applications we primarily have in
mind (ensembles of autonomous robots, unmanned vehicles [7, 26, 27]), instead of restricting deliberative autonomous agents exclusively to computer programs alone
(as it is done, e.g., in [5]) we are more inclusive as to what
kinds of entities and systems can meet the criteria for deliberative autonomous agents. In particular, we allow the
entities that, in addition to computing capabilities based on
an appropriate computer program, may also possess various sensors, communication links and effectors for interaction and information exchange with their environments.
In this paper, we shall formulate a generic problem
of an autonomous agent acting in a multi-agent, multi-task
dynamic environment, and make an attempt to modify the
classical decision theoretic action selection formulations in

ABSTRACT
We study the resource-bounded autonomous agents acting
in complex, dynamic and partially observable multi-agent
and multi-task environments, and, in particular, the agent
action selection problem in such environments. Designing effective autonomous decision making agents is particularly challenging, due to a number of demands that
such environments pose in terms of the agents’ necessary
capabilities. We make an early attempt in modeling and
designing agents for large-scale multi-agent systems and
complex environments, where individual agent’s behaviors
are sufficiently simple to be scalable and applicable in realtime settings, and where the agents’ coordination and selforganization capabilities can still make agents (both individually and as ensembles) highly effective. This short paper focuses on finding scalable models of an agent’s local
knowledge based individual behavior. We propose herein
several simple mathematical models for an agent’s local
knowledge-based action selection. We illustrate the general ideas about bounded-resource autonomous agents acting in complex dynamic environments with a concrete application example: a modeling framework for the scalable
simulation of a collection of autonomous unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) on a multi-task mission.
KEYWORDS
multi-agent systems, autonomous agents, resourcebounded agents, bounded rationality, decision theory

1 Introduction
The subject of this work are some simple, scalable and
feasible parametric models for individual agent behavior
in complex dynamic environments that include multiple
agents, resources and tasks. We shall view an autonomous
agent as a pro-active, goal-driven and self-interested decision maker. Its autonomous decision making, coupled
with other capabilities, such as adaptability and coordination with other agents, enables the agent to meaningfully
strive to maximize its individual expected payoff. This action selection decision-making process critically depends
on (i) the properties of an agent’s environment (and the
agent’s model of its environment), and (ii) the characteristics of agent’s goals that are defined as an appropriate
function of the main parameters of the environment.
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order to obtain applicable, feasible and scalable parametric models for an agent’s utility-driven action selection in
such environments. The main idea is to trade the likely
unreachable optimality for efficiency, practicality and locality as the primary metrics of how good and applicable
in online and real-time settings (see [27]) an agent’s action
selection strategy is. We then briefly indicate how this general framework can be fruitfully applied to a concrete MAS
application: a system of autonomous, resource-bounded
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) on a multi-task mission
[7, 8, 26, 27].

from  ’s perspective, ought to maximize the estimated
(expected) increase in an appropriate utility-like quantity,
 . A generalization of this short-term, “single-shot” acto the individual
tion selection mechanism given by
behavior functions that, instead of a single index   , would
return partial or complete (expected) optimal or approximately optimal schedules ½    , is immediate.
The parameters that these individual behavior functions in general may depend on include the estimated resources and/or capabilities that the agent  needs to service a particular task  , the task’s current value    (or
an imperfect estimate of this value), the task’s resource requirements, and the estimated competition for that task and
its value, i.e., the number of other agents that are estimated
to be interested (or, possibly, needed to provide assistance
to agent  ) in servicing the task  .
Let    be the resource demand vector that represents how much of each of several pre-specified resources
is agent  going to need in order to fully service task 
(and thus, assuming no competition, to consume all of the
still available task’s value,  ). Let   be the vector of
available resources (capabilities) - these are the resources
(capabilities) that agent the  “owns” and may freely decide whether and how to utilize (i.e., spend) in its pursuit
of finding and servicing tasks and, consequently, thus increasing its individual utility,  . Let    be the norm
(or, more generally, some cumulative function of all components) of the resource demand vector  , and let  be
the (estimated) number of agents interested in task  according to some parametric criterion . One general class
of models of the -th agent’s target task selection can be
specified by

2 Autonomous Agents’ Individual
Behavior Functions
We view agent autonomy as a capability of pro-active,
goal-driven decision making. One of the central challenges
in MAS research is how to model this decision-making process, and what are the critical parameters that it depends
on? We have argued in a companion paper (also in this volume) that the common prescriptions of classical decision
theory do not work well in situations where the agents’ environments are sufficiently complex - in particular, when
these environments are dynamic, non-episodic and (partially) inaccessible to agents. The general prescription for
an agent’s action selection, given by Eqn. (2) in the companion paper is problematic, due to intrinsic intractability or even impossibility of computing the needed conditional probabilities and utilities. An alternative approach,
based on Markov games (e.g., [11]) and Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs), (e.g., [6])
has been extensively studied by the MAS research community (see, e.g., [12, 13, 14]), but it is known that POMDPs
are prohibitively computationally expensive except for the
simplest cases and small-sized problems [2, 12].
We now try to justify the class of generic models of
agent autonomy in the context of the general problem of
an autonomous agent acting in an unknown or partially
known, multi-agent, multi-task dynamic environment as
outlined in the predecessor paper (also in this volume). The
model of an agent’s autonomous decision making will be
an appropriate class of action-selecting mathematical functions, that, depending on the situation, in general can be
deterministic, nondeterministic or probabilistic1 .
Herein, for simplicity we shall restrict the class of
models of an individual agent’s autonomous decisionmaking to action-selection mechanisms that are required to
be deterministic, and that we shall call individual behav  [26]. Given a set of tasks with their
ior functions,
current values, an agent  evaluates its behavior functhat returns the index   of the task  such that,
tion
if  selects  as its next task to service, this choice,
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(1)

where  is a function that is increasing in the current
(true or estimated) task’s value,  , and non-increasing in
the resource requirements  .
One example of a simple individual behavior that fits
the general framework specified by Eqn. (1) is given by
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(2)

where it is assumed that the norm of resource requirements
of any task with respect to any agent is strictly positive.
Let us assume that, in the given concrete multi-agent,
multi-task problem, time to complete different tasks is the
most critical resource. Then one may want to use the agent
given by
choice-of-action function
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(3)
where  is the estimated time that agent  would
need to spend in pre-processing, before starting consuming a particular task’s value  , and where  stands for
the value consumption rate for  . The tacit assumptions

1 That is, a probability distribution over a well-defined, finite set of
possible actions, or, more generally, for autonomous agents more complex than what we consider herein, over a set of agent’s possible plans or
strategies.
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made in Eqn. (3) - such as, for example, that each agent,
from the moment it starts consuming the task’s value, will
get an “equal share” of the remaining value as any other
agent working on the same task - are oversimplifications
that may not hold in a given situation even as crude approximations. Yet, such simplifying assumptions may be
often necessary, in order for the agent’s choice-of-action
to be readily (and quickly) computable “on
function
the fly”.
Should the agent’s computing resources and the available time for deliberation allow it, the agent can readily
incorporate online learning into the action selection mechanism given by Eqn. (3). For instance, typically not all
other agents that seem interested in task  will actually
pursue this particular task. Hence, a discount parameter
   such that
     , that indicates what fraction
of other agents that seem interested in task  , is likely
going to participate in servicing this task, can perhaps be
learned over time, and the action selection in Eqn. (3) appropriately modified:

 

  

ing. The main reason behind this additional complexity
is the inherently distributed and local nature of individual
agents’ information, knowledge, and interests. Even under the (usually unrealistic) assumptions of perfectly reliable communication and sensing, we identify the following generic sources of additional difficulty: (i) each agent
only has a local knowledge of the tasks and of other agents
(and of the world in general); in particular, an agent can
be affected by those aspects or “parts” of the world that it
itself cannot access or directly influence; (ii) each agent
is trying to optimize its own individual payoff, and there is
no guarantee, in case of those application domains where
the overall system performance actually matters, that individual self-interested efficiency would necessarily lead to a
satisfactory efficiency of the system as a whole; (iii) even
if communication links are perfectly reliable, the information that an agent receives from other agents need not be
reliable, as the agents, in general, can be expected to compete for tasks and therefore the veracity assumption, in any
such competitive scenario, need not hold.
Observation (i), and models for and analysis of this
paradigm in various application domains, as well as the design of agents that can overcome the adversities due to this
limitation, are the central subject of distributed artificial intelligence [31]. Similarly, (ii) and its generalization - how
to reconcile the quest for maximizing individual vs. joint
utility functions - is a subject matter of either incentive engineering [4], in case that an agent itself has to ensure appropriately defined system efficiency (for instance, social
welfare) while pursuing its own agenda and self-interest,
or of mechanism design [21], in case where an outside intelligent entity (typically, the designer of the MAS) ensures
that self-interested agents would “play by the rules” as this
actually is in their individual best interest, and they are sufficiently rational to realize that. Finally, (iii) takes us into
the realm of (many-player) game theory (e.g., [19, 15]).
Thus far we have assumed that the agents’ knowledge
of their environment and their tasks, while local, is perfectly accurate, in that the sub-state of the (complete) state
of the world that is accessible to the agent2 ,  , is reliably
and accurately known by the agent. Most of the time, a realistic agent model has to drop the assumption of reliable
local knowledge in favor of an imperfect, noisy model of an
agent’s knowledge of even those aspects of the world that
are fully accessible to the agent. In general, an agent’s sensors cannot be assumed to be perfectly accurate: whatever
properties of the environment they measure, these measurements likely introduce uncertainty and noise in the agent’s
local picture of the world. Likewise, an agent’s communication links can be seldom assumed perfectly reliable: they
may be faulty and they may experience delays. The delays
in communication may cause an agent to base its decisions
on outdated information about the world, which may lead
to potentially catastrophic consequences.

                   











(4)
Similarly, optimal or good values of other parameters appearing in various action selection models, in principle, can
be also learned - assuming the sufficient time and other resources at the agent’s disposal.
We begin the discussion of the proposed agent actionselection problem with a remark on some work seemingly
similar to ours. The model of the environment in [24],
and, in particular, the model of tasks with their resource requirements, are the same as ours. The problem addressed,
namely, distributed task allocation, also appears quite similar to our agent action-selection problem. However, the
agents in [24] are not self-interested, have no individual
agendas or utilities, and are jointly attempting to maximize
the joint (or common) utility. Thus [24] is about distributed problem solving, whereas the fundamental characteristic of our agents is that they are self-interested.
Let us now initially assume that the agents have perfectly reliable (within their finite ranges) sensors and communication links. An agent’s knowledge of the environment, and of the tasks in particular, even if assumed (locally) accurate, is still, in general, not complete. Due to
the ontological assumptions of (i) no central control, and
(ii) bounded sensor and communication ranges, each agent
necessarily has only a local picture of the tasks, as well
as of the other agents and their whereabouts. If the agents
work in unison, i.e., if they have the common goal that they
are striving to achieve (that is, a single joint utility function), then the problem of how to split up the tasks among
the agents, and in what order, approximately reduces to a
well-known problem of (distributed) online task allocation
and scheduling (e.g., [24, 9]).
However, the problem we desire to model is considerably more complex than mere distributed dynamic schedul-

2 See detailed discussion in the companion paper immediately preceding this paper.
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3 An Application

a certain complex, multi-task mission. We model this mission as a set of  tasks, or interest points (IPs) [26].
Each interest point  has a dynamically changing value
An IP may be static or moassociated with it,
  .
bile. A mobile IP  , at any time step , is completely
and uniquely specified by its position and velocity vectors,
   and   , respectively, and its value
   [7, 26].
This model can be readily augmented by adding a timedependent resource requirement vector to each IP, in lieu
with the generic model in Section 2. Each UAV  is
driven by the desire to increase its own utility,  , by consuming as much of value of various IPs as possible. The total amount of value is assumed to be bounded at all times.
Consequently, the UAVs can be expected to compete for
this limited resource.
From an individual UAV’s perspective, the goal is to
maximize its own utility, by visiting as many interest points
and consuming as much of their value as possible. This
is accomplished by following a certain either fixed or dynamically changing (adaptable) individual behavior strategy. This individual behavior can be specified by an ap, that UAV 
propriate individual behavior function,
follows as long as there is no outside signal telling the UAV
it should start doing something else. An example of such
outside signal is a request to a given UAV to join a newly
formed group. If such a request comes from a leader whose
supremacy in authority is recognized, the follower UAV
will have to abandon its current behavior and comply with
the leader’s desires, thereby giving up its individual autonomy. Thus, one can observe an instance of a fundamental
tradeoff between individual autonomy and group coordination which may require (partial or complete, temporary
or permanent) sacrifice of the agent’s autonomy.
For much more on modeling UAVs as autonomous
agents, on the nature of interest points, and some models
of multi-agent coordination (as well as the interaction between individual autonomy and multi-agent coordination),
we refer the reader to [26, 27]. A UAV simulation testbed
is described in some detail in [7, 8].

A collection of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) on
a multi-task mission provides a suitable framework for
identifying, modeling and analyzing many interesting
paradigms, design parameters and solution strategies applicable not only specifically to autonomous unmanned vehicles and teams of robots, but to Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS) in general. UAVs are already finding, or are anticipated to find, their use in a variety of military and lawenforcement operations, e.g., in various surveillance, reconnaissance, and search-and-rescue tasks. A typical UAV
or micro-UAV is equipped with certain sensors (such as,
e.g., radars or infra-red cameras). With these sensors, a
UAV probes its environment and forms a (local) “picture
of the world” on which its future actions may need to be
based. A UAV is also equipped with some communication capabilities, that enable it to communicate with other
UAVs and/or the ground or satellite control. This communication enables a UAV to have an access to the information
that is not local to it - that is, the information not directly
accessible to the UAV’s sensors.
While trying to accomplish their mission, these UAVs
need to respect a heterogeneous set of constraints on their
physical and communication resources. The UAVs also
need to be able to communicate and coordinate with each
other. Their cooperative coordination may range from
merely assuring that they stay out of each other’s way (collision avoidance) to enabling themselves to adaptively and
dynamically divide-and-conquer their tasks.3
Not all kinds of UAVs can be reasonably considered
genuine autonomous agents; e.g., those that are remotely
controlled throughout their mission are neither autonomous
nor agent-like. However, for the reasons of system scalability, dependability and robustness, increasingly complex
and autonomous unmanned vehicles are being studied and
designed. We are interested in (micro-)UAVs that are not
remotely controlled and that have the ability to make their
own decisions in real time. We are also assuming, for the
most part, no central control of any sort (see [7, 26, 27]). In
particular, the knowledge of the world that each UAV possesses is assumed to be local, possibly noisy, to vary with
time, and to be augmentable, at a certain cost, via communication with other UAVs.
Some of the problems that have been extensively studied in the context of UAVs include motion planning and
conflict detection and resolution; see, e.g., [3, 10, 16].
What has drawn considerably less attention (until very
recently) is modeling and analysis of the goal-driven or
utility-driven autonomous behavior of the UAVs that can
be reasonably viewed as autonomous agents [7, 26, 27].
We now turn to a MAS formulation of a system of
autonomous UAVs and how is each UAV to choose tasks
or targets. A collection of  UAVs needs to accomplish

4 Some Simple Models for UAV
Autonomous Action Selection
In order for any type of an unmanned vehicles to be considered autonomous agents, they have to be capable of
autonomous decision making under uncertainty without
direct intervention by an outside operator. We outline a
simple model of autonomy applicable to UAVs that would
render UAVs proper autonomous agents. Herein, UAVs are
modeled as utility-driven entities. They fulfill their goals
and thus increase their utilities by servicing their tasks; we
refer to these UAVs’ tasks as interest points (IPs), and associate an appropriate, time-dependent value function 
to each IP. As we assume that a single UAV can consume
value from at most one IP at a time, the question arises:
among several candidate IPs, how should a UAV choose in

3 In [26], this latter, higher form of cooperative coordination we also
call goal-driven (cooperative) coordination.
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what order it is to visit these IPs? Therefore, each UAV
faces an online scheduling problem. We further simplify
the analysis, and only ask, given a set of interest points
whose current positions and (estimated) values are known
to a particular UAV, which IP among them should the UAV
select to visit next?
Given a set of IPs with their current positions and valthat
ues4 , a UAV  evaluates its behavior function
returns the index   of the IP such that, if the UAV selects
that IP as its next task to service, this choice, from that
UAV’s perspective, is expected to maximize the estimated
increase in the UAV’s utility. In particular, each UAV is
assumed self-interested - unless and until ordered differently.
Clearly, a great variety of self-interested individual
strategies can be specified via different choices of the func.
tions
We can now readily specialize the general model from
the previous sections to the concrete application domain at
hand. Some parameters that individual behavior functions
of UAVs can be expected to depend on are the UAV’s distance from the given IP, the IP’s current value (or its estimate), the UAV’s currently available resources (or capabilities), the IP’s resource requirements, and the estimated
competition for that IP and its value - viz., the number of
other UAVs in the IP’s vicinity. Let    and    be the
-th UAV’s position and velocity vectors at time t, respectively, let    be the position of IP  at time ,    its
velocity, and let  be the total number of UAVs within
the distance from IP  . Then one class of models of the
-th UAV’s target selection strategy can be specified by
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(8)

The subject of this paper are autonomous agents that are
operating in complex multi-agent, multi-task, boundedresource dynamic environments. We emphasize the importance of what are an agent’s models of its environment and
its goals, and how the properties of the environment crucially affect an agent’s autonomous decision making process.
The problem of an agent’s autonomous action selection cannot be divorced from the nature and model of the
agent’s environment and the agent’s goals. Our agents are
pro-active, goal-oriented entities acting in dynamic, partially observable, unpredictable environments, and striving to maximize their expected utilities under the circumstances of bounded rationality and bounded resources. In
that context, we consider promises as well as limitations of
the classical decision theory. The first part of our work focuses on some parametric models of agent environments,
and on limitations of classical decision theory when those
environments are sufficiently complex (cf. in terms of

(6)
where there exists a strictly positive minimal allowable distance of any UAV from any IP, and where distances are appropriately normalized so that one may treat them as (physically) “dimensionless”.
Another example of a simple yet not entirely trivial
greedy individual behavior, that assumes the IPs are either
stationary or else that their velocities can be neglected, is
given by

 



    

5 Summary and Conclusions
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where  is the estimated time that UAV  will need to
reach close enough to IP  in order to start consuming its
value. Thus Eqn. (8) above can be considered as a special
case of Eqn. (3) in Section 2.
Everything said thus far about UAVs’ individual behavior strategies rests on the assumption that each UAV
acts strictly selfishly, and largely independently (except for
on  ) from what other UAVs
the dependence of
do. Once UAV-to-UAV communication and coordination
are taken into account, faithfully modeling a UAV’s autonomous behavior becomes considerably more complex.
In particular, in addition to the already mentioned parameters, each UAV’s “picture of the world” and, consequently,
  would be expected to also depend on messages
its
that  has received from other UAVs.
An important point about the IP value function   
is that this function, for each IP  , represents the  ’s true
(or objective) value, irrespective of which UAV may have
observed  , and from how far away [7, 26]. The tacit assumption has been that, once an IP is discovered by the
UAVs, all UAVs who are aware of this IP’s existence immediately also know its exact (current) value. A more realistic assumption is that each UAV has its own, local and, in
general, imperfect (i.e., noisy) and intrinsically uncertain
knowledge of each of IPs’ values.


(5)
where  is a function that is increasing in  and
non-increasing in the distance of the UAV from the IP  ,
      , and the (estimated) relative velocity between the two,       .
One example of a simple individual behavior that fits
the given general framework and that we have considered
in case of fixed (static) IPs [26] is given by
 



where  above stands for the (constant) consumption rate
of an IP’s value, and where similar assumptions hold as
before.
Yet another, slightly more elaborate UAV choice-ofaction function that we have considered is given by

(7)



4 In case of mobile targets (IPs), current velocities of the targets (IPs)
would be also needed.
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We propose herewith a class of generic models for an
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Abstract ⎯ In the dynamic distributed task assignment
(DDTA) problem, a team of agents is required to accomplish
a set of tasks while maximizing the overall team utility. An
effective solution to this problem needs to address two
closely related questions: first, how to find a near-optimal
assignment from agents to tasks under resource constraints,
and second, how to efficiently maintain the optimality of the
assignment over time. We address the first problem by
extending an existing forward/reverse auction algorithm
which was designed for bipartite maximal matching to find
an initial near-optimal assignment. An important problem
with such assignments is that the dynamicity of the
environment compromises the optimality of the initial
solution. We address the dynamicity problem by using
swapping to locally move agents between tasks. By linking
these local swaps, the current assignment is morphed into
one which is closer to what would have been obtained if we
had re-executed the computationally more expensive auction
algorithm. In this paper, we detail the application of this
dynamic auctioning scheme in the context of a UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) search and rescue mission and
present early experimentations using physical agents to
show the feasibility of the proposed approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the problem of dynamic distributed task
assignment (DDTA) among a team of agents has gained
tremendous attention due to the wide variety of applications
that require an efficient solution to this problem like:
distributed sensor network [2], vehicle monitoring [4], and
search and rescue [6]. In the DDTA problem a team of
agents is required to accomplish a set of tasks according to a
given criteria. This criterion can be either minimizing the
time to accomplish all tasks or maximizing the utility of the
accomplished tasks in a given time frame.
Several approaches have been proposed to solve this

problem that can be classified as either centralized or
distributed. In centralized approaches [10], there exists a
central agent who plays the role of a leader. This leader
aggregates information from other team members, plans
optimally for the entire team, and finally propagates the task
assignments to other team members. This master-slave
architecture has the advantage of finding an optimal solution,
yet it has several disadvantages such as: a single point of
failure, inability to respond fast to changes in the
environments, and inability to deal with partially observable
environments.
To deal with the above shortcomings, distributed approaches
were proposed. They attack the DDTA problem by requiring
each agent to plan for itself based on local information [11].
In these approaches agents rely on a predefined negotiation
framework that allows them to decide what activity to do
next, what information to communicate, and to whom. A
difficulty with these approaches is that they require agents
to posse accurate knowledge about their environment which
is difficult to maintain in heterogeneous and open systems.
What is missing from the previous approaches, as reported
in [2], is a formalization of the DDTA problem that exposes
its challenging requirements and drives researchers to
design efficient algorithms for this important problem.
These efficient algorithms need to address two closely
related questions: 1) combinatorial issues: how to find a
near-optimal assignment from agents to tasks under time
and bandwidth resource constraints, and 2) environment
dynamicity: how to efficiently maintain the optimality of the
assignment over time.
In this paper we present a dynamic auctioning scheme that
uses a divide and conquer strategy to approach the DDTA
problem. We address the first question by extending a
forward/reverse auction algorithm [1] which was originally
designed for bipartite maximal matching to handle
non-unary task requirements. This algorithm alternates
between rounds of forward and reverse auctions. In the
forward stage, agents bid for tasks, while in the reverse
stage tasks conceptually bid for agents by reducing their
prices. Because the environment is dynamic the solution
found during the auction may degrade from optimal to
highly inefficient, we propose to use swapping to locally
move agents between tasks. By linking these local swaps,
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the current assignment is morphed into the one which
should have been obtained if we had re-executed the
expensive auction algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section describes our application domain, i.e., the UAV
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) search and rescue domain. In
section 3 and 4 we detail the use of the dynamic auctioning
scheme within this domain. Section 5 describes the UAV
agent architecture, while section 6 presents our flexible
experimental setting and reports on early experiments with
this domain. In section 7 we discuss related work, and
finally in sections 8 we conclude this paper and list several
future research directions.

2. THE APPLICATION DOMAIN
We used a search and rescue mission as an example of the
DDTA problem. In this application domain, a set of UAVs 1
roam a rectangle mission area looking for targets (downed
pilots, injured civilians, etc). These targets move according
to a pre-determined path not known to the UAVs. Each
target has a step utility function as depicted in Figure 1 and
requires a minimum number of UAVs to be serviced. This
step utility function means that before the target gets its
required number of UAVs, none of its utility can be
consumed by the team. Once the required number of UAVs
arrived around the target, it will be considered to be serviced.
UAVs monitor targets and coordinate to form groups to
service them subject to maximizing the total team benefit as
described by Equation 1:

max

⎛
⎞
⎜ util t − ∑ c at ⎟ … (1)
t ∈targets ⎝
a∈group (t )
⎠

∑

where group(t) is the set of UAVs assigned to target t, utilt is
the utility value of target t, and cat is the cost incurred by
UAV a to service target t (in our scenario, this is the cost of
the path length along which the UAV moves to the target).

3. THE FORWARD / REVERSE AUCTION
The forward/reverse auction algorithm was originally
proposed by Bertseka and Castanon to solve the asymmetric
assignment problem in which the goal is to match m persons
with m out of n objects (m < n) while maximizing the total
benefit of the match [1]. The algorithm proceeds in
alternating rounds of forward and reverse auctions. In the
forward stage, people bid for objects and the highest bidders
get assigned to the objects. In the reverse stage, objects
conceptually bid for people by reducing their prices to
attract more persons. It was shown in [1] that this alternation
of forward and reverse auctions deals better with price wars
than either of its components (only forward or only reverse)
and tends to terminate substantially faster than other
1

In this paper, the term UAV and Agent are used interchangeably.

approaches.
We can consider the work in [1] as a mean of solving a
snapshot of the dynamic distributed task assignment.
However, one shortcoming of this approach is that it only
deals with unary task requirements (i.e. all tasks require
single agent each).
To understand the challenges imposed by dealing with
multi-requirement tasks, consider the scenario depicted in
Figure 2: a team of three agents are required to service two
targets that require three and two agents respectively. A
direct application of the scheme in [1] would result in agent
1 and 2 gets assigned to target 1 whereas agent 3 gets
assigned to target 2. This pattern would continue
indefinitely and would result in no utility gain because of
the shape of the targets’ utility functions (see Figure 1). To
circumvent this problem we propose a dynamic non-linear
target utility function. In our scheme, the utility of the target
as viewed by a single agent is increased non-linearly with
the number of agents assigned to this target (section 3.3). In
the previous scenario depicted in Figure 2, this would result
in target 1 luring agent 3 to leave target 2 and join agent 1
and 2 in servicing it.
3.1. Overview of the Protocol
We define two main roles in our protocol: the target
auctioneer agent and the bidder agent. The former is
responsible for running the auction on behalf of the target,
while the latter competes with other bidder agents to service
this target. It should be noted that the distinction drawn by
the above two roles is a functional one rather than being a
temporal or existential one. For example, an agent may be
the auctioneer for more than one target, play the role of the
auctioneer for a given target and bidder for other ones, or
even bid for a target for which he is the auctioneer. This is
acceptable as we implicitly assume honesty among team
members, therefore no agent would give himself a slack for
bidding to a target for which it is the auctioneer.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the agent states pertaining to
the auction protocols as well as their possible interactions.
The auction starts once a new target is detected inside the
mission area. The nearest UAV is considered as its
auctioneer agent and it announces a new auction. In case of
a tie, the highest ID agent is selected. From this point all
UAV agents start competing for the new target and the
auction runs in rounds each of which is of a predetermined
length. During each round, the auctioneer agent receives
bids from bidder agents and updates the target price
appropriately (section 3.2). At the end of each round, the
auctioneer agent evaluates its current state: if it collects the
required number of agents for the target, then it announces
the result to winner agents which form a winner group to
service the target, and this information becomes a common
knowledge in the team. Otherwise, the auctioneer agent
reduces the price of the current target (reverse step) and
propagates this information to the agent team members. The
above procedure is repeated until the target is assigned.
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It should be noted that the framework allows for more than
one auction to exist at the same time. In this case bidder
agents need to choose the target to bid for (section 3.3).
At the end of this stage, a near-optimal static assignment is
found, and the resulting agent groups are announced by the
auctioneers.
3.2. Auctioneer Agent’s Policy
The agent who plays the role of the auctioneer for a given
target, t, has a very straightforward policy which is
parameterized by two variables: ROUND_TIME which is
the time period for each forward round and
PRICE_REDUCE_RATIO which is the ratio used to update
the target price in the reverse step. The auctioneer agent
starts by setting the price of the target to zero. During the
forward stage, it keeps a decreasing list (received_bids) of the
received bids. Upon reception of a given bid, it first updates
the received_bids and then updates the price of the target
(pricet) using the Equation 2.
pricet = ⎧⎪ received_bids [reqt ] if num(received _ bids ) ≥ reqt
⎨min receved_bids [i ] otherswise
⎪⎩ i

………….(2)
where reqt is the minimum number of bids to service target
t.
Because the auctions are running asynchronously and under
the auspice of different auctioneer agents, bidder agents may
change their bidding decision and decided to bid for another
target (see section 3.3). To do that they send a

BID_RETRACT_REQUEST to the old best target
auctioneer agent first. This is because a bid is viewed as a
provisional commitment from the bidder to service the
target if the auctioneer agent deems him as the winner. This
request may be received by the auctioneer agent during the
forward round. To respond, the auctioneer agent simply
removes the retracted bidder from the received_bids list and
updates the target price using Equation 1.
At the end of the round, the auctioneer agent examines the
provisional commitments it received. If it has got enough
bids, it chooses the best ones based on the target
requirement. The auctioneer agent then tries to turn these
provisional commitments into a final one by a simple two
way handshaking protocol with the winner bidders. This
handshaking mechanism is required because the winner
bidders might have chosed to retract their provisional
commitments, but the requests they sent have not arrived at
the auctioneer agent yet. If the auctioneer agent manages to
turn sufficient (based on the target requirements) provisional
commitments into final ones, then the auction ends and the
winners are notified. If the auctioneer agent fails in
collecting sufficient final commitments, it proceeds as if it
did not acquire the required number of bids. In this case, it
updates the target price based on the remaining provisional
bidders using Equation 2. After that it reduces the target
price by multiplying it with the PRICE_REDUCE_RATIO,
which constitutes the reverse step, and broadcasts the new
price to start a new forward round. This two round approach
is repeated until the target is assigned.
3.3. The Bidding Strategy
The bidder agent’s strategy is rather more complex than the
auctioneer’s one. While the bidder agent is in the bidding
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state (see Figure 3), it keeps track of the up-to-date prices of
all known non-assigned targets. The bidder agent then needs
to make two decisions: 1) which target to bid for and 2) how
much to bid for this target. The situation is exacerbated
because the information needed to answer these questions
(price updates from old auctioneers and new target
announcements) arrives asynchronously to the bidder agent.
To solve this problem, the bidder agent first answers the
above question using Algorithm 1, and whenever the bidder
agent receives new information, it re-computes this answer
using the same algorithm. If the best target changes, the
bidder first retracts its bid from the old target auctioneer
agent and then sends a new bid to the new target auctioneer
agent.
Algorithm 1 - GetBestTrgetBiddingStructure for agent i

- Calculate the benefit (aij ) of servicing target j as follows
aij =

util j
req j − asn j

− cij − price j

- Find j i1 , j i 2 as follows:

j i1 =

arg max
j ∈ targets

repeats the above procedure until it gets assigned to a target.

4. SWAPPING: DYNAMIC MAINTENANCE
AUCTION RESULTS

The auction algorithm results in a near-optimal assignment
at the time it was executed [1]. At the end of it, agents are
divided into groups each of which is working on servicing a
given target. However, as the agents proceed to accomplish
this task, the agent states as well as the target states might
change in a way that renders this assignment sub-optimal.
One way of dealing with this problem is to periodically run
the auction algorithm. However, this is a very expensive
option and does not make efficient use of the information
that the agents have. If we analyze the set of successive
optimal assignments, we would discover that they morph
into each other seamlessly through a finite set of possible
swaps: a change of the assigned targets between two agents.
To leverage this observation into an algorithm, we need to
design an efficient and robust algorithm that has the
following two properties:
z

(a )
ij

j i 2 = arg max (aij )
j ∈ targets \ { j i1 }
- Bid for task j i1 with value π ji = aij − aij
1

i1

z

i2

where:
utilj = utility of target j ,
reqj = # of UAV required by target j
asnj = # of UAV assigned to target j
cij = cost of agent i to service target j
pricej = current price of target j
Algorithm 1 is very intuitive. First, it computes the first and
second maximally beneficial targets. It then bids for the first
target with a bid value equal to the difference between the
two benefits [1]. In calculating the benefit for target j, the
utility of this target is divided by the remaining number of
its requirement which constitutes the non-linear utility
function explained in section 3.1.
The bidder agent repeats the above procedure until it
receives a request from the auctioneer agent to turn its
provisional bid into a final one. In this case it needs to check
that it is still provisionally committed to this target. If so, it
answers positively; otherwise, it answers negatively. Finally,
once the bidder agent receives the results of the auction to
which it has submitted a bid, it can go in either of two ways:
if it wins the bid, the agent starts to work in servicing the
target and coordinate with its group members; otherwise it

OF

Efficiency: All negotiations need to be local between
member agents of the two respective groups affected by
the swap.
Robustness: Group membership is assumed to be a
global knowledge between group members. Therefore,
the algorithm should maintain this property across
swaps.

Let the current assignment under which the agents are
working be S. While each agent is servicing its target, the
agent periodically monitors the environment and considers
as set of candidate swaps with nearby agents. The agent then
examines all these candidate swaps and finds the best swap
and its corresponding new assignment S’. The benefit of the
swap is computed as the difference between the values of
these two assignments using Equation 1. The agent decides
to start negotiating the swap with the other group member if
the swap benefit is larger than a given threshold. The
intuition behind this threshold is twofold: first, it avoids
thrashing between groups due to small perturbations of the
environment, and second, it provides a way of weighing the
benefit of the swap against the resources needed to execute
it (the number of messages are needed to maintain
intra-group synchronization).
Once a swap is selected for execution by an initiator agent,
this agent starts to negotiate the swap with the other member
in the thought after group. As usual, synchrony conspires
with the distributed nature of the application to only
exacerbate the situation. To understand this, consider the
situation in which there are two groups each of which has
three members. If two different pairs of members have
decided to execute the swap at the same time, intra-groups
synchronization becomes very hard and expensive to
maintain. To prevent this situation from taking place, we
stipulate a third requirement:
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z

Isolation: At any given time there can be at most one
swap taking place between any two groups.

To achieve these requirements, an agent within each group
is assigned to be the group leader. Let a swap take place
between an initiator agent and an intended agent. The swap
is then proceeds as follows:

execution), and it also runs the auction framework as
detailed before. It also stores partial coordination results on
the world model like (which target I am currently committed
to which group I am a member of, what is my role in this
group, etc.) to be used by other modules.
UAV

1. Initialization - The initiator of the swap asks its group
leader for permission to start a new swap. This
permission is granted as long as there is no other swap
taking place.
2. Asking for a swap - Upon reception of the swap
permission from its own group leader, the initiator agent
contacts the member agent involved in the swap in the
other group to inform it about executing the swap.
3. Responding to the swap - Once the intended agent
receives the swap request, it asks for permission from its
own group leader. Based on its leader response (grant or
decline), it informs the initiator with its decision (accept
or decline).
4. Swap execution - Once the two parties agreed on the
swap, each one informs its peers about the group update.
5. Finalization - After the initiator and intended agents
inform their peers about the swap, they report to their
group leaders that intra-group synchronization has been
achieved.
As evident from the above procedure, a swap requires a
large number of messages back and forth between group
members; therefore the SWAP_THRESHOLD should be
adjusted to take this into consideration. Currently, this
threshold is treated as a pre-determined parameter to the
framework, and its value is set based on a worst case
analysis.

5. UAV AGENT ARCHITECTURE
This section provides a function-oriented specification of
different components of an UAV agent used in the
experimentation and the information flow between them.
The emphasis here will be of the reasoning part of the agent.
Figure 4 depicts the UAV agent components as well as
information flow between them. The central component of
the agent architecture is the world model which is the main
memory of the agent. It stores various kind of problem
information at different levels of abstractions. The world
model is feed with vision data from the communication
module, and it provides various retrieval functions to other
components of the agent. This allows these components to
examine the world around the agent at the most suitable
level of details for this component’s task.
The coordination module is the brain of the agent where all
decisions are taken. It is responsible of sequencing the agent
decision making process as well as coordinating the overall
team members’ actions (team-level action sequencing). The
main responsibility of this module is to decide the agent
current mode of operation (rooming, bidding, or task
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Figure 4 - Internal Architecture of a UAV Agent
The target handling and motion planning modules are
responsible for materializing decisions of the coordination
module. The responsibilities of these modules are to decide
which point of the target to go to and to coordinate with
other group members to avoid conflicts. This coordination is
done by exchanging path-planning messages between group
members through the communication module. Afterwards,
the collision avoidance module monitors the world by
examining the world model and make sure to avoid/prevent
collisions using an A* algorithm [16].

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our main aim is to demonstrate our framework using a set
of robot cars. Each car is controlled by an iPAQ and
receives localization information from a leader vision server
collaborating data from four vision servers, each of which is
connected to a ceil-mounted vision camera. A vision server
takes images from a camera and processes images searching
for color plates mounted over the robot cars, which
designate corresponding robots’ identification and headings.
A leader vision server takes localization information from
each vision server, and sends filtered and regulated
localization
information
to
iPAQs.
Inter-agent
communication is achieved via wireless communication
between iPAQs. Different cars are used to represent UAVs
and targets (see Figure 5). It is quite clear that this hardware
setting would make discovering logical errors as well as
tracing the agents’ behavior very hard. To deal with these
issues, we developed a hardware/software shared agent code
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architecture that allows us to simulate this hardware setting
in software while at the same time guaranteeing
interoperability when porting this code to the hardware
setting. The main design philosophy of the system is to ease
parallel developments and testing. The agent’s (UAV/Target)
implementation is isolated from the architecture on which
the system is running. The system can run in two modes:
Simulated Mode or Real Mode.

Table 1: The effect of auction round time

RT=1 sec
RT=3 sec
Fwd
Fwd/Rev Fwd
Fwd/Rev
217 sec 163 sec 175 sec 212 sec
PR=50% with swapping
Table 2: The effect of swapping

With Swapping
Without Swapping
Fwd
Fwd/Rev Fwd
Fwd/Rev
217 sec 207 sec 249 sec 163 sec
PR = 50%, RT = 1 sec
Table 3: The effect of the price reduce ratio

Forward Reverse Auction
PR=10% PR=30% PR=50%
207 sec 211 sec 163 sec
RT = 1 sec, with swapping
Figure 5 - Experimental Environments

.

7. RELATED WORK

Our experiments are performed with the proposed
framework in a 6 UAVs vs. 9 target scenario. The metric we
used is the total mission time to service all targets. We ran
this mission with different settings for the dynamic auction
framework parameters: ROUND_TIME (RT) and
PRICE_REDUCE_RATIO (PPR). We also ran experiments
with and without the reverse auction stage and with and
without swapping. If swapping is disabled, then agents
would stick to there initial target assignment even if it
becomes sub-optimal later. In all of these experiments,
SWAP_THRESHOLD was set to 30 and the swap was
considered every 20 seconds (currently, these values are set
experimentally).
As evident from the results, swapping and the reverse
auction step help reducing the total mission time in all
combination of the other parameter settings.
From Table 1, small values of the RT would negatively
affect the overall performance. This is largely due to the
asynchrony of the application as small RT values would not
give the auctioneer agent a chance to receive all bids
submitted from bidder agents. This would results in running
the auction many times because of not receiving enough
bids. The optimal setting for this parameter depends largely
on the average message delay. From Table 3, the best PPR
setting is 50% which results in the fastest auction
termination. We are currently in the process of conducting
more experiments to understand the role of this parameter.

The use of economic models in multi-agent coordination in
general and task allocation in particular is not new. Various
approaches exploited auction-like approaches in both
situated [5, 12] and non-situated agents [7, 8]. However, as
we detailed before, these approaches lack a formal
specification of the DDTA problem. Moreover, they mainly
concentrate ([7] slightly depart from this) on how to assign
tasks to agents without providing a solid framework to
maintain the assignment optimality over time.
The forward/reverse auction was first introduced in [1] to
solve asymmetric assignment problem, and therefore it can
be regarded as a mean to solve a snapshot of the DDTA
problem. Our work here can be viewed as extending it in
three directions: first, we allow the algorithm to deal with
non-unary task requirements by introducing non-linearity in
the task utility function; second, we adapt the initial results
of the algorithm using swapping to retain its optimality over
time; third, we provide a robust implementation for this
algorithm that deals with the distributed and asynchronous
nature of the DDTA problem. This implantation can be
viewed as a relaxed version of the two-phase commit
protocols [13].
Swapping is related to conflict management in a team of
agents. Several approaches have been proposed to deal with
this problem which is based on the shared intention theory
[3] in which agents inside the team are assumed to share a
common goal. This theory has been materialized in [14, 15]
as a set of reusable teamwork heuristic rules that enable
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agent teams to act reliably in dynamic situations. However,
our work differs from these generic approaches as it was
designed specifically to permeate seamlessly with our
forward/reverse auction framework.

[5] K. Sycara, A. Pannu, M. Williamson, and D. Zeng,
“Distributed Intelligent Agents,” IEEE Expert, Special Issue
on Intelligent Systems and their Applications, 11(6):36-46,
December 1996.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

[6] R. Nair, T. Ito, M. Tambe, and S. Marsella, “Task
Allocation in the RoboCup Rescue Simulation Domain: A
Short Note,” In Proceedings of the International Symposium
on RoboCup(RoboCup'01), 2001.

In this paper we have presented a divide and conquer
approach for the DDTA problem that deals separately with
its two main challenging aspects: combinatorial and
dynamicity issues. To deal with the first issue we have
adapted a forward reverse auction algorithm which was
originally designed for bipartite maximal matching [1] to be
suitable for the distributed, asynchronous, multi-requirement
aspects of the DDTA problem. We have then proposed to
use swapping as a mean to maintain the optimality of the
initial auction results over time via chaining of local,
communication-inexpensive negotiating steps. We have
detailed the application of our approach in a UAV search
and rescue domain and reported on early experimentations
that prove the promise of our framework.
We plan to run large scale experiments on the same search
and rescue domain using our Actor Architecture (AA) [17]
which supports up to 10000 agents. We also plan to
incorporate learning in our architecture to first tailor the
agents’ bidding decisions and second to adapt the algorithm
parameters to the environment dynamics in order to
efficiently utilize the available bandwidth. Moreover, we
will also contrast our approach with that in [2] and provide a
principled way to contrast them in different settings. Finally,
we also plan to investigate theoretically the optimally our
multi-requirements extension to the auction algorithm.
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Abstract. Although distributed computing is necessary to execute largescale multi-agent applications, the distribution of agents is challenging
especially when the communication pattern among agents is continuously
changing. This paper proposes two dynamic agent allocation mechanisms
for large-scale multi-agent applications. The aim of one mechanism is to
minimize agent communication cost, while that of the other mechanism
is to prevent overloaded computer nodes from negatively aﬀecting overall performance. In this paper, we synthesize these two mechanisms in
a multi-agent framework called Adaptive Actor Architecture (AAA). In
AAA, each agent platform monitors the workload of its computer node
and the communication pattern of agents executing on it. An agent platform periodically reallocates agents according to their communication
localities. When an agent platform is overloaded, the agent platform
migrates a set of agents, which have more intra-group communication
than inter-group or inter-node communication, to a relatively underloaded agent platform. These agent allocation mechanisms are developed
as fully distributed algorithms, and they may move the selected agents
as a group. In order to evaluate these mechanisms, preliminary experimental results with large-scale micro UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
simulations are described.

1

Introduction

Large-scale multi-agent simulations have recently been carried out [8, 12]. These
large-scale applications may be executed on a cluster of computers to beneﬁt
from distributed computing. When agents participating in a large-scale application communicate intensively with each other, the distribution of agents on the
cluster may signiﬁcantly aﬀect the performance of multi-agent systems: overloaded computer nodes may become the bottleneck for concurrent execution, or
inter-node communication may considerably delay computation.
Many load balancing and task assignment algorithms have been developed
to assign tasks on distributed computer nodes [13]. These algorithms mainly use
information about the amount of computation and the inter-process communication cost; a task requires a small amount of computational time to ﬁnish, and the
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communication cost of tasks is known a priori. However, in many multi-agent
applications, agents do not cease from execution until their system ﬁnishes the
entire operation [5]. Furthermore, since the communication pattern among cooperative agents is continuously changing during execution, it may be infeasible
to estimate the inter-agent communication cost for a certain time period. Therefore, task-based load balancing algorithms may not be applicable to multi-agent
applications.
This paper proposes two agent allocation mechanisms to handle the dynamic
change of the communication pattern of agents participating in a large-scale
multi-agent application and to move agents on overloaded computer nodes to
relatively underloaded computer nodes. Adaptive Actor Architecture (AAA), the
extended multi-agent framework of Actor Architecture [9], monitors the status of
computer nodes and the communication pattern of agents, and migrates agents
to collocate intensively communicating agents on a single computer node. In
order to move agents to another computer node, an agent platform on a single
node manages virtual agent groups whose member agents have more intra-group
communication than inter-group or inter-node communication. In order to evaluate our approach, large-scale micro UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) simulations
including 10,000 agents were tested.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the overall architecture of our agent system. Section 3 explains in details two dynamic agent
allocation mechanisms of our agent system. Section 4 shows the preliminary
experimental results to evaluate these allocation mechanisms, and Section 5 describes related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper with our future
work.

2

Adaptive Actor Architecture

AAA provides a light-weight implementation of agents as active objects or actors
[1]; agents in AAA are implemented as threads instead of processes, and they
communicate using object messages instead of string messages. The actor model
provides the fundamental behavior for a variety of agents; they are social and
reactive, but they are not explicitly required to be “autonomous” in the sense of
being proactive [16]. However, autonomous actors may be implemented in AAA,
and many of the applications used in our experimental studies require proactive
actors. Although the term agent has been used to mean proactive actors, for our
purposes the distinction is not critical. In this paper, we use the terms ‘agent’
and ‘actor’ as synonyms.
Adaptive Actor Architecture consists of two main parts:
– AAA platforms which provide the system environment in which agents exist
and interact with other agents. In order to execute agents, each computer
node must have one AAA platform. AAA platforms provide agent state
management, agent communication, agent migration, agent monitoring, and
middle agent services.
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Actor

AAA Platform
ATSpace

System Monitor
Actor Allocation Manager
Actor Manager

Actor Migration Manager

Delayed Message Manager
Message Manager
Transport Receiver

Transport Manager

Transport Sender

Transport Sender

Transport Manager

Transport Receiver

AAA Platform

Fig. 1. Architecture of an AAA Platform

– Actor library which is a set of APIs that facilitate the development of agents
on the AAA platforms by providing the user with a high level abstraction of
service primitives. At execution time, the actor library works as the interface
between agents and their respective AAA platforms.
An AAA platform consists of ten components (see Fig. 1): Message Manager,
Transport Manager, Transport Sender, Transport Receiver, Delayed Message
Manager, Actor Manager, Actor Migration Manager, Actor Allocation Manager,
System Monitor, and ATSpace.
The Message Manager (MM) handles message passing between agents. Every
message passes through at least one Message Manager. If the receiver agent of
a message exists on the same AAA platform as the sender agent, the MM of
the platform directly delivers the message to the receiver agent. However, if the
receiver agent is not on the same AAA platform, this MM delivers the message
to the MM of the platform where the receiver currently resides, and ﬁnally
the MM delivers the message to the receiver. The Transport Manager (TM)
maintains a public port for message passing between diﬀerent AAA platforms.
When a sender agent sends a message to a receiver agent on a diﬀerent AAA
platform, the Transport Sender (TS) residing on the same platform as the sender
receives the message from the MM of the sender agent and delivers it to the
Transport Receiver (TR) on the AAA platform of the receiver. If there is no
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built-in connection between these two AAA platforms, the TS contacts the TM
of the AAA platform of the receiver agent to open a connection so that the TM
creates a TR for the new connection. Finally, the TR receives the message and
delivers it to the MM on the same platform.
The Delayed Message Manager (DMM) temporarily holds messages for mobile agents while they are moving from their AAA platforms to other AAA
platforms. The Actor Manager (AM) manages states of the agents that are currently executing and the locations of the mobile agents created on the AAA
platform. The Actor Migration Manager (AMM) manages agent migration.
The System Monitor (SM) periodically checks the workload of its computer
node and an Actor Allocation Manager (AAM) analyzes the communication
pattern of agents. With the collected information, the AAM makes decisions for
either agents or agent groups to deliver to other AAA platforms with the help of
the Actor Migration Manager. The AAM negotiates with other AAMs to check
the feasibility of migrations before starting agent migration.
The ATSpace provides middle agent services, such as matchmaking and brokering services. Unlike other system components, the ATSpace is implemented
as an agent. Therefore, any agent can create an ATSpace, and hence, an AAA
platform may have more than one ATSpaces. The ATSpace created by an AAA
platform is called the default ATSpace of the platform, and all agents can obtain the agent names of default ATSpaces. Once an agent has the name of an
ATSpace, the agent may send the ATSpace messages in order to use its services,
and the messages are delivered through the Message Manager.

3

Dynamic Agent Allocation

In order to develop large-scale distributed multi-agent applications, the multiagent systems must be scalable. This scalability may be achieved if the application or the infrastructure does not include centralized components which can
become a bottleneck. Moreover, the scalability requires relatively balanced workload on computer nodes. Otherwise, the slowest node may become a bottleneck.
However, balancing the workload between computer nodes requires signiﬁcant
overhead: the relevant global state information needs to be gathered, and agents
have to transferred suﬃciently frequently between computer nodes. Therefore,
when the number of computer nodes and/or the number of agents is very large,
load balancing is diﬃcult to achieve. AAA uses the load sharing approach in
which agents on an overloaded agent platform are moved to other underloaded
agent platforms, but balanced workload among computer nodes is not required.
The third important factor for the scalability of multi-agent systems is the
communication overhead. When agents on separate computer nodes communicate intensively with each other, this factor may signiﬁcantly aﬀect the performance of multi-agent systems. Even though the speed of local networks has
increased considerably, the intra-node communication speed for agent message
passing is much faster than inter-node communication. Therefore, if we can collocate together agents which communicate intensively with each other, com-
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munication time signiﬁcantly decreases. It is not generally feasible for a user
to distribute agents based on their communication pattern, because the communication pattern among agents may change over time in unpredictable ways.
Therefore, agents should be reallocated dynamically according to their communication patterns, and this procedure should be managed by a middleware system,
such as agent platforms. Each agent platform in AAA monitors the status of its
computer node and the communication pattern of agents on it, and the platform
dynamically reallocates agents according to the information gathered.
3.1

Agent Allocation for Communication Locality

An agent allocation mechanism used in AAA handles the dynamic change of the
communication pattern among agents. This mechanism consists of four phases:
monitoring, agent allocating, negotiation, and agent migration (see Fig 2).

Monitoring

Agent Allocation

Negotiation

Agent Migration
Fig. 2. Four Phases for Basic Dynamic Agent Allocation

Monitoring Phase The Actor Allocation Manager checks the communication
pattern of agents under the support of the Message Manager. The Actor Allocation Manager makes a log with information about both the sender agent and
the agent platform of the receiver agent of each message. Therefore, each agent
element in the Actor Allocation Manager has variables representing all agent
platforms communicating with this agent; Mij is the number of messages sent
from agent i to agent platform j.
Periodically or when requested by a system agent, the Actor Allocation Manager updates the communication pattern between agents and agent platforms
with the following equation:


Mij (t)
+ (1 − α)Cij (t − 1)
Cij (t) = α 
k Mik (t)
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where Cij (t) is the communication dependency between agent i and agent platform j at the time step t; Mij (t) is the number of messages sent from agent i to
agent platform j during the t-th time step; and α is a coeﬃcient for the relative
importance between recent information and old information.
For analyzing the communication pattern of agents, agents in AAA are classiﬁed into two types: stationary and movable. Any agent in AAA can move itself
according to its decision, even though it is either stationary or movable. However,
the Actor Allocation Manager does not consider stationary agents as candidates
for agent allocation; an agent platform can migrate only movable agents. These
types of agents are initially decided by agent programmers, and may be changed
during execution by the agents, but not by agent platforms.
Agent Allocation Phase After a certain number of repeated monitoring
phases, the Actor Allocation Manager computes the communication dependency
ratio of an agent between its current agent platform and another agent platform:
Rij =

Cij
,
Cin

j = n

where Rij is the communication dependency ratio of agent i between its current
agent platform n and agent platform j.
When the maximum ratio of an agent is larger than a predeﬁned threshold,
the Actor Allocation Manager assigns this agent to a virtual agent group that
represents the remote agent platform:
max(Rij ) > θ → ai ∈ Gj
where θ is the threshold for agent migration, ai represents agent i, and Gj means
agent group j.
When the Actor Allocation Manager has checked all agents and assigned some
of them to agent groups, the Actor Allocation Manager starts the negotiation
phase. After the agent allocation phase, information about the communication
dependency of agents is reset.
Negotiation Phase Before an agent platform migrates the agents that are in
an agent group to another agent platform, the Actor Allocation Manager of the
sender agent platform communicates with that of the destination agent platform to check its current status. If the destination agent platform has enough
space and available computational resources for new agents, its Actor Allocation Manager accepts the request for the agent group migration. Otherwise, the
destination agent platform sends the number of agents that it can accept. The
granularity of this negotiation between agent platforms is an agent. When the
Actor Allocation Manager receives a reply from the destination agent platform,
the Actor Allocation Manager sends as many agents to the destination agent
platform as the number of agents recorded in the reply message. When the
number in the reply message is less than the number of agents in the virtual
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group, the agents to be migrated are selected according to their communication
dependency ratios.
Agent Migration Phase When the destination agent platform can accept new
agents, the Actor Allocation Manager of the sender agent platform initiates the
migration of agents in the selected agent groups. After the current operation of
a selected agent ﬁnishes, the Actor Migration Manager moves the agent to the
destination agent platform decided by the Actor Allocation Manager. After the
agent is migrated, the agent may restart its remaining operations.
3.2

Agent Allocation for Load Sharing

With the previous agent allocation mechanism, AAA handles the dynamic change
of the communication pattern of agents. However, this mechanism may increase
the workload of certain agent platforms. Therefore, our agent allocation has
been extended. When an agent platform is overloaded, the System Monitor detects this and activates the agent reallocation procedure. Since agents had been
assigned to their current agent platforms according to their communication pattern, choosing agents randomly to migrate to underloaded agent platforms might
result in moving them back to their original agent platforms by the Actor Allocation Managers of their new agent platforms. This is because the moved agents
may still have a high communication with their previous agent platform. This
agent allocation mechanism consists of ﬁve phases: monitoring, agent grouping,
group allocation, negotiation, and agent migration (see Fig 3).

Monitoring

Agent Grouping

Group Allocation

Negotiation

Agent Migration
Fig. 3. Five Phases for Extended Dynamic Agent Allocation
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Monitoring Phase In the second agent allocation mechanism, the System
Monitor periodically checks the state of its agent platform; the System Monitor
gathers information about the current processor usage and the memory usage of
its computer node. When the System Monitor decides that its agent platform is
overloaded, it activates the agent allocation procedure. When the Actor Allocation Manager is notiﬁed by the System Monitor, it starts monitoring the local
communication pattern among agents and classiﬁes them to agent groups. If an
agent belonged to an agent group, it is assigned to this agent group; if an agent
did not belong to any agent group, it is randomly assigned to an agent group.
The number of agent groups that exist on an agent platform is predeﬁned.
For checking the communication pattern of agents, the Actor Allocation Manager makes a log with information about the sender agent, the agent platform of
the receiver agent, and the agent group of the receiver agent of each message. In
addition to the number Mij of messages sent from agent i to agent platform j,
the number mik of messages sent from agent i to agent group k is updated when
the receiver agent exists on the same agent platform. The summation of all m
variables of an agent is equal
 to the number of messages sent by the agent to
its current agent platform: k mik = Min where the index of the current agent
platform is n.
After a predetermined time interval, or in response to a request from a system agent, the Actor Allocation Manager updates the communication pattern
between agents and agent groups on the same agent platform with the following
equation:
cij (t) = β



m (t)
 ij
k mik (t)



+ (1 − β)cij (t − 1)

where cij (t) is the communication dependency between agent i and agent group
j at the time step t; mij (t) is the number of messages sent from agent i to agents
in agent group j during the t-th time step; and β is a coeﬃcient for deciding the
relative importance between recent information and old information.

Agent Grouping Phase After a certain number of repeated monitoring phases,
each agent i is assigned to an agent group whose index is decided by arg max (cij (t));
j

this group has the maximum value of the communication localities cij (t) of agent
i. Since the initial group assignment of agents may not be well organized, the
monitoring and agent grouping phases are repeated.
After each agent grouping phase, information about the communication dependency of agents is reset. During the agent grouping phase, the number of
agent groups can be changed. When two groups have much smaller populations
than others, these two groups may be merged into one group. When one group
has a much larger population than others, the agent group may be split into
two groups. The minimum number and maximum number of agent groups are
predeﬁned.
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Group Allocation Phase After a certain number of repeated monitoring and
agent grouping phases, the Actor Allocation Manager makes a decision to move
an agent group to another agent platform. The group selection is based on the
communication dependency between agent groups and agent platforms; the communication dependency Dij between agent group i and agent platform j is decided by the summation of the communication dependency between agents in
the agent group and the agent platform:

Ckj (t) where ak ∈ Ai
Dij =
k

where Ai represents the agent group i, and ak is a member agent of the agent
group Ai .
The agent group which has the least dependency to the current agent platform is selected; the index of the group is decided by the following equation:


j,j=n Dij
arg max
Din
j
where n is the index of the current agent platform. The destination agent platform of the selected agent group i is decided by the communication dependency
between the agent group and agent platforms; the index of the destination platform is arg max (Dij ).
j

Negotiation Phase If one agent group and its destination agent platform are
decided, the Actor Allocation Manager communicates with that of the destination agent platform. If the destination agent platform accepts all agents in the
group, the Actor Allocation Manager of the sender agent platform starts the
migration phase. Otherwise, this Actor Allocation Manager communicates with
that of the second best destination platform until it ﬁnds an available destination
agent platform or checks the possibility of all other agent platforms.
This phase of the second agent allocation mechanism is similar to that of
the previous agent allocation mechanism, but there are some diﬀerences. One
important diﬀerence between these two negotiation phases is the granularity of
negotiation. If the destination agent platform has enough space and available
computation power for all agents in the selected agent group, the Actor Allocation Manager of the destination agent platform accepts the request for the agent
group migration. Otherwise, the destination agent platform refuses the request.
The granularity of this negotiation between agent platforms is an agent group;
the destination agent platform cannot accept part of an agent group.
Agent Migration Phase When the sender agent platform receives the acceptance reply from the destination agent platform, the Actor Allocation Manager
of the sender agent platform initiates the migration of agents in the selected
agent group. The procedure for the following phase in the second agent allocation mechanism is the same as that of the previous agent allocation mechanism.
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3.3

Characteristics

Transparent Distributed Algorithm These agent allocation mechanisms are
developed as fully distributed algorithms; each agent platform independently
performs its agent allocation mechanism according to information about its
workload and the communication pattern of agents on it. There are no centralized components to manage the overall procedure of agent allocation. These
mechanisms are transparent to multi-agent applications. The only requirement
for application developers is to declare candidate agents for agent allocation as
movable.
Load Balancing vs. Load Sharing The second agent allocation mechanism is
not a load balancing mechanism but a load sharing mechanism; it does not try to
balance the workload of computer nodes participating in an application. The goal
of our multi-agent system is to reduce the turnaround time of applications with
optimized agent allocation. Therefore, only overloaded agent platforms perform
the second agent distribution mechanism, and agents are moved from overloaded
agent platforms to underloaded agent platforms.
Individual Agent-based Allocation vs. Agent Group-based Allocation
With the agent group-based allocation mechanism, some communication locality problems may be solved. First, when two agents on the same agent platform
communicate intensively with each other but not with other agents on the same
platform, these agents may continuously stay on the current agent platform even
though they have a large amount of communication with agents on another agent
platform. If these two agents can move together to the remote agent platform,
the overall performance can be improved. However, an individual agent-based
allocation mechanism does not handle this situation. Second, individual agent
allocation may require much platform-level message passing among agent platforms for the negotiation. For example, in order to send agents to other agent
platforms, agent platforms should negotiate with each other to avoid sending
too many agents to a certain agent platform, thus overloading the agent platform. However, if an agent platform sends a set of agents at one time, the agent
platforms may reduce negotiation messages and negotiation time.
Stop-and-Repartitioning vs. Implicit Agent Allocation Some object reallocation systems require the global synchronization. This kind approach is called
the stop-and-repartitioning [2]. Our agent distribution mechanisms are executed
in parallel with applications. The monitoring and agent allocation phases do not
interrupt the execution of application agents.
Size of a Time Step In the monitoring phase, the size of each time step may
be ﬁxed. However, this step size may be adjusted by an agent application. For
example, in multi-agent based simulations, this size may be the same as the size
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of a simulation time step. Thus, the size of time steps may be ﬂexible according
to the workload of each simulation step and the processor power. To use dynamic
step size, our agent system has a reflective mechanism; agents in applications
are aﬀected by multi-agent platform services, and the services of the multi-agent
platform may be controlled by agents in applications.

4

Experimental Results

For the purpose of evaluation, we provide experimental results related to micro
UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) simulations. These simulations include from
2,000 to 10,000 agents; half of them are UAVs, and the others are targets. Micro UAVs perform a surveillance mission on a mission area to detect and serve
moving targets. During the mission time, these UAVs communicate with their
neighboring UAVs to perform the mission together. The size of a simulation time
step is one half second, and the total simulation time is around 37 minutes. The
runtime of each simulation depends on the number of agents and the collaboration policy among agents. For these experiments, we have used four computers
(3.4 GHz Intel CPU and 2 GB main memory) with a Giga-bit switch.
For UAV simulations, the agent-environment interaction model has been used
[3]; all UAVs and targets are implemented as intelligent agents, and the navigation space and radar censors of all UAVs are implemented as environment
agents.
To remove centralized components in distributed computing, each environment agent on a single computer node takes charge of a certain navigation area.
UAVs communicate directly with each other and indirectly with neighboring
UAVs and targets through environment agents. Environment agents provide application agent-oriented brokering services with the ATSpace [10]. During simulation, UAVs and targets move from one divided area to another, and UAVs
and targets communicate intensively either directly or indirectly.
Fig. 4 depicts the diﬀerence of runtimes in two cases: dynamic agent allocation, and static agent allocation. Fig. 5 shows the ratio of runtimes in both cases.
These two ﬁgures show the potential performance beneﬁt of dynamic agent allocation. In our particular example, as the number of agents is increased, the ratio
also generally increases. With 10,000 agents, the simulation using the dynamic
agent allocation is more than ﬁve times faster than the simulation with a static
agent allocation.

5

Related Work

The mechanisms used in dynamic load balancing may be compared to those in
AAA. Zoltan [7], PREMA/ILB [2], and Charm++ [4] support dynamic load balancing with object migration. Zoltan uses a loosely coupled approach between
applications and load balancing algorithms using an object-oriented callback
function interface [7]. However, this library-based load balancing approach depends on information given by applications, and applications activate object
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decomposition. Therefore, without developers’ through analysis about applications, the change of dynamic access patterns of objects may not correctly be
detected, and object decomposition may not be performed at the proper time.
The ILB of PREMA also interacts with objects using callback routines to collect
information to be used for the load balancing decision making, and to pack and
unpack objects [2]. Charm++ uses the Converse runtime system to maintain
message passing among objects, and hence, the runtime system may collect information to analyze communication dependencies among objects [4]. However,
this system also requires callback methods for packing and unpacking objects as
others do. In AAA, the Actor Allocation Manager does not interact with agents,
but it receives information from the Message Manager and the System Monitor
to analyze the communication patterns of agents and the workload of its agent
platform. Also, developers do not need to deﬁne any callback method for load
balancing.
J-Orchestra [15], Addistant [14], and JavaParty [11] are automatic application partitioning systems for Java applications. They transform input Java
applications into distributed applications using a bytecode rewriting technique.
They can migrate Java objects to take advantage of locality. However, they differ from AAA in two ways. First, while they move objects to take advantage of
data locality, AAA migrates agents to take advantage of communication locality.
Second, the access pattern of an object diﬀers from the communication pattern
of an agent. For example, although a data object may be moved whenever it is
accessed by other objects on diﬀerent platforms, an agent cannot be migrated
whenever it communicates with other agents on diﬀerent platforms. This is because an object is accessed by another single object, but an agent communicates
with other multiple agents at the same time.
The Comet algorithm assigns agents to computer nodes according to their
credit [5]. The credit of an agent is decided by its computation load, intracommunication load, and inter-communication load. Chow and Kwok have emphasized the importance of the relationship between intra-communication and
inter-communication of each agent. However, there are some important diﬀerences. The authors’ system includes a centralized component to make decisions
for agent assignment, and their experiments include a small number of agents,
i.e., 120 agents. AAA uses fully distributed algorithm, and experiments include
10,000 agents. Because of the large number of agents, the Actor Allocation Manager cannot analyze the communication dependency among all individual agents,
but only that between agents and agent platforms and that between agent groups
and agent platforms.
The IO of SALSA [6] provides various load balancing mechanisms for multiagent applications. The IO also analyzes the communication pattern among
individual agents. Therefore, it may not be applied to large-scale multi-agent
applications because of the large computational overhead.
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6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has explained two dynamic agent allocation mechanisms used in our
multi-agent middleware called Adaptive Actor Architecture; these agent allocation mechanisms distributes agents according to their communication localities
and the workload of computer nodes participating in large-scale multi-agent applications. The main contribution of this paper is to provide agent allocation
mechanisms to handle a large number of agents which communicate intensively
with each other and change their communication localities. Because of the large
number of agents, these agent allocation mechanisms focus on the communication dependencies between agents and agent platforms and the dependencies
between agent groups and agent platforms, instead of the communication dependencies among individual agents. Our experimental results show that micro
UAV simulations using the dynamic agent allocation are approximately ﬁve times
faster than those with a static agent allocation.
Our experiments suggest that increased load does not necessarily result in a
decrease in the performance of multi-agent applications. If agents are properly
located according to their communication pattern, the processor usage of their
agent platforms is quite high. Adding more computer nodes can increase the
turnaround time of the entire computation; when the number of agent platforms
for an application exceeds a certain limit, the inter-node communication cost
becomes larger than the beneﬁt of distributed computing. Therefore, we plan to
develop algorithms to determine the appropriate number of agent platforms for
a large-scale multi-agent application.
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Appendix X:

Maximal Clique Based Distributed Group Formation
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Abstract. We present a fully distributed algorithm for group or coalition formation among autonomous agents. The algorithm is based on two main ideas. One is a distributed computation of maximal cliques (of up to pre-specified size) in
the underlying graph that captures the interconnection topology of the agents. Hence, given the current configuration of
the agents, the groups that are formed are characterized by a high degree of connectivity, and therefore high fault tolerance with respect to node and link failures. The second idea is that each agent chooses its most preferable coalition based
on how highly the agent values each such coalition in terms of the coalition members’ combined resources or capabilities. Coalitions with sufficient resources for fulfilling particular highly desirable task(s) are preferable to coalitions with
either insufficient resources, or with resources that suffice only for completing less valuable tasks. We envision variants
of our distributed algorithm herein to prove themselves useful coordination subroutines in many massively multi-agent
system applications where the agents may repeatedly need to form temporary groups or coalitions of modest sizes in an
efficient, online and fully distributed manner.
Keywords: distributed algorithms, large-scale multi-agent systems, distributed group formation, agent coalitions

1 Introduction and Motivation
Autonomous agents and multi-agent systems (MAS) [1, 4, 29, 30] are characterized, among other properties, by (i) a
considerable degree of autonomy of individual computing entities or processes (agents) and, at the same time, the fact that
(ii) each agent has a local, that is, in general, incomplete and imperfect “picture of the world”. Since in MAS there is either
no central control, or at best only a limited central control, and the individual agents have to both think and act locally,
genuinely distributed algorithms are needed for the agents to effectively coordinate with one another.
MAS pose a number of challenges to a distributed algorithm designer. Many of the major challenges are related to
various aspects of the agent coordination problem (e.g., [1, 29]). In order to be able to effectively coordinate, agents
need to be able to reach consensus (or agreement) on various matters of common interest. Two particularly prominent
distributed consensus problems are those of leader election (e.g., [8, 22]) and group formation. Group or coalition
formation is an important issue in distributed systems in general [8], and MAS in particular [33]. Given a collection of
communicating agents, the goal in distributed group formation is that these agents, based on their local knowledge only,
decide how to effectively split up into several groups, so that each agent knows which group(s) it belongs to.
There are several critical issues that a MAS designer needs to address in the context of (distributed) group formation.
First, what is the right notion of a group in a given setting? Second, a distributed group formation mechanism - that is,
a distributed algorithm that enables agents to effectively form groups or coalitions - needs to be provided. Third, groups
and each agent’s knowledge about its group membership need to be maintained and, when needed, appropriately updated.
Fourth, are the groups to be allowed to overlap, so that an agent may simultaneously belong to two or more groups? These
and other challenges related to autonomous agents forming coalitions have been extensively studied in the literature on
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multi-agent systems, e.g., [9, 11, 14, 18, 19, 33]. They have also arisen in our own recent and ongoing work on parametric
 
models and a scalable simulation of large scale (
agents) ensembles of autonomous unmanned vehicles on a
multi-task mission [6, 7, 23, 24].
Herein, we restrict our attention to the second issue above. We propose a particular mechanism (distributed algorithm)
for an effective coalition formation that ensembles of autonomous agents can use as one of their basic coordination subroutines. A need for a dynamic, fully distributed, efficient and online group formation may arise due to a number of different
factors, such as the geographical dispersion of the agents, heterogeneity of tasks and their resource requirements, heterogeneity of agents’ capabilities, and so on [24]. While for small- and medium-scale systems of robots or unmanned vehicles
a fully or partially centralized approach to group formation and maintenance may be feasible or even optimal, large scale
    
systems (with the number of agents of orders of magnitude
or higher) appear to necessitate a fully distributed
approach. That is, the agents need to be able to self-organize into coalitions, and quickly reach a consensus on who is
forming a coalition with whom in a fully decentralized manner [25].

2 Group or Coalition Formation in Multi-Agent Systems
Large ensembles of autonomous agents provide an important class of examples where the agents’ capability to coordinate
and, in particular, to self-organize into groups or coalitions, is often of utmost importance for such systems to be able to
accomplish their tasks.
One can distinguish between two general, broad classes of such autonomous agents. One is the class of agents deployed
in the context of distributed problem solving. The agents encountered in distributed problem solving (DPS) typically share
their goal(s). For instance, DPS agents most often have a joint utility function that they all wish to maximize as a team,
without any regard to (or perhaps even a notion of) individual payoffs. This joint utility or, more generally, the goal or set
of goals assigned to DPS agents, is usually provided by their designer. However, it may not be always feasible - or even
possible - that the designer always explicitly specify, for instance, how are the agents to divide-and-conquer their tasks
and resources, how are they to form groups and elect leaders of those groups, etc. Due to scalability, incomplete a priori
knowledge of the environments these agents may encounter, and possibly other considerations, instead of “hard-wiring”
into his DPS agents explicitly how are the agents to be coordinated, the system designer may choose only to enable the
autonomous agents with the basic coordination primitives, and leave to the agents to self-organize and coordinate as the
situation may demand. Hence, in many situations the DPS agents may be required to be able to effectively form groups or
coalitions in a fully distributed manner.
The second basic type of agents, the self-interested agents, are a kind of agents that do not share their goals (and,
indeed, need not share their designer). In contrast to the DPS agents, each self-interested agent has its own agenda (e.g., an
individual utility function it is striving to maximize), and no altruistic incentives to cooperate with other agents. However,
even such self-interested, goal-driven or individual-utility-driven agents, while in essence selfish, may nonetheless still
need to cooperatively coordinate and collaborate with each other in many situations. One class of examples are those
agents (such as, e.g., autonomous unmanned vehicles) that, if they do not coordinate in order to resolve possible conflicts,
they risk mutual annihilation. Another class of examples are the agents with bounded resources: individually, an agent may
lack resources to accomplish any of its desired tasks - yet, if this agent forms a coalition with one or more other agents, the
combined resources and joint effort of all agents in such a coalition may provide utility benefits to everyone involved. An
example are heterogeneous types of agents deployed to a rescue mission in a disaster area: while there is an overarching,
global goal at the system level, each agent typically also has its local, individual notion of task(s) and its own goal(s).
For these reasons, group and coalition formation are of considerable interest for many different kinds of autonomous
agents and multi-agent systems, and, among other, even in those multi-agent systems where the agents do not share a
global utility function, and where each agent generally acts selfishly. In particular, efficient fully distributed algorithms for
effective group formation are needed. Such algorithms should use only a few communication rounds among the agents,
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place a very modest computational burden on each agent, and ensure that a distributed consensus among the agents on who
is forming a group with whom is effectively, reliably and efficiently reached.
We propose herein one such class of distributed algorithms. We describe the generic, distributed group (coalition)
formation algorithm in Section 4 and give the pseudo-code in the Appendix. Variations of this basic max-clique-based
group formation algorithm can be designed to meet the needs of various types of agents, such as, to give some examples,
the following:
- the classical cooperative DPS agents [9, 10, 18, 19];
- different kinds of self-interested, either strictly competing or competing-and-cooperating agents [14, 24] where concepts, paradigms and tools from N-person game theory have found many applications; and, more generally,
- various bounded-resource, imperfect-knowledge agents acting in complex environments (e.g., [24, 30]) that are typically only partially accessible to any agent; such autonomous agents are thus characterized by bounded rationality [20].
We propose herewith a generic distributed group formation algorithm based on the idea that, in peer-to-peer (in particular, leaderless) MAS, an agent (node) would prefer to form a group with those agents that it can communicate with
directly, and, moreover, where every member of such a potential group can communicate with any other member directly.
That is, the preferable groups (coalitions) are actually (maximal) cliques. It is well-known that finding a maximal clique in
an arbitrary graph is NP-complete in the centralized setting [3, 5]. This implies the computational hardness that, in general,
each node faces when trying to determine maximal clique(s) it belongs to. However, if the degree of a node (that is, its
number of neighbors in the graph) is small, in particular, if it is
, then finding all maximal cliques this node belongs to
is computationally feasible. If one cannot guarantee that, or a priori does not know if, all the nodes in a given underlying
MAS interconnection topology are of small degree, then one has to impose additional constraints in order to ensure that the
agents are not attempting to solve an infeasible problem. In particular, we shall additionally require herein that the possible
coalitions to be formed, be of up to a certain pre-specified maximum size.
One may ask, why would this, maximal-clique based approach be promising for the very large scale (or massive) multiagent systems (MMAS) that may contain ensembles of anywhere from thousands to millions of agents? The underlying
graph (network topology) of such MMAS is bound to be very large, thus, one may argue, rendering even many typically
efficient (i.e., polynomial-time in the number of agents) algorithms obsolete due to their prohibitive cost, let alone allowing
distributed coordination strategies that are based on the graph theoretic algorithms that are themselves, in the classical,
centralized setting, NP-complete in general. However, there is one critical observation that saves the day of the approach
that we propose herewith: even if the underlying graph of an MMAS is indeed very large (possibly millions of nodes), in
many important applications this graph will also tend to be very sparse. That is, a typical, average node (agent) will tend to
have only a handful, and almost certainly only
neighbors. Therefore, a distributed algorithm where agents act, reason
and communicate strictly locally, where no flooding of the network is ever performed (or needed), and where each node
needs to store and work with only the data pertaining to its near-by nodes, can still be designed to be sufficiently efficient.
Some examples of the engineering, socio-technical and socio-economic systems and infrastructures that can be modeled
as MMAS and that are also characterized by the aforementioned sparseness of the underlying network topology, include
the following:

 

 

  

 

(i) Large-scale (
) ensembles of micro-UAVs (or other similar autonomous unmanned vehicles) deployed, for
example, in a surveillance or a search-and-rescue mission over a sizable geographic area. Unlike the scenarios where dozens
of macro UAVs are employed, where a centralized control and/or one human operator per UAV are affordable and perhaps
the most efficient and robust way of deployment, in a very large-scale system of UAVs no central control is feasible or even
possible, and the run-time human intervention is either minimal or nonexistent. Such micro-UAV ensembles, therefore,
need to be able to coordinate, self-organize, and self-adapt to the changing environments in a truly decentralized, dynamic
and autonomous manner. For more on design and simulation challenges of such large-scale ensembles of (micro-)UAVs,
see, e.g., [6, 23, 24].
(ii) Smart sensor networks that include anywhere from thousands to millions of tiny sensors, each of which often of
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only a few millimeters in size, and of a rather limited computational and communication power. In particular, the RAM

memory of such sensors is currently typically of the order of Kilobytes, the flash memory range is about
, the
   
Kilobits/second, and a typical battery life span is anywhere from a few hours
communication bandwidth is
up to a week. Such smart sensors usually communicate via essentially local broadcasts with very limited ranges. The
main “communication mode” of the agents in our algorithm in Section 4 will be precisely the local broadcasts. Also,
due to small memory capacities and low power consumption requirements, smart sensors, in order to be effective, have to
simultaneously minimize both the amount of local processing, and how much (and how often) they communicate messages
to other sensors. Sensor networks, although on a much smaller scale, have already been used as an example to which
dynamic distributed constraint satisfaction/optimization formalisms can be fruitfully applied [10].
(iii) Various social networks, and, in particular, various variants of ’small-world’ networks where, in addition to strictly
local connectivity in the communication network topology, a relatively few long-range connections are randomly added
[27, 28]. A typical node in such a network will have only a handful of neighbors it can directly communicate with, and,
moreover, most or nearly all of these neighbors in the network will also tend to be the neighbors in the usual, physical
proximity sense.
(iv) Various socio-technical infrastructures, such as, e.g., traffic and transportation systems, power grids, etc. For a
simple concrete example, consider a car driver (an autonomous agent) participating in the traffic in a large city. While there
may be millions of such drivers on the road at the same time, the decision-making of a driver-agent is based, for the most
part  , on a few properties of its local environment, i.e., the actions of near-by agents; likewise, his own actions will usually
directly affect only a handful of other agents in the system (e.g., the driver right behind him, or the pedestrian trying to cross
the street right ahead of him). Thus, when modeling and simulating such an infrastructure with an appropriate large-scale
network and a MMAS, the underlying network, while of a very large size, will be in general fairly sparse, and a typical
node adjacent to (meaning, in this context, capable of directly affecting and/or perceiving) only a small number of other
nodes. An ambitious project on realistic, large-scale modeling and simulation of infrastructures such as city traffic systems,
called TRANSIMS, is described at [26] and in the documents found therein.
We now return to the dynamic, distributed group or coalition formation in massively multi-agent systems, and the
mathematical formalisms and algorithmic solutions proposed for this challenging problem. A variety of coalition formation
mechanisms have been proposed in the MAS literature both in the context of DPS agents that are all sharing the same goal
(as, e.g., in [19]) and in the context of self-interested agents where each agent has its own individual agenda (as, e.g., in
[18, 33]). In particular, the problem of distributed task or resource allocation, and how is this task allocation coupled to
what coalition structures are (most) desirable in a given scenario [9, 19], are also of central importance in our own work
on a concrete MAS application with a particular type of robotic agents, namely, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), that are
residing and acting in bounded resource multi-task environments [6, 23, 24].
Another body of MAS literature highly relevant to our central problem herein, namely distributed coalition formation and task and/or resource allocation, casts the distributed resource allocation problems into the distributed constraint
satisfaction and/or optimization (DCS/DCO) terms [9, 10, 11].
Of the particular relevance to our work herein and other possible extensions of the original maximal clique based group
formation algorithm presented in [25] are references [19] and [10]. While Modi et al. in [10] offer the most complete
formalization of various distributed resource and/or task allocation problems and general mappings to appropriate types or
subclasses of (dynamic) distributed constraint problems, two characteristics of their approach make it unsuitable for a direct
application to our modeling framework of massively multi-agent systems in general (see, e.g., [24]), and the application
domains we had in mind when devising the algorithm presented herein, in particular.
One, the agents in [10] are strictly cooperative, share the same goals, and have no notion of individual utilities or
preferences. While we have studied cooperative MAS in [24] and elsewhere, as well, one of our main assumptions is that,


There are exceptions of course; for instance, when an imminently approaching tornado is announced on the radio.
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due to a large scale of the system and a high dynamism and unpredictability of the changes in the environment and the goals,
no shared or global knowledge of the environment or the goals is maintained, and, in particular, each agent has its own
individual preferences over the possible (local) states of the world. The collaboration is then achieved through “encoding”
incentives into the individual agents’ individual behavior functions [23], and thus using the incentive engineering approach
[2] to enable the agents to cooperatively coordinate even though each agent is, strictly speaking, self-interested.
Two, we address the issue of which agents will select which tasks to serve [23, 24], or, as in this paper, which groups of
agents will form in order to serve some particular set of tasks. To that end, what is critical is an agent’s or agent coalition’s
capabilities for serving the desired task(s). Each agent possesses a tuple of capabilities or available resources; likewise, each
task has a tuple of resource requirements. An agent coalition can serve a particular task if and only if each component (i.e.,
individual capability or resource) of its joint tuple of capabilities is greater than or equal to the corresponding requirement
vector entry of that task. An agent can only belong to one coalition at a time, and work with its fellow coalition members on
one task at a time. Thus, while the agent operations in [10] are mutually exclusive with respect to time (an agent can only
execute a single operation at any time), our agent capabilities are mutually exclusive with respect to space or, equivalently,
task allocation. Clearly, a complete model of resource and task allocation in MMAS should incorporate both aspects.
Since we are presently only interested in coalition formation for the purpose of coalition-to-task mapping, but we are not
concerned herein with how are then these agent coalitions exactly going to perform the tasks they have been mapped to,
our framework as described in [24] and outlined herein suffices for the current purposes.
The importance of DCS in MAS in general is discussed, e.g., in [32]. However, further discussion of DCS based
approaches to distributed resource or task allocation and coalition formation is beyond the scope of this paper.

3 Problem Statement and Main Assumptions
The main purpose of this work is a generic, fully distributed, scalable and efficient algorithm for ensembles of autonomous
agents to use as a subroutine - that is, as a part of their coordination strategy - with a purpose of efficiently forming
temporary groups or coalitions.

The proposed algorithm is a graph algorithm. The underlying undirected graph captures the communication (ad hoc)
network topology among the agents, as follows. Each agent is a node in the graph. As for the edges, the necessary requirement for an edge between two nodes to exist is that the two nodes be able to directly communicate with one another at

the time our distributed group formation subroutine is called. That is, an unordered pair of nodes 
is an edge of the



underlying graph if and only if  can communicate messages to , or
can communicate messages to  , or both. .
The basic idea is to efficiently partition this graph into (preferably, maximal) cliques of nodes. These maximal cliques
would usually also need to satisfy some additional criteria in order to form temporary coalitions of desired quality. These
coalitions are then maintained until they are no longer useful or meaningful. For instance, the coalitions should be transformed (or else simply dissolved) when the interconnection topology of the underlying graph considerably changes, either
due to the agents’ mobility, or because many old links have died out and perhaps many new, different links have formed,


For simplicity, we assume the graph is undirected, even though the communication from one node to another is clearly directional,
and the communication links need not be symmetric. However, since the nodes eventually need to reach a mutual consensus, which
requires that all members of a coalition agree to the same coalition and notify all other coalition members of the agreement, the
assumption about the edge (non-)directionality is inconsequential, in a sense that only those coalitions that indeed are cliques in the
 corresponding directed graph will ever be agreed upon by the agents.
We point out that this definition of the graph edges can be made tighter by imposing additional requirements, such as, e.g., that the
two agents (that is, graph nodes), if they are to be connected by an edge, also need to be compatible, for instance, in terms of their
capabilities, that they each provide some resource(s) that the other agent needs, and/or the like.
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and the like. Another possible reason to abandon the existing coalition structure is when the agents determine that the coalitions have accomplished the set of tasks that these coalitions were formed to address. Thus, in an actual MAS application,
the proposed group formation algorithm may need to be invoked a number of times as a coordination subroutine.
We assume that each agent has a locally accurate (see, e.g., discussion in [24]) picture of (i) who are its neighboring
agents, and (ii) what are the near-by tasks and, in particular, what are these tasks’ resource requirements. Each agent is
equipped with a tuple of its internal resources, or capabilities [19]. Each task requires certain amount of each of the
individual resources in this tuple in order to be serviced. A single agent, or a coalition of two or more agents, can serve a
particular task if and only if their joint capabilities suffice with respect to the task’s resource consumption requirements.
That is, the sum of each component of the capability vector taken over all the agents in the coalition has to be greater than,
or equal to, the corresponding component of the task’s resource consumption vector.
Our distributed max-clique based group formation algorithm is sketched in the next section. For this algorithm to be
applicable, the following basic assumptions need to hold:
- Agents communicate with one another by exchanging messages either via local broadcasts, or in a peer-to-peer
fashion.
- Communication bandwidth availability is assumed not to be an issue.
- Each agent has a sufficient local memory for storing all the information received from other agents.
- Communication is reliable during the group formation, in the following sense: if an agent,  , sends a message to


another agent (either via a local broadcast where it is assumed that is within the communication range of  , or in a

direct, peer-to-peer manner), either agent gets exactly the same message that  has sent, or else the communication link

has completely failed and so does not receive anything from  at all. In particular, we assume no scrambled or otherwise
modified messages are ever received by any receiving agent. Also, once the groups are formed, the above assumption on

communication reliability need no longer hold .
- Each agent has (or else can efficiently obtain) a reliable knowledge of which other agents are within its communication
range.
- Each agent, i.e., each network node, has a unique global identifier, ’UID’, and the agent knows its UID.
- There is a total ordering, , on the set of UIDs, and each agent knows this ordering .
- Each agent uses time-outs in order to place an upper bound on for how long it may be waiting to hear from any other

agent. If agent  has sent a message (e.g., a coalition proposal - see Section 4 ) to agent , and the latter is not responding



at all, there are three possibilities: (i) agent has failed; (ii) communication link from to  has failed; or (iii) while
is in  ’s communication range, vice versa actually does not hold (but  may not know it).
- The veracity assumption holds, i.e., an agent can trust the information about tasks, capabilities, etc. it receives from
other agents.


To summarize, when agent  sends a message to , then either receives exactly what  had sent, or nothing at


all - and, moreover, if has received the message, knows that  is telling the truth about its neighbors, capabilities,
commitments and preferences in it (see Appendix).
On the other hand, an agent need not a priori know the UIDs of any of the other agents, or, indeed, how many other
agents are present in the system at any time.
In addition to its globally unique identifier UID, which we assume is a positive integer, and the vector of capabilities,
each agent has two local flags that it uses in communication with other agents. One of the flags is the binary “decision flag”,


 , and
which indicates whether or not this agent has already joined some group (coalition). Namely,     

the value of this flag is as long as the agent still has not irrevocably committed to what coalition it is joining. The second
flag is the “choice flag”, which is used to indicate to other agents, how “happy” the agent is with its current tentative choice


As this requirement is still restrictive, and considerably limits the robustness of our algorithm, we will try to relax this assumption
in our future work, and enable the agents to effectively form groups even in the presence of some limited amount of communication
noise during the group formation process.
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or proposal of the group to be formed. That is, the choice flag indicates the level of an agent’s urgency that its proposal for
a particular coalition to be formed be accepted by the neighbors to whom this proposal is being sent. For more details, we
refer the reader to Appendix and reference [25].

4 An Outline of Max-Clique-Based Distributed Group Formation for Task Allocation
Now that the assumptions have been stated and the notation has been introduced, we outline our distributed maximal clique
based coalition formation algorithm. We describe in some detail how the algorithm works below; the pseudo-code is given
in Appendix.
The proposed distributed group or coalition formation algorithm is based on two main ideas. One idea, familiar from
the literature (see, e.g., [19] and references therein), is to formulate a distributed task and/or resource allocation problem
as a (distributed) set covering problem, (D)SC, in those scenarios where group overlaps are allowed, or a (distributed)
set partitioning problem, (D)SP, when no group overlaps are allowed. Two (or more) groups overlap if there exists an
element that belongs to both (all) of them. It is well-known that decision versions of the classical, centralized versions of
the SC and SP problems are NP-complete [5]. Hence, we need efficient (distributed) heuristics so that the agents can
effectively deploy DSC- or DSP-based strategies for coalition formation. Fortunately, some such efficient heuristics are
already readily available [19].
The second main idea is to ensure that the formed groups of agents meet the robustness and fault tolerance criteria,
which are particularly important in applications where there is a high probability of node and/or communication link
failures. Indeed, we were primarily motivated by such applications when designing the algorithm proposed herewith (see
[23, 24]). The most robust groups of agents of a particular size are those that correspond to cliques in the underlying
interconnection topology of the agents’ communication network. Moreover, the larger such a clique, the more robust the
group of agents in the clique with respect to the node and/or link failures. Hence, appropriate maximal cliques need to
be formed in a distributed fashion. However, the Maximal Clique problem is also well-known to be NP-hard [3, 5]. This
hardness stems from the fact that an agent, in the general case (arbitrary underlying graph), may need to test for “cliqueness”
exponentially many candidate subsets that it belongs to. However, in graphs where the maximum degree of each node is
  , where  is a constant and  is the total number of nodes in the graph, the number of subsets that each
bounded by 
, i.e., polynomial in the total number of nodes,
node belongs to, and therefore the number of candidate cliques, is 
 . In particular, in sufficiently sparse graphs, where the node degrees are bounded by some (small) constant,
,
the size of any maximal clique cannot exceed . In such situations, since  is presumably still sufficiently small, finding
maximal cliques becomes both theoretically feasible (i.e., solvable in the time polynomial in the number of agents) and
practically computable in the online, real-time scenarios that are of main interest in MMAS applications  .
We approach distributed coalition or group formation for task allocation as follows. The “candidate coalitions” are
going to be required (whenever possible) to be cliques of modest sizes. That is, the system designer, based on the application
at hand and the available system resources (local computational capabilities of each agent, bandwidth of agent-to-agent
communication links, etc.), a priori chooses a threshold, , such that only coalitions of sizes up to
are considered.
Agents themselves subsequently form groups in a fully distributed and online manner, as follows. Each agent (i) first
learns of who are its neighbors, then (ii) determines appropriate candidate coalitions, that the agent hopes are (preferably
maximal, but certainly of size bounded by ) cliques that it belongs to, then (iii) evaluates the utility value of each such
candidate coalition, measured in terms of the joint resources of all the potential coalition members, then (iv) chooses the
most desirable (highest utility value to the agent) candidate coalition, and, finally, (v) sends this choice to all its neighbors.







 

We remark that there are also other important and frequently encountered in practice special cases, in terms of the structural properties
of the underlying graphs, where the Maximal Clique problem turns out to be computationally feasible. In particular, the sharp uniform
upper bound on all node degrees is sufficient, but not necessary, for the computational feasibility of the Max Clique problem.
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This basic procedure is then repeated (see the WHILE loop in the pseudo-code in Appendix), together with all agents
updating their knowledge of (a) what are the preferred coalitions of their neighbors, and (b) what coalitions have already
been formed.
We remark that any candidate coalition, that is, a subset of the set of all neighbors of an agent, such that the agent
currently considers this subset to be a possible choice of the coalition this agent would like to form, need not be a clique,
let alone a maximal clique. Indeed, based on its strictly local knowledge (the basic information it has received, and keeps
receiving, from its nearest neighbors), the agent in general does not know which of its candidate coalitions are cliques, if
any. However, only those candidate coalitions that indeed are cliques will ever be agreed upon by the participating agents,
and therefore possibly become the actual (as opposed to merely potential) coalitions. This observation justifies the name
of our algorithm. Moreover, in case of the candidate coalitions of fewer than elements (see Appendix) that actually end
up being agreed upon by the agents, and therefore becoming the actual coalitions, it can be proved that these groups
of nodes actually do form maximal cliques in a sense that these cliques can be possibly made larger in only two ways:
by adding the nodes so that the threshold is exceeded, and/or by taking away the nodes that already belong to another,
equally good or better, coalition.
The algorithm proceeds in five major stages. The only assumption about synchrony among different nodes is that

no node begins stage
before all the nodes have completed stage (for 
     ) . Within each stage,
however, every node (agent) does its local computations, as well as communication (local broadcasts) independently, i.e.,
asynchronously and in parallel with respect to other agents. We do assume that no node failures take place during the group
formation; communication links, on the other hand, are allowed to fail - but the tacit assumption is that there won’t be too
many such link failures, so that non-trivial clique-like groups can be formed.



   

The five stages of the algorithm, and a brief description of each stage, follow:
Stage 1:

Set 
.
Each node (in parallel) broadcasts a tuple to all its immediate neighbors. The entries in this tuple are (i) the node’s UID,
(ii) the node’s list of (immediate) neighbors, L(i), (iii) the value of the choice flag, and (iv) the value of the decision flag.





WHILE (not every agent has joined a group yet) DO
Stage 2:
Each node (in parallel) computes the overlaps of its neighborhood list with the neighborhood lists that it has received from
its neighbors,  
. Repetitions (if any) among this neighborhood list intersections are deleted. The

remaining intersections are ordered with respect to the list size (the ties, if any, are broken arbitrarily), and a new (ordered)
collection of these intersection lists (heretofore referred to simply as ’lists’) is then formed.

    
      

 

If 
then:

Each node looks for information from its neighbors, whether they have joined a group “for good” during the previous
round. Those neighbors that have (i.e., whose decision-flag
), are deleted from the neighborhood list  ; the
intersection lists  
are also updated accordingly, and those  
for which
is deleted from the neighborhood
list  are also deleted.

 

   


  

 



  

   

   !

Stage 3:
Each remaining node (in parallel) picks one of the most preferable lists
  ; let

 
  . If
the group or coalition size is the main criterion, then this means, that one of the lists of maximal length is chosen. If the
combined capabilities of each tentative coalition for servicing various tasks is the main criterion, then each agent evaluates
or estimates the coalition value with respect to its (possibly imperfect, and generally local) knowledge of the existing tasks
and their demands in terms of resources or capabilities. To evaluate these coalition values of what are as of yet only tentative

"

We do hope to relax this assumption in future refinements of the current version of the algorithm.
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coalitions, the agent needs to obtain information about other, near-by agents’ capabilities. The agent then orders possible
future coalitions based on these estimated coalition values, and picks as its current coalition proposal one of the possible
coalitions with the highest coalition value. Since the assumption is that the capability vector of each agent has all entries
nonnegative, this monotonicity property ensures that no proper subset of a candidate max clique coalition is ever chosen except in the cases when the clique size exceeds the pre-specified threshold, .
Irrespective of the exact criteria for the coalition quality, once the agent has partially ordered all candidate coalitions
whose sizes do not exceed the upper bound , it picks the best (or, in case of a tie, one of the best) coalition(s) with
respect to those criteria. Then, the value of the choice flag is set, based on whether the agent has other choices of candidate
coalitions that are as preferable as the current choice, and, if not, whether there are any other still available (nontrivial)
choices at all.
Stage 4:
Each node (in parallel) sends its tuple with its UID, the tentatively chosen list
value of the decision flag, to all its neighbors.

 

   , the value of the choice flag, and the

  

Stage 5:
 with lists
Each node  (in parallel) compares its chosen list
received from its neighbors. If a clique that
includes the node  exists, and all members of this clique have selected it at this stage as their current group or coalition
 ), this will be efficiently recognized by the nodes forming this clique.
of choice (that is, if 
for all 

 is set to 1, a group is formed, and this information is broadcast by each node
The decision flag of each node
in the newly formed group to all of its neighbors. Else, if no such agreement is reached, then agent  , based on its UID
and priority, and its current value of the choice flag, either does nothing, or else changes its mind about its current group

of choice,  . The latter scenario is possible only if choice
, meaning that there are other choices of potential
coalitions  that have not been tried out yet that are still available to agent  .

   
  

  

  

  



END DO







      ; 




!




If
then, at Stage 2, each node looks for the information from its neighbors to find out if any of them have
joined a group in the previous round. For those nodes that have (i.e., whose decision flag  
), each node neighboring
any such already committed node deletes this committed node from its neighborhood list  , updates all  
that

remain, and selects its choice of  based on the updated collection of group choices
 

 . That is,
now all those nodes that have already made their commitments and formed groups are not “in the game” any more, and are
therefore deleted from all remaining agents’ neighborhood lists as well as the tentative choices of coalitions. (Of course,
the only coalition a committed agent is not deleted from at this stage is the coalition that this agent has just joined).

  
    
    

 

It can be readily shown that, once all agents exit the WHILE loop (that is, a repeated execution of the Stages 2-5), each
thereby formed group is, indeed, a clique. Moreover, those agent coalitions whose sizes do not exceed the pre-specified
threshold, , are also maximal in a sense that, given such a coalition , no agent(s) outside of this coalition can be added
to it, so that (i) each of the new agents is already adjacent in the communication topology to all the “old” coalition members
of , (ii) if more than one new agent is added, then all the added agents are also pairwise neighbors to each other, (iii) the
newly added agent(s) did not already belong to a coalition (or coalitions) at least as good as , and (iv) the new size of the
augmented coalition is still at most .
However, it is easy to construct examples of underlying graphs and particular “legal” runs of the algorithm (cf. in terms
of the “tie-breaking” when an agent has two or more equally preferred choices to choose from) such that, once every node
joins a coalition and the algorithm terminates, several agents end up in trivial coalitions, such as, e.g., groups of size 1 or
2. It is therefore reasonable, in most applications, to introduce an (optional) Stage 6 of the algorithm, where these small
- and therefore potentially not sufficiently robust, or useful - coalitions, whenever possible, are merged together. That is,
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if some two small coalitions are adjacent to each other , they can be merged together. Obviously, the connectivity of such
coalitions, and therefore their tolerance to communication link failures, is in general going to be lower than that of those
coalitions that are genuine cliques.
How are the non-clique coalitions to be formed, i.e., what criteria are to be used for merging together small groups into
larger ones, critically depends on the nature of the underlying application and the designer’s priorities when it comes to the
agent coalitions’ desired properties. Further discussion of this important issue, however, is beyond our current scope.
There are some more details in the algorithm that we leave out for the space constraint reasons. One important technicality is that, in order to ensure that the algorithm avoids to cycle in every possible scenario, once an agent changes its
mind about the preferred coalition  , it is not allowed through the remaining rounds of the algorithm to go back to its
old choice(s). Once no other choices are left, this particular agent sticks to its current (and the only remaining) choice, and
waits for other agents to converge to their choices. It can be shown that this ensures ultimate convergence to a coalition
structure that all agents agree to. That is, under the assumptions stated in the previous section, the agents will reach consensus on the coalition structure after a finite number of rounds inside the WHILE loop (see also Appendix). Moreover, if
the maximum size of any  is a (small) constant, then the convergence is fast.

 

 

5 Analysis and Discussion
We have outlined a fully distributed algorithm for group or coalition formation based on maximal cliques, combined with
the set partition based distributed task allocation. This algorithm will be feasible when the underlying graph is relatively
sparse, and, in particular, when the sizes of all maximal cliques are bounded by 
   for some small (i.e., close to 1)
constant  and the number of agents  . For  very large, the proposed algorithm will be highly efficient if the maximal
node degree in the underlying graph is bounded by a constant
of a modest size. When this is not the case (or
when it cannot be guaranteed to always hold), appropriate restrictions can be imposed “from the outside” to ensure that the
algorithm (i) converges, and (ii) is of a feasible computational complexity. Also, the coalition value for each sufficiently
small subset of the set of all agents has to be efficiently computable by each agent involved.
Once the groups are formed, these groups will be tight (as everyone in the group can communicate with everyone else),
and, in nontrivial cases, therefore as robust as possible for a given number of group members with respect to either node or
link failures. This is a highly desirable property involving coalitions or teams of agents operating in environments where
both the agent failures and the agent-to-agent communication link failures can be expected. One example of such MAS
application domain, and in particular coordination strategies in this domain, are studied in [6, 7, 23, 24].
The proposed algorithm can be used as a subroutine in many multi-agent system scenarios where, at various points in
time, the system needs to reconfigure itself, and the agents need to form new coalitions, or transform the existing ones, in
a fully distributed manner, where each agent would join an appropriate (new) coalition because the agent finds this to be
in its individual best interest, and where it is important for agents to agree efficiently on what coalitions are to be formed,
rather than spending precious resources on complex negotiation protocols.
It is important, however, to point out that, in case of the self-interested agents, some form of negotiation among the
agents is typically unavoidable, irrespective of the particular mechanism employed for the purposes of generating a desired
coalition structure. In particular, self-interested agents that would use a variant of our algorithm presented in the previous
section, would still need to negotiate, at the very least, on how are the spoils to be divided up among them. According to
T. Sandholm in Chapter 5 of [29], a complete coalition formation process is made of three stages: (i) coalition structure
generation, (ii) optimization within each coalition, and (iii) payoff (or utility) distribution; see also [17]. In case of the
DPS agents, stages (i) and (ii) generally suffice, but when the agents have their individual preferences over the states of
the world in general, and the desirability of different coalitions and tasks in particular, addressing (iii) is necessary for a
coalition formation strategy to be complete and effective.



 

That is, if there exist node  in the first coalition and node  in the second such that  and  are adjacent in the underlying graph.
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We also notice that, in our approach, the stages (i) and (ii) are not separated from each other (so that forming coalitions
causally and temporally precedes the agents within each coalition then attempting to solve an appropriate optimization
problem), but, instead, (i) and (ii) are intertwined. That is, the desired coalition structure emerges as a result of the agents
solving simultaneously a coordination and a distributed constraint optimization problem. We briefly outline our view on
why, in many MAS applications, stages (i) and (ii) in Sandholm’s classification scheme need not be separated as in [17].
Since in most MAS situations coordination (herein, reduced to forming groups or coalitions) is not a goal in itself, but,
rather, a capability needed for, or an effective approach to, solving an underlying optimization problem, such as (distributed)
resource or task allocation, the good ways to coordinate are those that enable the agents to effectively solve the underlying
optimization problem. Thus the “goodness” of particular coalitions and the overall coalition structure (stage (i)), often
cannot be separated from “optimization within each coalition” (stage (ii)): to optimize well precisely means to form good
coalitions with respect to the properties of the agents’ tasks and resources.
An important game-theoretic consideration in the context of coalition formation in N-person games [13] is that of
the nature of the environment, and, in particular, whether the environment is super-additive, sub-additive, or neither.
The nature of the environment and its implications in the MAS context were formalized and discussed, e.g., in [17, 18].
Initially, in designing the maximal clique group formation algorithm [25], we have tacitly assumed locally super-additive
environments, that is, super-additivity subject to the constraints stemming from the communication network topology that
restricts which agents can communicate to each other directly (as opposed to via multiple hops). Local or constrained superadditivity still holds when the coalition quality is measured with respect to the joint capabilities of the coalition members,
as long as either a “single shot” coalition-to-task mapping is performed, or, alternatively, if each agent’s resources or
capabilities are renewable after each task (or round of tasks) is completed. Hence, in this context, insofar as the coalitionto-task mapping is concerned, all that matters is that the total resources of agents in the coalition exceed the resource
requirements of the desired task - but by how much is not considered relevant. Once the agent resources are depleteable,
and an agent is expected to participate in completing several tasks (with each agent or coalition still restricted to being
able to work on only one task at a time), on the other hand, these agents would be interested in long-term planning, in
computing the marginal utility of servicing each task [16], etc. These considerations, however, are beyond our current
scope. For our purposes herein, without further ado, the environments are assumed locally super-additive in the sense
outlined above. Once the issue of how is the payoff for servicing the tasks to be distributed among the respective coalition
members is brought to the picture (stage (iii) in Sandholm’s classification), even the local (or constrained) super-additivity
assumption, in general, becomes hard to justify. However, as already mentioned, in the present work we intentionally avoid
addressing the issue of the payment disbursements altogether.
Last but not least, we emphasize that our algorithm as a coordination subroutine in MAS can be expected to be useful
only when the time scale of significant changes in the inter-agent communication topology is much coarser than the time
scale for the coalitions of agents, first, to form according to the algorithm, and, second, once formed, to accomplish
something useful in terms of the agents’ ultimate goals (see, e.g., [24, 25]).

6 Summary
We have proposed herewith a generic algorithm for distributed group formation based on (maximal) cliques of modest
sizes. We find this algorithm, or its appropriately fine-tuned variants, to be a potentially very useful subroutine in many
multi-agent system applications, where the interconnection topology of the agents often changes so that the system needs to
dynamically reconfigure itself repeatedly, yet where these topology changes are at a time scale that allows agents to (i) form
their coalitions, and (ii) do something useful while participating in such coalitions, before the underlying communication
topology of the system changes so much as to render the formed coalitions either obsolete or ineffective.
As for the future work, we plan a detailed comparative analysis of the approach presented herein on one, and the wellknown coalition formation approaches known from the MAS literature, on the other hand. In particular, we would like to
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compare and contrast the purely P2P, genuinely “democratic” approaches to multi-agent coordination, where all agents are
made equal (except possibly for the different capability vectors), with the asymmetric, less democratic and more leaderbased coordination approaches (such as, e.g., various automated dynamic auctions). Intuitively, the genuinely leaderless
mechanisms for coalition formation, such as our maximal clique based approach, are less prone to “bottlenecks” and single
points of failure than the coordination strategies where certain agents are given (even if only temporarily) special roles or
“leader” status. However, this intuition needs to be both further theoretically investigated and experimentally tested and
validated via appropriate comparative simulations and performance measurements.
One possible “testing ground” for determining the practical usefulness of our approach to multi-agent coordination,
and its comparative (dis)advantages with respect to other approaches known from the literature, is the scalable simulation
of bounded-resource autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) on a complex multi-task mission, developed at Open
Systems Laboratory (OSL); see http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/ for more details. Our short-term plans, therefore, include implementation and testing of appropriately fine-tuned variants of the algorithm presented herein in the context of the OSL’s
large-scale UAV simulation.
Acknowledgment: Many thanks to Myeong-wuk Jang, Nirman Kumar and Reza Ziaei (all of Open Systems Laboratory,
UIUC) for many useful discussions. This work was supported in part by the DARPA IPTO TASK Program under the
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7 Appendix:
Pseudo-Code for Max-Clique-Based Distributed Group Formation for MAS Task Allocation
Notation:

  )
the  -th agent (node) in the system (say, 


the  -th node’s UID
the list of neighbors of node 
 



 
 )
the extended neighborhood list (i.e., 

 

the group of choice of node  at the current stage (i.e., one of the

    
the choice flag of node 
 
the decision flag of node 

  

  
     
  
  


 

  

 

   ’s)

Remark: For simplicity, clarity and space limitations, we focus on distributed computation of cliques, and consensus
reaching on what clique-like coalitions are to be formed. We therefore assume that there is a highly efficient, readily
available subroutine for each agent to evaluate (or estimate) the utility value of each potential coalition. This subroutine is
called independently by each agent inside of Stage 3 below.
Max Clique-based Distributed Coalition Formation Algorithm:
Stage 1:

DOALL 
(in parallel, i.e., each node  carries the steps below locally)


send
to each of your neighbors
      
  
END DOALL

      



!

!

WHILE (not all agents have joined a group) DO
Stages 2-5 are repeated until consensus on the coalition structure is reached
Stage 2:
DOALL 

FOR all    DO
check if  
if  
then delete from      and  

  
END DO
end of FOR loop
FOR all    DO
FOR all remaining (undeleted) indices 

 

compute
END DO
end of FOR loop
END DOALL



  

     !

 !
  
 
  

       !  


Stage 3:
DOALL 
FOR all 
compute
END DO
pick   

#





  

   
 !

   




    ! of each candidate coalition    
    such that       !        ! (subject to !     ! "
      ;

DO
utility value  

)

We
$ %'&(*require
)+,-$/.10 throughout, that all groups to be considered, that is, all “candidate coalitions”, be of appropriately bounded size,
.
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if (there is more than one such choice of max. utility value) then
;
set     
else (if there are other choices    but only of strictly smaller utility value)
set    
;
else (if node  has no alternatives left for a non-trivial coalition that would include  )

set    
;
END DOALL





  





Stage 4:
DOALL 


send
   
END DOALL

      

    



!

Stage 5:
DOALL 

compare  with
received from one’s neighbors    ;



if (there exists a clique        such that


then set 
(an
agreement
has
been
reached);


        and  
broadcast group
to all neighbors


send
  
     
else (based on UID  and the priority as defined by the relation
)
either DO NOTHING
       

or change your mind: 
(from the list of candidate groups that are still available)
END DOALL
  

END DO

 
  

 

 
     




 !

 



  



   

   
 
 


  

!

This article was processed using the LATEX macro package with LLNCS style
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Abstract
Ordinary software engineers and programmers can easily understand regular patterns, as shown by the immense interest in and the success of scripting languages
like Perl, based essentially on regular expression pattern matching. We believe that
regular expressions provide an elegant and powerful specification language also for
monitoring requirements, because an execution trace of a program is in fact a string
of states. Extended regular expressions (EREs) add complementation to regular
expressions, which brings additional benefits by allowing one to specify patterns
that must not occur during an execution. Complementation gives one the power to
express patterns on strings more compactly. In this paper we present a technique
to generate optimal monitors from EREs. Our monitors are deterministic finite
automata (DFA) and our novel contribution is to generate them using a modern
coalgebraic technique called coinduction. Based on experiments with our implementation, which can be publicly tested and used over the web, we believe that our
technique is more efficient than the simplistic method based on complementation of
automata which can quickly lead to a highly-exponential state explosion.
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1

Introduction

Regular expressions can express patterns in strings in a compact way. They
proved very useful in practice; many programming/scripting languages like
Perl, Python, Tcl/Tk support regular expressions as core features. Because
of their power to express a rich class of patterns, regular expressions, are used
not only in computer science but also in various other fields, such as molecular
biology [18]. All these applications boast of very efficient implementation of
regular expression pattern matching and/or membership algorithms. Moreover, it has been found that compactness of regular expressions can be increased non-elementarily by adding complementation (¬R) to the usual union
(R1 + R2 ), concatenation (R1 · R2 ), and repetition (R∗ ) operators of regular
expressions. These are known as extended regular expressions (EREs) and
they proved very intuitive and succinct in expressing regular patterns.
Recent trends have shown that the software analysis community is inclining towards scalable techniques for software verification. Works in [12] merged
temporal logics with testing, thereby getting the benefits of both worlds. The
Temporal Rover tool (TR) and its follower DB Rover [5] are already commercial. In these tools the Java code is instrumented automatically so that it
can check the satisfaction of temporal logic properties at runtime. The MaC
tool [17,22] has been developed to monitor safety properties in interval past
time temporal logics. In [24,25], various algorithms to generate testing automata from temporal logic formulae, are described. Java PathExplorer [10]
is a runtime verification environment currently under development at NASA
Ames. The Java MultiPathExplorer tool [29] proposes a technique to monitor all equivalent traces that can be extracted from a given execution, thus
increasing the coverage of monitoring. [7,11] present efficient algorithms for
monitoring future time temporal logic formulae, while [13] gives a technique
to synthesize efficient monitors from past time temporal formulae. [27] uses
rewriting to perform runtime monitoring of EREs.
An interesting aspect of EREs is that they can express safety properties
compactly, like those encountered in testing and monitoring. By generating automata from logical formulae, several of the works above show that
the safety properties expressed by different variants of temporal logics are
subclasses of regular languages. The converse is not true, because there are
regular patterns which cannot be expressed using temporal logics, most notoriously those related to counting; e.g., the regular expression (0 · (0 + 1))∗
saying that every other letter is 0 does not admit an equivalent temporal logic
formula. Additionally, EREs tend to be often very natural and intuitive in
expressing requirements. For example, let us try to capture the safety property “it should not be the case that in any trace of a traffic light we see green
and then immediately red at any point”. The natural and intuitive way to
express it in ERE is ¬((¬∅) · green · red · (¬∅)), where ∅ is the empty ERE
(no words), so ¬∅ means “anything”.
2
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Previous approaches to ERE membership testing [14,23,31,21,16] have focussed on developing techniques that are polynomial in both the size of the
word and the size of the formulae. The best known result in these approaches
is described in [21] where they can check if a word satisfies an ERE in time
O(m · n2 ) and space O(m · m + k · n2 ), where m is the size of the ERE, n is the
length of the word, and k is the number of negation/intersection operators.
These algorithms, unfortunately, cannot be used for the purpose of monitoring. This is because they are not incremental. They assume the entire word
is available before their execution. Additionally, their running time and space
requirements are quadratic in the size of the trace. This is unacceptable when
one has a long trace of events and wants to monitor a small ERE, as it is
typically the case. This problem is removed in [27] where traces are checked
against EREs through incremental rewriting. At present, we do not know if
the technique in [27] is optimal or not.
A simple, straightforward, and practical approach is to generate optimal
deterministic finite automata (DFA) from EREs [15]. This process involves the
conversion of each negative sub-component of the ERE to a non-deterministic
finite automaton (NFA), determinization of the NFA into a DFA, complementation of the DFA, and then its minimization. The algorithm runs in a
bottom-up fashion starting from the innermost negative ERE sub components.
This method, although generates the minimal automata, is too complex and
cumbersome in practice. Its space requirements can be non-elementarily larger
than the initial regular ERE, because negation involves an NFA-to-DFA translation, which implies an exponential blow-up; since negations can be nested,
the size of such NFAs or DFAs could be highly exponential.
Our approach is to generate the minimal DFA from an ERE using coinductive techniques. In this paper, the DFA thus generated is called the optimal
monitor for the given ERE. A number of related approaches for simple regular
expressions can be found in [30]. Our algorithm extends these approaches for
simple regular expressions to EREs; further, we make the algorithm efficient
by intelligent book keeping. The complexity of our algorithm seems to be
hard to evaluate, because it depends on the size of the minimal DFA associated to an ERE and we are not aware of any lower bound results in this
direction. However, experiments are very encouraging. Our implementation,
which is available for evaluation on the internet via a CGI server reachable
from http://fsl.cs.uiuc.edu/rv/, rarely took longer than one second to generate a DFA, and it took only 18 minutes to generate the minimal 107 state
DFA for the ERE in Example 5.3 which was used to show the exponential
space lower bound of ERE monitoring in [27].
In a nutshell, in our approach we use the concept of derivatives of an ERE,
as described in Subsection 2.2. For a given ERE one generates all possible
derivatives of the ERE for all possible sequences of events. The size of this
set of derivatives depends upon the size of the initial ERE. However, several
of these derivative EREs can be equivalent to each other. One can check the
3
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equivalence of EREs using coinductive technique as described in Section 3, that
generates a set of equivalent EREs, called circularities. In Section 4, we show
how circularities can be used to construct an efficient algorithm that generates
optimal DFAs from EREs. In Section 5, we describe an implementation of this
algorithm and give performance analysis results. We also made available on
the internet a CGI interface to this algorithm.

2

Extended Regular Expressions and Derivatives

In this section we recall extended regular expressions and their derivatives.
2.1 Extended Regular Expressions
Extended regular expressions (ERE) define languages by inductively applying union (+), concatenation (·), Kleene Closure (∗ ), intersection (∩), and
complementation (¬). More precisely, for an alphabet E, whose elements are
called events in this paper, an ERE over E is defined as follows, where a ∈ E:
R ::= ∅ | ² | a | R + R | R · R | R∗ | R ∩ R | ¬R.
The language defined by an expression R, denoted by L(R), is defined
inductively as
L(∅) = ∅,
L(²) = {²},
L(A) = {A},
L(R1 + R2 ) = L(R1 ) ∪ L(R2 ),
L(R1 · R2 ) = {w1 · w2 | w1 ∈ L(R1 ) and w2 ∈ L(R2 )},
L(R∗ ) = (L(R))∗ ,
L(R1 ∩ R2 ) = L(R1 ) ∩ L(R2 ),
L(¬R) = Σ∗ \ L(R).
Given an ERE, as defined above using union, concatenation, Kleene Closure, intersection and complementation, one can translate it into an equivalent
expression that does not have any intersection operation, by applying De Morgan’s Law: R1 ∩ R2 = ¬(¬R1 + ¬R2 ). The translation only results in a linear
blowup in size. Therefore, in the rest of the paper we do not consider expressions containing intersection. More precisely, we only consider EREs of the
form
R ::= R + R | R · R | R∗ | ¬R | a | ² | ∅.
4
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2.2 Derivatives
In this subsection we recall the notion of derivative, or “residual” (see [2,1],
where several interesting properties of derivatives are also presented). It is
based on the idea of “event consumption”, in the sense that an extended regular expression R and an event a produce another extended regular expression,
denoted R{a}, with the property that for any trace w, aw ∈ R if and only if
w ∈ R{a}.
In the rest of the paper assume defined the typical operators on EREs and
consider that the operator + is associative and commutative and that the
operator · is associative. In other words, reasoning is performed modulo
the equations:
(R1 + R2 ) + R3 = R1 + (R2 + R3 ),
R1 + R2 = R2 + R1 ,
(R1 · R2 ) · R3 = R1 · (R2 · R3 ).
We next consider an operation { } which takes an ERE and an event, and
give several equations which define its operational semantics recursively, on
the structure of regular expressions:

(R1 + R2 ){a} = R1 {a} + R2 {a}

(1)

(R1 · R2 ){a} = (R1 {a}) · R2 + if (² ∈ R1 ) then R2 {a} else ∅ fi (2)
(R∗ ){a} = (R{a}) · R∗

(3)

(¬R){a} = ¬(R{a})

(4)

b{a} = if (b == a) then ² else ∅ fi

(5)

²{a} = ∅

(6)

∅{a} = ∅

(7)

The right-hand sides of these equations use operations which we describe
next. “if ( ) then else fi” takes a boolean term and two EREs as
arguments and has the expected meaning defined by two equations:
if (true) then R1 else R2 fi = R1

(8)

if (false) then R1 else R2 fi = R2

(9)

We assume a set of equations that properly define boolean expressions and
reasoning. Boolean expressions include the constants true and false, as well as
the usual connectors ∧ , ∨ , and not. Testing for empty trace membership
(which is used by (2)) can be defined via the following equations:
5
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² ∈ (R1 + R2 ) = (² ∈ R1 ) ∨ (² ∈ R2 )

(10)

² ∈ (R1 · R2 ) = (² ∈ R1 ) ∧ (² ∈ R2 )

(11)

² ∈ (R∗ ) = true

(12)

² ∈ (¬R) = not(² ∈ R)

(13)

² ∈ b = false

(14)

² ∈ ² = true

(15)

² ∈ ∅ = false

(16)

The 16 equations above are natural and intuitive. [27] shows that these
equations, when regarded as rewriting rules are terminating and ground
Church-Rosser (modulo associativity and commutativity of + and modulo
associativity of · ), so they can be used as a functional procedure to calculate derivatives. Due to the fact that the 16 equations defining the derivatives
can generate useless terms, in order to keep EREs compact we also propose
defining several simplifying equations, including at least the following:
∅ + R = R,
∅ · R = ∅,
² · R = R,
R + R = R.
The following result (see, e.g., [27] for a proof) gives a simple procedure,
based on derivatives, to test whether a word belongs to the language of an
ERE:
Theorem 2.1 For any ERE R and any events a, a1 , a2 , ..., an in A, the
following hold:
1) a1 a2 ...an ∈ L(R{a}) if and only if aa1 a2 ...an ∈ L(R); and
2) a1 a2 ...an ∈ L(R) if and only if ² ∈ R{a1 }{a2 }...{an }.

3

Hidden Logic and Coinduction

We use circular coinduction, defined rigorously in the context of hidden logics
and implemented in the BOBJ system [26,8,9], to test whether two EREs are
equivalent, that is, if they have the same language. Since the goal of this
paper is to translate an ERE into a minimal DFA, standard techniques for
checking equivalence, such as translating the two expressions into DFAs and
then comparing those, do not make sense in this framework. A particularly
appealing aspect of circular coinduction in the framework of EREs is that it
does not only show that two EREs are equivalent, but also generates a larger
6
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set of equivalent EREs which will all be used in order to generate the target
DFA.
Hidden logic is a natural extension of algebraic specification which benefits
of a series of generalizations in order to capture various natural notions of
behavioral equivalence found in the literature. It distinguishes visible sorts
for data from hidden sorts for states, with states behaviorally equivalent if and
only if they are indistinguishable under a formally given set of experiments.
To keep the presentation simple and self contained, in this section we define
an oversimplified version of hidden logic together with its associated circular
coinduction proof rule, still general enough to support defining and proving
EREs behaviorally equivalent.
3.1 Algebraic Preliminaries
The reader is assumed familiar with basic equational logic and algebra in
this section. We recall a few notions in order to just make our notational
conventions precise. An S-sorted signature Σ is a set of sorts/types S together
with operational symbols on those, and a Σ-algebra A is a collection of sets
{As | s ∈ S} and a collection of functions appropriately defined on those
sets, one for each operational symbol. Given an S-sorted signature Σ and
an S-indexed set of variables Z, let TΣ (Z) denote the Σ-term algebra over
variables in Z. If V ⊆ S then Σ¹V is a V -sorted signature consisting of all
those operations in Σ with sorts entirely in V . We may let σ(X) denote the
term σ(x1 , ..., xn ) when the number of arguments of σ and their order and
sorts are not important. If only one argument is important, then to simplify
writing we place it at the beginning; for example, σ(t, X) is a term having σ
as root with only variables as arguments except one, and we do not care which
one, which is t. If t is a Σ-term of sort s0 over a special variable ∗ of sort s
and A is a Σ-algebra, then At : As → As0 is the usual interpretation of t in
A.
3.2 Behavioral Equivalence, Satisfaction and Specification
Given disjoint sets V, H called visible and hidden sorts, a hidden (V, H)signature, say Σ, is a many sorted (V ∪ H)-signature. A hidden subsignature
of Σ is a hidden (V, H)-signature Γ with Γ ⊆ Σ and Γ¹V = Σ¹V . The data signature is Σ¹V . An operation of visible result not in Σ¹V is called an attribute,
and a hidden sorted operation is called a method.
Unless otherwise stated, the rest of this section assumes fixed a hidden
signature Σ with a fixed subsignature Γ. Informally, Σ-algebras are universes
of possible states of a system, i.e., “black boxes,” where one is only concerned
with behavior under experiments with operations in Γ, where an experiment
is an observation of a system attribute after perturbation; this is formalized
below.
A Γ-context for sort s ∈ V ∪H is a term in TΓ ({∗ : s}) with one occurrence
7
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of ∗. A Γ-context of visible result sort is called a Γ-experiment. If c is a
context for sort h and t ∈ TΣ,h then c[t] denotes the term obtained from c by
substituting t for ∗; we may also write c[∗] for the context itself.
Given a hidden Σ-algebra A with a hidden subsignature Γ, for sorts s ∈
(V ∪ H), we define Γ-behavioral equivalence of a, a0 ∈ As by a ≡ΓΣ a0 iff
Ac (a) = Ac (a0 ) for all Γ-experiments c; we may write ≡ instead of ≡ΓΣ when
Σ and Γ can be inferred from context. We require that all operations in Σ
are compatible with ≡ΓΣ . Note that behavioral equivalence is the identity on
visible sorts, since the trivial contexts ∗ : v are experiments for all v ∈ V .
A major result in hidden logics, underlying the foundations of coinduction, is
that Γ-behavioral equivalence is the largest equivalence which is identity on
visible sorts and which is compatible with the operations in Γ.
Behavioral satisfaction of equations can now be naturally defined in terms
of behavioral equivalence. A hidden Σ-algebra A Γ-behaviorally satisfies a Σequation (∀X) t = t0 , say e, iff for each θ : X → A, θ(t) ≡ΓΣ θ(t0 ); in this case
we write A |≡ΓΣ e. If E is a set of Σ-equations we then write A |≡ΓΣ E when A
Γ-behaviorally satisfies each Σ-equation in E. We may omit Σ and/or Γ from
|≡ΓΣ when they are clear.
A behavioral Σ-specification is a triple (Σ, Γ, E) where Σ is a hidden signature, Γ is a hidden subsignature of Σ, and E is a set of Σ-sentences equations.
Non-data Γ-operations (i.e., in Γ − Σ¹V ) are called behavioral. A Σ-algebra A
behaviorally satisfies a behavioral specification B = (Σ, Γ, E) iff A |≡ΓΣ E, in
which case we write A |≡ B; also B |≡ e iff A |≡ B implies A |≡ΓΣ e.
EREs can be very naturally defined as a behavioral specification. The
enormous benefit of doing so is that the behavioral inference, including most
importantly coinduction, provide a decision procedure for equivalence of EREs.
[8] shows how standard regular expressions (without negation) can be defined
as a behavioral specification, a BOBJ implementation, and also how BOBJ
with its circular coinductive rewriting algorithm can prove automatically several equivalences of regular expressions. Related interesting work can also be
found in [28]. In this paper we extend that to general EREs, generate minimal
observer monitors, and also give several other examples.
Example 3.1 A behavioral specification of EREs defines a set of two visible sorts V = {Bool , Event}, one hidden sort H = {Ere}, one behavioral
attribute ² ∈ : Ere → Bool and one behavioral method, the derivative,
{ } : Ere × Event → Ere, together with all the other operations in Subsection 2.1 defining EREs, including the events in E which are defined as visible
constants of sort Event, and all the equations in Subsection 2.2. We call it the
ERE behavioral specification and let BERE denote it.
Since the only behavioral operators are the test for ² membership and
the derivative, it follows that the experiments have exactly the form ² ∈
∗{a1 }{a2 }...{an }, for any events a1 , a2 , ..., an . In other words, an experiment
consists of a series of derivations followed by an ² membership test, and there8
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fore two regular expressions are behavioral equivalent if and only if they cannot
be distinguished by such experiments. Notice that the above reasoning applies
within any algebra satisfying the presented behavioral specification. The one
we are interested in is, of course, the free one, whose set carriers contain exactly the extended regular expressions as presented in Subsection 2.1, and the
operations have the obvious interpretations. We informally call it the ERE
algebra.
Letting ≡ denote the behavioral equivalence relation generated on the ERE
algebra, then Theorem 2.1 immediately yields the following important result.
Theorem 3.2 If R1 and R2 are two EREs then R1 ≡ R2 if and only if
L(R1 ) = L(R2 ).
This theorem allows us to prove equivalence of EREs by making use of
behavioral inference in the ERE behavioral specification, from now on simply
referred to by B, including (especially) circular coinduction. The next section
shows how circular coinduction works and how it can be used to show EREs
equivalent.
3.3 Circular Coinduction as an Inference Rule
In the simplified version of hidden logics defined above, the usual equational
inference rules, i.e., reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, substitution and congruence [26] are all sound for behavioral satisfaction. However, equational
reasoning can derive only a very limited amount of interesting behavioral
equalities. For that reason, circular coinduction has been developed as a
very powerful automated technique to show behavioral equivalence. We let ±
denote the relation being defined by the equational rules plus circular coinduction, for deduction from a specification to an equation.
Before we present circular coinduction formally, we give the reader some
intuitions by duality to structural induction. The reader who is only interested in using the presented procedure or who is not familiar with structural
induction, can skip this paragraph. Inductive proofs show equality of terms
t(x), t0 (x) over a given variable x (seen as a constant) by showing t(σ(x))
equals t0 (σ(x)) for all σ in a basis, while circular coinduction shows terms t, t0
behaviorally equivalent by showing equivalence of δ(t) and δ(t0 ) for all behavioral operations δ. Coinduction applies behavioral operations at the top, while
structural induction applies generator/constructor operations at the bottom.
Both induction and circular coinduction assume some “frozen” instances of
t, t0 equal when checking the inductive/coinductive step: for induction, the
terms are frozen at the bottom by replacing the induction variable by a constant, so that no other terms can be placed beneath the induction variable,
while for coinduction, the terms are frozen at the top, so that they cannot be
used as subterms of other terms (with some important but subtle exceptions
which are not needed here; see [9]).
9
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Freezing terms at the top is elegantly handled by a simple trick. Suppose
every specification has a special visible sort b, and for each (hidden or visible)
sort s in the specification, a special operation [ ] : s → b. No equations are
assumed for these operations and no user defined sentence can refer to them;
they are there for technical reasons. Thus, with just the equational inference
rules, for any behavioral specification B and any equation (∀X) t = t0 , it is
necessarily the case that B ± (∀X) t = t0 iff B ± (∀X) [t] = [t0 ]. The rule
below preserves this property. Let the sort of t, t0 be hidden; then
Circular Coinduction:
B ∪ {(∀X) [t] = [t0 ]} ± (∀X, W ) [δ(t, W )] = [δ(t0 , W )], for all appropriate δ ∈ Γ
B ± (∀X) t = t0

We call the equation (∀X) [t] = [t0 ] added to B a circularity; it could just
as well have been called a coinduction hypothesis or a co-hypothesis, but we
find the first name more intuitive because from a coalgebraic point of view,
coinduction is all about finding circularities.
Theorem 3.3 The usual equational inference rules together with Circular
Coinduction are sound. That means that if B ± (∀X) t = t0 and sort(t, t0 ) 6= b,
or if B ± (∀X) [t] = [t0 ], then B |≡ (∀X) t = t0 .
Example 3.4 Suppose that we want to show that the EREs (a + b)∗ and
(a∗ b∗ )∗ admit the same language. By Theorem 3.2, we can instead show that
BERE |≡ (∀∅) (a + b)∗ = (a∗ b∗ )∗ . Notice that a and b are treated as constant
events here; one can also prove the result when a and b are variables, but
one would need to first make use of the theorem of hidden constants [26]. To
simplify writing, we omit the empty quantifier of equations. By the Circular
Coinduction rule, one generates the following three proof obligations
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [² ∈ (a + b)∗ ] = [² ∈ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ {a}] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ {a}],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ {b}] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ {b}].

The first proof task follows immediately by using the equations in B as rewriting rules, while the other two tasks reduce to
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ].

By applying Circular Coinduction twice, after simplifying the two obvious proof
tasks stating the ² membership, one gets the following four proof obligations
10
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BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ]{a} = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ {a}],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ]{b} = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ {b}],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ]{a} = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ {a}],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ]{b} = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ {b}],

which, after simplification translate into
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ± [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],

Again by applying circular coinduction we get
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ±
[(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ±
[(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ±
[(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],
BERE ∪ {[(a + b)∗ ] = [(a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ], [(a + b)∗ ] = [a∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ]} ±
[(a + b)∗ ] = [b∗ (a∗ b∗ )∗ ],

which now follow all immediately. Notice that BOBJ uses the newly added
(to BERE ) equations as rewriting rules when it applies its circular coinductive
rewriting algorithm, so the proof above is done slightly differently, but entirely
automatically.
Example 3.5 Suppose now that one wants to show that ¬(a∗ b) ≡ ² + a∗ +
(a + b)∗ b(a + b)(a + b)∗ . One can also do it entirely automatically by circular
coinduction as above, generating the following list of circularities:
[¬(a∗ b)] = [² + a∗ + (a + b)∗ b(a + b)(a + b)∗ ],
[¬(²)] = [(a + b)∗ b(a + b)(a + b)∗ + (a + b)(a + b)∗ ],
[¬(∅)] = [(a + b)∗ b(a + b)(a + b)∗ + (a + b)∗ ],
[¬(∅)] = [(a + b)∗ b(a + b)(a + b)∗ + (a + b)(a + b)∗ + (a + b)∗ ].

11
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Example 3.6 One can also show by circular coinduction that concrete EREs
satisfy systems of guarded equations. This is an interesting but unrelated
subject, so we do not discuss it in depth here. However, we show how easily one
can prove by coinduction that a∗ b is the solution of the equation R = a · R + b.
This equation can be given by adding a new ERE constant r to BERE , together
with the equations ² ∈ r = false, r{a} = r, and r{b} = ². Circular Coinduction
applied on the goal r = a∗ b generates the proof tasks:
BERE ∪ {[r] = [a∗ b]} ± [² ∈ r] = [² ∈ a∗ b],
BERE ∪ {[r] = [a∗ b]} ± [r{a}] = [a∗ b{a}],
BERE ∪ {[r] = [a∗ b]} ± [r{b}] = [a∗ b{b}],

which all follow immediately.
The following says that circular coinduction provides a decision procedure for
equivalence of EREs.
Theorem 3.7 If R1 and R2 are two EREs, then L(R1 ) = L(R2 ) if and only
if BERE ± R1 = R2 . Moreover, since the rules in BERE are ground ChurchRosser and terminating, circular coinductive rewriting[8,9], which iteratively
rewrites proof tasks to their normal forms followed by a one step coinduction
if needed, gives a decision procedure for ERE equivalence.

4

Generating Minimal DFA Monitors by Coinduction

In this section we show how one can use the set of circularities generated by
applying the circular coinduction rules in order to generate a minimal DFA
from any ERE. This DFA can then be used as an optimal monitor for that
ERE. The main idea here is to associate states in DFA to EREs obtained
by deriving the initial ERE; when a new ERE is generated, it is tested for
equivalence with all the other already generated EREs by using the coinductive procedure presented in the previous section. A crucial observation which
significantly reduces the complexity of our procedure is that, once an equivalence is proved by circular coinductive rewriting, the entire set of circularities
accumulated represent equivalent EREs. These can be used to later quickly
infer the other equivalences, without having to generate the same circularities
over and over again.
Since BOBJ does not (yet) provide any mechanism to return the set of
circularities accumulated after proving a given behavioral equivalence, we were
unable to use BOBJ to implement our optimal monitor generator. Instead, we
have implemented our own version of coinductive rewriting engine for EREs,
which is described below.
We are given an initial ERE R0 over alphabet A and from that we want
to generate the equivalent minimal DFA D = (S, A, δ, s0 , F ), where S is the
12
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set of states, δ : S × A → S is the transition function, s0 is the initial state,
and F ⊆ S is the set of final states. The coinductive rewriting engine explicitly accumulates the proven circularities in a set. The set is initialized to an
empty set at the beginning of the algorithm. It is updated with the accumulated circularities whenever we prove equivalence of two regular expressions
in the algorithm. The algorithm maintains the set of states S in the form
of non-equivalent EREs. At the beginning of the algorithm S is initialized
with a single element, which is the given ERE R0 . Next, we generate all the
derivatives of the initial ERE one by one in a depth first manner. A derivative
Rx = R{x} is added to the set S, if the set does not contain any ERE equivalent to the derivative Rx . We then extend the transition function by setting
δ(R, x) = Rx . If an ERE R0 equivalent to the derivative already exists in the
set S, we extend the transition function by setting δ(R, x) = R0 . To check if
an ERE equivalent to the derivative Rx already exists in the set S, we sequentially go through all the elements of the set S and try to prove its equivalence
with Rx . In testing the equivalence we first add the set of circularities to the
initial B. Then we invoke the coinductive procedure. If for some ERE R0 ∈ S,
we are able to prove that R0 ≡ Rx i.e B ∪ Eq all ∪ Eq new ± R0 = Rx , then we
add the new equivalences Eq new , created by the coinductive procedure, to the
set of circularities. Thus we reuse the already proven equivalences in future
proofs.
The derivatives of the initial ERE R0 with respect to all events in the
alphabet A are generated in a depth first fashion. The pseudo code for the
whole algorithm is given in Figure 1.
dfs(R)
begin
foreach x ∈ A do
Rx ← R{x};
if ∃R0 ∈ S such that B ∪ Eq all ∪ Eq new ± R0 = Rx then
δ(R, x) = R0 ; Eq all ← Eq all ∪ Eq new
else S ← S ∪ {Rx }; δ(R, x) = Rx ; dfs(Rx ); fi
endfor
end
Fig. 1. ERE to minimal DFA generation algorithm

In the procedure dfs the set of final states F consists of the EREs from S
which contain ². This can be tested efficiently using the equations (10-16) in
Subsection 2.2. The DFA generated by the procedure dfs may now contain
some states which are non-final and from which the DFA can never reach a
final state. We remove these redundant states by doing a breadth first search
in backward direction from the final states. This can be done in time linear
in the size of the DFA.
13
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Theorem 4.1 If D is the DFA generated for a given ERE R by the above
algorithm then
1) L(D) = L(R),
2) D is the minimal DFA accepting L(R).
Proof:
1) Suppose a1 a2 . . . an ∈ L(R). Then ² ∈ R{a1 }{a2 } . . . {an }. Let Ri =
R{a1 }{a2 } . . . {ai }; then Ri+1 = Ri {ai+1 }. To prove that a1 a2 . . . an ∈
L(D), we use induction to show that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ri ≡
δ(R, a1 a2 . . . ai ). For the base case if R1 ≡ R{a1 } then dfs extends the
transition function by setting δ(R, a1 ) = R. Therefore, R1 ≡ R = δ(R, a1 ).
If R1 6≡ R then dfs extends δ by setting δ(R, a1 ) = R1 . So R1 ≡ δ(R, a1 )
holds in this case also. For the induction step let us assume that
Ri ≡ R0 = δ(R, a1 a2 . . . ai ). If δ(R0 , ai+1 ) = R00 then from the dfs procedure we can see that R00 ≡ R0 {ai+1 }. However, Ri {ai+1 } ≡ R0 {ai+1 }.
So Ri+1 ≡ R00 = δ(R0 , ai+1 ) = δ(R, a1 a2 . . . ai+1 ). Also notice ² ∈ Rn ≡
δ(R, a1 a2 . . . an ); this implies that δ(R, a1 a2 . . . an ) is a final state and hence
a1 a2 . . . an ∈ L(D).
Now suppose a1 a2 . . . an ∈ L(D). The proof that a1 a2 . . . an ∈ L(R) goes
in a similar way by showing that Ri ≡ δ(R, a1 , a2 . . . ai ).
2) If DFA D is not minimal then there exists at least two states p and q
in D such that p and q are equivalent [15] i.e. ∀w ∈ A∗ : δ(p, w) ∈
F iff δ(q, w) ∈ F, where F is the set of final states. This means, if R1 and
R2 are the EREs associated with p and q respectively in dfs then L(R1 ) =
L(R2 ) i.e. R1 ≡ R2 . But dfs ensures that no two EREs representing the
states of the DFA are equivalent. So we get a contradiction.
2

5

Implementation and Evaluation

We have implemented the coinductive rewriting engine in the rewriting specification language Maude 2.0 [4]. The interested readers can download the
implementation from the website http://fsl.cs.uiuc.edu/rv/. The operations on extended regular languages that are supported by our implementation
for concatenation, &
for
are ~ for negation, * for Kleene Closure,
intersection, and +
for union in increasing order of precedence. Here, the
is a syntactic sugar and is translated to an ERE
intersection operator &
containing union and negation using De Morgan’s Law:
eq R1 & R2 = ~ (~ R1 + ~ R2) .
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm we have generated the minimal
DFA for all possible EREs of size up to 9. Surprisingly, the size of any DFA
for EREs of size up to 9 did not exceed 9. Here the number of states gives the
14
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size of a DFA. The following table shows the performance of our procedure for
the worst EREs of a given size. The code is executed on a Pentium 4 2.4GHz,
4 GB RAM linux machine.
Size

ERE

no. of states in DFA

Time (ms)

Rewrites

4

¬ (a b)

4

<1

863

5

(a ¬ b) *

4

<1

1370

6

¬ ((a ¬ b) *)

4

1

1453

7

¬ (a ¬ a a)

6

1

2261

8

¬ ((a ¬ b) * b)

7

1

3778

9

¬ (a ¬ a b) b

9

5

9717

Example 5.1 In particular, for the ERE ¬ (a ¬ a b) b the generated minimal
DFA is given in Figure 2.
a
b
a

a
8
b
0

7

b

b

a

b

b

1

4

a

a

b

2

b

5

a

b
a

3

6

a

Fig. 2. ¬ (a ¬ a b) b

Example 5.2 The ERE ¬ ((¬ empty) (green red) (¬ empty) ) states the
safety property that it should not be the case that in any trace of a traffic
light we see green and red consecutively at any point. The set of events
are assumed to be { green, red, yellow}. We think that this is the most
intuitive and natural expression for this safety property. The implementation
took 1ms and 1663 rewrites to generate the minimal DFA with 2 states. The
DFA is given in Figure 3.
However for large EREs the algorithm may take a long time to generate
a minimal DFA. The size of the generated DFA may grow non-elementarily
in the worst case. We generated DFAs for some complex EREs of larger sizes
and got relatively promising results. One such sample result is as follows.
Example 5.3 Let us consider the following ERE of size 110
15
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yellow
red

green
green

0

yellow

1

Fig. 3. ¬ ((¬ empty) (green red) (¬ empty))

(¬$)∗ $(¬$)∗ ∩
(0 + 1 + #)∗ #(
((0 + 1)0#(0 + 1 + #)∗ $(0 + 1)0 + (0 + 1)1#(0 + 1 + #)∗ $(0 + 1)1)
∩(0(0 + 1)#(0 + 1 + #)∗ $0(0 + 1) + 1(0 + 1)#(0 + 1 + #)∗ $1(0 + 1))).
This ERE accepts the language L2 , where
Lk = {σ#w#σ 0 $w | w ∈ {0, 1}k and σ, σ 0 ∈ {0, 1, #}∗ }
The language Lk was first introduced in [3] to show the power of alternation, used in [27] to show an exponential lower bound on ERE monitoring, and
in [19,20] to show the lower bounds for model checking. Our implementation
took almost 18 minutes to generate the minimal DFA of size 107 and in the
process it performed 1,374,089,220 rewrites.
The above example shows that the procedure can take a large amount of
time and space to generate DFAs for large EREs. To avoid the computation
associated with the generation of minimal DFA we plan to maintain a database
of EREs and their corresponding minimal DFAs on the internet. Whenever
someone wants to generate the minimal DFA for a given ERE he/she can look
up the internet database for the minimal DFA. If the ERE and the corresponding DFA exists in the database he/she can retrieve the corresponding
DFA and use it as a monitor. Otherwise, he/she can generate the minimal
DFA for the ERE and submit it to the internet database to create a new entry. The database will check the equivalence of the submitted ERE and the
corresponding minimal DFA and insert it in the database. In this way one
can avoid the computation of generating minimal DFA if it is already done by
someone else. To further reduce the computation, circularities could also be
stored in the database.
5.1 Online Monitor Generation and Visualization
We have extended our implementation to create an internet server for
optimal monitor generation that can be accessed from the the url
http://fsl.cs.uiuc.edu/rv/. Given an ERE the server generates the optimal DFA monitor for a user. The user submits the ERE through a web based
16
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form. A CGI script handling the web form takes the submitted ERE as an
input, invokes the Maude implementation to generate the minimal DFA, and
presents it to the user either as a graphical or a textual representation. To
generate the graphical representation of the DFA we are currently using the
GraphViz tool [6].

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a new technique to generate optimal monitors for extended
regular expressions, which avoids the traditional technique based on complementation of automata, that we think is quite complex and not necessary.
Instead, we have considered the (co)algebraic definition of EREs and applied
coinductive inferencing techniques in an innovative way to generate the minimal DFA. Our approach to store already proven equivalences has resulted into
a very efficient and straightforward algorithm to generate minimal DFA. We
have evaluated our implementation on several hundreds EREs and have got
promising results in terms of running time. Finally, we have installed a server
on the internet which can generate the optimal DFA for a given ERE.
At least two major contributions have been made. Firstly, we have shown
that coinduction is a viable and quite practical method to prove equivalence
of extended regular expressions. Previously this was done only for regular
expressions without complementation. Secondly, building on the coinductive technique, we have devised an algorithm to generate minimal DFAs from
EREs. At present we have no bound for the size of the optimal DFA, but
we know for sure that the DFAs we generate are indeed optimal. However
we know that the size of an optimal DFA is bounded by some exponential in
the size of the ERE. As future work, it seems interesting to investigate the
size of minimal DFAs generated from EREs, and also to apply our coinductive
techniques to generate monitors for other logics, such as temporal logics.
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ABSTRACT

1.

Foundational and scalable techniques for runtime safety
analysis of multithreaded programs are explored in this paper. A technique based on vector clocks to extract the causal
dependency order on state updates from a running multithreaded program is presented, together with algorithms to
analyze a multithreaded computation against safety properties expressed using temporal logics. A prototype tool
implementing our techniques, is also presented, together
with examples where it can predict safety errors in multithreaded programs from successful executions of those programs. This tool is called Java MultiPathExplorer (JMPaX), and available for download on the web. To the best
of our knowledge, JMPaX is the first tool of its kind.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate foundational,
scalable techniques for runtime safety analysis of multithreaded programs, i.e., programs in which several execution
threads communicate with each other via shared variables
and synchronization points, as well as to introduce a prototype tool, called Java MultiPathExplorer (JMPaX – see
Figure 1), based on our foundational techniques, which can
reveal errors in multithreaded programs that are hard or
impossible to detect otherwise. The user of JMPaX specifies safety properties of interest, using a past time temporal logic, regarding the global state of a multithreaded
program, which is already assumed in compiled form, calls
an instrumentation script which automatically instruments
the executable multithreaded program to emit relevant state
update events to an external observer, and finally runs the
program on any JVM and analyzes the safety violation messages reported by the observer. A particularly appealing
aspect of our approach is that, despite the fact that a single execution, or interleaving, of a multithreaded program
can be observed, a comprehensive analysis of all possible
executions is performed; a possible execution is any execution which does not violate the observed causal dependency
partial order on state update events. Thus, tools built on
our techniques, including JMPaX, have the ability to predict safety violation errors in multithreaded programs by
observing successful executions.
The work in this paper falls under the area recently called
runtime verification [11, 10], a major goal of which is to
combine testing and formal methods techniques. Testing
scales well, and is by far the most used technique in practice to validate software systems. By merging testing and
temporal logic specification, we aim to achieve the benefits of both approaches, while avoiding some of the pitfalls
of ad hoc testing and the complexity of full-blown theorem
proving and model checking. Of course, there is a price to
be paid in order to obtain a scalable technique: the loss
of coverage. The suggested framework can only be used to
examine single execution traces, and therefore can not be
used to prove a system correct. However, a single execution trace typically contains much more information than
what appears at first sight. In this paper, we show how one
can analyze all the other multithreaded executions that are
hidden behind a particular observed execution. Our work
is based on the belief that software engineers are willing to
trade coverage for scalability, so our goals are to provide
tools that use formal methods techniques in a lightweight
manner, use unmodified programming languages or under-
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INTRODUCTION

Instrumentation
Module

Java
Multithreaded
Program

Specification

The code snippet for a naive implementation of this control
program is given as follows:

Monitoring
Module

int landing = 0, approved = 0, radio = 1;
void thread1(){
askLandingApproval();
if(approved==1){
print("Landing approved");
landing = 1;
print("Landing started");
} else {
print("Landing not approved");
}
}

Compile
Bytecode

Instrumentor
Translator

Instrument

Instrumented
Bytecode

SpecificationImpl

Execute

JVM

Event Stream

void askLandingApproval(){
if(radio==0) approved = 0;
else approved = 1;
}

LTL Monitor

void thread2(){
while(radio){checkRadio();} }

Computation Lattice
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2

Program Execution

Level 3

void checkRadio(){
randomly change value of radio;
}

Monitor
Execution

Level 4
Level 5

Figure 1: JMPaX Architecture

lying executional engines (such as JVMs), are completely
automatic, implement very efficient algorithms and eventually find many errors in programs. A longer term goal is to
explore the use of conformance with a formal specification
to achieve error recovery. The idea is that a predicted failure may trigger an error-avoidance or recovery action in the
monitored program.
The closest works in spirit to ours are NASA’s PathExplorer (PaX) and its Java instance JPaX [10, 9], which is a
runtime verification system developed at NASA Ames, and
UPENN’s MaC and its instance Java MaC [14, 15]. It is
actually the latter’s limitations that motivated us to pursue
our current research. The major limitation of these systems
with regards to safety analysis is that they only analyze the
observed run. Therefore, they can only detect existing errors in current executions; they do not have the ability to
predict possible errors from successful runs. To be more precise in our claim, let us consider a real-life example where
JMPaX was able to detect a violation of a safety property
from a single execution of the program. However, the likelihood of detecting this bug only by monitoring the observed
run, as JPaX and Java-MAC do, is very low. The example
consists of a two threaded program to control the landing of
an airplane. It has three variables landing, approved, and
radio; their values are 1 when the plane is landing, landing
has been approved, and radio signal is live, and 0 otherwise.
The safety property that we want to verify is “If the plane
has started landing, then it is the case that landing has been
approved and since the approval the radio signal has never
been down.” As shown in Subsection 3.1, this property can
be formally written in our extension of past time linear temporal logic as the formula
↑landing → [approved, ↓radio)s .
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The above code uses some dummy functions, namely
askLandingApproval and checkRadio, which can be implemented in their entirety in a real scenario. The program
has a serious problem which cannot be detected easily from
a single run. The problem is as follows. Suppose the plane
has received approval for landing and just before it started
landing the radio signal went off. In this situation, the plane
must abort landing. But this situation will very rarely arise
in an execution: namely, when radio is set to 0 between the
approval of landing and the start of actual landing. So a
simple observer will not probably detect the bug. However,
note that even if the radio goes off after the landing has
started, JMPaX can still construct a possible run in which
radio goes off between landing and approval. Thus JMPaX
will be able to predict the safety violation from a single successful execution of the program. This example shows the
power of our runtime verification technique as compared to
JPaX and Java-MaC.
Other related approaches include model checking [6], especially Java bytecode model checking [8], and debugging
of distributed systems. It is important to observe that, unlike model checking where all possible code interleavings are
analyzed, in our approach to runtime safety analysis one
actually runs the program and extracts causal dependencies among updates of the multithreaded program state, and
then analyzes all possible interleavings that do not violate
the causal dependency. At the expense of a lower coverage,
our approach analyzes a significantly lower amount of thread
interleavings than a typical model checker would normally
do, so it scales up better. The safety properties that we
analyze are more general than the simpler state predicates
that are typically considered in the literature on debugging
distributed systems (see for example [19, 4, 3]). We allow
any past time linear temporal logic formula built on state
predicates, so our safety properties can refer to the entire
past history of states. An important practical aspect of our
algorithm is that, despite the fact that there can be a potentially exponential number of runs (in the length of the
runs), they can all be analyzed in parallel, by generating
and traversing the computation lattice extracted from the

observed multithreaded execution on a level-by-level basis.
The relevant information regarding the previous levels can
be encoded compactly, so those levels do not need to be
stored, thus allowing the memory to be reused.
We can think of at least three major contributions of the
work presented in this paper. First, we nontrivially extend
the runtime safety analysis capabilities of systems like JPaX
and Java Mac, by providing the ability to predict safety errors from successful executions; we are not aware of any
other efforts in this direction. Second, we underlie the foundations of relevant causality in multithreaded systems with
shared variables and synchronization points, which one can
use to instrument multithreaded programs to emit to external observers a causal dependency partial relation on global
state updates via relevant events timestamped with appropriate vector clocks; this is done in Section 2, where, due to
its foundational aspect, all the proofs of the claimed results
are provided. Finally, a modular implementation of a prototype runtime analysis system, JMPaX, is given, showing
that, despite their theoretical flavor, all the concepts presented in the paper are in fact quite practical and can lead
to new scalable verification tools.

2.

RELEVANT CAUSALITY IN
MULTITHREADED SYSTEMS

We consider multithreaded systems in which several
threads communicate with each other via a set of shared
variables. The theme of this paper is to show how such a
system can be analyzed for safety by an external observer
that obtains relevant information about the system from
messages sent by the system after appropriate instrumentation. The safety formulae refer to sets of shared variables,
so these messages contain update information about those
variables. A crucial observation here is that some variable
updates can causally depend on others. For example, if a
thread writes a variable x and then another thread writes y
due to a statement y = x + 1, then the update of y causally
depends upon the update of x. In this section we present an
algorithm which, given an executing multithreaded system,
generates appropriate messages to be sent to an external
observer. The observer, in order to perform its more elaborated safety analysis, extracts the state update information
from such messages together with the causality partial order
order among the updates.
Formally, given n threads p1 , p2 , ..., pn , a multithreaded
execution is abstracted as a sequence of events e1 e2 . . . er ,
each belonging to one of the n threads and being of type either internal or read or write of a shared variable. We use eji
to represent the j-th event generated by thread pi since the
start of its execution. From now on in this section we assume
an arbitrary but fixed multithreaded execution. When the
process or the position of an event is not important then we
can refer to the event generically, such as e, e0 , etc.; we may
write e ∈ pi when event e is generated by thread pi . Let S
be the set of shared variables. There is an immediate notion
of variable access precedence for each shared variable x ∈ S:
we say that e x-precedes e0 , written e <x e0 , if and only if
e and e0 are variable access events (reads or writes) to the
same variable x, and e “happens before” e0 ; this “happenbefore” relation can be easily realized by keeping a counter
for each shared variable which is increased by each access
to it. Let E be the set of all the events of a multithreaded
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execution, and let ≺ be the partial order on E defined as
follows:
• eki ≺ eli if k < l;
• e ≺ e0 if there is some x ∈ S such that e <x e0 and
atleast one of e, e0 is a write.
• e ≺ e00 if e ≺ e0 and e0 ≺ e00 .
We write e||e0 when it is not the case that e ≺ e0 or
e ≺ e. A partial order on events ≺ defined above is
called a multithreaded computation associated with the original multithreaded execution. As shown in Subsection 3.3,
synchronization can be treated very elegantly by generating
appropriate read/write events, so that the notion of multithreaded computation as defined above is as general as
currently needed. Note that the original multithreaded execution was used only to provide a total ordering on the
read/write accesses of each shared variable.1 A permutation of all the events e1 , e2 , ..., er which does not violate
the multithreaded computation is called a consistent multithreaded run, or simply, a multithreaded run.
Intuitively, e ≺ e0 , read as e0 causally depends upon e, if
and only if e occurred before e0 in the given multithreaded
execution and a change of their order does not generate a
consistent multithreaded run. We argue that the notion of
multithreaded computation defined above is the weakest assumption that an omniscient observer of the multithreaded
execution can make about the program. Intuitively, this is
because an external observer cannot disregard the order in
which the same variable is modified and used within the
observed execution, because this order can be part of the
intrinsic logic of the multithreaded program. However, multiple consecutive reads of the same variable can be permuted,
and the particular order observed in the given execution is
not critical; it can be, for example, a result of a particular thread scheduling algorithm. By allowing an observer to
analyze multithreaded computations rather than just multithreaded run, one gets the benefit of not only properly dealing with potential reordering of delivered messages (for example, due to using multiple channels in order to reduce the
monitoring overhead), but also of predicting errors from analyzing successful executions, errors which can occur under
a different thread scheduling.
Not all the variable in S are needed to evaluate the safety
formula to be checked. To minimize number of messages
sent to an observer, and for technical reasons discussed later,
we consider a subset R ⊆ E of relevant events. Then we
define the R-relevant causality on E as the relation / :=≺
∩(R × R), so that e / e0 if and only if e, e0 ∈ R and e ≺ e0 .
We provide a technique based on vector clocks [7, 17] that
correctly implements the relevant causality relation.
Let Vi be an n-dimensional vector of natural numbers for
thread pi , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and let Vxa and Vxw be two
additional n-dimensional vectors for each shared variable x;
we call the former access vector clock and the latter write
vector clock. All the vector clocks are initialized to 0 at the
beginning of computation. For two n-dimensional vectors we
say that V ≤ V 0 if and only if V [j] ≤ V 0 [j] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
and we say that V < V 0 iff V ≤ V 0 and there is some
1 ≤ j ≤ n such that V [j] < V 0 [j]; also, max{V, V 0 } is
0

1

One could have defined a multithreaded computation more
abstractly but less intuitively, by starting with a total order
<x on the subset of events accessing each shared variable x.

the vector with max{V, V 0 }[j] = max{V [j], V 0 [j]} for each
1 ≤ j ≤ n. Whenever a thread pi with current vector clock
Vi processes event eki , the following vector clock algorithm
is executed:
1. if eki is relevant, i.e., if eki ∈ R, then
Vi [i] ← Vi [i] + 1
2. if eki is a read of a variable x then
Vi ← max{Vi , Vxw }
Vxa ← max{Vxa , Vi }
3. if eki is a write of a variable x then
Vxw ← Vxa ← Vi ← max{Vxa , Vi }
4. if eki is relevant then
send message heki , i, Vi i to observer.
Then the following crucial results hold:
Lemma 1. After event eki is processed by thread pi ,
a. Vi [j] equals the number of relevant events of pj that
causally precede eki ; if j = i and eki is relevant then this
number also includes eki ;
b. Vxa [j] equals the number of relevant events of pj that
causally precede the most recent event that accessed (read
or wrote) x; if i = j and eki is a relevant read or write of
x event then this number also includes eki ;
c. Vxw [j] equals the number of relevant events of pj that
causally precede the most recent write event of x; if i = j
and eki is a relevant write of x then this number also includes eki .
Theorem 2. If he, i, V i and he0 , j, V 0 i are two messages
sent by our algorithm, then e / e0 if and only if V [i] ≤ V 0 [i].
If i and j are not given, then e / e0 if and only if V < V 0 .
In a summary, the above theorem states that the vector clock algorithm correctly implements causality in multithreaded programs. The detailed proofs of the above results
are given in [18].
Consider what happens at the observer’s site. The observer receives messages of the form he, i, V i in any possible
order. We let R denote the set of received relevant events,
which we simply call events in what follows. By using Theorem 2, the observer can infer the causal dependency between the relevant events emitted by the multithreaded system. Inspired by similar definitions at the multithreaded
system’s [2], we define the important notions of relevant
multithreaded computation and run as follows. A relevant
multithreaded computation, simply called multithreaded computation from now on, is the partial order on events that the
observer can infer, which is nothing but the relation /. A
relevant multithreaded run, also simply called multithreaded
run from now on, is any permutation of the received events
which does not violate the multithreaded computation. Our
purpose in this paper is to check safety requirements against
all (relevant) multithreaded runs of a multithreaded system.
We assume that the relevant events are only writes of
shared variables that appear in the safety formulae to be
monitored, and that these events contain a pair of the name
of the corresponding variable and the value which was written to it. We call these variables relevant variables. Note
that events can change the state of the multithreaded system as seen by the observer; this is formalized next. A
relevant program state, or simply a program state is a map
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from relevant variables to concrete values. Any permutation
of events generates a sequence of program states in the obvious way, however, not all permutations of events are valid
multithreaded runs. A program state is called consistent
if and only if there is a multithreaded run containing that
state in its sequence of generated program states. We next
formalize these concepts.
For a given permutation of (relevant) events in R, say
e1 e2 . . . e|R| , we can let eki denote the k-th event of thread
pi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the relevant program state
after the events ek1 1 , ek2 2 , ..., eknn is called a relevant global
multithreaded state, or simply a relevant global state or even
just state, and is denoted by Σk1 k2 ...kn . A state Σk1 k2 ...kn
is called consistent if and only if for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
any li ≤ ki , it is the case that lj ≤ kj for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n
l
and any lj such that ejj / elii . Let ΣK0 be the initial global
00...0
state, Σ
. An important observation is that e1 e2 . . . e|R|
is a multithreaded run if and only if it generates a sequence
of global states ΣK0 ΣK1 . . . ΣK|R| such that each ΣKr is
consistent and for any two consecutive ΣKr and ΣKr+1 , Kr
and Kr+1 differ in exactly one index, say i, where the ith element in Kr+1 is larger by 1 than the i-th element in
Kr . For that reason, we will identify the sequences of states
ΣK0 ΣK1 . . . ΣK|R| as above with multithreaded runs, and
simply call them runs. We say that Σ leads-to Σ0 , written
Σ ; Σ0 , when there is some run in which Σ and Σ0 are
consecutive states. The set of all consistent global states
together with the relation ; forms a lattice. The lattice
has n mutually orthogonal axis representing each thread.
For a state Σk1 k2 ...kn , we call k1 + k1 + · · · kn its level. A
path in the lattice is a sequence of consistent global states
on increasing level, where the level increases by 1 between
any two consecutive states in the path. Therefore, a run is
just a path starting with Σ00...0 and ending with Σr1 r2 ...rn ,
where ri is the total number of events of thread i for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Therefore, a multithreaded computation can be
seen as a lattice; we call this lattice a computation lattice.
Example 1. Suppose that one wants to monitor some
safety property of the multithreaded program below. The
program involves relevant variables x, y and z:
Initially: x = −1; y = 0; z = 0;
thread T 2{
thread T 1{
...
...
x++;
z = x + 1;
...
...
x++;
y = x + 1;
...
...
}
}
The ellipses (...) indicate code that is not relevant, i.e.,
that does not access the variables x, y and z. This multithreaded program, after appropriate instrumentation, sends
messages to an observer whenever the relevant variables are
updated. A possible execution of the program to be sent to
the observer, described in terms of relevant variable updates,
can be
{x = −1, y = 0, z = 0}, {x = 0}, {z = 1}, {y = 1}, {x = 1}
The first message to observer sends the initial state of the
whole system as a set of variable-value pairs. The second
event is generated when the value of x is incremented by
the first thread. The above execution corresponds to the

sequence of program states

a single run, and finally we show how this algorithm nontrivially extends to monitoring multithreaded computations
given as partial orders.

(−1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)
where the tuple (−1, 0, 0) denotes the state in which x =
−1, y = 0, z = 0. Following the vector clock algorithm, we
can deduce that the observer will receive the multithreaded
computation in Figure 2 which generates the computation
lattice shown in the same figure.
e1 :<x=0, T1 ,(1,0)>
T1

e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>

Now we briefly introduce the basic notions of ptLTL , and
describe some new operators that are particularly useful for
runtime monitoring. The syntax of ptLTL is given as follows:

S 0,0
x = -1, y = 0, z = 0

F ::= true | f alse | a ∈ A | ¬F | F op F
¯F | ♦
· F | ¡F | F Ss F | F Sw F
↑F | ↓F | [F, F )s | [F, F )w

e1 :<x=0, T1 ,(1,0)>
S 1,0
x = 0, y = 0, z = 0
e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>

S 2,0
x = 0, y = 1, z = 0
e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>
S 1,2
x = 1, y = 0, z = 1

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>

S 2,1
x = 0, y = 1, z = 1

e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

e4 :<x=1, T2 ,(1,2)>
S 2,2
x = 1, y = 1, z = 1

Figure 2: Computation lattice and three runs.
Notice that the observed multithreaded execution corresponds to just one particular multithreaded run out of the
three possible. We will show that it is often possible that
the observed run does not violate any safety property, but
the run nevertheless shows that there are other possible runs
that are not safe. We will propose an algorithm that will
detect safety violations in any possible run, even though the
violation was not revealed by the particular observed run.
An appealing aspect of our algorithm is that, despite the
fact that there can be a potentially exponential number of
runs (in the maximum width of a level), they can all be analyzed in parallel, by generating and traversing the lattice
on a level-by-level basis; the previous levels are not needed,
so memory can be reused.

3.

We use past time Linear Temporal Logic (ptLTL )[16] to
express our safety properties. Our choice of past time linear
temporal logic is motivated by two considerations:

2. The monitors for a safety formula written in ptLTL are
very efficient; they perform linearly in the size of the
formula in the worst case [12].

T2

S 1,1
x = 0, y = 0, z = 1

Safety in Temporal Logics

1. It is powerful enough to express safety properties of
concurrent systems;

e3 :<y=1, T1 ,(2,0)>

e2 :<z=1, T2 ,(1,1)>

3.1

MULTITHREADED SAFETY ANALYSIS

In this section, we first introduce the past time temporal
logic that we use to express safety properties, then we recall
an algorithm to monitor such properties efficiently against
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Propositional ops
Standard operators
Monitoring ops

where op are the standard binary operators, namely ∧,
∨, →, ↔, and ¯F should be read as “previously”, ♦
· F as
“eventually in the past”, ¡F as “always in the past”, F1 Ss F2
as “F1 strong since F2 ”, F1 Sw F2 as “F1 weak since F2 ”, ↑F
as “start F ”, ↓F as “end F ”, [F1 , F2 )s as “strong interval
F1 , F2 ”, and [F1 , F2 )w as “weak interval F1 , F2 ”.
The logic is interpreted on a finite sequence of states or
a run. If ρ = s1 s2 . . . sn is a run then we let ρi denote the
prefix run s1 s2 . . . si for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The semantics of
the different operators is given in Table 1.
The monitoring operators ↑, ↓, [, )s , and [, )w were introduced in [12, 15]. These operators have been found to be
very intuitive and useful in specifying properties for runtime
monitoring. Informally, ↑F is true if and only if F starts to
be true in the current state, ↓F is true if and only if F ends
being true in the current state, and [F1 , F2 )s is true if and
only if F2 was never true since the last time F1 was observed
to be true, including the state when F1 was true; the interval
operator has a strong and a weak version. For example, if
boot and down are predicates on the state of a web server to
be monitored, say for the last 24 hours, then [boot, down)s is
a property stating that the server was rebooted recently and
the since then it was not down, while [boot, down)w say that
server was not unexpectedly down recently, meaning that
it was either not down at all recently or it was rebooted
recently and since then it was not down.
In runtime monitoring, we start the process of monitoring
from the point the first event is generated and it continues
as long as the events are generated. Thus given a ptLTL
formula F we check whether ρi |= F for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where
ρ = s1 s2 . . . sn is a finite run constructed from the events.

3.2

Checking Safety Against a Single Run

We describe an algorithm for monitoring the multithreaded execution or the observed run of a multithreaded
computation, which is just one path in the computation lattice, and illustrate it through an example. This algorithm is
a modified version of the algorithm presented in [12]. The
algorithm computes the boolean value of the formula to be
monitored, by recursively evaluating the boolean value of

ρ |= true
ρ |= a
ρ |= ¬F
ρ |= F1 op F2
ρ |= ¯F
ρ |= ♦
·F
ρ |= ¡F
ρ |= F1 Ss F2
ρ |= F1 Sw F2
ρ |= ↑F
ρ |= ↓F
ρ |= [F1 , F2 )s
ρ |= [F1 , F2 )w

is true for all ρ,
iff a holds in the state sn ,
iff ρ 2 F ,
iff ρ |= F1 and/or/implies/iff ρ |= F2 , when op is ∧/ ∨ / → / ↔,
iff ρ0 |= F , where ρ0 = ρn−1 if n > 1 and ρ0 = ρ if n = 1,
iff ρi |= F for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
iff ρi |= F for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
iff ρj |= F2 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n and ρi |= F1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
iff ρ |= F1 Ss F2 or ρ |= ¡F1 ,
iff ρ |= F and it is not the case that ρ |= ¯F ,
iff ρ |= ¯F and it is not the case that ρ |= F ,
iff ρj |= F1 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n and ρi 2 F2 for all j ≤ i ≤ n,
iff [F1 , F2 )s or ρ |= ¡¬F2 ,
Table 1: Semantics of ptLTL

each of its subformulae in the current state. In the process
it also uses the boolean value of certain subformulae evaluated in the previous state. Next we define this recursive
function eval. The recursive nature of the temporal operators in ptLTL enables us to define the boolean value of a
formula in the current state in terms of its boolean value in
the previous state and the boolean value of its subformulae
in the current state. For example we can define:
ρ |= ♦
·F
ρ |= ¡F
ρ |= F1 Ss F2
ρ |= F1 Sw F2
ρ |= [F1 , F2 )s
ρ |= [F1 , F2 )w

iff ρ |= F or (n > 1 and ρn−1 |= ♦
· F)
iff ρ |= F and (n > 1 implies ρn−1 |= ¡F )
iff ρ |= F2 or
(n > 1 and ρ |= F1 and ρn−1 |= F1 Ss F2 )
iff ρ |= F2 or
(ρ |= F1 and (n > 1 and ρn−1 |= F1 Sw F2 ))
iff ρ 2 F2 and
(ρ |= F1 or (n > 1 and ρn−1 |= [F1 , F2 )s ))
iff ρ 2 F2 and
(ρ |= F1 or (n > 1 implies ρn−1 |= [F1 , F2 )w ))

These definitions correspond to the code for the cases of
the operators ♦
· , ¡, Ss , Sw , [, )s , and [, )w in the function
eval. The function op(f ) returns the operator of the formula
f , binary(op(f )) returns true if op(f ) is binary, unary(op(f ))
returns true if op(f ) is true, left(f ) returns the left subformula of f , right(f ) returns the right subformula of f , and
subformula(f ) returns the subformula of f .
boolean
eval(F ormula f, State s, array now, array pre, int index){
if binary(op(f )) then{
lval ← eval(lef t(f ), now, pre, index);
rval ← eval(right(f ), now, pre, index); }
else if unary(op(f )) then
val ← eval(subf ormula(f ), now, pre, index);
case(op(f )) of {
p : return p(s); true : return true; f alse : return f alse;
op : return rval op lval; ¬ : return not val;
Ss , Sw : now[++index] ← lval or rval;
return (pre[index] and lval) or rval;
[, )s , [, )w :
now[++index] ← (not rval) and (pre[index] or lval);
return (not rval) and (pre[index] or lval);
↑ : now[++index] ← val;
return (not pre[index]) and val;
↓ : now[++index] ← val;
return pre[index] and (not val);

¡ : now[++index] ← val; return pre[index] and val;
♦
· : now[++index] ← val; return pre[index] or val;
¯ : now[++index] ← val; return pre[index];
}
}

Here, the pre array passed as an argument contains the
boolean values of all subformulae in the previous state, that
will be required in the current state. While the now array,
after the evaluation of eval function, will contain the boolean
values of all subformulae in the current state that will be
required in the next state. Note, here the now array is
passed as reference, and its value is set in the function eval.
The function eval, however, cannot be used to evaluate the
boolean value of a formula for the first state in a run, as
the recursion handles the case n = 1 in a different way. We
define the function init to handle this special case as follows:
boolean init(F ormula f, State s, array now, int index){
if binary(op(f )) then{
lval ← init(lef t(f ), now, index);
rval ← eval(right(f ), now, index); }
else if unary(op(f )) then
val ← init(subf ormula(f ), now, index);
case(op(f )) of {
p : return p(s); true : return true; f alse : return f alse;
op : return rval op lval; ¬ : return not val;
Ss : now[++index] ← rval; return rval;
Sw : now[++index] ← lval or rval; return lval or rval;
[, )s : now[++index] ← (not rval) and lval;
return (not rval) and lval;
[, )w : now[++index] ← (not rval); return (not rval);
↑, ↓ : now[++index] ← val; return f alse;
¡, ♦
· , ¯ : now[++index] ← val; return val;
}
}

For a given formula f , we define the function monitor, that
at each iteration, consumes an event in the run, generates
the next state from that event, and evaluates the formula
for the state generated:
monitor(F ormula f, Run r = e1 e2 . . . en ){
State state ← {}; array now, pre;
state ← update(state, e1 );
val ← init(f, state, now, 0);
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if (not val) then output(‘property violated’);
for i = 2 to n do{
pre ← now;
state ← update(state, ei );
val ← eval(f, state, now, pre, 0);
if (not val) then output(‘property violated’);
}
}

In the initialization phase, the state variable is created
from the event e1 . The now array is then calculated by
calling the function init on the current state. After the calculation the result of init is checked for falsity, and an error
message is issued if the result is false. Otherwise, the main
loop is started. The main loop goes through the run, starting from the second event. At each iteration, now is copied
to pre, the current state is generated by consuming an event
from the run, the formula f is evaluated in the current state
using the function eval, the result of evaluation is tested for
falsity and an error message is generated if the result is false.
The time complexity of this algorithm is Θ(mn), where m
is the size of the original formula and n is the length of the
run. However, memory required by the algorithm2 is 2m0 ,
m0 being the number of temporal and monitor operators in
the formula.
We now go back to the Example 1. Suppose that
one want to monitor the safety property (x > 0) →
[(x = 0), y > z)s on that program. The formula states that
“if (x > 0), then (x = 0) has been true in the past, and since
then (y > z) was always false.”
For the possible execution or the observed run of the program mentioned in Section 2, we have the following sequence
of global states,
(−1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)
where the tuple (−1, 0, 0) denotes the state in which x =
−1, y = 0, z = 0. The formula is satisfied in all the states
of the sequence and so we say that the property specified
by the formula is not violated by the given run. However,
another possible run of the same computation is,
{x = −1, y = 0, z = 0}, {x = 0}, {y = 1}, {z = 1}, {x = 1}
This run corresponds to the sequence of states
(−1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)
The formula is clearly violated in the last state of this sequence. This is because, x > 0 in the 5th state. This means
that from 2nd state, in which x = 0, up to 5th state y > z
must be false. However, y > z in the 3rd state. This violates the formula. Therefore, the monitoring algorithm that
considers only the observed run presented in this subsection
fails to detect this violation. In the next subsection we propose an algorithm that will detect such a potential bug from
the original successful run.

3.3

Checking Safety Against All Runs

The algorithm, presented in the previous subsection, can
only monitor a single run. As noticed earlier, monitoring one
2
Here we assume that the recursive version is properly converted into an iterative algorithm using cps transform.
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run may not reveal a bug that might be present in other possible runs. Our algorithm removes this limitation by monitoring all the possible runs of a multithreaded computation.
The major hurdle in monitoring all possible runs is that the
number of possible runs can be exponential in the length of
the computation. We avoid this problem in our algorithm
by traversing the computation lattice level by level. The
events are generated by the algorithm presented in Section
2. The monitoring module consumes these events one by
one, and monitors the safety formula on the computation
lattice constructed from the events. We now describe the
monitoring module in more details.
The monitoring module maintains a queue of events.
Whenever an event arrives from the running multithreaded
program, it enqueues it in the event queue (Q). The module
also maintains a set of global states (CurrentLevel ), that are
present in the current level of the lattice. For each event e in
the event queue, it tries to construct a global state from the
set of states in the current level and the event e. If the global
state is created successfully it is added to the set of global
states (NextLevel ) for the next level of the lattice. Once a
global state in the current level becomes unnecessary, it is
removed from the set of global states in the current level.
When the set of global states in the current level becomes
empty, we say that the set of global states for the next level
is complete. At that time the module checks the safety formula (by calling monitorAll(NextLevel)) for the set of states
in the next level. If the formula is not violated it marks the
set of global states for the next level as the set of states for
the current level, removes unnecessary events from the event
queue, and restarts the iteration. The pseudocode for the
process is given below:
for each (e ∈ Q){
if ∃s ∈ CurrentLevel s.t. isN extState(s, e) then
N extLevel ← addT oSet(N extLevel, createState(s, e));
if isU nnecessary(s) then remove(s, CurrentLevel);
if isEmpty(CurrentLevel) then{
monitorAll(N extLevel);
CurrentLevel ← N extLevel; N extLevel ← {};
Q ← removeU nnecessaryEvents(CurrentLevel, Q);
}
}

Every global state s contains the value of all relevant
shared variables in the program, a n-dimensional vector
clock VC(s) to represent the latest events from each thread
that resulted in that global state, and a vector of boolean
values called flags. Each component of flags is initially set
to false. Here the predicate isNextState(s,e), checks if the
event e can convert the state s to a state s0 in the next level
of the lattice. The pseudocode for the predicate is given
below:
boolean isN extState(s, e){
i ← threadId(e);
if V C(s)[i] = V C(e)[i] + 1 then{
f lags(s)[i] = true;
if (∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i) V C(s)[j] ≥ V C(e)[j] then
return true; else return f alse; }
else return f alse;
}

where n is the number of threads, threadId(e) returns the

index of the thread that generated the event e, VC(s) returns the vector clock of global state s, VC(e) returns the
vector clock of event e, and flags(s) returns the vector flags
associated with s. Note, here flags(s)[i] is set to true if
V C(s)[i] = V C(e)[i] + 1. This means that e is the only
event from thread i that can possibly take state s to a state
s0 in the next level. When all the components of the vector
flags(s) become true, we say that the state s is unnecessary.
Thus the function isUnnecessary(s) checks if (∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n)
flags(s)[i] = true, where n is the number of threads.
The function createState(s,e) creates a new global state s0 ,
where s0 is a possible global state that can result from s after
the event e. For the purpose of monitoring we maintain,
with every global state, a set of pre arrays called PreSet,
and a set of now arrays called NowSet. In the function
createState we set the P reSet of s0 with the NowSet of s.
The pseudocode for createState is as follows:
State createState(s, e){
s0 ← new copy of s;
j ← threadId(e); V C(s0 )[j] ← V C(s)[j] + 1;
for i = 1 to n {f lags(s0 )[i] ← f alse; }
state(s0 )[var(e) ← value(e)]; return s0 ;
P reSet(s0 ) ← N owSet(s);
}

Here state(s’) returns the value of all relevant shared variables in state s0 , var(e) returns the name of the relevant
variable that is written at the time of event e, value(e) is
the value that is written to var(e), and state(s’)[var(e) ←
value(e)] means that in state(s’), var(e) is updated with
value(e).
The function addToSet(NextLevel,s) adds the global state
s to the set NextLevel. If s is already present in NextLevel,
it updates the existing states’ PreSet with the union of the
existing states’ PreSet and the PreSet of s. Two global
states are same if their vector clocks are equal. The function
removeUnnecessaryEvents(CurrentLevel,Q) removes from Q
the events that cannot contribute to the construction of any
state at the next level. To do so, it creates a vector clock
Vmin whose each component is the minimum of the corresponding component of the vector clocks of all the global
states in the set CurrentLevel. It then removes all the events
in Q whose vector clocks are less than or equal to Vmin . This
function makes sure that we do not store the unnecessary
events.
The function monitorAll performs the actual monitoring
of the formula. In this function, for each state s in the set
NextLevel, we invoke the function eval (as discussed in the
previous section) on s, for each pre array in the set PreSet. If eval returns false, we issue a ‘property violation’
warning. The now array that resulted from the invocation
of eval is added to the set NowSet of s. The pseudocode for
the function monitorAll is given as follows:
monitorAll(N extLevel){
for each s ∈ N extLevel{
for each pre ∈ P reSet(s){
now ← {}; result ← eval(f, s, now, pre, 0);
if not result then output(‘property violated’);
N owSet(s) ← N owSet(s) ∪ {now}; }
}
}

then we introduce, during instrumentation, a dummy shared
variable that is read whenever we enter the synchronization
block and is written when we exit the block. This makes
sure that all the events in one execution of the block are
causally dependent on the events in another execution of the
same block, so that the interleaving between them becomes
impossible.
Here the size of each pre array or now array is m0 , where
m0 is the number of temporal operators in the formula.
Therefore, the size of the set PreSet or the set NowSet can
0
be atmost 2m . This implies that the memory required for
0
each state in the lattice is O(2m ). If the maximum width
of the lattice is w, then the total memory required by the
0
program is O(w2m ). The time taken by the algorithm at
each iteration is O(w2m ), where m is the size of the formula.
However, if the threads in a program have very few dependency or synchronization points, then the number of valid
permutations of the events can be very large, and therefore the width of the lattice can become large. To handle
those situations we can add a parameter to the algorithm
which specifies the maximum width of the lattice. Then, if
the number of states in a level of the lattice becomes larger
than the maximum width, the algorithm can be modified to
consider only the most probable states in the level. We can
specify different heuristics to calculate the most probable
states in a given level of the lattice.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented our monitoring algorithm, in a tool
called Java Multi PathExplorer (JMPaX)[1], which has been
designed to monitor multithreaded Java programs. The
current implementation, see Figure 1, is written in Java
and it assumes that all the shared variables of the multithreaded program are static variables of type int. The tool
has two main modules, the instrumentation module and the
monitoring module. The instrumentation program, named
instrument, takes a specification file, a port number, and a
list of class files as command line arguments. An example
of such command is
java instrument spec server 7777 A.class B.class
C.class

where the specification file spec contains a list of named
formulae. The specification for the example discussed in
Section 2 looks as follows:
F = (A.x > 0) -> [(A.x = 0),(A.y > A.z))s

where A is the class containing the shared variables x, y
and z as static fields. The program instrument instruments
the classes, provided in the argument, as follows:
i) It adds access and write vector clocks as static fields for
each shared variable;
ii) It adds code to create a vector clock whenever a thread
is created;
iii) For each read and write access of the shared variables in
the class files, it adds codes to update the vector clocks
according to the algorithm mentioned in Section 2;

If the multithreaded program has synchronization blocks,
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iv) It adds codes to send messages to the server at the
port number 7777 for all writes of relevant variables.

To do so, the instrument program extracts the relevant
variables from the specification file.
The instrumentation module uses BCEL [5] Java library
to modify Java class files. We use the BCEL library to
get a better handle for a Java classfile. It enables us to
insert vector clocks as static member fields in a class, that
is otherwise not possible with the tool JTrek [13]. We also
make the update of vector clocks associated with a read or
write, atomic through synchronization. For this we need
to add Java bytecode both before and after the instructions
getstatic and putstatic, that access the shared variables.
This task is easier in BCEL as compared to JTrek.
A translator, which is part of monitoring module, reads
the specification and generates a single Java class file,
named SpecificationImpl.class. The monitoring module starts a server to listen events from the instrumented
program, parses them, enqueues them in a queue, executes
translator to generate SpecificationImpl.class, dynamically loads the class SpecificationImpl.class, and starts
monitoring the formulae on the queue of events. It issues a
warning whenever a formula is violated.
One of the test cases that we have implemented is the
landing example described in Section 1. JMPaX was able to
detect violation of a safety property from a single execution
of the program. The safety property that we verified was:
↑landing → [approved, ↓radio)s .
From a single execution of the code in which the radio
went off after the landing, JMPaX constructed a possible
run in which radio goes off between landing and approval,
and hence it detected the safety violation. This example
shows the power of our runtime verification technique.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have investigated the problem of runtime analysis of
multithreaded systems from a fundamental perspective. We
have developed scalable techniques for extracting relevant
events and their causal dependency from an executing multithreaded program. We have proposed and implemented
algorithms to check safety properties against the computation lattice of a multithreaded computation. We have
also briefly presented our prototype tool Java MultiPathExplorer, abbreviated JMPaX, which, at our knowledge, is the
first tool that can predict violations of safety properties expressed in temporal logics from correct executions of multithreaded programs. We have also shown that, despite the
fact that our safety properties can refer to any state in the
past and that there is a potentially exponential number of
multithreaded runs to be analyzed, one does not need to
actually store the previous states; one can analyze all the
multithreaded runs in parallel, by traversing the computation lattice top down, level-by-level.
Three major contributions have been made. First, we
have nontrivially extended the capabilities of systems like
JPaX and Java Mac, by providing the ability to predict
safety errors from successful executions; we regard safety
prediction as an important trade-off towards avoiding the inherent complexity of full-blown theorem proving and model
checking; we are not aware of any other efforts in this direction. Second, we have defined the notion of relevant
causality in multithreaded systems with shared variables
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and synchronization points and we have provided a technique of implementing relevant causality based on vector
clocks. Finally, we have implemented a modular prototype
runtime analysis system, JMPaX; modularity comes from
the fact that its instrumentation module can be used together with other computation lattice analysis tools, while
its safety computation analysis module can be used in any
event based setting, for example a distributed system. In
fact, we intend to soon extend our work to analyzing arbitrary distributed systems at runtime for not only safety
but also other properties of interest. There are also plans
on developing a predictive analysis runtime environment for
both multithreaded and distributed systems, as well as developing a GUI for JMPaX that would make it easy to use
and understand by ordinary software engineers. Since our
work is partly sponsored by NASA, we also intend to soon
use JMPaX on real-world NASA-related large applications.
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Appendix AC:
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coordination behavior of many virtual UAVs with a
few real UAVs, each real UAV is working as an
independent process. In this kind of simulation, a
single process simulator cannot work well. Therefore,
a concurrent object-based distributed simulator
provides a better simulation environment.
It is commonplace to say that human beings are
disposed to cooperate. Biology and ethology show that
“kin-altruism” and “reciprocal-altruism” can ground
cooperative behavior in animals, such as wolves
surrounding prey, termites nest building, and birds
flocking. Drawing a parallel, intelligent UAVs that
cooperate with one another are of high interest for
their ability to search, detect, identify, and handle
targets together. The old age tenets of pre-planning
and central control have to be reexamined, giving way
to the idea of coordinated execution. In this paper, we
describe and analyze three different strategies to
coordinate tasks among UAVs in a dynamic
environment to achieve their goals.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2
sketches a simulation scenario and explains basic
concepts about the actor model and the metrics in our
simulation. Section 3 describes architecture for our
simulation, and three cooperation strategies for a joint
mission are presented in Section 4. Section 5 explains
our implementation and experimental results. Then, in
Section 6 and 7, we discuss related work and our
future work. Finally, we conclude this paper with a
summary of our simulation framework and our major
contributions.

KEYWORDS
Actor, Simulation, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV),
Coordination.
ABSTRACT
The effectiveness of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) is being increased to reduce the cost and risk
of a mission [Doherty et al. 2000]. Since the advent of
small sized but high performance UAVs, the use of a
group of UAVs for performing a joint mission is of
major interest. However, the development of a UAV is
expensive, and a small error in automatic control
results in a crash. Therefore, it is useful to develop and
verify the coordination behavior of UAVs through
software simulation prior to real testing. We describe
how an actor-based simulation platform supports
distributed simulators, and present three cooperation
strategies: self-interested UAVs, sharing-based
cooperation, and team-based coordination. Our
experimental results show how communication among
UAVs improves the overall performance of a
collection of UAVs on a joint mission.
1. INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) is being increased to reduce the cost and risk
of a mission [Doherty et al. 2000]. Some military
UAVs, such as the Predator and the Global Hawk,
were already used during the wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq. Decreasing size of the UAVs and increased
demand for more intelligent and autonomous behavior
of UAVs are paving the way for consideration of a
group of UAVs performing a joint mission. While the
cost of UAVs is lower than that of real planes, the
development cost of a UAV is still very high, and a
small error in automatic control may result in a crash.
Therefore, when we consider a large number of UAVs
working together, it is necessary to design and verify
the behavior of UAVs through software simulation
prior to real testing.
Many simulators have been developed as single
process simulators. However, a single process
simulator has several limitations. First, the
performance of a simulation depends on the
computational power of one computer. Second, a
single process simulator has an extensibility issue
when a special component requires its own specific
process. For example, if we want to simulate the
Proceedings 15 the European simulation symposium
Alexander Verbraeck, Vlatka Hlupic (Eds.)
(c) SCS European Council / SCS Europe BVBA, 2003
ISBN 3-936150-28-1 (book) / 3-936150-29-X (CD)

2. TERMINOLOGY
2.1 UAV Simulation Scenario
Prior to embarking on the architecture of our UAV
simulator, we present a simple scenario in order to
explain the meaning of basic terms. The application of
our simulation is a UAV surveillance mission. For
example, 50 UAVs might be launched into a certain
area by Ground Control System (GCS) to detect
targets in the area. For example, targets may be
civilians to be rescued. In the simulation, UAVs have
the autonomy to perform their mission without
interaction with the GCS, except during the initial
stage when message exchange is necessary to get each
UAV started by sending them some default air routes.
When UAVs are launched, the UAVs do not have any
information about locations of targets. However, each
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UAV is equipped with some sensors which can detect
objects within the certain range. We assume that all
UAVs start from the same location, called an air base.
Controlling the sequence of takeoffs and landings of
UAVs is managed by the control center, called Air
Base System (ABS). The main task of a UAV is to
detect locations of targets in a mission area and
investigate them. Therefore, even though they
navigate according to the given air routes, they can
change their trajectories to handle targets once they
detect those targets. In addition, when UAVs
encounter obstacles, such as tall towers or airplanes,
they should change their air routes to avoid a collision.
Therefore, in our UAV simulation, there are five types
of important components: Ground Control System
(GCS), Air Base System (ABS), Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs), targets, and obstacles.

⎧⎪
Π j (t )
Θ i (t ) = arg max ⎨
j
⎪⎩ xi (t ) − ψ j (t )

⎫⎪
⎬
⎪⎭

where Π j (t ) denotes the value of target j at time t,

xi (t ) is the location of UAV i at time t, and ψ j (t ) is
the location of target j at time t. If target j is stationary,
ψ j (t ) is always the same regardless of time. The
value between braces is called the attractive force
value of target j, and Θi (t ) returns the index of the
target that has the maximum attractive force value to
UAV i at time t.
As a UAV approaches a target, the UAV starts
consuming the value of the target once the UAV is
within a certain distance of the target. We call the
value consumed by the UAV the utility value. The
utility value function and the target value function of
the target i at time step t+1 are defined as follows:

2.2 Actor
Our UAV simulator is based on the Actor system, a
concurrent object-based distributed system, and hence,
we use the actor model to describe each component in
the simulation. An actor is a self-contained active
object which has its own control thread and
communicates with other actors through asynchronous
message passing [Agha 1986; Agha et al. 1997]. In
addition, an actor can create other actors, just as an
object can create other objects. In our UAV simulator,
each component, such as a UAV or a target, is
implemented as an actor. Since these components in
real situations operate concurrently and communicate
with one another, their behavior can be captured very
well by the actor model. Each software component in
the simulation progresses its state independently of the
progress of others in response to the environment
information gathered either through its own sensor or
by communicating with others.

U i (t + 1) = Π i (0) − Π i (t + 1)
Π i (t + 1) = max{Π i (t ) − d ⋅ ni (t ),0}
where U i (t ) means the utility value of the target i at
time t, d is a discount factor, and ni (t ) is the number
of UAVs which are near to the target i at time t.
Therefore, in our simulation, when several UAVs are
within the range of a target, the value of the target is
consumed more quickly.
After a UAV reaches a target, it will fly around
the target until the whole value of the target is
consumed, either by the UAV alone or in conjunction
with a group of UAVs. In our UAV simulation, one
purpose of collective behavior of UAVs is to
maximize the accumulated utility value within as short
a time as possible. Here, the accumulated utility value
means the whole value of targets consumed by all the
UAVs.

2.3 Attractive Force Value and Utility Value
In our UAV simulation, each target has its own value.
This value could be interpreted in several different
ways. The value might correspond to the number of
soldiers or the importance of a building. Also, we can
consider this value as the time required to investigate a
target by a UAV. For the simplicity of our simulation,
we use a single numeric value instead of symbolic
information or time information about a target.
In our simulation, we make the following
assumptions. A UAV handles only one target at a time,
although the UAV holds and manages information
about several targets. In the advent of multiple targets
to be handled, the UAV should select one of them. For
this purpose, a UAV uses the attractiveness function to
decide on a target. The attractiveness function maps
the value of a target to the attractive force value,
which represents a UAV’s preference. This function
depends on the value of the target and the distance
between itself and the UAV, and is used to select the
best target as follows:

3. SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE
Our distributed simulation is comprised of three
layers: user interface, UAV simulator, and actor-based
distributed platform (Figure 1). The user interface
layer consists of two programs: Configuration
Interface
Program
and
Simulation
Viewer.
Configuration Interface Program provides an easy
means of defining important attributes for the
simulation. Simulation Viewer is a tool to check and
verify the simulation results. All task oriented
components, such as UAVs and targets, and simulation
oriented components, such as Simulation Control
Manager (SCM) and Active Broker (AB), are
implemented as actors in the UAV simulator layer,
which will be further explained in section 3.2.2. Each
actor has its own thread to progress its state. The
thread execution and communication of actors are
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to perform its operation and communicates with others
through the asynchronous communication, the
execution of an actor does not depend on those of
others. Due to these features, we can easily use the
power of distributed systems. Simulation components
implemented as actors run on different computers
independently, and they can communicate with others
through the unique actor name, even though the
distributed platform migrates some components from
one host to another.
When distributed components interact with each
other
through
asynchronous
communication,
analyzing the delivery sequence of communication
messages is burdensome because asynchronous
communication does not guarantee the message
delivery order requirements, such as FIFO order,
causal order, or total order [Hadzilacos and Toueg
1993]. Our distributed platform makes a log for
message passing among actors, so that users can easily
analyze the delivery sequence of messages.

controlled by the Actor Foundry, an actor-based
distributed platform.
User Interface
Configuration Interface
– set up parameters
Simulation Viewer
– show the result
UAV Simulator
Task oriented components
– UAVs, targets, obstacles, etc
Simulation oriented components
– SCM, AB, etc
Actor-based Distributed Platform
Actor Foundry
– actor thread control
– communication among actors
– actor migration

Figure 1: Three-layered Architecture for Distributed
Simulation

3.2 UAV Simulator

The actor-based distributed platform is a
middleware to support several distributed applications
and is not tailor made for a specific simulation, such
as a UAV simulation. The UAV simulator defines
specific behaviors of UAVs, but does not include all
the parameters to test and verify a behavior. These
parameters are defined in user interface programs by a
user and used in the UAV simulator. The functions of
each layer are explained in detail below.

All simulation components in our UAV Simulator can
be classified into two categories: task oriented
components and simulation oriented components
(Figure 2). Task oriented components simulate objects
in real situations. For example, a UAV component
maps to a UAV object in a real situation while a target
component maps to a target object. For the purpose of
simulation, we need some virtual components, such as
Simulation Control Manager and Active Broker. The
following sub-sections explain these two categories of
components in detail.

3.1 Actor-based Distributed Platform
The Actor Foundry is implemented in the Java
programming language, and supports actor execution,
communication between actors, and actor migration
[Astlery 1999; Clausen 1998].
In the Actor Foundry, an actor is created by
another actor or by a user. When an actor is created,
the actor name of the new actor is returned. This name
would be used to refer to the receiver actor in message
passing or deliver the reference of another actor to the
receiver actor. The actor name is unique in the actor
world. Therefore, even though an actor migrates from
one host to another, the name is always transparent to
other actors, and hence, other actors can continuously
use the same name to refer to the given actor
irrespective of that actor’s current location, thereby
providing a means for location transparency.
An actor in the Actor Foundry is running as a
Java thread, and an actor communicates with other
actors through asynchronous message passing. This is
the main difference between the Actor Foundry and
other object-based distributed platforms, such as
CORBA and DCOM [Grimes 1997; OMG 2002]. In
other object-based distributed platforms, one thread
control is assumed: when an object is called by
another object, the caller object is blocked until the
called object returns the thread control. In the Actor
Foundry, since every actor has its own control thread

Task Oriented Components
Unmanned UnmannedUnmanned
Aerial Vehicle
Aerial Vehicle
Aerial Vehicle

Static Static Static
TargetTargetTarget

MobileMobile
Mobile
TargetTargetTarget

StaticStaticStatic
Obstacle
Obstacle
Obstacle

Mobile
Mobile
Mobile
Obstacle
Obstacle
Obstacle

Ground Control
System

Air Base
System

Simulation Oriented Components
Simulation
Control
Manager

Active
Broker

Sensor
Simulator

Figure 2: Simulation Components in UAV Simulator
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communication. For example, if every UAV registers
information about its current flying area with its actor
name on a shared space, then when a UAV requests a
broker for a message passing with a template that
describes a certain area, the broker delivers the
message to other UAVs which are in the area.
However, this approach is not very accurate for
finding the neighboring UAVs. Therefore, we have
extended the function of the brokering service. In the
active brokering service, every UAV registers
information about its current location with its actor
name on the shared space, and a UAV sends a special
object instead of the template to request a message
delivery to Active Broker. The object includes a
specific method to be called by Active Broker. The
method computes the distance between the location of
the sender UAV and other UAVs and selects some
which are within the local communication range.
When the method returns actor names of neighboring
UAVs, Active Broker delivers to them the message
received from the sender UAV.

3.2.1 Task Oriented Components
Task oriented components in our UAV simulator
consist of five types: Ground Control System (GCS),
Air Base System (ABS), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs), obstacles, and targets. GCS is a central
manager of UAVs and is aware of the mission area so
as to indicate each UAV its air route in the area.
However, GCS may not communicate continuously
with UAVs to decide behavior of the UAVs at each
time step because UAVs are supposed to perform their
mission autonomously. ABS represents a control center
of an air base and controls the sequence of take-offs
and landings of UAVs. UAVs perform a given mission
autonomously within certain restrictions, such as their
kinematics and communication capability. Obstacles
represent objects in which UAVs are not interested and
with which a collision can happen. According to
whether an obstacle can move or not, they are
classified into two classes: a mobile obstacle, such as
an airplane, and a static obstacle, such as a tall tower
or a building. Targets represent objects of interest for
the UAVs, such as, civilians to be rescued. According
to its mobility characteristics, there are mobile targets
and static targets.

3.2.2.3 Sensor Simulator
Although each real UAV is supposed to be equipped
with its own radar sensor, the radar sensors of all
UAVs is simulated by a single simulation oriented
component, Sensor Simulator. In the simulation,
UAVs, targets, and obstacles register their current
locations on a shared space every second in virtual
time. Sensor Simulator periodically computes the
distance between any two objects. If some components
are within the sensor range of a UAV, Sensor
Simulator reports information about these components
to the UAV. Each UAV regards this information as its
sensor input.

3.2.2 Simulation Oriented Components
3.2.2.1 Simulation Control Manager.
Each component manages its virtual time because
each actor has its own control thread. However, this
situation can cause inconsistency in virtual times of
components. To maintain consistency between virtual
times, Simulation Control Manager (SCM) manages
local virtual times of the simulation components.
When every component starts its execution, the initial
value of each local virtual time is set to 0. After every
component starts, SCM broadcasts a virtual time clock
message to the other components. When a component
receives the message, the component increases its
local time and performs a small portion of its task that
should be completed during the predefined time slice
unit. For example, when a UAV receives the message,
it updates its location and direction vector, and also
checks whether or not new objects, such as other
UAVs, targets, or obstacles, are detected. If a new
neighboring UAV is detected, the UAV might
exchange some information with the new neighboring
UAV. After a component finishes its computation, it
sends a reply message to SCM. When SCM receives
reply messages from all the other components, SCM
increases its virtual time, and rebroadcasts another
virtual time clock message.

3.2.3 UAV Architecture
The most important simulation component is a UAV
component. Therefore, we explain the architecture and
the main behavior of a UAV in this subsection. A UAV
is comprised of four modules: the physical process
module, the trajectory planning module, the
cooperative module, and the global control module
(Figure 3).
UAV
global control module
global
waypoints

next waypoints request
trajectory
planning
module

sensor
local waypoints

3.2.2.2 Active Broker
In order for a UAV to perform a group mission, the
UAV needs to communicate with its neighboring
UAVs through local broadcasting. Active Broker
simulates a local broadcasting mechanism. In general,
the brokering service supports attribute-based

GCS

target
handling

cooperative
module

UAV

obstacle
handling
local information, next waypoint request
physical process module

Figure 3: The Architecture of the Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle Actor
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When a UAV starts its mission, it does not have
any information about its air route or the mission area.
In our simulation, an air route is defined as a set of
waypoints that need to be traversed by the UAV.
Therefore, the first task of a UAV is to request the
waypoints from GCS. The global control module of a
UAV takes charge in communicating with GCS and
managing the waypoints received. We call these
waypoints global waypoints. When a UAV detects
targets or/and obstacles, this information is delivered
to the trajectory planning module from Sensor
Simulator. The trajectory planning module handles
them according to the predefined rules. For example,
when a UAV detects several targets, it selects one
target which has the best attractive force value, and
then modifies its air route to reach the target. This
function is performed by adding a waypoint to the list
of UAV’s current waypoints. The set of waypoints
used inclusive of the additional waypoints are called
local waypoints. The cooperative module is used when
several UAVs want to handle a set of targets. To
decide which UAV handles which target, the UAVs
communicate with each other through the cooperative
module. The kinematics of a UAV is implemented in
the physical process module. Therefore, whenever this
module receives a virtual time clock message, the
physical process module computes the next location
and the next direction of the UAV. When a UAV
reaches the current waypoint, this module starts a turn
toward the next waypoint according to the predefined
kinematics.

Figure 4: Configuration Interface Program
3.3.2 Simulation Viewer
Because of the characteristics of large scale
simulations whose durations may sometimes be so
long that we cannot monitor the simulation results
continuously, we have separated the simulation
checking from the simulation execution. Therefore, we
look at and check the simulation results through
Simulation Viewer (Figure 5). Another advantage of
this approach is that the simulation results can be
viewed back and forth with respect to the simulation
virtual time.
While our UAV simulator is running according to
the given parameters, the simulator generates
simulation results on data files. The data files contain
the locations and directions of UAVs, targets, and
obstacles at every simulation virtual time step. The
Simulation Viewer is used to check and verify the
simulation results.

3.3 User Interface
If we have to modify the UAV simulator whenever we
execute it with different parameters, it is quite
burdensome. Besides, modification at the code level
requires comprehension making it hard for novice
users to modify the code. In our architecture of UAV
simulation, we separate the parameter modification
part from the UAV simulator code as the user interface
layer. Moreover, we separate the simulation checking
part from simulator code. Therefore, the user interface
layer consists of two programs: Configuration
Interface Program and Simulation Viewer.
3.3.1 Configuration Interface Program
For the convenience of novice users, we have
separated the configuration for UAV simulation
parameters from the simulator code as a configuration
file. This file can be modified by the Configuration
Interface Program (Figure 4). Therefore, although a
user does not look at and understand the source code
for UAV simulation, they can change important
parameters of simulation and run it without
recompiling the source code. With this program a user
can set up the number of UAVs, the size of mission
area, the attributes of targets and obstacles, maximum
simulation time, and the size of simulation time slice
unit.

Figure 5: Simulation Viewer
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how to select an optimum UAV and decide the number
of UAVs required to accomplish a task, when there are
a sufficient number of neighboring UAVs. As the basic
coordination protocol, we use the Contract Net
protocol [Smith 1980; Smith and Davis 1981]. The
UAV initiating the group mission works as the group
leader UAV, and the other participant UAVs are called
member UAVs. When a member UAV detects another
target, the UAV delivers information about the new
target to the leader UAV, and the leader UAV will add
the target to the set of targets to be handled. The leader
UAV considers the distance between a target detected
and neighboring UAVs to assign the target. When a
member UAV consumes the entire value of a target the
UAV secedes from its group.

4. COOPERATION AND COORDINATION
AMONG UAVS
Cooperation among the UAVs is essential in directing
the adjustment of policies in the globally most
beneficial direction. In addition to cooperative
dissemination of information, coordination of actions
in larger teams is essential. With elements of
uncertainty existing in the environment, coordination
among UAVs has to be adaptive. The UAVs need to
dynamically allocate responsibilities for different
subtasks depending on the changing circumstances of
the overall situation. For example, if additional targets
are detected during a group mission, a team of UAVs
needs to be able to handle them either by recruiting
new member UAVs or changing the previous
assignment of targets. In our UAV simulation, we use
three strategies: the self-interested UAV strategy, the
sharing-based cooperation strategy, and the teambased coordination strategy.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We have developed the UAV simulator and two
interface programs in Java programming language.
Our UAV simulator is running on the Actor Foundry,
but interface programs do not require the Actor
Foundry. In order to simulate the flying and turning
behavior of UAVs, we use the basic kinematics model
of airplanes, but we abstract away the detailed
dynamics and kinetics of aircraft.
For the UAV simulation, the size of the simulation
area is set to 1,000,000 × 800,000 × 8,000 cubic feet
(length × width × altitude), size of the mission area to
400,000 × 500,000 × 8,000 cubic feet, the radius of
local broadcast communication of a UAV to 50,000
feet, and the radius of radar sensor to 25,000 feet.
There are 50 targets in the mission area, and they are
normally distributed. Half of the targets are static and
the others are dynamic targets. When a UAV is within
1,000 feet from a target, the UAV consumes the value
of the target. The initial value of each target is 100,
and the discount factor d in the target value function is
5 per second.
To investigate how different cooperation
strategies influence the performance of a joint mission,
we use Average Service Cost (ASC) defined as
follows:

4.1 Self-interested UAVs
In the self-interested UAV strategy, a UAV senses a
target and approaches it with the intention of
consuming its entire value. When another UAV
detects the same target, it also proceeds to consume
the value of the target, irrespectively of what other
UAVs do. Incessant polling of the target value till such
time it is consumed completely serves as a means of
interaction among the UAVs. It is not unusual to have
more than one UAV concentrated on a target resulting
in quicker consumption of its value, but also possibly
in duplication of service.
4.2 Sharing-based Cooperation
In this strategy, once a UAV has discovered and
located a target, it broadcasts this information so that
other UAVs could direct their attention to the
remaining targets. Reception of such information will
result in the UAVs purging the targets that were
advertised. This approach allows for a larger set of
targets to be visited in a given time interval and is thus
expected to be faster in accomplishing the mission
goal. Exchange of information between UAVs
referring to the same target will result in a UAV with a
lower identification number to determine the UAV that
would be responsible for this target based on
parameters such as the distance from the target.

n

ASC =

∑ ( NTi − MNT )
i

n

where n is the number of UAVs, NTi means navigation
time of UAV i, MNT (Minimum Navigation Time)
means average navigation time of all UAVs required
for a mission when there are no targets.
Figure 6 shows Average Service Cost for three
different cooperation strategies. When the number of
UAVs is increased, ASC is decreased in every case.
However, the sharing-based cooperation strategy and
the team-based coordination strategy are better than
the self-contained UAV strategy. From this result, we
conclude that communication of UAVs is useful to
handle targets, even though UAVs in the self-

4.3 Team-based Coordination
In the team-based coordination strategy, certain UAV
takes on the mantle of the leader of its team and
dictates course of action to the other UAVs about the
targets they need to visit. A team is dynamically
formed and changed according to the set of targets
detected; i.e. when a UAV detects more than one target,
the UAV tries to handle the targets together with its
neighboring UAVs. At this time, the main concern is
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contained UAV strategy consumes quickly the value of
a target when they handle the target together. Another
interesting result is the performance of the team-based
coordination strategy is similar to that of the sharingbased cooperation strategy, even though the algorithm
of the sharing-based cooperation strategy is much
simpler. The overall ASC of the team-based
coordination strategy is 3 or 5 seconds faster than that
of the sharing-based cooperation strategy. When ni(t)
in the target value function is not used, the
performances of the sharing-based cooperation
strategy and the team-based coordination strategy are
not changed very much while that of the selfinterested UAV strategy is decreased (Figure 7).

GTMax UAV is a helicopter, and both papers do not
handle cooperation among UAVs.
Altenburg and his colleagues present an agent
based simulator to simulate UAV cooperative control
[Altenburg et al. 2002]. In their approach, agents are
reactive agents while UAV components in our
simulation are deliberative agents. Therefore, their
agents directly respond to signals from environment,
while our agents change their intention about targets
and automatically and proactively select a different
action. Also, their agents communicate with others
indirectly through the environment while our agents
communicate with each others directly. Kolek and his
colleagues present a simulation framework to evaluate
the performance of real time tactical radio networks
with a UAV [Kolek et al. 1998]. In this paper, the
authors explain how much distributed simulation
could be applied to solve military problems, but they
do not handle the autonomy of UAVs and
coordination among UAVs.

400
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7. FUTURE WORK
The Actor system supports distributed computational
environment and actor mobility. In the current
platform, it is the programmer’s role to determine
actor placement. However, this is hard to do when we
do not know the CPU speed and the communication
speed among different machines. Specifically, when
the communication pattern among actors is changed,
the initial placement of actors might prove to be a
deterrent to cross boundary communication. For this,
we are developing dynamic actor reconfiguration
algorithm. In the new actor platform, the
communication pattern among actors will be
monitored, and actors will be dynamically reallocated
by the platform.
Another problem of the current actor system is the
existence of Simulation Control Manager (SCM) to
control the virtual times of UAVs globally. This
component may be a bottleneck of the distributed
simulation, and if this component were to fail, the
simulation would collapse completely. To counter this,
the Jefferson’s virtual time [Jefferson 1985] based
actor platform can be used. In this actor platform, each
actor maintains its own virtual time, and when an actor
communicates with another actor and the time
difference is more than the given threshold, the
platform performs the rollback.
As another extension, we are looking to merge a
few real UAVs into UAV simulation. That is, we are
going to build a UAV simulator with the possibility of
real time input from real UAVs and virtual UAVs. In
this simulation, a real UAV can communicate with
other real UAVs and virtual UAVs to perform a virtual
task. This approach can overcome the problem of
computer simulation, such as the inaccuracy of UAV
kinematics and the communication delay defined by
programmers.
In our simulation, we use Contract Net Protocol.
It means if a UAV accepts the order from a leader UAV,
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Figure 6: Average Service Cost (ASC) for three
different coordination strategies.
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Figure 7: Average Service Cost when ni(t) is not used.
6. RELATED WORK
Johnson and Mishra present a flight simulation tool for
GTMax (Georgia Tech R-Max VTOL UAV) [Johnson
and Mishra 2002]. Barney Pell and his colleagues
describe the NMRA (New Millennium Remote Agent),
architecture for a UAV. The NMRA integrates realtime monitoring and control with planning and
scheduling, handles fault recovery and reconfiguration
of component models, and simulates the autonomy of
a UAV [Pell et al. 1997]. However, the type of the
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the UAV must handle the target. However, the belief
about environment changes when UAVs detects more
targets or additional UAVs become available after
having consumed value of their respective targets.
Therefore, when any change in the environment is
detected or any UAV becomes available, this
information is delivered to the leader UAV, and the
leader UAV may reconsider and change the target
assignment. Also, a member UAV may secede from its
team to handle a new target with a more attractive
force value. This idea is motivated from the leveled
commitment in Contract Net Protocol [Sandholm and
Lesser 1995].
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8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described the design and
development of a distributed UAV simulator using an
actor-based platform, a utility function, and Contract
Net Protocol. The three layered architecture for our
UAV simulation is presented: the actor-based
distributed platform, the UAV simulator, and the user
interface layer. We have described three strategies to
perform a joint mission: the self-interested UAVs
strategy, the sharing-based coordination strategy, and
team-based cooperation strategy. This has been
supplemented by our experimental results and outline
of the future work.
Our UAV simulator is working on an actor-based
distributed platform, and hence, it naturally adapts to
the behavior of a distributed and concurrent situation.
We can easily improvise the execution environment
without changing the UAV simulator by separating the
distributed platform from the simulator. For example,
we can migrate some actors from a computer to
another during the execution time. Other possible
means for improvising the working environment have
been presented in the future work section. When we
consider multiple UAVs working together, their
cooperation mechanisms are of utmost importance. In
this paper, we have presented three different
approaches, and compared and contrasted them. The
experimental results suggest that cooperation and
coordination strategies are better than the selfinterested UAV strategy. Last but not least, we have
introduced the active brokering service to support
application oriented searching.
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Appendix AD:

A Rewriting Based Model for Probabilistic
Distributed Object Systems
Nirman Kumar, Koushik Sen, José Meseguer, Gul Agha
Department of Computer Science,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
{nkumar5,ksen,meseguer,agha}@cs.uiuc.edu

Abstract. Concurrent and distributed systems have traditionally been
modelled using nondeterministic transitions over configurations. The
nondeterminism provides an abstraction over scheduling, network delays,
failures and randomization. However a probabilistic model can capture
these sources of nondeterminism more precisely and enable statistical
analysis, simulations and reasoning. We have developed a general semantic framework for probabilistic systems using probabilistic rewriting. Our
framework also allows nondeterminism in the system. In this paper, we
briefly describe the framework and its application to concurrent object
based systems such as actors. We also identify a sufficiently expressive
fragment of the general framework and describe its implementation. The
concepts are illustrated by a simple client-server example.

Keywords: Rewrite theory, probability, actors, Maude, nondeterminism.

1

Introduction

A number of factors, such as processor scheduling and network delays, failures,
and explicit randomization, generally result in nondeterministic execution in
concurrent and distributed systems. A well known consequence of such nondeterminism is an exponential number of possible interactions which in turn
makes it difficult to reason rigorously about concurrent systems. For example,
it is infeasible to use techniques such as model checking to verify any large-scale
distributed systems. In fact, some distributed systems may not even have a finite
state model: in particular, networked embedded systems involving continuously
changing parameters such as time, temperature or available battery power are
infinite state.
We believe that a large class of concurrent systems may become amenable
to a rigorous analysis if we are able to quantify some of the probabilities of
transitions. For example, network delays can be represented by variables from
a probabilistic distribution that depends on some function of the system state.
Similarly, available battery power, failure rates, etc., may also have a probabilistic behavior. A probabilistic model can capture the statistical regularities in
such systems and enable us to make probabilistic guarantees about its behavior.
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We have developed a model based on rewriting logic [11] where the rewrite
rules are enriched with probability information. Note that rewriting logic provides a natural model for object-based systems [12]. The local computation of
each object is modelled by rewrite rules for that object and one can reason about
the global properties that result from the interaction between objects: such interactions may be asynchronous as in actors, or synchronous as in the π-calculus. In
[9] we show how several well known models of probabilistic and nondeterministic
systems can be expressed as special cases of probabilistic rewrite theories. We
also propose a temporal logic to express properties of interest in probabilistic
systems. In this paper we show how probabilistic object systems can be modelled
in our framework. Our probabilistic rewriting model is illustrated using a clientserver example. The example also shows how nondeterminism, for which we do
not have the probability distributions, is represented naturally in our model.
Nondeterminism is eventually removed by the system adversary and converted
into probabilities in order to define a probability space over computation paths.
The Actor model of computation [1] is widely used to model and reason
about object-based distributed systems. Actors have previously been modelled
as rewrite theories [12]. Probabilistic rewrite theories can be used to model and
reason about actor systems where actors may fail and messages may be dropped
or delayed and the associated probability distributions are known (see Section 3).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background material on membership equational logic [13] and rewriting [11] as well as
probability theory. Section 3 starts by giving an intuitive understanding of how
a step of computation occurs in a probabilistic rewrite theory. We then introduce
an example to motivate the modelling power of our framework and formalize the
various concepts. In Section 4 we define an important subclass of probabilistic
rewrite theories, and in Section 5, we describe its Maude implementation. The
final section discusses some directions for future research.

2

Background and Notation

A membership equational theory [13] is a pair (Σ, E), with Σ a signature consisting of a set K of kinds, for each k ∈ K a set Sk of sorts, a set of operator
declarations of the form f : k1 . . . kn → k, with k, k1 , . . . , kn ∈ K and with E a
set of conditional Σ-equations and Σ-memberships of the form
−
(∀→
x ) t = t0 ⇐ u1 = v1 ∧ . . . ∧ un = vn ∧ w1 : s1 ∧ . . . ∧ wm : sm
→
(∀−
x ) t : s ⇐ u1 = v1 ∧ . . . ∧ un = vn ∧ w1 : s1 ∧ . . . ∧ wm : sm
→
The −
x denote variables in the terms t, t0 , ui , vi and wj above. A membership
w : s with w a Σ-term of kind k and s ∈ Sk asserts that w has sort s. Terms
that do not have a sort are considered error terms. This allows membership
equational theories to specify partial functions within a total framework. A Σalgebra B consists of a K-indexed family of sets X = {Bk }k∈K , together with
1. for each f : k1 . . . kn → k in Σ a function fB : Bk1 × . . . × Bkn → Bk
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2. for each k ∈ K and each s ∈ Sk a subset Bs ⊆ Bk .
We denote the algebra of terms of a membership equational theory by TΣ . The
models of a membership equational theory (Σ, E) are those Σ-algebras that
satisfy the equations E. The inference rules of membership equational logic are
sound and complete [13]. Any membership equational theory (Σ, E) has an initial algebra of terms denoted TΣ/E which, using the inference rules of membership equational logic and assuming Σ unambiguous [13], is defined as a quotient
of the term algebra TΣ by
• t ≡E t0
⇔
• [t]≡E ∈ TΣ/E,s ⇔

E ` (∀∅) t = t0
E ` (∀∅) t : s

In [2] the usual results about equational simplification, confluence, termination,
and sort-decreasingness are extended in a natural way to membership equational
theories . Under those assumptions a membership equational theory can be executed by equational simplification using the equations from left to right, perhaps
modulo some structural (e.g. associativity, commutativity and identity) axioms
A. We denote the algebra of terms simplified by equations and structural axioms
as TΣ,E∪A and the isomorphic algebra of equivalence classes modulo axioms A,
of equationally simplified terms by Can Σ,E/A . The notation [t]A represents the
equivalence class of a term t fully simplified by the equations.
In a standard rewrite theory [11], transitions in a system are described by
labelled rewrite rules of the form
→
→
→
l : t(−
x ) −→ t0 (−
x ) if C(−
x)
→
Intuitively, a rule of this form specifies a pattern t(−
x ) such that if some fragment
of the system’s state matches that pattern and satisfies the condition C, then
→
a local transition of that state fragment, changing into the pattern t0 (−
x ) can
take place. In a probabilistic rewrite rule we add probability information to such
rules. Specifically, our proposed probabilistic rules are of the form,
→
→
−
−
→
l : t(−
x ) −→ t0 (−
x,→
y ) if C(→
x ) with probability π(−
x ).
→
→
In the above, the set of variables in the left-hand side term t(−
x ) is −
x , while some
−
→
→
→
−
0 −
new variables y may be present in the term t ( x , y ) on the right-hand side.
−
→
→
Of course it is not necessary that all of the variables in →
x occur in t0 (−
x,−
y ).
The rule will match a state fragment if there is a substitution θ for the variables
→
−
x that makes θ(t) equal to that state fragment and the condition θ(C) is true.
→
→
→
Because the right-hand side t0 (−
x,−
y ) may have new variables −
y , the next state is
not uniquely determined: it depends on the choice of an additional substitution ρ
→
for the variables −
y . The choice of ρ is made according to the probability function
π(θ), where π is not a fixed probability function, but a family of functions: one
→
for each match θ of the variables −
x.
The Maude system [4,5] provides an execution environment for membership
equational and rewrite theories. The Full Maude [6] library built on top of the
Core Maude environment allows users to specify object oriented modules in a
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convenient syntax. Several examples in [12,5] show specifications of object based
systems in Maude. The code for our example in Section 3 is written in the syntax
of Maude 2.0 [5].
To succinctly define probabilistic rewrite theories, we use a few basic notions
from axiomatic probability theory. A σ-algebra on a set X is a collection F of
subsets of X, containing X itself and closed under complementation and finite
or countably infinite unions. For example the power set P(X) of a set X is a
σ-algebra on X. The elements of a σ-algebra are called events. We denote by
BR the smallest σ-algebra on R containing the sets (−∞, x] for all x ∈ R. We
also remind the reader that a probability space is a triple (X, F, π) with F a
σ-algebra on X and π a probability measure function, defined on the σ-algebra
F which evaluates to 1 on X and distributes by addition over finite or countably
infinite union of disjoint events. For a given σ-algebra F on X, we denote by
PFun(X, F) the set
{π | (X, F, π) is a probability space}
Definition 1 (F-cover). For a σ-algebra F on X, an F-cover is a function
α : X → F, such that ∀x ∈ X x ∈ α(x).
Let π be a probability measure function defined on a σ-algebra F on X, and
suppose α is an F-cover. Then notice that π ◦ α naturally defines a function
from X to [0, 1]. Thus, for example, for X = R and F = BR , we can define α
to be the function that maps the real number x to the set (−∞, x]. With X a
finite set and F = P(X), the power set of X, it is natural to define α to be the
function that maps x ∈ X to the singleton {x}.

3

Probabilistic Rewrite Theories

A probabilistic rewrite theory has an interleaving execution semantics. A step of
computation changes a term [u]A to [v]A by the application of a single rewrite
rule on some subterm of the given canonical term [u]A . Recall the form of a
probabilistic rewrite rule as described in the previous section. Firstly, all con→
text, rule, substitution (for the variables −
x ) triples arising from possible applications of rewrite rules (see definition 6) to [u]A are computed. One of them
([C]A , r, [θ]A ) (for the justification of the A subscript see definitions 2, 3 and 5) is
chosen nondeterministically. This step essentially represents the nondeterminism
in the system. After that has been done, a particular substitution [ρ]A is chosen
→
probabilistically for the new variables −
y and [ρ]A along with [θ]A , is applied to
→
→
−
0 −
the term t ( x , y ) and placed inside the context C to obtain the term [v]A . The
choice of the new substitution [ρ]A is from the set of possible substitutions for
→
−
y . The probabilities are defined as a function of [θ]A . This gives the framework
great expressive power. Our framework can model both nondeterminism and
probability in the system. Next we describe our example, model it as an object
based rewrite theory and indicate how the rewrite rules model the probabilities
and nondeterminism.
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pmod QOS-MODEL is
...
vars L N m1 m2 : Nat.
vars Cl Sr Nw: Oid.
var i: Bit.
vars C Q: Configuration.
var M: Msg.
op ← : Oid Nat → Msg.
class Client
|sent:Nat, svc1 :Nat, svc2 :Nat.
class Network |soup:Configuration.
class Server
|queue:Configuration.
ops H Nt S1 S2 : → Oid.
ops acq1 acq2 : → Msg.
prl [req]:hCl:Client|sent:N , svc1 :m1 , svc2 :m2 ihNw: Network|soup:Ci⇒
hCl: Client|sent:(N + 1), svc1 :m1 , svc2 :m2 ihNw: Network|soup:C (Sr ← L)i.
cprl [acq]:hCl:Client|svc1 :m1 , svc2 :m2 ihNw:Network|soup:M Ci⇒
hCl:client|svc1 :m1 + δ(i, M, 1), svc2 :m2 + δ(i, M, 2)ihNw:Network|soup:Ci
if acq(M).
prl [deliver]:hNw:Network|soup:(Sr ← L) CihSr:Server|queue:Qi⇒
hNw:Network|soup:CihSr:Server|queue:Q Mi.
prl [process]:hSr:Server|queue:(Sr ← L) QihNw:Network|soup:Ci ⇒
hSr:Server|queue:QihNw:Network|soup:C Mi.
endpm

Fig. 1. A client-server example

A Client-Server Example : Our example is a situation where a client is sending computational jobs to servers across a network. There are two servers S1 and
S2 . S1 is computationally more powerful than S2 , but the network connectivity
to S2 is better (more reliable) than that to S1 and packets to S1 may be dropped
without being delivered, more frequently than packets to S2 . The servers may
also drop requests if the load increases beyond a certain threshold. The computationally more powerful server S1 drops packets with a lower probability than
S2 . We would like to reason about a good randomized policy for the client. The
question here is: which server is it better to send packets to, so that a larger
fraction of packets are processed rather than dropped? Four objects model the
system. One of them, the client, sends packets to the two server objects deciding
probabilistically before each send which server to send the packet to. The other
object models a network, which can either transmit the packets correctly, drop
them or deliver them out of order. The remaining two objects are server objects
which either drop a request or process it and send an acknowledgement message. The relevant fragment of code specifying the example is given in Figure
1. The client object named H maintains the total number of requests sent in a
variable sent and those which were successfully processed by servers S1 , S2 in
variables svc 1 and svc 2 respectively. Notice that for example in svc 1 : m1 the m1
is the value of the variable named svc 1 . An example term representing a possible
system state is
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h H : Client | sent : 3, svc1 : 1, svc2 : 0 i h Nt : Network | soup : (S1 ← 10) i
h S1 : Server | queue : nil i h S2 : Server | queue : (S2 ← 5) i

The term above of sort Configuration (collection of objects and messages)
represents a multiset of objects combined with an empty syntax (juxtaposition)
multiset union operator that is declared associative and commutative. The client
has sent 3 requests in total, out of which one has already been serviced by S1 ,
one is yet to be delivered and one request is yet pending at the server S2 . The
numbers 10 and 5 represent the measure of the loads in the respective requests.
We discuss the rules labelled req and acq. Henceforward we refer to a rule by
its label. Though not shown in Figure 1, a probabilistic rewrite theory associates
some functions with the rules, defining the probabilities. The rule req models
the client sending a request to one of the servers by putting a message into the
network object’s variable soup. The rule involves two new variables Sr and L
on the right-hand side. Sr is the name of the server to which the request is sent
and L is the message load. A probability function πreq (Cl, N, m1 , m2 , N w, C)
associated with the rule req (see definition 4) will decide the distribution of
the new variables Sr and L, and thus the randomized policy of the client. For
example, it can assign higher probability values to substitutions with Sr = S1 ,
if it finds that m1 > m2 ; this would model a heuristic policy which sends more
work to the server which is performing better. In this way the probabilities
can depend on the values of m1 , m2 (and thus the state of the system). In the
rule labelled acq there is only one new variable i on the right-hand side. That
variable can only assume two values 0, 1 with nonzero probability. 0 means a
message drop, so that δ(0, M, 1) = δ(0, M, 2) = 0, while if i = 1 then the
appropriate svc variable is incremented. The distribution of i as decided by the
function πacq (. . . , M ) could depend on M , effectively modelling the network
connectivity. The network drops messages more frequently for M = acq 1 (an
acq message from server S1 ) than it does for M = acq 2 . Having the distribution
of new variables depend on the substitution gives us the ability to model general
distributions. The associativity and commutativity attribute of the juxtaposition
operator for the sort Configuration essentially allows nondeterminism in the
order of message delivery by the network (since it chooses a message to process,
from the associative commutative soup of messages) and the order of messages
processed by the servers.
The more frequently the rewrite rules for the network object are applied
(which allow it to process the messages in it soup), the more frequently the
acq messages will be delivered. Likewise, the more frequently the rewrite rules
for a particular server are applied, the more quickly will it process its messages.
Thus, during a computation the values m1 , m2 , which determine the client’s randomized policy, will actually depend not only on the probability that a server
correctly processes the packets and the network correctly delivers requests and
acknowledgments, but also on how frequently the appropriate rewrite rules are
applied. However, the exact frequency of application depends on the nondeterministic choices made. We can now see how the nondeterminism effectively
influences the probabilities in the system. As explained later, the nondetermin-
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ism is removed (converted into probabilities) by what is called an adversary of
the system. In essence the adversary is like a scheduler which determines the
rate of progress of each component. The choice of adversary is important for
the behavior of the system. For example, we may assume a fair adversary that
chooses between its nondeterministic choices equally frequently. At an intuitive
level this would mean that the different parts of the system compute at the
same rate. Thus, it must be understood that the model defined by a probabilistic rewrite theory is parameterized on the adversary. The system modeler must
define the adversary based on an understanding of how frequently different objects in the system advance. Model checking of probabilistic systems quantifies
over adversaries, whereas a simulation has to fix an adversary.
We now define our framework formally.
Definition 2 (E/A-canonical ground substitution). An E/A-canonical
−
ground substitution is a substitution θ : →
x → TΣ,E∪A .
Intuitively an E/A-canonical ground substitution represents a substitution of
ground terms from the term algebra TΣ for variables of the corresponding sorts,
so that all of the terms have already been reduced as much as possible by the
equations E and the structural axioms A. For example the substitution 10 × 2 to
a variable of sort Nat is not a canonical ground substitution, but a substitution
of 20 for the same variable is a canonical ground substitution.
Definition 3 (A-equivalent substitution). Two E/A-canonical ground sub→
−
stitution θ, ρ : −
x → TΣ,E∪A are A-equivalent if and only if ∀x ∈ →
x [θ(x)]A =
[ρ(x)]A .
→
We use CanGSubst E/A (−
x ) to denote the set of all E/A-canonical ground
→
substitutions for the set of variables −
x . It is easy to see that the relation of A-equivalence as defined above is an equivalence relation on the set
−
→
CanGSubst E/A (→
x ). When the set of variables −
x is understood, we use [θ]A to
→
denote the equivalence class containing θ ∈ CanGSubst E/A (−
x ).
Definition 4 (Probabilistic rewrite theory). A probabilistic rewrite theory
is a 4-tuple R = (Σ, E ∪ A, R, π), with (Σ, E ∪ A, R) a rewrite theory with the
rules r ∈ R of the form
→
→
−
→
l : t(−
x ) → t0 (−
x,→
y ) if C(−
x)
where
−
→
x is the set of variables in t.
−
→
y is the set of variables in t0 that are not in t. Thus t0 might have variables
→
→
→
coming from the set −
x ∪−
y but it is not necessary that all variables in −
x
0
occur in t .
V
V
• C is a condition of the form ( j uj = vj ) ∧ ( k wk : sk ) , that is, C is a
conjunction of equations and memberships;

•
•
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and π is a function assigning to each rewrite rule r ∈ R a function
→
π : [[C]] → PFun(CanGSubst
(−
y ), F )
r

E/A

r

−
where [[C]] = {[µ]A ∈ CanGSubstE/A (→
x ) | E ∪ A ` µ(C)} is the set of E/A−
→
canonical substitutions for x satisfying the condition C, and Fr is a σ-algebra
−
on CanGSubstE/A (→
y ). We denote a rule r together with its associated function
πr , by the notation
→
→
→
→
−
l : t(−
x ) → t0 (−
x,−
y ) if C(−
x ) with probability π (→
x)
r

We denote the class of probabilistic rewrite theories by PRwTh . Notice the
following points in the definition
−
1. Rewrite rules may have new variables →
y on the right-hand side.
−
→
2. The condition C( x ) on the right-hand side depends only on the variables
−
→
→
x occurring in the term t(−
x ) on the left-hand side.
→
−
3. The condition C( x ) is simply a conjunction of equations and memberships
(but no rewrites).
→
→
4. πr (−
x ) specifies, for each substitution θ for the variables −
x , the probability
−
→
of choosing a substitution ρ for the y . In the next section we explain how
this is done.
3.1

Semantics of Probabilistic Rewrite Theories

Let R = (Σ, E ∪ A, R, π) be a probabilistic rewrite theory such that:
1. E is confluent, terminating and sort-decreasing modulo A [2].
2. the rules R are coherent with E modulo A [4].
→
We also assume a choice for each rule r of an Fr -cover αr : CanGSubst E/A (−
y)→
Fr . This Fr -cover will be used to assign probabilities to rewrite steps. Its choice
will depend on the particular problem under consideration.
Definition 5 (Context). A context C is a Σ-term with a single occurrence of
a single variable, ¯, called the hole. Two contexts C and C0 are A-equivalent if
and only if A ` (∀¯) C = C0 .
Notice that the relation of A-equivalence for contexts as defined above, is an
equivalence relation on the set of contexts. We use [C]A for the equivalence class
containing context C. For example the term
¯ h Nt : Network | soup : (S1 ← 10) i
h S1 : Server | queue : nil i h S2 : Server | queue : (S2 ← 5) i

is a context.
Definition 6 (R/A-matches). Given [u]A ∈ CanΣ,E/A , its R/A-matches are
triples ([C]A , r, [θ]A ), where if r ∈ R is a rule
→
→
→
→
−
l : t(−
x ) → t0 (−
x,−
y ) if C(−
x ) with probability π (→
x)
r

then [θ]A ∈ [[C]], that is [θ]A satisfies condition C and [u]A = [C(¯ ← θ(t))]A ,
→
so [u]A is the same as θ applied to the term t(−
x ) and placed in the context.
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Consider the canonical-term
h H : Client | sent : 3, svc1 : 1, svc2 : 0 i h Nt : Network | soup : (S1 ← 10) i
h S1 : Server | queue : nil i h S2 : Server | queue : (S2 ← 5) i

Looking at the code in Figure 1, one of the R/A-matches for the equivalence
class of the above term is the triple ([C]A , req, [θ]A ) such that
C = ¯ h Nt : Network | soup : (S1 ← 10) i
h S1 : Server | queue : nil i h S2 : Server | queue : (S2 ← 5) i

and θ is such that
θ(Cl) = H, θ(N ) = 3, θ(m1 ) = 1, θ(m2 ) = 0.

Definition 7 (E/A-canonical one-step R-rewrite). An E/A-canonical onestep R-rewrite is a labelled transition of the form,
([C]A ,r,[θ]A ,[ρ]A )

[u]A −−−−−−−−−−−→ [v]A
where
1.
2.
3.
4.

[u]A , [v]A ∈ CanΣ,E/A
([C]A , r, [θ]A ) is an R/A-match of [u]A
−
[ρ]A ∈ CanGSubstE/A (→
y)
−
→
→
−
−
[v]A = [C(¯ ← t0 (θ( x ), ρ(−
y )))]A , where {θ, ρ}|→
x = θ and {θ, ρ}|→
y = ρ.

We associate the probability πr (αr (ρ)) with this transition. We can now see why
the Fr cover αr was needed. The nondeterminism associated with the choice of
the R/A-match must be removed in order to associate a probability space over
the space of computations (which are infinite sequences of canonical one step Rrewrites). The nondeterminism is removed by what is called an adversary of the
system, which defines a probability distribution over the set of R/A-matches. In
[9] a probability space is associated over the set of computation paths. To do this,
an adversary for the system is fixed. We have also shown in [9] that probabilistic
rewrite theories have great expressive power. They can express various known
models of probabilistic systems like Continuous Time Markov Chains [8], Markov
Decision Processes [10] and even Generalized Semi Markov Processes [7]. We
also propose a temporal logic, to express properties of interest in probabilistic
systems. The details can be found in [9].
Probabilistic rewrite theories can be used to model probabilistic actor systems [1]. Actors, which are inherently asynchronous, can be modelled naturally using object based rewriting. In probabilistic actor systems we may be
interested in modelling message delay distributions among other probabilistic entities. However because time acts as a global synchronization parameter the natural encoding using objects, computing by their own rewrite rules
is insufficient. The technique of delayed messages helps us to correctly encode
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time in actors. Actor failures and message drops can also be encoded. Due to
space constraints we do not indicate our encoding in this paper. The file at
http://maude.cs.uiuc.edu/pmaude/at.maude presents our technique.
A special subclass of PRwTh, called finitary probabilistic rewrite theories,
while fairly general, are easier to implement. We describe them below.

4

Finitary Probabilistic Rewrite Theories

Observe that there are two kinds of nondeterministic choice involved in rewriting.
First, the selection of the rule and second, the exact substitution-context pair.
Instead of having to think of nondeterminism from both these sources, it is easier
to think in terms of rewrite rules with same left-hand side term as representing
the computation of some part of the system, say an object, and thus representing
one nondeterministic choice. Of course the substitution and context also have to
be chosen to fix a nondeterministic choice. After nondeterministically selecting a
rewrite rule, instantiated with a given substitution in a given context, different
probabilistic choices arise for different right-hand sides of rules having the same
left-hand side as that of the chosen rule, and which can apply in the chosen
context with the chosen substitution. To assign probabilities, we assign rate
functions to rules with the same left-hand side and normalize them. The rates,
which depend on the chosen substitution, correspond to the frequency with which
the RHS’s are selected. Moreover, not having new variables on the right-hand
sides of rules makes the implementation much simpler. Such theories are called
finitary probabilistic rewrite theories. We define them formally below.
Definition 8 (Finitary probabilistic rewrite theory). A finitary probabilistic rewrite theory is a 4-tuple Rf = (Σ, E ∪ A, R, γ), with (Σ, E ∪ A, R) a
rewrite theory and γ : R → TΣ,E/A,PosRat (X) a function associating to each
rewrite rule in R a term γ(r) ∈ TΣ,E/A,PosRat (X), with some variables from the
set X, and of sort PosRat, where PosRat is a sort in (Σ, E ∪ A) corresponding
to the positive rationals. The term γ(r) represents the rate function associated
→
→
→
with rule r ∈ R. If l : t(−
x ) → t0 (−
x ) if C(−
x ) is a rule in R involving variables
→
−
→
x , then γ maps the rule to a term of the form γr (−
x ) possibly involving some
−
→
of the variables in x . We then use the notation
−
→
−
−
l : t(→
x ) → t0 ( −
x ) if C(→
x ) [ rate γr (→
x) ]
for the γ-annotated rule. Notice that t0 does not have any new variables. Thus,
all variables in t0 are also variables in t. Furthermore, we require that all rules
labelled by l have the same left-hand side and are of the form
−
l : t → t01 if C1 [ rate γr1 (→
x) ]
···
→
l : t → t0n if Cn [ rate γrn (−
x) ]
where
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(1)

S
→
1. −
x = fvars(t) ⊇ 1≤i≤n fvars(t0i ) ∪ fvars(Ci ), that is the terms t0i and the
→
conditions Ci do not have any variables other than −
x , the set of variables
in t.
V
V
2. Ci is of the form ( j uij = vij ) ∧ ( k wik : sik ) , that is, condition Ci is a
conjunction of equations and memberships.1
We denote the class of finitary probabilistic rewrite theories by FPRTh.
4.1

Semantics of Finitary Probabilistic Rewrite Theories

Given a finitary probabilistic rewrite theory Rf = (Σ, E ∪ A, R, γ), we can
express it as a probabilistic rewrite theory R•f , by defining a map FR : Rf 7→ R•f ,
with R•f = (Σ • , E • ∪ A, R• , π • ) and (Σ, E ∪ A) ⊆ (Σ • , E • ∪ A), in the following
way. We encode each group of rules in R with label l of the form 1 above by a
single probabilistic rewrite rule2
→
→
→
→
−
e1 (−
en (→
t(−
x ) → proj (i, (t01 (−
x ), . . . , t0n (−
x ))) if C
x ) or . . . or C
x ) = true
→
with probability πr (−
x)
in R• . Corresponding to each such rule, we add to Σ • the sort [1 : n], with constants 1, . . . , n :→ [1 : n], and the projection operator proj : [1 : n] k . . . k → k.
We also add to E • the equations proj (i, t1 , . . . , tn ) = ti for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Note that the only new variable on the righthand side is i, and therefore
CanGSubst E/A (i) ∼
= {1, . . . , n}. We consider the σ-algebra P({1, . . . , n}) on
{1, . . . , n}. Then πr is a function
πr : [[C]] → PFun({1, . . . , n}, P({1, . . . , n}))
→
→
e1 (θ(−
en (θ(−
defined as follows. If θ is such that C
x )) or . . . or C
x )) = true, then
πθ = πr (θ) defined as
πθ ({i}) =

→
?γri (θ(−
x ))
−
→
→
−
→
?γr1 (θ( x ))+?γr2 (θ( x )) + · · · +?γrn (θ(−
x ))

−
→
−
→
ei (θ(→
where, if C
x )) = true, then ?γri (θ(−
x )) = γri (θ(→
x )) and ?γri (θ(−
x )) = 0
otherwise. The semantics of Rf computations is now defined in terms of its
associated theory R•f in the standard way, by choosing the singleton F-cover
αr : {1, . . . , n} → P({1, . . . , n}) mapping each i to {i}.
1

2

The requirement fvars(Ci ) ⊆ fvars(t) can be relaxed by allowing new variables in
Ci to be introduced in “matching equations” in the sense of [4]. Then these new
variables can also appear in t0i .
By the assumption that (Σ, E ∪ A) is confluent, sort-decreasing, and terminating
moduloVA, and by aVmetatheorem of Bergstra and Tucker, any condition C of the
form ( i ui = vi ∧ j wj : sj ) can be replaced in an appropriate protecting ene E
e ∪ A) of (Σ, E ∪ A) by a semantically equivalent Boolean condition
richment (Σ,
e = true.
C
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5

The PMaude Tool

We have developed an interpreter called PMaude , which provides a framework for specification and execution of finitary probabilistic rewrite theories.
The PMaude interpreter has been built on top of Maude 2.0 [4,3] using the
Full-Maude library [6]. We describe below how a finitary probabilistic rewrite
theory is specified in our implemented framework and discuss some of the implementation details.
Consider a finitary probabilistic rewrite theory with k distinct rewrite labels
and with ni rewrite rules for the ith distinct label, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
l1 : t1 → t011

→
if C11 [ rate γ11 (−
x)

]

···
→
l1 : t1 → t01n1 if C1n1 [ rate γ1n1 (−
x) ]
···
lk : tk → t0k1 if Ck1

→
[ rate γk1 (−
x)

]

···
→
x) ]
lk : tk → t0knk if Cknk [ rate γknk (−

At one level we want all rewrite rules in the specification to have distinct labels, so that we have low level control over these rules, while at the conceptual
level, groups of rules must have the same label. We achieve this by giving two
labels: one, common to a group and corresponding to the group’s label l at the
beginning, and another, unique for each rule, at the end. The above finitary
probabilistic rewrite theory can be specified as follows in PMaude.
pmod FINITARY-EXAMPLE is
cprl [l1 ] : t1 ⇒ t011 if C11
...
cprl [l1 ] : t1 ⇒ t01n1 if C1n1
...
cprl [lk ] : tk ⇒ t0k1 if Ck1
...
cprl [lk ] : tk ⇒ t0knkif Cknk
endpm

[rate γ11 (x1 , . . . ) ] [metadata “l11

...” ] .

[rate γ1n1 (x1 , . . . ) ] [metadata “l1n1 . . . ” ] .
[rate γk1 (x1 , . . . ) ] [metadata “lk1

...” ] .

[rate γknk (x1 , . . . ) ] [metadata “lknk . . . ” ] .

User input and output are supported as in Full Maude using the LOOP-MODE
module. PMaude extends the Full Maude functions for parsing modules and
any terms entered later by the user for rewriting purposes. Currently PMaude
supports four user commands. Two of these are low level commands used to
change seeds of pseudo-random generators. We shall not describe the implementation of those two commands here. The other two commands are rewrite
commands. Their syntax is as follows:
(prew t .)
(prew -[n] t .)
The default module M in which these commands are interpreted is the last read
probabilistic module. The prew command is an instruction to the interpreter
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to probabilistically rewrite the term t in the default module M , till no further
rewrites are possible. Notice that this command may fail to terminate. The
prew -[n] command takes a natural number n specifying the maximum number of
probabilistic rewrites to perform on the term t. This command always terminates
in at most n steps of rewriting. Both commands report the final term (if prew
terminates).
The implementation of these commands is as follows. When the interpreter
is given one of these commands, all possible one-step rewrites for t in the default
module M are computed. Out of all possible groups l1 , l2 , .., lk in which some
rewrite rule applies, one is chosen, uniformly at random. For the chosen group
li , all the rewrite rules li1 , li2 , .., lini associated with li , are guaranteed to have
the same left-hand side ti (x1 , x2 , ..). From all possible canonical substitution,
context pairs ([θ]A , [C]A ) for the variables xj , representing successful matches of
ti (x1 , x2 , ..) with the given term t, that is, matches that also satisfy one of the
conditions Cij , one of the matches is chosen uniformly at random. The two steps
above also define the exact adversary we associate to a given finitary probabilistic
rewrite theory in our implementation. If there are m groups, li1 , . . . , lim , in which
some rule applies and vj matches in total for group lij then the adversary chooses
1
a match in group lij with probability mv
. To choose the exact rewrite rule lij
j
to apply, use of the rate functions is made. The values of the various rates
γip are calculated for those rules lip such that [θ]A satisfies the condition of
the rule lip . Then these rates are normalized and the choice of the rule lij is
made probabilistically, based on the calculated rates. This rewrite rule is then
applied to the term t, in the chosen context with the chosen substitution. If the
interpreter finds no successful matches for a given term, or if it has completed
the maximum number of rewrites specified, it immediately reports that term
as the answer. Since rates can depend on the substitution, this allows users to
specify systems where probabilities are determined by the state.
PMaude can be used as a simulator for finitary probabilistic rewrite theories.
The programmer must supply the system specification as a PMaude module
and a start term to rewrite. To obtain different results the seeds for the random
number generators must be changed at each invocation. This can be done by
using a scripting language to call the interpreter repeatedly but with different
seeds before each execution.
We have specified the client-server example discussed in Section 3 in
PMaude with the following parameters: The client only sends two kinds of
packets, loads 5 and 10, with equal probability. The request messages for S1 , S2
are dropped with probabilities 2/7 and 1/6 respectively, while acknowledgement
messages for S1 , S2 are dropped with probabilities 1/6, 1/11 respectively. We
also chose S1 to drop processing of a request with probability 1/7 as opposed to
3/23 when its load was at least 100, while for S2 the load limit was 40 but the
probabilities of dropping requests were 1/7 and 3/19. We performed some simulations and, after a number of runs, we computed the ratio (svc 1 + svc 2 )/sent as
a measure of the quality of service for the client. Simulations showed that among
static policies, namely those where the client did not adapt sending probabilities
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on the fly, that of sending twice as often to server S2 than to S1 was better than
most others.
The complete code for the PMaude interpreter, as well as several other
example files, can be found at http:/maude.cs.uiuc.edu/pmaude/pmaude.html.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Probabilistic rewrite theories provide a general semantic framework supporting
high level probabilistic specification of systems; in fact, we have shown how various well known probabilistic models can be expressed in our framework [9].
The present work shows how our framework applies to concurrent object based
systems. For a fairly general subclass, namely finitary probabilistic rewrite theories, we have implemented a simulator PMaude and have exercised it on some
simple examples. We are currently carrying out more case studies. We have also
identified several aspects of the theory and the PMaude tool that need further
development.
On the more theoretical side, we feel research is needed in three areas. First, it
is important to develop a general model of probabilistic systems with concurrent
probabilistic actions, as opposed to the current interleaving semantics. Second,
deductive and analytic methods for property verification of probabilistic systems,
based on our current framework is an important open problem. Algorithms to
translate appropriate subclasses to appropriate representations enabling use of
existing model checkers, should be developed and implemented.
Third, we think that allowing the probability function πr to depend not only
on the substitution, but also on the context would give us more modelling power.
Specifically, it would enable us to represent applications where the probability
distributions of certain variables, such as message delays, depend on functions
of the entire state of the system, for example, on the congestion in the network.
Such situations can also be modelled in our current framework but at the expense
of using rewrite rules at the top-level, whose substitutions capture global system
parameters. Such rules can modify the entire system at once as opposed to just
modifying local fragments, but at the cost of violating the modularity principle
of concurrent objects or actors.
On the implementation side, an extension of the PMaude framework to
enable specification of more general classes of probabilistic rewrite theories and
adversaries is highly desirable. This will allow the generation of simulation traces
for the system under consideration and can be used as a tool to implement the
model independent Monte-Carlo simulation and acceptance sampling methods
for probabilistic validation of properties [14]. As an application of our theory,
we believe that it will be fruitful to model networked embedded systems, where
apart from time, there are other continuous state variables, such as battery power
or temperature, whose behavior may be stochastic. Moreover, the properties of
interest are often a statistical aggregation of many observations.
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Abstract
We describe an executable specification of the operational semantics of an asynchronous version of the π-calculus in Maude by means of conditional rewrite rules
with rewrites in the conditions. We also present an executable specification of the
may testing equivalence on non-recursive asynchronous π-calculus processes, using
the Maude metalevel. Specifically, we describe our use of the metaSearch operation to both calculate the set of all finite traces of a non-recursive process, and to
compare the trace sets of two processes according to a preorder relation that characterizes may testing in asynchronous π-calculus. Thus, in both the specification of
the operational semantics and the may testing, we make heavy use of new features
introduced in version 2.0 of the Maude language and system.
Key words: π-calculus, asynchrony, may testing, traces, Maude.

1

Introduction

Since its introduction in the seminal paper [11] by Milner, Parrow, and Walker,
the π-calculus has become one of the most studied calculus for name-based
mobility of processes, where processes are able to exchange names over channels so that the communication topology can change during the computation.
The operational semantics of the π-calculus has been defined for several different versions of the calculus following two main styles. The first is the labelled
transition system style according to the SOS approach introduced by Plotkin
c 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
°
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[13]. The second is the reduction style, where first an equivalence is imposed
on syntactic processes (typically to make syntax more abstract with respect
to properties of associativity and/or commutativity of some operators), and
then some reduction or rewrite rules express how the computation proceeds
by communication between processes.
The first specification of the π-calculus operational semantics in rewriting
logic was developed by Viry in [19], in a reduction style making use of de
Bruijn indexes, explicit substitutions, and reduction strategies in Elan [6].
This presentation was later improved by Stehr [14] by making use of a generic
calculus for explicit substitutions, known as CINNI, which combines the best
of the approaches based on standard variables and de Bruijn indices, and that
has been implemented in Maude.
Our work took the work described above as a starting point, together
with recent work by Verdejo and Martı́-Oliet [18] showing how to use the new
features of Maude 2.0 in the implementation of a semantics in the labelled
transition system style for CCS. This work makes essential use of conditional
rewrite rules with rewrites in the conditions, so that an inference rule in the
labelled transition system of the form
P1 → Q1 . . . Pn → Qn
P0 → Q0
becomes a conditional rewrite rule of the form
P0 −→ Q0 if

P1 −→ Q1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pn −→ Qn ,

where the condition includes rewrites. These rules are executable in version 2.0
of the Maude language and system [7]. However, this is not enough, because
it is necessary to have some control on the application of rules. Typically,
rewrite rules can be applied anywhere in a term, while the transitions in the
operational semantics for CCS or the π-calculus in the SOS style only take
place at the top. The new frozen attribute available in Maude 2.0 makes this
possible, because the declaration of an operator as frozen forbids rewriting its
arguments, thus providing another way of controlling the rewriting process.
Rewrite conditions when applying conditional rules are solved by means of
an implicit search process, which is also available to the user both at the
command level and at the metalevel. The search command looks for all the
rewrites of a given term that match a given pattern satisfying some condition.
Search is reified at the metalevel as an operation metaSearch.
In this way, our first contribution is a fully executable specification of
an operational semantics in the labelled transition system style for an asynchronous version of the π-calculus (the semantics for the synchronous case is
obtained as a simple modification). This specification uses conditional rewrite
rules with rewrites in conditions and the CINNI calculus [14] for managing
names and bindings in the π-calculus. However, these two ingredients are not
enough to obtain a fully executable specification. A central problem to overcome is that the transitions of a term can be infinitely branching. For instance,
2
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the term x(y).P can evolve via an input action to one of an infinite family of
terms depending on the name received in the input at channel x. Our solution
is to define the transitions of a process relative to an execution environment.
The environment is represented abstractly as a set of free (global) names that
the environment may use while interacting with the process, and transitions
are modelled as rewrite rules over a pair consisting of a set of environment
names together with a process.
Our next contribution is to implement the verification of the may-testing
preorder [12,3,5] between finitary (non-recursive) asynchronous π-calculus processes, using again ideas from [18] to calculate the set of all finite traces of a
process. May testing is a specific instance of the notion of behavioral equivalence on π-calculus processes; in may testing, two processes are said to be
equivalent if they have the same success properties in all experiments. An
experiment consists of an observing process that runs in parallel and interacts
with the process being tested, and success is defined as the observer signalling
a special event. Viewing the occurrence of an event as something bad happening, may testing can be used to reason about safety properties [4].
Since the definition of may testing involves a universal quantification over
all observers, it is difficult to establish process equivalences directly from the
definition. As a solution, alternate characterizations of the equivalence that
do not resort to quantification over observers have been found. It is known
that the trace semantics is an alternate characterization of may testing in
(synchronous) π-calculus [3], while a variant of the trace semantics has been
shown to characterize may testing in an asynchronous setting [5]. Specifically,
in both these cases, comparing two processes according to the may-testing
preorder amounts to comparing the set of all finite traces they exhibit. We
have implemented for finite asynchronous processes, the comparison of trace
sets proposed in [5]. We stress that our choice of specifying an asynchronous
version rather than the synchronous π-calculus, is because the characterization
of may testing for the asynchronous case is more interesting and difficult. The
synchronous version can be specified in an executable way using similar but
simpler techniques.
Our first step in obtaining an executable specification of may testing is
to obtain the set of all finite traces of a given process. This is done at the
Maude metalevel by using the metaSearch operation to collect all results of
rewriting a given term. The second step is to specify a preorder relation
between traces that characterizes may testing. We have represented the trace
preorder relation as a rewriting relation, i.e. the rules of inference that define
the trace preorder are again modeled as conditional rewrite rules. The final
step is to check if two processes are related by the may preorder, i.e. whether
a statement of the form P v Q is true or not. This step involves computing
the closure of a trace under the trace-preorder relation, again by means of the
metaSearch operation. Thus, our work demonstrates the utility of the new
metalevel facilities available in Maude 2.0.
3
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The structure of the paper follows the steps in the description above. Section 2 describes the syntax of the asynchronous version of the π-calculus that
we consider, together with the corresponding CINNI operations we use. Section 3 describes the operational semantics specified by means of conditional
rewrite rules. Sections 4 and 5 define traces and the preorder on traces, respectively. Finally, Section 6 contains the specification of the may testing on
processes as described above. Section 7 concludes the paper along with a brief
discussion of future work.
Although this paper includes some information on the π-calculus and may
testing to make it as self contained as possible, we refer the reader to the
papers [5,3,11] for complete details on these subjects. In the same way, the
interested reader can find a detailed explanation about the new features of
Maude 2.0 in [7], and about their use in the implementation of operational
semantics in the companion paper [18].

2

Asynchronous π-Calculus Syntax

The following is a brief and informal review of a version of asynchronous πcalculus that is equipped with a conditional construct for matching names. An
infinite set of channel names is assumed, and u, v, w, x, y, z, . . . are assumed to
range over it. The set of processes, ranged over by P, Q, R, is defined by the
following grammar:
X
P := xy |
αi .Pi | P1 |P2 | (νx)P | [x = y](P1 , P2 ) | !P
i∈I

where α can be x(y) or τ .
The output term xy denotes
P an asynchronous message with target x and
content y. The summation i∈I αi .Pi non-deterministically chooses an αi ,
and if αi = τ it evolves internally to Pi , and if αi = x(y) it receives an
arbitrary name z at channel x and then behaves like P {z/y}. The process
P {z/y} is the result of the substitution of free occurrences of y in P by z,
with the usual renaming of bound names to avoid accidental captures (thus
substitution is defined only modulo α-equivalence). The argument y in x(y).P
binds all free occurrences of y in P . The composition P1 |P2 consists of P1 and
P2 acting in parallel. The components can act independently, and also interact
with each other. The restriction (νx)P behaves like P except that it can not
exchange messages targeted to x, with its environment. The restriction binds
free occurrences of x in P . The conditional [x = y](P1 , P2 ) behaves like P1
if x and y are identical, and like P2 otherwise. The replication !P provides
an infinite number of copies of P . The functions for free names fn(.), bound
names bn(.) and names n(.), of a process, are defined as expected.
In the Maude specification for the π-calculus syntax that follows, the sort
Chan is used to represent channel names and each of the non-constant syntax constructors is declared as frozen, so that the corresponding arguments
4
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cannot be rewritten by rules; this will be justified at the end of Section 3.
sort Chan .
sorts Guard GuardedTrm SumTrm Trm .
subsort GuardedTrm < SumTrm .
subsort SumTrm < Trm .
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op

_(_) : Chan Qid -> Guard .
tau : -> Guard .
nil : -> Trm .
_<_> : Chan Chan -> Trm [frozen] .
_._ : Guard Trm -> GuardedTrm [frozen] .
_+_ : SumTrm SumTrm -> SumTrm [frozen assoc comm] .
_|_ : Trm Trm -> Trm [frozen assoc comm] .
new[_]_ : Qid Trm -> Trm [frozen] .
if_=_then_else_fi : Chan Chan Trm Trm -> Trm [frozen] .
!_ : Trm -> Trm [frozen] .

Note that the syntactic form

P

i∈I

αi .Pi has been split into three cases:

(i) nil represents the case where I = ∅,
(ii) a term of sort GuardedTrm represents the case where I = {1}, and
(iii) a term of sort SumTrm represents the case where I = [1..n] for n > 1. Since
the constructor + is associative and the
P sort GuardedTrm is a subsort of
SumTrm, we can represent a finite sum i∈I αi .Pi as (. . . (α1 .P1 + α2 .P2 ) +
· · · αn .Pn ).
To represent substitution on π-calculus processes (and traces, see Section 4) at the language level we use CINNI as a calculus for explicit substitutions [14]. This gives a first-order representation of terms with bindings and
capture-free substitutions, instead of going to the metalevel to handle names
and bindings. The main idea in such a representation is to keep the bound
names inside the binders as it is, but to replace its use by the name followed
by an index which is a count of the number of binders with the same name it
jumps before it reaches the place of use. Following this idea, we define terms
of sort Chan as indexed names as follows.
sort Chan .
op _{_} : Qid Nat -> Chan [prec 1] .

We introduce a sort of substitutions Subst together with the following
operations:
op
op
op
op

[_:=_] : Qid Chan -> Subst .
[shiftup_] : Qid -> Subst .
[shiftdown_] : Qid -> Subst .
[lift__] : Qid Subst -> Subst .

The first two substitutions are basic substitutions representing simple and
shiftup substitutions; the third substitution is a special case of simple substitution; the last one represents complex substitution where a substitution can
be lifted using the operator lift. The intuitive meaning of these operations
5
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[a := x]

[shiftup a]

[shiftdown a]

[lift a S]

a{0} 7→ x

a{0} 7→ a{1}

a{0} 7→ a{0}

a{0} 7→ [shiftup a] (S a{0})

a{1} 7→ a{0}

a{1} 7→ a{2}

a{1} 7→ a{0}

a{1} 7→ [shiftup a] (S a{1})

···

···

···

···

a{n+1} 7→ a{n}

a{n} 7→ a{n+1}

a{n+1} 7→ a{n}

a{n} 7→ [shiftup a] (S a{n})

b{m} 7→ b{m}

b{m} 7→ b{m}

b{m} 7→ b{m}

b{m} 7→ [shiftup a] (S b{m})

Table 1
The CINNI operations.

is described in Table 1 (see [14] for more details). Using these, explicit substitutions for π-calculus processes are defined equationally. Some interesting
equations are the following:
eq
eq
eq

3

S (P + Q) = (S P) + (S Q) .
S (CX(Y) . P ) = (S CX)(Y) . ([lift Y S] P) .
S (new [X] P) = new [X] ([lift X S] P) .

Operational Semantics

A labelled transition system (see Table 2) is used to give an operational semantics for the calculus as in [5]. The transition system is defined modulo
α-equivalence on processes in that α-equivalent processes have the same transitions. The rules COM, CLOSE, and PAR have symmetric versions that are
not shown in the table.
Transition labels, which are also called actions, can be of five forms: τ (a
silent action), xy (free output of a message with target x and content y), x(y)
(bound output), xy (free input of a message), and x(y) (bound input). The
functions fn(.), bn(.) and n(.) are defined on actions as expected. The set of
all visible (non-τ ) actions is denoted by L, and α is assumed to range over
L. As a uniform notation for free and bound actions the following notational
convention is adopted: (∅)xy = xy, ({y})xy = x(y), and similarly for input
actions. The variable ẑ is assumed to range over {∅, {z}}. The term (ν ẑ)P is
(νz)P if ẑ = {z}, and P otherwise.
We define the sort Action and the corresponding operations as follows:
sorts Action ActionType .
ops i o : -> ActionType .
op f : ActionType Chan Chan -> Action .
op b : ActionType Chan Qid -> Action .
op tauAct : -> Action .

The operators f and b are used to construct free and bound actions respectively. Name substitution on actions is defined equationally as expected.
The inference rules in Table 2 are modelled as conditional rewrite rules
6
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P

INP:
TAU:

xy

OUT: xy −→ 0

xj z

i∈I

αi .Pi −→ Pj {z/y} j ∈ I, αj = xj (y)

xy

P

τ

i∈I

BINP:

αi .Pi −→ Pj j ∈ I, αj = τ

PAR:

α

P1 |P2 −→ P10 |P2

x(y)

P −→ P 0

bn(α) ∩ fn(P2 ) = ∅ COM:

τ

P1 |P2 −→ P10 |P20
xy

P −→ P 0
α

(νy)P −→ (νy)P 0
x(y)

CLOSE:

y∈
/ n(α)

OPEN:

P −→ P 0

τ

P1 |P2 −→ (νy)(P10 |P20 )

x(y)

(νy)P −→ P 0

xy

P1 −→ P10 P2 −→ P20

x 6= y

α

y∈
/ fn(P2 )

α

IF:

xy

P1 −→ P10 P2 −→ P20

α

RES:

y∈
/ fn(P )

xy

α

P1 −→ P10

P −→ P 0

REP:

P |!P −→ P 0
α

!P −→ P 0
α

P −→ P 0

ELSE:

α

[x = x](P, Q) −→ P 0

Q −→ Q0
α

[x = y](P, Q) −→ Q0

x 6= y

Table 2
A labelled transition system for asynchronous π-calculus.

with the premises as conditions of the rule. 1 Since rewrites do not have labels
unlike the labelled transitions, we make the label a part of the resulting term;
thus rewrites corresponding to transitions in the operational semantics are of
the form P ⇒ {α}Q.
Because of the INP and OPEN rules, the transitions of a term can be
infinitely branching. Specifically, in case of the INP rule there is one branch
for every possible name that can be received in the input. In case of the OPEN
rule, there is one branch for every name that is chosen to denote the private
channel that is being emitted (note that the transition rules are defined only
modulo α-equivalence). To overcome this problem, we define transitions over
pairs of the form [CS] P, where CS is a set of channel names containing all the
names that the environment with which the process interacts, knows about.
The set CS expands during bound input and output interactions when private
names are exchanged between the process and its environment.
The infinite branching due to the INP rule is avoided by allowing only the
names in the environment set CS to be received in free inputs. Since CS is
assumed to contain all the free names in the environment, an input argument
that is not in CS would be a private name of the environment. Now, since
the identifier chosen to denote the fresh name is irrelevant, all bound input
1

The symmetric versions missing in the table need not be implemented because the process
constructors + and | have been declared as commutative.

7
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transitions can be identified to a single input. With these simplifications,
the number of input transitions of a term become finite. Similarly, in the
OPEN rule, since the identifier chosen to denote the private name emitted is
irrelevant, instances of the rule that differ only in the chosen name are not
distinguished.
We discuss in detail the implementation of only a few of the inference rules;
the reader is referred to the appendix for a complete list of all the rewrite rules
for Table 2.
sorts EnvTrm TraceTrm .
subsort EnvTrm < TraceTrm .
op [_]_ : Chanset Trm -> EnvTrm [frozen] .
op {_}_ : Action TraceTrm -> TraceTrm [frozen] .

Note that the two operators are also declared above with the frozen attribute, forbidding in this way rewriting of their arguments, as justified at the
end of this section.
The following non-conditional rule is for free inputs.
rl [Inp] : [CY CS] ((CX(X) . P) + SUM) =>
{f(i,CX,CY)} ([CY CS] ([X := CY] P)) .

The next rule we consider is the one for bound inputs. Since the identifier
chosen to denote the bound argument is irrelevant, we use the constant ’U
for all bound inputs, and thus ’U{0} denotes the fresh channel received. Note
that in contrast to the BINP rule of Table 2, we do not check if ’U{0} is in the
free names of the process performing the input, and instead we shift up the
channel indices appropriately, in both the set of environment names CS and
the process P in the righthand side and condition of the rule. This is justified
because the transition target is within the scope of the bound name in the
input action. Note also that the channel CX in the action is not shifted down
because it is out of the scope of the bound argument. The set of environment
names is expanded by adding the received channel ’U{0} to it. Finally, we
use a special constant flag of sort Chan, to ensure termination. We add an
instance of flag to the environment set of the rewrite in condition, so that
the BINP rule is not fired again while evaluating the condition. Without this
check, we will have a non-terminating execution in which the BINP rule is
repeatedly fired.
crl [BInp] : [CS] P => {b(i,CX,’U)} [’U{0} [shiftup ’U] CS] P1
if (not flag in CS) /\
CS1 := flag ’U{0} [shiftup ’U] CS /\
[CS1] [shiftup ’U] P => {f(i,CX,’U{0})} [CS1] P1 .

The following rule treats the case of bound outputs.
crl [Open] : [CS] (new [X] P) => {[shiftdown X] b(o,CY,X)} [X{0} CS1] P1
if CS1 := [shiftup X] CS /\
[CS1] P => {f(o,CY,X{0})} [CS1] P1 /\ X{0} =/= CY .

Like in the case of bound inputs, we identify all bound outputs to a single
8
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instance in which the identifier X that appears in the restriction is chosen as
the bound argument name. Note that in both the righthand side of the rule
and in the condition, the indices of the channels in CS are shifted up, because
they are effectively moved across the restriction. Similarly, the channel indices
in the action in the righthand side of the rule are shifted down since the action
is now moved out of the restriction. Note also that the exported name is added
to the set of environment names, because the environment that receives this
exported name can use it in subsequent interactions.
The PAR inference rule is implemented by two rewrite rules, one for the
case where the performed action is free, and the other where the action is
bound. The rewrite rule for the latter case is discussed next, while the one for
the former case is simpler and appears in the appendix.
var IO : ActionType
crl [Par] : [CS] (P | Q) =>
{b(IO,CX,Y)} [Y{0} ([shiftup Y] CS)] (P1 | [shiftup Y] Q)
if [CS] P => {b(IO,CX,Y)} ([CS1] P1) .

Note that the side condition of the PAR rule in Table 2, which avoids
confusion of the emitted bound name with free names in Q, is achieved by
shifting up channel indices in Q. This is justified because the righthand side of
the rule is under the scope of the bound output action. Similarly, the channel
indices in the environment are also shifted up. Further, the set of environment
names is expanded by adding the exported channel Y{0}.
Finally, we consider the rewrite rule for CLOSE. The process P emits a
bound name Y, which is received by process Q. Since the scope of Y after the
transition includes Q, the rewrite involving Q in the second condition of the
rule is carried out within the scope of the bound name that is emitted. This
is achieved by adding the channel Y{0} to the set of environment names and
shifting up the channel indices in both CS and Q in the rewrite. Note that
since the private name being exchanged is not emitted to the environment,
we neither expand the set CS in the righthand side of the rule nor shift up the
channel indices in it.
crl [Close] : [CS] (P | Q) => {tauAct} [CS] new [Y] (P1 | Q1)
if [CS] P => {b(o,CX,Y)} [CS1] P1 /\
[Y{0} [shiftup Y] CS] [shiftup Y] Q =>
{f(i,CX,Y{0})} [CS2] Q1 .

We conclude this section with the following note. The operator { } is
declared frozen because further rewrites of the process term encapsulated
in a term of sort TraceTrm are useless. This is because all the conditions of
the transition rules only involve one step rewrites (the righthand side of these
rewrites can only match a term of sort TraceTrm with a single action prefix).
Further note that, to prevent rewrites of a term to a non well-formed term, all
the constructors for π-calculus terms (Section 2) have been declared frozen;
in the absence of this declaration we would have for instance rewrites of the
form P | Q => {A}.P1 | Q to a non well-formed term.
9
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4

Trace Semantics

The set L∗ is the set of traces. The functions fn(.), bn(.) and n(.) are extended
to L∗ in the obvious way. The relation of α-equivalence on traces is defined
as expected, and α-equivalent traces are not distinguished. The relation =⇒
β
β
τ
denotes the reflexive transitive closure of −→, and =⇒ denotes =⇒−→=⇒.
0
s
l
s
s
For s = l.s0 , we inductively define P =⇒ P 0 as P =⇒=⇒ P 0 . We use P =⇒
s
as an abbreviation for P =⇒ P 0 for some P 0 . The set of traces that a process
s
exhibits is then [|P |] = {s | P =⇒}.
In the implementation, we introduce a sort Trace as supersort of Action
to specify traces.
subsort Action < Trace .
op epsilon : -> Trace .
op _._ : Trace Trace -> Trace [assoc id: epsilon] .
op [_] : Trace -> TTrace .

We define the operator [ ] to represent a complete trace. The motivation
for doing so is to restrict the equations and rewrite rules defined over traces to
operate only on a complete trace instead of a part of it. The following equation
defines α-equivalence on traces. Note that in a trace TR1.b(IO,CX,Y).TR2 the
action b(IO,CX,Y) binds the identifier Y in TR2.
ceq [TR1 . b(IO,CX,Y) . TR2] =
[TR1 . b(IO,CX,’U) . [Y := ’U{0}] [shiftup ’U] TR2]
if Y =/= ’U .

Because the operator op { } : Action TraceTrm -> TraceTrm is declared
as frozen, a term of sort EnvTrm can rewrite only once, and so we cannot obtain the set of finite traces of a process by simply rewriting it multiple times in
all possible ways. The problem is solved as in [18], by specifying the trace semantics using rules that generate the transitive closure of one step transitions
as follows:
sort TTrm .
op [_] : EnvTrm -> TTrm [frozen] .
var TT : TraceTrm .
crl [reflx] : [ P ] => {A} Q if P => {A} Q .
crl [trans] : [ P ] => {A} TT
if P => {A} Q /\ [ Q ] => TT /\ [ Q ] =/= TT .

We use the operator [ ] to prevent infinite loops while evaluating the
conditions of the rules above. If this operator were not used, then the lefthand
side of the rewrite in the condition would match the lefthand side of the rule
itself, and so the rule itself could be used in order to solve its condition. This
operator is also declared as frozen to prevent useless rewrites inside [ ].
We can now use the search command of Maude 2.0 to find all possible
traces of a process. The traces appear as prefix of the one-step successors
of a TTrm of the form [[CS] P]. For instance, the set of all traces exhibited
10
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by [mt] new [’y] (’x0 < ’y0 > | ’x0(’u) . nil) (where mt denotes the
empty channel set), can be obtained by using the following search command.
Maude> search [ [mt] new [’y] (’x{0} < ’y{0} > | ’x{0}(’u) . nil) ] =>!
X:TraceTrm .
search in APITRACESET : [[mt]new[’y](’x{0} < ’y{0} > | ’x{0}(’u) . nil)] =>!
X:TraceTrm .
Solution 1 (state 1)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (150ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(i, ’x{0}, ’u)}[’u{0}]new[’y](nil | ’x{0} < ’y{0} >)
Solution 2 (state 2)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {tauAct}[mt]new[’y](nil | nil)
Solution 3 (state 3)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(o, ’x{0}, ’y)}[’y{0}]nil | ’x{0}(’u) . nil
Solution 4 (state 4)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(i, ’x{0}, ’u)}{b(o, ’x{0}, ’y)}[’y{0} ’u{0}]nil | nil
Solution 5 (state 5)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(o, ’x{0}, ’y)}{b(i, ’x{0}, ’u)}[’y{0} ’u{0}]nil | nil
Solution 6 (state 6)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(o, ’x{0}, ’y)}{f(i, ’x{0}, ’y{0})}[’y{0}]nil | nil
No more solutions.
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)

The command returns all TraceTrms that can be reached from the given
TTrm, and that are terminating (the ‘!’ in =>! specifies that the target should
be terminating). The required set of traces can be obtained by simply extracting from each solution {a1}...{an}TT the sequence a1...an and removing
all tauActs in it. Thus, we have obtained an executable specification of the
trace semantics of asynchronous π-calculus.

5

A Trace Based Characterization of May Testing

The may-testing framework [12] is instantiated on asynchronous π-calculus as
follows. Observers are processes that can emit a special message µµ. We say
s̄.µµ
that an observer O accepts a trace s if O =⇒, where s̄ is the trace obtained by
complementing the actions in s, i.e. converting input actions to output actions
and vice versa. The may preorder v over processes is defined as: P v Q if for
µµ
µµ
every observer O, P |O =⇒ implies Q|O =⇒. We say that P and Q are may11
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(Drop)

s1 .(ŷ)s2 ≺ s1 .(ŷ)xy.s2

if (ŷ)s2 6= ⊥

(Delay)

s1 .(ŷ)(α.xy.s2 ) ≺ s1 .(ŷ)xy.α.s2 if (ŷ)(α.xy.s2 ) 6= ⊥

(Annihilate)

s1 .(ŷ)s2 ≺ s1 .(ŷ)xy.xy.s2 if (ŷ)s2 6= ⊥
Table 3
A preorder relation on traces.

equivalent, i.e. P = Q, if P v Q and Q v P . The universal quantification
on contexts in this definition makes it very hard to prove equalities directly
from the definition, and makes mechanical checking impossible. To circumvent
this problem, a trace based alternate characterization of the may equivalence
is proposed in [5]. We now summarize this characterization and discuss our
implementation of it.
The preorder ¹ on traces is defined as the reflexive transitive closure of
the laws shown in Table 3, where the notation (ŷ)· is extended to traces as
follows.


s
if ŷ = ∅ or b 6∈ fn(s)





s1 .x(y).s2 if ŷ = {y} and there are s1 , s2 , x such that
(ŷ)s =

s = s1 .xy.s2 and y 6∈ n(s1 ) ∪ {x}




⊥
otherwise
For sets of traces R and S, we define R - S, if for every s ∈ S there is
an r ∈ R such that r ¹ s. The may preorder is then characterized in [5] as:
P v Q if and only if [|Q|] - [|P |].
The main intuition behind the preorder ¹ is that if an observer accepts
a trace s, then it also accepts any trace r ¹ s. The first two laws state that
an observer cannot force inputs on the process being tested. Since outputs
are asynchronous, the actions following an output in a trace exhibited by the
observer need not causally depend on the output. Hence the observer’s output
can be delayed until a causally dependent action, or dropped if there are no
such actions. The annihilation law states that an observer can consume its
own outputs unless there are subsequent actions that depend on the output.
The reader is referred to [5] for further details on this characterization.
We encode the trace preorder as rewrite rules on terms of the sort TTrace
of complete traces; specifically, the relation r ≺ s if cond, is encoded as s
=> r if cond. The reason for this form of representation will be justified
in Section 6. The function ({y})· on traces is defined equationally by the
operation bind. The constant bot of sort Trace is used by the bind operation
to signal error.
op bind : Qid Trace -> Trace .
op bot : -> Trace .
var TR : Trace .
var IO : ActionType.

12
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ceq TR . bot = bot
ceq bot . TR = bot

if t =/= epsilon .
if t =/= epsilon .

eq

bind(X , epsilon) = epsilon .

eq

bind(X , f(i,CX,CY) . TR ) = if CX =/= X{0} then
if CY == X{0} then ([shiftdown X] b(i, CX , X)) . TR
else ([shiftdown X] f(i, CX , CY)) . bind(X , TR) fi
else bot fi .

eq

bind(X , b(IO,CX,Y) . TR) = if CX =/= X{0} then
if X =/= Y then ([shiftdown X] b(i, CX , Y)) . bind(X , TR)
else ([shiftdown X] b(IO, CX , Y)) . bind(X , swap(X,TR)) fi
else bot fi .

The equation for the case where the second argument to bind begins with
a free output is not shown as it is similar. Note that the channel indices
in actions until the first occurrence of X{0} as the argument of a free input
are shifted down as these move out of the scope of the binder X. Further,
when a bound action with X as the bound argument is encountered, the swap
operation is applied to the remaining suffix of the trace. The swap operation
simply changes the channel indices in the suffix so that the binding relation
is unchanged even as the binder X is moved across the bound action. This is
accomplished by simultaneously substituting X{0} with X{1}, and X{1} with
X{0}. Finally, note that when X{0} is encountered as the argument of a free
input, the input is converted to a bound input. If X{0} is first encountered at
any other place, an error is signalled by returning the constant bot.
The encoding of the preorder relation on traces is now straightforward.
crl [Drop] : [ TR1 . b(i,CX,Y) . TR2 ] => [ TR1 . bind(Y , TR2) ]
if bind(Y , TR2) =/= bot .
rl

[Delay] : [ ( TR1 . f(i,CX,CY) . b(IO,CU,V) . TR2 ) ] =>
[ ( TR1 . b(IO,CU,V) . ([shiftup V] f(i, CX , CY)) . TR2 ) ] .

crl [Delay] : [ ( TR1 . b(i,CX,Y) . f(IO,CU,CV) . TR2 ) ] =>
[ ( TR1 . bind(Y , f(IO,CU,CV) . f(i,CX,Y{0}) . TR2) ) ]
if bind(Y , f(IO,CU,CV) . f(i,CX,Y{0}) . TR2) =/= bot .
crl [Annihilate] : [ ( TR1 . b(i,CX,Y) . f(o,CX,Y{0}) . TR2 ) ] =>
[ TR1 . bind(Y , TR2) ]
if bind(Y , TR2) =/= bot .

Note that in the first Delay rule, the channel indices of the free input
action are shifted up when it is delayed across a bound action, since it gets
into the scope of the bound argument. Similarly, in the second Delay rule,
when the bound input action is delayed across a free input/output action,
the channel indices of the free action are shifted down by the bind operation.
The other two subcases of the Delay rule, namely, where a free input is to
be delayed across a free input or output, and where a bound input is to be
delayed across a bound input or output, are not shown as they are similar.
13
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Similarly, for Annihilate, the case where a free input is to be annihilated
with a free output is not shown.

6

Verifying the May Preorder between Finite Processes

We now describe our implementation of verification of the may preorder between finite processes, i.e. processes without replication, by exploiting the
trace-based characterization of may testing discussed in Section 5. The finiteness of a process P only implies that the length of traces in [|P |] is bounded,
but the number of traces in [|P |] can be infinite (even modulo α-equivalence)
because the INP rule is infinitely branching. To avoid the problem of having
to compare infinite sets, we observe that
[|Q|] - [|P |]

if and only if

[|Q|]f n(P,Q) - [|P |]f n(P,Q) ,

where for a set of traces S and a set of names ρ we define Sρ = {s ∈ S |
fn(s) ⊆ ρ}. Now, since the traces in [|P |] and [|Q|] are finite in length, it
follows that the sets of traces [|P |]f n(P,Q) and [|Q|]f n(P,Q) are finite modulo αequivalence. In fact, the set of traces generated for [[fn(P,Q)] P] by our
implementation described in Section 3, contains exactly one representative
from each α-equivalence class of [|P |]f n(P,Q) .
Given processes P and Q, we generate the set of all traces (modulo αequivalence) of [[fn(P,Q)] P] and [[fn(P,Q)] Q] using the metalevel facilities of Maude 2.0. As mentioned in Section 4, these terms, which are
of sort TTrm, can be rewritten only once. The term of sort TraceTrm obtained by rewriting contains a finite trace as a prefix. To create the set of all
traces, we compute all possible one-step rewrites. This computation is done at
the metalevel by the function TTrmtoNormalTraceSet that uses two auxiliary
functions TTrmtoTraceSet and TraceSettoNormalTraceSet.
op
op
op

TTrmtoTraceSet : Term -> TermSet .
TraceSettoNormalTraceSet : TermSet -> TermSet .
TTrmtoNormalTraceSet : Term -> TermSet .

eq

TTrmtoNormalTraceSet(T) = TraceSettoNormalTraceSet(TTrmtoTraceSet(T)) .

The function TTrmTraceSet uses the function allOneStepAux(T,N) that
returns the set of all one-step rewrites (according to the rules in Sections 3
and 4, which are defined in modules named APISEMANTICS and APITRACE, see
Figure A.1 in appendix) of the term T which is the metarepresentation of a
term of sort TTrm, skipping the first N solutions. In the following equations,
the operator u stands for set union.
Notice the use of the operation metaSearch, which receives as arguments
the metarepresented module to work in, the starting term for search, the
pattern to search for, a side condition (empty in this case), the kind of search
(which may be ’* for zero or more rewrites, ’+ for one or more rewrites, and
’! for only matching normal forms), the depth of search, and the required
solution number. It returns the term matching the pattern, its type, and
14
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the substitution produced by the match; to keep only the term, we use the
projection getTerm.
op APITRACE-MOD : -> Module .
eq APITRACE-MOD = [’APITRACE] .
var N : MachineInt .
vars T X : Term .
op
op

allOneStepAux : Term MachineInt Term -> TermSet .
TraceTermToTrace : Term -> Term .

eq
eq

TTrmtoTraceSet(T) = allOneStepAux(T,0,’X:TraceTrm) .
allOneStepAux(T,N,X) =
if metaSearch(APITRACE-MOD,T,X,nil,’+,1,N) == failure
then ’epsilon.Trace
else TraceTermToTrace(getTerm(metaSearch(APITRACE-MOD,T,X,nil,’+,1,N)))
u allOneStepAux(T,N + 1,X) fi .

The function TraceTrmToTrace (whose equations are not shown), used
in allOneStepAux, extracts the trace a1.a2...an out of a metarepresentation of a term of sort TraceTrm of the form {a1}{a2}...{an}TT. The function
TraceSettoNormalTraceSet uses the metalevel operation metaReduce to convert each trace in a trace set to its α-normal form. The operation metaReduce
takes as arguments a metarepresented module and a metarepresented term
in that module, and returns the metarepresentation of the fully reduced form
of the given term using the equations in the given module, together with its
corresponding sort or kind. Again, the projection getTerm leaves only the
resulting term.
eq
eq

TraceSettoNormalTraceSet(mt) = mt .
TraceSettoNormalTraceSet(T u TS) =
getTerm(metaReduce(TRACE-MOD,’‘[_‘] [ T ]))
u TraceSettoNormalTraceSet(TS) .

We implement the relation - on sets defined in Section 5 as the predicate
<<. We check if P v Q by computing this predicate on the metarepresented
trace sets [|P |]f n(P,Q) and [|Q|]f n(P,Q) as follows. For each (metarepresented)
trace T in [|P |]f n(P,Q) , we compute the reflexive transitive closure of T with
respect to the laws shown in Table 3. The laws are implemented as rewrite
rules in the module TRACE-PREORDER. We then use the fact that [|Q|]f n(P,Q) [|P |]f n(P,Q) if and only if for every trace T in [|P |]f n(P,Q) the closure of T and
[|Q|]f n(P,Q) have a common element.
op TRACE-PREORDER-MOD : -> Module .
eq TRACE-PREORDER-MOD = [’TRACE-PREORDER] .
var N : MachineInt .
vars T T1 T2 X : Term .
var TS TS1 TS2 : TermSet .
op
op
op
op
op

_<<_ : TermSet TermSet -> Bool .
_<<<_ : TermSet Term -> Bool .
TTraceClosure : Term -> TermSet .
TTraceClosureAux : Term Term MachineInt -> TermSet .
_maypre_ : Term Term -> Bool .
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eq
eq
eq
eq

TS2 << mt = true .
TS2 << (T1 u TS1) = TS2 <<< T1 and TS2 << TS1 .
TS2 <<< T1 = not disjoint?(TS2 , TTraceClosure(T1)) .
T1 maypre T2 = TTrmtoNormalTraceSet(T2) << TTrmtoNormalTraceSet(T1) .

The computation of the closure of T is done by the function TTraceClosure.
It uses TTraceClosureAux to compute all possible (multi-step) rewrites of the
term T using the rules defined in the module TRACE-PREORDER, again by means
of the metalevel operation metaSearch.
eq
eq

TTraceClosure(T) = TTraceClosureAux(T,’TT:TTrace,0) .
TTraceClosureAux(T,X,N) =
if metaSearch(TRACE-PREORDER-MOD,T,X,nil,’*,maxMachineInt,N) == failure
then mt
else getTerm(metaSearch(TRACE-PREORDER-MOD,T,X,nil,’*,maxMachineInt,N))
u TTraceClosureAux(T,X,N + 1) fi .

This computation is terminating as the number of traces to which a trace
can rewrite using the trace preorder laws is finite modulo α-equivalence. This
follows from the fact that the length of a trace is non-increasing across rewrites,
and the free names in the target of a rewrite are also free names in the source.
Since the closure of a trace is finite, metaSearch can be used to enumerate all
the traces in the closure. Note that although the closure of a trace is finite, it
is possible to have an infinite rewrite that loops within a subset of the closure.
Further, since T is a metarepresentation of a trace, metaSearch can be applied
directly to T inside the function TTraceClosureAux(T,X,N).
We end this section with a small example, which checks for the may-testing
preorder between the processes P = a(u).b(v).(νw)(wv|au)+b(u).a(v).(bu|bw)
and Q = b(u).(bu|bw). We define constants TP and TQ of sort TTrm, along with
the following equations:
eq TP = [[’a{0} ’b{0} ’w{0}]
’a{0}(’u) . ’b{0}(’v) . new[’w](’w{0} < ’v{0} > | ’a{0} < ’u{0} >)
+ ’b{0}(’u) . ’a{0}(’v) . (’b{0} < ’u{0} > | ’b{0} < ’w{0} >)]
eq TQ = [[’a{0} ’b{0} ’w{0}]
’b{0}(’u) . (’b{0} < ’u{0} > | ’b{0} < ’w{0} >)]

The metarepresentation of these TTrms can now be obtained by using
’TP.TTrm and ’TQ.TTrm, and we can then check for the may-testing preorder
between the given processes as follows:
Maude> red ’TP.TTrm maypre ’TQ.TTrm .
reduce in APITRACESET : ’TP.TTrm maypre ’TQ.TTrm .
rewrites: 791690 in 2140ms cpu (2160ms real) (361422 rewrites/second)
result Bool: true
Maude> red ’TQ.TTrm maypre ’TP.TTrm .
reduce in APITRACESET : ’TQ.TTrm maypre ’TP.TTrm .
rewrites: 664833 in 1620ms cpu (1640ms real) (410390 rewrites/second)
result Bool: false

Thus, we have P v Q, but Q v
/ P . The reader can check that indeed,
[|Q|]f n(P,Q) - [|P |]f n(P,Q) , but [|P |]f n(P,Q) / [|Q|]f n(P,Q) .
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7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have described an executable specification in Maude of the
operational semantics of an asynchronous version of the π-calculus using conditional rewrite rules with rewrites in the conditions as proposed by Verdejo
and Martı́-Oliet in [18], and the CINNI calculus proposed by Stehr in [14]
for managing names and their binding. In addition, we also implemented
the may-testing preorder for π-calculus processes using the Maude metalevel,
where we use the metaSearch operation to calculate the set of all traces for a
process and then compare two sets of traces according to a preorder relation
between traces. As emphasized throughout the paper, the new features introduced in Maude 2.0 have been essential for the development of this executable
specification, including rewrites in conditions, the frozen attribute, and the
metaSearch operation.
An interesting direction of further work is to extend our implementation
to the various typed variants of π-calculus. Two specific typed asynchronous
π-calculi for which the work is under way are the local π-calculus (Lπ) [10]
and the Actor model [1,15]. Both of these formal systems have been used
extensively in formal specification and analysis of concurrent object-oriented
languages [2,8], and open distributed and mobile systems [9]. The alternate
characterization of may testing for both of these typed calculi was recently
published [16,17]. We are extending the work presented here to account for
the type systems for these calculi, and modifications to the trace based characterization of may testing. We are also looking for interesting concrete applications to which this can be applied; such experiments may require extending
our implementation to extensions of π-calculus with higher level constructs,
although these may just be syntactic sugar.
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A

Appendix

The diagram in Figure A.1 illustrates the graph of module importation in our
implementation that closely follows the structure of the paper. The complete
code is available at http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/~ksen/api/. Here we only
show the module that contains the rewrite rules for the operational semantics
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Fig. A.1. The graph of module importation in the implementation.

of asynchronous π-calculus (Table 2). The function genQid used in the condition of the last Res rule generates an identifier that is fresh, i.e. an identifier
not used to construct channel names in the set passed as the argument to the
function.
mod APISEMANTICS is
inc APISYNTAX .
inc CHANSET .
inc TRACE .
sorts EnvTrm TraceTrm .
subsort EnvTrm < TraceTrm .
op
op
op

[_]_ : Chanset Trm -> EnvTrm [frozen] .
{_}_ : Action TraceTrm -> TraceTrm [frozen] .
notinfn : Qid Trm -> Prop .

vars
vars
vars
var
eq

N : Nat .
CX CY : Chan .
A : Action .
SUM : SumTrm .

vars X Y Z : Qid .
var CS CS1 CS2 : Chanset .
vars P1 Q1 P Q : Trm .
var IO : ActionType .

notinfn(X,P) = not X{0} in freenames(P) .

rl [Inp] : [CY CS] (CX(X) . P) =>
{f(i,CX,CY)} ([CY CS] ([X := CY] P)) .
rl [Inp] : [CY CS] ((CX(X) . P) + SUM) =>
{f(i,CX,CY)} ([CY CS] ([X := CY] P)) .
rl [Tau] : [CS] (tau . P) => { tauAct } ([CS] P) .
rl [Tau] : [CS] ((tau . P) + SUM) => { tauAct } ([CS] P) .
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crl [BInp] : [CS] P => {b(i,CX,’u)} [’u{0} [shiftup ’u] CS] P1
if (not flag in CS) /\
CS1 := flag ’u{0} [shiftup ’u] CS /\
[CS1] [shiftup ’u] P => {f(i,CX,’u{0})} [CS1] P1 .
rl

[Out] : [CS] CX < CY > => { f(o,CX,CY) } ([CS] nil) .

crl [Par] : [CS] (P | Q) => {f(IO,CX,CY)} ([CS] (P1 | Q))
if [CS] P => {f(IO,CX,CY)} ([CS] P1) .
crl [Par] : [CS] (P | Q) =>
{b(IO,CX,Y)} [Y{0} ([shiftup Y] CS)] (P1 | [shiftup Y] Q)
if [CS] P => {b(IO,CX,Y)} ([CS1] P1) .
crl [Com] : [CS] (P | Q) => {tauAct} ([CS] (P1 | Q1))
if [CS] P => {f(o,CX,CY)} ([CS] P1) /\
[CY CS] Q => {f(i,CX,CY)} ([CY CS] Q1) .
crl [Close] : [CS] (P | Q) => {tauAct} [CS] new [Y] (P1 | Q1)
if [CS] P => {b(o,CX,Y)} [CS1] P1 /\
[Y{0} [shiftup Y] CS] [shiftup Y] Q =>
{f(i,CX,Y{0})} [CS2] Q1 .
crl [Res] : [CS] (new [X] P) =>
{[shiftdown X] f(IO,CX,CY)} [CS] (new [X] P1)
if CS1 := [shiftup X] CS /\
[CS1] P => {f(IO,CX,CY)} [CS1] P1 /\
(not X{0} in (CX CY)) .
crl [Res] : [CS] (new [X] P) => {tauAct} [CS] (new [X] P1)
if [CS] P => {tauAct} [CS] P1 .
crl [Res] : [CS] (new [X] P) =>
{[shiftdown X] b(o,CX,Z)} [Z{0} CS] new[X]([ Y := Z{0} ] P1)
if Z := genQid(X{0} CS freenames(P)) /\
[[shiftup X] CS] P => {b(o,CX,Y)} [CS1] P1 /\
X{0} =/= CX .
crl [Open] : [CS] (new[X] P) => {[shiftdown X] b(o,CY,X)} [X{0} CS1] P1
if CS1 := [shiftup X] CS /\
[CS1] P => {f(o,CY,X{0})} [CS1] P1 /\ X{0} =/= CY .
crl [If] : [CS1] (if CX = CX then P else Q fi) => {A} [CS2] P1
if [CS1] P => {A} [CS2] P1 .
crl [Else] : [CS1] (if CX = CY then P else Q fi) => {A} [CS2] Q1
if CX =/= CY /\ [CS1] Q => {A} [CS2] Q1 .
crl [Rep] : [CS1] (! P) => {A} [CS2] P1
if [CS1] (P | (! P)) => {A} [CS2] P1 .
endm
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Abstract. A coinduction-based technique to generate an optimal monitor from a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula is presented in this
paper. Such a monitor receives a sequence of states (one at a time) from
a running process, checks them against a requirements specification expressed as an LTL formula, and determines whether the formula has
been violated or validated. It can also say whether the LTL formula
is not monitorable any longer, i.e., that the formula can in the future
neither be violated nor be validated. A Web interface for the presented
algorithm adapted to extended regular expressions is available.

1

Introduction

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [19] is a widely used logic for specifying properties
of reactive and concurrent systems. The models of LTL are infinite execution
traces, reflecting the behavior of such systems as ideally always being ready
to respond to requests, operating system being typical example. LTL has been
mainly used to specify properties of finite-state reactive and concurrent systems,
so that the full correctness of the system can be verified automatically, using
model checking or theorem proving. Model checking of programs has received an
increased attention from the formal methods community within the last couple
of years, and several tools have emerged that directly model check source code
written in Java or C [7, 26, 27]. Unfortunately, such formal verification techniques
are not scalable to real-sized systems without exerting a substantial effort to
abstract the system more or less manually to a model that can be analyzed.
Testing scales well, and in practice it is by far the technique most used to
validate software systems. Our approach follows research which merges testing
and temporal logic specification in order to achieve some of the benefits of both
approaches; we avoid some of the pitfalls of ad hoc testing as well as the complexity of full-blown theorem proving and model checking. While this merger
provides a scalable technique, it does result in a loss of coverage: the technique
may be used to examine a single execution trace at a time, and may not be used
to prove a system correct. Our work is based on the observation that software
engineers are willing to trade coverage for scalability, so our goals is relatively
conservative: we provide tools that use formal methods in a lightweight manner,
use traditional programming languages or underlying executional engines (such
as JVMs), are completely automatic, implement very efficient algorithms, and
can help find many errors in programs.
Recent trends suggest that the software analysis community is interested
in scalable techniques for software verification. Earlier work by Havelund and
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Roşu [10] proposed a method based on merging temporal logics and testing.
The Temporal Rover tool (TR) and its successor DB Rover by Drusinsky [2]
have been commercialized. These tools instrument the Java code so that it can
check the satisfaction of temporal logic properties at runtime. The MaC tool by
Lee et al. [14, 17] has been developed to monitor safety properties in interval
past time temporal logic. In works by O’Malley et al. and Richardson et al. [20,
21], various algorithms to generate testing automata from temporal logic formulae, are described. Java PathExplorer [8] is a runtime verification environment
currently under development at NASA Ames. It can analyze a single execution
trace. The Java MultiPathExplorer tool [25] proposes a technique to monitor all
equivalent traces that can be extracted from a given execution, thus increasing
the coverage of monitoring. Giannakopoulou et al. and Havelund et al. in [4, 9]
propose efficient algorithms for monitoring future time temporal logic formulae,
while Havelund et al. in [11] gives a technique to synthesize efficient monitors
from past time temporal formulae. Roşu et al. in [23] shows use of rewriting
to perform runtime monitoring of extended regular expressions. An approach
similar to this paper is used to generate optimal monitors for extended regular
expressions in work by Sen et al. [24].
In this paper, we present a new technique based on the modern coalgebraic
method to generate optimal monitors for LTL formulae. In fact, such monitors
are the minimal deterministic finite automata required to do the monitoring. Our
current work makes two major contributions. First, we give a coalgebraic formalization of LTL and show that coinduction is a viable and reasonably practical
method to prove monitoring-equivalences of LTL formulae. Second, building on
the coinductive technique, we present an algorithm to directly generate minimal deterministic automata from an LTL formula. Such an automaton may be
used to monitor good or bad prefixes of an execution trace (this notion will be
rigorously formalized in subsequent sections).
We describe the monitoring as synchronous and deterministic to obtain minimal good or bad prefixes. However, if the cost of such monitoring is deemed too
high in some application, and one is willing to tolerate some delay in discovering
violations, the same technique could be applied on the traces intermittently –
in which case one would not get minimal good or bad prefixes but could either
bound the delay in discovering violations, or guarantee eventual discovery. We
also give lower and upper bounds on the size of such automata.
The closely related work by Geilen [3] builds monitors to detect a subclass
of bad and good prefixes, which are called informative bad and good prefixes.
Using a tableau-based technique, [3] can generate monitors of exponential size
for informative prefixes. In our approach, we generate minimal monitors for
detecting all kinds of bad and good prefixes. This generality comes at a price:
the size of our monitors can be doubly exponential in the worst case, and this
complexity cannot be avoided.
One standard way to generate an optimal monitor is to use the Büchi automata construction [16] for LTL to generate a non-deterministic finite automaton, determinize it and then to minimize it. In this method, one checks only
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the syntactic equivalence of LTL formulae. In the coalgebraic technique that we
propose as an alternative method, we make use of the monitoring equivalence
(defined in subsequent sections) of LTL formulae. We thus obtain the minimal
automaton in a single go and minimize the usage of computational space. Moreover, our technique is completely based on deductive methods and can be applied
to any logic or algebra for which there is a suitable behavioral specification. A
related application can be found in [24] in which the minimal deterministic finite
automata for extended regular expressions is generated.

2

Linear Temporal Logic and Derivatives

In order to make the paper self-contained, we briefly describe classical Linear
Temporal Logic over infinite traces. We use the classical definition of Linear
Temporal Logic and assume a finite set AP of atomic propositions. The syntax
of LTL is as follows:
φ ::= true | false | a ∈ AP | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | φ ∨ φ | φ → φ | φ ≡ φ | φ ⊕ φ propositional
φ U φ | dφ | ¤φ | ♦φ
temporal

The semantics of LTL is given for infinite traces. An infinite trace is an infinite
sequence of program states, each state denoting the set of atomic propositions
that hold at that state. The atomic propositions that hold in a given state s is
given by AP (s). We denote an infinite trace by ρ; ρ(i) denotes the i-th state in
the trace and ρi denotes the suffix of the trace ρ starting from the i-th state.
The notion that an infinite trace ρ satisfies a formula φ is denoted by ρ |= φ,
and is defined inductively as follows:
ρ |= true for all ρ
ρ |= a iff a ∈ AP (ρ(1))
ρ |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iff ρ |= φ1 or ρ |= φ2
ρ |= φ1 ⊕ φ2 iff ρ |= φ1 exclusive or ρ |= φ2
ρ |= φ1 ≡ φ2 iff ρ |= φ1 iff ρ |= φ2
ρ |= ¤φ iff ∀ j ≥ 1 ρj |= φ
ρ |= φ1 U φ2 iff there exists a j ≥ 1 such that

ρ 2 false for all ρ
ρ |= ¬φ iff ρ 2 φ
ρ |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff ρ |= φ1 and ρ |= φ2
ρ |= φ1 → φ2 iff ρ |= φ1 implies ρ |= φ2
ρ |= dφ iff ρ2 |= φ
ρ |= ♦φ iff ∃ j ≥ 1 such that ρj |= φ
ρj |= φ2 and ∀ 1 ≤ i < j : ρi |= φ1

The set of all infinite traces that satisfy the formula φ is called the language
expressed by the formula φ and is denoted by Lφ . Thus, ρ ∈ Lφ if and only if
ρ |= φ. The language Lφ is also called the property expressed by the formula φ.
We informally say that an infinite trace ρ satisfies a property φ iff ρ |= φ.
A property in LTL can be seen as the intersection of a safety property and
a liveness property [1]. A property is a liveness property if for every finite trace
α there exists an infinite trace ρ such that α.ρ satisfies the property. A property
is a safety property if for every infinite trace ρ not satisfying the property, there
exists a finite prefix α such that for all infinite traces ρ0 , α.ρ0 does not satisfy
the property. The prefix α is called a bad prefix [3]. Thus, we say that a finite
prefix α is a bad prefix for a property if for all infinite traces ρ, α.ρ does not
satisfy the property. On the other hand, a good prefix for a property is a prefix
α such that for all infinite traces ρ, α.ρ satisfies the property. A bad or a good
prefix can also be minimal. We say that a bad (or a good prefix) α is minimal if
α is a bad (or good) prefix and no finite prefix α0 of α is bad (or good) prefix.
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We use a novel coinduction-based technique to generate an optimal monitor
that can detect good and bad prefixes incrementally for a given trace. The essential idea is to process, one by one, the states of a trace as these states are
generated; at each step the process checks if the finite trace that we have already
generated is a minimal good prefix or a minimal bad prefix. At any point, if we
find that the finite trace is a minimal bad prefix, we say that the property is
violated. If the finite trace is a minimal good prefix then we stop monitoring for
that particular trace and say that the property holds for that trace.
At any step, we will also detect if it is not possible to monitor a formula any
longer. We may stop monitoring at that point and say the trace is no longer
monitorable and save the monitoring overhead. Otherwise, we continue by processing one more state and appending that state to the finite trace. We will see
in the subsequent sections that these monitors can report a message as soon as
a good or a bad prefix is encountered; therefore, the monitors are synchronous.
Two more variants of the optimal monitor are also proposed; these variants can
be used to efficiently monitor either bad prefixes or good prefixes (rather than
both). Except in degenerate cases, such monitors have smaller sizes than the
monitors that can detect both bad and good prefixes.
In order to generate the minimal monitor for an LTL formula, we will use
several notions of equivalence for LTL:
Definition 1 (≡). We say that two LTL formulae φ1 and φ2 are equivalent i.e.
φ1 ≡ φ2 if and only if Lφ1 = Lφ2 .
Definition 2 (≡B ). For a finite trace α we say that α 2 φ iff α is bad prefix
for φ i.e. for every infinite trace ρ it is the case that α.ρ 6∈ Lφ . Given two LTL
formulae φ1 and φ2 , φ1 and φ2 are said to be bad prefix equivalent i.e. φ1 ≡B φ2
if and only if for every finite trace α, α 2 φ1 iff α 2 φ2 .
Definition 3 (≡G ). For a finite trace α we say that α |= φ iff α is good prefix
for φ i.e. for every infinite trace ρ it is that case that α.ρ ∈ Lφ . Given two
LTL formulae φ1 and φ2 , φ1 and φ2 are said to be good prefix equivalent i.e.
φ1 ≡G φ2 if and only if for every finite trace α, α |= φ1 iff α |= φ2 .
Definition 4 (≡GB ). We say that φ1 and φ2 are good-bad prefix equivalent
i.e. φ1 ≡GB φ2 if and only if φ1 ≡B φ2 and φ1 ≡G φ2 .
Thus, for our purpose, the two non equivalent formulae ¤♦φ and ♦¤φ are goodbad prefix equivalent since they do not have any good or bad prefixes. Such
formula are not monitorable. Note that the equivalence relation ≡ is included
in the equivalence relation ≡GB , which is in turn included in both ≡G and ≡B .
We will use the equivalences ≡G ,≡B , and ≡GB to generate optimal monitors
that detect good prefixes only, bad prefixes only and both bad and good prefixes
respectively. We call these three equivalences monitoring equivalences.
2.1 Derivatives
We describe the notion of derivatives for LTL [9, 10] based on the idea of state
consumption: an LTL formula φ and a state s generate another LTL formula,
denoted by φ{s}, with the property that for any finite trace α, sα 2 φ if and
only if α 2 φ{s} and sα |= φ if and only if α |= φ{s}. We define the operator
{ } recursively through the following equations:
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false {s} = false
p{s} = if p ∈ AP (s) then true else false
(φ1 ∨ φ2 ){s} = φ1 {s} ∨ φ2 {s}
(φ1 → φ2 ){s} = φ1 {s} → φ2 {s}
(♦φ){s} = φ{s} ∨ ♦φ
(φ1 U φ2 ){s} = φ2 {s} ∨ (φ1 {s} ∧ φ1 U φ2 )

true {s} = true
(¬φ){s} = ¬(φ{s})
(φ1 ∧ φ2 ){s} = φ1 {s} ∧ φ2 {s}
(φ1 ⊕ φ2 ){s} = φ1 {s} ⊕ φ2 {s}
(¤φ){s} = φ{s} ∧ ¤φ

We use the decision procedure for propositional calculus by Hsiang [13] to get a
canonical form for a propositional formula. The procedure reduces a tautological
formula to the constant true, a false formula to the constant false, and all other
formulae to canonical forms modulo associativity and commutativity. An unusual
aspect of this procedure is that the canonical forms consist of exclusive or (⊕)
of conjunctions. The procedure is given below using equations that are shown to
be Church-Rosser and terminating modulo associativity and commutativity.
true ∧ φ = φ
φ∧φ=φ
φ ⊕ φ = false
φ1 ∧ (φ2 ⊕ φ3 ) = (φ1 ∧ φ2 ) ⊕ (φ1 ∧ φ3 )
φ1 → φ2 = true ⊕ φ1 ⊕ (φ1 ∧ φ2 )

false ∧ φ = false
false ⊕ φ = φ
¬φ = true ⊕ φ
φ1 ∨ φ2 = (φ1 ∧ φ2 ) ⊕ φ1 ⊕ φ2
φ1 ≡ φ2 = true ⊕ φ1 ⊕ φ2

The exclusive or operator ⊕ and the ∧ operator are defined as commutative
and associative. The equations Derivative and Propositional Calculus
when regarded as rewriting rules are terminating and Church-Rosser (modulo
associativity and commutativity of ∧ and ⊕), so they can be used as a functional
procedure to calculate derivatives.
In the rest of the paper, at several places we need to check if an LTL formula
is equivalent to true or false. This can be done using the tableau-based proof
method for LTL; the STeP tool at Stanford [18] has such an implementation.
The following result gives a way to determine if a prefix is good or bad for a
formula through derivations.
Theorem 1. a) For any LTL formula φ and for any finite trace α = s1 s2 . . . sn ,
α is a bad prefix for φ if and only if φ{s1 }{s2 } . . . {sn } ≡ false. Similarly, α is
a good prefix for φ if and only if φ{s1 }{s2 } . . . {sn } ≡ true. b) The formula
φ{s1 }{s2 } . . . {sn } needs O(2size(φ) ) space to be stored.
Proof. b): Due to the Boolean ring equations above regarded as simplification
rules, any LTL formula is kept in a canonical form, which is an exclusive disjunction of conjunctions, where conjuncts have temporal operators at top. Moreover,
after a series of applications of derivatives s1 , s2 , ..., sn , the conjuncts in the normal form φ{s1 }{s2 }...{sn } are subterms of the initial formula φ, each having a
temporal operator at its top. Since there are at most size(φ) such subformulae, it
follows that there are at most 2size(φ) possibilities to combine them in a conjunction. Therefore, one needs space O(2size(φ) ) to store any exclusive disjunction of
such conjunctions. This reasoning only applies on “idealistic” rewriting engines,
which carefully optimize space needs during rewriting.u
t
In order to effectively generate optimal monitors, it is crucial to detect efficiently
and as early as possible when two derivatives are equivalent. In the rest of
the paper we use coinductive techniques to solve this problem. We define the
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operators G : LT L → {true, false} and B : LT L → {true, false} that return
true if an LTL formula is equivalent (≡) to true or false respectively, and return
false otherwise. We define an operator GB : LT L → {0, 1, ?} that checks if an
LTL formula φ is equivalent to false or true and returns 0 or 1, respectively, and
returns ? if the formula is not equivalent to either true or false.

3

Hidden Logic and Coinduction

We use circular coinduction, defined rigorously in the context of hidden logics
and implemented in the BOBJ system [22, 5, 6], to test whether two LTL formulae are good-bad prefix equivalent. A particularly appealing aspect of circular
coinduction in the framework of LTL formula is that it not only shows that two
LTL formulae are good-bad prefix equivalent, but also generates a larger set of
good-bad prefix equivalent LTL formulae which will all be used in order to generate the target monitor. Readers familiar with circular coinduction may assume
the result in Theorem 4 and read Section 4 concurrently.
Hidden logic is a natural extension of algebraic specification which benefits of
a series of generalizations in order to capture various natural notions of behavioral equivalence found in the literature. It distinguishes visible sorts for data
from hidden sorts for states, with states behaviorally equivalent if and only if
they are indistinguishable under a formally given set of experiments. In order to
keep the presentation simple and self-contained, we define a simplified version of
hidden logic together with its associated circular coinduction proof rule which is
nevertheless general enough to support the definition of LTL formulae and prove
that they are behaviorally good and/or bad prefix equivalent.
3.1

Algebraic Preliminaries

We assume that the reader is familiar with basic equational logic and algebra but
recall a few notions in order to just make our notational conventions precise. An
S-sorted signature Σ is a set of sorts/types S together with operational symbols
on those, and a Σ-algebra A is a collection of sets {As | s ∈ S} and a collection
of functions appropriately defined on those sets, one for each operational symbol.
Given an S-sorted signature Σ and an S-indexed set of variables Z, let TΣ (Z)
denote the Σ-term algebra over variables in Z. If V ⊆ S then Σ¹V is a V -sorted
signature consisting of all those operations in Σ with sorts entirely in V . We
may let σ(X) denote the term σ(x1 , ..., xn ) when the number of arguments of σ
and their order and sorts are not important. If only one argument is important,
then to simplify writing we place it at the beginning; for example, σ(t, X) is a
term having σ as root with no important variables as arguments except one, in
this case t. If t is a Σ-term of sort s0 over a special variable ∗ of sort s and A is
a Σ-algebra, then At : As → As0 is the usual interpretation of t in A.
3.2

Behavioral Equivalence, Satisfaction and Specification

Given disjoint sets V, H called visible and hidden sorts, a hidden (V, H)-signature,
say Σ, is a many sorted (V ∪H)-signature. A hidden subsignature of Σ is a hidden
(V, H)-signature Γ with Γ ⊆ Σ and Γ¹V = Σ¹V . The data signature is Σ¹V . An
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operation of visible result not in Σ¹V is called an attribute, and a hidden sorted
operation is called a method.
Unless otherwise stated, the rest of this section assumes fixed a hidden signature Σ with a fixed subsignature Γ . Informally, Σ-algebras are universes of
possible states of a system, i.e., “black boxes,” for which one is only concerned
with behavior under experiments with operations in Γ , where an experiment is
an observation of a system attribute after perturbation.
A Γ -context for sort s ∈ V ∪H is a term in TΓ ({∗ : s}) with one occurrence of
∗. A Γ -context of visible result sort is called a Γ -experiment. If c is a context for
sort h and t ∈ TΣ,h then c[t] denotes the term obtained from c by substituting
t for ∗; we may also write c[∗] for the context itself.
Given a hidden Σ-algebra A with a hidden subsignature Γ , for sorts s ∈
(V ∪ H), we define Γ -behavioral equivalence of a, a0 ∈ As by a ≡ΓΣ a0 iff Ac (a) =
Ac (a0 ) for all Γ -experiments c; we may write ≡ instead of ≡ΓΣ when Σ and Γ
can be inferred from context. We require that all operations in Σ are compatible
with ≡ΓΣ . Note that behavioral equivalence is the identity on visible sorts, since
the trivial contexts ∗ : v are experiments for all v ∈ V . A major result in
hidden logics, underlying the foundations of coinduction, is that Γ -behavioral
equivalence is the largest equivalence which is identity on visible sorts and which
is compatible with the operations in Γ .
Behavioral satisfaction of equations can now be naturally defined in terms
of behavioral equivalence. A hidden Σ-algebra A Γ -behaviorally satisfies a Σequation (∀X) t = t0 , say e, iff for each θ : X → A, θ(t) ≡ΓΣ θ(t0 ); in this case
we write A |≡ΓΣ e. If E is a set of Σ-equations we then write A |≡ΓΣ E when A
Γ -behaviorally satisfies each Σ-equation in E. We may omit Σ and/or Γ from
|≡ΓΣ when they are clear.
A behavioral Σ-specification is a triple (Σ, Γ, E) where Σ is a hidden signature, Γ is a hidden subsignature of Σ, and E is a set of Σ-sentences equations.
Non-data Γ -operations (i.e., in Γ − Σ¹V ) are called behavioral. A Σ-algebra A
behaviorally satisfies a behavioral specification B = (Σ, Γ, E) iff A |≡ΓΣ E, in
which case we write A |≡ B; also B |≡ e iff A |≡ B implies A |≡ΓΣ e.
LTL can be very naturally defined as a behavioral specification. The enormous benefit of doing so is that the behavioral inference, including most importantly coinduction, provide a decision procedure for good-bad prefix equivalence.
Example 1. A behavioral specification of LTL defines a set of two visible sorts
V = {Triple, State}, one hidden sort H = {Ltl }, one behavioral attribute
GB : Ltl → Triple (defined as an operator in Subsection 2.1) and one behavioral
method, the derivative, { } : Ltl × State → Ltl , together with all the other
operations in Section 2 defining LTL, including the states in S which are defined
as visible constants of sort State, and all the equations in Subsection 2.1. The
sort Triple consists of three constants 0, 1, and ?. We call this the LTL behavioral
specification and we use BLTL/GB to denote it.
Since the only behavioral operators are the test for equivalence to true and
false and the derivative, it follows that the experiments have exactly the form
GB (∗{s1 }{s2 }...{sn }), for any states s1 , s2 , ..., sn . In other words, an experi-
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ment consists of a series of derivations followed by an application of the operator
GB , and therefore two LTL formulae are behavioral equivalent if and only if they
cannot be distinguished by such experiments. Such behavioral equivalence is exactly same as good-bad prefix equivalence. In the specification of BLTL/GB if
we replace the attribute GB by B (or G), as defined in Subsection 2.1, the behavioral equivalence becomes same as bad prefix (or good prefix) equivalence.
We denote such specifications by BLTL/B (or BLTL/G ). Notice that the above
reasoning applies within any algebra satisfying the presented behavioral specification. The one we are interested in is, of course, the free one, whose set carriers
contain exactly the LTL formulae as presented in Section 2, and the operations
have the obvious interpretations. We informally call it the LTL algebra.
Letting ≡b denote the behavioral equivalence relation generated on the LTL
algebra, then Theorem 1 immediately yields the following important result.
Theorem 2. If φ1 and φ2 are two LTL formulae then φ1 ≡b φ2 in BLTL/GB
iff φ1 and φ2 are good-bad prefix equivalent. Similarly, φ1 ≡b φ2 in BLTL/B (or
BLTL/G ) if and only if φ1 and φ2 are bad prefix (or good prefix) equivalent.
This theorem allows us to prove good-bad prefix equivalence (or bad prefix or
good prefix equivalence) of LTL formulae by making use of behavioral inference
in the LTL behavioral specification BLTL/GB (or BLTL/B or BLTL/G ) including
(especially) circular coinduction. The next section shows how circular coinduction works and how it can be used to show LTL formulae good-bad prefix equivalent (or bad prefix equivalent or good prefix equivalent). From now onwards we
will refer BLTL/GB simply by B.
3.3

Circular Coinduction as an Inference Rule

In the simplified version of hidden logics defined above, the usual equational inference rules, i.e., reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, substitution and congruence
[22] are all sound for behavioral satisfaction. However, equational reasoning can
derive only a very limited amount of interesting behavioral equalities. For that
reason, circular coinduction has been developed as a very powerful automated
technique to show behavioral equivalence. We let ± denote the relation being
defined by the equational rules plus circular coinduction, for deduction from a
specification to an equation.
Before formally defining circular coinduction, we give the reader some intuitions by duality to structural induction. The reader who is only interested in
using the presented procedure or who is not familiar with structural induction,
can skip this paragraph. Inductive proofs show equality of terms t(x), t0 (x) over
a given variable x (seen as a constant) by showing t(σ(x)) equals t0 (σ(x)) for
all σ in a basis, while circular coinduction shows terms t, t0 behaviorally equivalent by showing equivalence of δ(t) and δ(t0 ) for all behavioral operations δ.
Coinduction applies behavioral operations at the top, while structural induction
applies generator/constructor operations at the bottom. Both induction and circular coinduction assume some “frozen” instances of t, t0 equal when checking
the inductive/coinductive step: for induction, the terms are frozen at the bottom
by replacing the induction variable by a constant, so that no other terms can
be placed beneath the induction variable, while for coinduction, the terms are
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frozen at the top, so that they cannot be used as subterms of other terms (with
some important but subtle exceptions which are not needed here; see [6]).
Freezing terms at the top is elegantly handled by a simple trick. Suppose
every specification has a special visible sort b, and for each (hidden or visible)
sort s in the specification, a special operation [ ] : s → b. No equations are
assumed for these operations and no user defined sentence can refer to them;
they are there for technical reasons. Thus, with just the equational inference
rules, for any behavioral specification B and any equation (∀X) t = t0 , it is
necessarily the case that B ± (∀X) t = t0 iff B ± (∀X) [t] = [t0 ]. The rule
below preserves this property. Let the sort of t, t0 be hidden; then
Circular Coinduction:
B ∪ {(∀X) [t] = [t0 ]} ± (∀X, W ) [δ(t, W )] = [δ(t0 , W )], for all appropriate δ ∈ Γ
B ± (∀X) t = t0

We call the equation (∀X) [t] = [t0 ] added to B a circularity; it could just as
well have been called a coinduction hypothesis or a co-hypothesis, but we find the
first name more intuitive because from a coalgebraic point of view, coinduction
is all about finding circularities.
Theorem 3. The usual equational inference rules together with Circular Coinduction are sound. That means that if B ± (∀X) t = t0 and sort(t, t0 ) 6= b, or if
B ± (∀X) [t] = [t0 ], then B |≡ (∀X) t = t0 .
Circular coinductive rewriting[5, 6] iteratively rewrites proof tasks to their normal
forms followed by an one step coinduction if needed. Since the rules in BLTL/GB ,
BLTL/B , and BLTL/G are ground Church-Rosser and terminating, this provides
us with a decision procedure for good-bad prefix equivalence, bad prefix equivalence, and good prefix equivalence of LTL formulae respectively.
Theorem 4. If φ1 and φ2 are two LTL formulae, then φ1 ≡GB φ2 if and only
if BLTL/GB ± φ1 = φ2 . Similarly, if φ1 and φ2 are two LTL formulae, then
φ1 ≡B φ2 (or φ1 ≡G φ2 ) if and only if BLTL/B ± φ1 = φ2 ( or BLTL/G ±
φ1 = φ2 ). Moreover, circular coinductive rewriting provides us with a decision
procedure for good-bad prefix equivalence, bad prefix equivalence, and good prefix
equivalence of LTL formulae.
Proof. By soundness of behavioral reasoning (Theorem 3), one implication follows immediately via Theorem 2. For the other implication, assume that φ1 and
φ2 are good-bad prefix equivalent (or good prefix or bad prefix equivalent, respectively) and that the equality φ1 = φ2 is not derivable from BLT L/GB (or BLT L/G
or BLT L/B , respectively). By Theorem 1, the number of formulae into which
any LTL formula can be derived via a sequence of events is finite, which means
that the total number of equalities φ01 = φ02 that can be derived via the circular
coinduction rule is also finite. That implies that the only reason for which the
equality φ1 = φ2 cannot be proved by circular coinduction is because it is in fact
disproved by some experiment, which implies the existence of some events a1 ,
..., an such that GB (φ1 {a1 } · · · {an }) 6= GB (φ2 {a1 } · · · {an }) (or the equivalent
ones for B or G). However, this is obviously a contradiction because if φ1 and
φ2 are good-bad (or good or bad) prefix equivalent that so are φ1 {a1 } · · · {an }
and φ2 {a1 } · · · {an }, and GB (or G or B) preserve this equivalence.
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4

Generating Optimal Monitors by Coinduction

We now show how one can use the set of circularities generated by applying
the circular coinduction rules in order to generate, from any LTL formula, an
optimal monitor that can detect both good and bad prefixes. The optimal monitor thus generated will be a minimal deterministic finite automaton containing
two final states true and false. We call such a monitor GB-automaton. We conclude the section by modifying the algorithm to generate smaller monitors that
can detect either bad or good prefixes. We call such monitors B-automaton and
G-automaton respectively. The main idea behind the algorithm is to associate
states in GB-automaton to LTL formulae obtained by deriving the initial LTL
formula; when a new LTL formula is generated, it is tested for good-bad prefix equivalence with all the other already generated LTL formulae by using the
coinductive procedure presented in the previous section. A crucial observation
which significantly reduces the complexity of our procedure is that once a goodbad prefix equivalence is proved by circular coinductive rewriting, the entire set
of circularities accumulated represent good-bad prefix equivalent LTL formulae. These can be used to quickly infer the other good-bad prefix equivalences,
without having to generate the same circularities over and over again.
Since BOBJ does not (yet) provide any mechanism to return the set of circularities accumulated after proving a given behavioral equivalence, we were unable
to use BOBJ to implement our optimal monitor generator. Instead, we have implemented our own version of coinductive rewriting engine for LTL formulae,
which is described below.
We are given an initial LTL formula φ0 over atomic propositions P . Then
σ = 2P is the set of possible states that can appear in an execution trace; note
that σ will be the set of alphabets in the GB-automaton. Now, from φ0 we want
to generate a GB-automaton D = (S, σ, δ, s0 , {true, false}), where S is the set of
states of the GB-automaton, δ : S × σ → S is the transition function, s0 is the
initial state of the GB-automaton, and {true, false} ⊆ S is the set of final states
of the DFA. The coinductive rewriting engine explicitly accumulates the proven
circularities in a set. The set is initialized to an empty set at the beginning of the
algorithm. It is updated with the accumulated circularities whenever we prove
good-bad prefix equivalence of two LTL formulae in the algorithm. The algorithm
maintains the set of states S in the form of non good-bad prefix equivalent LTL
formulae. At the beginning of the algorithm S is initialized with two elements,
the constant formulae true and false. Then, we check if the initial LTL formula
φ0 is equivalent to true or false. If φ0 is equivalent to true or false, we set s0 to
true or false respectively and return D as the GB-automaton. Otherwise, we set
s0 to φ0 , add φ0 to the set S, and invoke the procedure dfs (see Fig 1) on φ0 .
The procedure dfs generates the derivatives of a given formula φ for all
x ∈ σ one by one. A derivative φx = φ{x} is added to the set S, if the set does
not contain any LTL formula good-bad prefix equivalent to the derivative φx .
We then extend the transition function by setting δ(φ, x) = φx and recursively
invoke dfs on φx . On the other hand, if an LTL formula φ0 equivalent to the
derivative already exists in the set S, we extend the transition function by setting
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δ(φ, x) = φ0 . To check if an LTL formula, good-bad prefix equivalent to the
derivative φx , already exists in the set S, we sequentially go through all the
elements of the set S and try to prove its good-bad prefix equivalence with φx . In
testing the equivalence we first add the set of circularities to the initial BLTL/GB .
Then we invoke the coinductive procedure. If for some LTL formula φ0 ∈ S, we
are able to prove that φ0 ≡GB φx i.e BLTL/GB ∪Eq all ∪Eq new ± φ0 = φx , then we
add the new equivalences Eq new , created by the coinductive procedure, to the set
of circularities. Thus we reuse the already proven good-bad prefix equivalences
in future proofs.
S ← {true, false}
dfs(φ)
begin
foreach x ∈ σ do
φx ← φ{x};
if ∃φ0 ∈ S such that BLTL/GB ∪ Eq all ∪ Eq new ± φ0 = φx then
δ(φ, x) = φ0 ; Eq all ← Eq all ∪ Eq new
else S ← S ∪ {φx }; δ(φ, x) = φx ; dfs(φx ); fi
endfor
end
Fig. 1. LTL to optimal monitor generation algorithm

The GB-automaton generated by the procedure dfs may now contain some states
which are non-final and from which the GB-automaton can never reach a final
state. We remove these redundant states by doing a breadth first search in backward direction from the final states. This can be done in time linear in the size
of the GB-automaton. If the resultant GB-automaton contains the initial state
s0 then we say that the LTL formula is monitorable. That is for the LTL formula
to be monitorable there must be path from the initial state to a final state i.e.
to true or false state. Note that the GB-automaton may now contain non-final
states from which there may be no transition for some x ∈ σ. Also note that no
transitions are possible from the final states.
The correctness of the algorithm is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 5. If D is the GB-automaton generated for a given LTL formula φ
by the above algorithm then
1) L(D) is the language of good and bad prefixes of φ,
2) D is the minimal deterministic finite automaton accepting the good and bad
prefixes of φ.
Proof. 1) Suppose s1 s2 . . . sn be a good or bad prefix of φ. Then by Theorem
1, GB (φ{s1 }{s2 } . . . {sn }) ∈ {0, 1}. Let φi = φ{s1 }{s2 } . . . {si }; then φi+1 =
φi {ai+1 }. To prove that s1 s2 . . . sn ∈ L(D), we use induction to show that for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, φi ≡GB δ(φ, s1 s2 . . . si ). For the base case if φ1 ≡GB φ{s1 } then
dfs extends the transition function by setting δ(φ, s1 ) = φ. Therefore, φ1 ≡GB
φ = δ(φ, s1 ). If φ1 6≡GB φ then dfs extends δ by setting δ(φ, s1 ) = φ1 . So φ1 ≡GB
δ(φ, s1 ) holds in this case also. For the induction step let us assume that φi ≡GB
φ0 = δ(φ, s1 s2 . . . si ). If δ(φ0 , si+1 ) = φ00 then from the dfs procedure we can see
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that φ00 ≡GB φ0 {si+1 }. However, φi {si+1 } ≡GB φ0 {si+1 }, since φi ≡GB φ0 by
induction hypothesis. So φi+1 ≡GB φ00 = δ(φ0 , si+1 ) = δ(φ, s1 s2 . . . si+1 ). Also
notice GB (φn ≡GB δ(φ, s1 s2 . . . sn )) ∈ {0, 1}; this implies that δ(φ, s1 s2 . . . sn )
is a final state and hence s1 s2 . . . sn ∈ L(D).
Now suppose s1 s2 . . . sn ∈ L(D). The proof that s1 s2 . . . sn is a good or bad
prefix of φ goes in a similar way by showing that φi ≡GB δ(φ, s1 s2 . . . si ).
2) If the automaton D is not minimal then there exists at least two states p and
q in D such that p and q are equivalent [12] i.e. ∀w ∈ σ ∗ : δ(p, w) ∈ F if and only
if δ(q, w) ∈ F , where F is the set of final states. This means, if φ1 and φ2 are the
LTL formulae associated with p and q respectively in dfs then φ1 ≡GB φ2 . But
dfs ensures that no two LTL formulae representing the states of the automaton
are good-bad prefix equivalent. So we get a contradiction. u
t
The GB-automaton thus generated can be used as a monitor for the given
LTL formula. If at any point of monitoring we reach the state true in the GBautomaton we say that the monitored finite trace satisfies the LTL formula.
If we reach the state false we say that the monitored trace violates the LTL
formula. If we get stuck at some state i.e. we cannot take a transition, we say
that the monitored trace is not monitorable. Otherwise we continue monitoring
by consuming another state of the trace.
In the above procedure if we use the specification BLTL/B (or BLTL/G ) instead
of BLTL/GB and consider false (or true) as the only final state, we get a Bautomaton (or G-automaton). These automata can detect either bad or good
prefixes. Since the final state is either false or true the procedure to remove
redundant states will result in smaller automata compared to the corresponding
GB-automaton.
We have an implementation of the algorithm adapted to extended regular
expressions which is available for evaluation on the internet via a CGI server
reachable from http://fsl.cs.uiuc.edu/rv/.

5

Time and Space Complexity

Any possible derivative of an LTL formula φ, in its normal form, is an exclusive
or of conjunctions of temporal subformulae (subformulae having temporal operators at the top) in φ. The number of such temporal subformulae is O(m), where
m is the size of φ. Hence, by counting argument, the number of possible conjuncts is O(2m ). The number of possible exclusive ors of these conjuncts is then
m
m
O(22 ). Therefore, the number of possible distinct derivatives of φ is O(22 ).
Since the number states of the GB-automaton accepting good and bad prefixes
m
of φ cannot be greater than the number of derivatives, 22 is an upper bound
on the number of possible states of the GB-automaton. Hence, the size of the
m
GB-automaton is O(22 ). Thus we get the following lemma:
Lemma 1. The size of the minimal GB-automaton accepting the good and bad
m
prefixes of any LTL formula of size m is O(22 ).
For the lower bound on the size of the automata we consider the language
Lk = {σ#w#σ 0 $w | w ∈ {0, 1}k and σ, σ 0 ∈ {0, 1, #}∗ }.
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This language was previously used in several works [15, 16, 23] to prove lower
bounds. The language can be expressed by the LTL formula [16] of size O(k 2 ):
φk = [(¬$) U ($ U d¤(¬$))]∧♦[#∧ dn+1 #∧

n
^

(( di 0∧¤($ → di 0))∨( di 1∧¤($ → di 1)))].

i=1

For this LTL formula the following result holds.
Lemma 2. Any GB-automaton accepting good and bad prefixes of φk will have
k
size Ω(22 ).
Proof: In order to prove the lower bound, the following equivalence relation
on strings over (0 + 1 + #)? is useful. For a string σ ∈ (0 + 1 + #)? , define
S(σ) = {w ∈ (0 + 1)k | ∃λ1 , λ2 . λ1 #w#λ2 = σ}. We will say that σ1 ≡k σ2 iff
k
S(σ1 ) = S(σ2 ). Now observe that the number of equivalence classes of ≡k is 22 ;
this is because for any S ⊆ (0 + 1)k , there is a σ such that S(σ) = S.
We will prove this lower bound by contradiction. Suppose A is a GBk
automaton that has a number of states less than 22 for the LTL formula φk .
k
Since the number of equivalence classes of ≡k is 22 , by pigeon hole principle, there must be two strings σ1 6≡k σ2 such that the state of A after reading σ1 $ is the same as the state after reading σ2 $. In other words, A will
reach the same state after reading inputs of the form σ1 $w and σ2 $w. Now
since σ1 6≡k σ2 , it follows that (S(σ1 ) \ S(σ2 ) ∪ (S(σ2 ) \ S(σ1 )) 6= ∅. Take
w ∈ (S(σ1 ) \ S(σ2 ) ∪ (S(σ2 ) \ S(σ1 )). Then clearly, exactly one out of σ1 $w
and σ2 $w is in Lk , and so A gives the wrong answer on one of these inputs.
Therefore, A is not a correct GB-automaton. u
t
Combining the above two results we get the following theorem.
Theorem 6. The size of the minimal GB-automaton accepting
the good and bad
√
m
m
prefixes of any LTL formula of size m is O(22 ) and Ω(22 ).
The space and time complexity of the algorithm is given by the following:
m

Theorem 7. The LTL to optimal monitor generation algorithm requires 2O(2
m
space and c2O(2 ) time for some constant c.

)

Proof: The number of distinct derivatives of an LTL formula of size m can be
m
O(22 ). Each such derivative can be encoded in space O(2m ). So the number
m
of circularities that are generated in the algorithm can consume O(22 2m 2m )
m
space. The space required by the algorithm is thus 2O(2 ) . u
t
The number of iterations that the algorithm makes is less than the number of
distinct derivatives. In each iteration the algorithm generates a set of circularities
m
m
that can be at most 2O(2 ) . So the total time taken by the algorithm is c2O(2 )
for some constant c.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we give a behavioral specification for LTL, which has the appealing
property that two LTL formulae are equivalent with respect to monitoring if and
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only if they are indistinguishable under carefully chosen experiments. To our
knowledge, this is the first coalgebraic formalization of LTL. The major benefit of this formalization is that one can use coinduction to prove LTL formulae
monitoring-equivalent, which can further be used to generate optimal LTL monitors on a single go. As future work we want to apply our coinductive techniques
to generate monitors for other logics.
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Abstract
We describe an executable specification of the operational semantics of an asynchronous version of the π-calculus in Maude by means of conditional rewrite rules
with rewrites in the conditions. We also present an executable specification of the
may testing equivalence on non-recursive asynchronous π-calculus processes, using
the Maude metalevel. Specifically, we describe our use of the metaSearch operation to both calculate the set of all finite traces of a non-recursive process, and to
compare the trace sets of two processes according to a preorder relation that characterizes may testing in asynchronous π-calculus. Thus, in both the specification of
the operational semantics and the may testing, we make heavy use of new features
introduced in version 2.0 of the Maude language and system.
Key words: π-calculus, asynchrony, may testing, traces, Maude.

1

Introduction

Since its introduction in the seminal paper [11] by Milner, Parrow, and Walker,
the π-calculus has become one of the most studied calculus for name-based
mobility of processes, where processes are able to exchange names over channels so that the communication topology can change during the computation.
The operational semantics of the π-calculus has been defined for several different versions of the calculus following two main styles. The first is the labelled
transition system style according to the SOS approach introduced by Plotkin
c 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
°
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[13]. The second is the reduction style, where first an equivalence is imposed
on syntactic processes (typically to make syntax more abstract with respect
to properties of associativity and/or commutativity of some operators), and
then some reduction or rewrite rules express how the computation proceeds
by communication between processes.
The first specification of the π-calculus operational semantics in rewriting
logic was developed by Viry in [19], in a reduction style making use of de
Bruijn indexes, explicit substitutions, and reduction strategies in Elan [6].
This presentation was later improved by Stehr [14] by making use of a generic
calculus for explicit substitutions, known as CINNI, which combines the best
of the approaches based on standard variables and de Bruijn indices, and that
has been implemented in Maude.
Our work took the work described above as a starting point, together
with recent work by Verdejo and Martı́-Oliet [18] showing how to use the new
features of Maude 2.0 in the implementation of a semantics in the labelled
transition system style for CCS. This work makes essential use of conditional
rewrite rules with rewrites in the conditions, so that an inference rule in the
labelled transition system of the form
P1 → Q1 . . . Pn → Qn
P0 → Q0
becomes a conditional rewrite rule of the form
P0 −→ Q0 if

P1 −→ Q1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pn −→ Qn ,

where the condition includes rewrites. These rules are executable in version 2.0
of the Maude language and system [7]. However, this is not enough, because
it is necessary to have some control on the application of rules. Typically,
rewrite rules can be applied anywhere in a term, while the transitions in the
operational semantics for CCS or the π-calculus in the SOS style only take
place at the top. The new frozen attribute available in Maude 2.0 makes this
possible, because the declaration of an operator as frozen forbids rewriting its
arguments, thus providing another way of controlling the rewriting process.
Rewrite conditions when applying conditional rules are solved by means of
an implicit search process, which is also available to the user both at the
command level and at the metalevel. The search command looks for all the
rewrites of a given term that match a given pattern satisfying some condition.
Search is reified at the metalevel as an operation metaSearch.
In this way, our first contribution is a fully executable specification of
an operational semantics in the labelled transition system style for an asynchronous version of the π-calculus (the semantics for the synchronous case is
obtained as a simple modification). This specification uses conditional rewrite
rules with rewrites in conditions and the CINNI calculus [14] for managing
names and bindings in the π-calculus. However, these two ingredients are not
enough to obtain a fully executable specification. A central problem to overcome is that the transitions of a term can be infinitely branching. For instance,
2
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the term x(y).P can evolve via an input action to one of an infinite family of
terms depending on the name received in the input at channel x. Our solution
is to define the transitions of a process relative to an execution environment.
The environment is represented abstractly as a set of free (global) names that
the environment may use while interacting with the process, and transitions
are modelled as rewrite rules over a pair consisting of a set of environment
names together with a process.
Our next contribution is to implement the verification of the may-testing
preorder [12,3,5] between finitary (non-recursive) asynchronous π-calculus processes, using again ideas from [18] to calculate the set of all finite traces of a
process. May testing is a specific instance of the notion of behavioral equivalence on π-calculus processes; in may testing, two processes are said to be
equivalent if they have the same success properties in all experiments. An
experiment consists of an observing process that runs in parallel and interacts
with the process being tested, and success is defined as the observer signalling
a special event. Viewing the occurrence of an event as something bad happening, may testing can be used to reason about safety properties [4].
Since the definition of may testing involves a universal quantification over
all observers, it is difficult to establish process equivalences directly from the
definition. As a solution, alternate characterizations of the equivalence that
do not resort to quantification over observers have been found. It is known
that the trace semantics is an alternate characterization of may testing in
(synchronous) π-calculus [3], while a variant of the trace semantics has been
shown to characterize may testing in an asynchronous setting [5]. Specifically,
in both these cases, comparing two processes according to the may-testing
preorder amounts to comparing the set of all finite traces they exhibit. We
have implemented for finite asynchronous processes, the comparison of trace
sets proposed in [5]. We stress that our choice of specifying an asynchronous
version rather than the synchronous π-calculus, is because the characterization
of may testing for the asynchronous case is more interesting and difficult. The
synchronous version can be specified in an executable way using similar but
simpler techniques.
Our first step in obtaining an executable specification of may testing is
to obtain the set of all finite traces of a given process. This is done at the
Maude metalevel by using the metaSearch operation to collect all results of
rewriting a given term. The second step is to specify a preorder relation
between traces that characterizes may testing. We have represented the trace
preorder relation as a rewriting relation, i.e. the rules of inference that define
the trace preorder are again modeled as conditional rewrite rules. The final
step is to check if two processes are related by the may preorder, i.e. whether
a statement of the form P v Q is true or not. This step involves computing
the closure of a trace under the trace-preorder relation, again by means of the
metaSearch operation. Thus, our work demonstrates the utility of the new
metalevel facilities available in Maude 2.0.
3
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The structure of the paper follows the steps in the description above. Section 2 describes the syntax of the asynchronous version of the π-calculus that
we consider, together with the corresponding CINNI operations we use. Section 3 describes the operational semantics specified by means of conditional
rewrite rules. Sections 4 and 5 define traces and the preorder on traces, respectively. Finally, Section 6 contains the specification of the may testing on
processes as described above. Section 7 concludes the paper along with a brief
discussion of future work.
Although this paper includes some information on the π-calculus and may
testing to make it as self contained as possible, we refer the reader to the
papers [5,3,11] for complete details on these subjects. In the same way, the
interested reader can find a detailed explanation about the new features of
Maude 2.0 in [7], and about their use in the implementation of operational
semantics in the companion paper [18].

2

Asynchronous π-Calculus Syntax

The following is a brief and informal review of a version of asynchronous πcalculus that is equipped with a conditional construct for matching names. An
infinite set of channel names is assumed, and u, v, w, x, y, z, . . . are assumed to
range over it. The set of processes, ranged over by P, Q, R, is defined by the
following grammar:
X
P := xy |
αi .Pi | P1 |P2 | (νx)P | [x = y](P1 , P2 ) | !P
i∈I

where α can be x(y) or τ .
The output term xy denotes
P an asynchronous message with target x and
content y. The summation i∈I αi .Pi non-deterministically chooses an αi ,
and if αi = τ it evolves internally to Pi , and if αi = x(y) it receives an
arbitrary name z at channel x and then behaves like P {z/y}. The process
P {z/y} is the result of the substitution of free occurrences of y in P by z,
with the usual renaming of bound names to avoid accidental captures (thus
substitution is defined only modulo α-equivalence). The argument y in x(y).P
binds all free occurrences of y in P . The composition P1 |P2 consists of P1 and
P2 acting in parallel. The components can act independently, and also interact
with each other. The restriction (νx)P behaves like P except that it can not
exchange messages targeted to x, with its environment. The restriction binds
free occurrences of x in P . The conditional [x = y](P1 , P2 ) behaves like P1
if x and y are identical, and like P2 otherwise. The replication !P provides
an infinite number of copies of P . The functions for free names fn(.), bound
names bn(.) and names n(.), of a process, are defined as expected.
In the Maude specification for the π-calculus syntax that follows, the sort
Chan is used to represent channel names and each of the non-constant syntax constructors is declared as frozen, so that the corresponding arguments
4
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cannot be rewritten by rules; this will be justified at the end of Section 3.
sort Chan .
sorts Guard GuardedTrm SumTrm Trm .
subsort GuardedTrm < SumTrm .
subsort SumTrm < Trm .
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op

_(_) : Chan Qid -> Guard .
tau : -> Guard .
nil : -> Trm .
_<_> : Chan Chan -> Trm [frozen] .
_._ : Guard Trm -> GuardedTrm [frozen] .
_+_ : SumTrm SumTrm -> SumTrm [frozen assoc comm] .
_|_ : Trm Trm -> Trm [frozen assoc comm] .
new[_]_ : Qid Trm -> Trm [frozen] .
if_=_then_else_fi : Chan Chan Trm Trm -> Trm [frozen] .
!_ : Trm -> Trm [frozen] .

Note that the syntactic form

P

i∈I

αi .Pi has been split into three cases:

(i) nil represents the case where I = ∅,
(ii) a term of sort GuardedTrm represents the case where I = {1}, and
(iii) a term of sort SumTrm represents the case where I = [1..n] for n > 1. Since
the constructor + is associative and the
P sort GuardedTrm is a subsort of
SumTrm, we can represent a finite sum i∈I αi .Pi as (. . . (α1 .P1 + α2 .P2 ) +
· · · αn .Pn ).
To represent substitution on π-calculus processes (and traces, see Section 4) at the language level we use CINNI as a calculus for explicit substitutions [14]. This gives a first-order representation of terms with bindings and
capture-free substitutions, instead of going to the metalevel to handle names
and bindings. The main idea in such a representation is to keep the bound
names inside the binders as it is, but to replace its use by the name followed
by an index which is a count of the number of binders with the same name it
jumps before it reaches the place of use. Following this idea, we define terms
of sort Chan as indexed names as follows.
sort Chan .
op _{_} : Qid Nat -> Chan [prec 1] .

We introduce a sort of substitutions Subst together with the following
operations:
op
op
op
op

[_:=_] : Qid Chan -> Subst .
[shiftup_] : Qid -> Subst .
[shiftdown_] : Qid -> Subst .
[lift__] : Qid Subst -> Subst .

The first two substitutions are basic substitutions representing simple and
shiftup substitutions; the third substitution is a special case of simple substitution; the last one represents complex substitution where a substitution can
be lifted using the operator lift. The intuitive meaning of these operations
5
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[a := x]

[shiftup a]

[shiftdown a]

[lift a S]

a{0} 7→ x

a{0} 7→ a{1}

a{0} 7→ a{0}

a{0} 7→ [shiftup a] (S a{0})

a{1} 7→ a{0}

a{1} 7→ a{2}

a{1} 7→ a{0}

a{1} 7→ [shiftup a] (S a{1})

···

···

···

···

a{n+1} 7→ a{n}

a{n} 7→ a{n+1}

a{n+1} 7→ a{n}

a{n} 7→ [shiftup a] (S a{n})

b{m} 7→ b{m}

b{m} 7→ b{m}

b{m} 7→ b{m}

b{m} 7→ [shiftup a] (S b{m})

Table 1
The CINNI operations.

is described in Table 1 (see [14] for more details). Using these, explicit substitutions for π-calculus processes are defined equationally. Some interesting
equations are the following:
eq
eq
eq

3

S (P + Q) = (S P) + (S Q) .
S (CX(Y) . P ) = (S CX)(Y) . ([lift Y S] P) .
S (new [X] P) = new [X] ([lift X S] P) .

Operational Semantics

A labelled transition system (see Table 2) is used to give an operational semantics for the calculus as in [5]. The transition system is defined modulo
α-equivalence on processes in that α-equivalent processes have the same transitions. The rules COM, CLOSE, and PAR have symmetric versions that are
not shown in the table.
Transition labels, which are also called actions, can be of five forms: τ (a
silent action), xy (free output of a message with target x and content y), x(y)
(bound output), xy (free input of a message), and x(y) (bound input). The
functions fn(.), bn(.) and n(.) are defined on actions as expected. The set of
all visible (non-τ ) actions is denoted by L, and α is assumed to range over
L. As a uniform notation for free and bound actions the following notational
convention is adopted: (∅)xy = xy, ({y})xy = x(y), and similarly for input
actions. The variable ẑ is assumed to range over {∅, {z}}. The term (ν ẑ)P is
(νz)P if ẑ = {z}, and P otherwise.
We define the sort Action and the corresponding operations as follows:
sorts Action ActionType .
ops i o : -> ActionType .
op f : ActionType Chan Chan -> Action .
op b : ActionType Chan Qid -> Action .
op tauAct : -> Action .

The operators f and b are used to construct free and bound actions respectively. Name substitution on actions is defined equationally as expected.
The inference rules in Table 2 are modelled as conditional rewrite rules
6
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P

INP:
TAU:

xy

OUT: xy −→ 0

xj z

i∈I

αi .Pi −→ Pj {z/y} j ∈ I, αj = xj (y)

xy

P

τ

i∈I

BINP:

αi .Pi −→ Pj j ∈ I, αj = τ

PAR:

α

P1 |P2 −→ P10 |P2

x(y)

P −→ P 0

bn(α) ∩ fn(P2 ) = ∅ COM:

τ

P1 |P2 −→ P10 |P20
xy

P −→ P 0
α

(νy)P −→ (νy)P 0
x(y)

CLOSE:

y∈
/ n(α)

OPEN:

P −→ P 0

τ

P1 |P2 −→ (νy)(P10 |P20 )

x(y)

(νy)P −→ P 0

xy

P1 −→ P10 P2 −→ P20

x 6= y

α

y∈
/ fn(P2 )

α

IF:

xy

P1 −→ P10 P2 −→ P20

α

RES:

y∈
/ fn(P )

xy

α

P1 −→ P10

P −→ P 0

REP:

P |!P −→ P 0
α

!P −→ P 0
α

P −→ P 0

ELSE:

α

[x = x](P, Q) −→ P 0

Q −→ Q0
α

[x = y](P, Q) −→ Q0

x 6= y

Table 2
A labelled transition system for asynchronous π-calculus.

with the premises as conditions of the rule. 1 Since rewrites do not have labels
unlike the labelled transitions, we make the label a part of the resulting term;
thus rewrites corresponding to transitions in the operational semantics are of
the form P ⇒ {α}Q.
Because of the INP and OPEN rules, the transitions of a term can be
infinitely branching. Specifically, in case of the INP rule there is one branch
for every possible name that can be received in the input. In case of the OPEN
rule, there is one branch for every name that is chosen to denote the private
channel that is being emitted (note that the transition rules are defined only
modulo α-equivalence). To overcome this problem, we define transitions over
pairs of the form [CS] P, where CS is a set of channel names containing all the
names that the environment with which the process interacts, knows about.
The set CS expands during bound input and output interactions when private
names are exchanged between the process and its environment.
The infinite branching due to the INP rule is avoided by allowing only the
names in the environment set CS to be received in free inputs. Since CS is
assumed to contain all the free names in the environment, an input argument
that is not in CS would be a private name of the environment. Now, since
the identifier chosen to denote the fresh name is irrelevant, all bound input
1

The symmetric versions missing in the table need not be implemented because the process
constructors + and | have been declared as commutative.
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transitions can be identified to a single input. With these simplifications,
the number of input transitions of a term become finite. Similarly, in the
OPEN rule, since the identifier chosen to denote the private name emitted is
irrelevant, instances of the rule that differ only in the chosen name are not
distinguished.
We discuss in detail the implementation of only a few of the inference rules;
the reader is referred to the appendix for a complete list of all the rewrite rules
for Table 2.
sorts EnvTrm TraceTrm .
subsort EnvTrm < TraceTrm .
op [_]_ : Chanset Trm -> EnvTrm [frozen] .
op {_}_ : Action TraceTrm -> TraceTrm [frozen] .

Note that the two operators are also declared above with the frozen attribute, forbidding in this way rewriting of their arguments, as justified at the
end of this section.
The following non-conditional rule is for free inputs.
rl [Inp] : [CY CS] ((CX(X) . P) + SUM) =>
{f(i,CX,CY)} ([CY CS] ([X := CY] P)) .

The next rule we consider is the one for bound inputs. Since the identifier
chosen to denote the bound argument is irrelevant, we use the constant ’U
for all bound inputs, and thus ’U{0} denotes the fresh channel received. Note
that in contrast to the BINP rule of Table 2, we do not check if ’U{0} is in the
free names of the process performing the input, and instead we shift up the
channel indices appropriately, in both the set of environment names CS and
the process P in the righthand side and condition of the rule. This is justified
because the transition target is within the scope of the bound name in the
input action. Note also that the channel CX in the action is not shifted down
because it is out of the scope of the bound argument. The set of environment
names is expanded by adding the received channel ’U{0} to it. Finally, we
use a special constant flag of sort Chan, to ensure termination. We add an
instance of flag to the environment set of the rewrite in condition, so that
the BINP rule is not fired again while evaluating the condition. Without this
check, we will have a non-terminating execution in which the BINP rule is
repeatedly fired.
crl [BInp] : [CS] P => {b(i,CX,’U)} [’U{0} [shiftup ’U] CS] P1
if (not flag in CS) /\
CS1 := flag ’U{0} [shiftup ’U] CS /\
[CS1] [shiftup ’U] P => {f(i,CX,’U{0})} [CS1] P1 .

The following rule treats the case of bound outputs.
crl [Open] : [CS] (new [X] P) => {[shiftdown X] b(o,CY,X)} [X{0} CS1] P1
if CS1 := [shiftup X] CS /\
[CS1] P => {f(o,CY,X{0})} [CS1] P1 /\ X{0} =/= CY .

Like in the case of bound inputs, we identify all bound outputs to a single
8
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instance in which the identifier X that appears in the restriction is chosen as
the bound argument name. Note that in both the righthand side of the rule
and in the condition, the indices of the channels in CS are shifted up, because
they are effectively moved across the restriction. Similarly, the channel indices
in the action in the righthand side of the rule are shifted down since the action
is now moved out of the restriction. Note also that the exported name is added
to the set of environment names, because the environment that receives this
exported name can use it in subsequent interactions.
The PAR inference rule is implemented by two rewrite rules, one for the
case where the performed action is free, and the other where the action is
bound. The rewrite rule for the latter case is discussed next, while the one for
the former case is simpler and appears in the appendix.
var IO : ActionType
crl [Par] : [CS] (P | Q) =>
{b(IO,CX,Y)} [Y{0} ([shiftup Y] CS)] (P1 | [shiftup Y] Q)
if [CS] P => {b(IO,CX,Y)} ([CS1] P1) .

Note that the side condition of the PAR rule in Table 2, which avoids
confusion of the emitted bound name with free names in Q, is achieved by
shifting up channel indices in Q. This is justified because the righthand side of
the rule is under the scope of the bound output action. Similarly, the channel
indices in the environment are also shifted up. Further, the set of environment
names is expanded by adding the exported channel Y{0}.
Finally, we consider the rewrite rule for CLOSE. The process P emits a
bound name Y, which is received by process Q. Since the scope of Y after the
transition includes Q, the rewrite involving Q in the second condition of the
rule is carried out within the scope of the bound name that is emitted. This
is achieved by adding the channel Y{0} to the set of environment names and
shifting up the channel indices in both CS and Q in the rewrite. Note that
since the private name being exchanged is not emitted to the environment,
we neither expand the set CS in the righthand side of the rule nor shift up the
channel indices in it.
crl [Close] : [CS] (P | Q) => {tauAct} [CS] new [Y] (P1 | Q1)
if [CS] P => {b(o,CX,Y)} [CS1] P1 /\
[Y{0} [shiftup Y] CS] [shiftup Y] Q =>
{f(i,CX,Y{0})} [CS2] Q1 .

We conclude this section with the following note. The operator { } is
declared frozen because further rewrites of the process term encapsulated
in a term of sort TraceTrm are useless. This is because all the conditions of
the transition rules only involve one step rewrites (the righthand side of these
rewrites can only match a term of sort TraceTrm with a single action prefix).
Further note that, to prevent rewrites of a term to a non well-formed term, all
the constructors for π-calculus terms (Section 2) have been declared frozen;
in the absence of this declaration we would have for instance rewrites of the
form P | Q => {A}.P1 | Q to a non well-formed term.
9
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4

Trace Semantics

The set L∗ is the set of traces. The functions fn(.), bn(.) and n(.) are extended
to L∗ in the obvious way. The relation of α-equivalence on traces is defined
as expected, and α-equivalent traces are not distinguished. The relation =⇒
β
β
τ
denotes the reflexive transitive closure of −→, and =⇒ denotes =⇒−→=⇒.
0
s
l
s
s
For s = l.s0 , we inductively define P =⇒ P 0 as P =⇒=⇒ P 0 . We use P =⇒
s
as an abbreviation for P =⇒ P 0 for some P 0 . The set of traces that a process
s
exhibits is then [|P |] = {s | P =⇒}.
In the implementation, we introduce a sort Trace as supersort of Action
to specify traces.
subsort Action < Trace .
op epsilon : -> Trace .
op _._ : Trace Trace -> Trace [assoc id: epsilon] .
op [_] : Trace -> TTrace .

We define the operator [ ] to represent a complete trace. The motivation
for doing so is to restrict the equations and rewrite rules defined over traces to
operate only on a complete trace instead of a part of it. The following equation
defines α-equivalence on traces. Note that in a trace TR1.b(IO,CX,Y).TR2 the
action b(IO,CX,Y) binds the identifier Y in TR2.
ceq [TR1 . b(IO,CX,Y) . TR2] =
[TR1 . b(IO,CX,’U) . [Y := ’U{0}] [shiftup ’U] TR2]
if Y =/= ’U .

Because the operator op { } : Action TraceTrm -> TraceTrm is declared
as frozen, a term of sort EnvTrm can rewrite only once, and so we cannot obtain the set of finite traces of a process by simply rewriting it multiple times in
all possible ways. The problem is solved as in [18], by specifying the trace semantics using rules that generate the transitive closure of one step transitions
as follows:
sort TTrm .
op [_] : EnvTrm -> TTrm [frozen] .
var TT : TraceTrm .
crl [reflx] : [ P ] => {A} Q if P => {A} Q .
crl [trans] : [ P ] => {A} TT
if P => {A} Q /\ [ Q ] => TT /\ [ Q ] =/= TT .

We use the operator [ ] to prevent infinite loops while evaluating the
conditions of the rules above. If this operator were not used, then the lefthand
side of the rewrite in the condition would match the lefthand side of the rule
itself, and so the rule itself could be used in order to solve its condition. This
operator is also declared as frozen to prevent useless rewrites inside [ ].
We can now use the search command of Maude 2.0 to find all possible
traces of a process. The traces appear as prefix of the one-step successors
of a TTrm of the form [[CS] P]. For instance, the set of all traces exhibited
10
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by [mt] new [’y] (’x0 < ’y0 > | ’x0(’u) . nil) (where mt denotes the
empty channel set), can be obtained by using the following search command.
Maude> search [ [mt] new [’y] (’x{0} < ’y{0} > | ’x{0}(’u) . nil) ] =>!
X:TraceTrm .
search in APITRACESET : [[mt]new[’y](’x{0} < ’y{0} > | ’x{0}(’u) . nil)] =>!
X:TraceTrm .
Solution 1 (state 1)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (150ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(i, ’x{0}, ’u)}[’u{0}]new[’y](nil | ’x{0} < ’y{0} >)
Solution 2 (state 2)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {tauAct}[mt]new[’y](nil | nil)
Solution 3 (state 3)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(o, ’x{0}, ’y)}[’y{0}]nil | ’x{0}(’u) . nil
Solution 4 (state 4)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(i, ’x{0}, ’u)}{b(o, ’x{0}, ’y)}[’y{0} ’u{0}]nil | nil
Solution 5 (state 5)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(o, ’x{0}, ’y)}{b(i, ’x{0}, ’u)}[’y{0} ’u{0}]nil | nil
Solution 6 (state 6)
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)
X:TraceTrm --> {b(o, ’x{0}, ’y)}{f(i, ’x{0}, ’y{0})}[’y{0}]nil | nil
No more solutions.
states: 7 rewrites: 17344 in 110ms cpu (170ms real) (157672 rewrites/second)

The command returns all TraceTrms that can be reached from the given
TTrm, and that are terminating (the ‘!’ in =>! specifies that the target should
be terminating). The required set of traces can be obtained by simply extracting from each solution {a1}...{an}TT the sequence a1...an and removing
all tauActs in it. Thus, we have obtained an executable specification of the
trace semantics of asynchronous π-calculus.

5

A Trace Based Characterization of May Testing

The may-testing framework [12] is instantiated on asynchronous π-calculus as
follows. Observers are processes that can emit a special message µµ. We say
s̄.µµ
that an observer O accepts a trace s if O =⇒, where s̄ is the trace obtained by
complementing the actions in s, i.e. converting input actions to output actions
and vice versa. The may preorder v over processes is defined as: P v Q if for
µµ
µµ
every observer O, P |O =⇒ implies Q|O =⇒. We say that P and Q are may11
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(Drop)

s1 .(ŷ)s2 ≺ s1 .(ŷ)xy.s2

if (ŷ)s2 6= ⊥

(Delay)

s1 .(ŷ)(α.xy.s2 ) ≺ s1 .(ŷ)xy.α.s2 if (ŷ)(α.xy.s2 ) 6= ⊥

(Annihilate)

s1 .(ŷ)s2 ≺ s1 .(ŷ)xy.xy.s2 if (ŷ)s2 6= ⊥
Table 3
A preorder relation on traces.

equivalent, i.e. P = Q, if P v Q and Q v P . The universal quantification
on contexts in this definition makes it very hard to prove equalities directly
from the definition, and makes mechanical checking impossible. To circumvent
this problem, a trace based alternate characterization of the may equivalence
is proposed in [5]. We now summarize this characterization and discuss our
implementation of it.
The preorder ¹ on traces is defined as the reflexive transitive closure of
the laws shown in Table 3, where the notation (ŷ)· is extended to traces as
follows.


s
if ŷ = ∅ or b 6∈ fn(s)





s1 .x(y).s2 if ŷ = {y} and there are s1 , s2 , x such that
(ŷ)s =

s = s1 .xy.s2 and y 6∈ n(s1 ) ∪ {x}




⊥
otherwise
For sets of traces R and S, we define R - S, if for every s ∈ S there is
an r ∈ R such that r ¹ s. The may preorder is then characterized in [5] as:
P v Q if and only if [|Q|] - [|P |].
The main intuition behind the preorder ¹ is that if an observer accepts
a trace s, then it also accepts any trace r ¹ s. The first two laws state that
an observer cannot force inputs on the process being tested. Since outputs
are asynchronous, the actions following an output in a trace exhibited by the
observer need not causally depend on the output. Hence the observer’s output
can be delayed until a causally dependent action, or dropped if there are no
such actions. The annihilation law states that an observer can consume its
own outputs unless there are subsequent actions that depend on the output.
The reader is referred to [5] for further details on this characterization.
We encode the trace preorder as rewrite rules on terms of the sort TTrace
of complete traces; specifically, the relation r ≺ s if cond, is encoded as s
=> r if cond. The reason for this form of representation will be justified
in Section 6. The function ({y})· on traces is defined equationally by the
operation bind. The constant bot of sort Trace is used by the bind operation
to signal error.
op bind : Qid Trace -> Trace .
op bot : -> Trace .
var TR : Trace .
var IO : ActionType.

12
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ceq TR . bot = bot
ceq bot . TR = bot

if t =/= epsilon .
if t =/= epsilon .

eq

bind(X , epsilon) = epsilon .

eq

bind(X , f(i,CX,CY) . TR ) = if CX =/= X{0} then
if CY == X{0} then ([shiftdown X] b(i, CX , X)) . TR
else ([shiftdown X] f(i, CX , CY)) . bind(X , TR) fi
else bot fi .

eq

bind(X , b(IO,CX,Y) . TR) = if CX =/= X{0} then
if X =/= Y then ([shiftdown X] b(i, CX , Y)) . bind(X , TR)
else ([shiftdown X] b(IO, CX , Y)) . bind(X , swap(X,TR)) fi
else bot fi .

The equation for the case where the second argument to bind begins with
a free output is not shown as it is similar. Note that the channel indices
in actions until the first occurrence of X{0} as the argument of a free input
are shifted down as these move out of the scope of the binder X. Further,
when a bound action with X as the bound argument is encountered, the swap
operation is applied to the remaining suffix of the trace. The swap operation
simply changes the channel indices in the suffix so that the binding relation
is unchanged even as the binder X is moved across the bound action. This is
accomplished by simultaneously substituting X{0} with X{1}, and X{1} with
X{0}. Finally, note that when X{0} is encountered as the argument of a free
input, the input is converted to a bound input. If X{0} is first encountered at
any other place, an error is signalled by returning the constant bot.
The encoding of the preorder relation on traces is now straightforward.
crl [Drop] : [ TR1 . b(i,CX,Y) . TR2 ] => [ TR1 . bind(Y , TR2) ]
if bind(Y , TR2) =/= bot .
rl

[Delay] : [ ( TR1 . f(i,CX,CY) . b(IO,CU,V) . TR2 ) ] =>
[ ( TR1 . b(IO,CU,V) . ([shiftup V] f(i, CX , CY)) . TR2 ) ] .

crl [Delay] : [ ( TR1 . b(i,CX,Y) . f(IO,CU,CV) . TR2 ) ] =>
[ ( TR1 . bind(Y , f(IO,CU,CV) . f(i,CX,Y{0}) . TR2) ) ]
if bind(Y , f(IO,CU,CV) . f(i,CX,Y{0}) . TR2) =/= bot .
crl [Annihilate] : [ ( TR1 . b(i,CX,Y) . f(o,CX,Y{0}) . TR2 ) ] =>
[ TR1 . bind(Y , TR2) ]
if bind(Y , TR2) =/= bot .

Note that in the first Delay rule, the channel indices of the free input
action are shifted up when it is delayed across a bound action, since it gets
into the scope of the bound argument. Similarly, in the second Delay rule,
when the bound input action is delayed across a free input/output action,
the channel indices of the free action are shifted down by the bind operation.
The other two subcases of the Delay rule, namely, where a free input is to
be delayed across a free input or output, and where a bound input is to be
delayed across a bound input or output, are not shown as they are similar.
13
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Similarly, for Annihilate, the case where a free input is to be annihilated
with a free output is not shown.

6

Verifying the May Preorder between Finite Processes

We now describe our implementation of verification of the may preorder between finite processes, i.e. processes without replication, by exploiting the
trace-based characterization of may testing discussed in Section 5. The finiteness of a process P only implies that the length of traces in [|P |] is bounded,
but the number of traces in [|P |] can be infinite (even modulo α-equivalence)
because the INP rule is infinitely branching. To avoid the problem of having
to compare infinite sets, we observe that
[|Q|] - [|P |]

if and only if

[|Q|]f n(P,Q) - [|P |]f n(P,Q) ,

where for a set of traces S and a set of names ρ we define Sρ = {s ∈ S |
fn(s) ⊆ ρ}. Now, since the traces in [|P |] and [|Q|] are finite in length, it
follows that the sets of traces [|P |]f n(P,Q) and [|Q|]f n(P,Q) are finite modulo αequivalence. In fact, the set of traces generated for [[fn(P,Q)] P] by our
implementation described in Section 3, contains exactly one representative
from each α-equivalence class of [|P |]f n(P,Q) .
Given processes P and Q, we generate the set of all traces (modulo αequivalence) of [[fn(P,Q)] P] and [[fn(P,Q)] Q] using the metalevel facilities of Maude 2.0. As mentioned in Section 4, these terms, which are
of sort TTrm, can be rewritten only once. The term of sort TraceTrm obtained by rewriting contains a finite trace as a prefix. To create the set of all
traces, we compute all possible one-step rewrites. This computation is done at
the metalevel by the function TTrmtoNormalTraceSet that uses two auxiliary
functions TTrmtoTraceSet and TraceSettoNormalTraceSet.
op
op
op

TTrmtoTraceSet : Term -> TermSet .
TraceSettoNormalTraceSet : TermSet -> TermSet .
TTrmtoNormalTraceSet : Term -> TermSet .

eq

TTrmtoNormalTraceSet(T) = TraceSettoNormalTraceSet(TTrmtoTraceSet(T)) .

The function TTrmTraceSet uses the function allOneStepAux(T,N) that
returns the set of all one-step rewrites (according to the rules in Sections 3
and 4, which are defined in modules named APISEMANTICS and APITRACE, see
Figure A.1 in appendix) of the term T which is the metarepresentation of a
term of sort TTrm, skipping the first N solutions. In the following equations,
the operator u stands for set union.
Notice the use of the operation metaSearch, which receives as arguments
the metarepresented module to work in, the starting term for search, the
pattern to search for, a side condition (empty in this case), the kind of search
(which may be ’* for zero or more rewrites, ’+ for one or more rewrites, and
’! for only matching normal forms), the depth of search, and the required
solution number. It returns the term matching the pattern, its type, and
14
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the substitution produced by the match; to keep only the term, we use the
projection getTerm.
op APITRACE-MOD : -> Module .
eq APITRACE-MOD = [’APITRACE] .
var N : MachineInt .
vars T X : Term .
op
op

allOneStepAux : Term MachineInt Term -> TermSet .
TraceTermToTrace : Term -> Term .

eq
eq

TTrmtoTraceSet(T) = allOneStepAux(T,0,’X:TraceTrm) .
allOneStepAux(T,N,X) =
if metaSearch(APITRACE-MOD,T,X,nil,’+,1,N) == failure
then ’epsilon.Trace
else TraceTermToTrace(getTerm(metaSearch(APITRACE-MOD,T,X,nil,’+,1,N)))
u allOneStepAux(T,N + 1,X) fi .

The function TraceTrmToTrace (whose equations are not shown), used
in allOneStepAux, extracts the trace a1.a2...an out of a metarepresentation of a term of sort TraceTrm of the form {a1}{a2}...{an}TT. The function
TraceSettoNormalTraceSet uses the metalevel operation metaReduce to convert each trace in a trace set to its α-normal form. The operation metaReduce
takes as arguments a metarepresented module and a metarepresented term
in that module, and returns the metarepresentation of the fully reduced form
of the given term using the equations in the given module, together with its
corresponding sort or kind. Again, the projection getTerm leaves only the
resulting term.
eq
eq

TraceSettoNormalTraceSet(mt) = mt .
TraceSettoNormalTraceSet(T u TS) =
getTerm(metaReduce(TRACE-MOD,’‘[_‘] [ T ]))
u TraceSettoNormalTraceSet(TS) .

We implement the relation - on sets defined in Section 5 as the predicate
<<. We check if P v Q by computing this predicate on the metarepresented
trace sets [|P |]f n(P,Q) and [|Q|]f n(P,Q) as follows. For each (metarepresented)
trace T in [|P |]f n(P,Q) , we compute the reflexive transitive closure of T with
respect to the laws shown in Table 3. The laws are implemented as rewrite
rules in the module TRACE-PREORDER. We then use the fact that [|Q|]f n(P,Q) [|P |]f n(P,Q) if and only if for every trace T in [|P |]f n(P,Q) the closure of T and
[|Q|]f n(P,Q) have a common element.
op TRACE-PREORDER-MOD : -> Module .
eq TRACE-PREORDER-MOD = [’TRACE-PREORDER] .
var N : MachineInt .
vars T T1 T2 X : Term .
var TS TS1 TS2 : TermSet .
op
op
op
op
op

_<<_ : TermSet TermSet -> Bool .
_<<<_ : TermSet Term -> Bool .
TTraceClosure : Term -> TermSet .
TTraceClosureAux : Term Term MachineInt -> TermSet .
_maypre_ : Term Term -> Bool .
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eq
eq
eq
eq

TS2 << mt = true .
TS2 << (T1 u TS1) = TS2 <<< T1 and TS2 << TS1 .
TS2 <<< T1 = not disjoint?(TS2 , TTraceClosure(T1)) .
T1 maypre T2 = TTrmtoNormalTraceSet(T2) << TTrmtoNormalTraceSet(T1) .

The computation of the closure of T is done by the function TTraceClosure.
It uses TTraceClosureAux to compute all possible (multi-step) rewrites of the
term T using the rules defined in the module TRACE-PREORDER, again by means
of the metalevel operation metaSearch.
eq
eq

TTraceClosure(T) = TTraceClosureAux(T,’TT:TTrace,0) .
TTraceClosureAux(T,X,N) =
if metaSearch(TRACE-PREORDER-MOD,T,X,nil,’*,maxMachineInt,N) == failure
then mt
else getTerm(metaSearch(TRACE-PREORDER-MOD,T,X,nil,’*,maxMachineInt,N))
u TTraceClosureAux(T,X,N + 1) fi .

This computation is terminating as the number of traces to which a trace
can rewrite using the trace preorder laws is finite modulo α-equivalence. This
follows from the fact that the length of a trace is non-increasing across rewrites,
and the free names in the target of a rewrite are also free names in the source.
Since the closure of a trace is finite, metaSearch can be used to enumerate all
the traces in the closure. Note that although the closure of a trace is finite, it
is possible to have an infinite rewrite that loops within a subset of the closure.
Further, since T is a metarepresentation of a trace, metaSearch can be applied
directly to T inside the function TTraceClosureAux(T,X,N).
We end this section with a small example, which checks for the may-testing
preorder between the processes P = a(u).b(v).(νw)(wv|au)+b(u).a(v).(bu|bw)
and Q = b(u).(bu|bw). We define constants TP and TQ of sort TTrm, along with
the following equations:
eq TP = [[’a{0} ’b{0} ’w{0}]
’a{0}(’u) . ’b{0}(’v) . new[’w](’w{0} < ’v{0} > | ’a{0} < ’u{0} >)
+ ’b{0}(’u) . ’a{0}(’v) . (’b{0} < ’u{0} > | ’b{0} < ’w{0} >)]
eq TQ = [[’a{0} ’b{0} ’w{0}]
’b{0}(’u) . (’b{0} < ’u{0} > | ’b{0} < ’w{0} >)]

The metarepresentation of these TTrms can now be obtained by using
’TP.TTrm and ’TQ.TTrm, and we can then check for the may-testing preorder
between the given processes as follows:
Maude> red ’TP.TTrm maypre ’TQ.TTrm .
reduce in APITRACESET : ’TP.TTrm maypre ’TQ.TTrm .
rewrites: 791690 in 2140ms cpu (2160ms real) (361422 rewrites/second)
result Bool: true
Maude> red ’TQ.TTrm maypre ’TP.TTrm .
reduce in APITRACESET : ’TQ.TTrm maypre ’TP.TTrm .
rewrites: 664833 in 1620ms cpu (1640ms real) (410390 rewrites/second)
result Bool: false

Thus, we have P v Q, but Q v
/ P . The reader can check that indeed,
[|Q|]f n(P,Q) - [|P |]f n(P,Q) , but [|P |]f n(P,Q) / [|Q|]f n(P,Q) .
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7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have described an executable specification in Maude of the
operational semantics of an asynchronous version of the π-calculus using conditional rewrite rules with rewrites in the conditions as proposed by Verdejo
and Martı́-Oliet in [18], and the CINNI calculus proposed by Stehr in [14]
for managing names and their binding. In addition, we also implemented
the may-testing preorder for π-calculus processes using the Maude metalevel,
where we use the metaSearch operation to calculate the set of all traces for a
process and then compare two sets of traces according to a preorder relation
between traces. As emphasized throughout the paper, the new features introduced in Maude 2.0 have been essential for the development of this executable
specification, including rewrites in conditions, the frozen attribute, and the
metaSearch operation.
An interesting direction of further work is to extend our implementation
to the various typed variants of π-calculus. Two specific typed asynchronous
π-calculi for which the work is under way are the local π-calculus (Lπ) [10]
and the Actor model [1,15]. Both of these formal systems have been used
extensively in formal specification and analysis of concurrent object-oriented
languages [2,8], and open distributed and mobile systems [9]. The alternate
characterization of may testing for both of these typed calculi was recently
published [16,17]. We are extending the work presented here to account for
the type systems for these calculi, and modifications to the trace based characterization of may testing. We are also looking for interesting concrete applications to which this can be applied; such experiments may require extending
our implementation to extensions of π-calculus with higher level constructs,
although these may just be syntactic sugar.
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A

Appendix

The diagram in Figure A.1 illustrates the graph of module importation in our
implementation that closely follows the structure of the paper. The complete
code is available at http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/~ksen/api/. Here we only
show the module that contains the rewrite rules for the operational semantics
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Fig. A.1. The graph of module importation in the implementation.

of asynchronous π-calculus (Table 2). The function genQid used in the condition of the last Res rule generates an identifier that is fresh, i.e. an identifier
not used to construct channel names in the set passed as the argument to the
function.
mod APISEMANTICS is
inc APISYNTAX .
inc CHANSET .
inc TRACE .
sorts EnvTrm TraceTrm .
subsort EnvTrm < TraceTrm .
op
op
op

[_]_ : Chanset Trm -> EnvTrm [frozen] .
{_}_ : Action TraceTrm -> TraceTrm [frozen] .
notinfn : Qid Trm -> Prop .

vars
vars
vars
var
eq

N : Nat .
CX CY : Chan .
A : Action .
SUM : SumTrm .

vars X Y Z : Qid .
var CS CS1 CS2 : Chanset .
vars P1 Q1 P Q : Trm .
var IO : ActionType .

notinfn(X,P) = not X{0} in freenames(P) .

rl [Inp] : [CY CS] (CX(X) . P) =>
{f(i,CX,CY)} ([CY CS] ([X := CY] P)) .
rl [Inp] : [CY CS] ((CX(X) . P) + SUM) =>
{f(i,CX,CY)} ([CY CS] ([X := CY] P)) .
rl [Tau] : [CS] (tau . P) => { tauAct } ([CS] P) .
rl [Tau] : [CS] ((tau . P) + SUM) => { tauAct } ([CS] P) .
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crl [BInp] : [CS] P => {b(i,CX,’u)} [’u{0} [shiftup ’u] CS] P1
if (not flag in CS) /\
CS1 := flag ’u{0} [shiftup ’u] CS /\
[CS1] [shiftup ’u] P => {f(i,CX,’u{0})} [CS1] P1 .
rl

[Out] : [CS] CX < CY > => { f(o,CX,CY) } ([CS] nil) .

crl [Par] : [CS] (P | Q) => {f(IO,CX,CY)} ([CS] (P1 | Q))
if [CS] P => {f(IO,CX,CY)} ([CS] P1) .
crl [Par] : [CS] (P | Q) =>
{b(IO,CX,Y)} [Y{0} ([shiftup Y] CS)] (P1 | [shiftup Y] Q)
if [CS] P => {b(IO,CX,Y)} ([CS1] P1) .
crl [Com] : [CS] (P | Q) => {tauAct} ([CS] (P1 | Q1))
if [CS] P => {f(o,CX,CY)} ([CS] P1) /\
[CY CS] Q => {f(i,CX,CY)} ([CY CS] Q1) .
crl [Close] : [CS] (P | Q) => {tauAct} [CS] new [Y] (P1 | Q1)
if [CS] P => {b(o,CX,Y)} [CS1] P1 /\
[Y{0} [shiftup Y] CS] [shiftup Y] Q =>
{f(i,CX,Y{0})} [CS2] Q1 .
crl [Res] : [CS] (new [X] P) =>
{[shiftdown X] f(IO,CX,CY)} [CS] (new [X] P1)
if CS1 := [shiftup X] CS /\
[CS1] P => {f(IO,CX,CY)} [CS1] P1 /\
(not X{0} in (CX CY)) .
crl [Res] : [CS] (new [X] P) => {tauAct} [CS] (new [X] P1)
if [CS] P => {tauAct} [CS] P1 .
crl [Res] : [CS] (new [X] P) =>
{[shiftdown X] b(o,CX,Z)} [Z{0} CS] new[X]([ Y := Z{0} ] P1)
if Z := genQid(X{0} CS freenames(P)) /\
[[shiftup X] CS] P => {b(o,CX,Y)} [CS1] P1 /\
X{0} =/= CX .
crl [Open] : [CS] (new[X] P) => {[shiftdown X] b(o,CY,X)} [X{0} CS1] P1
if CS1 := [shiftup X] CS /\
[CS1] P => {f(o,CY,X{0})} [CS1] P1 /\ X{0} =/= CY .
crl [If] : [CS1] (if CX = CX then P else Q fi) => {A} [CS2] P1
if [CS1] P => {A} [CS2] P1 .
crl [Else] : [CS1] (if CX = CY then P else Q fi) => {A} [CS2] Q1
if CX =/= CY /\ [CS1] Q => {A} [CS2] Q1 .
crl [Rep] : [CS1] (! P) => {A} [CS2] P1
if [CS1] (P | (! P)) => {A} [CS2] P1 .
endm
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Thin Middleware for
Ubiquitous Computing
Koushik Sen
Gul Agha
13.1

INTRODUCTION

As Donald Norman put it in his popular book Invisible Computers [12], “a good
technology is a disappearing technology.” A good technology seamlessly permeates
into our lives in such a way that we use it without noticing its presence. It is invisible
until it is not available. Ever since the invention of microprocessors, many computer
researchers have strived to make computer technology a “good” technology.
Advances in chip fabrication technology have reached a point where we can physically make computing devices disappear. Bulkier machines have given way to smaller
yet more powerful personal computers. It has become possible to implant a complete
package of a microprocessor with wireless communication, storage, and a sensor on
a cubic millimeter silicon die [8]. Specialized printers print out computer chips on
a piece of plastic paper [6]. Computer chips are woven into on a piece of fabric [9].
“Smart labels” (a.k.a passive RFID tags) [7] will soon be attached to every product
in the market.
The growth of devices with embedded computers will provide task-oriented, simple
services which are highly optimized for their operating environment. More user
oriented, human friendly services may be created by networking the embedded nodes,
and coordinating their software services.
Composing existing component services to create higher-level services has been
promoted by CORBA, DCOM, Jini, and similar middleware platforms. However,
these middleware services were designed without paying much attention to resource
management issues pertinent to embedded nodes: the middlewares tend to have large
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footprints that do not fit into the typically small memories of tiny embedded computers. Thus there is a need for a middleware which allows components to be glued
together without a large overhead.
Embedded nodes are autonomous and self contained. They have their own state
and a single thread of control, and a well defined interface for interaction. Interaction
between nodes is asynchronous in nature. The operating environment for these devices may be unreliable. For these reasons, the interaction between different devices
must be arms-length – the failure of one device should not affect another. For example, consider an intelligent home where the clock is networked to the coffee maker
and an alarm also triggers the coffee maker. An incorrectly operating coffee maker
should not cause the alarm clock to fail to operate. The autonomy and asynchrony in
the model we describe helps ensure such fault containment.
Embedded nodes are typically resource constrained – they have small communication range, far less storage, limited power supply, etc. These resource limitations
have a number of consequences. Small memory means that not every piece of code
that may be required over the lifetime of a node can be pre-loaded onto the node.
Limited power supply means that certain abstractions, such as those requiring busy
waiting to implement, may be too expensive to be practical.
We propose thin middleware as a model for network-centric, resource-constrained
embedded systems. There are two aspects to the thin middleware model. First, we
represent component services as Actors [1, 3]. The need for autonomy and asynchrony
in resource-constrained networks of embedded nodes makes Actors an appropriate
model to abstractly represent services provided by such systems. Service interactions in the thin middleware are modeled as asynchronous communications between
actors. Second, we introduce the notion of meta-actors for service composition and
customization. Meta-actors represent system level behavior and interact with actors
using an event-based signal/notify model.
13.2

ACTORS

Actors [1, 3] were developed as a basis for modeling distributed systems. An actor
encapsulates a state, a set of procedures which manipulate the state, and a thread of
control. Each actor has a unique mail address and a mail buffer to receive messages.
Actors compute by serially processing messages queued in their mail buffers. An
actor waits if its mail buffer is empty. Actors interact by sending messages to each
other.
In response to a message, an actor carries out a local computation (which may
be represented by any computer program) and three basic kinds of actions (see Figure 13.1):
Send messages: an actor may send messages to other actors. Communication is
point-to-point and is assumed to be weakly fair: executing a send eventually
causes the message to be buffered in the mail queue of the recipient. Moreover,
messages are by default asynchronous and may arrive in an order different from
the one in which they were sent.
Create actors: An actor may create new actors with specified behaviors. Initially,
only the creating actor knows the name of the new actor. However, actor names
are first class entities which may be communicated in messages; this means
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Methods
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Fig. 13.1 Actor Model: Actors are concurrent objects that interact via asynchronous messages.

that coordination patterns between actors may be dynamic and the system is
extensible.
Become ready to accept a message: The actor becomes ready to process the next
message in its mail queue. If there is no message in its mail queue, the actor
waits until a new message arrives and processes it.
Asynchronous message passing is the distributed analog of method invocation in
sequential object-oriented languages. The send and create operations can be thought
of as explicit requests, while the ready operation is implicit at the end of a method.
That is, actors do not explicitly indicate that they are ready to receive the next message.
Rather, the system automatically invokes ready when an actor method completes.
Actor computations are abstractly represented using actor event diagrams as illustrated in Figure 13.2. Two kinds of objects are represented in such diagrams: actors
and messages. An actor is identified with a vertical line which represents the life-line
of the actor. The darker parts on the line represent the processing of a message by the
actor. The actor may create new actors (dotted lines) and may send messages (solid
lines) to other actors. The messages arrive at their target actors after arbitrary but
finite delay and get enqueued at the target actor’s mail queue.
Note that the nondeterminism in actor systems results from possible shuffles of the
order in which messages are processed. There are two causes of this nondeterminism.
First, the time taken by a message to reach the target actor depends on factors such as
the route taken by the message, network traffic load, and the fault-tolerance protocols
used. Second, the order in which messages are sent may itself be affected by the
processing speed at a node and the scheduling of actors on a given node. Nondeterminism in the order of processing messages abstracts over possible communication
and scheduling delays.
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Fig. 13.2 Actor event diagram

The nondeterministic model of concurrency provides a loose specification. Properties expressed in this model state what may, or what must, eventually happen. In
reality, the probability that, for example, a message sent at a given time will be received after a million years is practically infinitesimal. One way to express constraints
on the arbitrary interleavings resulting from a purely nondeterministic model is by
using a probabilistic model. In such a model, we associate a probability with each
transition which may depend on the current state of the system. Our specifications
then say something about when something may happen with a given probability. We
discuss a probabilistic model in some more detail below.
13.2.1

Probabilistic Discrete Real-time Model

Traditional models of concurrent computation do not assume a unique global clock
– rather each actor is asynchronous (for example, see [3, 2]). However, when modeling interaction of the physical world with distributed computation, it is essential to
consider guarantees in real-time. Such guarantees are expressed in terms of a unique
global time or wall clock and the behavior of all devices and nodes is modeled in
terms of this reference time (for example, see [11, 14, 13, 10]). This amounts to a
synchronous model of actors and it implies a ’tight coupling’ in the implementation
of actors; network and scheduling delays, as well as clock drift on the nodes, must be
severely restricted.
In network embedded systems, a number of factors make a tight coupling in the
implementation of actors infeasible. For example, the operation of some embedded
devices may be unreliable, and message delivery may have nondeterministic delays
due to transmission failures, collisions, and message loss. So in large network embed204
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Fig. 13.3 Probabilities to capture nondeterminism in computation and communication

ded systems, it is not feasible to maintain a unique reference clock. The introduction
of probability in the operations can be thought of as an intermediate synchronization
model. In a probabilistic model, we assume that the embedded nodes agree on a global
clock, but their drift from the clock is only probabilistically bound. Such probabilities
replace the qualitative nondeterminism in computation and communication.
We assume the actors and the messages in transit form a soup. The components
of the system follow a reference clock with some probability. The global time of
the whole system (soup) advances in discrete time steps. The time steps can be
compressed and stretched, depending on the kind of property we want to express. For
example, the time step can be set to one second or it may be set to one millisecond. The
global time of the system advances by one step when all the actions (computation
and communication) that are possible in that time step have happened (see Figure
13.3). We associate a local clock with each actor and it advances with every global
time step. However, it is reset to zero when the actor consumes a message. The clock
remains zero when the actor is idle.
At a given time step an actor may be in one of three states:
ready to process a message from its mail queue,
busy computing, or
waiting, because there is no message in mail queue.
If the actor is in either of the first two states, it can take the following actions:
complete the computation in its current time step; or,
delay its computation by one time step.
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In the first case, the local clock of the actor remains same and so it is open to other
actions in that time step. However, for the second action the local clock of the actor
advances by one time step and hence, all possible actions of that actor get disabled for
that time step. The two actions get enabled once the global time advances to the next
time step. As a function of the state of the system, we associate different probabilities
with each of the two actions.
Similarly, at a given time step a message can take three actions:
it can get enqueued at the target actor,
it can get lost and thus removed from the soup, or
it can get delayed, in transit, by one time step.
If a message is delayed in transit, the local time of the message advances by one
time step and so the message cannot take any more actions in that global time step.
However, all the three actions will get enabled once the global time advances to the
next step. Probabilities are associated with each action. The probabilities depend on
factors such as the message density in the route taken by the message, the time for
which it has been delayed (value of local clock of the message), and the number of
messages sharing the same communication channel.
A computation path is defined as a sequence of states that the system has seen in the
course of its computation. Note that the system retains the same computation paths
as it would have in a nondeterministic model of concurrency. The probability that a
particular finite sequence of states in a path will occur is obtained by multiplying the
probabilities of all the actions in that sequence of states. Some of these probabilities
will grow sufficiently small that they will no longer be relevant to the proof of some
properties of our interest.
Using the above model, we can express properties of the form: “Within time ,
the system will reach a state which satisfies a property with probability .” For
example:






the alarm clock will ring at 7:00 a.m. with probability 0.99.
the microwave will complete popping 95% of the popcorn by 10 a.m. with
probability 0.98.
In implementing probabilistic timing specifications, one constrains the system level
behavior which involves networks of heterogeneous nodes. A middleware provides
a uniform interface to access such nodes. We represent the middleware itself as a
collection of actors. The model we describe enables dynamic customizability of the
execution environment of an actor in order to satisfy properties such as timing and
security.
13.3

REFLECTIVE MIDDLEWARE

A key requirement for middleware is that it must enable dynamic customization – so
that services can be pushed in and pulled out at runtime. This scheme of pushingin and pulling-out of services allows the middleware to keep on a node only those
services that are required by an application. The result is a light weight middleware.
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Fig. 13.4 Reflection: Application can inspect and modify middleware components.

Because an application may be aware of system level requirements for timing,
security, or messaging protocols, it needs to have access to the underlying system.
We support the ability of an application to modify its system level requirements by
dynamically changing the middleware through the use of computational reflection.
A reflective middleware provides a representation of its different components to
the applications running on top of it. The applications can inspect this representation
and modify it. The modifications made to the components are immediately mirrored
to the application. In this way, applications can dynamically customize the different
components of the middleware through reflection (see Figure 13.4).
We use the meta-actor extension of actors to provide a mechanism of architectural
customization [5]. A system is composed of two kinds of actors: base actors and
meta-actors. Base actors carry out application-level computation, while meta-level
actors are part of the runtime system (middleware) that manages system resources
and controls the base-actor’s runtime semantics.
13.3.1

Meta-architecture

From a systems point of view, actors do not directly interact with each other: instead,
actors make system method calls which request the middleware to perform a particular
action. A system method call which implements an actor operation is always ’blocking’: the actor waits till the system signals that the operation is complete. Middleware
components which handle system method calls are called meta-actors. A meta-actor
executes a method invoked by another actor and returns on the completion of the
execution. The requisite synchronization between an actor and its meta-actor is facilitated by treating the meta-actor as a passive object: it does not have its own thread
of control. Instead, the calling object is suspended. In other words, an actor and its
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Fig. 13.5 Stacks of meta-level actors in an embedded node.

meta-actor are not concurrent – the latter represents the system level interpretation of
the behavior of the former.
A meta-actor is capable of customizing the behavior of another actor by executing
the method invoked by it. An actor customized in this fashion is referred to as the base
actor relative to its meta-actor. To provide the most primitive model of customization
a meta-actor can customize a single base-actor. However, multiple customizations
may be applied to a single actor by building a meta-level stack, where a meta-level
stack consists of a single actor and a stack of meta-actors (see Figure 13.5). Each
meta-actor customizes the actor which is just below it in the stack. Messages received
by an actor in a meta-level stack are always delegated to the top of the stack so that
the meta-actor always controls the delivery of messages to its base-actor. Similarly
messages sent by an actor pass through all the meta-actors in the stack.
We identify each operation of a base-actor as a system method call as follows.
send(msg): This operation invokes the system method transmit with msg
(msg is the message sent by the actor) as argument. If the actor has a metaactor on its top it calls the transmit method of the meta-actor and wait for its
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Fig. 13.6 Interaction between meta-actor and base actor

return. The method returns without any value. Otherwise, if the actor is not
customized by a meta-actor, it passes the message to the system for sending.
create(beh): This operation invokes the system method create with the
given beh (beh is the behavior with which the newly created actor will be
instantiated) as argument. If there is a meta-actor on top of the actor, it calls the
create method of the meta-actor and waits for its return. The method returns
the address a of the new actor. Otherwise, the actor passes the create request
to the system.


ready(): The system method ready is invoked when an actor has completed
processing the current message and is waiting for another message. If the actor
has a meta-actor on top it calls the ready method of the meta-actor and waits
for its return. The method returns a message to the base-actor. Otherwise, the
actor picks up a message from its mail queue and processes it. Notice, there is
a single mail-queue for a given meta-level stack.

The method call-return mechanism for different actor operations and the availability of a single queue for a meta-level stack makes the execution of a meta-level stack
single threaded. So explicit scheduling of each actor in the stack is not required. The
meta-actors behave as reactive passive objects which respond only when a system
method is invoked by its base actor. The single thread implementation of a meta-level
stack is important, as most of the embedded devices can have a single thread only.
An example of such a embedded OS is TinyOS which runs on motes.
Every meta-actor has a default implementation of the three system methods. These
implementations may be described as follows:
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transmit(msg): If there is a meta-actor on its top, it calls transmit(msg)
method of that meta-actor and waits for it to return. Otherwise, it asks the
system to send the message to the target and returns.
create(beh): If the actor has a meta-actor at its top, it calls create(beh)
method of that meta-actor and waits for the actor to return with an actor address.
Otherwise, the actor passes the create request to the system and waits till it gets
an actor address from the system. After receiving new actor address, the actor
returns it to the base actor.
ready(): If there is a meta-actor on top of it, it calls ready() method of
that meta-actor and waits for it to return a message. Otherwise, the actor, by
definition located at the top of the meta-level stack, dequeues a message from
the mail queue. After getting the message, the actor returns the message to the
base actor.

actor Encrypt(actor receiver)


// Encrypt outgoing
// messages if they
// are targeted to
// the receiver
method transmit(Msg msg)
actor target = msg.dest;
if (target == receiver)
target
encrypt(msg);
else
target
msg;
return;

actor Decrypt()


// Decrypt incoming messages
// targeted for
// base actor (if necessary)
method ready()
Msg msg = ready();
if (encrypted(msg))
return(decrypt(msg));
else
return(msg);
















Fig. 13.7 Meta-Level Implementation of Encryption: The Encrypt meta-actor intercepts transmit signals and encrypts outgoing messages. The Decrypt policy actor intercepts messages targeted for the receiver (via the rcv method) and, if necessary, decrypts an
incoming message before delivering it.

As an example of how we may customize actors under this model, consider the
encryption of messages between a pair of actors. Figure 13.7 gives pseudo-code for
a pair of meta-actors which may be installed at each endpoint. The Encrypt metaactor implements the transmit method which is called by the base-actor while
sending a message. Within transmit, a message is encrypted before it is sent to
its target. The Decrypt meta-actor implements the ready method which is called
when the base actor is ready to process a message. Method ready decrypts the
message before returning the message to the base-actor.
The abstraction of the middleware in terms of meta-actors gives the power of
dynamic customization. Meta-actors can be installed or pulled out dynamically. This
pushing in and pulling out of meta-actors by the application itself makes it capable of
customizing the middleware. It also makes it possible to have only those middleware
components which are required by services of the current application – facilitating
our goal of thin middleware.
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Fig. 13.8 Dynamic Customization: Pulling out and pushing in a new meta-actor for the
implementation of encryption algorithm

13.4

DISCUSSION

We have described some preliminary work on a model of reflective middleware. We
believe that further development of thin middleware will be central to the future
integration of computing and the physical world [4]. However, many important
problems have to be addressed before such an integration can be realized. We describe
two areas to illustrate the problems. These areas relate, respectively, to the model and
implementation of middleware.
A formal model of the interaction of the properties of actors and meta-actors
has been developed in terms of a two-level semantics [15]. This model needs to
be extended to its probabilistic real-time counterpart. For example, methods for
composition of transition probabilities for actors and their meta-actors have not been
developed.
More research is required in the implementation of thin middleware. Current
implementation of reflective actor middleware has been based on high-level languages
– which necessarily assume a large infrastructure. An alternate implementation would
be in terms of a very efficient and small virtual machine which allows enforcement of
timing properties. Related problems are incrementally compiling high-level code to
such a virtual machine and supporting the mobility of actors executing on the virtual
machine.
In our view, the solution to these and related problems define an ambitious research
agenda for the coming decade.
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